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PREFACE.
The Vaisesika Sutras of Kanada, with the Commentary of San-

kara Misra and extracts from the gloss of Jayanarayana and the
Bluisya of Chandrakanta, was first published in the years 1910 and
1911. Inspite of the numerous imperfections of the work, it appear*
to have awakened a lively interest in the study and propagation
of one of the oldest systems of Hindu Philosophy. For, its publica-
tion lias been followed by a number of very valuable contributions to
the literature of the subject from the pen of some eminent scholars.
First and foremost amongst them is the Positive Sciences of the Ancient
Hindus by Dr.. Brajendranath Seal, M. A. Ph. D. (1915). Dr. Seal
observes that "Hindu scientific ideas aud methodology (e. g. the in-
ductive- method or methods of algebraic analysis) have deeply influienced
the course of natural philosophy in Asia—in the East as well as in the
West—in China and Japan,, as well as in the Saracen Empirec', and
enters into "a comparative estimate of Greek and Hindu scence".
He K'ves very lucid expositions of the Nyaya-Vaisesika Themical The-
ory, of tlio conception of Molecular Motion (Parispanda), and of the
ideas of Mechanics (Kinetics) and Acoustics, and deals very fully with
the Doctrine of Scientific Method. In the following year (19l6y, that
accomplished scholar, Dr. Gan ganalha Jha, M. A., D. Litt., came out with
an English translation of the Paddrtha-Dharma-Samgraha,—the Magnum
Opus of the Vaisesikas—, that is, Prasastpada's Bhasya on the Vaisesi-
ka Sutras of Kanada, with Sridhara's Commentary (Nyayakandali) on
the Bhfisya. In the Introduction he explains the Vaisesika conception
of Bhuta ('element'), and points out that "what itho Vaisesika means
by Baying that those are the 4 five bhutas', is that there are five states of
matter: solid (Earth), liquid (Water), gaseous (Air), luminous (Fire), and
etheric (Akaja)." The notes he has added in the body of the book are
very illuminating, and clear up many obscure points in he text. In
the year 1917, was published the Daia-Paddrtha-Sdstra: Chinese Text
(translation), with Introduction, Translation and Note*, by H. TJi, Pro-
fessor in the Sotoshu College, Tokyo, under the editorship of F. W.
Thomas Esquire. It is a remarkable publication in many ways. In the
first place, it presents us with a Chinese version of the tenets of Kanada
in the form of Kwei-ci's quotations, probably from a commentary oii the
treatise. The author tells us that the treatise was composedd by a
follower of the Vaisesika, named Mati Chandra, and translated into
Chinese by Yuan Chwang in 648 A. D. It is in the form of a cateciism.
and, as a catechism of the doctrines of the later school of the Vaiseskas
it is almost unsurpassed. In the second place, the author has compiled
from Chinese records an account of the traditions current among Chi-
nese scholars respecting Kanada, his work, and his school. His resear-
ches fully confirm our view of the great antiquity and pppularity of the
Vaisesika-Sutras. Last but not least is Indian Logic and Atomism (1921)
which is an exposition of the Nyftya and Vaisesika Systems, by A. B
Keith, D. C. L., D. Litt., a well-known orientalist. He regards them "as
able and earnest efforts to solve the problem* of knowledge and beina
<»n the basis of reasoned argument". He has attempted "to set oat the
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fundamental d< eh ii is . Hi e
; ) M c n s u ith due ieg«id to their history

and their relotiois to Kuddhist } hilos oj hj ". It is gratifying to-

find that, as in the ancient past, even so at the piesentday, the-

Vaisesika has engagid the attention of earnest students all over the-

world.

Now, what is .the Vaisesika Darsana V We do not know when or

by whom the name 'Vaisesika' was first applied to the teachings of

Kanada. In the Sutras the word appears only once (in K. ii. 7) where-

it means 'characteristic', 'distinguishing'. According to the rule of

f8uini, IV. iii. 87, the word is derived from the word 'Visesa', mean in g-

'a treatise on Visesa'. The word 'visesa' lias various meanings
; e. g.

species, distinction, difference, excellence, superiority. Accordingly
the word 'Vaisesika' also has been variously interpreted- "The origin

of the name", in one view, "is in the fact that the system is distingui-

shed from, and superior to, the Samkhya''. In another view, "tho work
was named the Vaisesika sastra, since it excelled other works in all

respects, or because it was composed by a man of superior intelligence".

A third view is that it is called Vaisesika, because it particularly or
specifically treats of Genus, Species, and.Combination which have not
been dealt with in any other treatise and though they are included in

the predicables Substance, etc. In a fourth view, it is distinguished
from the Samkhya in its theory of Buddhi (understanding), namely
that Buddhi is an attribute of the Soul, and not its instrument of know-
ledge. In another view, it is distinguished from the System of Jaimini
in so far as it declares that the highest good is to be achioved by tie
renunciation of the things of the woild and by the contemplation of
Truth, and not by positive performances. Lastly, it is explained that
Kan&da's system has come to be called "Vaisesika" from his theory of
'visesa' inhering in the ultimate atoms (I. ii. 6). His atoms are 'math-
ematical points', without part.-), and possessing the same attribute and
activity in their respective classes of 'Earth', 'Water', 'Fire', and 'Air'.

It is by means of their 'visesas' or individual characteristics that thov
are distinguished from one another, and account for the variety of
things in nature. This last explanation appears to bo pioferable to all

the others.

The \ aisesika is a Moksa-idxtra: it teaches a doctrine of reloase
release from the coil of mortality. According to Kanada, m:ui must
work out his own salvation. It is given to him, if ho will, to hear the
Truth from the Scriptures or from a preceptor, on high or here below
to think over it in his mind, and to meditate upon it in the recesses of
his heart. He can control his sensory and motor organs, and, by
eliminating superficial psychic states, make the mind steady in the-
Sonl. Steadiness of tho mind in the Soul is called Yoga. Yo»a is
neither a mystery nor is it mysticism. It is tho realisation of tho°free-
doru of will, of the free Self. He then becomes master of timo and space,
for him there is no distinction of past, present, and future ; no disti-
nction of here, there, and elsewhere. The mind being at rest, pleasure-
and pain do not arise, activity ceases, and the law of Karma is cancell-
ed for all time to come. The accumulated Karma of the past, however
remains. Having realised the fundamental freedom of the Self, he
sees what experiences are in store for him, and lives out those" exper-
iences in appropriate forms and surroundings brought about by the-
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creative power of will. In this way he cancels the past as well. There-
after, when death takes place, and the soul finally quits its temporal
abode, it does not pass into other forms of finite life, but remains free
for ever till the end of Time. That freedom is called Moksa, the supremo
good, the be-all and end-all of existence.

Self-knowledge, Self-realisation, Atraa-saksatkara, is then the only
means of attaining Moksa. The fundamental teaching of Kanada
therefore, is "trittva-jfianat nihsreyasam", the supreme good results
from the knowledge of the truth about the Soul. It is a translation of
the Vedic text, "Tarati sokatn Atma-vit", the kuower of the Self over-
comes Evil.

The Soul is therefore to be known. Kanada shows how it is to be
known. Hence the Vaisesika Sastra is also called Adhydtma lidtlra, a
treatise respecting the Soul. It was not necessary for him to call
attention to the nature of the Soul in itself, the pure Soul as it was in
the beginning and as it will be in the end. It was enough for his pur-
pose to demonstrate the nature of the Soul in the interval of Time, the
suffering Soul, the Soul revolving on the wheel of births and deaths
and re-births under the Law of Karma. The universal expedience of
Suffering ("Dubklia") compels an enquiry as to the means of its rem >val
namely, realisation of the truth about the Soul ; and Kanada's view is'
that the Soul can be known by means of the Not-Soul.

The Soul and the Not-Soul make up Reality. The Real is that
which is knowablo and nameable-Reality therefore consists of Padar-
thas, nameables or predicables. They are not merely categoric .f

Teought, in the sense that they have no existence outside and indepen-
dent of thought. They are classes of entities which have an existence
antecedent to, and independent of, our thought. They become objeots
of our thought, they are knowable and uaiueablo, because ihey exist
"In pure perception we are actually placed outside ourselves, we touch
the reality of thr object in an immediate intuition "(Bergson). Tattva-
saks>Ukara, immediate intuition of reility, is the aim of Kanada'* phil-
osophy. *

£

By a subtle process of analysis and synthesis, Kanada divides all
nameable things into six classes: viz. substance, attribute, action, genus
species, and combination. He then shows, that attrribute and action
-exist by oombinaton with substance. Without substance, there were-
no attribute and action. Similarly, genus and species are correlative
and are not absolute, except in the case of the highest geuus which is'

existence, and the lowest species which is the visosas or individual
characteristics appertaining to, inhering in the eternal substances.
Oenus and spocies therefore exist by combination with substances.
Without substance, there where were no genus aud speoies- Similarly,,
combination is " the intimate connection in the inseparably connected*
things "

; e. y. of parts and wholes, of substances aud their attributes
of action and the sent of action, of genus and soecies and substance*
in which they reside, and of eternal substances and, their, ultimate
differences. Without substance, then, there were no combination.
Substance, therefore, is the fundamental reality.

By analysis, substance is resolved into nine kind* : viz. Earth
Water, Fire, Air, Ether, Time, Spaoe, Soul, and Mind. Of these Earth^
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Water, Fire, and Air are, as effects, i. e., wholes made up of parts, non-
eternal. Their ultimate atoms which are without parts, are eternal.

On the other hand, Ether, Time, Space, Soul, and Mind are without
parts, and therefore oternal. Ether is held to be "nothing- other than
the cosmic vacuum (?) which contains all objects, and gives room for

their activities". Time and Space are complementary to Ether. The
three substances are in reality one only (Prasastapada and Chandra-
kanta). Mind, again, is entirely material, and yet oapable of coming
into intimate relation with the Soul ; it is as it were a sort of eauura
obtcura to the Soul. In another view, the ultimate atoms are subject to

change
;
they produce effects, and themselves undergo changes, but do

not initiate changes, except in so far as they reflect themselves in the

Mind. Mind also suffers change ; it modifies in the form of every ob-

ject it comes in contact with ; otherwise it is absolutely inactive. The
Soul, on the other hand, does not suffer change of states. Tt is tho
initiator of change in everything else. Cognition, pleasure, pain,

desire, aversion, volition, merit, demerit, and impressiou are its attri-

butes, and not its essence. They are determinations of Will, and prove
a state of "indetermi nation of Will" in which the Soul is truly free and
eternal. It follows that Atoms, Minds, and Souls are the ultimate unit*

in Creation. The highest Soul, the Supreme Person, is Cod.

Atoms and Minds do not exist for themselves. They exist for the
Souls, for their bhoga and apavarga, transmigration and emancipation.
In the beginning of Creation, activity is induced in them—they are set

in motion,—by Adristam, the resultant energy abiding in the Souls an

a consequence of their previous activities. It causes the combination
of Htoms to form the body and the world. "The sphere of transmigra-
tion is the common result of the individual adfifta, and every one's

body and other personal circumstances are the special results of the in-

dividual adfista". It has no activity during the time of the world's
dissolution. At the end of the peiiod of dissolution, it is set free by
the will of Cod. It then starts the process of Creation, and maintains
it ; it is the sustaining energy from the beginning to the end of Crea-
tion. Tt can be neutralised,— its force can be exhausted,—only by the
action of the Soul (Vaisasika Sutras, V. ii. 16).

In this view the interesting references that are met with here and
there in the VaiseBtka Sutras, to cosmology, geology, mineralogy, bot-

any and plant-physiology, zoology, physiology, mechanics, acoustics,

and other positive sciences, become explained. The doctrine of adfi-

fta carries the enquiry further into the field of ethics and sociology, on
the one hand, and logic aid epistemdogy as well as psychology and
philology, on the other. For, the S >ul is at the core of reality, that is,

the real which is k 10 v ible a id (amiable* E/ery individual S ml is

the ee.itre of a separate world of its own, which is evolved to suit ita

a If if'A. T j kio.v tlij S ml,—5 > have im na lia:,e intuitiin of it, there-

fore, it is nejetsary to k tow the Sot-Sml. "For we do not obtain an
iutuitio'i from reality, that is, a'i intolleotual sympathy with the most
in ti aate part of it,—a ilea we have won its coifideice by a long ello-

w ihi.p with its superficial manifestations. (Bergson, An Introduction

to Metaphysics).

Ka-iada accordingly elaborates a process of thinking consideration

•f things. As Dr. Deusseu rightly observe*, ''Indian Philosophy did
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not start, as, for the most part, the Greecian did, from an investigation
free of assumptions into the existent, but rather like modern philo-
sophy from the critical analysis and testing of a complex of know-
ledge handed down (through the Veda). " Hence the Vaisesika is also

called Manana sdstra, treatise based on reasoning, rational or critical

.system. The starting point of ttie system is the observation and
analysis of objects, with a view to their strict definition and a correct
appreciation of their place and function in the world of bhoga and
apavarga, probation and perfection, bondage and freedom. And
tattva-jnana, knowledge of truth, is its end and aim. To accomplish
this result, it evolves a doctrine of Scientific Method, which, however,
is " only a subsidiary discipline, being comprehended under the wider
conception of Methodology," which proceeds by way of " (1) the pro-
position (or enumeration) of the subject-matter (Uddesa), (2) the
ascertainment of the essential characters or marks, by Perception,
Inference, the Inductive Methods, etc. —resulting in definitions (by
laksana) or descriptions (by upalaksana) ; and (3) examination and
verification (pariksa and nirnaya)" (Seal). In this method, logic is

not pure reasoning or inference ; the reasoning is also proof. And
the Methodology evolved by Kanada and Gotama has been carried
almost, to perfection in the later Nyaya, "which, inspite of its arid dia-

lectics, possesses a threefold siguificane in the history of thought: (I)

logical, m its conceptions of Avachchhedaka and Pratiyogi, being an
attempt to introduce quantification on a connotative basis, in other

words,to introduce quantitative notions of Universal and Particular, in

both an affirmative and a negative aspect, into the Hindu theory of

Inference and Proposition regarded connotatively as the establishment
of relations among attributes or marks

; (2) scientific, in its investiga-

tion of the varieties of Vyapti and TJpadhi (and of Anyathasiddha),
being an elaboration of Scientific Method, in the attempt to eliminate
the irrelevant ; and (3) ontological and epistatuological, in its classi-

fication and precise determi lation of the various relations of Know-
ledge and Being, with even greater rigidity and minuteness than in

He^ol's Logic of Being and Essence" (Seal). »

The criterion of truth, in the Vail^sika Sfttras, is the correspon-
dence of thought with things and vice v>,rva Truth and reality are, in
this system, convertible terms. "* * * the existe ice of the concept of an
object, subjective as well as objective, is the lo jicil reasvi for and the
real consequence of the existence of the obje3t" (vli). Existence per-
vades the world of reality: to be reil, is t> be existe it: and to be exit-
t<* it is t > be k mwable aid na n»»ble ; tint is, there mast be in it

"an i in njJiately intuitable elena-it, which is determine 1 by the function
of o le or m »re of our se ises, or by inner perce-itioi" (Si{W»rt), or,
as we sh ml I say, by the 'mind', and 1,1 1, by insl.tafcion and tra •s'se i-

dental or pure perse >tion (t*vttva-saksatkara). Hence the Vaiiesika
is callel a realism, and, —a dualism.

A characteristic d>ctrine of the Vaifjfika is its Kriya-vada. Thit
is the dicfcri ie which h >ldi that self is a;tive, or that self is affojted
by pleasure or desire, eto , in other w >r Is, that it is a kartri or an
agent, i i the course of the evolution, or iujm correctly, revelation of
its tratismijjratory existence.
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Another characteristic doctrine of the Vaisesika is its Arambha-
vada: the doctrine, namely, that the world as an effect, is not a mere
appearnace (vivarta) of the cause, nor an evolution (parinama) of the

cause, but is produced by aggregation of the cause, which is the ulti-

mate atoms. And this leads to the doctrine of Alat-karya-vada, that is,

that an effect has only a temporary existence, and that, before its pro-

duction, and, after its destruction, it is non-existent.

Before we close this short notice of the scope and character <>f the

Vaisesika Philosophy, it is our pleasant duty to acknowledge our

obligations to the distinguished authors cited above Our special

thanks are due to Dr. Seal and Professor fji whom we liave freely

quoted.

Translator.
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action of heat, is natural to Air
SCETION B.

Of the Characteristics of Time.

"Now," " Then," "Simultaneous," " Slow," " Quick,"—such
are the marks of Time.—85

Time is the principle of Change ; Change measures Time
Lrke Air, Time is a Substance, and is eternal.—86
Like Existence, Time'is one.—87
Time is the efficient cause of all that is produced.— . ...



ScETION C.

Of the Characteristics of Space.

* " This, from this "—such is the mark of Space.—89 ... 7$
Distance in place cannot be explained by Time ... 79
Time relations cannot be altered

;
Space relations can be

"altered ... 19
* Like Air, Space is a Substance, and is eternal.—90 ... 80
* Like Existence, Space is one.— 91 ... 80
Chandrakanta thinks, Ether, Time, and Space are but

different forms of a single Substance ... 80
* Its manifoldness is due to the variety of its effects.—92 ... 81
* The conception of the East, South, West, and North

explainsd.—93, 94 ... 81
* Similarly, the intermediate directions—95 ... 82"

Section d.

Of Doubt.

* Doubt arises from the perception of the general property,
- non-perception of the differentia, and the recollection
• of the alternatives.—96 ... 82"

Doubt is not A-Prama or Uncertain Knowledge ... 88

Doubt is neither threefold nor fivefold, as some Nyaya
teachers think ... 83

Doubt is not "Wonder" or curiosity ; nor is it knowledge
-which does not produce an impression (Samskara) ... 84

Doubt is (i) internal , or (ii) externa] : (a) in respect of an
object in view, or (b) in respect of an object concealed
from view ... 84

* The property seen may have been observed in several

objects before.—97 ... 84
* Or an object may be seen in a different form from that in

which is was seen before.—98 ... 84
* Doubt arises from science anb nescience also.—99 ... 85
Nyaya Sutra, I-i -22, considered ... 85

Section e

Of Sound.

* Sound is the object of perception by the ear.—100 ~
... 86-

The doctrine of Sphota is refuted by Convention ... 86
* Sound is an object apart from all other objects : hence

Doubt arises in respect of it.—101 ... 87
Sound is not a Substance nor an Action.—102,103 ... 87

* Sound is transient, not eternal.—104, 105 ... 88
* Sound differs in property from that which is eternal—106 ... 89
* Sound is non-eternal, because it is an effect.—107, 108 ... 89
* Defect in the doctrine of the eternality of Sound

stated—109 *
... 90

* Sound is produced from Conjunction, Disjunction, and also
from another Sound—110 *

... 91
* Sound is non-eternal, also because of its mark, viz. to be

cognisable by the ear—111 ... 91
* Arguments in favour of the eternality of Sound stated and

refuted.—112-116 ,„ 91-94
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Two theories of the production of Sound : (o) Vichitarnga-
#

ny&y a (successive production of single sounds) and (6)
rCadamba-golaka-nyaya (simultaneous production of
multiple sounds) ... 94

BOOK III.

Of Soul and Mind.

CHAPTER I.

Of the Marks of Inference.

Section a.

Of Enquiry Respecting Soul.

* The objects of the Senses are perceived.—117 ... 96
* Their perception is the mark of the existence of an object

different from them.—118 ... 96
* The Body or the Senses are not the seat of perception—II9,

k* 97
* Because there is no consciousness in their causes.—120 ... 97
* For consciousness does not appear in the other products of

those causes —121 ... 68
* And because consciousness is not known to exist in those

causes.—122 ... 98
Recollection of provious experience in an amputated part

of the body, the Law of Karma, recollection of infancy
iu youth, instinctive acts, etc. are so many more objec-
tions to a physiological theory of consciousness ... 98,99

Section b.

Of Fallacies of Inference,
* Au identical mark cannot be a means of inference.—123 ... 99
* Any one thing cannot be a mark of .any other thing.—124 100

Section c.

Of Marks of Inference.
* The Conjunct, the Inherent, the Co-inherent, and the Con-

tradictory.—125 ... 100
* One effect, of another effect—126 ... 101
* The non-existent, of the existent.—127 ... 101
* The past, of the non-past.—128 ... 101
* The past, of the past.—129 ... 102
* For a mark operates on the recollection of the " universal

relation."—130 . ... 102
" Universal relation " discussed ... 107

Section d.

Of Enumeration of Fallacies.
* The unproved., the non-existent, and the dubious are false

marks—131 ... 107
* E- g., because it has horns, therefore it is a horse.—132 ... 107
* A multifarious is also a false mark : e. g. beoause it has

horns, therefore it is a cow—133 ••• 108
Various kinds of " unproved " mark indicated ... lt)8

Threefold division of true marks described ... 109
True and false marks discussed. ... 109
Other examples of false mark described ... 110
False marks are of three kinds, and not five* as maintained

In the Nyaya ... 110
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0 Section k.

Of Marks of Inference of Soul.

^Cognition prodnoed from the contact of the Soul, the Sense,

and the Object, is a true mark.—134 ... 11 T

The Bauddha theory cf Recognition and Recollection

criticised ... Ill

A possible^ attack on the Samkhya theory of Buddhi ... Il2*

* Activity and inactivity observed in one's own soul, are

marks of inference of other souls.—135 ... 113

OHAFTER II.
.

Of the Inference of Soul and Mind.

Section a.

Of the Mind.

* The appearance and non-appearance of knowledge on tho

contact of the Soul with the Senses and the Objects, are

marks of the existence of the Mind.— 136 ... 114
Mind is not universal, but atomic ... 114

* Mind is a Substance, and is eternal.—137 ... 115--

* Mind is one— 138 ... 110
The theory that there are as many minds as there are senses

in the organism, and that mind is a whole made up of

parts, refated ... 11$

Section b.

Of the Soul.

* The marks of the inference of the Soul are many 139 ... 117
The 'body is not the seat of consciousness ... Hg

* The Soul is a Substance, and is eternal.—140 ... 118
* The doctrine that the Soul is not known by inference, but

by Revelation, stated.—141-143 *

... 120
* But the very word "I" infers the Soul, so that the Soul is

known by inference as well as from Revelation.—144 ... 121
The Soul is not imperceptible to the Mind ... 122

* But " Devadatta " (a person) is known by perception : what
is the use of inference ?—145 ... 12£-

* Inference strengthens the intuition—146 ... 123
* « Devadatta goes "—is a metaphor —147 .*. 124
* The metaphor raises a doubt: In " I am fair," " I " may

refer to the body or to the Soul—148 ... 124
* The intuition of " I " arises in respect of one's own Soul

only, and not of others' : hence it denotes the Soul
primarily—149 !24

* Thr'doctrine^ that the intuition of " I " is primarily in
respect of the body, raises the same doubt—150-151 ... i26

* "Were consciousness an attribute of the body, one would
perceive the thoughts of another, and vice, versa—152 ... 126

* The Soul is not proved by Reveh tion alone, as it is proved
by its characteristic mark of the intuition in the form
of "I "—153 ™

ft7
The Ved&nta doctrine criticised by Jayanarayana ... 128
How the Soul is distinguished as Jiva or lsvara' ... 1294



Section, C-

Of Plurality of Seula.
* Soul is one^because there is no differenee in the productwu

©f- pleasure, p^n, and knowledge.—154 • ^ZX
'

* Plurality of Souls is proved by circumstances—165 13"

* The Veda also supports this view.—156 ••• 15t1

BOOK IV.

Of the Origin of Bodies

CHAPTER I.

Of Atoms.

Section a.

Of the Eternal.
* The eternal is that which is existent, and uncaused.—157... 133

Section b.

Of Existence of Ultimate Atoms.
* The effect is the mark of the existence of the Ultimate

A.tom—158 ... 134
* The Ultimate Atoms possess Colour, etc.—159 ... 134
* The Ulimate Atom is eternal—160 ... 135

Objections to the eternality of the Ultimate Atom stated ... 136
* It is an error to suppose that the Ultimate Atom is not

eternal.—161 ... 136
Section c.

Of Condition of Perception.
* Perception takes place from magnitude due to possession of

component parts, and from colour.—162 ... 136
* Air is not perceived by the Senses, because it has not colour

developed in it—163 ... 187
Section d.

Of Perception of Attributes.
* Perception of Colour, Taste, Smell, ar.d Touch takes place

from their special characteristics, and from their inhere-
ing in compound bodies.—164,165 ... 188,13<>

Conditions of their perception are their special charac-
teristics, absence of a more powerful like attribute,
'their intensity, and inherence in compound bodies ... 138

* Gravity is not perceptible—166 ... 140
Gravity is perceptible to Touch, says Vallabh&ch&rya ... 141

Section e.

Of Bi-aenaual Perception.
* Numbers, Magnitudes, Separateness, Conjunction, Disjunc-

tion, Priority, Posteriority, and Action are perceptible
to the eye in bodies possessing Colour, and not else- .

where.—167, 168 ...141,142
Section f.

*

Of Omni-seneual Perception.
* The classes, Attribute-ness and Existence, are perceptible

to all the Senses—169 ... 142
CHAPTER II.

Of Tangible Atomic Produots-
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Section a.

Of Threefold Product.
* Atoms produce Earth, etc. in three forms, vis, Body, Sense,

and Objeet.—170 » ^ ^
Section b.

Of Body.
* The Body is not composed of the five Bhutas ; neither is it

a compound of three Bhutas. 171, 172 ... 144
* The influence of the other Bhutas is not denied.— 173 ... 145

Section o.

Of Twofold Body.
* Body is twofold ; sexually and a-sexually-produoed 174 145
The sexual body is either womb-born or is egg-born ... 146
Plants are living bodies ... 146

* A-sexual bodies are produced by Ultimate Atoms not con-
fined in direction and place 175 ... 146

They exist in the worlds of Varuna, etc. ... 146
* Ultimate Atoms are moved by a particular Dharma towards

the production of the a-sexual bodies of gods and
sages.—176 ^

... 147
* There is record of the existence of such bodies 177 ... 147
Brahma, the first-born must have been produced a-sexually.

—178 ... 148
A-Bexual bodies do existjas is seen in the Veda.—179, 180... 1.48

Aqueous, igneous, and aerial bodies cannot but be a-sexually
produced. ... 149

Constitution of the organs of Sense described. ... 149
Manifestations of Earth, Waters, Fire, and Air described... 149

BOOK V.
Of Investigation of Action.

CHAPTER 1.

Of Voluntary Action.
Section a.

Of Upward Movement.
The hand moves up in the presence, and by the volition, of

the Soul.—181 ... 151
Action analysed ... 151
With the hand, the pestle goes up.—182 ... 151

* Volition is the cause neither of the rebounding of the pestle

nor of the going up of the hand with it.—183-186 ... 152,168
Section b.

Of Downward Movement.
* In the absence of an impediment, a body falls from

gravity.—187 ... 154
* It does not go upward nor sideward, because there is no

impulse towards those directions.—188 ... 154
* A particular impulse is given by a particular volition—189 155
* Range of motion depends upon the impulse.—190 ... 155

Section c.

Of Cause of Merit and Demerit. T

* Like the reaction of the hand, the playful movements of

limbs by an infant are non-moral.—191 ... 155
* So is the bursting of bodies caused by, burning—192 ... 156

*
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Sleep-walking is non-volitional.—193 15&

Section d.
., .

Of Indifferent Movement
''

Grass is moved by Air.—1^4 ^
Section e.

Of Movement caused by Adfistam.

Adristam causes the jewel to move towards the thief, and
also the attraction of iron, grass, etc. by magnetic and

electric bodies,—195 157

Section f

Of Nature of Motion.

Motion is not one and continuous, but consists of a series of

discreet movements.—196 ••• 158

Movement springs from impulse which produces impetus

which keeps up a succession of movements from point to

point—197 159

A single impetus runs through the whole series of move-
ments ••• 159

The Nyaya maintains the theory of a series of impetus as

well ••• 159'

Gravity destroys the impetus, and the body falls.—198 ... 160
CHAPTEK II.

Of Non-volitional Action.
Section a.

Of Action in Earth.
' Impulse,' ' Impact,' and conjunction with a moving body,

are causes of action in terrene substances—199 ... 161

Earthquake, etc. which affect birth, and bhoga, are caused
by adfistam (destiny).—200 ... 161

Section b

Of Action in Water.
Rain is caused by the gravity of water particles disengaged

from the cloud.—201 ... 162
Water flows in a stream or current on account of

fluidity.—202 • ... 162
Sun and air cause the evaporation of water.—203,204 ... 162,163

* Circulation of water in trees is caused by adfistam—205 ... 163
* Water is transformed as snow, hail, etc. by the actiou of

heat.—206-209 "
4..164,165

Section, c
Of Action in Fire, and Air.

* Conflagration, volcanic eruption, tempest, meteor, etc. are
caused by adristam.—210 ... 166

* Adristam caused the movement of fire, air, atoms, and mind
at the time of Creation.—211 ... 166

Section d.

Of Actton in Mind.
(i) Caused by Volition Soul.

Volition of the Soul causes movement of the mind.—119 ... 266
Function of the nervous process explained ... 167

* Pleasure and pain, cognition, volition, etc. are caused by
the oonjunctiou of the soul with the object through the
mind and the senses.—218 ... iqJ

*
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* No change can be produced in the mind when it abides in

the soul, which is the state of Yoga.—214 ... 167

Section e.

Of Action in Mind, etc.

(ii) Caused by Adristam.
* The ingoing and outgoing of life and mind at birth and

death, metabolic, physiological and other vital processes

are oaused by adristam.—215 ... 169
* Emancipation takes place in the absence of adristam.—216 170

How Yoga destroys adristam is described ... 170
Section f.

Of Action in Shadows.
* Darkness is a non-entity.—217,218 ... 171

Section g.

Of Absence of Action.
* Space, Time, Ether, Soul, Action, Attribute, Genus, Species,

Combination are void of action, as they are incorporeal

or imponderable—219-224 ... 172-174

BOOK VI.

Of the Investigation of Dharma and A-Dharma.
CHAPTER I.

Of Vedic Duties.

Section a.

Of Source of the Authority of the Veda.
* The Veda is a statement of facts by a person who has previ-

ously known those facts.—225 ... 175
It is the work of an Absolute Person . ... 175
The Mimamsa doctrine that Word is eternal, is refuted ... 175

* Allotment of names in the Brdhmana portion of the Veda is

a mark of the previous knowledge of the things
named.—226 ... 175

* Injunctions on gift and on acceptance of gift are also such
marks.—227,228 ^

'
... 176

Section b.

Of the Reaper of Consequences.
* Result of Act accrues to the performer enly.—229 ... 177

Exceptions to the rule considered ... 177
The Vrittikdra does not admit any exception, ... 178

Section g.

Of Dharma and A- dharmas from Prescribed and Prohibited Acts.
* Entertainment of impure Brfthmaiias at a Srdddha does not

produce Dharma.—230 ... 179
* 'Impurity' consists in killing.—281 179
* Association with the impure is sinful.—232 ... ]7g
* Entertainment of a pure Brahmana at a Srdddha is not

sinful.—233 *
- ... 180

* Put ity, and not status, should be the criterion.—234,235 ... 180
Section d.

Of Ctrtain Exceptions.
* Stealing, killing, and suicide are not sinful in certain

... circumstances.—236-240 . tt< 181-183
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CHAPTER II,

Of the Production of Dharma and A-dharma.
Section a.

Of the Supreme Good.

Acts of which the purpose is not of this world, produce
< Exaltation '.—241 ... 184

Proof of Adfistam is stated ... 184

Acts of which the objects are not ' visible ' stated.—242 ... 184

Section b.

Of Purity.

Parity is purity of heart
;
impurity is impurity of

heart.—243,244 ... 185,188

What objects are pure, stated.—245 ... 186
Impure objects stated.—246,247 ... 167-188

Section c.

Of Self-restraint.

Purity must be coupled with self-restraint in order to

produce ' Exaltation- ,-i248,249 ... 188

Section d.

Of Causes of 1 Faults'
Desire aud Aversion are caused by pleasure and pain, by

habit, by adfistam, and also by racial distinction.

—

250-253 * '

...189,190
Section e.

Of Effects of ' Faults.'

Desire and aversion cause activity towards dhdrma aud
a-dharma.—254 ... 191

Activity of mind, speech, and body described ... 1Q1
Section p.

Effects of Dharma and A-dharma.
Birth and death are the results of dharma and a-dharma

255 ... 191
Section g.

Of the Nature of Release.

Release is a state of permanent impossibility of 1 pain 256 192
Hew Release is attained, is described ... I92

BOOK VII.

Of the Examination of Attributes and of Combination..

.

CHAPTER I.

Of Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, and Magnitude.
Section a.

Of Non-eternal Attributes.
Aphorism I. i. 6 recalled.—257 ... 193
Colour, etc, of Earth, etc. are non-eternal, because their

subtrata are non-eternal—258 ... 193
Section b.

Of Eternal Attributes.
Colour, etc. of the ultimate atoms of Water, Fire, and Air

are eternal.—259,260 ... 194
VfUtikdra's reading of Aphorism 25) explained ... 194
But Colour, etc. of aqueous, igneous, a id aerial bod ies are
•••non-eternal.—261 ... 195
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Section c.

Of Variety of Coloured, in Earth.

Colour, etc. of terrene bodieB are produced from like attri-

butes in their constituent cause and also from the action

of heat.—262 ... 196

Colour-ness, etc are not mere apprehensibility by the

external senses, but are jdtis or unjversals which are

the characteristics of the attributes perceptible by tho

external senses ••• 196-199

Process due to the action of heat is considered. Two views :

vithara-fdka (pot-baking) and pilu-pdka (atom-baking)

distinguished ... 199-202?

Because the substance is the same before and after the

action of heat.—263 ... 202

Section d.

Of Measure or Extension.

The minute is not perceived ; tho massive is perceived.—264 203
Measure is of four kinds : Largeness, Smallness, Long-ness,

and Shortness ... 203-

The universal substances, Space, Time, Ether, and Soul,

are also infinite in measure, i. e, possesses extreme large-

ness and long-ness ; extreme smallness and shortness

exist in the ultimate atoms ; the next degrees of small-

ness and shortness exist in binary atomic aggregates
;

and largeness and long-ness exist in substances from
tertiary atomic aggregates upwards ... 203

Largeness is produced either from multiplicity of consti-

tuent parts, or from their magnitude, or from their loose

conjunction.—265 ... 204
A multiplicity of constituent parts come into combination

by the direction of God ... 204
Smallness is produced from opposite causes.—266 ... 205
Relative uses of 4 large ' and ' small ' explained.—267-269 205-2U6
Largeness and Smallness do not exist in Largeness and

Smallness—270,271 ... 207
Largeness and Smallness do not exist in Attributes and

Actions.—272 _ ... 207
Long-ness and Shortness do not exist in Long-ness and

Short-ness—273 ... 208-

Measure of eternal substances and ultimate atoms is eternal,
and measure of non-eternal substances is non-eternal

—

274,275 ... 208,209
Measure of the ultimate atom is called parimandala.—276 209
The existence of Measure in a relative sense in perceptible

bodies, is proof of the existence of Measure in a roal
sense in imperceptible substances.—277 ... 210

Ether as well as the Soul is infinitely large 278 ... 210
The Mind is infinitely small—279 ... 211
Space is all-pervading.—280 ... 212
Time is all-pervading.—281 ... 212
Time is the efficient cause of all that is produced ... 212;
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CHAPTER II.

Of Number, Separateness, Conjunction, Disjunction, Priority,
Posteriority, and Combination.

Section a.

Of Attributes which exist in one object at well as in more
than one object.

* Unity is a different Attribute.—282 ... 214
BhUsana's view criticised ... 214

* Separateness is a different Attribute.—283 ... 215
Separateness is distinguished from ' mutual non-existence/

difference in property, and Genus ... 215
Unity and Separateness do not exist in Unity and Separate-

ness.—284 "

... 216
Unity does not exist in Attributes and Actions, because

they are void of Number.—285,286 ... 216,217
If Unity did not really exist, the word could not be used

even in a relative sense—287 ... 217
The Sdrnkhyas hold that cause and effect are one and the

same, i. e. that unity and individuality belong to them.
This is not correct ... 217

Unity and Individuality do not exist in Effect and Cause.
—288 ... 218

The characteristic of having the attributes of the cause as
antecedents, belongs to non-eternal Unity and Indivi-
duality—289 ... 219

Other Numbers and Sep araten esses are derivative, and
embrace more than one substance ... 2I9

The conception of duality analysed ... 221
How duality is destroyed ...221-222
Sridhara, Udayana, and aahkara Miira on the idea of*

multiplicity or manifoldness ... 223
The common consent of humanity that a thing is produoed

and that a thing is destroyed, is a refutation of the
S&mkhya dootaine that cause and effect are identical ... 225

Section b.

Of Attributes which embrace more than one object.

Conjunction and Disjunction are produced either by the
action of one of the substances concerned, or by the
action of both, or by another Conjunction or another
Disjunction—290,291 ... 225,228

Production of things takes place by means of Conjunction 226
There is no Conjunction among all-pervading substanoes.

e. g. Space, Time, Ether, and Soul ... 226
Conjunction is not eternal ... 227
How Conjunction is destroyed ... 227
Sarvajna's view of Disjunction criticised ... 280
How Disjunction is destroyed ... 281,282
Conjunction and Disjunction do not exist in Conjunction

and Disjunction.—292,293 *
... 232,233

Effect and Cause do not possess Conjunotion aud Disjunc-
tion, because they are already in combination jyith each
other.—294 „, 233
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Of Sound and Sense.

* The relation between a WoYd and its Meaning is neither
Conjunction nor Combination, because Conjunction is

an Attribute—295-300 "*

... 234-23$
* Because Attribute also may be the meaning of a Word — 296 234
* Because Word and its Meaning are both inert.—297 ... 234
* And' because a non-entity also is denoted by Word.—298 234
* Word and its Meaning are therefore unrelated.—299 ... 235-
* Intuition of Meaning from Word follows from Conventioi .

—301 ... 236
The convention is the direction of God ... 236
It is learnt from usage, testimony, analogy, synonymy, etc 236
Tutata, Prahhdkara, the ' ancients,' &ankara Miira, and

Qautama on the import of Words ... 237,238
Convention is twofold : original and modern. The first

supplies the force of a Word / the second, the definition
of a Word ... 7;{2"

Section d.

Of Attribute* existing inone substance and having reference
to all-pervadiny substances-

* Priority and Posteriority are produced by two bodies lying
in the same direction, at the same time, and being near
and remote—302 ... 238

How they are aestroyed ... 239-241
* Priority and Posteriority arise from the nearness and

remoteness of the cause.—303 ... 24

1

a Priority and Posteriority do not. exist in Priority and
. "Posteriority—304,306 ... 242'

Section e.

Of Combination.
* Combination is that relation by virtue of which arises the

intuition in the form of " This is here," with regard to
effect and cause.—307 ~

... 243
The test of Consciousness invoked ... 244
Combination is eternal #>i 244
The view of the Bhattas considered ... 245

* Combination is different from Substa-i ce, Attribute, Action,
Genus, and Species.—308 ... 245

* Combination is one.—309 246
The foilowers of Prabhdkara 'maintain that Combination is

manifold, and is non-eternal. This is not reasonable ... 246
The Nydya doctrine that Combination is perceptible to the

senses, is not valid 246
BOOK VIII.

Of Ordinary Cognition by means of Conjunction or
Combination.

CHAPTER 1.

Of Presentativo Cognition.
Section a.

Of the Nature of Cognition.
* TTiideratanding or Cognition is a property of the Soul.—310 247
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The Hamlchya doctrine that Understanding is an evolute

of t'rahr'di, and a distinct entity from Soul, is not

reasonable ... 247-24ft

Cognition is either true knowledge or false knowledge :

"rue "knowledge is produced by perception, inference,

meniorv, or testimony : the forms of false knowledge are

doiilit, "error, dream, and uncertainty ... 248

Hon!, "Mind, Time, Space, Air, Ether, and Ultimate Atoms
nro not knowable by ordinary perception.—311 ... 248

Son so-born cognition is of two degrees : ordinary and
transcendental, as of logins who can see even ultimate

atoms ... 249
All that is demonstrable, nameable, and existent, is an

object of sense-cognition, whether ordinary or trans-

cendental ... 249
Ordinary perception is either discriminative or non-dis-

ori mi native ... 249
pharmahlrti and Dinn&ya'a argument against discrimina-

tive cognition stated and answered ... 249-2oO
Section b.

Of the Production of Cognition

Aphorism III, i. 18 recalled.—312 ... 250
Cognition of Attribute, Action, Genus, and Species is

rendei od possible by means of the substances in which
they inhere.—313,314 ... 251,252

Genus and Species are causes of cognition of Substance,
Attribute, and Action—315 ... 252

Substance, Attribute, and Action are causes of cognition
of Substance—316 ... 253

Attribute and Action are not causes of cognition of Attri-
bute and Action.—317 ... 253

Combination is a cause of cognition.—318 ... 254
Successive cognitions of a pillar, a jar, etc. are not related

as cause and effect.—319,320 ... 255
Cognition is either presentati-v e or representative. Presen-

tative cognition is either perception or inference.
Perception is either discriminative or n on -discrimina-
tive : again, either ordinary or transcendental. Infer-
once is either from agreement, or from difference, or from
commonly observed marks ... 256

Cognition is either true knowledge or false knowledge :

again, either certitude or doubt ... 257
CHAPTER II.

Of Doubly Presents ti ve Cognition.
Section a.

Of Proof of Involved Cognition.
' This,' ' That ' 'Done by you ' 4 Feed him/ are instances

of cognition in volving cognition of another thing.—321 258
The proof is that such cognitions arise in respect of objects

seen, and do not arise in respect of objects not seen.—322 258
Section b.

Of the Meaning of Artha (Object) in the Vaiiefika.
Substance, Attribute, ai.d Action ate called Object 323 ... 259
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Section c.

Of the ^Senses and their Objects.

* Bodies are not compound products of five elements—324 ... 250
Senses are relative to their corresponding attributes ... 2o9

* The Sense of Smell is constituted by the element of Earth.
—325 *

... 259
* Similarly the Senses of Taste, Colour, and Touch are

constituted by the elements of Water, Fire, and Air.

—

326 ... 260
Likewise the Sense of Hearing is a portion of Ether con-

fined within the cavity of the ear ' ... 2(51

BOOK IX.

Of Ordinary and Transcendental Cognition by moans of

presentation other than Conjunction and Combination

CHAPTER I.

Of Ordinary Perception of Non-Existence
and

Of Transcendental Perception.
Section a.*1

Of Enumeration and Demonstration of Non-Ed intends.

* An effect cannot, before its production, be spoken of in

terms of action and attribute, and is therefore fchon non-
existent.—327 ... 262

* The existent becomes non-existent.—328 ... 263
* The existent is quite different fiom the non-existent.—329... 204.

* What is existent in one form (v. ;/. a horse) is noii-existenf

in another form(e. g. as a cow).—-330 ... 26-i
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THE VA1SES1KA SUTRAS OF KANADA
WITH THR

COMMENTARY OF SANKARA MlSRA
AND

EXTRACTS FROM THE GLOSS OP JAYANArAYANA.
AND

THE HHASYA OF CHANDRAKANTA.

Sankara Misra's Introduction.

Salutation to Sri Ganesa !

1 bow to Hara who has the Heavenly River playing on the lap
ttf His uptied matted locks, and whose forehead is adorned with tho
Embellisher of the Night.

My Salutations constantly reach, those two, Kanada and Bhava-
ufttha, by whom I have been thoroughly enlightened in the Vaieesika
System.

Xote.—Kanftda here does not refer to the author of the VaiSeaika-Sutram, but to a «-e!l-

fcnown Vaisesika teacher of a recent date.

Bhavanatha was the father of Sankara Miara.

May success attend this venture of mine who, like a funambulist
in the air, walk here without any support, with the only help of the
SiHiam.

Note.—SiUraih—a piece of rope ; au aphorism ; just as a rope-dancer walks in tho air

with the help of a SAtram (rope), so the commentator traverses the philosophy of the
VuiBesikas with the help of the Sutram (aphorisms) of Kanado.

Human existence is subject to threefold afflictions. These
afflictions are partly adhyatmika, i.e., bodily and mental. They are
partly udhibhautika, i.e., caused by natural agencies, e. g. man, beast,

bird, reptile and the immobile. And they are partly adhidaivika, i.e.,

caused by .supernatural powers, such as Yaksa, Raksasa, Vinayaka,
•etc. Discriminative men, struck with the threefold afflictions, looked
for the root-cause of the cessation of the threefold afflictions. They
gathered from the various Srutis (Revelations), Smritis (Recollections),

Itihasas (Histories), and Puranas (Cosmogonies), that it is the imme-
diate intuition or direct vision of the principle of the self, or simply,
self-realization, which is that cause. They then desired to know the
path also which led to the attainment of self-realization. Accordingly
they approached the very kind sage (muni) KanMa.
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Now, the Muni Kanada had accomplished the knowledge of the prin-
ciples (tattvas), dispassion, and lordliness. He thought within himself
that tho knowledge of the principles of the six padilrthas (predicables).
by means of their resemblances and differences, is the only royal road
to the attainment of self-realization, and that that would be easilv
accomplished by the disciples through the dharma (Merit or Worth) of
renunciation. He thorefore resolved first to teach them dharma alone
with reference to its essential form and with roference to its character-
istics, and then to teach them also the six padarthas by means of
their enumeration, definition, and demonstration.

Note.—Dharma of renunciation.—The indirect method of Self-realization is Pravritti
Mirga, i. e. through and by meant) of wordly experience. Tho direct method of Solf-realization
i» Nivritti Mftrga, i. e. through and by means of abandonment of worldly experience.

Hence, to invite their attention, he proposes.

Jayandrdyana'a Introduction.

He who of His own will spreads out the production, preservation,
and destruction of the universe; He who, even though shining forth
in suppression of all these, still is not known by other than wise men

;

He, by knowing whom as He is in Himself, men are saved from further
immersion into the waves of the stream of transmigration ; the same is

Bhava (i.e., the Lord of Creation), and He is easy of access by the path
of communion with Him in constant devotion.* Mayf He be pleased to-

give you prosperity.

I adore Bhav&ni (the consort of Bhava), Mahesi (the consoit of

M ahesa, the Great Lord), who, Herself bearing limbs as dark as tin-

cloud, still dispels the mass of darkness by myriads of collected rays
;

who while cutting asunder the bond of re-birth of Her devotees, is Her-
self bound by love to Bhava and is His constant delighter; who r

although She is born of the Immobile (the Himalaya), still moves from
place to place ; and who while being the consort of the Pure (Siva), is

seated on a corpse.

After bowing to his good preceptor, the fortunate twice-born
Jayanftrayana is writing out the vivfiti (explanation or elaboration) of

the aphorisms of Kanada for the pleasure of tsvara.

Here, indeed, one and all of the disciples, desiring to throw off the

multitude of afflictions arising from birth, decrepitude, death, and the

like, hear from the various S^rutis, Smritis, Itihasas, Puranas, etc., that

the vision of the reality of the Self is the fundamental means of escaping

them. Thus, there is the £ruti : " Verily, verily, the Self is to be seen,

to be heard about, to be thought over, and meditated upon. Verily,

O verily, this is (the measure of) immortality" (Brihadaranyaka 2, 4, 5j;

also, " When the Purusa (the in-dweller) will know himself--the Self—as
"I am," then wishing what, for which desire, will he pursue the course

of transmigration?" And the Smriti also: "By elaborating his under-

standing in three ways, namely by sacred writings, inference, and
habitual flow of contemplation, a person attains to laudable com-
munion."

*Cf. Ndrada Bhakti Sutram, »phorigBi 68 p. 28, 8. B. H., Vol. VII.

t a* &?dily»-Sutraro, III, t, 7,|page 7If,S. B. H„ Vol. VII.
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Now, some disciples, who were unenvious and who had properly
studied the Vedas and the Vedangas, (i.e., treatises regarded as so many
limbs as it were of the Vedas) and had also achieved the j§ravana

(i.e., the stage of self-culture known by the name, audition, in other
words, the mere acquisition of knowledge or information as referred
to in the preceding paragraph;, with due rites approached the great
and mighty sage Kaiiada for the purpose of manana or intellection (the

second stage of self-culture, i.e., that of discriminative understanding)-
Thereupon that sage, full of great compassion, taught them a system
(of self-culture) in Ten Books. There in the First Book he has stated
the entire group of pad&rthas (Predicables); in the Second Book he
has ascertained Substance; in the Third Book he has described the
Soul and the Inner Sense; in the Fourth Book he has discussed the
body and its constituents; in the Fifth Book he has established Karma
(Action); in the Sixth Book he has considered Dharma (piety) according
to SVuti ; in the Seventh Book he has established Attribute and Samavdyn
(co-inherence or combination); in the Eighth Book he has ascertained
tho manifestation of knowledge, its source, and soon; in the Ninth
Book he has established particular or concrete understanding; and in
the Tenth Book he has established the differences of the attributes of
the Soul.

The operation of this treatise (towards teaching) is three-fold

:

Enumeration, Definition, and Examination or Demonstration. Classi-
fication or Division is a particular form of Enumeration

; and hence it

does not constitute an additional method.

Although this system is mainly concerned with the determination
of tho Predicables, still, inasmuch as Dharma, being at the root of the
knowledge of the essence of the Predicables, possesses a prominence of
its own, therefore he (Kaiiada) proposes to ascertain that (Dharma) first
of all.

Dharma in to lie rjrplained.

^mtW 5*rreqrcqflT: li !| \ M II

Aiha, now. Atah, therefore. L*«fo[ Dharmmam, metv
religion. «q^t^W Vyakhynsyamah, (We) shall explain.

1. Now, therefore, we shall explain Dharma.— \,

Upasktira.—
' Atha' indicates sequence to tho desire of the discing < d„

disciples, skilful in Sravam (audition,, etc , and uuenviou« apoZohed <hU»?7>> T*"Or the word ' atha' has the sense of auspioiousness. Foi it kWSd : '"M^Sand the word /itoa-thcse two came out, at the beginning, by breaking through, th« tb™£ IBrahma; hence both of them are au8piciouS." And it is t It should^KhStpoa»bleonthop.rtof the great 8age, while composing the Vaisesika system ofculture no to observe the auspicious ceremony, which has acquired the obUgat™v nature
•/

d^\ubya8U<iu e88,0nofo^rVroe8bJr Pious men? li be saii on the othermde, that the non-observance might be due to the experience of the non-appearance of fruitev-en where the auspicious ceremony has been observed and of the appeaSe oHru t evenwhere it has not been observed
; since a wise man does not engage in a tt,el3Dursui"t Cit. use ulness becomes certain on the supposition of its observance in another b?rth infhecase of the above non-observanee where the fruit still appears, and of defect in some part <ofthe ceremony) in the case of the above observance, where the fruit does LTSui'Sjj^
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Again, there need bo also no apprehension of its usolossnesH merely on account of the non-
appearance, for the time being, of the fruit of that, the obligatory nature of which has hot n

taught in the eiruti and can be inferred from the conduct of the elect or polite. Nor is it that
there can be no supposition of somothing in another birth since an act ir.ust produce its fruit

in this (one) life only ; beoauso, as in the case of tho sacrifieo for the birth of a son,.so in

overy aot tho characteristic of produoing fruit in one and the same life is not proved to exist.

Whereas the characteristic of producing fruit in ono and the same life belongs to Kiirirt

(sacrifice for rain) and other saorifioos, beoause these are performed with that desire alone.

Hero tho agent is desirous of completion, as the agent in a sacrifieo is desirous of heaven. The
difference is that there the objeot (of the obHervanoe) is a now entrance in tho shape of

adriftom, while here it is tho annihilation of hindrances, since the undertaking is with the
desire that what has been begun may be safely completed. „

It cannot he said that the fruit of the observance is the mere an-

nihilation of hindrances while completion will follow from its own
caase. For, the mere annihilation of obstacles is not in itself an object

of volition, whereas completion as the means of happiness is an object of

volition, and it is also uppermost in the mind. Moreover, the mere

destruction of demerits is not the fruit, for that being otherwise capahle-

of accomplishment by propitiation, singing the name of ('rod, crossing

the river KarmanAsa, etc., there will be plurality of causes, i.e , a

violation of the rule (that only the observance of the omen will produce-

the result). If it is held that the destruction of demerits is the end, as

the destruction of the particular demerits which obstruct the fulfilment

of the undertaking, then the fulfilment itself properly becomes the end

Here too there will be a violation of the rule, since such destruction of

particular demerits is producible by gift of gold, bathing (at the con-

fluence (of the Gahga and Yamuna) at Praynga (Allahabad), etc.; and
it will be rash to speak of them as so many good omens.

Again, the causality of the good omen consists in this that it being
observed, the completion must necessarily follow. So it has been said:.

"Because of the rule that the fruit necessarily results from an act,

complete in all its parts, according to the Areda." Hence an alternative
cause also is certainly a cause, for the idea of a cause in the Veda
refers only to the uniformity of i mined i at eness or to the immediate
sequence of the effect. It is perverse to suppose a difference in kind
in the effects, in the case of a plurality of causes. Where causality has
to be deduced from agreement and difference, there the rule of ante-
cedence to the effect should be observed, but not in the Yeda also,

where the appearance of difference does not figure as a weighty con-
sideration. Thus it is not a violation of the rule to say that the
omen being observed in all its parts, the completion necessarily
follows.

Now, completion or fulfilment is that on the performance of which
arises the belief that this act has been completed. In tho case of writings
it consists in the writing of the last sentence; in the case of a sacrifice,

etc., in the final oblation; in the case of a cloth, etc., in the addition of

the last thread ; in the case of going to a village, etc, in the final con-
tact of the feet with the village ; and it should be similarly undei stood
in all other cases. Therefore in the case of completion produced by an
auspicious observance, even if we suppose a difference in kind in the-

effect, still there is no violation of the rule of agreement and diffe-

rence.
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An auspicious observance is an act which brings about fulfilment

as its fruit by the path of the annihilation of obstacles, and that is

really of the form of salutation to the deity, etc. Even where obstacles

do not exist of themselves, although the commonly attributed (as above)
fharactersitic of issuing by the path of the annihilation of obstacles is

absent there, still the idea of the auspicious observance is not too

narrow, because the salutation, etc., as such, possess the incidence of

the characteristic of issuing by the path of the annihilation of obstacles

This is the point.—1.

The Virfiti adds : Others again say that the non-existence of any
hindrance having been insured by the virtue born of concentration
(To;/<t), the sage did not attend to the auspicious observance, or that if

lie did, he has not inserted that at the beginning of the book. Later
thinkers, on the other hand, say that, as in the treatise of Gautama (i.e.,

Nvaya Sutra), in the recital of the word ft-amdna (Proof j which falls

within the group of the names of God, so too in this treatise, the
auspicious ceremony has been observed, in the form of reciting the

word dharma, which also is a synonym of God.

It should be understood hero that dharma leads up to knowledge
by the way of the purification of the mind (chiita), thirst after know-
ledge, and so on. For the Veda says: "They come to thirst after know-
ledge by the performance of sacrifices." etc. And says the Smriti also,

"Knowledge is produced after demerits or dark deeds have boon dest-

royed by good acts."

Cliaudrakivta :—The classification of Dharma is not shown by
Kanilda, as it does not fall within the scope of his philosophy

;
for, he

has undertaken the Sddra with the object of teaching Tattva-Jndnam,
knowledge of the essences or principles, only.

Definition of Dharma.

Yatah, whence. ^gSI-fowW-fafij: Abhyudaya-iiihsreyasu-

siddhih, Exaltation, Supreme Good, Accomplishment, tf: Sah, that.

Dharmah, Piety, Religion.

2. Dharma (is) that from which (results) the accomplish-

ment of Exaltation and of the Supreme Good.— 2.

Cpashira.—Now he describes the subject proposed :

'Abhyudaya' means knowledge of the essences. 1 Nihsreyasam ' is

linal cessation of pain. That from which both of them result is dharma.
The compound of the two words, rendered as 'nihsreyasa' by the path
of 'abhyudaya,' belongs to that class of compounds which are formed
by the elision of the middle term: or it is a Tat-puruva compound
ablatively formed.

This dharma will be later on described as being characterised by
forbearance. If it is the effect of constant contemplation and other
practices of logo and is the same as adrixjam (the invisible, potential

after effects of actions, or Merit and Demerit), then it is producible by
jiositive performances.
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The Vrittikara, however, says: "Abhyudaya' is happiness, and
1 nihsreyasam' the simultaneous annihilation of all the particular attri-

butes (i.e., modifications) of the Soul. The proof is that in the case of
dharma, the body, etc, of Devadatta are made up of eleme its s > direct-
ed by thB particular attributes of the enjoyer or sufferer, a.id as they
are products or effects, they are, as the means of his enjoyment or
experience, like a garland made by himself." Now, this explanation
has been discarded by superficial readers as being not wide enough to
apply to each and all (a). Whereas in fact " what is dharma ? and what,
its characteristic ?"—the enquiry of the disciples being of such a
general nature, the answer comes, "That from which (results) the
accomplishment of Exaltation and of the Supreme Good."

Thus, that which leads to the attainme.it of Exaltation, a:id also
that which leads to the attainment of the Supreme Good, both of them
are dharma. Thus that the invariable cause of the object of volition is
dharma, being the matter to be expressed, the expression "the accom-
plishment of Exaltation and of the Supreme Good" has been used with
the object of specially introducing the two great objects of volition, viz.,

happiness and absence of pain. Because paradise and emancipation
are the only great objects of volition, being the objects of desire which
is not dependent upon desire for ulterior objects. And it will be shown
that the absence of pain also is an object of volition 2.

iNuf.—La) " Not wide enough to apply to each and all."—The separate characteristics
arc that it produces ploasure and that it produoes the Supreme Good. The former does not
include the dharma of nivritti and the latter does not include the dharma of pravritti. The
oolloctivo characteristic is that it produces both pleasure and the Supremo Good.' And this
does not include that which produces pleasure only, nor that which produces the Supreme
(rood only. Thus the definition of dharma as oxplained by tho Vrittikara is in either ease too
narrow. This is, according to Upasktlra, the view ^f superficial readers.)

Chandrakdnta :—Wherefrom does the production of the good and
of the ultimate good result? The production of the good and of the
ultimate good results from Pravritti, activity or employmo.it, that is
(observed in the world, or) exertion of the speech, the mind, and the
body. Therein, it is said, that a person cultivates Dharma with the
speech, by telling agreeable a.id wholesome truths and by studying the
sacred writings; with the mind, by showing compassion, contontment,
and faith; with the body, by practising charity and by relieving tho
poor and the distressed and those who are in danger,
"seWMfr Hwtffar—This text of the Veda also shows that

"wid is the designate of the word, " yajati," to perform (sacrifices,
etc)

And this Dharma is subsidiary, because it subserves tattcajhdnam,
knowledge of the principles ; which is the principal Dharma, because
it is tho means of the supreme good.

Authority of the Veda.

^hkihi^ vmm^ in U U II

iHS^ITtt Tad-vachanat, being His Word or declaration, or its (of
dharma) exposition. WTOftq Amnayasya, of the Veda, HRiqiq Pra-
manyam, authoritativeness.
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3. The authoritativeness of the Veda (arises from its) being

the Word of God [or being an exposition of dharma].— 3.

Upask,'ira.—It may bo objected, " Well, the Voda is the authority for this that dharma
characterised by nivritti is the source of the Supreme Good by means of tho knowledge of tho
essence or reality. But we are doubtful about the authoritativeness of the Veda itself, on
aooouut of the faults of falsity, contradiction, and repetition. Falsity is shown by the non-
produotion of tho son, oven after the sacrifice for a son has boen performed. The homa
(oblation to tire) after sun-rise, etc., actually prescribed in tho ordinanoos ' He offers oblation
unto tiro after sunrise, ho offers oblation unto fire beforo runriso, he offors oblation unto fire

at a belated hour,' is counteracted by suoh t jxts as ' ayava (a dog of Yamaj eats up the oblation
of him who offers oblation unto fire alter sunrise, Savala (the other dog of Yama) eats up tho
oblation of him who offers oblation unto fire before sunriso, $yava and aavala eat up the
oblation of him who offers oblation unto fire at a bolated hour,' etc. And repetition surely
appears from the mention of the thrioe reoital of the first and the last Sarmdheni (tho Kik
III. 27. 1-11. directed to kindlo fire) in ' He will reoito the first for three tiaios, ho will recite
the last for throo times.' Bcsido there is nothing to establish the authoritativeness of the
Veda. Its eternality being uncertain, its eternal freedom from defect also becomes doubtful.
On the other hand, if it is the product of a human brain, then by the possibility of mistake,
oversight, uncertainty, want of skill in tho author, etc., its characteristic of being tho
infallible testimony of a great and good (Apia) man, certainly becomes doubtful. Thus there
is no Supreme Goorf, nor is knowledge of reality its means, nor again is dharma. Thus all
this remains uncertain."

To meet this objeotion he says :

1 Tat ' alludes to God whose existence is well-known, although the
word does not appear in the context ; as in the aphorism of Gautama,
" That is unauthoritative on account of the faults of falsity, contradic-
tion, and repetition," the Veda is alluded to by the word 'tat,' although-
it does not appear in the context. Thus 'tadvachanat,' means bei

i

; g-

the composition of Him, tsvara ; ' amnayasya,' of the Veda
; 'pra-

manyam.' Or,' 'tat' refers to dharma only which is close by i. e., ih the
context. Thus, of dharma ;

' vachanat,' being the exposition •,

amnayasya, of the Veda
; 'pramanyam ;' since that statement is really

proof which establishes something which is authoritative. God and
the quality of His being an dpta (i. <

j
., a great and good person) will

be established later on.

Now, with reference to what has been said, namely, " on account
of the faults of falsity, contradiction, and repetition," there in the case
of falsity, the explanation lies in the supposition of producing result

in another existence or the supposition of defect in the act, the agent,
and the instrument, since there is the rule that the result necessarily
follows from an act, complete in all its parts, prescribed in the Veda.
Moreover, it is not the case that the result must appear in this and
only this life, as in the case of Kdrtri. (i. e., sacrifice for rain.; There
the occupation is that of one who desires a revival of crops which are
getting dry. In the case of the sacrifice for a son, the occupation is

that of one who desires a son only. This is the difference. There is

also no contradiction, because the condemnatory passages such as

« Syava eats up his oblations," etc., have reference only to cases where
after having particularly vowed oblations, after sunrise, etc., one
perfoms such homas at other times. Nor is there the fault of repetition,

because the repetition has this justification that eleven mantras for

kindling fire having been as a matter of fact recited, fifteen such
mantras as required by the text, " By the means of the fifteen word-
thunders he opposed that enemy who is here," cannot be obtained
without reciting the first and the last mantra for three times each—3.
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Vivfiti.—Or here the word ' tat ' itself denotes Isvara, on the
strength of the saying : " Om, Tat, Sat—this has been remembered to
be the three-fold reference to Brahman."

Knowledge of Predicables is the means of attaining the Supreme Good.

q^TSTf HTWjtvnW dH^H tBttgpTO^m 1*1911

wJfifSfaWlWJ Dharmma-visesa-prasutat, Produced by a particular

J/iarma. ^g^**4OT«F«lfa^W*iqtM Dravy a-g^
samavayanam, of Substance, Attribute, Action, Genus, Species, and Com-
bination. <m<i^TR Padarthanam, of the paddrthas or predicables.

^stqfctf Sadharmmya-vaidharmmyabhyiim, By means of resemblance and
difference. HfTOTIT^ TattvajMnat, From knowledge of the essence. f«:wqsn
Nihsreyasam, The Supreme Good.

4. The Supreme Good (results) from the knowledge, pro-

duced by a particular dharma, of the essence of the Predicables,

Substance, Attribute, Action, Genus, Species, and Combination,
by means of their resemblances and differences.—4.

Upaxhira.—Having described the nature and oharaotoristio of dharma in accordance
with the desire of tho disciples, he lays down the following aphorism for ascertaining tho-
jiiibjoet-iiiattor and the "relation".

—

'Such knowledge of the essences is dependent upon the Vaisesika
System ; therefore it goes without saying that it too is a source of the
Supreme Good. If, through its derivation in an instrumental sense,
namely, that the essence is known by it, the word ' tattvajnana ' refers
to tho treatise, then it will not have apposition to the word' dharma-visesa-
prasutfit.' In ' dravya-guna, etc., the compound is a ' copulative com-
pound ' wherein all the words are prominent, because the knowledge of
the essence of all the Predicables is the source of the Supreme Good.

Now, here the ' relation ' is understood to be : between the Doctrine
and the Supreme Good, that of the means and the end or motive ; bet-
ween the Doctrine and the knowledge of the essences, that of form and
matter ; between the Supreme Good and the knowledge of the essences,
that of effect and cause

;
between the Predicables, Substance, etc, and

the Doctrine, that of the demostrable and that which demonstrates.
And from the knowledge of these relations, those who seek tho Supreme
Good apply themselves to this Doctrine, and those who desire salvation
apply to it only when they realize that the sage is an dpta or trust-
worthy person. 1

" Nihsreyasam " is final cessation of pain ; and the finality of tho
cessation of pain consists in its noa-simultaneonsness with the antece-
dent non-existence of pain in the same substratum, or in its simultan-
oonsness, in the same substratum, with the simultaneous annihilations
of the special attributes of the Soul, viz., adristam and samskara. Or,
Salvation is the antecedent non-existence of. pain upto the moment of
the annihilation, without leaving any trace, of these special attributes.
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A'o<s.— Antecedent non-oxistenoa'': Non-existenoe is fourfold, viz.

(a) antecedent, e.g. of the pot before it is produoed.
(b) emergent, e.g. of the pot after it is destroyed.
(c) reciprocal, e.g. of the oharaoteri <tio of the p >t in a picture and viae versa.

(<l) absolute, e.g. of the pot in a room where there is no pot.

It will be noticed that antecedent non-existence has no beginning ; emergent non-existenov
has no end ; and reciprocal non-oxistenos and absolute non-existenoe havo noithor beginning
nor end.

The thing of whioh there is non-existence, is said to be the opposite or oounter-opposita
(pratiyogl) of that non-axisteuoe. In the above illustration the counter-opposite is the pot,

'One kiad of non-existenoe (e.g. of the pot) is differentiated from another kind of non-
existence (e.g. of the picture), by means of the characteristics of their oountor-opposites.
These oharaoteristios are therefore called determinants or differentiators (avachckhedaka ).

Now, mere cessation of pain is not Salvation ; because there remains the possibility of
pain in future and there remains also the memory of the pain that has then passed into non-
being. The cause of the possibility of pain is adriflam or karma (merit and demerit)

;

and the oause of the memory of pain is samikdra (the imprint of tho experience of pain left

in the soul). Salvation will result only when there is not merely the cessation of the pain
actually experienced, but also the neutralisation of the oauses of possible pain viz, adriitatn

and samakdra.

Not that it is not an object of volition, being incapable of achieve-
ment, because even antecedent non-existence can be brought about by
the neutralisation of the cause. Nor does it thereby lose in the charac-
teristic of being antecedent non-existence, because such characteristic

remains as the characteristic of the non-existence of the producer of

the opposite (i.e., the existe.ice of pain) ; and to be the producer is

merely its essential or general fitness to be the cause. Again, antece-
dent non-existence is not the last member or element, so that, it existing,

the effect must necessarily appear ; for if it were so, then it would follow

that an effect also has no beginning. Thus, as in the absence of a.

contributory cause it did not produce the effect so long, so also in future
it will not produce it without the ca-operation of a contributory cause,
the person operating to the eradication of the cause. Therefore this

aphorism too upholds antecedent non-existence. Hence in .the second
aphorism of Gautama, " Pain, birth, activity, faults, and false notion

—

on the successive removal of these in turn, there is the removal of the one
next preceding and thereafter salvation," (Nyaya Sutram, 1, i, 2), the
statement of the non-existence of the effect on the non-existeace of the
cause, strengthens the idea of salvation as having the form of the antece-
dent non-existence of pain. Removal of activity on the removal of faults,

removal of birth on the removal of activity, of pain on the removal of

birth—-here removal does not mean annihilation but non-production, and
that is nothing but antecedent non-existence. It is not that the opposite is

not known, for the opposite is surely known in the form of paiuj in general.
A 8 in the case of propitiation, there too only the non-production of pain
is expected through the annihilation of faults. In the world also it is

seen that the removal of the snake, thorn, etcis for the purpose of the
non-production of pain. So the activity of the wise is directed only
towards removing the causes of pain.

Some however say : " Only the absolute non-existence of pain is

salvation. If it is not seated in the Soul, yet, as seated in the stone,
etc., it is connected with the Soul ; and its connection lies in tha
annihilation of pain which does not accompany the prior non-existence
(or potential existence) of pain ; as it is found in connection with such
annihilation of pain, seeing that such annihilation taking place, there
arises the consciousness of the absolute non-existence of pain in that
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place. This being so, such texts of the Veda as " He moves about being
absolutely relieved of pain," also become explained." We reply that

it is not so. Absolute non-existence of pain, being incapable of accom-
plishment, is not an object of voluntary activity. Nor has annihilatio 1

of pain any connection to that, since this would entail a techni-

cality.

Note.—Absolut© non-existenoo has neither beginning nor end. It does • not therefore

<lei>cnd upon human will or effort. Henoe it cannot bo pursued as an objeet of desire. You
may say that, as long as it is not accomplished in the Soul, as the oonneotion of that which
is not oonncoted with it,—such connection taking the form of the annihilation of pain which
does not coexist with the antecedent non-existenoo of pain—so long surely it is an objeot of

dcf ire. But to this also thoro is an objection • viz., that the annihilation of pain does not

form suoh a oonneotion, as it is not oo-oxtensive with tho soul. To hold otherwise, w<,uld be

to \ ut a new interpretation upon the word " oonneotion " {Sambandha).

The text of the Veda " He moves about being absolutely

relieved of pain " implies that, by way of the neutralization of causes,

prior non-existence of pain may be reduced into a condition similar to

that of the absolute non-existence of pain.

It may be said, " This is not an object of the will, as it is

not an object of desire which is not subject to another desire, because those

only who seek pleasure, become active in the removal of pain, seeing

that pleasure is not produced at the time of pain." But this is not so ;

because it is equally easy to say the contrary also. Will not desire

for pleasure also be subject to the desire for the absence of pain V seeing

that men overwhelmed with grief as well as those who turn their fa?es

away from pleasure, having in view only the absence of pain, are

inclined to swallowing poison, hanging themselves, etc.

Neither can it be said, Even if it is an object of the will, it

is so only because it is an object of c ognition. But salvation as absence
of pain is not even an object of cognition. Otherwise («•<', if to be an

object of cognition wero not a neee.-sary coidition of being an object of

the will) men would be inclined to bring about the state of swoon, etc" For
that which is capable of being known from the Veda and by inference-

cannot be reasonably said to be unknowable. For there are the texts,

of the Veda: " He moves about being absolutely relieved of pain," "By
knowing Him only one transcends death," etc. There is inference also :

The series of pain is finally or absolutely rooted out, because it is a
series like a series of lamps ; and so on. It can be known by perception
also, since final annihilation of pain for a moment becomes the subject-
matter of thought in the lealization of pain in consciousness (in the
moment prior to death) and (if you do not admit this), also because the-

yogins perceive the future annihilation of pain by virtue of the power
born of concentration (yoga).

It cannot be said, " Still, the loss and gain being the same, it

is not the object of the will, sii ce with pain, pleasure is also removed r

the removel of both being due t.: the same set of causes" ; for men
naturally dispassionate and fearful ot dark days of suffering and who
overestimate every glow-worm of

\
leasure, are active to that end.

It cannot again be said, "Cessation of pain is still not
the object of the will; because cessation of pain which is yet to
come, is imj cKSible, \ ain which is j att is in the past, and pain which is.

piesent will cease even without an effcrt of the jerson"; for the activity
of the jerBon is towards the eradication of causes, as in jenances. Thus,
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false knowledge atteaded with desi re, is the cause of Santsdtaj i.e..

succession of mortal existences ; it is rooted out by the knowledge of the
truth about the Self ; and knowledge of the truth about the Self is

producible by the practice of Yoga ; hence activity in this direction is

justified.

It cannot be said that only the manifestation of permanent pleasure

is salvation, and not the absence of paiu ; for there is no proof that
pleasure can be permanent ; if there were such proof then the inatii tes-

tation of pleasure being constant, there would be no difference between
a. worldly and an other-worldly or liberated man, a id also manifesta-

tion being a product or effect, on its termination there will again follow

Samttdra or stream of mortal existence.

It cannot be said that salvation consists in the laya or disappearance
of the Jtvdtmd or embodied Self into the Brahmdtmd or un-embodied or
universal Self ; for if laya means amalgamation, then there is an
obstacle, as two do not become one. It cannot be explained that laya
means the removal of the subtle embodiment composed of the senses and
of the physical organism ; for hereby the absence of the causes of pain
being implied, it follows that the absence of pain alone is salvation.

Hereby the doctrine of the Ekadandins (a sect who carry staffs con-

sisting of single sticks) that salvation means the remaining of the pure
Self after the cessation of Nescience or false knowledge and that Self is

by nature true knowledge and happiness, is also refuted, because there

is no evidence that the Self is knowledge and happiness. The text of the

Veda "Brahman is eternal, knowledge, and bliss," is no evidence,

because it proves possession of knowledge and possession of bliss. For we
have tho perceptions " I know," and " I am happy," but not the percep-

tions "I am knowledge " and " I am happiness." Moreover, Brahman
being even now existent, it would follow that there is no distinc-

tion between a liberated and a worldly man. The cessation of Avidya
or false knowledge is also not an object of the will. Brahman also, being

eternal, is not a uddhya or what has to be accomplished. The realization

of Brahman within the Self, having Him as the object, is not a xddhya or

what has to be accomplished. Similarly bliss also, having Him as its

esse ice or object, is not a sddhya. For these reasons activity directed

towards Him is not justified.

It cannot be said that salvation lies in the purity or unimpeded flow

of the stream of consciousness. B^or if by purity is meant the removal
of such impediments as pain, etc., then this much alone bei ng the object

of the will, there is no reason for or proof of the survival of the stream
of consciousness. Moreover, the retention or survival of the stream of

consciousness can be possible only by means of the body, etc, and
hence in this view the retention of mmsdra or the stream of mortal

existence also would be necessary.

It is therefore proved that cessation of pain as described above is

Alone the Supreme Good.

In 4 knowledge of the essence ' the genitive has-been used ir^ the
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Although a property which is recurrent in one place is divergent in
another, and vice versa, still knowledge in the shape of recurrent and
divergent properties, is here intended.

Here the enumeration itself of the Predicables, Substance, etc., lias,

come to be their division, which has the effect of excluding a more or
less number. Therefore it follows that as a rule Predicables are <m]y
six in number. And this is not proved. If any other Predicable
which requires to be excluded is known then the rule does not stand
good ; if it is not known, then the exclusion is invalid. It cannot bfr

said that this is not the exclusion of the addition of something else
but the exclusion of non-application ; in other words, that the non-
application of the characteristics of the six to all predicables or things
is excluded. For all known predicables having been included by the
word ' Predicable/ there is here then the fault of proving over again
and also that something else is not known. Moreover, which is to be-
excluded, non-application of the characteristics jointly or their non-
application severally ? In the first alternative, joint non-application
prevails everywhere, so that there can be no exclusion. It cannot be-
Baid that in the second alternative also there can be no exclusion as
with reference to one another their individual non-application prevails
everywhere

; for the purpose of the rule is to exclude the non-applica-
tion of the chart cteristics of the six, when, according to others, thev
do not apply to Energy, Number, Similarity, and other Predical les
recognised by them. Therefore the meaning of the rule that Predic-
ables are only six in number is that in all perceptible objects, there is

application of one or other of the characteristics of the six, and not
that there is non-application. Now, ' only/ if it goes with the noun, it

means exclusion of the addition of something else ; if it goes with the
adjective, it means exclusion of non-application ; and if it goes with the
verb, it means exclusion of absolute non-application. Here according
to some " only" has all this three-fold significance; while others say
that its force lies in mere exclusion and that non-application, addition
of something else, etc., are things to be excluded, which are derived by
association.

" Produced by a particular dharma" is the adjective of " knowledge
of the essence." Here " particular dharma" means piety characterised
by " forbearance or withdrawal from the world. If by " tattvajfiana"
explained as "by this essenco is known," the treatise (i.e., the-
Aphorisms of Kanada) is meant, in that case it should be said -that
" particular dharma" means the grace of a..d appointment from God,
for it is heard that the great sage Kanada composed this System by
obtaining the grace of and appointment from God. In the aphorism
by " knowledge of the essence" the realization of the truth about the
Self in the understanding is inte-ided, because such relization alone
is competent to root out false knowledge attended with desire. "By
knowing Him only one transcends death, no other road is known
(vidyate) for travelling," " Two Brahmans have to be known (veditavye),"
"Having no eyes He yet sees, etc"—in all these passages the word
vedana has the sense of realization in the understanding, and the uso
of the fifth case-ending in the causal sense in the word ' tattvajnanat'
indicates that such realization of the Self comes in the progressive
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career of hearing from the J§datra8
f
thinking within oneself, medita-

tion, etc.,—4.

Vivriti.— ' Dharmmavisesaprasutat' means producded by a parti-

cular (go>d conduct, virtue or) merit, acquired in this life or in previous-

births. It is the qualification of ' tattvajSanat' (knowledge of essence).

As pointed out by the author of Muktavali, ' Sadharmmya' means,

common property, and ' Vaidharmmya' means opposing (i. e., dis-

tinguishing) property. The use of the third case-ending indicate*
iuanner. The fifth case-ending in ' tattvajfianat' has the sense of appli-

cability. Thus the meaning is: By particular virtue knowledge of

essence is produced by means of the generic and specific properties of

the Predicables, Substance and others ; thereafter is produced ' intellec-

tual conception' of the Self, and next comes the realization of the Self

in the understanding by constant meditation ; after this liberation

follows in the train of the removal of false knowledge, etc-, (Vide Nyaya
Sutram, I. i. 2.)

The author of the Upaskara has however said : The word 'tattva-

jnamv' in tho aphorism conveys the principal idea of the realization of

the Self in the understanding ;or, if it is interpreted in the instrumental
se .so, it refers to the treatise which is the (instrument or) means of

such realization. In the first of these cases, the word ' dharmmavisesa'
will mea i that dharma the characteristic of which is forbearance
(nivritti) ; a.id in the latter case it will mean a particular virtue or merit
in the form of tho grace of and appointment from God, according to
the tradition that the great sage Kariada composed this treatise under
the grace and appointment of God. And as the causal use of the fifth

case-ending bears the sense of applicability, the realization of the Self
in the understanding will follow from the treatise through the chain of

intellection, constant meditation, and soon, for the word knowing in such
texts of the Veda as " By knowing Him only one transcends death,"
" Two Brahmans have to be known," etc., denotes realization in the-

understanding (i. e., spiritual intuition), and alone is competent to root
out false knowledge together with desires-

This should be considered. If the word ' tattvajnana ' in the apho-
rism denotes the realization of one's Self in the understanding which
counteracts false knowledg© together with desires, then it would follow
that the expression ' by means of generic and specific properties ' as well
as the term, ' of the Predicables,' bearing the sense of the sixth case-
ending, have no syntactical connexion. For in the matter of the-

realization of the Self in the understanding there is neither ih&
modality of the geieric and specific properties, nor the materiality or
substantive;) ess of tho six Predicables ; because they do not exist there,
as they are distinct form the body, etc., whereas the realization of

the Self in the understanding is only competent to root out desires,
etc., which are not distinct from the body, etc. It cannot be said that
in the state of the representation of separateness from the other (i. e. r

the Not-Self) in the Self by the virtue bom of Yoga (concentration),
knowledge of the six Predicables, namely Substance, etc., by means of

their generic and specific properties, is also produced through their tem-
porary contiguity, inasmuch as the subject-matter of such knowledge
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(i. «., the Predicables, etc), appears there for the time being. For
notwithstanding that such representation contains such indifferent
generic property, etc, within itaelf, since it is not necessary for the
real purpose in view, the description of it by the revered scge will
mean so much mad talk on his part.

Again, the venerable author of the Upask&ra has brought forward
the texts " By knowing Him alone, etc. " as being evidence that the
realization of the Self in the understanding is the cause of liberation.
That too has been improper. For the Supreme Self alone being implied
by the text, " I know Him, the Great Person, of the colour of the Sun
beyond the reach of darkness, " the word ' tat ' (that) has reference to
the Supreme Self, and therefore it cannot refer to the Jlviltmd (Subordi-
nate or Embodied Self) which has not been so implied. So much for the
sake of brevity.

Here the enumeration of six Predicables has been made under the
view of Existence or Being. In fact Non-Existence or Non-Being also
has been intended by the sage to be another Predicable. Hence there
is no impropriety either in the aphorism " Non-existence of effect, fr«.m
non-existence of cause " (I. ii. 1) of the second chapter oriusuh
aphorisms as " From non-existence of qualification by Action and
Attribute" (IX. i. 1) of the Ninth Book. Accordingly in the Nydi/a-
[Jldvati. it has been said : " Non-existence also should be stated'as con-
ducive to the Supreme Good, like the modifications of Existence. This
conduciveaess is proved by the fact that the non-existence of the effect
follows from the non-existence of the cause in all cases. In the
Dravyakirandvali also, Nyaya teachers have admitted that N«»n-
Existence is the seventh Predicable, in Lhe passage ending thus : " And
these Predicables have been mentioaed as being the principal ones.
Non-Existence, however, although it possesses a form of its own has
not been mentioned, not that it is something negligible, but because its
ascertainment is dependent upon the ascertainment of its opposite "

Thus the kaowledge of the generic and specific properties of the seven
(.uid not six only) Prodicablos is conducive to the Supreme Good ; and
that conduciveuess, it should be observed, lies in the mode of knowledge
of marks (linga), etc., in the matter of the establishment of se.jaratenoss
from the Not-Self in the Self.

1

The Supreme Good, according to the views of thy Nyaya, Vaisasika
and Sankhya philosophies, consists in the perma \ent cessation o/iiaiu'
and results as the annihilation of pain, which is not synchronous with
pain co-existeut with itself. In fact, annihilation of ultimate pain i 3non-synchronus with pain co-existent with itself, since no pain can at
that moment arise in the liberated Soul. With a section of the Nyaya
thinkers, salvation means permanent cessation of demerit only because
in their view, this only can be directly accomplished by the realization
of the Self m the understanding, as the Veda says, " A nd his actio iswear off when he sees that High-and-Low (Mundaka 2, 2, 8)." In the
opinion of the one-staffed Vedantin, salvation lies in the cessation of
nescience, and nescience is (with him) a different Predicable In the ooi
nio.i of the three-staffed Tedaatin, salvation meaas the disappearance of
the Embodied or finite Self i;i the Great Self, aid results as the cessatio-i
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of the Upddhi or external condition of the Jtva (Embodied Soul), and
of the causal body. Causal body again has been proved to be "the
organic combination of the five life-breaths, mind, understanding, and
ten senses, arising from the elements which have not been compounded
(i. tj-, redintegrated), possessing subtle limbs, and being the means of

experience (i. bhoga)". The Bhattas however say that salvation
consists in the mainfestation of eternal happiness, and that eternal
liappir. ess, though evidenced by the Veda and penetrating all living beir. gs
(,/ivas), is unmanifest in the state of transmigration (Samsdra), and
becomes manifest to the sense, immediately after the realization of the
truth about the Self in the understanding. The possible defects in

these views are not shown here for fear of increasing the volume of the
book. But in all the views the permanent cessation of pain in the state
of salvation remains uncontradicted. And that is our point.

Now, it may be contended, " There are additional Predicates such
us Energy, Similarity, etc. How else can it be explained that in the
vicinity of the jewel, etc., burning is not caused by that which causes
burning and is caused when it is not in the vicinity? Therefoieit
must be imagined that the jewel, etc., counteract the burning energy
of that which causes burns, and that the inciting removal of them
revivifies it. In like manner, Similarity also is a different Predic-
ate. For it does not fall within the six terms of existence, as it equally
applies to them all, since such similarity as in As bovine-ness is

eternal, so also is horseness," is perceived. Nor is it a non-existence,
as it appears in the form of an existence." But our reply is that
reconciliation being possible by the mere suppostion of the self-activity
of lire, etc., existing away from the jewel, etc, or the supposition of
the absence, etc., of jewel, as the cause of burning, etc., it is not proper
to imagine infinite Energy, its prior non-existence, and its annihilation.
It should not be asked again how there can be burning even in the close
presence of apow.e'rful jewel, because that supposition has been made
only of the absence of jewels in genaral, which are powerful but remote,
in the same way, Similarity also is not \ different Predicable, but
denotes that, while one thing is quite distinct from another thing, the
ono possesses the majority or the chief of the attributes belonging to
the other ; as the Similarity of the moon in the face, means that the
face which is quite distinct from the moon, possesses the cheerfulness,,
and other attributes belonging to the moon. This in brief.

Chandrakdnta. (1) Dharma presents two aspects, that is, under
the characteristic of Pravfitti or wordly activity, and the characteris-

tic of Nivritti or withdrawal from wordly activity. Of these, Dharma t

characterised by Nivfitti, brings forth tattva-jndna or knowledge of

truths, by mea.is of removal of sins and other blemishes.

(2) Here the separate enumeration of Sdmdnya, etc, is unneces-
sary, on account of their non-divergence; for, tSdmdnya, etc, falling, as
they do, within Substance, etc., do not differ from the latter. Their
separate mention, however, is justified on the possibility of difference
in the mode of treatment adopted by the author. Systems, differing

in their methods, are taught for the benefit of embodied souls, differing

from one another. This is, then, the VaUebiha System, of which the
distinctive features are Sdmdnya, etc., aa are, in the other (Nydyay
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System, Doubt, etc., although they are included in the Proof and the

Provable, respectively. Accordingly, this System is enabled to stand

apart by mens of Sdmdnya and the other Predicables; and so it is called

the Vaiiesika System. Otherwise it would be merely an Upanisat

teaching Adhydtma-vidyd, Philosophy of the Embodied Self. * * * * *

'Samanyam' means possession of similarity. * * * Doubt and Error
arise trom (observation of) Sdmdiiyam and from non-observation of

Viiesa (or distinctive) peculiarity. Observing the common properties,

altitude and extension, of a pillar and a person, and remaining ignorant

of their differentia, one feels the doubt whether it be a pillar or a
person; error also arises in this way : observing the common property

only and in consequence of fault or imperfection, one mistakes a pillar

for a person or a mother of pearl for a piece of silver. False cognition,

again, is the root of all suffering. It is for this reason that ' Samanyam'
has been separately mentioned, notwithstanding that it is included in

Substance, etc. 4 Visesa' is that by which a thing is reduced to itself.

False cognition which springs from (observation of only) the common
property is corrected by the observation of the distinctive property :

whence arises correct knowledge, which is called tattva-jndnam. * * *

For this reason 4 Visesa' is separately mentioned, although it is included

in Substance, etc. If, again, it is a single reality that, being determined
in particular ways, comes to be used as 4 Samanyam' and ' Visesa,'

then it falls within (the olass of) Attributes. Or, if these are mere
technical names, then they are not additional Predicables. ' Samavaya'
means complete approximation, ». e., indentification ; as it haw been
said, 4 Samavaya' is inseparable existence. * * * 4 Samavaya' is an
attribute, which is the counter-opposite of Separateness, either character-

ised as pluarlity or characterised as difference in kind. It inheres in

Substance, and does not possess Attribute ; nor is it a form of Action.

Now, birth means a particular conjunction (of the Self) with the body,
the senses, and the feelings. Thereafter the Jtva errs that the Self

has no separate existence from the body, etc, in consequence of which
a person transmigrates and suffers a multitude of pains, and on the

cessation of which he is liberated, the stream of his sufferings being
dried up. Hence 4 Samavaya', though included in Attributes, is

-separately mentioned.

(3) There are other Predicables also, viz., pramdna, Proof;
prameya,Provahle

;
uamiaya, Doubt

;
prayojana, Purpose

; dristdnta,
Instance

;
siddhdnta, Tenet ; avayava, Member (of a syllogism)

;
tarka,

Confutation (or Reasoning); nirnaya, Ascertainment
;
vdda, Discussion

;

jalpa, Wrangling; vitandd, Cavilling; hetvdbhdxa, Fallacy; chhala,
Equivocation

;
jdti, Showing the futility of the mark of inference ; and

nigraha-sthdna, Ground of Defeat or Opponent's Error. These too come
under the Predicables of Kandda.

(4) The Supreme Good results from knowledge of truth about the
Self, etc., while knowledge of truth about the rest is auxiliary to it.

False knowledge about the Self, etc., is of various kinds, e.g., the
sense of Non-Ego in the Ego, the sense of Ego in the Non-Ego.

Enumeration of Substances.

Upatkura.—Beoause an the souljit participates in salvation and is the support of all the
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Pr»dio»ble§. therefor© he now says by way of giving the division and particular reference

.«/ the first mentioned Predieable, Substanee.

ffctf Prithivi, earth, wq: Apas, waters, Tejas, fire. fflft VAyuh,

air. «n*l4 AkiUam, Ether-, w. Kalah, time, f^i Dik, direction,

space. WW Atma, Self, w: Manas, mind, ffa Iti, only, jrnrfir Dravyani,
substances.

5. Earth, Water, Fire, Air, Ether, Time, Space, Self, and
Mind (are) the only Substances.—5.

'Iti' has tha sense of determination. Thereby the meaning is that
Substances are nine onjy, neither more nor less. If it is doubted that

the exclusion of a greater or less number having been secured by the
force of the division itself, there was no need for the word ' iti,' then
it should be understood that it being possible to take the aphorism in

a merely denotative, indicatory or enumerative sense, the word ' Iti' is

used to indicate that it has the object of division also, and that the
word is used also to indicate that gold, etc., as well as God are included
in them, a id also that Darkness which may be apprehended to be an
additional substance is a non-being. The fact that the words have not
been compounded goes to show that they are all equally prominent.
And the author of the aphorisms himself will point out their definitions

or differentiae while treating of ' difference.'

It cannot be said that gold is neither Earth as it has . no smell, nor
Water as it has no wetness and natural fluidity, nor Fire as it has weight
and ou the last account, nor Air,- nor again Time, etc. ; therefore it is

something over and above the nine. For, in the first two cases, there
can be no comparison ; in the third case, that which has to be proved
is something imaginary (i. e., that gold is not a transformation of
Fire). After that there has been analogous argument, although there
is no doubt about that which has to be proved, and also the mark of
inference is fallacious. He will prove afterwards that gold is a trans-
formation of fire—5.

Vivfiti—It may be objected, " The writer of the Kandali and the
SAmkhya teachers have held that Darkness is a Substance. And it is

right. For otherwise how can people have the perception of quality
and action in it, viz., 'Dark Darkness moves' ? Now, being devoid of

Smell, Darkness is not Earth ; as it possess dark colour it cannot be
included in Water, etc Therefore how is it right to say that the sub-
stances are nine only ?" We reply, " It is not so, because it is illogical

to imagine another Substance, when it can be produced by the absence
of necessary Light. The perception of dark colour is, like the percep-
tion of the vault of heaven, erroneous. The perception of movement
is also an error, occasioned by the departure of light, as the perception
of movement by the passengers of a boat in respect of the trees, etc.,

standing on the bank of the river, is occasioned by the movement of
the boat, etc. The supposition that Darkness is a substance will entail
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the supposition of tlie antecedent non-existence and annihilation of a::

infinite number of its parts. In the opinion of the writer of the Kandali

Darkness is included in Earth. So that according to him there is no

impropriety in the exclusion of a greater number."

Among these nine divisions of Substance, hither, Time, and Space do.

not form any class, since they have only a single individual existenc e,

but the rest form classes.

Chandrakdnta. The separate mention of Time and Space is inten-

ded to indicate the difference in the uses of these terms according to

the difference of the effects. AkdSa, though it is one, still admits of a

variety of names and uses, according to the difference of effect. It is

not that Time and Space are essentially different objects from AfaMa,
Ether.

Enumiratim of Attributes.

UpaikAra.—flu gives thu enumeration ami division of Attribute* iiuiuodiatelv aftei-

mibstanco, because Attributes as such reside in all substancas which become their .substrate,

are manifested by substances, and themKclves also manifest substances.

gqr. ii tm * II

WWSWlfj Riipa-rasa-gandha-sparsAh, Colour, Taste. Smell, and
Touch. ^f<?qi: Samkhyah, Numbers. <lf«i|flinft Pariniunfini, Measures. Kxten-
sious. igqqyair Prithaktvam, Separateness. tftftTfawft Sainyoga-\ ibhagau.

Conjunction and Disjunction. <?{?fra<& Paratvfiparatve, Priority and
Posteriority. Buduhayah, Understandings. Sitkha-duhkhe,
Pleasure and pain. $*8j;l5t«ft Ichchhit-dvesau, Desire and Aversio i. aqw.
Pi*ayatnah, Volitions, Cha, And. 3HJI: Cunah, Attributes.

6. Atrributes are Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, Num-
bers, Measures, Separateness, Conjunction and Disjunction,

Priority and Posteriority, Understandings, Pleasure and Pain,

Desire and Aversion, and Volitions.—6.

The word ' cha ' gathers np Weight, Fluidity, Liquidity, Impression,.

Virtue, Vice and Sound ; they are well-known Attributes, it is hence
that they have not been verbally stated. Their attributeness, he will,

in their proper places, explain with respect to their nature and maik.
The words Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch are compounded into a-

Samrtsa in order to show that they do not co-exist with contemporaneous
Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch. But Numbers and Measures are not

so compounded and are stated in the plural number, to show that they

co-exist with contemporaneous Numbers and Measures. Although that

which co-exists with unity is not another unity or that which co-exists

with largeness or length not another largeness or length, still there is

in fact co-existence of duality, etc, amongst themselves and also of

largeness, length, etc., with largeness, length, etc., of a different kind.

Although separateness is co-existent with the separatenes of Two, etc.,

and therefore should be specified in the plural, like numbers, still its
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specification in the singular goes to indicate its difference from
Numbers, namely, to be known or shown by its limits. Conjunction
and Disjunction are stated in the dual number to show that both of them
are the effects of one and the same act. Priority and Posteriority are
stated in the dual number to show that they are to be known in relation

to each other and that they are equally marks of Space and Time. The
plural number in 'understandings' indicates the refutation of the theory
of one and only one understandingheld by the Sanikhya thinkers, on the
.ground of its division into knowledge, etc. The dual unmber in

Pleasure and Pain is intended to point out that both of them are causes
of one effect which is distinguished as experience (bhoya) and that they
jtre equally instrumental to the inference of adristam, and also that
even Pleasure resolves into Pain. The dual number in Desire and
Aversion indicates that both of them are causes of Activity. The plural
in Volitions is meant to show that ten kinds of volitions which comprise
both permitted and prohibited acts, are causes of Virtue and that ten
other kinds are causes of Vice.

Or, Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch have been shown in a nam<).ia

form to teach that they are the means of the disposition of the elemental
senses or sense-organs or to establish the operation or changes due to
boat. Number is mentioned in the plural number to indicate a refuta-
tion of this that there is a contrariety in numbers, such as duality,
plurality, etc. Separateness is separately mentioned to indicate that it

is also plural on account of the plurality of Numbers, and also that its

difference from Numbers lies in its being revealed by the knowledge of
limits. In Measures or Extensions the plural number is meant to
remove the contradiction of length, shortness, etc. The dual number in
Conjunction and Disjunction points out their mutual opposition.
Priority and Posteriority are mentioned also in the dual number lest

it might be doubted that the division of Attributes is too narrow,
because Priority and Posteriority may be four-fold by the possibility
of their being different in kind by their difference as relating to
Space and as relating to Time.

He will give their definition as he proceeds.—(5.

Enumeration of Actions.

VpasbXra.—Aotions become the objeot of the sense by reason of their production by
•Substances and Attributes as well as of thoir Combination with SubstanoeB having oolour.

Therofore, immediately after the statement of Substances and Attributes, he states the

enumeration and division of Actions.

Wftr inm ^ ii

«CWR Utksepanam, throwing upwards. iftgr'TOPI Avaksepanam,
throwing downwards. VrfS*^ Akufichanam, contraction.uSTTOlR Prasfira-

nam, expansion, mm^ Gamanara, going, motion, ffa Iti, namely.

Karmmani, action ?

7. Throwing upwards, Throwing downwards, Contraction

Expansion, and Motion are Actions.—7.
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Throwing upwards, Throwing, downwards, Contraction, Expansion,
and Motion are Actions. 'Iti' has the force of determination, as.

Rotation etc, are included in Motion. Here then there are five 'classes'

directly pervaded by Action-ness, namely, the quality of throwing
upwards, the quality of throwing downwards, the quality of contraction,,

the quality of expansion, and the quality of motion (or throwiug-

upward-ness ,throwing-downward-ness, contraction-ness, expansion-ness,.

and motion-ness).

Well, but this is disproved by the fact that Motion is a synonym of

Action, because the consciousness of Going is experienced in all cases.

The four classes, throwing-upward-ness, etc, which have the co-exten-

sion or common field of the absolute non-existence of each in the others,,

are not known to be co-existent; therefore the classes pervaded by
Action-ness are only four. (To this objection we reply): It is true that

Motion is another name for Action. But it is separately mentioned with

the object of collecting under one word Rotation, Evacuation,

Percolation, Flaming upward, Bending, Uplifting, etc; which produce
different states of consciousness and are known by different names. Or
(loing-ness also is really a fifth class pervaded by Action-ness. So
that the application of Motion to Rotation, Evacuation, etc., alone is-

primary and if there is the application of Going ' to throwing upwards,
throwing downwards, etc., then it is secondary or analogous. The
common property of the primary and analogous instances is only this

that they are the non-combinative causes (i. e., conditions) of Conjunc-
tion with and Disjunction from constantly changing places and
directions, and this belongs to Rotation and others, so that by the
inclusion of Going these too have been included.

The states of egress, ingress, etc. however, are not classes
;
for, in

respect of one and the same Action, e. <j., a person going from one room
to another, one observer will have the consciousness, 'he enters' ; while
another, 'he comes out' ; and thus there will result an intermixture of

classes. So also in the case of Rotation, etc., on entering one water-
course after coming out by another, there will arise two states of

consciousness, ' he comes out' and 'he enters' ; therefore these should be
resolved into relativity in general.

In the case of throwing upwards, etc., however, the action of

throwing upwards is caused in the hand by the volition produced by
the desire ' I throw up the pestle,' through the non-combinative cause of

conjunction with the soul exercising volition ; then from the non-combi-.
native cause of motion in the hand thrown up, there appears the action

of throwing upwards in the pestle also
;
or, these two actions take place

simultaneously. Then through the conjunction of the soul exercising
volition produced by the desire to throw down the hand and pestle

which have been thrown up, and also through the motion of the hand
there is produced in the hand and the pestle simultaneously the action

of throwing downwards favourable to tha fall of the pestle within the
.mortar. Then towards the sudden going upwards of the pestle after

conjunction with a harder substance, neither desire nor volition is the
cause, but the springing up of the j.estle is due only to Re-action ; and
this is only going and not throwing upwards ; the application of

throwing upwards to it is only secondary. Similarly is the application
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of the name of Throwing upwards to two bodies of Air as well as to
grass, cotton, etc, carried by them, going upwards by the force of
the collision of two bodies of Air flowing in opposite directions. So
also in the case of the going up of water under the collision of two
currents. Thus the use of throwing upwards and throwing downwards
is primary, only in the case of the body, its limbs and pestles, clubs, etc.

in contact with them ; for there are such perceptions as he throws up
the pestle, he throws up the club ; as also, he throws down.

Contraction is action which produces flexion in cloth and other
thiugs made up of parts and non-initial conjunctions of parts among
themselves even while there exist the initial conjunctions of those
parts ; whence arise guch perceptions as the lotus contracts, the cloth
contracts, the leather contracts. Similarly, Expansion is action
destructive of the non-initial conjunctions already produced, of parts

;

whence arise such perceptions as the cloth expands, the leather expands,
the lotus expands. Actions which are different from these four are
forms of Going. Therein Rotation is action, favorable to oblique
conjunctions, appearing in the hand, from conjunction with soul

exercising volition, and in the wheel, etc, from revolving and from
conjunction called nodana (molecular motion

J
with the hand possessing

Action. Evacuation, etc., should be similarly explained. He will also
make them clear as he proceeds.

Now it should be understood that in the case of prescribed
sacrifices, baths, gifts, etc, these Actions are the products of conjunc-
tion with the soul exercising volition favourable towards the production
of Virtue ; and in the case of going to a forbidden place, slaughter,
eating tobacco, etc, they are the products of conjunction with the soul

exercising volition tending towards the production of Vice—

7

* Resemblances of Subbtance, Attribute, and Action.

(JpaMra.—After the enumeration of Substance, etc, he begins the topiu of the Resem-
blance of the throe. He states the Resemblance of the three even before the enumeration of

tlio other three Predicables, Genus, eto., inasmuoh as it is expeoted first of alliby the disciples,
beoause the Resemblanoe of the three, Substanoe, etc., is favourable to the knowledge of

reality.

Srst Sat, existent, mfaft Anityam, non-eternal. Dravyavat, con-
taining substance. mc$ Karyyam, effect. Karanam, cause. BWqfa'-
iyqsf^ Samanya-visesavat, being both Genus and Species, ffa Iti, thi«.

^«qgnrc?H?»Jrm Dravya-guna-karmmanam, of Substance, Attribute, and
Action, vftrift: A visesaft, resemblance.

8. The Resemblance of Substance, Attribute, and Action
lies in this that they are existent and non-eternal, have Substance
as their combinative cause, are effect as well as cause, and are

Lcth Genus and Species.—8.

In the presence of the word ' visesa ' the word ' aviaesa ' denote*
Resemblance. 'Sat ' connotes the quality of being the object of the per-
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ception and name in the form of that which is existent, because all the
threo have fitness for existence. 'Anityam ' connotes the qual-ty of that

which tends towards annihilation. Although it is not common to the
ultimate atoms, etc., still it is inte ided to denote the possession of the
upddhi or condition which distinguishes predicables having the function

or nature of that which tends towards annihilation. ' Dravyavat

'

means that which contains substance as its combinative cause. This
too is not present in the ultimate atoms, etc Therefore the inte.ition is

to denote the possession of the upddhi or condition which distinguishes

predicables having the functio.i of that which contains substance as its

combinative cause. • Karyyam ' is intended to denote the possession of

the upddhi or condition which distinguishes predicables having the

function of that which is the counter-opposite of antecedent non-exis-

tence (or potential existence). ' Karanam ' indicates the possession of

the upddhi or condition which distinguishes predicables having the

function of that which belongs to the class of constant (Mill's invariable
and unconditional) antecedents of all effects except knowledge. Thus
the definition is not too wide so as to include the Soul which is tho
object of Serf-intuition, as a cause of Self-intuition, or to exte.id

to the generic quality of being a cow, etc ; nor is it too narrow
so as to exclude the ultimate atoms (lit, perfect spheres) which are not
causes. ' Samanayavisesavat,' means tho possession of those charac-
teristics which though they are genera, still are species inasmuch as

they serve to differentiate themselves severally, r.y., Substance ess,

Attributeness, Actionness, etc. It cannot be said that causality is too

wide, because from " G-ive a cow," u A cow should not be touched with
the feet " and other texts of the Veda it appears that class or kind
(iufW) also is a cause of virtue and vice ; for a class has the sole use >;f

limitation.

This aphorism is illustrative. It should be observed that the
Resemblance of the three lies also in their being capable of being
denoted by words having the meaning inherent in them.

If itis said that the characteristics of being effects and non-eternal ity

belong to those only which have causes, and that this is their Resem-
blance as laid down by Professor Prasastadeva in " And causality (ap-
pears) elsewhere than in the perfect spheres (ultimate atoms)," then
according to the aphorism it cannot be specified by the possession of the
upddhi or condition which distinguishes predicables.

The characteristics of being the causes of Attributes and also the
effects of Attributes belong to the three except the eternal Subs-
tances-—8.

Resemblance of Substance and Attribute.

I'pathira.—He now points out the Resemblance of 8ub«t»noe and Attribute only.

•Jt^Sirit: Dravya-guijayoh, of Substance and Attribute. tntRfiaf <?WK?
Sajatiyarambhakatvam, the characteristic of being the originator of

•congeners. Sadharmmyam, Resemblance.

9. The Resemblance of Substance and Attribute is the

characteristic of being the originators of their congeners.—9.
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He makes clear this very aphorism in the following one.— (>.

Explanation of the foregoing aphcrism.

g;«»n6ll Dravyani, Substances. giqpttf Dravy&ntaram, another Subs-
tance. Wirseff Arabhante, originate. g*t: Gunah, Attributes. « Cha,
and. Qmirftiq Gunfintaram, another Attribute.

10. Substances originate another Substance, and Attributes
another Attribute,— 10.-

I'paskt'tra.—The Resemblance in respect of the characteristic of being the originators of
cozeners should be understood or observed with the exolusion of universal Substances composed
of final parts, the Attributes of what are composed of final parts, and also the Attributes of.

Duality, the Separatoness of Dual*, Priority, Posteriority, etc. Or tho author means to

indicate the possession of tho vpdtlhi or condition whioh distinguishes predioablos having tho
function of that which originates its congener, whereby Substances and individuals whioh arc
not causes, arc also included.—10.

Actions do not originate Action*.

l'jio.ii;h-n.—But it may bo asked : Why do not Aotions originate other Actions ? So U»
Mays

:

qr*4 Karmma, action. «F»f?n«I KariumasAdhyain, producible by
action. ^ Na, not. fafT& Vjdyate, is known.

11. Action, producible by Action, is not known.— 11.

Here the root ' vid- ' has the sense of knowledge, and not existence.

The meaning is that there is no proof of the existence of Action which
is producible by Action, as in the case of Substance and Attribute
originated by their congeners.

Here the idea is this: If Action is to produce Action, then it will,

like Sound, produce it immediately after its own production. Therefore
Disjunction from substances in Conjunction having been completely
caused by the first Action itself, from what will the second Action cause
Disjunction V For Disjunction must be preceded by Conjunction, and
u new Conjunction has not also been produced in the subject in question.

Uut the definition of Action suffers if there is non-production of Disjunc-
tion. It cannot be said that a new Action will be produced at another
monie.it ; because a patency cannot be delayed and because there is

nothing to be waited for. In the case of the production (of Conjunc-
tion) at the very moment of the destruction of the previous Conjunction,
the production of Disjunction (by Action) will be surely not proved.
The same also will be the result in the case of its production of the

subsequent Conjunction. And after the subsequent Conjunction there
is really destruction of Action. Therefore it has been well said that

Action producible by Action is not known.—11.

Difference of Substance from Attribute and Actirn.

Ci,n*';ii,-a.—He mentions tho Difference of Substanoe from Attribute and Aofcion

:
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«l Na, not. jfwi Dravyam, substance. Karyyam, effect. Vlt»jf

Karanam, cause. M Cha, and. W% Badhati, opposes ; annihilates.

12. Substance is not annihilated either by effect or by
cause.— 12.

Substance is not destroyed either by its own effect or by its own
cause. The meaning is that the relation of the destroyer and the

destroyed does not exist between two Substances which have entered
into the relation of effect and cause, because, (and this is the purport),

Substance is destroyed only by the destruction of the support or

lubstratum and the destruction of the originative Conjunction.

The form ' badhati ' (instead of the correct from ' hanti) is found
in aphorisms.—12.

Above continued.

Vpaikdra.—He says that Attributes are capable of being destroyed by effect and cause.

3*r*rarptinm \\ il

WW! Ubhayatha, in both ways. nJtfT: Gunah, attributes.

13. Attributes (are destroyed) in both ways.— 13

The meaning is (that they are) capable of being destroyed by effect

as well as by cause. The initial Sound, etc, (in a series) are destroyed
by their effects, but the last is destroyed by its cause, for the last but
one destroys the last—13.

Bhdfya :—An attribute sometimes destroys its cause (e. </., in

chemical compounds), and sometimes does not destroy if (p.. <j. in physical
compounds or masses).

Above continued.

Upashtra.—After stating that Attributes are opposed by (and so cannot eo-e\isl with)
both their effcots and oauses, he mentions tho opposition of ettbot to Action.

^paff^lft II *m W II

1?r«lf«r\lfc! Karyya-virodhi, whereof the effect is the opposite or
contradictory. Karmma, action.

14. Action is opposed by its effect.—14.

' Karyyavfrodhi ' is Bahuvrlhi or adjective compound meaning
that of which the opposite is effect, because Action is destructible by
Hubsoquent Conjunction produced by itself.

The non-opposition of effects and causes is uniform in the case of
Substances only. But it is not the rule in the case of Attribute and
Action. For what the author desires to say is that those Attributes
destroy, which are the opposites of the destruction due to the destruc-
tion of the non-combinative cause of the destruction of the sub-
stratum—14.
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Characteristics of Substance.

UpaikAra.—After deseribing the ResembUnoe of the ithroe aooording to the wish of th»
rlieeiples, he now goes on to state their marks.

ftmtgm^ Kriyu-guna-vat, possessing Action and Attribute. 93Vf-

fq^mf Samavayi-kuraiiam, combinative cause, {ftr Iti, such, gurcrirar

Dravyalaksaiiain, mark of substance.

15. It possesses Action and Attribute, it is a combinative
cause—such (is) the mark of Substance.—15.

' Kriy&gunavat' means wherein Actions and Attributes exist. The
word ' laksana',' by the force of its derivation, viz. ' By this it is marked
out,' denotes a mark as well as a particular differetiating mark or sign

which divides off objects of like and unlike kinds. Therein by Action
it is marked out that this is a substance. And by the possession of Attri-

butes, Substance, excluded from objects of like and unlike kinds, is marked
out. Of these the like kinds, i. e., objects which resemble one another
in being existont, are five, viz., Attributes, etc. The unlike kind how-
ever is Non-Existence. Therefore Substance is different from Attribute,

etc., because it possess Attribute. That which is not different from
Attribute, etc, does not possess Attribute, e.g., Attribute, etc. Although
the possession of Attribute is not found in a substance made up of parts

at the moment of its origin, still the possession of the opposite of the

absolute non-existence of Attribute is meant to be stated, because the
antecedent and the subsequent non-existence of Attribute are also

opposite* of the absolute non-existence of Attribuse. Similarly, the

being the combinative cause also, which divides the six Predicables, is

a mark of the Predicable, Substance.

Here the Sddhya, i. e., that which has to be proved, does not suffer

from the fault of being unknown, for difference from Attribute, etc., is

proved by perception in the water-pot, etc. Nor is here the fault of

proving that which has been already proved, for although the difference

of the water-pot as such from others has been proved, yet such difference

remains to be proved in respect of it considered as a Substance. Some
say that in the case of the difference of that which defines the paksa
(i. e., the object in which the existence of the Sddhya is sought to La
proved, e. g., the mountain when the existence of fire is sought to be
proved in it), there can be no proving of that which has already been
proved, as, for instance, in "Word and Mind are eternal." But this is not
so, for that which has to be proved Ireing proved in anything whatever
determined by that which determines the characteristic of being a
pafcsa, the pahsa suffers in its essential, and hence that which has to be
proved in such cases, must be proved as sufch, i. e., independntly.

The word ' it,' means ' others', Therefore the possessoin of Number,
the possession of Measure, the possession of Separateness, the possession
of Conjunction, and the possession of Disjunction also are brought
together.—15.

Bhdsya :—Although the soul is void of action, i. e. change, still it

appears to possess action by the action of the mind or internal organ.
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of souse, iii the btate of its phenomenal existence ; and hence it is called

a Substance.
Characteristics of Attribute.

UptmhXra.—Attributes having been enumerated after Subatanoa«, lie gives their mark.

ireqitpft Dravyasrayi, inhering Jn substance. nqflT'M, Aguiiavau,

not possessing Attribute. <ft|4ifr«|iig Samyoga-vibhAgesu, in Conjunc-

tions and Disjunctions. ««raipi Akaranam, not a cause. SHfa: Anape-

ksah, independent. ffa Iti, such. fjlT - iTH'J, (ruuulaks.tnam, mark of

Attribute.

16. Inhering in Substance, not possessing Attribute, not an

independent cause in Conjunctions and Disjunctions,- such is

the mark of Attribute.—16.

1 Dravyasrayi' means that of which the nature is to re.-ulo in Subs-

tance. This however pervades Substance also. Therefore he says.

4 Agunavan' or Attributeless. Still it ovor-extends to Action; so he adds

* not a cause in Conjunctions and Disjunctions.' Yet it does not include

Conjunction, Disjunction, Merit, Demerit, knowledge of Cod, etc.; so he

adds ' independent.' After ' independent,' ' Attribute' should be supplied.

The meaning therefore is that Attribute is that which is not an indepen-

dent cause of Conjunctions and Disjunctions. Conjunctions and Disjunc-

tions etc., are depended upon by Conjunction and Disjunction. Attribute-

ness Is the characteristic of possessing the genus pervaded by existence-

and residing in tho eternals with eternal functions. The rovealer of

Attributeness is the causality present in something possessing genus and

devoid of combinative causality and non-combinative causality towards-

Conjunction and Disjunction combined. Conjunction and Disjunction

are severally caused by Conjunction and Disjunction, but not jointly -

Merit, Demerit, knowledge of God, etc, have been included,

because thev are only occasional or conditional caiises of both and

are not their combinative causes or non-combinative causes. Or thtr

revealer of Attributeness is the characteristic, co-extensive with genus,

of being devoid of combinative and non-combinative causality towards

Conjunction aud Disjunction. Or the mark of Attribute is simply the

characteristic of not possessing Attribute along with the possession of

Genus and of difference from Action—16.

Characteristics of Actum.

I'pashira.—Hv states the mark of Action which ha-- been incut iuiu-it afier Attribute •

<*W 111* i w w> II

^qrjrnf Ekadravyam, resting or residing in one substance o.ily. wjtif

Agunam, devoid of Attribute. *^ftn^Samyoga-vibhagesu,in.CoTijuno-
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tions and Disjunctions. SH<ra*MHr Anapeksa-karanam, independent
oause. i$l Tti, such, qrnfannf Karmma-laksanam, Mark of Action.

17. Residing in one Substance only, not possessing Attribute,

an independent cause of Conjunctions and Disjunctions—such

is the mark of Action— 17.

' Ekadravyam ' means tjiat of which only one Substance is the subs-

tratum. ' Agunam ' is that in which no Attribute exists. ' Samyoga
etc.' means independent of something in the form of positive existence

which comes to appear after its own production; so that it is not unesta-

blished where there is necessity for or dependence upon the combinative
cause and also where there is dependence upon absence of antecedent
conjunction. Or independence of that which has its production after

the production of Action itself, is meant, because the annihilation of

the antecedent conjunction also has its production after the production

of Action itself, and because as a non-existence it does not bear relation

to its first moment.

Aetion-ness is the possession of the genus directly pervaded by
existence other than that residing in the eternals, or the possession of

the genus determinative of the uncommon or specific causality which
produces the perception that someting moves, or the possession of the

tfenus residing only in what is devoid of Attribute and not being an
Attribute, or the possession of the genus determinative of the causality

towards Disjunction present at the moment immediately subsequent to

the production of Action itself.

And this again is a Predicable evidenced by the perception that

something moves, which cannot be demonstrated by its production, etc.,

at places having no interval between each other, because the breaking
up of a moment will be refuted later on.

The manner in which the mark serves to distinguish it from others
is the same as has been already described—17.

Resemblance of Substance, Attribute, and Action.

Upcmkdra.—Now he begins the topio of the KeaembUnoe of the three only by w»y of
their oause :

*^y4l<M4<ql ^5 ;jw«.hJ| U U \* II

WW»if| Dravya-guna-karmmanam, Of Substance, Attribute, and
Action. jf«4 Dravyam, Substance, qnttf Karanam, cause. fft<n*tf Saman-
yam, Common, Uniform.

18. Substance is the one and the same cause of Substance,
Attribute, and Action.— 18.

' Samanyam ' (common) means the s*ame one, as in ' These two have
a common mother.' The meaning is that Substance, Attribute and
Action exist in one and the same Substance which is their combinative
oause.
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The Resemblance of the three lies in the possession of the genus
having the function of that which has Substance as its combinative
cause—18.

Above continued.

UpaakAra.—W.is states the Resemblance of the three as having Attribute as their no;i-

oombinative oause :

mi m* II ii 1 1 u II

tWl Tatha, Similarly. gqp Gunah, Attribute-

19. Similarly Attribute (is the common cause of Substance,.

Attribute, and Action).—19

The Resemblance of ihe three lies in the possession of the genus-

residing in that which has Attribute as its non-combinative cause.

Conjunction is the non-combinative cause of substance. The possession,

as their non-combinative cause, of Attributes which are the causes of

their congeners, belongs to the Attributes of effects, e-g., Colour, Taste T

Smell, Touch, Number, Extension or Magnitude, Separateness, etc.

The Attributes of the ulimate atoms of Earth have Conjunction with
Fire as their non-combinative cause. The non-combinative cause of

Actions, however, are Fire etc., internal vibration, impact, weight,

fluidity, impression, conjunction with soul possessing invisible conse-

quences of Actions (adristam), conjunction with Ecul exercising Volition,

etc. These should be respectively understood by the reader. Sometimes-
even one Attribute gives rise to all the three Substance, Attribute
and Action ; for instance, Conjunction with a ball of cotton possessed
of Impetus, produces Action in another ball of cotton, originates a

Substance, viz., an aggregate of two balls of cotton, and the Exten-
sion of that aggregate also. Sometimes a single Attribute originates

a Substance and an Attribute ; e. <j., Conjunction which may be-

described as an aggregation independent of Impetus, with a ball

of cotton as well as its Extension—19.

Bhdaya : reads I. i. 19, as Ubhayat lid yundh and, iiihrprdu it to

mean that Attributes sometimes become the cause of Substance, Attri-
bute, and Action, and sometimes do not.

Effects of Act ion.

Upa>hira.—He says that sometimes a single Action is productive of a multitude of effects :

WtafaVTHI^H^t Samyoga-vibaga-veganAm, Of Conjunction, Disjunc-
tion, and Impetus. Karmma, Action. ffin*f Samanam, Common.

20. Action is the common cause of Conjunction, Disjunction,,
arid Impetus.—20.

The word * kftranam ' should be supplied. Producing as many Dis-
junctions as the number of Substances in conjunction with the Subs-
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stance in which Action is produced, it (Action) also produces an equal
number of Conjunctions elsewhere. And the same Action again produce,*
Impetus in its own substratum.

The word Impetus indicates Elasticity also—20.

Difference between Substance and Action.

Vpatbdra.—But it may be argued that originative Conjunotioa having been brought about
by substanoe possessed of Aotion ; the substance whioh is originated thereby, is surely
produced by Aotion sinoe Aotion has been its antecedent as a rule,, Hence he says :

JT^i 'ii'
vwf II 1 1 1 1 *t II

* Na, not. jpqnrf Dravyanam, Of Substances. «i4 Karmma,
Action.

21. Action is not the cause of Substances.—21.

The meaning is that Action is not the cause of substances-—21.

Above continued.

rpashira.—Hd points cut why it is so t

sqfWmi im 1 1 w ii

•tf'ftvRt Vyatirekat, because of cessation.

22. (Action is not the cause of Substance) because of its.

cessation.—22.

' Vyatirekftt ' means on account of cessation. Substance is produc-
ed, on thp cessation of Action by the ultimate Conjunction ; therefore
Action is not the cause of Substance. Neither is Action which has ceased
to exist, a cause of Substance. Moreover if Action be such a cause, it must
be either the non-combinative cause of Substance or its conditional cause.
It cannot be the first, because then it will follow that Substance will h#
destroyed, even on the destruction of the Action of the parts, inasmuch
as Substance is capable of being destroyed by the destruction of the non-
combinative cause. Nor can it be the second, for in thai case there will
be a violation of the rule, since small pieces of cloth being produced just
from the Conjunctions still existinig after the destruction of a large
piece of cloth, it is seen that even parts which are devoid of Action,
originate Substance—22.

Bhdsya reads I, i. 21 and 22 as one aphorism, and interprets it

thus : Action does not become the immediate cause of substances.
"Why '{ In consequence of its cessation. For, when a Substance be-
comes what it is, at that moment cessation of Action takes place.Action
in the constituent parts of a Substance ceases on conjunction, and
the Substance becomes what it is. Action, therefore, is not an
immediate cause in the production of Substances. What the author
means to say is, as the expression shows-, that the mediate causality
of Action in the production of Substance is not refuted.

Difference, between Substance and Aotion.

Upatkdro.—Having stated that one may bee the originator of
>

many, he now states that

of or.e effect there may be many originators :

'
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f<qpqt, Dravyanam, of many substances, iprf, Dravyam, a single

substance. w4. karyyam, effect. fTWf, Samanyam,common.

23. A single Substance may be the common effect of more
than one Substance.—23.

Of Substances, i.e., of two Substances as well as of more ttian two
Substances. Thus by two threads a piece of cloth consisting of two
threads is originated, so also by many threads one piece of cloth is

originated. It cannot be said that a piece of cloth consisting of one-

thread is seen where the warp and woof are supplied by one and the
same thread, for owing to the nun-existence of the Conjunction of a
single object there is no non-combinative cause here. Nor again can it

he said that the Conjunction oi the thread and the fibres is the
non-combinative cause, because the relation of such parts and whole
being naturally established there can be no Conjunction between them, also

because the relation of that which is to be originated and the originate
is not perceived, and also because of the impenetrability of condensed
bodies. It cannot be said that this is commonly observed. For here, as
a matter of fact, cloth is produced by the mutual conjunction of many
small pieces of thread, produced on the destruction of a long thread by
the impact of the loom, etc., whereas- from the nature of things there
arises the false notion of unity in respect of threads which are really

many in number.—23.

Above continued

Upaih&ra.—Well, It may be asked, as a single SubsUnoe is the effeot of many Substances,
as also a single Attribute of many Attributes, so is a single Action the effeot of warty Actions ?

Henoe he says

:

g*gi*iwv-' i«*t <f>*+f iff qrnf u \ \\ i w 11

Ouna-vaidharmmyat, on account of the difference of

Attributes. «f Na, Not. 1C*4*t, Karmmanam, of Actions. Karmma,
Action.

24. Action is not the joint effect of many Actions, on account
of the difference of their Attributes.—24.

' Karyyam ' is the complement. It has been already stated that
-the resemblance of Substance and Attribute is that they originate their

congeners. Also it has been already denied that Actions are productive
of Action, in the aphorism " Action producible by Action is not known"
(I. i. 11). This is here repeated. This is the idea 24.

Difference between Attribute and Action.

Upaikdra.—Now, pointing out that Attributes whioh reside in aggregation are originated

%y many Substanoes, he says :

ftf/WTO*:, Dvitva-prabhritayah, Duality, etc. ttaru Saftkhyah,
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Numbers. IdVWSlqinfwn: Prithaktva-samyoga-vibh&gah, Separateness,

Conjunction, and Disjunction. ^ Cha, And.

25. Duality and other Numbers, Separateness, Conjunction,

and Disjunction (are originated by more than one Substance).—25.

" Originated by more than, one substance "—This is the complement.
The word Separateness appearing together with Duality, etc., also

denotes Separateness of two, etc. Thus Numbers beginning with Duality
and ending with the highest arithmetical figure,. Separateness of two,

etc. Conjunctions, and Disjunctions are originated by two as well as by
moi-o than two Substances. So that the characteristic of residing in

more Substances than one belongs to them. And this characteristic

again is the same as co-extension with the mutual non-existence of

combinative causes—25.

Above continued.

Upaahira.—Well, it may ba asked, as Substances which are made up of parts, as well

*s Attributes already mentioned, have the oharaoterintio of aggregation, so does not that

ehfti'Boteristio belong to Ao'ions also ? So he says :

IWWirat.j Asamavayat, on account of non-combination. 9lHi?qvic4,

Samanya-k&ryyam, common effect. Karmma, action. Na, not. fatf(

N'idyate, is known.

20. Action which is the joint result (of an aggregate of two
or more substances,) is not known, as it is not found in combina-
tion with them.—26.

' On account of non-combination ' should be joined with ' in two
substances/ and ' in more than two substances.' Thus a single Action
does not'combine in two substances ; nor does a single Action combine
in more than two substances ; so that Action which is the effect of an
aggregate, is not known. Here too the root ' vid ' in ' vidyate ' has the

sense of knowledge and does not denote existence. If Action resided in

aggregation, then one substance moving, there would arise the consci-

ousness ' It moves,' in respect of two substances and more than two
substances ; but it is not so ; therefore Action does not reside in aggre-
gation. This is the meaning.

H cannot be argued, " The Action of the body and its yarts are

certainly originated by many substances, namely, the body and its parts
;

otherwise, the body moving, how can there be the consciousness, ' It

moves', in respect of the hands, feet, etc.? Similarly in the case of other

objects made up of parts." For such consciousness is due to the fact

that the quantity of the Action of the parts is pervaded by the quantity

of the Action of the whole made up of these parts. The contrary is not

the case, because the part moving there does not arise the consciousness,
' It moves,' in respect of the entire whole made up of the parts'. Other-

wise from the conjunction of cause and not-cause, the conjunction of

effect and not-effect also, will not follow, since there. can be conjunction
of an effect also, only with the Action of the cause—28
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Resemblance of Substance, Attribute and Action.

Upa$kdra.—He again mentions a single effeot of many (causes) :

^itinrrt, Samyoganam, of Conjunctions. JfSTO, Dravyam, substance.

27. Substance is the joint effect of many Conjunctions.

—

27.

The meaning is that substance is the single effect of many Conjunc-

tions. It should be observed that here ' Conjunctions ' should be taken

to the exclusion of the conjunctions of touch-less substances, substances

made up of final parts or ultimate formations, arid heterogeneous sub-

stances.—27.

Above continued.

Upatkdra.—Now he says that many Attributes produoe one Attribute an their eYeut .

w#^ ii M n I v ii

fWfrf, Rupanam, Of colours, ^sf, Rupam, colour,

28. Colour (is the joint effect) of many colours.—28.

' Colour is the single effect '—this is the con- ection. The w >rJ
* colour ' in both the instances are indicatory, and its indicative power
is such that it does not abandon its own meaning. A.nd the common
property of the intrinsic and the indicatory significance is dependence
upon the relation of the product and producer by means of the proximity

known as combination with an object which is one and the same as the

cause. Hence Colour, Taste, Smell, Touch, Liquidity, Natural Fluidity,

Unity, and Separateness of one are brought together. For these, being
present in the cause, originate in the effects only one Attribute of the

same kind. In fact the operation of non-combinative causes is two-fold-

Some produce their effects by
j
loximity to the object which is one and

the same as the cause. Here the cause is the combiaative cause and it

is the cause of the effect, namely colour, etc., which have ro be pr»du"ed.
Thus Colour which is present i n the potsherd originates the Colour of the

pot by means of the combination, known as combination with the object

which is one and the same as the cause, with the combinative cause,

namely pot, etc, of the effect such as Colour, etc Similarly Taste, etc.

In some places, however, there is an operation of non-combinative causa-

lity by means of proximity to the object which is one and the same as

the effect. For instance, Sound, although it is a cause, originates in the

sky another Sound, although it is an effect. In the sky itself Colour,

etc., also are produced by Conjunction of Fire with the ultimate atoms
of Earth by means of the proximity in the form of combinatio i with the

object which is one and the same as the effect.—28.

Above continued.

VpatHra.—He eaya that a single Aotion may be the effeot of many causes :
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g*W»Wref*j'Wj Gttvutva-prayatna-samyogA.nam, of Gravity, Voli-

tion, and Oonjnction, 3^<wf Utksepanam, Throwig upwards.

29. Throwing upwards (is the joint product) of Gravity,

Volition, and Conjunction.—29.

The meaning is that Throwing upwards is their single effect. Here
Weight residing in the hand, stone, etc., is the conditional cause and
Conjunction of the Soul exercising Volition is the non-combinative cause,
of the Throwing upwards seated in the hand, whereas the non-combina-
ive cause .of the Throwing upwards seated in the stone is the internal
movement or vibration of the hand.

Here also the term Throwing upwards is indicatory of Throwing
downwards, etc.—20.

Causality of Action upheld.

Upnahira.—But it has boon said that Attributes which have taken a shape, (».«., by
appearing in some Substance) aro, as effeoto, preceded (and so caused) by the Attributes of

the causes ; it has also boon naid tnat they are preceded by the Attributes of that in which
thoy reside ; therefore it follows that Action produces no efftot .vhatever. That being so,

even the inference of ultrasensual phenomena such as the movements of the Sun, etc., buoomos
impossible in the absenco of any mark of inference. For thia reason, merely reminding the

reader of what has already been said in the aphorism " Aotion is the oominon cause of Con-
junction, Disjunction, and Impetus," he says :

*nttnfa*n»l!: Samyoga-vibhagah, Conjunctions and Disju ictio i«. m
Cha, and. T.w?un Karmmanam, of Actions.

30. Conjunctions and Disjunctions also (are individually
the products) of Actions.—30.

' Products' is the complement. Th% plural number is for th«

purpose of individual reference. ' Imprerssion' also should be taken as

indicated.—

Vivfiti The word ' cha ' implies Impetus and Elasticity in addi-
tion (to Conjunctions and Disjunctions).

Above continued.

UpaeMra.—But it has been already said that Substanoe and Aotion are not the effeoti
of Aotion. Conjunction and Disjunction again are the efleots of Conjunction and Disjunc-
tion alone. So that the

i
affirmation of the Causality of Aotion here seems to be «elf-oon-

tradiotory. So he says :

$H<UtiHfR> j^+wf nfwrifTOc tftR. II WW \\\\

irrWtfllRT^ Karana-samanye, under the topic of causM in general.

Jf«a«l^Ht Dravya-kar'mmauam, of Substances and Action. Karraraa,

Action. Akaranam, not cause. 9ft Uktam, said.

31. Under the topic of causes in general, Action has been
stated to be not a cause of Substances and Actions.—31.
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The word ' KArauasamanya ' denotes the topic of causes in general.

Thns in the topic of the statement of causes in general, .Action has been

said to be not a cause of Substance and Action, and not that it is alto-

gether a nut-cause only, whereby the aphorism " Conjunctions and Dis-

junctions also are individually the products of Actions " might be

destroyed.— bl

.

Here eutls the lirst chapter lesson of the First Book in tho Conime.i-

lary of S.inkaia on the VaiAesika aphorisms.
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BOOK FIRST, ClUJTiiK SECOND.

Causation.

L'paxkdra.—Well, in the previous section the Resemblance of Hie three PredicaMos ha< been
stated as constituted by the identity or sameness of theiv effects and causes. But this is not
established as the relation of effect and cause itself has not boon proved. Therefore the
author says :

+K<lWMId[ S^far*: II ! I 3 I ! II

VK*N*n*T^ Karanitbhavut, from the non-existence of cause *I«qt«Tl*:
Karyyabhavah, non-existence of effect.

1. Non-existence of effect (follows) from the non-existence

of cause.—32.

Whereas it is seen that in spite of earth, wheel, water, potter,

thread, etc., being brought together, there is non-existence of the pot,

if there is non-existence of the' potter's staff, and that in spite of earth,

water, etc., being brought together, there is non-existence of the shoot
if there is non-existence of the seed ; it <;., non-existence) cannot be
explained without the relation of effect and cause between the potter's

staff and the pot or between the seed and the shoot. Otherwise there

will be non-existence of the pot even on the non-existence of the loom,

etc-, and there will be non-existence of the shoot even on the no;i exis-

tence of pieces of stone, otc. Moreover it is seen that the pot, a piece

of cloth, etc, exist for a time only. That evon cannot be explained
without the relation of cause and effect. For they being non-existent

at one time, their temporariuess in the form of existence at another

time is not possible but by the dependence of existences upon, causes.

For if there were no dependence upon causes, then a thing could only

be or not be; but could not be for a time only; since an existing thing

cannot be non-existent, nor can it come into existence from that which
is not its cause, nor can it come into existence from one knows not

what, nor can it come into existence from unreal things such as the

horn of a hare, etc., but from a really existing limit or begiuning like

the potter's staff, the loom, etc, as is seen in such effects as a pot, a

piece of cloth, etc Now the limit or beginning is nothing but the cause.

Thus if the relation of effect and cause did not exist, there would

be no inclination or disinclination to activity. Tlien the world would

become desireless, inert. For there can be no activity without the

knowledge that this is the means of attaining that which is desired ;

nor can there be forbearance without the knowledge that this is th#

means of avoiding that which is not desired—1.-

Vivfiti—The Sankhya thinkers argue as follows :
" A water-jar,

etc., existing in an enveloped state iu earth; etc, from before, develop

into visible existence, and again by being struck with a cudgel, etc-, are

enveloped therein and exist. So that production and destruction are

not real, but merely development and envelopment.. This being so, why
should not a water-jar be produced from yarns ? It cannot be said that

the existence of effect in causes prior to their production is without evi-
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dence, for the proof is supplied by such texts of Veda as ' Only the
existent, 0 Dear One, was at the beginning,' (Chandogya6, 2, 1,) etc."

This view should be considered. The admission of the development
of development will entail non-finality. If on the other hand, develop-
ment be previously non-existent, then it will be necessary to admit pro-
duction from the non-existent, and hence the supposition of the prior
existenco of the water-pot, etc, will become groundless. Thus causality
is the belonging to the class of invariable and unconditional antece-
dents which cannot be otherwise accounted for, or the quality of that
which fails to produce an effect on account of defect in the contribu-
tories, or an additional Predicable, being a particular relation arising
out of its own nature.

Bhdfya.—Predicables called Substance, Attribute, and Action have
been mentioned. Their Sdmdnya or common characteristic has been
stated. Their Visem or distinctive characteristic, again, follows from
its contrariety to the common characteristic. All this is sufficient for

the production of tattva-jndna. The Supreme Good results from tattva-

jfldna. This is apavarga, Salvation. But what is its characteristic
form ? How does it appear ?—All this is now here described.

Non-existence of the effect, e. ;/•• the faults (namely, desire, avorsion,
aud infatuation), etc., (results) from non-existence of the cause, e.g.,

false knowledge (e. g., the idea of the Self in the Not-Self), etc. " Thus,
Pain, birth, activity, faults, and false knowledge,—on the successive
annihilation of these in turn, there is the annihilation of the one next
before the other," (Nydya .SMram, I. i. 2), the ultimate consequence
being Emancipation, the return of the Self into its own nature.

Above continued.

VpatMrar—It may be objeoted that only the existent is produced, and not the
non-existent, according to the authority of the Veda, e. g. ,

" Verily the existent was at tho

beginning, 0 oalm onel," etc Otherwise in the oase of undifferentiated non-existence there

will be no suoh uniformity that a pieoe of oloth is produoed from t ireads only and not from
potsherds. If it is so then, we reply, this uniformity must be aooopted by the advocates of

the dootrine of transformation (TfoffTflfHiS) wno 0<*mit the theory of causes ; otherwiso

how it happens that the manifestation of the pot is only in tho potsherds, a?d not in

thread ? Moreover if the manifestation or development also roally existed from before, then
that too being eternal, it oomes to this that production and destruction are merely develop-

ment and envelopment. Now, development and envelopment depend upon oauses. There-
fore it results that a pot, a pieoe of oloth, etc, also surely depend upon oauses and also that

there is production ol that which was not before. The objeotion that there is no proof of

the unitormity towards the oause is answered by the uniformity of the nature of tho cause,

•nd this uniformity of the nature of the oause (to produoe the effect) becomes known by
the method of agreement and difference. For it is a universal experience that no pot is

Sroduoed without a potter's staff and tnat a pot is produoed when there is the potter's staff,

'hus causality is the quality of that whioh belongs to the olass of invariable and uncondi-
tional antecedents, whioh oannot be otherwise established or explained, or the characteristic

of being attended with the non-produotion of the effeot due to defeot in some contributory
oause. Although there is no invariable anteoedenoe in suoh plaoes as " one should perform
•aorifioe with barley or with paddy," etc, beoause the sacrifice with paddy is not an
antecedent of the result produoible by the saorifioo with barley, still a oause ordained in the
alternative is truly a oause, as oausahty is proved in the oase of both even though the
results are similar in kind. Thus the charaoteristio of being attended with the non-produo-
tion of the effeot due to defeot in some contributory oause, forms the oausality whioh is

oommon to both secular and scriptural praotioes ; whereas invariable anteoedenoe known by
the method tf agreement and difference is tho causality whioh is secular only, For in such
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oasos_ as " He who desires heavon should perform sacrifice," etc., the difference or negative
side is not required, beoause knowledge of tho agreomont or positive side alone is sufficient
to induce activity. For this reason also, if tho alternative iH assumed, then both lose their
significance in tho code, for the result of the same kind being secured by one alouo, tho
performance of the other booomes futile. Henoo also it ha* boon rightly said :

" The result
nooossarily^follows from praotioes taught in the Veda, if performed in all their parts."
When the Aoharyya (preceptor) says " And this objoot prooaedin^ from the Veda, broach of
uniformity is no fault," ho only means to refer to ordinary objects. Iu the case of grass,
igniting wood, and jewel, howover, heterogeneity of effect is necessary ; bcoauso thoro
oausality being inferred by agreement and difference, non-existenoo of the effect is necessary
from non-existence of the cause. If heterogeneity of effect is supposed in alternative casos,
oausality will be in the alternative in Rftjasuya, Vajapeya, and other sacrifices. For those
reasons ho goes on establishing tho same law of the relation of effect and cause.

* 5 *>r*if*n^ inhUii
sr Na, not. 5 Tu, but. Vltqtalflci; Karyyabhavat, from non-existence

of effect. ^Kqwi?: Karanabhavah, non-existence of causes.

2. But non-existence of cause (does) not (follow) from the

non-existence of the effect.—33.

If the law of the relation of effect and cause do not exist, tho non-
existence of cause will follow also from non-existence of effect. Non-
existe.ice of effect is not i istrunio.ital towards the non-existence of

cause ; but non-existence of cause instrumental towards non-existence

of effect. Thus the application of this introductory section of two
aphorisms is that persons desirous of moksa (salvation) are concerned
in non-existence of birth for the sake of non-existence of pain, in non-

existence of activity for the sake of non-existence of birth in, non-

existence of faults for the sake of non-existence of activity, iu preven-

tion of false knowledge for the sake of non-existence of faults, and in

spiritual intuition of the Self for the sake <>f prevention of false

knowledge.—2.

BluUya : The aphorism is meant for them who think that apavarga
is mere absence of pain.

Non-existence of the cause, viz., birth, etc, does not follow from
non-existence of the effect, viz., pain. Birth, etc., therefore, may still

take place even when no pain exists. If birth, etc., are thus possible, then

there is possibility of pain also, in consequence of the appearance of

the causes of pain. Apavarga, accordingly, does not lie in the mere
absence of pain, but in the permanent impossibility of pain, resulting

in the order of the successive non-existence of false knowledge, etc.
,

Genus and Species relative to understanding,

Upankdra.—Mtcr the irarks of the three Predioables in the order of their •numM'»ti«a,

he now states the mark of the Predioables, Genus, whioh has also been mentioned :

SWRf fMK ?fo II t I H \\ II

S[«n»f Sam&nyam, Genus. fe$rf: Visesah, Species, fft Iti, th«s«.

Buddhyapeksam, relative to understanding.
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3. The notions, Genus and Species, are relative to the
Understanding.—34.

Genus is two-fold, high and low, of which the first is Existence
and the second is Substanceness, etc., pervaded by Existence. The
Understanding itself is the mark of Genus and its Species: the cogni-
tion of re-appearance or recurrence, of Gonus, and the cognition of
disappearance or reversion, of species. The word ' iti ' takes them
singly, and hence the word ' buddhyapeksam ' has beeu used in the
neuter gender. The writer of the vritti however applies it to species
only and explains its use in the singular number and neuter gender
by the rule. " A word in the neuter gender used with a word not in
tho neuter gender optionally entails neuter gender and singlar num-
ber." ' Buddhyapeksam ' means that of which the understanding or
cognition is the mark or the definition. 1 Genus ' in tho aphorism
means that which is external and resides in more individuals than one.
Or, Genus, whether high or low, is, while it is eternal, co-existent in
the same substratum with the mutual non-existence of its own situation
or foundation. Moreover Genus also takes the name of Species, as for
example, at the bame time that there is the cognition of re-appearance
or reiurrance, namely, < This is Substance,' < This is Substance,' and
so on, there is the particular cognition that it is not Attribute, that it

it not Action, etc. So that the nature of species belongs to the genera
themselves, e. y., substanceness, etc.

It may be objected, " Genus (i. e., the Universal), as an objective
reality, is a non-entity, since the consciousness of recognition can be
explained (without it) by the absence cf reversion or divergence. For
the object of the cognition. " It is a cow," is that it is not different
from a cow. Even the advocate of the doctrine of kinds (jdti) admits
that this is the subject-matter of the concrote cognitions of bovinoness,
etc. ; for coucreteness or particularity is not something other than
absence' of difference from itself ; it is the absence of divergence from a
cow, etc., which is also the occasion of the use of the words cow, etc
Moreover, where does the Genus of bovineness reside ? Not surely in
the bovine animal, because the animal is non-existent prior to the
appearance of bovineness. Nor in a non-bovino animal, because there
will be then contradiction. Whence does bovi neness come to reside in
the body of a bovine animal when such a body is produced? It did
not surely remain in that locality, for that place also will then possess
bovineness. Nor is bovineness even produced then and there, for it (a
Genus) has been observed to be eternal. Nor can it come from else-
where, for it (a Genus) possesros no activity. Nor again does one eternal
possess the characteristic of appearing in many individuals, for ther«
is no proof that it (a Genus) optionally appears in part and as a whole.
For the whole does not appear in a single place, since then it would
follow that there would be no concrete cognition of it in other places.
Nor does it appear in part for a ' class' is not confined to one part.
So it has bw^ safd. " It does not move, nor was it there. Nor is

it produoeU, uor lEU* it parts. Nor does it leave its former residence.
Alas! the succession of difficulties. " Genus exists and that is manifested
by situation or organisation only like bovineness, potness, etc. But it
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does not belong to Attribute and Action also." Such is the quarrel of
kindred thinkers.

To this i\ is said, "Genus is eternal and pervasive ; and pervasive-
ness consists in being related to all place by its own form- It does not
arise that places should bo treated in tho terms of bovineness, for the
use of bovineness is obtained by the relation known as combination; as

'Time possesses form or clour'—such cognition and use do not arise,
because Time does not possesses form or colour, etc. Nor can it be said
that Time verily does not exist, since it is found that it is only a
different name for the " five heads " (t. <•-., of the Bauddhas, e.g., Percep-
tion, Feeling, Conception with Naming, and Impression) ; because Time
will be established later on. Thus bovineness which pervades la parti-
cular spot, combines with tlie organism which is produced in that very
place, as it is found that • it is produced' and it is combined (with
bovineness)," refer to the same moment of Time. Hereby " whore does
it reside ? " is answered by " where it is perceived ;

" "where is it

perceived ?" by " where it resides ;" and " what sort of a body it was
prior to the appearance of bovineness ?" by " It did not exist at all."

Similarly " It does not move, nor was it there, etc.," is so much cry of

despair. The Genus of bovineness is nothing but non-divergence of

cognition from what it has been,—this is obstructed or contradicted by
the real or positive cognition " It is a cow or ox." For the cognition
also is not explained, as it has been said that the cognition of a real

existence does not help the understanding of negation, nor does diver-

gence from a cow or ox come to light in tho cognition " It is a cow or

ox." The option of whole and part can arise only if a single Genus
appear as a whole or as a part. Wholeness means multitude and infini-

ty, and it is not proved in an individual. " ' This is a cow or ox'—such
cognitions arise in respect of non-entities and are not capable of esta-

blishing entities "—to this the reply will be given afterwards.

The followers of PmhhAkara (a thinker of tho Mi muAsa School)

however say that Genus is manifested by its situation (i. e., the organism
whore it resides). If it is evidenced by reeognitive understanding, then

what offence has been committed by Genera belonging to Attibute and
Action ? For there arises consciousness of recognition or knowing
again in respect of Colour., Taste, etc. ; and this consciousness surely

establishes a 4 class ' (ji<U), since there is no obstruction. As it is in the

case of Ether-ness, identity of the individual is not the obstruction in the

class attribrtes of Colour, etc. Nor is co-extension the obstruction

here as it is in the case of Understanding and Knowledge or in the case'

of the classes of water-pots and water-jars, because of the multiplicity

of individual Colours, Tastes, etc For co-extension is denotation of

neither more nor less individuals ; and the class attributes of colour,

etc., have a narrower denotation than Attribute-ness, and have a wider

denotation than blue-ness, etc. For this reason also, there is no over-

lapping or intermixture (which is also an obstruction to the existence

of Genus), as there is in the case of the characteristics of being

material and ponderable substances, because although their mutual
absolute non-existences co-exist in the same substratum, yet"there is no
co-existence with any other class. Nor is here instability or infinite

regression, because other Genera included in Colonrness, etc, are not
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recognised. Nor is here loss of form or transformation as in the case

of species. If species, while residing in substances, possess classes or

jUti then they will become either Attributes or Action ; if while appear-

ing in Universals(e. </., Time, Space, Ether, and Sonl) they possess classes

or jdti, then they will become Attributes. The transformation which
thus takes place in the case of the Predicable, Species, is absent in the

case of the subject under enquiry. Nor is here non-relation, as in the

case of Combination. Let there be non-relation in the case of Combina-
tion, seeing that the supposition of Combination of Combination will

entail infinite regression ; but in the case of the subject under enquiry

the relation of Combination itself is recognised. Although identity of

the individual itself is an obstruction to Combination being a Genus,

yet the view of those also should be considered, who hold that Combina-
tions are many in number and undergo production and destruction.

Or it (absence of combination or identity of the individual) is the

obstruction to Non-existence, etc, being Genera.

The learned writer of the Yfitti has said : " The point in dispute,

namely, recognitive understanding, because it is an unobstructed,

recurrent cons"iousness, is explained by a recurrent property, as ihe

consciousness, 4 garland-flowers ' (covers all the flowers making up a

particular garland and is explained by the common property of belong-

ing to that garland, which rectus in every one of those flow cms)." This
requires consideration—3.

Vtvfiti :—The*Nyaya teachers have recited the obstructions to

Genus : " Identity of the Individual, Similarity or Co-oxtension, Over-
lapping or Intermixture, Instability or Infinite Regression. Transfor-

mation, and Non-relation,—this is the collection of the obstructions to

Genus." Now, Ether-ness is not a Genus, as it denotes only one individual.

Pot-ness and Jar-ness are not two genera, because the individuals

denoted by the one are neither more nor less than by the other.

Material-ness and ponderableness ai*e not genera, because, by appearing
in the samo individual, the substrata of their respective absolute non-
existence would then intermix. Genus-ness is not a Genus, on account
of infinite regression. The transformation of Species which is by nature
exclusive, is an obstruction to its being a Genus. If Particularity be a
Genus, then, itself possessing Genus, it will not be possible for it to distin-

guish itself and thereforo its special property of self-distinction will

suffer. Therefore Particularity or Species ia not a Genus. Or trans-
formation may mean change of nature. So that if Species, while appear-
ing in ponderable things, possess Genera, then they would be either

Attributes or Actions. If while appearing in the universals (e'.'g., Ether,
Space, Time, and Soul) they possess Genera, then they would be Attri-

butes. In this way change of nature of the Species is the obstruction
to Species possessing the characteristic of Genus. Combination or
Co-inherence is not a Genus, as the relation of combination does not
exist in it, since the admission of combination into combination would
entail infinite regression. This applies to the view that combinations are
many, in number and undergo production and destruction. Otherwise
from the identity of the individual also Combination cannot be a Genus.
Similarly the absence of the relation of Combination is an obstruction
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to Non-existence being a Genu,s ; and other instances should be
understood.

Existence is Genus only.

Vpankdra.—Proving the two-foldnoss whioh has been stated above of Genus and Speoies,

he says :

»fjf: Bhuyali, existence, being. Sfjftf: Anuyritteh, of recurrence,

assimilation or extensive denotation. Eva, only. fS^^ Hetutvat,

being the cause. HIT Sam&nyam, Genus. VT Eya, only.

4. Existence, being the cause of assimilation only, is only

a Genus.—35.

'Bhftvah,' i.e., existence, is the cause of assimilation only, and not

of differentiation also. Therefore it does not tako the name Species.—4,

*

Genera-Species.

l'}>anhim.—What Genera tako the name of Species ? To meet this expeotanoy ho says '.

$fsq?^ Dravyatvam, substance-ness. gqT?af Gunatvam, attributeness.

qf*<3?sf, Karmmatvam, action-ness. ^ Oha, and. awpqift Samanyani,

Genera, fa^hl: Visesah, species. ^ Cha, also.
"

5. Substance-ness, and Attribute-ness and Action-ness are

both Genera and Species.—36.

The word ' cha' collects Earth-ness, and other genera belonging to

Substance, Colour-ness, and other genera belonging to Attribute, Throw-
ing-up-ness, and other genera belonging to Action. 'Substance-ness,
etc./ have been left uncompounded in order to indicate the absence of

the relation of that, which pervades and that which ia pervaded,
from amongst them. ' Genera and Species have not been compounded
so that it may be understood that these are Species also even while they
possess the characteritics of Genera. Otherwise (if the words were
compounded) there might be a mistake thatthe compound was a genitive
one and then the being Species would not have been perceived in the
presence of Genus-ness.

It might be objected, " Substance-ness cannot be something which
penetrates into or inheres in the forms of substance and is beyond the
cognizance of the senses, because if it somehow exists in Earth, etc., its

existence is impossible in the ease -of Ari, Ether, etc. It cannot beostab-

t
lished as something which constitues the combinative cause of an effect
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determined by Attribnte-ness, because Attribute-ness, as it appears in

eternal and non- eternal objects, is not the determinant of being an

effect. The rejoinder that it is required for the sake of Attribute-ness

does not improve the situation." The objection however does not arise,

for Substance-ness is established by the way of constituting the combi-

native eauslity of an effect determined by the characteristic of Con-
junction. This causality cannot be constituted by the class attribute

of Earth-ness, which is of a narrower comprehension, nor by Existence

which has a wider denotation; and there must be something to constitute

or define it, as otherwise suddenness or chance would be the result.

Now Conjunction must necessarily bo recognized in the case of ultimate

atoms, as supplying the non-combinative cause of a molecule of two
atoms ; in the case of molecules of two atoms each, as supplying the non-
combinative cause of a molecule of three atoms ; in the case of the four

nniversals(p.(/., Time, Space, Ether, and Soul), through their being its con-

junction with all ponderable things ; in the case of Mind; as the ground
for the conjunction of Mind and the Senses ; in the case of Air, as the
support for the movement of grass, etc. ; in the case of perceptible

Substances, through their very perceptibility. On the other hand,
there is no nn-originated Conjunction so that it could be said

that the quality of Conjunction even, appearing in. effects and
not-effects, could not be the determinant of being an effect. In

like manner, it is easily demonstrable that substance-ness is

established also by the way of constituting the combinative
causality of Disjunction also. Attribute-ness again, it has been
already said, is proved by its being the detei-minat of the causality
which exists in a thing possessing (irenus and not containing the non-
combinative causality of the combinative causality of Conjunction and
Disjunction. The class attribute of Actions also, is, in the case of

perceptible Substances, cognizable by the cognition, ' It moves,' but
in other places can be inferred from Conjunction and Disjunction, for

Action-ness is required to be established also by its being the deter-
minant of the non-combinative causality of both Conjunction and
Disjunction. For this reason also it is possible to infer the movement
of the sun from its reaching another place. Here although the other
place, e.g., of Sky, etc., is beyond the reach of the senses, yet the Con-
junction and Disjunction of the solar rays are perceptible by the solar
zone, and it is from these Conjunctions and Disjunctions that the
inference of the movement of the sun can be drawn. The learned
UddyotakAra has said : " The inference of the movement of the sun is

by its reaching a different place, which again is also a matter of
inference in the following way : The sun which is perceived by a man
when facing eastwards, is also perceived by him when facing the west,
and is recognised by him. This fact together with the fact that the
sun is a substance and is not destroyed and produced again at every
moment, is proof that the sun has reached a different place from where
it was before."—5.

Final Species excluded.

Upatlulra.—-But is it the name Speoies whioh has l>9en enumerated as a Predioable
which is hero described as both OonuB and Speeios ? Removing this ouriosity of the diaoiplei
h« Bays :
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n^fF^t m»r. it ? i < i «. ii

*|«J* Auyatra, elsewhere. wtfcq: Antyebhyah, final. f*$r$*q:

Viiesebhyh, than species.

6. (The statement of Genus and Species has been made)
with the exception of the final Species.—37.

The meaning is that the statement of Genus and Species is to the ex-

clusion of those final Species* residing in eternal substances, which have
been mentioned above. ' Antyah,' i. a. < final,' means thoso which exist

or appear at the end (of the division or dissolution of compounds.) The
teachers say that they are ' final,' because after them there is no
other principle of differentiation. According to the Vrittikdra they aro
' final Species,' because they exist in entornal Substances, i. e. Sub-
stances which exist at the end of production and destruction. They
are really Species only, the causes of the consciousness of differentia-

tion, and not of tho form of Genus also.— 6.

Ejcisti'nrv defined. .

Vpasktlra.—A good many mou doubt that Existence i; .1 Ui-uu*. !•>" lie j;i\'o.s it,n proof :

mi Sat, existent. fft lti, thus, nn: Yatal.i, whence fSIMTVtfg
Dravyaguna-karmasu, in rospect of Substanco, Attribute, and
Action. Sa, that, Satta, oxistence.

7, Existence is that to which are due the belief and usage,

namely '(It is) existent,' in respect of Substance, Attribute, and
Action.— 38.

By the word ' iti ' he teaches the mode of belief and usage. Thus
Existence is that which causos the belief in this way that this is

existent, that that is existent, in the case of the triad of Substance, etc,
or on which depends the application of the words in the from of ' it is

existent,' ' it is existent.'—7.

Existence not identical icith Substance, Attribute, or Action.

Upaskdra,—But Existonoe is not perceived as being separate from Substanoe, Attri-
bute, and Action. Therefore Existence is nothing else than one or other of Substance, etc,

Because that which is diflcrent from something else is perceived by means of its difference
from that, as a water-pot from a piece of cloth. But Existence is not perceived by means
of its difference from them. Therefore it is identical with them. To meet this objection
he says :

^^W*^b*£r^ 11 u \ 1 * 11

JfWRHPlfte*' Dravya-guna-karmmabhyah, from Substance,
Attribute, and Action, unfair Arthantaram, a different object, fmi
Satta, existence.

* It is the introduction of these " final species," whioh is the reason why the system

of Kanada is called the Vaihtilea philosophy of final species.
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8. Existence is a different object from Substance. Attribute,

and Action.—39.

Substance, etc., are non-assimilative but Existence is assimilative.

Thus ' Existence is a different, etc,' because its difference from them is

established by the consideration of the opposite properties charac-
terised by assimilativehess and non-assimilativeness. That, however,
it is not perceived elsewhere than in them, is due to the virtue of their

primary or natural inter-relation, whereas the relation of a pot and
a piece of cloth is derivative or artificial.

The intrinsic form of the individual is not Existence, for in-

dividuals do not assimilate themselves or form themselves into classes.

If the inner nature be assimilative, then the same is nothing but
Existence. If non-assimilative inner natures or essences be the means
of classification, then the class attributes of bovineness, etc., are also

gone. This consideration also dismisses the objection, "When the
practice of classification is established by those very objects in which
as substrata Existence inheres, then what is the use of Existence ?"

For the. same reason also it is not valid to hold that Existence is the
property which makes an object and its action possible, or that Ex-
istence is reasonableness or reliability ; for the cognition < It is

existent,' arises even in the absence of any enquiry in thoso res-

pects—8.

Bhasya:—Existence is a different 'object' from Substance, Attri-
bute, anb Action Substance, Attribute, and Action are called objects
(VIII. ii. 3). Existence is, thereforo, included amongst thorn. But it

is not contained in the ascertained classos of Substance, Attribute, aad
Action. Hence it is Baid to be a different object from them known
classes).

Above continued.

(Jpaakdra.—He points out another differentia:

3W?9 Guna-karmmasu, in Attributes and Actions <9 Cha,
and. *n«n?j Bhavat, from Existence, i Na, not Karmma, Action,
•r Na, not giff: Gunah Attribute.

9. And as it exists in Attributes and Actions, therefore it is

neither Attribute nor Action.—40.

" Neither Attribute nor Action"—this being the matter to be ex-
pressed, their individual mention (». c, the words being not compound-
ed) indicates , that Existence is not Substance also. For an
Action does not exist in Actions, nor an Attribute in Attributes, nor
does Substance exist in an Attribute or Action. Existence however
resides in Attribute and Action. Therefore on account of its Difference
from Substance, Attribute, and Action, Existence is really different
from them.—9.

Above continued.

UfuUrm,—He Mentions another differentia:
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*n«n'ffad*l«&!f Samanya-visesabhuvena, by reason of the absence
of Genus-Species ^ Cha, and.

10. (Existence is different fom Substance, Attribute, and
Action), also by reason of the absence of Genus-Species in it.—-41.

If Existence be Substance, Attribute, or Action, then it would
contain in it Genera which are Species also. But in Existonco these
Genera-Species, namely, Substanco-ness, etc., are not percoivod. For
nobody ever has the perception that Existonce is Substance, Attribute,
or Action.—10.

Substance-ness not identical with Substance, Attribute or Action.

Upatblra.—Having thus statod tho distinction of Existonco from Substance, xUtribute,
and Action, he states tho distinction of Substanoe-noss from thom.

3T^6i|c|^H *6M<tfy^ || \\ \
\ \\\\

sr^»?5W\%T Anoka-dravya-vattvena, by means of its containing
more than one Substance. Dravyatvam, Substance-ness.
Uktam, explainod.

11. Substance- ness has been explained by means of its

containing more than one Substance.—42.

' Anekadravyavat ' means that to which bolong more than one
Substance as its combinative causes. The torm ' more than one ' here
donotes all. Hence it is distinguished from Earth-ness, etc. Its ' eter-
nality ' is obtained simply from its being a Genus ; hence its distinc-
tion from wholes made up of parts. And ' anekdravyavattvam ' moans
the being combined with more than one Substance in general ; hence
its distinction from Existence. Therefore Substance-ness is eternal and
combined with more than one Substance in general, Hence it is

implied that conjunction is not desired. And Substance-ness also has
been verily establshod. 'Substance-ness explained', means that Subs-
tance-ness also has been explained in the very same way as Ex-
istence.— 11.

Above continued-

Upaikdra.—But Substanoe-noss is also a ' ©lass,' and oan be quite non-distinct from its

own ground. What is the fault here ? So he says.

qHU.-q£Hfo|q#T Samanya-visesbhavena, by reason of the absence of

GeneTa-Species. * Cha, and.

12. (Substance-ness is distinct fyom Substance, Attribute,

and Action) also by reason of the absence of Genera-Species
in it.—43.

If the < clas» ' of Substance-ness be really identical with Substance,
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etc., then in it will exist Earthness, Waterness, Fireness, and other

Genera which are also Species. The senso is that nobody has the

perception that Substance-ness is Earth, Water, or Fire. Hence it is

distinct, etc—12.

Attribute-ness not identical with Substance, Attribttte. or Action.

Vpaskdra.—llo states Attributonoss.

?m n% *nro gmagv* iiuhi«i
Wtl Tatha, in like manner. Gunesu, in Attributes, wng

Bhavat, from its existence. gqr& Uunatvam, Attribute-ness. h<e

Uktam, explained.

13. (That Attribute-ness is distinct from Substance, Attri-

bute, and Action is) explained from its existence in Attributes 44.

The meaning is that in the very sumo way as Existence, Attribute-
ness is explained to be distinct from Substance. Attribute, and Action,
from its existence in (i. e., combination with) Attributes only.— 13.

Abocv continued.

Upaskdra.—Ru points out another differentia :

8PITfl|ftttaT<n$* Sanwnya-viscHtiblnivena, by reason of the absence of
Genera-Species, n Cha, and.

14. (Attribute-ness is distinct from Substance, Attribute, and
Action) also by reason of the absence of Genera-Species in it.— 45.

Tf Attributonoss be not something over and above Substance, Attri-
bute, and Action, then it should lie perceived as containing Substance-
ness, Attributonoss, and Action-noss, and their sub-classes. This is the
meaning—14.

Action-nests not identical with Substance, Attribute, or Action.

WpanHra.—He points out that which distinguishes Aotion-ness from Substance, Attribute
and Aotion :

wmi W^yn^ ii n * in ii

qrc&g Karmmasu, in Aptions. x»W^ Bhavat, from its existence.

Karmmatvam, action-ness. tf6 Uktam, explained.

15. (That) Action-ness (is distinct from Substance, Attri-

bute, and Action is) explained from its existence in Actions.—46.

Like Existence, Action-ness also, which is another ' class/ is ex-

plained as distinct from Substance, Attribute, and Action from it»

•listen ce in (»'. <?., combination with) Action only— 15.
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Ahovc continued.

UpasHra.—He mentions another differentia :

UWHjR^NWI^H ^ || \\ \ I \\ ||

wmi*qfW1T<nt* Samanya-visesubhfivona, by reason of the absence of

Genera-Species. ^ Cha, and.

16. (Action-ness is distinct from Substance, Attribute, and
Action) also by reason of the absence of Genera-Species in it.—47.

The meaning is that if Action-ness be identical with Substance, etc.,

then the Genus-Species of Substanceness, etc., will combine in it.

It should be noted that these four aphorisms identical in form, are,

stated so as to form one section for explaining the distiction from
Substance, Attribute, and Action, of the four classes Existence, Subs-
tance-ness, Attributeness, and Action-ness—16.

Exitence is one.

Upasth'ira.—But why should not Existence whioh is present in bnbstanoe, Attribute and
Action, be rendered different by the differenoe of the determinants of Substanoe-ness, eto. ?

So he says :

tffeft fe^ift%qT^^firwmRT^%T vnw: iimivsu

Sat, existent, ffit Iti, this. fafflfa$i<wj Lingavisesat, from the
non-particularity or uniformity of the mark. faKNfaffrqprrac Vilesa-
lingabhavat, from the absence of a particular or distinctive mark. *j

Cha, and. w Ekah, One. *n9T: BMvah, Existence.

17. Existence is one, because of the uniformity of the mark
viz., that it is existent and because of the absence of any distin-

guishing mark.—48.

The knowledge or the use of words in this form that it is existent,
is the mark of Existence. And it is the same, i.e., non-particularized,
in respect of Substance, Attribute, and Action. Therefore one and the
same Existence resides in them. Otherwise, Existence having the same
denotation or manifestation as Substance-ness, etc, either it whonld not
exist or they would not exist. 'Visefaliiigabhavat Cha,'—means that there
is no diference, as inference whioh is the mark of viiesa, i. e. difference,

does not here exist. As in the judgment, 'This lamp is verily that,'

the mark of distinction is the differenoe of measure such as length,
shortness, etc., so here there is no such mark of distinction. This is

the idea.— 17.

Bhdsya reads I, ii, 17, with the omission of the word liflga in vt'fcsa-

Itngd-abhdvdt.

Here ends the second chapter of the First Book in the Commentary
by Sankara, on the VaiSesika Aphorisms cf KanAda of great powers
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BOOK SECOND—CHAPTER FIRST.

Characteristics of Earth.

Upaskdra.—Tho subjcot-matter of the First ohaptor of the Second Book is the description

of the nino Substanoes. Horein thoro are three seotiona : description of Earth, Water, and
Firo ; proof of God ; and inferenoe of Ether. Of these tin anther statos the oharagteristio of

Earth which has been mentioned first of all.

^'TWH'arcqfNfO Rupa-rasa-gandha-spai a ivatf, Possessed of Colour,

Taste, Smell, and Touch. Prithivi, Earth.

1. Earth possesses Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch.— 49.

Manifold Colour such as blue, yellow, etc., belongs to Earth alone.

Thus the characteristic is the possession of the 'class' pervaded by Subs-

tance-ness and co-extensive with blue colour. Similarly manifold Taste

such as bitter, sour, etc., resides in Earth alone. Thus the (second)

characteristic is the possession of the ' class ' pervaded by Substance-
ness and co-extensive with bitter Taste. In like manner other. charac-
teristics should be understood by the substitution or interpolation of

the words ' sour,' etc. Smell is of two kinds, fragrant and non-fragrant.

Thus the (third) characteristic is the possession of the ' class ' pervad-
ed by Substance-ness and co-extensive with Smell. It will be therefore

seon that 'Earth is a Substance which is the substratum or location of
4 class ' which is co-extensive with Smell but not - co-extensive with
tn Attribute which is not co-extensive with Smell.. It must not be
objected that as Smell and Taste are not porceived in a stone, etc,
therefore both of them fall short of being universal here. For, though
Smell and Taste are not perceived there in tho first instance, still

they are found to be present in their ashes ; and the very same parts
which originate the stone do also originate, its ashes. Hence there is

no want of universality. How then is there such perception as " The
air is fragrant," " Water mixed with ' Kdravella ' (Momardica
dharantia, Hairy Mordica) is bitter V" The question does not arise, bo-

cause that Smell and Taste are due to the external condition formed by
fnarticles of) Earth. Touch also which is neither hot nor cold and which
is produced by the action of heat, belongs to Earth only. Thus the
(fourth) characteristic is the possession of the 'class' pervaded by Sub-
stance-ness and co-extensive with Touch produced by the action of heat.
And the quality of being produced by the action of heat, which is reveal-
ed by a distinctive peculiarity, belongs to the Touch of Earth alone

;

and 'a distinctive peculiarity' is very manifest in the peculiar Touch of

the flowers of &irt$a (Acacia Lebbec") and Lavangi (clove-creeper) ; but
it is not so in the Touch of Water, etc Although in a whole made
up of parts Touch, etc., are not produced directly through the con"*«

junction of Fire, from heating, yet there too a particular heterogeneity
should be recognised by the way of its being the product of a series
of parts and wholes.

" But," it may be objected, " this mark or characteristic is what
is called a mark of disagreement or a negative mark which is the
proof of its difference from others or of the mode of its treatment. Now,
Birth is distinguished from others because it has Smell. That which is not
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different from others, does not possess Smell, e. </., Water, etc. And
Earth is what has Smell which is the counter-opposite of the non-
existence of the pervader of the non-existouce of the difference from
others than itself- Theroforo it is different from others than itself.

Here supposing that tho major term, the ijuiusitum, namely, difference
from others, is a well knowm objoct, if the mark of inference disagree
with it, then the inference will have the fault of incommensurability, as
the minor term will in that case fall outside the class of ascertained
similar objects and of un-ascertained objects ; and if i(. does not.

disagree, tlien the mark w ill bo what i-, culled a mark of agreement
at a positive mark. On i ho ol.her liaud, if (ho major lorm \» not
well known, then the minor term will contain an unknown major term.
In that case thoro can bo no expectation, nor tiny desire for inference,

lor again any inforence in the shape 01 knowledge in particular about
it. Moreover, absence of tho mark jr tho middle uonu and absence
of the quaasitum or major torm are universally related by agreemout.
Thus there will arise the <-on( radiction that the absence of the major
term will not have the characteristic of being tho mark nor will the
mark have the charuc roristic of being the absence of tho major term.
By this alone the futility of the minor premiss is explained, but not tho
object, the universal relation of which lias not been obtained. So it

has been said : " The faults of an inference liy disagreement or by the
method of difference, are ignorance of tho major term, contradiction,

/utility of the minor promiss, and proof by the method of agreement."
So also if the mark is intended to establish usage. Here the usage
consists in being the object of reforenco of the word Earth, and that

belongs also to theclassof Earth-ness and therein the mark Earthnoss does

not exist. Although theroforo incommensurability may appear to oxist

here, yet thore is no incommensurability, the qmrsitum or major term
being the characteristic of being tho object of reference of the word
Earth, vvhicli is the occasion of the significance of .Earth-ness.

Or attain Earth-ness being, as a class, proved in a general

way, like pot-ness, to bo the occasion of the significance of an

accidental word, the word Earth contains the occasion of the signi-

ficance of Earthness. Jf it contains the occasion of not signifying

others—not-Earth-ness,—then as it appears together with that which
is the occasion of tho significance, it should bo proved in the way, vh-,
' That which is not so, is not so.' Thus here too there is surely the fault

of ignorance of the quresitum, etc."

Tt is not so, the author replies, difference of others such as Water,
etc., being manifest in the pot itself, because the difference, »'. c, the
mutual non-existence of Air, and other super-sensuous objects also is

proved by sense-perception itself in the pot, etc, in as much as only the
fitness for the location or ground or substratum governs the apprehen-
sion of mutual non-existence, as is seen in cases like "The column is not
a pisdgfia (a ghost-like being)."

It should not be said, " This is not the case. Let then the pot
ouly be the analogue or example. What is the use of a negative mark V

Who will prove in a roundabout fashion a conclusion arrived at in

a straight way ? " If the non-negative mark be not a mere simulacrum,
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thou this path too is unobstructed to him who is described as arguing
in a round-about way ; because with the removal of the fault of

ignorance of the quantum, all ether faults which arise out of it, are

also romovod. There is no contradiction, because the positive

pervasion or the relation in agreement is apprehended along with

the negative relation or because the positive pervasion is

inferred by the negative pervasion. Nor is there futility of the

minor premiss, because the very mark of which the pervasion lias been

obtained, is proved in the minor term ; as has been said : Whatever
relation of the determinable and the determinant subsists between
two existences, just the reverse of it is to be understood in the case of

the corresponding non-existences." Usage again follows from tho

leaching " Earth possesses .Smell, ' in the same way as what
possesses a narrow, twisted neck, etc, is the object of reference of the

word ' pot.' Thus that by which, anywhore and everywhere, in the case

of clarified butter, etc., clay, etc., the being the occasion of the force

of the word Earth is derived, f'-oni the above teaching, in Earth-ness by
means of the indication, namely, the possession of Smell, also operates

as a negative mark in this way that thai which is not this, is not this,

because everything which nossessess Smell is the object of reference of

the word Earth, through its possession of Smell, by means of Earth-
ness which is the occasion of the forco of the word.

The objector cannot say " In the case of the negative mark or per-

vasion which will prove difference, the difference must be either diffe-

rence in property, or difference in nature, i. c, otherness, or mutual
non-existence. Now it cannot be the first two, because they are known
by sense perception itself. Nor can it be the third, because when the

difference of non-oxistence also comes to bo the qutesitum, its mutual
non-existence is not present, there, and therefore the difference of that
which is other than non-oxistenco coming to lie the quantum the

quassitum is not found.'' Koi mutual non-existonce, of which the
counter-opposite is non-existonce, is also a qiuesitum. So that if it is

something additional then it verily exists ; if Tiot then being reduced to

itself, it is in reality something different, because its difference in

property is pervaded by its mutual non-existence. And here there is

unsteadiness or want of no finality, because the non-finality remains
only so long as there is perception or cognition, whereas in other cases
finality is obtained by perception.

It is also said that thirteon kinds of mutual non-existence well
known in thirteen cases are jointly proved in Earth. This is nonsense,
because the knowledge of every one of them being not in point, the
knowledge of thorn jointly disappears. Whereas mutual non-existence
with counter-opposition determined by non-odoronsuess should be
proved, because the difference of non-existence by means of the
difference of that which determines counter-opposition'is necessary and
because it has been already said that this difference of non-existence is

proved by sense-perception in the pot etc., also.

If it is asked " What is the solution in the case of Ether, etc., ?" the
author replies that Ether is different from others than itself, by being
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the seat of Sound- Although in •' Thai, which is not thus, is not thus,''

and cases like thin, whore the minor term is one-sided, the ijurcsitum,

i. c, the major term, is not well known, still that which possesses differ-

ence in proporty from something else, possessor the mutual non-existence

of which that something is the counter-opposite. So thai by virtue of tho

porvasion brought into play in ihis general way, the mutual non-existence

tho counter-opposito of which possesses tho absolute non-existence of being

tho seat of Sound, having been already proved, horn h is only shown
as being connected with tho minor term, like fire being connected with tho

mountain. This is our other conclusion, its difference in quality being
pervaded by its mutual non-existence If it is said that only tho pos-

session of the absolute non-cxistence of being tho seat of Sound is not

found in objects of the unascertained class, then the boing tho seat of

Sound is neither the definition nor the description, because it is attacked

•vith the fear of belonging to unascertained objects.- -1.

Vivflt Tho revered Saukara Misra himself knows what the

necessity was of carrying the investigation here, leaving aside the

possession of Smell, up to tho possession of tho 1 class ' pervaded by
Substance-ness co-extensive with Smell.

Characteristics of Water.

[TpaslcHar.—He stateR tho oHavaulensliu of Water mentioned after Earth :

Rupa-rasa sparsavatyah, possessed of Colour, Taste,

and Touch. SHf: Apah, Waters. Dravah, Fluid. f<Hi£U: Snigdhah,
Liquid, viscid.

2. Waters possess Colour, Taste, and Touch, and are fluid

and viscid.—50.

The Colour, Taste, and Touch are respectively White, Sweet, and
Cool only. Fluidnoss is constitutional but Viscidity is by nature or

essential.

Objection. But it is not correct to say that the Colour of Water is

only White, because bluenoss is observod in the water of the river
lamund, etc. That the Tasto is only the sweet is also not correct,
because acidness, bitterness, etc., are observed in the juice of the
blackberry, karavira, etc., That the Touch is only the Cool one
is also not proved, because at mid-day hotness also is observed. • Con-
stiutional Fluidity again is too limited, as it is absent in ice, hail-stone,
etc. Viscidity also is not proved as essential and is too wide, as it is

not perceived in Water, and is perceived in clarified butter and other
terrene objects. Moreover Water-ness is not a class even, which may
be the characteristic of Water, because it is not proved on account of
the non-existence of that which will establish it. Nor is it proved by
the characteristic of the determinant of its being tho combinative
cause of Viscidity, because the nature of Viscidity, appearing in both
the effect and what is not the effect, is not the determinant of the state
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of boing the olfect. Therefore in the absence of a differentia,

Water is not differentiated.

Answer. All this objection cannot be raised. For non-lumin-

ous white colour alone is really the differentia of Water, the bluenes*

in the Water of the river Yamund, etc., is due to the condition or environ-

ment formed by the receptacle, and whiteness is observed in the Water
of the Yamund when thrown up in the sky. Hence the characteristic of

Water is the possession of the class which is directly pervaded by Subs-
tanco-noss and which is present in colour which is not co-existent with-

other than non-luminous white Colour. The Taste also is only the

sweet one ; the bitterness, acidness, etc., m the juice of the blackberry,
karavlra, otc, are due to the condition or environment supplied hy the

presence of particlos of Earth. It should not be said that sweetness is

not at all perceived in Water, since it is revealed after the eating1 of

some astringont substance. Nor docs this sweetness belong to the

yellow mvrohalan itself and is capable of boing revealed by Water,
because only the astringent Taste is observed in it. As in dmalalcl so

in vcllow myrobalan, only the astri agent is the Taste, the same alone
being perceived. Nor again is there non-production of Tasto on
account of the conilict of Attributes, because the parts also thero pos-

sess astrignent Taste- The tradition of six Tastes is due to its produc-
ing t lio respective effects of those Tastes. Manifold Taste again is

removed simply by the absence of proof. In tho caso of manifold clou'r

however the observation of the canvn . itself is the proof. The origina-

tion of fragrant and u on -fragrant parts is removed by the conflict of

Attributes. In tho caso of manifold Smell, there is absence of proof.

Therefore tho sweetness which is observed in Water immediately after

the eating of yellow myrobalan, belongs to Water only. Its manifeta-
tion however depends upon the proximity of some particular Substance,
as the manifestation of coolness in water arises from its association with
sandalwood. Tho bitterness that is perceived immediately after the
eating of karknti (a encumber-like fruit ) belongs to the lcarkati alone,

because bitterness is obsorved in its parts even without the drinking
of wator, or it may bo that, tho bitterness of tho bilious Substance
present at the tip of tho tongue is felt there. Honee the second charac-
teristic of water is the possession of tho class which is directly pervaded
by Substanco-ness and which is co-existent with Taste which is not
co-oxistont with other than sweet Taste. In like manner the third
characteristic of water is the possession of tho class which is pervaded
by Substanco-ness and which is co-existent with cool Touch. The
hotness that appears at mid-day is really of Fire, as it depends upon its

presence and absoneo. Similarly constitutional Fluidity is by itself the
fourth characteristic ; in other words, Water-ness is tho possession of

the class which is pervaded by Substanco-ness and which is present in

what possessos constitutional Fluidity. Liquidity or Viscidity, however.,
is a particular Attribute, and not a Genus which is also a Species,
like milk-ness and curd-ness ; because tho distinction of viscid,
more viscid, and most viscid, is observed, but such distinction
is not possible in the case of a class. It cannot be said " Let Viscidity
be an Attribute. But what is the evidence that it is present in water ?"

for it is inferred from the mixing or compounding of barley, sand, etc.,

bv water. A compound is a particular combination or conjunction
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caused by Viscidity and Fluidity. It is not due to Fluidity alone, he-
cause no compounding is established by the Fluidity of glass or gold

;

nor is it due to Viscidity alone, because no compounding is established
by condensed clarified butter, etc. Therefore by the method of agree-
ment and difference it is proved to be causod by Viscidity and
Fluidity. And this compounding, being seen to take place in barley,
sand, etc., by water, confirms Viscidity in Water. This argument is

based upon wide experience itself, as Viscidity is an object of sense-
perception. Viscidity which however is found in clari tied butter, etc.,

,s of t T>e Water which is tho occasional cause of that clarified butter,

and it appears as though belonging to the clarified butter through
combination with the conjoint. So also in the case of oil, juice, etc.

And Water which is tho occasional cause of clarified butter, contains
a preponderance of Viscidity ; therefore owing to this very prepon-
derance of Viscidity, this Water does not counteract Fire. If Viscidity
wore a particular Attribute of Earth, then, like Smell, it would have
boon present in all terrene objects. Lastly, Wator-ness is a class

winch is directly pervaded by Substan ce-ness, because it has boon
proved that a class which determines tlio being the combinative causo
of the conjunction present only in objects possessing Viscidity, is

common to the ultimate atoms.—2.

(Jhururli 1 ri.it irn of yirc

CputMra.—Following (he order of enumeration, he ntalus tho characteristic of Fire :

ftsft ^<TS?^ || * I U \ II

ft*: Tojas, fire. ^Tft^T^ Rupa-sparsavat, possossod of Colour and
Touch.

3. Fire possesses colour and Touch.—-51.

The meaning is i hut F'-iu possesses Colour which is luminous, and
Touch which is hoi. If it be objected, "Luminousnoss is the being the

illuminator of other bodies, and such Colour is not found in heat or in

Fire as it exists in gold, in a frying-pan, or in Water. Whito Colour
also is found nowhere in those, nor is hot Touch found in moonlight or

in gold. How then is this so ? " We reply that ther can be no such
objection, because luminous Colour nmy bo inferred in hotness, etc.,

by means of Fire-ness. If it be objected that Firo-ness itself is not

proved there as such, we reply that it is inferred in them by their

possessing hot Touch. If it be askod, "How is it proved in gold ?",

our reply is that the author desires to say that it is moved because,

even in the absence of luminous Colonr in it, Fire-ness is inferred by
the negative mark, viz., the characteristic of being the substratum or

ground of Fluidity which is produced but not, destroyed by the closest

Conjunction of fire. And in the caso of Fire as oxisting in the frying-

pan, etc., Firo-ness is inferred from their possession of hot Touch.

Fire is four-fold : that in which both Colonr and Touch aro partly

developed, as tho solar, etc; that in which Colour is partly developed

but Touch is undeveloped, as the lunar; that m which both Colour and
Touch are altogether undeveloped, as the ocular ; and that in which
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Colour is undeveloped and Touch is developed, as of tho summer season,

and also Fire present in Water, frying-pan, otc- He will provo the

ocular Fire later on.— 3.

Characteristic of Air.

Upatkdra.—He statos tho characteristic of Aiv which is the nrixt. in order:

31$ II R I U 3 II

fl'dfl^ Snarsavan, possessed of Touch ^jg: Vayuh, air.

4. Air possesses Touch.—52.

The characteristic of Air i& the possession of tho 'class' co-existent
with Touch which does not co-exist with ('dorr, or tho possession of

the ' class . co-oxistout with Touch which is neither hot nor cold and
which does not co-exist with Taste, or the possession of the ' class

'

co-existent with Touch which is neither hot nor cold and which does
not co-exist with Smell, or tho possession of tho ' class ' eo-oxistent
with a distinctive .Attribute which does not co-exist with any distinc-
tive Attributo other than Touch. —4.

The above eharactt vist-ics do not belong to Ether.

UpmkAra.—But w hy is not tho i>ossoBnion of Colour, cto., tho characteristic! also of Ether,
Time, Spaoo and Soul ? Ho rcplic.

ft Te, these. HfUfRt Akase, in Ether. * Na, not. Vidyante,
are observed or found.

5. These (characteristics) are not in Ether.—53.

Here the root ' <vid, in vidyante ' moans to perceive. The meaning
then is that because they are not perceived therefore they do not exist,

in Ethor, and other substances, oither uniformly or by nature, or collec-

tively, or accidentally. If it be asked," How does the perception arise
that Ether is as white as curd ?" we reply that it is duo to the impression
created by the perception of the white colours of tho rays of the sun. If

it bo asked, " How then does the perception arise tha A
, Ether is blue ?"

we roply that it is due to the impression created in tho minds of the
observers who aro looking at tho radiance of tho emerald peak lying
largely oxtendod over the south side of Sumeru mountain. It has been
opined that it is due t<» the impression created by tho eye when after
travelling to a long distance it turns back and roaches its own pupil.
This is not a sound opinion, because those who possess jaundiced eyes
also have such impressions.

From t he perception, " Here now there are Colour, etc.," it cannot
l>e argued that Colour and the three other Attributes belong to Space
aud Time also, because they have beeu already stated to be the charac-
teristics of Earth, etc., only by the relation of combination and not by
any other relation also. " Here now there is absolute non-existence of
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(!olour"---from this porcoption again it follows that Spaco and Tinio are
the substrata or grounds or foundations of all things.—5.

Objection to Fluidity he'ovj a cltararterixtie of Water, answered.

Vpnukdrtt.— Lf i( bo argued that it is not correct In say that Fluidity is l.ho oharacler-

i st i o of Water, because Fluidity i . r-hhervod even in Earth ; so liu replies :

^ffi%ff#^^iHw fad*ft*
iiiyremfo:^mpr^ \\\\\\\\\

^rMs^Sfl^BieHt Snvpir jjatu-madhuchchhisUinam, of clarified Imttor,

lac, and wax. *lfi*HJitH?r. Agni-saiayogut, through conjunction of Fir©.

Dravatvam, Fluidity. *rfc: Advil.), with Waters. ^im^iT SamAnyam,
similarity, Coinmonness.

6. The Fluidity of clarified butter, lac, and wax, through

conjunction with Light is similar to that of Water.—54.

The Fluidity which belongs to clarified bnttor, etc., results from
conjunction of Fire which is its occasion, and is not constitutional;

whereas constitutional fluidity is the characteristic of Water. There-
fore the similarity of Earth to Water is in respect of more Fluidity,

and not in respect of constitutional Fluidity also. Hence i-he charac-
teristic or the definition is not too wide. This is tho meaning.- -(5.

Above, continued.

Upaifhira.—But still, beoauso that condition, ». e., Fluidity, appears iu tin, lead, iron,

aud other modifications of Firo, therefore that oondition itself is an instance that the de-

finition is too wide. To this objection ho replies :

^Spef1<J5ltf(:Jt(Tg^>lfl^I Trapu-stsa-lolia-rajata-snvarnunam, of tin, lead,

iron, silver, and gold. n("?f<it»n^ Agnisaiayogat, through Conjunction
of Fire. Dravatvam, Fluidity. Advih, With Waters.
Sanjilnyam, similarity.

7. The Fluidity of tin, lead, iron, Silver, and gold, through
conjunction with Fire, constitutes their similarity to Water,—55.

This is an indication ;
hell-metal, copper, brass, etc., are also im-

plied. The characteristic which is common to those which have beon
mentioned and thoso which are implied, is that they are the foundation
of the Fluidity which is produced but is not destroyed by tne closest

Conjunction of Fire. Thus the Fluidity of gold, etc., also is only occa-
sional, the occasion which is the Conjunction of Fire, being proved by
the method of agreement and difference. Moreover there is this
distinction

; in the last aphorism the word ' agni ' denotes Light—tejas—possessing an excess or abundance of heat, but here it

denotes fire.

If it be objected, " Gold, etc., also must be either modifications of

•liarth or different Substances ; because yellowness, weight, etc., establish
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terrencness, and because the uou-annihilation of Fluidity which
constitutes their difference from Earth, is perceived in them, and be-

cause this is capable of establishing of Substance." We reply that

gold is a modification of Fire, and its lierinoss is proved in the negative

way, namely, " That which is not thus, is not thu-', as Earth, " by the

characteristic of its being the foundation of Fluidity which is not

annihilated even at the closest Conjunction of Fire.

Again there is no contradiction in the ultiin ite atoms of Water,
because Fluidity should lie qualified as being non-eternal. Nor is there

incommensurability, as the mark doe-; not appear •!> the- lamp and other

objects of the ascertained class, because the fact which is to bo proved

is that gold is not, a modification of Earth Nor us there u>iy obstacle to

the receptacle of weight becoming the miner term here; Uie Jou.idatiu.i

or substratum will not bo proved if something eLo were the minor term,

as the minor term must be foundation of Fluidity- Nor is it hard to

ascribe ultra-finality or absoluteness, because it is desired to be said that

it is the foundation of temporary Fluidity which is not annihilated evou
at the closest Conjunction of Firo for three hours. If it be objected that

the annihilation of Fluidity must be concluded from the destruction of

the foundation and the perception of more and less; we reply that it is

not so, because the mark of inference is the possession of the Fluidity

containing the Genus of Fluidity which does not appear in the countoi-
opposite of tho annihilation produced by that Conjt notion of Fire which
is not combined with tho totality of nou-oxisti ni Fluidity. Or the

foundation of yollowuess and weight, conjoined as it is with Fluid
Substance which excludes all Colour different, from yellow Colour, does
not theroforo become fhe foundation of any Colour different from yellow
Colour even at tho Conjunction of Five for three hours, like a piece of

yellow cloth placed inside Water which is conjoi jed with Fire. If it be
objected, "The Colour of gold will then be visible in darkness as

there will be nothing to cloud or overpower its Colour, because,

ovorpoworing means the non-apprehension caused by tho apprehension
of a moro powerful like object," we reply that overpowering denotes
the mere relation with a like object which is more powerful by the
power of the effect produced by it. Ho it has been said, " Other Colour
does not at all shine under tho influence of the association of the earth.''

This is our view. -7.

Use of Inference.

Upashira.—Having thus finished tho yeclion on tho characteristic of the four Sub-
stances which possess Touch, tho author, seeing that the characteristic of Air is net-

proved by its foundation or with a view to avoid this, at the outlet introduces the method
of [roof by inference, and then first of all establishes the probative force or value of
inference itself, according to experience, and theroby begins the section of demonstration
of Air :

im U * II

fiwtfl Visani, possessing horns. f>$gt3 Kakudvan, possessing a hump.
siWUmfll: Prauto-valadhih, with a tail hairy at the. extremity. tflWH^
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Sasn&van, possessing a dewlap, {ft Iti, such, titlk Q-otve, in cow-ness,

of being a cow. ^8" Dristam, observed admitted, faJH Lingam, mark.

8. That it has horns, a hump, a tail hairy at the extremity,

and a dewlap—such is the admitted mark of being a cow.—56.

The import is that as bonis, etc. are the marks, the pervasion, or
universal or invariable relation of which is well-known or recognised,
towards the proof of cow-ness, so also the commonly-observed marks of

the five super-seuisuous Substances,, Air, etc., assume the form of proof.

Here although the mere possession of horns is not the mark of cow-
ness, since it is also found in the buffalo, etc ; nor is the possession of

the dew-lap, etc., the distinction or differentia, since in that case the

name will become senseless ; still with them who can discern in the

horn of the cow difference in characteristic in comparison with the

horns of the buffalo, the sheep, etc., all those distinctions truly assume
the nature of marks. And all those distinctions such as straightness,

crookedness, hardness, softness, shortness, length, etc., which are

capable of being known by observers of superior .skill, do really exist

in horns also. Thus in respect of the body of a cow at a distance

standing by itself, the inference is altogether unobstructed that it is a

cow because like the body of a cow which has been previously perceiv-

ed, it possesses peculiar horns. Similarly, the possession of a hump
also is a mark of being a cow. The possession of a tail hairy at the

extremity, is also a truly independent mark of being a cow. ' Prante-

vftladhib' means that in which hair are placed at the extremity, that

is, a particular tail. Prom the uso of the aluk compound (i. e., that form
of compound words in which the inflection of the first word is not

elided), the tail of the cow only is denoted by the word ' AntevaladhibV
For the characteristic of the tail hairy at the extremity, which is found
in the tails of cows, does not belong to the tails of tho horse, sheep, etc,

as these tails are covered with hair all over. In the tail of the buffalo,

etc., there is not so much prolongation. Prom this difference in charac-

teristic, the possession of a tail hairy at the extremity is also a mark
of being a cow. The dropping of the inflection convoying the sense of

possession (i. c, the use of the word tail only instead of tail-bearing)

shows that only the body of the cow has been in view. Thus (the

inference) " It is a cow" bocause, like the body of the cow which has

been previously perceived, it possesses a tail which is hairy at th«

extremity. Tho possession of a dew-lap, again, is simply a well-known
mark of being a cow.—8.

Touch infers Air.

t7pa,skdra.~Having thus pointed out, aooording to observation, the probative value of
Inferenoe by whioh all human affairs are oarried on, he, intending to begin tie neotion of
proof of Air, says:

wfer n < i m & ii
-

*<nf; SparSah, Touch. * Oha, and Vayoh, of air.

9. And Touch (is a mark) of Air.—57.
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' Lingara/ mark, is the complement of the aphorism. By the word
'cha ' Sound, upholding, and quivering are brought forward.

It cannot be said, " The Touch which is being perceived must be
of Earth itself of which the. Colour is not yet developed," because the

developed Touch of Earth cannot be separated from developed Colour.

Hence the Touch which is perceived, being Touch, must reside somewhere,
like the Touch of Earth,etc. Some foundation of Touch being thus proved
by inference, by analogy, (Saraftnyato dristam), the foundation of Touch
is not identical with the triad of Earth, etc., because it does not possess

Colour, nor is it identical with the pentad of Ether, etc,, as it possesses

Touch. Therefore by the inference together with the exclusion of others

a Substance over and above the eight Substances is proved. In like

manner a particular Sound also is a mark of Air. Thus in the absence
of the impact of Substances possessing Colour, the series of Sounds
(arising in leaves, etc.) which is heard amongst leaves, etc., must be
occasioned by the impact of substances possessing Touch and Impetus,
like the series of sounds produced in a drum by the percussion of the

drumstick, bocause it is a series of sounds which is in relation to a subs-

tance the parts of which are indivisible The absence of the impact of

Substances possessing Colour, is, again, known by the non-perception
of what might be expected or the co-relative. And from exhaustion that

Substance possessing Touch and Impetus is verily an addition to the

group of the eight substances. Similarly, a particular upholding also

is a mark of Air. Thus the steadiness or flotation of grass, cotton,

oloud, and air-ship in the sky, is due to the conjunction of some subs-

tance possessing Touch and Impetus, since it is the flotation of substance
which are not presided over by a conscious being, like the flotation of

grass, wood, boat, etc., on a stream ; whereas in the flotation of poison,
etc., caused by thought directed towards it, human and other influence
is without doubt present^ So also in the upholding of the bird, the
branch of a tree, etc. Nor is the distinctive mark not proved on account
of its being influenced by God, because by the word ' conscious' all else

except God is meant. Similarly, quivering too is a mark of the exis-

tence of Air. Thus this Action in grass, etc, without the impact of

Substances possessing Colour, is due to the impact of some Substance
possessing Touch and Impetus, because it is an Action which is not
produced by Weight and Conjunction of Soul exercising Volition, like

the Action of a cane-bush when struck by the waves of a river. The
word ' weight ' implies Conjunction of Soul attended with adfiafam
(invisible after-effects of past acts), Fluidity and Impression ; hence the
being an action not produced by them is the mark.

r It cannot be said, " Air is only an object of sense-perception and
that therefore there is no need of the investigation of its marks ;".for,
Aic is not perceptible

;
only its supersenusouaness is proved by theinfer-

enne :
" Being a colourless external Substance, it is like Ether." It

canot be replied " Its perceptibility is inferred in this way that being
the seat of Touch Air is perceptible like the water-pot ; " for the posses-
sion of developed Colour is here the condition, wpddhi. If it be objected,
" In the case of Colour, etc., as well as Soul, it ia not pervasive of the
major term, since it pervades the major term when the latter is deter-
mined by the being the external sabttance which it the minor term
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containing the middle term, or is determined by the middle term which
is the moans of inference. Nor does it govern a body's being an object

of visual perception, because it is there that its presence and absence

are observed as a rule. On the other hand, a body's being an object of

tactual perception is governed by the mere possession of an adequate
Touch." We reply, that both the presence and absence of Colour govern
here ; for perceptibility only by means of Touch proved by both posi-

tive and negative marks, has not been observed without the perception

of Colour. Moreover, if Air were an object of sense-perception, then it

would govern also the apprehension of general Attributes, e.g., Number,
etc. If it be objected, " Perceptibility does belong to Number in

blowing by the mouth, etc., to Measure or Exteusion, e. y., cubit, span,

etc., and to Separateness as well as to Priority and Posteriority of two
Airs existing on both sides. On the other hand, it is not the rule accor-

ding to you also that they are perceptible by means of there being
individual masses of Air, because they are not observed in the cloth,

etc., lying on the back." We reply, that it is the rule that they are

perceived by means of there being individual masses of Air. Number,
etc., are obtained in the cloth, etc, fixed upon the back, if they lie

straight ; if they are not obtained, it is because of the defect that the

latter do not lie straight. " Developed Colour and Touch govern the

perceptibility of external aubstances, only when they operate jointly.

Tjight, the yellow substance within the eye, and the radiation or heat

of the moon are not perceptible because their Touch is undeveloped.

Hotness as in summer, heat and Watery Substances the parts of which
have been dispersed (steam) are not perceptible, because Colour is un-
developed there." This is the view of the commentator of Nyaya-V&rtikas.
" But light, etc., are really perceptible although Touch is undeveloped.
Therefore the Conjunction and Disjunction of the bird and the branch
of the tree are really perceptible in the sky under moonlight." So say
those who know the traditions of the system. Nor oan it be said that
the possession of developed Touch (universally) excites to the percepti-
bility of universally external Substances, for then the light of the
emerald would be non-perceptible. Nor is only the possession of the
developed distinctive Attribute the governing condition, for then Ether
too would become perceptible. Nor again is the possession of the deve-
loped distinctive Attribute co-existent with the ensuant or resulting

magnitude, suoh condition, for the bilious substance existing at the tip

of the tongue is imperceptible in spite of the development or manifesta-
tion of bitterness. Therefore only the possession of developed or

manifested Colour governs the perceptibility of all Substances except
Soul. And this is not present in Air. Hence Air is not an object of

ense-perception—9.

Touch which infers Air, cannot be explained by visible objects.

UpaikAra.—It may be objeoted, " Here (here ii no mark whioh oan be known by sense-
perception. For here iBe pervjteMn or universal relation is not obtained by sense peroeption
like that of fire and smoke. Moreover this will be also the Touoh of one or other only f

Earth eto." Therefore he says.

T ^ sunt w$ ~w€tfi»ft 313? ii * | \ no ii

IT Nft, uot. * Oha, and. (f(*if Dristan&m, of the dbwrred or VidMt
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or seen. |<|»J: Sparsah, touch. lti, hence. WSeftff: A-drista-lingah,

not-oontaiiiing-the-mark-of-the-visible Vayuli, air.

10. And it is not the Touch of the visible (Substances)
;

hence the mark (of the inference) of Air is not the mark of the

visible (Substances).—58.

The Touch which is made the subject of enquiry does not belong to

Arisible Substances, viz., Earth, Wator, and Fire, because it in not
accompanied by Colour. Therefore the inference is that this Touch
resides somewhere. Hence in virtue of (he middle-term, i- <•, the mark
of inference, being contained somewhere, we get Air although the mark
is not the mark of the visible Substances, i. e., although the mark is

observed in analogous Substances. This is the meaning. Although
only the quartet of observed Touch, etc., are the mark, yet because
their relation with Air is not apprehended, therefore it is said that the

mark of Air is not the mark of the visible Substances. .For it is not
possible to prove Air after first proposing that this which possesses this

or that property is Air. Therefore the import is that the proof of Air is

by inference from analogy together with the exclusion of (possible)

others (i. e ,by hypothesis;.— 10.

Air is a Substance,.

Ujiathira.—Having proved Air as a whole made of parts, wliioh is the foundation
of Touoh capable of being perceived, ho .says, with a view to prove Air characterised aa
ultimate atoms :

3T46q^H s[5ifl* II * I U \\ II

W^«W^1 A-dravya-vattvena, by not containing Substance (as its

support). Jftii Dravyam, Substance.

11. Air is a Substance, because it does not contain or reside in

Substance.—59.

' Dravyavat ' means that which has Substance as its support.
' Adravyat,' t. e., not ' dravyavat,' means not resident in or suported
by Substance. Thus like Ether, Air characterised as ultimate atom is

a Substance, because the other Predicables reside in substances;
because it has been stated that the being resident, i. e., 'dependence,
applies elsewhere than in eternal Substances, and because the orjgina--

tioii of a large whole made up of parts is capable of lieing demonstrated
by the evolution of dyads, etc, from the formation of a dyad by two
ultimate atoms, and so on 11.

Air is a Suhslance.—continued.

Upatkdra.—Bringing forward two (more) marks or grounds of establishing th« Substance-
nets of the ultimate atoms of Air, he says :

fo>*IWI<t ^TfWlW II * It I W II

tonvunqt Kriya-vattvat, because of possession of Action. gqpfWJ
Gunavattvat, because of possession of Attribute. «* Cha, and.

12. (Air is a substance), also because it possesses Action
and Attribute.~6Q. - ,
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' The ultimate atom of Air is a Substance'—this is the complement

of the aphorism. Although there is this mutual dependence or correla-

tion that Substance-ness being proved, the possession of Action and the

possession of Attribute are also proved and in their proof the proof of

Substanceness lies, yet the possession of Action is proved by this that

the ultimate atom which is the constituent element of the composite

whole which is the foundation of the Touch which is being perceived,

cannot be established otherwise than by the Conjunction of the non-

combinative cause ; and the possession of Attribute is proved by the

rule that the Touch, Colour, etc., of the composite whole are preceded by
like Attributes in its cause ; and by these two Substance-ness also is

proved ; so that, hero there is no fault, namely repetition or vicious

circle. Of these the possession of Action oxtends to a portion of the

objects of the same ascertained class, while the possession of Attribute
pervades all the objects of the same ascertained class, which the posses-

sion of Attribute porvados all the objects of the same ascertained class.

The word ' cha ' brings forward the characteristic of being
combinative cause, which proves Substance-ness.

If it bo objected, " There is no proof (of the existence) of '• the
ultimate atoms themselves. Then the Substance-ness of which is being
proved ?," we reply that by the maxim of the division, etc., of the
action of dense effects, a body which is being divided and sub-divided
becoming smaller, smallest, etc., that than which no smaller unit can be
obtained, the same is the ultimate atom. If the relation of part and whole
were unlimited, then it would follow that the mountain Sumeru and
a mustard seed, etc., will have the same Measure or Mass, because in

that case they would resemble one another in possessing infinite parts,

and because without the distinction of the number of causes (i. e.t

constituent elements), measure and magnitude, mass and volume, do
not rule the difference of Measure. It cannot be said that this relation
of part and whole continues only up to the limit of destruction for that
which remains at the end having no parts, its destruction is not
possible ; and if it contains parts, then non-finality will be the result,

and its defect has been already pointed out. If it is said, " Truti
(i. &., a minute part) is the limit, because it is visible and there is no
reason for the supposition of something invisible," wo rejoin that as

it is a visible Substance it must possess extension or largeness and
many Substances.

Hence as in the case of Earth, etc, so also in the case of Air, the
part of the part of a combination of three atoms, is really the ultimate
atom. Thus the ultimate atom of Air is proved 12.

Air is eternal.

Upa»kAra.—It may be said that beoause Air possesses Aotion and Attribute, therefore,
like the water-pot, eto., it should bo inferred to be non-eternat. Henoe he says :

*T3[S*T#T fffcTOg*R II * I % I U H

Vjriqt^Y Adravyatvena, by not residing in or combininig with other
Substances, fttqtf Nityatvam, eternality. wmt, Uktam, said.

13.
* The eternality (of Air) is evident from its not combin-

ing,with jother,Sub»tances.-n6J, . .. * „ .
:
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" Of Air characterised as ultimate atom " this is the complement
of the aphorism. A Substance is destroyed by the destruction of the

one or the other of its combinative and non-combinative causes. But
the ultimate atom containing no parts, both of these causes do not

belong to it. Therefore there being nothing to destroy it, it is not

liable to destruction. Where the possession of Action and Attribute

is the cause of non-eternality, there the possession of parts is the

condition, upddhi, and this condition pervades the major term which
is determined by the Substanceness of the minor term ; whereas the
condition which is pervasive of the major term as such, is the charac-
teristic of being the counter-opposite of prior non-existence.—13.

Vivfiti Some read the first word of the aphorism as 'adravyadravy-
atvena' (instead of ' adravyatvena '), (meaning " by its being a Sub-
stance which does not contain any other Substance)."

Air cs manifold.

ITpaakdra.—In ordor to prove, in a different manner also, the plurality of Air which
has been already proved in the proof of its origination by the course of dyas eto., he
tayt :

^ft^ftpafsf Tmxei^H II * I M W II

<MV ,V&yoh, of A'r. 4l3*T4Cfl!<f' Vaynsaritmurchchhanaiu, concur-
rence or collision with Air. H|*T?(|{3Tf Niimltva-lingam, mark of diversity

or plurality.

14. The collision of Air with Air is the mark of iU
plurality.—62.

4 V&yusaaimurchchanam ' means the collision, i. e., a mode of con-
junction, of two or more .Airs. It is the co-incidence, the falling in

together, of two Airs of equal Impetus, flowing in opposite directions
and producing contrary Actions. And it is inferred from the flying

upwards of grass, cotton, etc., because the flowing upwards and also

the falling in together of two Airs, are beyond the reach of the senses,

whereas the perceptible Action characterised as flying upwards of

grass, etc., which are perceptible, is inferred to be produced either by
the impact or the vibration (i. e.,the molar or the molecular movement)
of Substances possessing Touch, and Impetus. Thus the flowing up-
wards of Air the nature of which is to flow obliquely, not being capable
of proof or possible without mutual collision, proves the mutual colli-

sion, the same being observed in the case of the water and the wave of
the river. Their going upwards also is to be inferred by the going
upwards of grass, etc. For the going upwards of grass, etc., is not
possible without either the collision or the internal vibration of
Substances possessing Touch and Impetus 14.

No visible mark of Air.

fjpaskdra.—It h»B been stated that the mark oi Mr U not Uka tn» mark oi the visible

Substances. But how is it so ? Hence he says :

«ngs#^*^,i*^ Rititv.li
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fWrf**^ Vayu-sannikaree, in contact or association with Air.

UMWWnH Pratyaksabhavat, from the absence of perception. *f Dristam'

visible. fe# Liiigam, mark. *Na, not. ftufr Vidyate, exists.

15, There being no preception of the association (*. e.,

universal relation) with Air, there is no visible mark (of the exis-

tence of Air).—'63.

There the mark is said to be visible where the universal relation is

grasped by perception, as smoke is of fire. But in the case of associa-
tion with Air, there is no perception of the appearance of the mark in

accompaniment with Air. For Air itself not being an object of sense-
perception, nobody can have the perception. " Things which give
Touoh, quivering, etc., are Air." Therefore the meaning is that no such
mark exists the pervasion of which can be grasped by perception.—15.

Air is inferred not as such but as a Substance in general.

Vpathdra.—How then oan there be any infernoe at all of Air ? Henoe to »trength»n
what has been already stated, he says :

tfwpm* ggwifoifo: ii * it | \\ it

JETtRptpfacWt Samanyato-dristat, from the method of iuference known
as general inference or inference by analogy. "9 Cha, and Vlftfrv: Avi-
iegah not in particular, General.

16. And, by inference by analogy, (Air is proved) not as a
particular substance, (but as Substance only).—64.

Inference is three-fold : from cause to effect, from effect to cause, and
from the commonly observed to the unobserved, or from analogy. Thus
this Touch which is being felt, must reside somewhere, because it is a

Touch or because it is an Attribute. From this analogy or common
observation or experience, accompanied by the exclusion of other possi-

bilities, its residence in a Substance in addition to the eight Substances,
is proved. This is the meaning.

It cannot be said that the inference from effect to cause is then
gone. For after the exclusion of other possibilities, where analogy
prevails, there proceeding upon the proved qualification of the minor
term that it does not reside in the eight Substances, the proposition that
this) Touch which does not reside in the eight Substances must reside

somewhere, does not result except on the assumption of its being resident
in a Substance in addition to the eight Substances. Therefore the pro-

posed objeot being not explained otherwise, it is proved by inference
from cause to effect alone. But where analogy arises from the appea-
rance of exclusion at the very beginning, there the proposed object

results at last and the mode of inference is found to be inference from
effect to cause. It is not sound to hold that inference from effect to

cause only shows the manner, for in the case of being accompanied by
the exclusion of other possibilities, inference from cause to effect itself

comes to show the manner. The rule also that inference merely shows
the manner which determines the pervasiveness, is not valid, for the

appearance of a different manner is pousWAe from ttve association of

particular materials—16.
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The name Air is derived from Scripture.

Vpatblra.—But if it is intended to be said that aocording to " not as a particular Subs-

tanoo " in the last aphorism, there ia no inference in the form, " This is Air," but that Air is

inferred by way of the mark being resident in a Substance in addition to the eight Substances,

then what is the evidonoe of that Subgtanoe being called by the name of Air ? So he says :

3SFTKHlfa<K II ^ M I ^ II

WETWT. Tasm&t, therefore srinfa* Agamikam, proved by revelation,

i. e., the Veda.

17. Therefore the name, Air, is proved by the Veda.—65.

Because there ia no inference in the particular form, therefore the

name Air is proved by dgama, i. e., the Veda. This is the meaning.
" Air is the moving deity," " One should offer a white goat to Air,"

"And this Air is all colour, the carrier of all smells, and pure,"—from these

and other recommendation, which havo acquired the force of regulations,

the name, Air, is obtained. As the name, heaven, is obtained from
the recommendation " That which is not pierced with pain nor is

clouded afterwards ;
" the name, barley, from the recommendation,

" The leaves of all crop-plants fall oft" in spring. But the barley plants

possessing ears of corn thrive in it as if with joy ;
" the name, cane,

from the jecommendation, " cane is born in water ;" and the name,
bear, from the recommendation, " cows run after the bear." Otherwies,

in the case of such instructions as " He who desires hoaven should

Iierform sarifice," etc., in the non-appearance of the particular

lappinesa for the time being, men desiring heaven will not be inclined

towards the performance of sacrifice, etc. Nor will there be any
arrest of activity according to the usage of the il lechchhas, i. e. the

impure, in respect of " His becomes a mess of barloy." " He kindles

the creative tire on a cane mat.'' " Shco of bear-skin," etc, for the

Mlechchhas apply the words barley, bear, and cane, to yellow paddy,
crow, and black-berry (of jackal,) respectively. Thus there will be room
for doubt without those recommendations. Therefore their respective

meanings are known from the Veda only. This is the import. Only
the name is proved by the Veda ; the proof of the Substance, however,
is really by analogy.—17.

E-ristcnce of God.

Upathlra.—Having thus finished tho seotion on Air, ho established that the Veda is the
revelation by the All-knower, in order to answer tho objeotion, " Is then the name, Air, also,

like the names, dittha and davittha (»'. c, the gibberish or abraoadabra), uttered by a mad
man ?", and with a view to open the seotion on ISvara or God, he says,

^rr-^«f TOiftfNiiwr ftrfu ii \ \\ ii

tTft-qni) SaAjfia-karmma, name and effect.
fl

Tu, on the other hand.
But. nwftftlftf Asmad-visistanam, beings distinguished from, other

than, or superior to ourselves, fry Lingam, mark.

18. But name and effect are the mark (of tha existence) of

beings distinguished from ourselves.—66.
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The word ' tu
1

has tho souse uf differentiating from such other
marks as Touch, etc. ' SmjSa. '

i. ., name, '
' karmma' ellect, c. </., Earth,

etc—both of them are the mark of tho existence; also of beings dis-
tinguished from ourselves, namely, tsvara and great sages.— 18.

Enisloncis of (J oil—continued.

Upaskdnt.—Ho axplaina how it is ho :
»

Jtf^ilfrlfsrRt I'i'atyaksa-pravrittv.U because I hoy follow from
\
ercop-

tio.i, tfWG'ifrlP'. Sanijiia-karmmaiiah, of name and effect.

19. Because name and ellect follow from perception.—07.

Here also tho singular form or the resolution into one, of ' name
'

and ' effect/ from tho copulative compound meaning collection, is

intended to indicate tho indontity of tho author of tlio name and the
author of tho universe. Thus he only is competent to give the names
'heaven,' apnvvA '(<••''., that which was not before, that to say,
tflt'iitani'), etc., with whom ' heaven,' ' ajiilrca,' olc, are objects of sonso-

peiception, as in the giving tho names, 'Chaitra,' ' Maitra,' etc., 1«> tho
bodies of Chaitra, Maitra, etc, which are perceptible, by their father
and others. Similarly, the application of the names, pot," cloth,'

etc., is only nuclei the direction of tsvara. Tho word which has been
directed by tsvara in a particular place, the same is appropriate there

;

c (/., ' all those herbs which have been touched by the edge of the mon-
goose's tooth, counteract tho venom of tho snake.' Such direction is iho

mark, I. c, tho moans of inference, of beings distinguished from our-

selves. And the name, 'Maitra,' etc., which the father gives to ihe son,

that also is surely directed by tsvara by biich rules as '• The father
should give a name (to tho son) on the twelfth day.''

Thus it is proved that naming is a mark of tho existence of lsvara.

In like manner action, t. c, olfect, also is a mark of the existence of

tsvara
;
for, thus, Earth, otc, must have a creator, because they are

effects like a pot, etc

Here Earth, etc., do not mean a product producible by the body,
nor a product producible by tho volition of another product ; nor a pro-

duct which has become the subject-matter of dispute as to whether it

has been producod by an agent or not, nor a product the production of

which by an agent has been the subject of doubt, because Earth, etc,

also are producible hy the volition of another product by means of

ndftaf-a (t. e., invisible after-effects of voluntary acts), and because
dispute and doubt, being too wide, do not determine the minor term.

-Moreover, if by the expression that they have a creator, it is meant
that they are tho products of an active principle, then production
in question may he oxplained by reference to ourselves, etc., for the
causality of ourselves also is productive of Earth, etc., by means of

adrista (the invisible after-effects of past acts). It is tho same al»o if

the product be producible by an active principle oporating upon given

materials, for the acts or ourselves, etc, also are relative to some given
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inatovial. Then if the being effect, on tlio other hand, means the being

the counter-opposite of prior non-existence (or potential existence],

tlien it will include annihilation also. J Jut notwithstanding all this,

cartli must have a creator because it is an effect. Here the having a

creator means the being the product of an active principle indepen-

dently of «'/?'/«/«, and being an oll'ect moans the being the couutcr-

opposilo of existence determinod by )>rior non-oxisteneo. In the caso

ot sprouts, etc., there is no fault of doubtfulness or multifariousness,

for these faults arise where there is doubt as to the existence or non-

existence of the middle term who i the non-existence of the major lei in

has to Ik: ascertained ; for otherwise all inference will have to lie

abandoned. Nor should il be said that this is the fault beyond the

minor term, for it. w ill entail the command of the king ; for it is not the

glory or a fault that it does not attack the minor term. Therefore at

the stage of sprouting, the proof of i he existence of) tho major term (in

I liu minor teruij by the mark or middle term tho universal relation ol

which is well ascertained, being unobstructed, whei e is the doubtful-

ness <>r multifariousness V And a furl ia-i at the stage of non-sprouting,

those faults verily do not. exist. Thus in brief. — ID.

Mart;* uf Ellur, accortihty In Suhkhija jiliilnxitjihij.

I'liatL'i'tt.—'Having fhu.s tlnishud tho .soulion on IV.ara, hy (lie la-sl two aplnnism and
(luhirii);; tn lio;jin the .section Klliui', ho says :

fa«SR«mf Niskramauain, egress, stfQH l'ravesanam, ingress. |fa lli,

such, tlTVIW Akasasya, of Kther fojf Lingam, mark.

20. Egress and Ingress—such is the mark (of the existence)

of Kther. - -08.

The word - it' signifies manner and brings forward Actions,

namely, Throw ing upwards, etc.. also. Egress a,nd Ingress are the

nioM'ineiili of Substances possessing Touch. That is tho mark of the

existence of Kther, which is not an effect. This is tlie view of the

Saukliy a philosophers—20.

Tin ((linvr (ice no marks.

t 'jimkii ni.- -'Co (lin'M-dit 'Ilis \i(j\v lie .-.av-j :

^fofd^qRfT^ spwfar: ||* I * | II

Wfj; Tat, that. /. ,:. mo\eme;it or egress and ingreys. Alii'igam,
no mark Kka-dravyat\ at, ha ving but one Substance.
K ii rmiuanah, of an act ion.

il. That is no mark, as an Action has but one Substance
(.is its combinative cause).—69.

Actions such as egress, ingress, etc., do not at all infer Etlicr as
'7' '

™»iHMc eause, hv.-atuc Action • has but one Substance.' inUher word*, haj only corporal Substance as its combinative cause.
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Action also, it hag been already staled, dot's not simultaneously appear
in more than one place, nor does it appear in non-corporal Sul-
tan cos 21

.

Ahorc cold iiuird.

rpnshira.—Lost it mi^ht be said that e.nresu, inures-*, e'.\, will infer Ktliw as their

otm-tmiihi native cause, no he says :

^m^Ts^feiW^ n h \ \ \ ^ it

Wffl'WU3f^Sl^4*lf^ KAran a itaraiiu-kh'ipti vaidhannyat, on account
of dilt'oronco from the characteristic or sign of another cause. ^ Oha,
and.

22. And also because they differ in property from the

characteristic of another (i.e., the non-combinative) cause.—70.

' Anuklripti ' means characteristic or sign, by the etymology 'that

by which a thing is made known.' The meaning is : on account of

dilt'oronco from that, which is the characteristic of another cause, i. <\,

the n <>n -combinative cause.

Substance does not surely at all become a non-combinative cause.

Now noii-eombinativo causality arises by proximity in 1 lie same object
with tho cause, or by proximity in the same object with the effect. The
lirst is illustrated in tho case of tho colon rs of the yarns towards tlie

colour of tho cloth. And this non-combiniiti ve causality is called 'great,'

m it, produces a larger effect. The second is as that of tho conjunction
of Soul and .Mind towards knowledge, or cognition, etc- And this

non-combinative causality is callod ' small,' as it produces a smaller

effort. Rut Ether is noither the combinative cause nor, again, tho

non-combinative cause of ogress, ingress, and other Actions. Hence
Action is not a mark of the existence of Ether.—22.

V!-vfUi.—Ho says that Action does not infer Ether even as its

n on -combinative cause.

On the maxim that a verbal affix signifies an object, ' anuklripti '

(agreamont) moans ' anuklripi a,' /. c, that which is agreed to by the

opposito disputants ; and stich a dilforcat caused is tho non-combina-
tive cause, r/v., Attribute and Action. Therefore tho moaning is that

oyress, etc., do not warrant tho inforenco of Kther as their non-coiii-

binativo cause, because difference from Attribute ami Action ( which
are non-combinative causes), in the form of Snbstaneo-noss, exists

in r'ther.

71t<> aimer arc vn inarl<#—continual.

I'punMra.—It may bo said, " I>ot Kt her lie the occasional cause of.Vol ion, for tho move-
ments of hirds and arrows, etc., are seen in Ktlier." .So lie suvs :

HO^im Samyogat, on account of Conjunction. «RI«f: Abhavah,
non-production. *J(?<fl: Karmmanah of Action.

23. Action is not produced on account of Conjunction.— 71.
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The non -production of Action is due to the obstruction of Impetus,
Gravity, etc, which are the causes of Action, by Conjunction with
corporal substancos, and is not duo to the non-existence of Ether
which is all-porvasivo. Therefore the meaning is that the presence
of or agreement with Sky which should bo really explained otherwise,
does not prove that Ether is the occasional cause of Action 23.

Inference of Ether hy Sound.

Vpiixhira.—Having thus discredited the Sunkhya view, and going to prove Sound as

tho m.Tik of Ether ho prepares the ground for inference! by exhaust ion, by pnyieg :

TO^BF^ WA^mt II * I U *9 II

VlKJtt^H^^'. KArana-guna-pOirvvakah, preceded by the Attributes
of tho cause. ^Kicqgm: Karyya-giinAh, Attribute of the effect. tS: Dristah,

is seen or observed.

24. The Attribute of the effect is seen to be preceded by
the Attribute of the cause.—72.

Tlie particular Attributes such as colour, etc., which exist in the

offoefc characterised as Earth, etc., are found to be preceded by like

Att ributes in their causes. Hound also is a particular or distinctive

Attribute, for in spite of its boing a ' class,' it is, like colour, etc,

approhondod by only one of the external senses. Thus the moaning is

that such effect is not obsorved in which sound preeodod by a like

Attribute in the oouso thereof may appear.—24-

Sound not an Attribute of tany ill c. things.

I'jiinb! /<(.— It might 1)0 paid thal.'fiound i,s observed in a Into, flute, tobonr, ooneh.shell,

dsum, etc, which nro cU'ects and that consei| uenlly it in preeed by a like Attribute in their

eauMff. No In' says *

^(^f^rRrSTT^Rkr^ 3^ ^5T^TT»T^: II R I \\ W II

tK.c jI'iVUIIJHfa ?^ l\AryyAntarAprAduH>hAvAt, because of tho non-

appearance of another or a different effect. *3 Cha, and. Wt^: Sabdah,

sound. tistff?im SparsavatAm, of thing possessing Touch. 3f<jU[:. Agiuiah,

not attribute.

25. Sound is not an Attribute nf things possessing Touch,
because of the non-appearance of (similar) other effects.—73.

It would have been so, if, as when Colour, Taste, etc., aro obsorved

in yarns, potsherd, etc., other Colour, Taste, etc., homogeneous with the

former, are also observed in a cloth, pot, etc., so the congener of the

sound which is observed in the constituent parts of a lute, flute, tabonr,

etc., were also observed in the wholes made up of those, i. e., lute,

flute, tabonr, otc But this is not the case
;
for, in fact, it is seen that

a Into, etc., are originated by constituent parts which are destitute of

all Sound, whereas it is not seen that a cloth, a pot, etc., have their

origin in yarns, potsherds, otc, which are destitute of Colour. More-
over if Sound wore a particular Attribute of tangible things, then tho

relation of high aud low and lower tonesy etc., would not be observed
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in it. For Colour, etc, which appear in a single composite whole are
not obsorved to be varying in degree Therefore Sound is not a dis-
tinctive Attribute of tangible things.

—

2~>.

Bhaxya.—rmnh If. I. 25 as two sphorisms, ri::., Also because of the
non-appearance of different effects ( h'drya-aittn ra-apnhln rhhtivdt elan,

and Sound (is) not an attribute of tangible things (Sob'hih xhar.iacatrini

agnnOh),—the meaning, however, remaining the stimo.

Xor (if fiaii}, nor nf Mind.

I'lHubn'ii.—Hut, it mi^'la lie .-aid, Sound will lie rillicr an M t lilmto of Soul or an Attri-

lull c ol' M iud. So In- snyj •

Paratra, elsewhere, with other objects. flWHn^ SamavdyiH, be-

cause of combination. $lcH5T?Tl?^ 1'ratyaksatvat, because it is an object of

sense-perception. =^ Cha, and ; afso. T ATa, not. ttiwgtp Atma-gnnali,
an Attribute of Soul. ?r Na, not. R^gitf: Mano-gunah, an Attribute of

Mind.

26. Because it combines with other objects, and becaune it

is an object of sense-perception, therefore sound is neither an
Attribute of Soul nor an Attribute of Mind.—74.

If sound wero an Attribute of Soul, then thoro would be such states

of consciousness as " I am filled (with Air),'' " T am sounded," " I give
out Sound,'' etc., as there are such stato as " I am happy," " I try," " I

know," 1 desire," etc. But it is not tho case , on the contrary, the

experience of all men is that a conch-shell is filled with Air, a lute is

played upon, etc. Moreover, Sound is not an Attribute of Soul, because,
like colour, etc, it is apprehended by the external sonso. Also if Sound
wero a particular Attrtbuto proper to Soul, then it would be, like pain,

etc., perceived by a deaf man also. Therefore it has been rightly said,
" Because it combines with other objects." He states the reason of its

not being an Attribute of Mind, by saying " Because it is Sin objoct of

sense-perception." The fact that the words lUman and matian have not

Ijeen compounded, as thay could havo been, in 'the form " naatmamanasor
gunah," indicates that, by the logic or law of similars, the very same
reason, " J5ecau.se it is an object of sense-percoptiou," excludes the idea

that Sound might bo an Attribute of Space or of Time even.—20.

Thenfore of Ether.

L
T2>ankufa.—Ho slatea why this mothod of oxhaustion has hoen applied :

ifttf^ ParisesiU, from exhaustion, forf Lingam, mark. VTOWW
Akasasya, of Ether.

27. By the method of exhaustion (Sound) is the mark of

Ether.—75.
' Sound ' is the complement of the aphorism. Here too a Substance,

oyer and *bove the eight Substance*, is proved by analogous inference,
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in this way that, being an Attribute, Sound, like Colour, etc., must
reside somowlioro. And it is an Attribute, because, like Colour, etc.,

it belongs to a ' class ' capable of being apprehended by only one
extornal sense. Heing non-oiornal, it resembles knowledge etc., both

of which are combined with ' Universal Substances.' And its non-

otemality will be shown later on. The Substance, proved by exhaustion,

is oternal, as there is no reason for the supposition of constituent parts

in it, and is iilso universal, because Sound isobserved in all places. 27-

lllitlxyii.- --The idea cf Kitnihla is that Time as well as Spru e aro
really idontieai with lOther.

father is <i Snlixhi //iv, «n<l !n ihrtKil.

«/.'<; r«.—To prove, l>y analogy or o\'er-e\t elision, t ho Substance-i.esK and eternalil y "f

Killer of ttliiuh the 1:1:1 i U is Sound, lie i-ay.'<
•

ftqf3{H9I?if Dravyatva-nityat ve. Suhstunco-ncss and eiorimliiy.

sfPl^I VAyunA, by Air sni^fi YyakhyAlo. explained.

28. The Substancc-ness and n tenia lily of Ether liave been,

explained by (the explanation of the Substance. ncss and etei-

nality of) Air.— 70.

As Air is eternal bocau-.c it does not, possess any other Substance
tu its combinative cause, so also is Ether. As Air is a Substance
because it possesses Attributes, so also is Ether. This is iho

meaning. — 23.

FJlc r it> mir.

</.'.; rii.— Is I here lh"ii one KMici 01' ;nv t lifn- niniu Kil.ei.. '' To ibis lie replns •

^^l?r 11 3 1 3 1 3& 11

fl^' Tail vain, lhat-ness. O e-ness. Cnity.*TpTH HhAvena, by existence.

29. The unity (of K titer is explained) by (the explanation of

the unity of) Existence.— 77.

The agreenve.it. of the words in the aphorism is with •
\ vukhvatam '

( or explained )./.(.. the same Word, as in the but aphoiism, with tho
inflection clianoed. The meaning is that as ' Mhavah,' / Existence,
is one. so also lather is only one and not many.-- 2!'.

Aliar-' ('O)lt i UII' il.

I'jinsliX,!!.— It may tie asked, " The unity of tfvistoni.e is proved by the virtue of
a similativo experience. Ifi.w « ill unity lie proved in Kther, by comparison wiihthat ?"
So 1\( says :

W^ftFirJt'Ji^ SabdalirigavisesAt, beeauso there is ,10 difference
in Sound which is tho mark. fainfafWTl^ VisosilingAbhAvAt, bemuse
there exists no distinguishing mark. * Clia, and.
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30, (Kther is one), because there is no difference in Sound
which is its mark, and because there exists no othe, - distingushinp;

mark.—-78.

Tho sense is that the unity of Fl.hor is proved. Fthor lioing

u hj(juitous in- universal, all Sounds are explained l>y their having that
nm* and the same foundation or seat. Therefore to suppose a different
basis will he shewing an exuberance of imagination, besides tho very
same Sound must he t lie mark of Iho dilferent lOtlier illicit is to bo
supposed, and thai. /'. r., Sound, is lindilTerentiated ; nor is there any
other mark which ran prove the differentia or Iho difference or
division. It will be stated afterwards ( 111 . ii-'JO ) that although tho
mark, c »/., knowledge, etc., of Souls is really no"-difi'erent iaicd, still

tlie plurality of Souls is proved by other marks, according to
' difference of conditions ' or circumstances. —SO.

\'irn'li. Plurality of Skills is proved by tho diffeioncos of tho

products of 1,1m Soul. ri:.. pleasure and pain, seeing that at one and the
same lime an effect in the form of pleasure is produced in one Soul,

whilo in another Soul an olTeef in dho form of pain is produced. Hut
in the cn-e of Filler there is no dilTerenciation of Sound which is its

murk, whereby a multiplicity of F.ther might bo established. ,\
Tor it;

there any other mark which can establish a plurality of hither. So
that no account of the absence of proof, and no account of simplicity,

hither is one and not many.

//k)'/c ill'it n lily of HI /o r.

l '/in\l.:ii-(i.— i I lna\ Ik' na»l, " M'l unity »,V an rai'iiufc sii'iony 10 r.uicT. uui n aim nawi

\trc:iio l.i
i '^ftK'i-K as it is u ui vcrs;i 1 . Let t oiijunotiou and Dirjuiiutioii alno belong to it a'>

il is (lie iioii-cr.mbinathu uaiisu of .Sound, lint how can individuality lii-hmg In it ?" No

^T3[3ft^RK^^^% H * |?l \\ II

W^g'^lfi^ Tad-anu-bidhanat, because it follows or accompanies

lhal.K c. un it v- mm%[<<i Fka-prifhaktvani, separateness of one

individuality. ^1 Cha, and. tfa Iti, finished

31. And individuality aiso belongs to Ether, since indivi-

duality follows unity.—

7

(J.

Individuality is proved .by this that individuality regularly gas
together with unity. ' lti ' indicates the ond of the chapter.

Tho subject-matter of tho chapter is tho definition or statement

of tho characteristics possessing particular Attributes and which are

not the objects of mental perception or perception by the internal

organ. Hence tho characteristics of liarth, Water, Fire, Air, and
Fthor and, in passing, of tho divine Soul also, aro stated in this

chapter. Thus Earth possesses fourt en Attributes, and those Attribu-

tes are Colour, Taste, Smell, Touch, Number, Measure, Separateness,

Conjunction, Disjunction, Priority, Posteriority, (inivity, Fluidity, and

Impression. Rtactly tho same number of Attributes, with tho exception

of Smell and addition" of Viscidity, belong to Water. These same

Attributes, with the exception of Taste, Smtdl, Viscidity, and Gravity
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belong to Vivo, and with tlic exception of Smell, Taste, Colour, Gravity,

Viscidity, and Fluidity, belong to Air. With the addition of Sound,
the livo Attributes bogiutiiug with Number, belong to Ether. Only
tho five Attributes beginning with Numbor belong to Space and Time.
The five Attributes beginning with Number, together with Priority,

I'ostoriority, and Impetus, belong to Mind. The livo Attributes
beginning with Number, and Cognition, Desire, and Volition belong to

fsvara.—31.

Here o uls the first chapter of tho second book in the Commentary
given by S.u'ikara to tho Vaisosika aphorisms of KanAda of great

powers.

\'icfiti.- -The subject-matter of this chapter is ihe definition of

Substances possessing particular Attributes which do not appoar in

that which possesses ' blutvaua,' ('. o . impression or meditative under-

standing. Substances are the live elements and Cod.
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BOOK SECOND—CHAPTER SECOND.

Smell may be essential or accidental.

Upathira.—Now the author do»ires to examine the oharaoteristios, «uoh as Small, etc,
of the "elements "(bhuta). Therefore, byway of establishing that Smell, oto., may b»
•*ssontial or natural as well as accidental or conditional, ho says :

S<««^|: Puspa-vastrayoh, of a flower and a cloth, tffif Sati,

•existing. afansS' Sannikarse, contact. gWircifflfirff: Gunantarapra-

•durbhavah, non-appearance from another Attribute. q£t Vastre, in the

cloth. iTOHtffore Gandhabhava-lingara, mark of the non-existence of

Smell.

1. The non-production (of the smell which is perceived in
the cloth), after or during its contact with a flower, from the At-
tribute (of the constitutive cause of the cloth), is the mark of the
non-existence of smell in the cloth.—80.

Where Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch are produced from the
corresponding Attributes in the cause, there they become essential and
so acquire the nature of being characteristic marks, and not otherwise.
For, the fragrance which is perceived in the breeze, or the cold which
is perceived in a tablet of stone, or the warmth which is perceived in

water, does not become a characteristic. Therefore he says. 1 Of a
flower and a cloth.' For the fragrance of the golden ketaki (Pandanus
Odoratissimus), which is perceived in the cloth when the cloth has been
brought into contact with the golden ketaki flower, does not belong to

the cloth, because it is not produced according to the ( corresponding )
Attribute of the cause ( i. e., yarns ). What, then ? It is accidental or
•conditional, because due to the proximity of the golden ketaki ; for the

non-existence of Smell in the ketaki is not the mark of the non-existence

of Smell in the cloth. What is the mark ? So it has been said, " Non-
appearance from another Attribute," i. e., non-production from the

Attribute of the cause. For, if the Smell, which is" perceived in the

cloth, were essential to it, then it would be percieved in the cloth also

before the constituent parts, i. e., the yarns of the cloth, are brought

into contact with the ketaki ; but it is not so. This is the meaning.
Thus the Smell in question is not inherent in the cloth, because, like

<sold and hot Touch, etc, it is a particular Attribute- which is not

produced by the Attribute of the constituent parts—1.

VivfUi.—It has been already stated that the possession of Smell,

etc., are the marks of Earth, etc. Bat this would not be proper. For

Smell being perceived of Air, etc, combined with fragrant parts, the

mark becomes too wide. For this reason he shows that the perception

of Smell, etc., in Air, etc., 1b accidental.
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Smell is essential in Earlh.

UpatkAra.—H.* says that essential Smell is the mark of Earth :

ttrvffon: Vyavasthitab, established. sfuiit Prithivyam, in Earth.

Gandhab, Smell.

2. Smell is established in Earth.—31.

» Established in the Earth'—t. «., determined by absence of connec-

tion as well as connection with other objects. * The meaning is that

Smell is the mark, because it serves to differentiate Earth from objects

of similar and dissimilar classes. For Earth has Smell only and only

Earth has Smell. It is therefore established that Smell which differen-

tiates Earth from the eight similars beginning with Water, and the

five dissimiiars beginning with Attribute, is essential to Earth.—2.

Vivfiti.—' Established/ i. «., ascertained or undoubted, as there is

nothing to oppose it.

Heal may be essntial or accidental.

UpatHra.—Extending the mode of 'establishing Smell .as an. essential Attribute, t»
Hotness alio, whioh is the oharaoteriatio of Fire, he says :

« a«fl^«n sTTWrn II R I ^ I ^11

Etena, by this- t«npn UsnatA, Hotness. Warmth. sq^imi
Vyftkhyata, explained.

3. By this hontness is explained.—82.

This extension or analogy should be understood also in the case

of coldness, etc, which are the characteristics of Water, etc.—3.

Heat is essential in Fire.

CTjjoiirfao—He examines the oharaoteristio of Fire :

fclH OTUSU II R I R I 9 II

ftn&: Tejasah of Fire. tcurm Usnata, Hotness.

4. Hotness (is the charateristic) of Fire.—83.

The meaning is that natural or essential Hotness is the characte-
ristic of Fire. Colour, white and luminous, is also implied 4.

Coldness is essential in Water

.

UpatlcAra.—'Re examines the oharaoteritio of Water :

IHg #RTT II \\ \ I * II

«cg Apsu, in Waters, tfmtt Sltata, Coldness.

* " Absenoe of oonneotlon as wall ai qonneotion with other objeoU." ». «., Smell is alwar*
found in essential agrttmtnt with Earth and in essential diftrenet from Non-Earth.
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5. Coldness (is the characteristic) of Water.—84.

The maaning is that natural or essential coldness is the character-
istic of water ; s> that it is not too wide by over-extending to a stone-
tablet, sandal-wood, etc. Colour a. id Taste also are said to be the
characteristics of Water in the same way as coldness which also implies
Viscidity and constitutional Fluidity.

It cannot be asked, " Why is there this breach in the order of the
characteristics according to the enum9ration of Earth, etc ? " Because
it is intended to i.idicate that the Touch of Fire overcomes or over-
whelms the Touch of Birth a:id the Touch of Water, and so the exami-
nation of Fire should of course coma in between them. Or, the order has
not bean obsorvel in order .to introduce the examination of Air. Thus it

should be inferred that Touch, which is neither hot nor cold and is not
due to be the astion of fire or heat, is essential to Air, and, as such, is
its characteristic. This is the import 5.

Vivriti-—Tlie order of enuinaration has been abandoned with the
object of indicating that the mark of Air, i. c, the possession of a
heterogeneous Touch, should be investigated in the same way. The
explanation, given by the learned writar of tlio Upaskflra, namaly that
the violation of tha order is inte idod to show that the Touch of Fir©
overcomes the Touches of Earth and Water, is not satisfactory. For it
is k town to all that in gold aj well as in nnon-light,etc, the Touches of
Earth and Water overcome the Touch of Fire.

Marks of Time.

UpaMra.-~Thaa it his baen stated that pirtioular Attributes nuoh as small, etc, of

tangible things, whioh are preoaded by like Attributes ia their onuses, are the oharaohteris-

tios of Karth, etc, Now he bjgini the saotion on the o'lsraohterisbioi of Tint), brought in by
the order of enumeration, by sayii>g :

tUffef^ Apirasmin, in respect of that which is posterior, Vf<
Aparam, posterior. 'JJT'JH, Yugapat, simultaneous. Chiram, slow,

ffri Ksipram, quick. ift Iti, such. *t$(ii*ffiV Kala-liiigani, marks of

Time. •

6. 'Posterior' in respect of that which is posterior, 'simul-

taneous', 'slow,' 'quick,'—Such (cognitions) are the marks of

Time 85.

The word ' iti ' which shows the mode of cognition, relates to each,

individual word ; so that the maaaiag is that the cognition ' it is pos-

terior* the cognition ' it is simttltaae>U3,' the cognition 'it is slow or

late,' the cognition ' it is quick or early,'—are the marks of Time. By
* posterior in respect of that which is posterior,' we are also to under

•stands prior, in respeat of that which is proir.' Therefore the sense ia

this : If we mike a youth our point of view of starting" point, then the

«og.iitioa of Priority is produaed in ai old m»a, whos9 birth has been

^distanced By a large number of the revolutions of the sua ; and thi»
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Priority depends upon some non-combinative cause. Now. Colour, etc.,

cannot be the non-combinative cause, owing to thoir variable presence.

The three, beginning with Smell, do not produce Priority in respect of

Air. Touch also, rendered different by the difference of hot, etc, is in

each case variable in its presence. Nor is a fixed Measure the non-

combinative cause, for it does not originate a heterogeneous object.

Therefore it remains at last that, the revolutions of the sun being

connected with a different substratum, conjunction with a Substance
determined by those revolutions is really the required non-combinative'

cause. And that Substance, being conjoint both with the lump of matter

on earth (e. g., the body of a youth) as well as the sun, must be-

universal. If the characteristic of that Substance be supposed to be
belonging to Ether, then it would follow that the beating of a drum
at any place will produce Sound in all drums everywhere. Thus
tho Conjunction of Time alone, which is conjoint with the sun,,

with the lump of matter in question, is the non-combinative cause of

Priority. It is Time which demonstrates the action of the sun, because,,

for the purpose of the determination of a different Substance in the case
of the properties of a different Substance, the Soul is dependent upon
an affinity in addition to its own propinquity, otherwise the redness of

a kusumbha flower at Varanasi (Benares) would entail redness in a
crystal at Patna also. But Time being supposed to be of that very
nature, this (t. e., dependence upon another affinity) is no fault here.
If it be asked, why Time also would not transmit colour, we reply, it

is because Time has been established only as that which always
demonstrates action.

In the same way, the production of Posteriority should be ascer-
tained in a youth, with an old man as tl e starting point. ' Simultane-
ous' : ' They are born simultaneously,' They exist simultaneously,'"
' They act simultaneously,'— in such cognitions, 'simultaneously' means
atthe same time, during the same movement of the sun, in other words,,
at the same time as determined by the movement of the sun. It is not
unconnected movements of the sun, which undergo the qualifications,.

e. g., ' simultaneously born,' etc ; nor are these connected by their
own nature. Therefore, these specific cognitions being incapable of a-

different proof, the Substance which establishes the specification r
is Time.—6.

Like Air j Time ia a substance, and is eternal.

Upa*Mra.—lt may bo said, " Lot Time ba proved. But there is no proof that it i»
• Subitanoe, nor that it is eternal." 80 he says :

7«4<«IM^ SRgSTT Sfl^H^ II R I ^ I V3 II

IWWftwA Dravyatva-nityatve, substanceness and eternality.
VayunA, by Air. RlWlfr Vyakhy&te, explained.

7. The Substance-ness and eternality (of Time) are explained
by (the explanation of the Substance-ness and eternality of>
Air.—86.

The meaning it that, as the ultimate atom of Air is a Substance,
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1 ecause it possesses Attributes, and is eternal, because it is a Sub-
stance which does not contain any other Substance, so also is Time 7.

Upatkdra.—" Even then," it may bo said, " thero may be a plurality of Times." 80 h»

H?rf Tattvanx, unity. Bhavena, by Existence.

8. The unity (of Time is explained), by (the explanation of
the unity of) Existence.—87.

The aphorism has grammatical connection with the word
4 vy&khytlte ' in the last aphorism, reduced to the form ' vyakhyatam/
The meaning is : Time, like Existence, is one, because, in spite of
their multiplicity, the marks of Time, viz., the cognition • it is slow or
late,' etc., are the same in all places, and because no distinguishing
mark, like those of Souls, exists.

It may be objected, " Time is manifold according to the difference

of moments, two-moments, hours, three-hours, days, days-and-nights r

fortnights, months, seasons, half-years, years, etc How then can it be
one '?" We reply that it is not so, because the appearance of difference

is due to upddhi or an external condition. For, it is found, that as the
self-same crystal appears to be different according to the reflection

thrown upon it by the external condition or upddhi of a China rose,

tdpinja (Xanthochymus Pictorius), etc., so also does the one
and indivisible Tin.3 appear to be different according to the limit set

by the movement of the Sun, etc., as well as according to the limit

imposed by their respective effects. Thus moment (ksana) is the
external condition of Time, which does not pervade or cover another
external condition of Time, or it is Time which is not the receptacle of

the counter-opposite of the prior as well as posterior non- existence of
what is placed or contained in it ; and this should be understood from
the production of something and the destruction of something at every
moment. It is proved by the Veda that a « lava,' is an aggregate of

two moments, and so on.

" Yet," it may be objected," " Time must be at least three-fold,

according to the difference of the past, the future, and the present ; for

it is heard, ' The three times return,' « The three Times are not accom-
plished or proved,' etc." We reply, it is not, for the use of three-fold

Time is due to the limits of (the existence of) a thing, its prior non-exis-

tence, and its total destruction. The Time which is determined or deli-

mited by a thing, is its present ; the Time which is delimited by the
prior non-existonce of a thing, is its future ; and the Time which is

delimited by the total destruction of a thing, is its past. Thus the use
of the threefoldness of Time depends upon thethreefoldness of tho deter-

minant or that which delimits.—8.

Like Existence, Time is one.

•ays :

Time, a cause of non-eternal Substances.

Vfuridre.-Htn h* taya tfcat Tin* ia tha nw* ofalltkaiia pradaoML
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ft&j Nityesu, in etornal Substances. WTfW^ Abhavat, because it does
not exist. «f^?^3 Anityesu, in non-eternal Substances, wurifl Bh&vftt,

Because it exists. Karane, in the cause. *l5U«qr Kalakhya, the
name of Time. fRl Iti, hence.

9. The name Time is applicable to a cause, inasmuch as it

does not exist in eternal substances and exists in non-eternal

substances.—88.

The word ' iti ' is used in the sense of ' because.' For this reason
the name Time is applicable to ' cause,' {. e., the cause of all that is

produced. He states the reason :
—" Because it does not exist in eter-

nals, and because it exists in non-eternals." The meaning is this :

Because in the case of the eternals such as Ether, etc., there do not
arise the cognition, " produced simultaneously," " produced slowly or
late," "produced quickly or early," "produced now," "produced during
the day,'' <; produced at night," etc., whereas cognitions of simultaneity,
etc., do arise in the case of the non-eternals such as the pot, cloth, etc. ;

therefore, by the methods of agreement as well as difference, Time is

proved to be a cause. It is to be understood that Time is the occasional
or efficient cause of all that is produced, not only in virtue of the cogni-
tions of simultaneity, etc., but also in virtue of the application of the
terms, hibernal, vernal, pluvial, etc., to flowers, fruits, etc.—9.

Vivriti.—In fact, scriptural texts such as " All is produced from
• Time," etc., are proof that Time is the cause of every thing that is

an effect.

Mark of Space.

UpaMra.—Having finished the seotion on the m»rk of Time, and goiuj to b-ij\n tha
aeotlon on the mark of Spaas, he says :

f<r fscfaft fir*n ii r i r H

%m Itab, from this. %%f^ Idam, this, iftt Iti, sujh. m: Yatah, whe.i ce

WT,Tat, that. ft*if Disyam, relating to Space. fffJTO Liiigam, mark.

10, That which gives rise to such (cognition and usage) as

"This (is remote, etc.) from this,"—(the same is) the mark of

Space.—89.

4 Di4/am'—that which belongs to Space, i. e., is the mark of the i.i-

ferenoe of Space. The meaning is this :' Space ' is that substance

'* frora which,' in respect of two aimulaneously existing bodies whicb are

•also fixed- in (direction) and place, ' suoh ' ooguition and usage arise

that 1 this,' i. e., the ground or substratum of the conjunctions of a com-

partively large number of conjoint things, is prior < to,' (other than or

distinct from) this ». e., the subscratumof the conjunctions of a com-

paratively small number of oonjoint things, and also that ' this,' i. e.
t

the substratum of the comparative smallness in number of the conjunc-

tions of the conjoint,' is : '-posterior^ to ' this/ ». the substratum, of the
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comparative largeness in number of the conjunctions of the conjoint.
For, without the existence of such a substance, there is no other means
of establishh g a comparatively large or small number of the conjunc-
tions of the conjoint in the two .bodies; nor, without such establishment,
can there be any particular or concrete understanding about them res-

pectively ;
nor, without such understanding, can Priority and Posteri-

ority arise ;
nor, without their appearance, can there be concrete

cognition and usage about them.

It cannot be said, " Let Time be the means also of establishing the
conjunctions. What is the use of another Substance?" For Time is

proved only as the means of, establishing constant or unchangeable
actioi s- If, on the contrary, it is supposed to be the means of establish-

ing the inconstant or changing property of Remoteness, then it would
establish the colouring of the paste of the saffron of Kasmira (Cashmere)
on the breasts of the women of Karnata (the Carnatic). The same will

be the implication if Ether and Soul also are similarly made to be the
means of communicating the property of Remoteness. Whereas Space
being proved only as the invariable means of communicating the pro-
perty < f Remoteness, there is no such absurd implication. In this way
Space, which establishes conjunctions, is really separate from Time,
which establishes actions.

Moreover, these cognitions, namely " This is east of that," " This
is south of that," " This is west of that," " This is north of that,"
" This is soufh-east of that," This is south-west of that/' " This is north-
west of that," " This is north-east of that," " This is below that," "This
is above that,"—are brought together by the statement " This from
this," because it is not possible for these cognitions to have another
occasional or efficio-it cause. Further, Time establishes external con-
ditions or upddhis which are constant, while Space establishes external
conditions or upddhis which are not constant. For, when one thing
is < present ' (in Time) with reference to another thing, that other
thing also is ' present ' with reference to the former : but in the case
of the external condition or upddhi of Space, there is no such rule or

fixity, because that which is east in relation to a person, the very
same sometime becomes west in relation to the same person. The same
is to be observed with regard to north, ete., also. The direction or

quarter which is nearer to the mountain whereon the sun rises, with
reference to another direction, is east in relation to the latter ; the
direction which is nearer to the mountain whereon the sun

sets, with reference to another direction, is west in relation to the
latter. Nearness, again, is the fewness of the conjunctions of the

conjoint
; and these conjunctions with the sun, whether they be a few

or many, are to be established by Space. In like manner, the direc-

tion, which is determined by the portion of Space falling on the left

of a person facing towards east, is north ; the direction determined by
the right division of such a person, is south ; while Tightness and left-

ness are particular ' classes ' residing in the constituent parts of tha

body. The direction, which is the support of the conjunction which is

produced by an act of which Weight is the nou-combinativ« cause, is

below
; and the direction, which ia the support 6f the conjunction which

«« produced by the conjunction of Soul potieMing aimftam (inyubl*
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consequences of conduct) or by the action of fire, is above. In this
way, from their reference as east, etc, they are also otherwise referred
to, as in the statement, " Directions are ten in number, as mirked out
by their being presided over by Indra, Agni, Yama, Nirrita, Varuna
Vayu, Soma, ifilna, Naga, and Brahma."—10.

Like Air, Space is a Substance, and is eternal.

UpatHra.—Snbstanoe-ness and also eternality belong to Spaoo in the same way as to the
ultimate atom of Air. So he says :

Ts^?ff^?l?V ' Dravyatva-nityatve, Substance-ness and eternal ity.

Vayuna, by Air. iqi»<jm Vyakhayate, explained.

11. The substanceness and eternality (of Space are) explained

by (the explanation of the Substance-ness and eternality of)

Air.—90.

The meaning is that it possesses Substance-ness, because it posses-

ses Attributes, and eternality, because it is independe.it of or non-
resident in any other substance—11.

Like Existence, Space is one.

Upaskira.—Extending or attributing unity (to Spaoe). he says :

^T^FHT^JT II * I H i \\ II

WA Tattvam, unity. Bhaven3,by Existence.

12. The unity (of space is explained) by (the explanation of

the unity of) Existence.—91.

Unity is proved in Space, as in Existence, by the absence of differ-

ence in the marks of Space together with the non-existence of a iy

differentiating mark. Separateness of one, i. e., individuality, also

belongs to Space, because individuality constantly follows unity—12.

Bh&syoL—According to Kanada, it appears, there is but o.ie Subs-

tance, variously called as Ether, Time, and Space. For, he has take:i

much pain to establish the difference of Ether from tangible things,

Self, and Mind, but he has made no attempt to prove the difference of

Ether from Time and Space as well. Nor has he attempted to prove the

difference of Time and Space themselves from any other. Substaice. It

may be, therefore, considered that with the difference of Ether, the

difference of Tiim a id Space also has bean established. But it m*y ba

asked, if there be one Substaice only, how does it come to be variously

called as Ether, Tima, and Spaoe ? He replies that this is due to the

variety of effects produced by it(IIii. 13} and also to the variety o£

external conditions attending it (II, ii, 14, 15, and 16 )

Above continued.

VpwikAra.—lt, may be asked, " If Spaoe is only one, how then o»n there in its oojnitioa

aid use a? ten quarter* or direotioo* ?, Si he sayj :—
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*l«^f^^Hr K&ryya-visesena, owing to difference or distinction of
effects. TJTlwf Nanatvam, multiplicity or diversity.

13. The diversity (of Space) is due to the difference of
effect—92.

The meauing is that the attribution of multiplicity is due to the
divergence of effects—13.

Directions explained.

Upatkdra.—Showing the aforesaid divergence of efleots, he says :

flftsrefitoll^ Aditya-sibayogjlt, from the conjunction of tha sen.

Bhuta-purvv&t, pas* and gone. »»fa«NT: Bhavisyatah, future.

»T)Ti^ Bhutat, what has taken place or como into existence
; present. 1

Cha, and. S|*ft, Pr&chi, east (lit. Orient).

14. (The direction comes to be regarded as) the east, from
the past, future, or present conjunction of the sun—93.

The east (prachi) is so called, because the sun first (prak) moves
(aSchati) there. Thus that direction is called the east, wherein the first

conjunction of the sun took place, or will take place, or is taking place
in the course of its circulation round Mount Meru.

Here the reference to the three times rests upon the difference, of

the conceptions of the present (*'. e., the observer). For with some one
on the morning of the previous day, the conjunction of the sun first

took place in this direction ; therefore it is the east ; so the use of the

word, east. With some other, the next day, the conjunction of the sun
will first take place in this direction ; so, in view of this, the use of the

word, east. With some other, again, at this moment, the conjunction

of the sun is taking place in this direction ; so, in view of this, the use

of the wcrd, east. In the word, ' bhutat,' the affix, ' kta,' is used in the

sense of incipient action. Therefore, no fixed point being invariably

necessary, the repetition of the use of the word, east, is proved also in

those cases, even where tbere is no conjunction of the sun, as at night,

or at mid-day, etc. This is the import.—14.

Above continued.

' Upatkdra.-~Extending the same method to the use iof the other direction* alio,

he lays :

<tct *f$m srcM arafW* * ii * i *m ii

im Tatha, similarly, {falfff Daksina, south. fflfW), Pratlcht, west,

vfrft Udicht, north, n Cha, also.

15. South, West, and North also are similarly (dis-tim

guished).—94.
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In the very same way, the use of the term, South, arises from the
past, or future, or present conjunction of the sun with the mountain
situated in the south direction. The use of the West and North also

is to be similarly understood. Rightness and leftness (have their

technical or recognisod meanings, or) have been explained above.—15.

Above, continued.

UpaaMra.—Extending the very aamo method to the interval!) of direction also,

he »»ys :

qit* Etena, by this, fl/is-r* I^Tlf^, Digantanilani, intervals of Space or

Direction. «qp?qi<TlpT, Vyakhyatani, explained.

16. By this, the intervals of direction are explained.—95.

The use of South-East arises from the intermixture of the mark
of the East and the South direction. South-West, West-North, and
North-East are to be similarly understood.

It has been explained at length in Kandda-Iiahasyam (lit., the
secret of Kanada) that Space or Direction is that universal Substance
by which the above conjunctions of the sun are established.— 16.

Causes of Doubt or Disbelief.

UpatMra.—It has been already established that the characteristics, e. g. Colour, etc,
of the four * elements ' are essential, if they are prooodod by like Attributes in their oausos,
and if not, then they are conditional or accidental. The marks of the ' univorsal substanoes*'
whioh are devoid of any distinctive Attribute, have also beon stated. Now, tho mark of
Ether, i.t., Sound, should be examined. And hero we meet with the contradictory conclu-
sion* of the T&ntrikas. Some say that Sound is a Substanoo, and some call it an Attribute.
Even when they oall it an Attribute, it is eternal aooording to somo, while aooording to others
it is non-eternal. Others, again, distinguish even in Sound another Sound, whioh they oall

by the name, "S}>ho\a." Aooordingly, to begin the examination of Sound, he first of all

establishes Doubt itself, whioh is the first element or member of an examination, by its

eharaoteristio and cause, and says :

fPTl»WH?TTH Samanya-pratyaksat, from the perception of the Genus
or general property. W?faT9W^I<T Visesapratyaksat, from the non-precep-
tion of the Species or special property or differentia. fa^iflag^:, Vifiesa-

smriteb, from the reoollection of particulars, i. e., alternatives, si, Cha,
and. tfqq: Samsayah, doubt.

17. Doubt arises from the perception of (the object contain-

ing) the general property, the non-perception of the differentia, and
the recollection of the alternatives, all at once or in one act of

thought.—96.
1 Samanyapratyaksat ' means from the perception, i. e., apprehen-

Bion, of the object which possesses the general property, the affix
' matup,' signifying possession, having been elided. 'Visesapratyaksat'
means from the non-perception or non-apprehension of the property
whioh is the means of mutual differentiation, e. g., crooked, hollow, etc.

;
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and alao head, hand, etc. ' Visesasmriteh ' means from the recollec-
tion of the particulars, i. p.., the alternatives characterised as a trunk
and as a person. Recollection also includes apprehension by sense,
because, in some instances, bodies which are being perceived also
become the alternatives. The word ' cha ' brings together adriatam
(invisible consequences of voluntary conduct) etc., which are also* the
causes of Doubt.

It has not been said that an individual or particular property is the
source of uncertain knowledge. Nor has it been said that a particular or
special property, being the means of discrimination, is such a cause,
and that this differencial on from similar and dissimilar objects is

really the common property. Contradiction, again, consists of two
propositions arising from two opposite conclusions ; one being ' Sound
is eternal/ and the other being 'Sound is non-eternal.' Both of them as
well as both the forms of knowledge produced by them, do not together
become the source of Doubt, since they do not exist simultaneously.
Hence it has not been separately stated that there the cause of Doubt
is either the non-common property, such as Soundness, or the
common property, such as the being existent, the being the subject of
proof, etc.

Uncertain knowledge finds no place in the kindred system of

Gautama (i. e., Nyaya Philosophy), and so a non-common property
has been mentioned there as a cause of Doubt. Contradiction, t. e.,

two opposite propositions, containing as a rule a positive and a
negative statement, has been mentioned as a cause of Doubt. In the

commentary on Nyaya, Doubt has been described as five-fold, accord-
ing ay the fact that something is being perceived, or the fact that
something is not being perceived, is the cause of Doubt. Thus
Doubts may arise whether what is being perceived be existent,

whether what is being perceived be non-existent, whether thia

thing which is being perceived be existent or non-existent, whether
what is not being perceived be existent, such as a radish, a latch,

etc, and whether what is not being perceived be non-existent, as

a lotus in the air. But all these are really of the same kind, being
explained in the very same way by the expression ' from the perception
of the common property.' Again, the three-foldness of Doubt, according
to differences in its cause, as taught in the Nyaya- Varttika, is also not
possible, as tbe three, viz., common property, etc, themselves cannot be
causes on account of their variability. For heterogeneity should not
be supposed here, like heterogeneity in fire produced from grass ; a

strike-stick (arani) (i. e., where fire is kindled by striking two sticks

against each other), and a gem, because ex hypothesi the causality

consists of the common property of producing an effect defined by th©
characteristic of Doubt. The heterogeneity which is said to appear in

the form of referring primarily to the positive alternative, or primarily
to the negative alternative, etc., does not serve the purpose of a diffe-

rentia, as it is not sufficiently extensive, or wide.

Thus Doubt is neither three-fold nor five-fold, but is of one kind
only. The writer of the aphorisms, however, will himself explain its

two-foldness in another respect.

* 'Universal Substances ' are Ether, Space, Time, and Soul,
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It may be objected, ' Doubt is knowledge which produces the desire

to know.'—This is not the definition, as it overlaps uncertainty. Doubt
is knowledge which does not produce impression (samskara).'—This too
is common to unmodified or undifferentiated knowledge or state of cons-

ciousness ;
for, if it is a concrete knowledge, then Doubt also produces

an impression. Again though it is a 'class,' yet the quality of Doubt is

not a characteristic, for as the quality of Doubt does not reside in the
object containing the property (the perception of which is the occasion
of the Doubt

J,
the 'class' also does not appear there, since it is not found

that a ' class ' appears elsewhere than in what it classifies." To this our
reply is that from the definition of Doubt it follows that Doubt is know-
ledge of diverse and contradictory forms in respect of owe and the same
object—17.

Causes of Doubt or Disbelief—continued.

Upaikdra.—Doubt ia two-fold : that which relates to external objects, and that whioh
relates to internal objoots. And that whioh relates to extornal objects, is also tow fold :

where the objcot is visible, and where the objeot is not visible. Of these, Doubt, in whioh
the object is visiblo, may be illustrated as the uncertainty whether it bo a post or a person,

whioh arises on Booing somo objoot distinguished by height ; and Doubt, in whioh the objeot

is not visible, is such as whon on seeing tho horns only in the body of a oow or a gayal (Bos
gavreus), etc., whioh is concealed by the intervention of a bush, etc., the uncertainty arises,

"whether it bo a oow or a gayal." In faot, in tho latter oase also tho Doubt really relates

to tho property of the horn, i. p., whether the horns are tho horns of a oow or of a gayal. The
statement of tho two-folduoss of Doubt is however, a figure of speech. Now, the Genus (». e.,

Common property) which is the sour oo of Doubt, raises Doubt by being observed either in
more than one-object or ono objoot. Ho explains the first kind :

esw^ n * i * i ii

%fi Dristam, that which is seen. * Cha, and cgq^ drista-vat, Like
that which was seen.

18. And that which is seen, resembles that which was seen

—

(this also is the source of Doubt.)—97.

Height, which is seen, is the source of Doubt. ' Dristavat ' is formed
by ' vati/ i. e., the affix of similarity. Thus, something similar to the
reviously seen post and person, lies before. The meaning is that the
eight, which is observed in what lies before, is a source of Doubt, be-

cause it has been previously observed (in moro than one object).—18.

Causes ofDoubt or Disbelief.—continued.

Upaskdra.—~Jie illustrates the observed oomruon property whioh rolates to one objeot I

*roregfr*raressu^ ii r i * i a

fllOi Yatha-dfistam, that which has been seen in a certain form
•Wlftwm A-yatha-dristatvat, because it is not seen in that form, i
Cha, and.

19. (Doubt also arises), where that which has been seen in

one form, is seen in a different form.—98.

« The source of Doubt"—this completes the aphorism. The Word
« cha ' understands what has been said before. The meaning is that
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because an object is seen in a different form, therefore that which was
seen in a certain form, also gives rise to Doubt, as Chaitra who was seen
in a certain form, i. e., with hair on his head, is at another time seen not
in that form, i. e., with the hair removed. Then afterwards when the
very same Chaitra is seen with his head covered with a piece of cloth,
Doubt arises whether this Chaitra has hair or not. Here the identity
of Chaitra is the common property which gives rise to Doubt, and it is

seen in one object onlj. Therefore what is here the source of Doubt is

seen in one, undifferentiated object—19.

Above continued.

Upaskdra.—Ho saya that the very common property of being (cognised or) the object of
thought is the oause of Doubt :

fatirsfatnw: VidyA-a-vidyata, from science and uescienc. tr Cha,
and. *T<HJ: Santsayah, Doubt.

20. Doubt (arises) also from science and nescience.—99.

Internal Doubt really springs from science and nescience. For
instance, an astronomer predicts correctly, and predicts incorrectly,
eclipses of the moon, etc. Accordingly Doubt arises in his mind as to
his knowledge, whether it be accurate or not. Or knowledge is some-
times science, and sometimes nescience, i. e., wanting in proof

; and,
consequently, Doubt arises with respect to something, whether, ivas-
much as it is known, it be existent or non-existent.

The retention of the word, 'Doubt,' in the aphorism, indicates that
here, too, Doubt arises only from the perception of the common property,
and not from any other source. Thus the opinion held by some that

he uncertainty or inconstancy of cognition aud non-cognition alluded
to in the definition of Gautama, "Doubt is deliberation in expectation
of a differentia, due to the proof of the common properties as well as

of the properties of similar and dissimilar objects, the non-proof of,

or uncertainty as to, these properties, and also the uncertainty or in-

constancy of cognition and non-cognition," (Nyaya-Sutras I. I. 22), is

a different source of Doubt, is hereby refuted—20.

Vivfiti.—Here the affix 'tasi' in 'vidya-avidy&tas' is used in the

genitive sense. Therefore the expression means "of true knowledge and
false knowledge." And the doubt is whether it be true knowledge or

false knowledge. From the word 'cha,' 'and,' it follows that Doubt
as regards the object of knowledge also arises from the perception of

the common property. Thus, 'The mountain contains fire,' 'The lake con-

tains fire,' in these and other causes of true or false knowledge, the

Doubt, whether such knowledge be true or false, arises from the know-
ledge of the common property of their both being knowledge. In like

manner, after such Doubt, Doubt also arises whether the mountain con-

tains fire or not, whether the lake contains fire or not, etc., from the

knowledge of the common property of their being objects of knowledge.

Now, a contrary certainty, the proof of which has not been obtained, is

opposed to Doubt, and the Doubt whether it be true knowledge or falsa
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knowledge oporates to dispel such contrary certainty. And not that
such Doubt of itself gives rise to Doubt about the object of knowledge.

Sound—what ?

Vpajkdra.—Having thus elucidated the nature and characteristic of Doubt whioh is the
first member of an examination, he now explains the object Sound wbioh is the subject matter
of examination, and says :

WteWI: 6rotra-grahanali, of which ear is the organ of apprehension,

q: Yah, which, u4: Arthah, object, IJ: Sah, that. qs\: &abdah, sound.

21. Sound is that object of which the organ of apprehen-
sion is the Ear.— 100.

'&rotragrahanah' means that of which ear is the organ or instru-
ment of apprehension. 'Arthah' means that which contains properties.
So that tho definition has not the defect of over-extending to Sound-
ness, loudness, etc., Attribute-ness, Existence, and other properties
residing in Sound and capable of being perceivod by the ear. By the
word 'arthah' meaning that which contains properties, the possession of
a class property is intended

; hereby it is indicated that Sound called
'Sphota' (i, e., by which tho words of a sentence can convey a complete
sense), inherent in Sound, does not exist.

!

It may be argued as follows
; tiphota must be postulated on the

strength of tho intuitions, 'or.e word,' 'one sontence.' for the intuition
of unity does not arise in a word composed of several letters, nor in a
sentence composed of several letters. And the word sphota forms a
name or nominal on which the elucidation of the sense depends. The
letters individually do not at all produce the intuition of the meaning
of the whole sentence; their combination again is impossible, because
they speedily disappear, being uttered by one speaker

; therefore the
intuition of the sense of the whole arises from sphota only, because
elucidation of the sense does not take place without the knowledge of
it. And this sphota., although it is present in one and all the letters
standing as words, yet becomes manifest in the last letter." We reply
that it is not so. Conventional letters form words. Thus the sense
being intuited from the word in virtue of convention alone, what is the
use of sphota ? The use of the expression 'one word' is a pretence, inten
ded to denote the one property of making up one seuse, possessed by a
large number of letters. So also in the case of a sentence. If some
inner meaning of the word, beyond that of its component letters, could
be apprehended by perception, then the same might have been admitted
to be sphota. Therefore the author of the aphorisms has overlooked this
doctrine of sphota as being of no consideration 21.

Causes of Doubt with respect to Sound.

Vpaskftra.—Sound having thus appeared as an object which.oontains properties, it* being*
the mark or Ether depends solely on its being an Attribute. Therefor* to establish itl Attri*
bute-nees, he brings out the trilateral Doubt, and says ;
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3*nmffts Tulya-jatiyesu, in homogeneous things. Arthan-
tarabhutesu, in heterogeneous things ft?hw Visesasya, of the par-
ticular, i. e., the difference, or differentia, twn UbhayAtha, in both.
Ce?Tiq; Dristatvat, the being observed ; because it is observed.

22. (Doubt arises in respect of Sound), because its dif-
ference is observed both in (from) homogeneous objects and in

(from) heterogeneous objects.— 101.

" Doubt arises in respect of sound,"—is the complement of the
aphorism. Sound-ness and perceptibility by the ear are observed in
Sound. And this gives rise to Doubt whothor Sound be an Attribute,
or a Substance, or an Actiou, because ihe ' partcular,' i. e., difference
or divergence is observed both in homogeneous objects, namely the
twenty-three Attributes, and in heterogeneous objects, namely Subs-
tances, and Actions. But Doubt, whether it be a Genus, or a Species,
or a Combination, does not arise, inasmuch as difference in point of
being existent, being produced by a cause, etc., is observed.

It may be said, " A non-common property cannot be the cause of
Doubt by being the cause of indocision or uncertainty. And Sound-
ness as well as perceptibility by the ear is really a non-common pre
perty." We say : Truly its difference or divergence is common to homo-
geneous and hetrogeneous things, and so only this common difference
or divergence has been stated to be the cause of Doubt. Difference or
divergence, which is the counter-opposite of Sound-ness, is tho common
property

; and the characteristic of being the counter-opposite of the
difference or divergence belonging to both, in other words, Sound-ness,
is the non-common proporty. Therefore it has been said : " From the
observation of the difference in both.'' Here the observation of parti-
cular, i. e., the difference, in both, i. e., in homogeneous and heterogene-
ous things, constituting tho cause of Doubt, it becomes really the
common property 22.

Sound not a Substance.

Vpatkdra,.—Showing Doubt in this way, he says, in order to eliminate the alternate
of Substanoe-nesB :

WPTWIH Eka-dravyatvat, because it resides in one Substance. H

Na, not. jrwf Dravyam, Substance.

23. (Sound) is not a Substance, since it resides in one Subs-
lance only.— 102.

' Bkadravyam 'lis that which has one Substance ouly as its combi-
native cause. And no Substance whatever contains a single Substace
as its combinative cause. Therefore, owing to this difference in property
from Substances, this Sound is not a Substance. This is the meaning.
-23.
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Nor an Action.

Vpa$kdra.—It may be said, " Aotion ia suroly uni-substantial. Therefore Sound may
be an Aotion." So he says :

«T Na, not. nf> Api, also ^rrij. Karmma, action, sj^i^r/TOi^ Achaksn-

satvat, not being visible..

24. Nor (is Sound) an Action, because it is not an object of

visual perception.— 103.

Because the intuition of perception of Sound is not visual, i. e., ia

produced by an external sonse-organ other than the eye. So that the
import is that, like the quality of Taste, etc., Sound-ness also does not
reside in Actions, because it is a ' class ' wUch does not reside in the
objects of visual perception.—24.

Sound is transient, and not eternal.

Vpasbira.—If it is said that, as it speodity disappoais, like Throwing upwards, eto
,

thereftro Sound ia an Aotion ; so ho sayj :

Gunasya, of Attribute. Wl: Satah, being. Apavargah,

speedy destruction. ^Tiffa: Karmmabhih, with Actions. Sadharm-

myara, resemblance.

25. The resemblance (of Sound), although it is an Attribute,

with Aetions, consists in its speedy destruction.— 104.

' Apavargah ' means speedy destruction. And this, eveu in the case
of Attribute-ness, is dependent upon the incidence of a rapidly appearing
destroyer, in the same way as duality, etc., are. This constitutes only
its resemblance to Actiou*, and not its Action-ness. The quality of

undergoing rapid destruction which you (i. e-, the objector) advance as
as an argument, ia not one-pointed i. e., multifarious, because it is found
in Duality, Knowledge, Pleasure, Pain, etc, as well. This is the
import.—25.

Above continued.

Vpaakdra.—It may be said, " Let Sound be proved as an Attribute. Still it oannot be
the mark of the existence of Ether. For it would justify the inference of Ether, if it were
an effeot of it. But it is eternal instead Its oooasional non-oognition, however, is due to
the absenoe of something whioh oould reveal it." With this apprehension, he says :

fTH : Satah, of (Sound as) existent. fafflTOHl Lingabhavat, from the

Absence of mark.

26. (Sound dees not exist before utterance), because there is

no mark of (Sound as) evistent (before utterance),—105,
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For, if Sound were existent (before and after utterance), then there
would be found some ' mark/ i. e., additional proof, of it as existent.
But in the state of non-hearing, there is no proof that Sound exists.
Therefore it is only an effect, and not something which requires to
be revealed only.—26.

Above continued.

Upaskdra.—'Ho cays that for this reason also, it (Sound) iu not something whioh only
requires to be made known :

*

frat«f*irH Nitya-vai'adharmmyat, owing to difEerence in property
from what is eternal.

27. (Sound is not something which only requires to be
brought to light), because it differs in property from what is-

eternal.— 106.

Tlie difference of Sound from what is eternal, is observed. Where-
as, as in " Chaitra speaks," the existence of Oliaitra, Maitra, etc., even
though they are covered from view, may be inferred from their voice ;.

and whereas that which reveals, e. g., the lap, etc., is never inferred
by that which ia revealed, e. g.. the water-pot, etc. ; therefore Sound
is only a product, and not something which requires to be brought to
light. This is the sense.—27-

Above continued.

Upaskdra—Pointing out.the objections to lits being something to be revealed only ha
now states the ground of its boing non-eternal :

wfnsj: Anityalj, non-eternal. Cha, and. «rf A yam, it. VKWf: Kara-

natah, from its having a cause.

28. And Sound is non-eternal, (because it is observed to be
produced) by a cause.— 107.

" Because its production is observed,"—this is the complement.

For Sound is observed as issuing out of the (temporary) conjunction

of the drum and the drum-stick, etc. So that it is non-eternal, because

it has a production (or beginning). Or " From a cause " may imply
the reason that it has a cause.—28.

Above continued.

Upasltdra.—Lest it might be said that the possession :of a oause is disproved in Sound by-

its very nature, so he says :

«l Na, not. * Cha, and. wfeq? ABiddham, disproved, VikArAt

from change.
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29. Nor is (the dependence of Sound upon a cause) dis-

proved by its modifications.— 108.

From observing the loudness, softness, and other modifications, it

should not be concluded that the possession of a cause by Sound is

thereby disproved. For a loud or soft sound is perceived according
to the hardness or softness of the beating of the drum with 'the drum-
stick, and the like ; whereas the loudness, etc., (»• e., the intensity)

of that which is made known, is not dependent on the loudness, etc.,

{». e., the intensity) of that which makes it known. Hence from its

undergoing modification according to the modification of the
cause, it is inferred to be a product, and not something to be revealed
only—29.

Above continued.

Upaikdra.—It may bs argued, " It ia the virtue of that whioh reveals, that it reveal*
in the form of intensity, aoftneai, eto. And it ia Air impelled by the drum and the drum-
atiok, eto., whioh, being intenae and aoft or alow (in velooity and volume), produoea like
peroeptiona," Henoe he says :

wft"!^ Abhivyaktau, in (the theory of the) manifestation or revela-

tion (of Sound). Dosat, from defect. Because there will be a defect.

30. (Sound is not eternal), because the theory that it requires

to be revealed only, will entail a defect.— 109.

On the theory of the revelation of Sound, the defect will arise that
(in each case) an invariable relation of the revealer and the revealed
will have to be admitted in respect of things co-existent and caj able
of being perceived by the same sense. But the invariable relation-ship
of the revealer and the revealed is nowhere observed of such things.
If it be not assumed here, then it will follow that on the manifestation
of one letter, say ha, all the letters will become manifest. The rejoinder
that an invariable relation of the revealer and the revealed is in fact
observed to obtain among the characteristic of being existent, the
charaoteristio of being a man, and the characteristic of being a Brah-
mana, which are also co-extensive and are revealed by their individual
difference, situation, and origin, is invalid. For they lack in Lei*.

g

co-extensive, inasmuch ai the extension of the characteristic of being
a man, or of the characteristic of being a Br&hmana, is not so large as
that of the characteristic of being existent 30.

Above continued (Production of Sound.)

Vpa*lcdra.—H» aaya that for the following reaaon alio 8ound ia not aomething whioh
requires to be revealed only :

tf^nwt amyog&t, from Conjunction. fe»rnmf Yibhagat, from Dis-

junction. * Cha, and. «Sf?{ SftbdAi, from Sound, v Cha, and.

•JKf/lj* fk: tfabda-nifpattib, production of Si und.
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31. Sound is produced from Conjunction, from Disjunction,
and from Sound also.— 110.

4 From Conjunction'

—

i. e., from Conjunction of the drum and the
drum-stick. ' Jb'rom Disjunction'—*. e., when a bamboo is being split up.

Here Conjunction is by no means the cause of the fust Sound, because
there is then no Conjunction- Therefore the Disjunction of the two
halves of the bamboo is the efficient or conditional cause, and the Dis-
junction of the halves and Ether is the non-combii.ative cause- And
where Sound is produced in a distant flute, and the like, there Sound
which is produced in the order of a current, reaches the portion of

Ether limited by the hollow of the ear, and thereby becomes heard,
therefore Sound is produced from Sound also—31.

Abcve continued.

Upatkdra.—Be brings forward another ground of its being non-sternal :

frff^ Lingat, from its mark. * Cha, and. m\w. Anityah, non-

eternal, qs;: Sabdah, Sound.

32. Sound is non-eternal, also because of its mark.—111.

The meaning is that Sound, consisting of letters (i. e., articulate

Sound), is non-eternal, because, while possessing a 4 class,' it is capable

ut beii.g perceived by the ear, like the Sound of a lute, etc*—12.

Arguments for the eternality of Sound.

Upaskdra.—Now, in order to confute the arguments, advanced by the oonolusionist (th*

Mlmamsa thinker;, in support of the eternality of Sound, he says :

*:*ikqrorat U * I * I \\ u

^T: Dvayoh, of both. 3 Tu, but. Jlfsit: Provrittyob, of the activities

or occupations. «T*(<T|<f Abh&vat, from the non-existence or absence.

33. (Sound is eternal), because (otherwise) the occupations

of both (the teacher and the pupil) will vanish out of exis-

tence.—112. #

The word ' tu ' cuts off eonncetion with the context, and introduces

the statement of an objection of the first party. The occupation or em-

ployment 4 of both,' ». «., of the teacher and the pupil i» teahing and

learning respectively, is observed. " From its non-existence or absence,"

i e., from the entailment of its non-existence. For teaching is an act of

irift or donation. The teacher makes a gift of the Veda to the pupil. If

it is something constant or fixed, then a donation of it is possible. The

second party may say, " A cow, and the like which are being given away,

are perceived as standing between the donor and the donee; whereas

4he Veda, etc., are not perceived an lying between the teacher and the

pap/7. Therefore teaching cannot fo 6 Son&tm" 0JW [l b, th inl
party's) reply is that they are perceived in the interval between the
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teacher and the pupil by the ear of a person standing there. Moreover,
the eternality of Sound follows from recurrence also. As in " He sees
the colour for five times," the recurrence or persistency of colour which
is constant or permanent is observed, so the recurrence or persistency
of Sound in " The anuvdka or paragraph has been read ten times,
twenty times,'' is proof of the constancy or permanence of Sound. And
•constancy or steadiness being proved, since nothing is known which
can destroy it, its eternality also is necessarily proved, on the principle
" What will afterwards destroy it which is constant or lasting all this
time ?" This is the import 33.

Arguments for the eternality of Sound—continued.

VpaikAra.—lia translates another reason urged in favour of the eternality of Sound :

swnQHRC Prathani&sabhat, from the word ' the first.'

34. From the word, 'the-first,' (it follows that Sound is

eternal).— 113.

The meaning is that the thrice recitation of the first and the last

mantra for kindling a sacrificial fire, as enjoined in the text, " The first

should be recited three times, the last three times," is not justified or

accountable without the steadiness of Sound.—34.

Bhdsya-^-reads II. ii. 34 as Prathamd-ddi-Sabddt while the meaning
remains unchanged. (Adi=and others, e. g., the second).

Above continued.

Upatkdra.—He translates another reason advanoed by the oonolusionist for the eternality

of Souud :

nwrpl<tfif*inn^ Sampratipatti-bhavat, from the possibility or existence

•of recognition, ^f Cha, and.

35. (The eternality of Sound follows), also from the pos-

sibility of recognition.— 114.

1 Sampratipatti-bhavat '—i.e., from the existence of recognition.

The word 'pratipatti ' (cognition) alone would have conveyed the sense

of recognition which is a particular kind of the former ; therefore the

prefix ' Sam' (in the sense of thorough-ness) implies certainty. Thug,
u He is reciting the very same poem which was recited by Maitra,"
u He is reading the same verse over and over again," " You are repea-

tedly Baying the same thing which has been said before," " You are

oven now making the very same statement which was made by you last

year and the year before," " It is that same letter ga"—on the strength

of the recognition of Sound in such cases, the steadiness or permanence
of Sound is proved—35.
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The same refuted.

ITpashtra.—Confuting all these reasons, he says :

*cf»l«ir: Sandigdhah, Doubtful. Uncertain. Inconclusive, *rfr Sati,

existing. Bahutve, plurality.

36. Plurality (of Sound) existing, (these arguments are)

inconclusive.— 115.

'Sandighah,' i- e ., not one-pointed. So it has been said, " Kasyapa
taught that a contradictory, unproved, or uncertain mark was no mark."
Thus it is oberved that there can be learning, repetition, and also re-

cognition, also if there is a plurality of diversity of Sound, thoreforo

these arguments are inconclusive. For, "He learns dancing," "He prac-
tises dancing." "He danced the same dance twice," "You are dancing the

same dance to-day, which you danced the other day," "This man also is

dancing the same dance which was danced by another dancer,"—in

these cases, learning, repetition, and recognition (of Action) are obser-

ved. But you (the conclusionist) too do not on this account admit the
permanence (or etemality) of dancing which is a particular kind of

Acti n g.—36-

Bhdsya :—reads II. ii. 38 as simply sandigdhah, supplying for him-

self the reason for the declaration there, and joins the latter part of it

to II. ii. 37, and interprets it to mean that in spite of plurality of indivi-

dual sounds, their definite enumeration is possible by means of reference

to their genera or types.

Counter objection stated and answered.

UpmMra.—lt may bo objeoted, ' Fifty letters ; an eight-lettered mantra ; a three-lettered

mantra : the eight-lettered metra, anuttubh ; eto.—How oan there be suoh uses of members,

when, the letters being non-eternal, there is a possibility of their being infinite in number

•ooording to the difference of utteranoe ? " So he says :

tfWWf: qWHM * II * H Hvs II

3?1t*t*: Samkhyabhavah, the existence or application of Number.

•<Bf«n*W Samanyatah,from Genus.

37. The existence of number (in Sound) is with reference

to the Genus.— 116.

The meaning is thai the existence of the number, fifty, etc., arises

from the class notion of ha, ga, etc. Although there might be an infini-

ty of ka'a, etc., the letters determined by the notions of fco, ga, etc, are

fifty, three, or eight, in the same way as Substances, Attributes, etc.,

are nine, twenty-four, etc., aUhough there may be an infinity of them

according to differences within the group of each of them. This is tne>

import.
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The objector may say: " This is that ga,"—This recognition itself

proves the permanence of Sound. Nor is it opposed by the perception,
4 Load ga, soft ga,' which conveys, contrary properties ; because loud-
ness, etc., are there due to external conditions. Nor is it to be main-
tained that there cannot appear any difference from the difference of

the external condition also
;
for, then, the crystal also will not shine as-

different, developing in the form of blue, yellow, etc., from the con-
junction of the China rose tdpifija, etc., nor will the face also, when
reflected as elongated, etc., in the sword-blade, jewel, and looking-glass,
appear to be different. If it be asked, To what does this property of

loudness, etc., belong, which influences ga ? We reply : It may be the-

property of Air, or of utterance, or of resonance. What is the use of

fixing upon the particular one amongst them ? You also admit that
loudness, etc., are natural distinctions, as the relation of high and low
amongst them cannot be established or explained by the notions of
ha, ga, etc."

We reply : It is not so. Because even when such contrary percep-
tion exists, viz., * ga is produced,' ' ga is destroyed,' ' ga which was just-

heard, does not exist,' ' the noise has stopped, etc., if this recognation.
does not then cease, then it must be supposed to relate to class-notions.
Otherwise such recognition coming to rest upon the permanence or
steadi-ness of individual Sounds, the above contrary perceptioi.s-

themselvejr would not be produced. Nor is this the property of Air,,

because'the properties of Air are not the objects of aural perception.
Nor again is it the property of the utterance ; for if utterance is only
Air, then the defect has been already pointed out ; if it is something
else, then nobody can say what it is. Nor again is it the property of
resonance, for loudness, etc., are perceived also in the resonance from
the conch, etc., even though ga is not found there. The naturalness of
loudness, etc., however, does not involve an intermixture of classes, for
its diversity is obtained from its being pervaded by the class-notion of
ga, etc., Moreover, there is a very distinct mode of distinguishing
forms in the ga'a, etc, utterer by male and female parrots and man,
as also in those uttered by a male and a female, as well as in those
uttered by those who are neither males nor females

; by which a parrot,,
etc., concealed from vision by branches, a screen, etc, are inferred.
But their being produced by external conditions does not arise from
external conditions which can be perceived, as in " a young woman
looking yellow with saffron." Nor is their being produced by external
conditions proved by argument, for no proof of such a conclusion
exists. So far in brief 37.

Here ends the second chapter of the second book in Sankara's
commentary oil the Vaisesika aphorisms.

Vivrtti—Some explain the production of Sound on the principle
of ripples and waves- According to them, the first Sound is produced
from the impact of a drum and a drum-stick, etc, within the limits of
that particular Space. Then outside that circle and within the confines,
of the ten quarters the second Sound is produced from the first, and
extends it. After that, beyond this seoond circle, and within the confine*.
of the ten quarters, the third Sound is produced from the second. And
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in the same way the production of the fourth and other Sounds should
be understood. Others, however, hold that the production of Sound
takes place o» the principle of the ball of the hadamba flower. In their
view, the second and other Sounds are neither, single nor confined to

the ten quarters taken together, but are produced ten-fold in ten-quar-
ters. (Thus the one is the theory of the successive production of single-

Sounds, while the other is the theory of the simultaneous production of
xnultiple Sounds). This is the difference.
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BOOK THIRD—CHAPTER FIRST.

Objects (f the senses.

Upaakdra.—Having thus in the seoond book completed i he examination of the external

Substanoea, the another following the order of enumeration, now proceeds to oonstruot a basis

(or an inouiry respeoting the Soul.

ufa^i: Prasiddhah, universally known, percoived. {(npimf:—Indri-

yarthah object of the senses.

1. The objects of the senses are universally known.— 117.

The objects of the Senses, e. </., Smell, Taste, Colour, Touch, and

Sound, are capable of being apprehended by the several external sens)-

organs. Amongst them, the universal cognition or experience of S >und

having been shown by the aphorism, " Sound is that object of which the-

organ of apprehension is the ear " (II. ii. 21). it is in like manner

demonstrated that Smell, etc, ending with Touch (i.e., Smell, Taste,

Colour, Touch) are universally known. Thus Smell is that object of

which the organ of apprehension is the olfactory organ ; Taste is that

object of which the organ of apprehension is the organ of taste ; Colour

is that object of which the organ of apprehension is the eye alone -

r

Touch is that object of which the organ of apprehension is the organ of

touch alone. And by the word, ' object ' there is, in all these cases,

denoted a real entity possessed of properties, and therefore the defini-

tions cannot be too wide by over-extending to Smell-ness, etc., and to

the non-existence of Smell, etc. Hence Smell-ness is the possession of

a sub-class of Attribute-ness, appearing in what is apprehended by the

olfactory organ. So also with rogard to Taste, etc. Consequently,,

supersensuous Smell, etc, are not left out.—1.

Vivfiti ' Prasiddhah,' means subject of ascertainment by per-

ception.
Mark of supersensuous object.

(Tpaikdra—Ho explains the application of the unirtrsal lexperienoe o* the objeots of the"

enses to the inquiry respeoting the Soul.

fpfffufafaf?! Indriyfirtha-prasiddhih, the universal experience of

the objects of the sen 3es. ifhrqiifco;: Indriyarthebhyah, from the senses-

and their object. vrafcrctq Arthantarasya, of a different object.

Hetuh, mark.

2. The universal experience of the objeots of the senses is-

the mark of (the existence of) object different from she senses and
their objects.—118.

' Hetuh,' *. «., Mark, ' Arthantarasya,' i, e.. of the Soul. * Indriyar-
thebhyah, i. e., from the senses as well as their objeots. The meaning-
it that it is the mark of the Soul which is a different object from Colour,
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etc., as well as from those which possess them. Though it is implied here
that only knowledge is the mark of the existence of the Soul, yet inas-
PttfMttfts there being a universal experience of the objects of the senses,
the flHtodiate presentation to the mind of Colour, etc., is more com-
monly Known, the mark of there being a Soul is described as constituted
by that universal experience." Mow this universal exj erience must
reside somewhere, either as an effect as a water-pot, or as an Attribute,
or as an Action. This universal experience, again, since it is an act in
the same manner as cutting is an act, must be produced by an instru-
ment. That which is the instrument of the universal experience is the
senses ; and the latter, being an instrument, must be employed by an
agent, as an axe and the like, are employed. Thus, that in which this
universal experience resides, and which employs the olfactory and other
organs for its instruments, is the Soul 2.

The body or the sfnses are not the seat ofperception.

Upnukdra.—Lett it be said, "Lot the body or the senses be tho foundation of the universal
experience or perception, because their presence and absence are more manifest as determin-
ing perception. What is the use of the .supposition of any other foundation? Thus, oonaoi-
oui-neBH is an attribute of the body, being its effeot, ilike its Colour, el o. The same should be
understood in the oase of its beirg an attribute of the senses ; " so he says :

*T: Sah, that, i. e., perception. SH^jr: Anapadesah, the semblance
or simulacrum of a mark ; a false mark.

3. Perception (as a mark inferring the body or the senses as
its substratum) (is) a false mark.— 119. •

* Anapadeiah' mea-is the appearance or semblance of an ' apadesa,'
i. e , mark. Thus the meaning is that the being an effect of the body or
the senses is the mere semblance of a mark, inasmuch as such an argu-
ment applies to the cognition produced by a lamp is therefore not-one-
pointed, ». e.,, multifarious—3.

Bhdaya.—The sense or the object cannot be a mark for the inference

of the Self.

4-bove continued'.
i

Upask&ra.—It may bo rejoined; "' By ' the being an effeot of the body or the senses * is

meant the being an effeot of them only in so far as they are determined by the oharaoteristio

of consciousness ; whereas the whole of consciousness 1b not the effeot of the lamp, eto. There-
fore there is no indeterminateness of fluctuation." So he says :

jiK^ffH li, Karanajfian&t, because the causes' or constituents are

devoid of cognition or consciousness.

4. (The body or the senses cannot be the seat of perception),

because there is no consciousness in the causes (•'.*., the component
parts, of the body).—120.
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It is meant (that the body or the senses cannot be the seat of per-

ception), because of the absence of consciousness in the hands, feet, etc,

or in their parts, which are the causes, i.e., components of the body. For
it is observed that the particular attributes of Earth, etc., are preceded

by like attributes in their causes. In like manner, if there existed

consciousness in the components of the body, it might possibly exist

also in the body. But this is not the case. Jt cannot be urged that
consciousness may exist also in the components of the body ; for it

would entail the absence of uniformity in the actions of the body, since
uniformity is never observed amongst a plurality of sentient beings. It

would then also follow that, after the amputation of the hand, there will

be no more recollection of that which was experie iced within the limit

of the hand, according to the maxim, "One does not remember that

which has been experienced by another." Moreover, the supposition
would entail that, after the destruction of the body, there would be no
experience of the co isequences of the acts performed by the body, e. </.,

oausing hurt, etc., for certainly Maitra does not suffer the conseque ices

of the sins committed by Chaitra. And hence there would be a 1 anni-
hilation of acts performed, a id a 1 aoce^ion of acts not performed.—4.

The body or the senses are not the seat of perception, continue I.

Upatkdra.—It may be added in objeotion that oonaoiousness exiuta in a minute degree in
the ooinponents.of the body, whereas it is manifest in the body, and that therefore it oannot
be said that it is not preceded by a like attribute in the oause, nor does there arise the impos-
sibility of uniformity. Anticipating this, he says :

•jrrc$g Karyesu, in the effects. Jpi^ Jnanat, jbecause there would

be consciousness.

5. Because (there would be) consciousness in the effects.-—

121.

If, as a matter of fact, consciousness existed in the primary causes

of the body, namely the ultimate atoms, then it would also exist in the

water-pot, etc., which are the effects originated by them also. Moreover,
consciousness would exist in products such as water-pots, etc, also

because the particular attributes of Earth pervade all terrene ex-

istence. But consciousness is not observed to exist in these

products.—5.

The body or the senses are not the seat of perception, continued.

UpaslcAra.—In anticipation of the further rejoinder that oonsoiouinessj mty in reality

exist, in an imperceptible degree, in the water-pot, etc, also, he says :

ii \ i \\ \ ii

TOTO^ A jBanat, because it is not known. ^ Cha, and.

6. And because it is not known (that any minute degree of

consciousness exists in the water-pot, etc).—122.
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The meaning is that there is no consciousness in the water-jarr

etc, inasmuch as it is not known by any means of knowledge. If you.

admit that which is beyond the range of all means of knowledge, then
you will have to admit also that a hare has horns, and so on. For, by
no kind of evidence, is it known that consciousness exists in the-

water-jar, etc—6.

Vivfiti.—It is more proper to conceive some one other substance as

the seat of consciousness than to imagine a plurality of consciousness
in various portions of matter. This is the import.

On the theory that consciousness resides in the body, recollection

of what is experienced in infancy, will be impossible in youth, etc r

because of the non-existence of that which had the experience, since
the destruction of the infant-body must be observed by the destruction
of its material. Similarly, there would be no activity at sucking the
breasts on the part of a child just born, because of the impossibility
at that stage of the understanding that this is the means of attaining
the desi rable which is the cause of activity. According to the advocate
of the existence of a separate conscious being, the activity explained by
the possibility of reminiscence due to the impression produced by the
understanding in the previous birth that this is the means of attaining
the desirable. Recollection of other experiences in the previous birth-

does not take place owing the absence of appropriate external
stimuli.

Bhdsya.—reads III. i. 5 and 6 as one aphorism, and explains it in

the sense that as cognition is found within one effect, e. g., the body,
and is not found within another effect, e. </., a jar, therefore, it follows,

that there can be no cognition in their combinative causes (which must
be same in both cases).

Fallacious mark.

UpatlAra.—It may bo urged, " It has been affirmed that an employer (a presiding soul)

is inferred from the organ of hearing land other instruments. But this is not a legitimate
inferuuoo, for the auditory and other organs are neither identioal with, nor are produced,
by, tlto Soul, and, unless one of these alternatives be admitted, there|i8.no proof of the universal
oonoomitanoe or inseparable existence of these organs and the Soul ; and, unless there be such,
inseparable existenoe, there oan bo no inference." So he says in reply :

*T*% tlft^N^Ti: II ^ I \\ vs II

Anyat, something else. Eva, certainly. Hetuh, make,

{ft Iti, hence. Ipn^r: Auapadesah, no mark.

7. A mark is certainly something else (than that of which
it is a mark). Hence (a mark, which is identical with the thing
of which it is a mark, is) no mark (at all.)— 123.

The mark or means of proof can bat be something else than that
which is t > be proved. It cannot be identical with that which is to be
proved

; for, were it so, it would follow that the thing which is to be
proved, would have no difference from the means of proof. Therefore, a
means of proof, constituted by identity with that which is to be proved,
is no means of proof, ». e., no mark at all—7.
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Bhdsya.—Something quite different is the mark of inference of the
Self; the sense or the object cannot be such a mark. What this
' something quite different ' is, is dejlsred in the eighteenth aphorism
of this chapter.

Faltacioua mark—continued.

Upatkdra.—It be may said, "As the Soul is not identical with the auditory and other
organs of sense, so there is no produotion of the latter from the former. For the aeuseorgana

of hearing, eto., are not produod from the Soul, as smoke is produoed from fire " So he says :

(Wqfart Arthantaram, any one thing : ft Hi, because. *mfaTWr Arth-

antarasya, of any other thing. *pn^r: Anapadelh, not a mark.

8. (Although a mark is quite different from that of which
it is a mark, still they are not wholly unconnected), for, any oi.e

thing cannot be a mark of any other thing.— 124.

Because, as the effect, e. g., smoke, etc., is a different thing from
an ass, so it is also a different thing from its cause, e. g., fire, etc. So
that in the absence of any distinction in respect of being a different

object, a particular nature is the regulative principle here, whereby
the smoke daes not infer an ass, but only fire. And if that nature
belongs to any thing other than the effect, then that too really becomes
a mark. Thus an effect cannot be a mark, if it is devoid of the parti-

cular nature intended here. Thus, identity and causation only cons-
titute inseparable existence or universal concomitance ; these two are
reduced into inseparable existence

;
or, io is co-ordinate with them as

the principle of inference ; or, its apprehension is dependent upon
the apprehension of the above two only. Hence the aphorism is only
the statement of an argument for causing confusion to the disciples

in the above way. This is the import— 8.

Marks of inference.

CpatkAra.—Now, in order to make it clear that' universal eonoomitanoe or inseparable

oxistenoe may be found elsewhero than in the oases of identity and oausation, lie tays :

vfift WMK^-^WMlft f^tfa * M I t I & II

tfqtft Samyogi, the conjunct, tytjqift Samavayi, the combined or in-

herent. qrjn*I
t

'£r*r<n$r Ek&rthasamavayi, the combined together in oi e

thing, or co-inherent, fttlfc Virodhi, the contradictory.

9. The conjunct, the combined, the con-combined, and the

contradictory also (are marks of inference).— 125.

" The body has skin, because it is the body"—here the mark is

the conjunct or the contiguous. For skin is described as a natural in-

tegument of matter capable of growth and decay. And it is neither an
effect nor a cause of the body, but merely produced together with the

body and in invariable conjunction with it. Similarly, the combined is
'

also a mark. For instance, " Ether possesses Magnitude or extension,

beoause it is a Substance, like a water-pot, etc." ; here Magnitude or
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extension which is to be proved is proved by the property of Substance-
ness which is in essential combination with Ether. Or, to take another
example. The extension of an atom, a particular form or limit of exten-
sion or Magnitude is proved by this that the relativity or degree of
•extension or Magnitude must somewhere cease

;
whereby the ultimate

atom is inferred as that in which the limit of extension rests.

The inference of Ether by Sound, etc., and the inference of the Soul
by knowledge, etc., are infere ices of the cause by the effect ; so that
they are not instanced here.—9.

Marks of inference—continued.

VpatkAra—Tiie author of the aphorisms illustrates the co-inherent or coexistent

xi) irk.

^4 II ^ I t I H'

qrTtq Karyyam, an effect. VimfauW Karyyantarasy*, of another offect.

10. One effect (may be the mark of inference) of another
effect.— 126.

An effect e. g., Colour, is the mark of another effect, e. g-, Touch.
This is merely illustrative. Thus, that which is not an effect, e. g., the

unity of Ether, is a mark of the individual separateness of Ether, and
so in the case of its extreme largeness.—10.

Above continued.

Upaskdra.—Ko illustrates the oontradiotory mark.

frfranp ^Jj-TCT M III H II

fa^tfa Virodhi, the contradictory, spjff Abhutam, the non-existent,

or non-product, or that which has not taken place. iflRft Bhutasya, of

the existent, or that which has taken place.

11. The opposite, i.e., the non-existent (is a mark) of the

existent.—127.

That which has not taken place, e. g., a shower,|is a mark of that which

has taken place, e. g-, the conjunction of air and clouds, (where clouds

being dispersed by air, showers do not take place). So also is the

recitation of a mantra which is the contradictory or counter-agent of

a tumour, etc. Thus that which has not taken place, i. e., has not been
produced, e. g., a tumour, etc, is the mark ef that which has taken
place, e. g., the recitation of a mantra or sacred text, (where a tumour is

prevented by the recitation of the appropriate mantra).— 14.

Marks of inference—continued.

UpaihAra.—Re gives another illustration of a oontradiotory mark :

«£f Bhutam, that which has taken place. H^TPI Abhutasya, of thai
'which has not taken place.
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12. That which has taken place, (is a mark) of that which
has not taken place.—128.

That which has taken place, e. g , a tumour, etc., is a mark of that

which has not taken place, e. </., the, recitation of a mantra- So also that

which has taken place, e. g., the conjunction of air a id cloudsis amark
of that which has not taken place, e. g., a shower. Similarly that which
has taken place, e. g., a bum, is a mark of that which has not taken
place, e. g., the application of a gem, etc., to destroy the burnii g pcwer
of the fire. Similar instances should be understood.—12.

Above continued.

Upatk&ra.— Ho illustrates another oontradiotory mark :

^ \\\\ \\\\ u

»JW: Bhufcah, that which has taken place Bhutasya, of that
which has taken place.

13.—That which has taken place, (is a mark) of that which
has taken place.—-129.

There is sometimes inference of an existing contradictory from an-
other existing contradictory ; as when, On seeing a snake swelling with
anger, it is inferred that i>here is a;i ichneumon behind a bush. In this
case, the snake excited is that which is, existei t, ai d the ichneumon
hidden by the bush is also in existence. Therefore, an existent,
as the mark of another existent object. On the other hand, a shower
cannot exist at the same time as the conjunction of air and clouds,
nor can tumours, etc, co-exist with the recitation of mantras.—13.

Marks of inference—continued.

UpatkArc.—Now he shows the importance or use of the above recapitulation :

aftrfc^l^rtfj, Prasiddhipurvakatv&t, because preceded by (the re-

collection of) the 'pervasion' or universal relation, snfotflsq Apadelasya,
of the mark.

14. (These are valid marks), because the characteristic of an
inferential mark is that it is preceded by (the recollection of the)
universal relation (of itself and of that of which it is a mark).

—

130.

' Prasiddhi ' means recollection of universal relation. 1 Apadesa *

denotes a mark. Therefore the mark attended with the recollection of
universal relation, is described by that member of an argument which
states the mark, or by that member which states the deduction ; so that,
the mark is, as has been stated, preceded by recollection of universal
relation. Thus universal relation, (i. e., a true major premiss) exist*
in all these oases of inference of an agent by the instruments suchaa
he organ of hearing, etc., and of the Soul as their substratum by the
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attributes such as knowledge, etc.; whereas there is no universal rela-

tion in the inference by which you (f. e., the opponent) have sought to

establish knowledge as a i attribute of the body, through the mark
that it is an effect of the body. This is the import.

It may be asked, what is this universal relation ? It is not merely
inviolable relation ; for, in the case of inference from cause to effect,

it is not known that inviolable or invariable concomitance is the being
not the ground of the co-existence of the absolute non-existence of

that which has to be proved, and because inference from cause to effect

it is impossible that invariable concomitance is the not being the seat
of that which is not the seat of that which has to be proved, and
also be jause snuke, etc., are the seat of that which is not the seat of

-that, whatevei it may be, which has 4;o be proved.

Nor is it inseparable existence, for that is either the non-existence
of the mark i i the absence of that which is to be proved, or existence
•of the mark after deduction has been drawn from that which it to be
prove 1. It cannot be said that because sometimes there is non-existence
of smoke, also where no ass exists, and there is existence of smoke also

where an ass exists, therefore uniform agreement and uniform difference

are intended here ; because the very same uniformity is the subject of

enquiry. %

Nor -is it relation to a whole. If it be the relation of the whole of

the majojr term to the middle term, such relation does not exist even
in the case of smoke, etc., which are not equally pervasive as their

corresponding -major terms. Let it be relation of the whole of the
middle term to the major term ; but this is impossible, for there does
not exist in the whole of the middle term relation to a single major
term. Let it be relation of the whole of the major term to the whole
of the middle term. This also is not valid, for it is nowhere possible
that there should be relation of the whole of the major term to the
whole of the middle term, inasmuch as the individuals denoted by the
major and ths middle term are related each to each. And in the
case of the terms being unequally pervasive, there would be a want
of pervasion or universal relation.

Nor is the relation essential. For essence means either the nature

or condition of a thing, or (condition in itself, or production by itself).

=Now, if the nominal affix which converts * essence ' into the form
J essential,' has the sense of production thereby, then the definition

will be too narrow to apply to universal relation characterised as

•Combination. If the affix bears the sense of dependence upon it or
residing in it, in that case also the definition will be too narrow to

•apply to Combination, for combination does not reside in, t. «., depend
upon, anything whatever ; and also because even Conjunction neither

resides in, nor is produced by, smoke-ness, etc, which are the pro-
perties of the middle term.

Nor is the relation, non-aocidental or non-coditional. For an
upkdhi, accident or external oo idition, itself ia difficult to ascribe, and
were it easy to ascribe, would be difficult to conceive. And were it

easy to conceive, it would still involve ' mutual dependence ' or
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' reciprocity ' or argument in a circle, for there being pervasion of

the major term, the conception of the non-pervasion, etc., of the middle
term would depend upon the conception of the universal relation.

Nor is universal relation mere relation. Per, though variable
relation also appears as universal relation, though its reference to

particular place and particular time, jet, as the knowledge of it does
uot govern the inferential process, it is, therefore, required to deter-
mine that universal relation only which, by being known, will become
the means of inference.

Nor is universal relation co-existence with the major term which
is not the counter-opposite of the absolute non-existence appertaning to
that which contains the middle term, (i. e-, the minor term; For fire-

also is the counter-opposite of the absolute non-existence, presei t in

that which has smoke, since it is not that in a kitchen hearth there is-

not the absolute non-existence of volcanic fire. In such ,%n intance
as "This has conjuncetion, because it is a Substance," the definition

would become too narrow, as the absolute non-existence of Conjunction
would be co-extensive with the mark or means of inference. It cannot
be said, Universal relation is co-extension with the major term which
is not the counter-opposite of the absolute non-existence which is-

oo-extensive with itself and which is the contradictory of the counter-
opposite, because the absolute non-existence of conjunction falls short
of being the contradictory of the counteropposite." For the absolute
non-existence of conjunction also is the contradictory of the counter-
opposite ;

otherwise, it would be useless to imagine differences of
delimiting circumstances for differences of delimitations are not
imagined for the purpose of showing the states of being produced and
non-eternal.

Nor is universal relation the not being the foundatio • or substratum
of non-co-extension with the major term ; for in the inference from
cause to effect, there ia not konwn any such non-co-extension with the
major term. It is in fact another form of being th-> foundation of that
which is not the foundation of the major term.

Nor is the universal relation of a thing the possession of the form
which determines its relation to something else, for the characteristic
of fire also has the function of determining relation to or the co-
extension of smoke. It cannot be sait that because of wider extension
this is not the case ; for it is obsevred that, that which determines, the
pervasion (e. g., fire) has a wider extension (in other words, fire exists

where there is no smoke), and the characteristic of Smoke also has a
wider extension inasmuch as there exists smoke pendant ou the surface

of the sky e. g., in clouds). If therefore, a qualification be added for
the purpose of excluding such instances, then it must, be allowed that,

that whioh determines the characteristic of being the middle term
(vy&pya) the same is intended to determine the characteristic of being
oo-extended, and hence there is the fallacy of self-dependence (dtmdtra-
ya). The view also that two things are universally related, when the
one possesses the form of determining the co-existence of the other in a>

common substratum,, is fallacious in the same way.

In reply to the above objections, we may prooeed to state aa
follows i pervasion or universal relation is a non-accidental relation;
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while by the being non-accidental is meant co-existence in the same
substratum with a variably present sddhya or that which has to be
proved (i.e., the major term which is predicated of the minor, in the con-
clusion), of all those in which the mark or middle term is sometimes
present and sometimes absent, or co-existence in the same substratum,
with a sddhyd co-existent with the absolute non-existence of the counter-
opposites of all those which are the counter-opposites of the absolute non-
existence co-existing in the same substratum with the mark. The mean-
ing of the two expressions is co-existence in the same substratum with
the sddhya which is not pervaded by anything that does not pervade the
sddhana or the middle term ; in other words, it is the characteristic of
being pervaded by all that which is pervasive of the sddhya. It may
be said that this is difficult to understand from the relative com-
pound which has been employed here. For this reason there is reed of
observation and argument also. In other words, pervasion, vydpti, is

co-existence in the same substratum with the sddhya which is not the
counter-opposite of the absolute non-existence co-existing in the same
substratum with the sddhana. By absolute non-existence is intended
that which possesses the counter-opposite determined by the genera of
fire-ness, etc., Therefore, even though in the smoke of the kitchen
hearth there is co-existence in the same substratum with the absolute
non-existence of mountain fire, yet it is no fault, because there never
•rises the intuition that there is not fire in that which has smoke.
Snbstanceness, however, is never co-existent in the same substratum
with the absolute non-existence of the charateristic of being in con-
junction, for we never have the intuition that substance is not con-
junct, because, although conjunctions singly do not appear in that
which is the subject of pervasion, yet the generic quality of being
conjunct appears in that which is the subject of pervasion, and is

itself pervasive.

Objection.—But the being non-accidental implies the absence of
accident or adjunct, upddhi ; and upddhi itself is difficult to obtain.

Answer.—It is not so. Because the characteistic of upddhi belongs
to that which does not pervade the sddhana, i. e., the middle term, while
it does pervade the sddhya, i. e., the major term. So it has been said,
" upddhi is that which is dependent upon another upddhi, (for determin-
ing non accidentality), in the case of the sddhana, and which is not
dependent upon another upddhi, (for determining non-accidentality),
in the case of the sddhya."

Objection.—But the definition does not include an upddhi which is

only n on -pervasive of the sddhya. For example, Air is perceptible, because
it is the substratum of touch which is perceptible. Here the possession
of developed colour is such an upddhi. So also is the characteristic of
being produced by eating herbs (which might produce blackness), in,
*' He is black, because he is the son of Mitrft " (a low-born woman). For,
the possession of developed colour is not pervasive of perceptibility,
since it does not exist in the perception of the Soul as well as of Attri-
bute and Action ; nor is the characteristic of being produced by eating
herbs pervasive of blackness, since it does not exist in the case of the
blackness of the black orow, cuckoo, cloud, black-berries, etc.
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Answer The objection is not valid. For, that which is non-perva-
sive of the addhana, while it is pervasive of the sddhya as finally deter-

mined,—the same is intended as the upddhi. And a sddhya becomes
finally determined, when it is determined by a property, by determina-
tion by which the pervasiveness of the upddhi remains unbroken. In the

instances given the possession of developed colour is pervasion of per-

ceptibility by the determination or limitation of external substantiality,

and is apprehended by agreement and difference. As regards the second
instance, it has been ascertained in the works of Charaka, Sufiruta, and
other medical writers, that the characteristic of being produced by
eating herbs is pervasive towards the sddhya determined by the black-
ness of a person, which can be produced (artificially). Other cases

should be similarly understood.

Objection—Still it is not the meaning of the word, updphi. An
upddhi is something the property of which shines in another object, e.g.,

a China rose, etc., in reference to a crystal, etc In the case of an un-
equally pervaded upddhi, there being absence of the characteristic of

that which can be pervaded, its property cannot shine in the approved
sddhana.

Answer.—This is true. The primary use of the word, upddhi, is

only where it is equally pervaded (as the sddhya), e. g.,in the possession
of fire produced from moist faggots, (for wherever there is such fire,

there is smoke, and vice versa). In other places, its use is secondary.
The secondary sense infers variation, or deviation, according to the
rule that, that which deviates from the pervader of something, also

deviates from that thing. And there exists sddhana which doviates from
the upddhi which is pervasive of the sddhya. Hence, that the sddhana
deviates from the sddhya, and that, that which is not pervaded by that
which pervades an object, is also not pervaded by that object, together
infer that there is no proof of the characteristic of being pervaded, or
brings forward a contrary argument, satpratipaksa* there being proof
of the non-existence of the sddhya from the non-existence of the upddhi,
which is pervasive of the sddhya, in the paksa, i. e., the subject, which
is the minor term). So it has been said, " The disputant may bring
forward an upddhi, governing the sddhya finally determined, even
though it be divorced from the rule or determination of the sddhya
maintained by the speaker, such upddhi being equally (a means of
discrediting the conclusion, or) a source of satpratipaksa." And such
upddhi is brought forward by arguments adverse to the absonce of
arguments in favour of bddha obstruction, (i. e., the certainty of the
non-existence of the sddhya), and deviation (». e-> the non-co-existence
of the sddhana with the sddhya).

It has boen held that by the non-co-existence of which the non-co-
existence of the sddhana with the sddhya arises, the same is upddhi. But
here the instrumental case-ending is used to express neither instrument,
nor means, mode, nor mark. Nor is the construction to be completed
thus, By the non-co-existence of which being known, the non-co-existence
of the sddhana with the sddhya becomes known ; for the definition, not

* tatpratipaty* has been defined m " an argument which contains a oounter-mark oapable
of demonstrating the non-existence ef that whioh has te be prpv«d,".(w*<faJftrka-samf?raha).
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applying to an unknown upddhi, would not apply to upddhia in obvious
cases of non-co-existence. It is diffcult to ascertain it (i. e., upddhi}
significatively or by its significance, since it is impossible to formulate
or invent, an upddhi without (first) establishing the characteristic of
being the means of the inference of non-co-existence. The characteris-
tic of being other than the pakaa (or the subject of the conclusion),
again, though suffering from the characteristic of an upddhi, is yet not
an upddhi ;

for, it would involve obstruction to itself, e. g. } dubiousness
and not-one-pointedness in the paksa. For if there is no doubt about
it, then it is not a paksa ; if it is a pakaa, then doubt is necessary, and
consequently, dubiousness and not-one-pointed-ness become certain.

That which remains to be said on this topic, may be sought in the
Mayukha.—14.

Enumerration of fallaciea.

Upaskdfat—'Hiow, with a view to distinguish (logioal) marks (of inferenoe) whioh have,

gone before as well as those whioh will oome hereafter, from fallacious marks, he begins the
aeotion of fallaoies, acdlsays :

sjsiftra;: Aprasiddhah, unproved, vrq^r: Anftpedesah, a fallacious
mark. Asan, ti on-existent. ?rfo«*: Sandigdhah, dubious. 1 Oha, and.
tH^ifl : Anapadesah, A fallacious mark.

15. The unproved is a false mark ; the non-existent and the

dubious also are false marks.—131.

' Aprasiddhah, means that which is not pervaded or in universal
relation, and that the universal relation of which has not been observed,
and that which is in opposite universal relation, »'. e., the contradictory.
The word includes the two forms of the unproved, in point of universal
relation or being pervaded, and the contradictory. ' Asan ' means non-
existent in the pakaa or the minor term, i. e., that which has not the
property or possibility of residing in the pakaa or subject. And this is

due sometimes to the unreality of the form (attributed to the mark), and
sometimes' to the absence of uncertainty and the desire to prove 'as) in

the proof of that which has been already proved. ' Sandigdhah' means
that which causes the doubt whether the sddhya be existent or non-exist-
ent (in the subject of the conclusion). And this arises sometimes from
the observation of common property, sometimes from the observation of

a non-common property, and sometimes from the observation of the
mark accompanying the addhya as well as its non-existence. The first

is general multifarious, the second is particular multifarious, and the
third is inconclusive.—15.

Bhdsyi.—splits up III. i. 15 into two aphorisms : " Aptaaidhah
anapadeiah " and Aaanaaandigdhah cha anapadeSah."

Fallacy illuatrated.

Upatk&ra.—Of the above-mentioned false marks, he gives an illustration or a mark whioh
is fallacious because it is not pervaded by the denotation of the major term, also because it ia
contradictory, and also because it is notknown to exist in the form attributed to it

:

wtiftqlqD dwi m M i u U ii
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jRUIH—Yasmat, because, frfflft Vifani, (It) has horns. W?m> Tasmat,

therefore. VTJ Asvah, a horse.

16. Because (it) has horns, therefore (it is) a horse.—132.

Where, the body of an ass becoming the paksa or subject of the

conclusion, such confusion, as " This is what is a horse, because it has

horns," due to the observation of the negative co-existence (or, simply,

disagreement) that that which is not a horse is not horned as a hare,

a jackal, a man, a monkey, etc, prevails, there it is an example of the

not-pervaded, the unreal, and the contradictory marks (t. e., the

fallacies of non-pervasion, unreality, and contradiction).— 16.

Above continued.

Upcukdra.—Ho illustrates multifariousness :

qpTPT. Yasmat, because, ftwift Visani, (it) has horns. tfW^ Tasmat,

therefore, G-auh, a cow. ffil Iti, such, this. Cha, and. vftnfoTOS

Anaikantikasya, of a not-one-pointed or many-sided mark. *UTO[q(,
Udaharanam, an example.

17. And, "Because (it) has horns, therefore (it is) a cow,"
such is the example of a many-sided (mark).—133.

Where, taking a buffalo as the paksa or subject, it is concluded thai
it is a cow because it has horns, there is general many-sided-ness. But
when it is concluded that Ether is eternal because it is the seat of
Sonnd, then there is particular many-sided-ness. So also in such ex-
amples as " Sound is non-eternal because it is sound," there being ne
universal relation, there is only particular many-sided-ness. But when
the sddhya or the middle term is proved (to exist) only in the pasha or
the minor term, by bringing forward arguments which exclude vipaksa*
or contrary instances, it is then, that is, when co-existence with sapakfaf
(or objects of the same class as the paksa), becomes known, that the
mark of inference is a valid mark, for a paksa $ also must be a sapaksa.

There, (». e., in the fifteenth Sdtram above), the unproved is that
which is not proved by pervaded appearance in the paksa. And it is

three-fold : (a) unproved in point of being pervaded, (6) unproved as
suoh or by itself, (t. e., in respect of the form attributed to it), and (c)

unproved by substratum or situation. Of these, the unproved in point
of being pervaded, is that of which the pervasion or invariable co-exist-
ence has not been observed, whether from the non-observation of
actually existing pervasion, or from the non-existence of pervasion.
Hence the non-existenoe of favourable arguments, etc, are different
kinds of the unproved. And this invalid mark has a thousand divisions
acoording to the diversity of impossibility of predicate, impossibility of

* Vipakfa is that wherein the non-existence of that which has to ho prored, it oertain.
t Sapakfa is that wherein the exiatenoa of that which hat to be proved, it oertain.
t Patfa or subject, it that wherein the existence of that which has to be proved, i»

doubtful. .... ... ,
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subject, impossibility of both, uncertainty and impossibility of predicate,
uncertainty And impossibility of subject, uncertainty and impossibility
of both, and so on. And in all these oases, only absence of proof can be
discerned.

Here the idea is this : The mark of inference is of three kinds only,

according to its division into the purely positive, the positive-and-

negative, and the purely negative. Amongst these, the purely positive

is an attribute belonging to all subjects of attributes, (. e., objects) ;

e.g., knowableness, nameableness, qualifiability, predicability, absolute
non-existence of annihilation in attributes etc., destructible by the
destruction of the subtratum of the absolute non-existence of eternal
.substances, etc For, no such thing exists, as that in which these
attributes do not exist. The characteristic of the purely positive, there-

fore, is that it penetrates everywhere, or that it is the counter-opposite
of absolute non-existence. Though these exist in themselves also,

.(and so that uniformity of the mutual distinction of the container and
the contained, is violated), that in no fault ; for it has been said, " In
the case of appearance or existence (of one thing in another), recourse
should be had to proof, and not to that which establishes difference and
non-difference."

That mark is purely positive, of which the sddhya is purely positive.

Of this there are four forms, namely, existence of the pakfa, existence
of the sapaksa, unobstruotedness, and the not being confronted with a
jsatpratipaksa or equally valid argument to the contrary, which are the
means of leading to inference. The same, together with the non-exist-
ence of the vipakfa are the five forme of the positive-and-negative.
With the exception of the existence of the sapakfa the remaining are
the four forms of the purely negative. That mark, therefore, is a mere
semblance, i. e., a false mark, which is void of one or another of all the
forms which, as a true mark, it might possess as the means of leading
-to an inference. Accordingly, the characteristic of being a false mark
or fallacy, is the being void of one or another of the forms which are
the means of leading to an inference. Hence doubt also, like certainty,
about the voidness of one or another of these forms, is an obstruction
•to inference, and proof of the inconclusiveness of the mark put forward
by the speaker. But the purely positive and purely negative mark* do
not become fallacies by being void of one or another of their forms

;

because, in the case of the purely positive, non-existence of the vipakfa,
and in the case of the purely negative, existence of the tapakaa, lack
"the characteristic of being the means of leading to an inference. Simi-
larly, the unproved by situation («. g., a castle in the air), the unproved
by itself (e. g., a golden lion), and the unproved in part, are fallacies

"by reason of the absence of that form which is existence of the pakfa ;

the unproved in point of being pervaded, the contradictory, and the
.general many-sided, are fallacies by reason of defect in that form
which is nonexistence of vipaksa; the particular many-sided and the
inconclusive'are fallacies by reason of defect as regards existence of
the sapakfa j the obstructed and the confronted with an equally valid
argument to the contrary, are fallacies by reason of the absence of
-the characteristics of not being obstructed and of not being confronted
^?ith an equally valid argument to the contrary . So also, accidental-
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ness and inapplicability do not lead to inference, because of the

absence of certainty of the non-existence of the vipaksa ; absence ,of

favourable argument, and unfavourable argument, also do not lead to

inference because of the absence of certainty of the non-existence of

the vipaksa. In like manner, apparent (but fallacious) examples,,

inadequate in regard to the sddhya, or in regard to the sddhana,.

or in regard to both, if invalid as being fallacies, are so through the-

uncertainty of the existence of the sapaksa. If they are fallacious by
themselves as being examples in appearance only, yet they are so

mediately through the mark which is the same uncertainty of existence-

of the sapaksa.

Marks of which the positiveness or agreement is not manifest, and
marks of which the negativeness or difference is not manifest, however,,

are resolved only into the insufficient, the inopportune, and the ground
of defeat.

Self-dependence, mutual dependence, circle in an argument, and
infinite regression, by unsettling the certainty of universal relation or

pervasion, become deficient in respect of one or the other of the forms,

of existence of the sapaksa and non-existence of the vipaksa, and there-

by acquire the nature of fallacies.

Amongst these fallacies, that is aocompanied with non-co-existence,,

which causes, doubt alternating between the existeace and the non-
existence of the sddhya. The contradictory is that fallacy which pro-
duces certainty of the non-existence of the sddhya. The unproved is

that which is void of pervasion, existence- in the paksa and proving.
According to Kasyapa, obstruction and- an equally valid argument to
the contrary are not independent fallacies. Of these, obstruction
resolves itself either as the unproved by situation, or as the many-
sided ; as it has been said, " In obstruction (bddhd), the mark is either

non-existent iu the paksa, or is many-sided." An equally valid argu-
ment to the contrary, also by causing doubt in respect of pervasion or
invariable co-existence, etc-, in other places, really resolves itself into
the many-sided, etc.

The writer of the vfitti, however, says that the word, ' cha/ in the
Sutram, WlfasctSTJ^fts^ *tfa*SF^K<l^r: (III, i, 15, ibid}, has the sense of
bringing forward bddhd (obstruction) and satpratipaksa (an equally valid
argument to tho contrary), and thereby follows the view of Gautama
as expressed in tho sUtram, " Fallacies are five, that which is accompanied
with non-co-existence, the contradictory, that which is identical with
the paksa that which is identical with the sddhya and that which is

post in time,"(Nyaya Sutram, 1. ii.4). But, from such statements as
" The contradictory, the unproved, and the dubious, declared Kasyapa,
are no marks," it appears that the Sutrakara, i. e., Kanada), himself
was inclined to uphold the threefoldness of fallacy. The word ' cha,>

however, has the object of bringing forward what has been stated
before.

This ; s the idea. I have not dilated upon it for fear of increasing;
the bulk of the book. More details should be sought in MayHkha—17.

Mark of .Inference of Soul.

Upathira.—He now points out the result of the analysis of fallacies :
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ndriya-artha-sannikarsat, from contact

•of the soul, the sense, and the object.^ Yat, which. Pimmift Nifpadyate,

is produced, fl^ jC^i that, SR?q^ Aayat, other, different.

18. That [i. e., knowledge) which is produced from the
contact of the soul, the sense, and the object, is other (than a false

mark).— 134.

From the contact of the soul, the sense, and the object, it is know-
ledge that is produced. And it is a mark of the existence of the soul,

and, as such a mark, is different from the unproved, the contradictory,
and the many-sided, that is to say, is not a fallacy. Thus, knowledge
is, in two ways, a mark of the existence of the soul ; either by the
inference that knowledge must reside somewhere, because it is an effect,

like colour, etc., or by assuming the form of recognition, e. g., " I who
saw am the same as I who am touching." In the former case, effectness

belonging to knowledge is not unproved, bocause of the assertion
" (that) which is produced ;" nor it is contradictory, for here, as in all

other instances of analoguous inference or inference from a sdmdnya-
todrista or commonlj -observed mark, there can be no contradiction;
nor is it many-sidad, for the very same reason. So that by means of
the commonly observed characteristic, appertaining to it, viz., of being
an effect or an attribute, knowledge truly becomes a mark of the
•existence of the soul. Recognition, again, resiling from other agents,
resolves into having but one agent or cause.

(The Bauddha theory criticised.)
f

Objection—Recognition may be also due entirely to the relation of
effect and cause subsisting between understanding and consciousness.

Answer—This cannot be, as it would entail recognition also, of the
understandings of the disciple and the preceptor.

Objection.—But relation of the matter (i.e., knowledge which causes
activity or inclination) and the form does not exist there; and that
relation is the exciting cause of recognition.

Answer.—'Matter,' having the property of Substance, cannot
possibly exist in the understanding (which is an attribute). Even if

its existence were possible, understandings being momentary, recogni-
tion of what was perceived before, would not be possible. For, no
impression is thrust into subsequent understandings by a previous
understanding, since you do not admit the existence of an abiding
impression. And if it consists of the form of a stream of temporary
understandings, it cannot be the oause of recollection at another time,

nor of recognition.

Objeetion The stream of subjective consciousness, which is really

different from the stream of objective consciousness, is that which re
collects as well as that which recognises.
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Answer—If it is permanent, then our obeject is fulfilled. If it is of"

the form of a stream of temporary understandings, then it has not yet
freed itself from the fault already pointed out ; for then even there-
can be no permanent impression. Moreover, proof is wanting that it

is something different from objective consciousness.

Objection—Proof is supplied by the stream of understandings, ' I
am,' « am,' and so on.

Answer—May be. But if here states of objective consciousness-
take in or receive as their matter, only the subjective consciousi.ess,.
then, in the absence of the characteristic of being the matter, frqm the
states of objective consciousness, their efficient causality also will
disappear ; for efficient causality is derived from the characteristic of
being pervaded by the characteristic of the material cause.

Objection—Let there be no efficient causality also.

Answer—In that case, their existence also is gone. For the cha-
racteristic of an entity or real substauce is that it is the means of
serving necessary purposes.

Objection—Both the streams are received, as material, jointly by "

the stream of objective conscioust.ess and the stream of subjective-
consciousness.

Answer.—If it is so, then what fault has been committed by con-
junction of wholes made up of parts, etc., when you also admit that
a cause can operate at a different place ?

Therefore, recognition proves, as being permanent, the soul which
is inferred by knowledge, as its substratum. Hence nothing remain*
unproved.

Or, the sUtram, »TW»jPgUR%foref^ qfasw^ >s calculated to-

refute the Sdiitkhya theory that the understanding, being eternal, is-

not fit to infer the soul as its cause. It should be, then, interpreted
thus : what you call the principle or entity, viz-, the understanding, is-

nothing but knowledge
; for, there is the atatement of synonyms,

namely, " understanding, comprehension, knowledge." And it i»
produced from the contact of the soul, etc., and is really other than
the inner sense the existence of which you admit. This is the meaning.
The import, therefore, is that that dees become the mark of the ex-
istence of the soul 18.

Vivriti.—He gives another proof of the existence of the Soul :

From 'contact, i.e., of the mind with the 'object of the sense,' which
is the 'soul,' in other words, from the conjunction of the soul and the-

mind, the 'knowledge which is produced,' in the form of "1 am happy,"
eto.j is 'different,' »'.e., other than inference, as a proof of the existence-
of the Soul. This is a roundabout way of indicating that knowledge
produced by the cognition of the soul and the mind, is perceptual,,
since the definition of perception is knowledge produced from the*

contact of the senses ond objects. Altough such perception does not
prove the soul as different from the body, etc., yet, as it proves th»
-aoul in general, it is unobstructed. This is the- import.
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Or, the sUtram states that the mark which infers the soul, is not a

false mark.
Marks of Inference of other Souh.

Upaskdra.—Having deaoribed the inference of one's own soul, he now shows the

inference of other souls :

Rfftflryft Pravritti-nivritti, activity and inactivity, occupation and
withdrawal. * Gha and. wnnWfft Pratyag-atmani, in the in-going or

in-dwelling soul, in one's own soul. CC Dfiste, observed. <m Paratra,

elsewhere, of other souls, faf^ Lingam, mark.

19. And activity and inactivity, observed in one's own soul,

are the marks of (the existence of) other souls.—-135.

'Pratyag-atmani' means in one's own soul. 4 Pravritti-nivritti' are

particular volitions caused by desire and aversion. By them are

produced bodily actions, characterised as ^ET or muscular motion, of

which the objects are the acqiaition of the agreeable and the avoidance
of the disagreable. So that, on observing muscular motion in another

body, the inference of another soul takes place in the following man-
ner. This muscular motion must have been produced by volition,

because it is muscular motion, as is my muscular motion. And that

volition, is the product of a soul, or is seated in a soul, because it is

volition, as is my volition.—19.

Here ends the first chapter of the third beok in the Commentary
of Sankara upon the Vaisesika Aphorisms,
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BOOK THIRD—CHAPTER SECOND.

Mark of the existence of Mind.

Upcukdra.—Distinction of real and fallaoious marks is the subjeot-matter of the (prece-

ding) ehapter. Now, going to bring the exami nation of the Soul to a olose, the author, by
a transgression of the order of enumeration (of the Substances) (vide I. i, 6), introduces the
examination of the Mind, and says ;

sn*ir£ipn,j'Hfirf>$* Atmendriyarthasannikarse, on contact of the Soul

with the senses and their objects. jn/flpj Jnanasya, of knowledge. TR":

Bhavah, existence, production, appearance. Sf*n=T: Abhavah, non-

existence, non-production, non-appearance. (Bhdsya—reads the words

* bhdvah ' and ' abhdvah ' in a compounded form as bhUvdbhdvah.') ^ Cha,

and. Manasah, of the Mind. faffT Lingam, Mark.

1. The appearance and non-appearance of knowledge, on
contact of the Soul with the senses and the objects are the marks
(of the existence) of the Mind.—136.

He will say that the movement of the Mind is the mark (of the
Soul}. If, therefare, Mind is found on examination to be the instrument
or means of knowledge, and as being dense, moulded, or ponderable

( ifa* )> *nen it becomes proved that the Soul is that, being directed
by which, the Mind comes te be connected with the sense apprehensive
of the desired or agreeable object, rather than with any other

sense. This is the reason of the violation of the order of enumeration.
The meaning iB that the Mind is that which, while there is contact of the
soul with the sense and its object, being connected with the sense, there
is production ef knowledge, and which not being so connected with the
sense, there is non-production of knowledge.

Objection—Mind is all-pervading or universal. Nevertheless, non-
simultaneity of knowledge can be inferred from this alone that Mind
possesses the property of an iastrument. Moreover, Mind is universal
because, like Time, it is a substance void of any distinctive attribute;
because, like tho Soul, it is the substratum of Conjunction which is the
non-combinative cause of knowledge ; and because, like Ether, it pos-
sesses the absolute non-existence of Touch ; and there are similar other
proofs of its universality.

Answer.—It is not so. If Mind were universal or all-pervading,
then as it would be connected with all the Benses, there would be only
one cognition including all the senses (i. e., omni-sensuous). If it be
replied that (oi/ec<ton)suchisnot the case, because there is a contrariety
amongst the effects ; we deny this, (answer) for a complete cause does
not take notice of contrariety and non-contrariety whereby it might be
apprehensive of the contrariety of the characteristics of belonging to
perception by the eye, organ of taste, etc It cannot be said, (objection)
4t Or, it (cognition) may be of a variegated form like variegated colour,
as it is in the case of eating some pudding," (where perceptions of
taste, flavour, etc, take place all together) ; for (answer) even there
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attention or attachment to a particular object (i. e., taste or flavour,

etc.,) is observed. Nor can it be asked, (objection) " How then does the

complex belief arise, viz., ' I perceive Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch
simultaneously '?"; for, (answer) it is merely a sen so of simultaneity

in respect of the five cognitions, produced by the swiftly moving Mind
and presented in memory. It cannot be objected that attention to

particular objects is also dependent upon the property of the instru-

ment, for the answer has already been given. If it be maintained

(objection) that attention depends upon the desire to understand ; we-

deny this, for, (answer) on that supposition, it would follow that when
there was a desire to understand all, there would be a total presenta-

tion of all objects, whereas the only result of a desire to understand is

connection of Mind with the sense percipient of the oject desired.

Inasmuch, therefore, as non-simultaneity of cognition is otherwise

impossible, the Mind is proved to possess a minimum of divisibility.

Consequently, the marks of universality are obstructed by proof which

comprehends or infers the subject. Moreover, if the Mind were all-per-

vading, then there would not be such local character of pleasure, etc,

as in " pleasure in my foot," " pain
L
in my head," etc ;

for, the effects of

'universal substances' uniformly appear in places delimited by their

non-combinative causes. It cannot be said that in our view also it

follows that pleasure, etc, are confined to the place of the atom
; for,

the rule is that a non-combinative cause really produces an extensive

effect at its own place, so that there is no opposition to their produc-

tion even beyond the limits of their instrumental causes, e. g., sandal-

wood, etc. It cannot be urged, " Mine too is request for remoteness

from ths instrument causes ;" for, it would entail a breach of the above

uniformity. Further, how will there be conjunction of the universal

Mind with the Soul ? It cannot be replied that it is without beginning,

for then disjunction will also necessarily become beginningless- It canot

be said that owing to the difference of their limitations (i.e., substrata

wherein they take place), both of them remain uncontradioted ; for, the

difference of the limitations of conjunction and disjunction depends

upon their own causes, whereas in the case of the difference of things

which have no beginning, such dependence does not exist. This is the

direction.—1.

Mind is a substance, and is eternal.

Upaskdra.—Now, it may be asked, '*The perooption of pleasure, eto., is producible by
an instrument, because it is an aot, like the perception of Colour : from inference in

this way, or by the non-produotion of simultaneous oognition, Mind is proved as the instru-

ment of that perception. But whence does it derive its Substanoe-ness, and eternality?"

Henoo he says:

Tasya, its, of the mind. Dravyatva-nity atve, substance-

ness and eternality. *nrn Vayuna, by Air. sqr^jrr^ Vyakhy&te, ex-

plained.

2. The Substance-ness and eternality of Mind are explained

by (the explanation of the Snbstance-ness and eternality of)

Air.—137.
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As the ultimate atom of Air, inferred from Substance made up of

parts, is a Substance, because it possesses attribute and action; so
Mind, inferred by the non-production of simultaneous cognition, is a
Substance, because it possesses attribute. For it is not productive of

cognition, without conjunction with the sense, whereby it might appear
that possession of attribute does not belong to it. Moreover the pre-

sentation of pleasure, etc., (to the Soul; must have a sense as its

instrument, beoause it is a presentation, like the presentation of Colour,

etc. Hence Mind is proved as an instrument or sense. And the being
a sense means the being the foundation or seat of the conjunction of

the Mind which is the instrument of cognition ; so that the Subtance-

ness of Mind is proved without much ado. And its eternality follows

from its not being made up of any other Substance. And this latter

characteristic follows from the absence of any proof for the supposition

of its being made up of parts—2.

Mind is one.

Upaalcdra.—Then the doubt arises whether there be one Mind, or more than one Mind,
existing in eaoh individual body. He states the means of deoision :

!F~^4in^^FJ^^^n^r^*^. II ^ I R I ^ ll

yqqrqforTPFt
,

Prayatnayaugapadyat, from the non-simultaneity of

volitions, jrmft'ntnfr, Jn&n&yaugapadyat, from the non-simultaneity of

cognitions * Cha, and. Ekam, one.

3. From the non-simultaneity of volitions, and from the non-

simultaneity of cognitions, (it follows that there is only) one

^Mind) (in each organism).—138.

" Mind in each organism " is the complement of the Sutram.

If there were many Minds in a single organism, then cognitions and

volitions would be simultaneous. It is not a valid conclusion that

many volitions are produced at one and the same time, because simulta-

neous actions are observed in the fingers of the hands and the toes of

the feet of a dancing girl
;
for, that being explained or possible by the

swift movement alone of the Mind, simultaneity of necessary or corres-

ponding particular attributes of the Soul in their indestructible state,

ia not obtained. Hereby (*. e., by the necessary particular attributes of

the Soul in their indestructible state), the theory that in one and the

same body there are five Minds, and that on the conjunction of two,

three, four or five of them with their respective senses, two, three, four

or five cognitions are simultaneously produced, is refuted, as it would

entail a superfluity of suppositon ; while the sense of simultaneity is

upheld ( a3 an illusion). The implication of the simultaneity of two

cognitions, e. g., the cognitions " bitter treacle," produced by the

connection of the Mind with the sense-organ of Touch, und«r the limita-

tion of the sense-organ of Taste, also does not exist in view of the pro-

perty (i. e., of rapid transition) of the instrument or internal sense, (t. e.,

Mind). Action also in the two parts of a lizard, snake, etc., cut into two

or three pieces, arises from the impact of the chopper, etc., or the rapid

transition of the Mind, or the invisible operation of another (and barren)

Mind which has just slipped off from a liberated Soul.
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The view that Mind is really a whole made up of parts, like a leech
and that by ]ta contraction and expansion, like those of a leech, simul-
taneity and non-simultaneity of cognitions are respectively produced
is opposed by the fault of redundancy in the supposition of its parts!
This is the direction.—3.

Marks of the existence of the Soul.

tlpatkdra.—TSovt, showing the purpose of the violation of the order of enumeration, he-
flay«, with a view to oomplate the enquiry into the Soul :

morr'TR^^t^^^;nT%r?fW^pn^T^TKl: Prana-Apan a-Nimesa-U nmesa-

Jivana-Manogati-Indriyantaravikarah, ascending life-breath, descend-
ing life-breath, closing the eyelids, opening the eyelids, life, the move-
ment of the Mind, and affections of the other senses. g^J.^Sflf IsflHn:

Sukha-Duhkha-Ichchha-Dvesa-Prayatna, Pleasure, Pain, Desire, Aver-
sion, and Volition. ^ Cha, aud. *NWT: Atmanah, of the Soul,

ffrjfrf^ Lingani, marks.

4. The ascending life-breath, the descending life-breath, the

closing of the eye-lids, the opening of the eye-lids, life, the move-
ment of the Mind, and the affections of the other senses, and also

Pleasure, Pain, Desire
,
Aversion, and Volition are marks (of the

existence) of the Soul.—159.

It must not be imagined that cognition itself is the only mark of

the Soul. There are also the ascending life-breath, etc, which are the

marks of the Soul. Thus that is surely the Soul in oonsequence of the

volition of which the upward and downward motions in the air moving
within the body and characterised as the ascending and the descend-

ing life-breath, take place, not being possible otherwise than by voli-

tion, just as the throwing upward and the throwing downward of

a pestle, etc., (in a mortar, etc), are not possible without volition.

For, Air, the nature of which is to blow obliquely, cannot undergo

saoh. cha ige of nature without volitioa. It cannot be said that two
bodies of Air flowing in opposite directions and producing different

effects may, like two similar bodies of water, have an upward
motion. For, were this the case, there would be then the upward
motion only but not the downward motion, nor oblique motion as

in exsufflation or blowing by the mouth. There is then a being,

who, by his volition, impels the air upwards or downwards.

I cannot be asked how there could be upward and downward motions

of the ascending and descending life-breaths in a state of deep or

dream-less sleep ;
for, at that time, though volition proper does not

exist, there exists another kind of volition which is called volition the

eource of vitality. In like manner, the closing and the opening of the

eye-lids also infer a presiding agent in the organism. Thus the closing

of the eye-lide (nimeaa) in an action whioh produces the conjunction,

of the lids of the eye ; unmesa or the opening of the eye-lids is an action
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which produces their disjunction. These two actions, being cons-

tantly produced without any visible cause such as molecular motion,

impact, etc., are not produced otherwise than by volition. As the danc-

ing of a wooden manikin depends upon some one's volition, so also does
the dancing of the eye-lids. Thereby an entity, possessing volition, is-

inferred. Similarly, life also is a mark of the Soul. Thus by the
word ' life ' the effects of vitality, such as growth, the building up of

wounds, fractures, etc., are indicated by implication. So that as the
owner of a house builds up a broken edifice or enlarges a building
which is too small, so the presiding agent of the organism effects, by
food etc., the increase of enlargement of the organism which is to him in

the stead of a habitation, and with medicine and the like, causes what
is wounded to grow again, and broken hands and feet to grow together

again. Thus like the master of a house, a guardian of the body is also

proved. In the same way, the movement of the Mind also is a mark of

the Soul. Thus it has been proved, in the foregoing section, that the-

Mind is something moulded or ponderable (mUrta) and that it is indivisi-

ble. Its application to a sense percipient of the desired object is

dependent upon desire and attention. So that the inference is that the

Soul is that being whose desire and attention direct the Mind, as a boy
standing at the corner of a room sends a top or ball of lac hither and
thither within the room itself.

It may be objected, " The dancer of the wooden manikin, the-

master of a house, or the boy (referred to above) is not different from
his body, so that he could be adduced as an example. Moreover, it is-

the body which is the seat of consciousness inasmuch as it is the object
of the sense of I-ness (ahamkdra)

;
for, there are " I am fair," " I am

stout," and the like intuitions which are co-extensive with I-ness. It

may be urged that, on this theory, a man would not recollect in his
jouth or old age what he perceived in his boyhood, because as in the
case of a difference of bodies, like those of Chaitra and Maitra, so here
too there would be no recognition, on the maxim, " One does not remem-
ber what another

. saw." Here we may point out that Chaitra and
Maitra being two different currents, there may not be any correlation^
whereas (in the case of a single indvidual) in spite of the differences of
boyhood and youth, the current being the same, correlation by means
o,f the relation of cause and effect will be possible.'' To this argument
we will reply that it would follow, on the above theory, that the son alsa
would remember what was perceived by the father. If it be rejoined
that perception of. the difference of body prevents this, we reply that
correlation (in the form of recollection) will not be possible also in the
case of an old man who perceives his present body only as different
from the body which he had as a boy, and also that there is no percep-
tion of the difference of body for a boy who has nevor known his-

father. In " My body," the sense of I-ness appears as identical with
the sense of ' My-ness ' (and pot as identical with the intuition of th*
body). If it be replied that the same holds good in the case of " My
Soul " also ; wo reply, that it does not, because the use of ' My ' is there-
topical, since the genitive may be used even where thers is no differ-
ence, as in " The head of Hahu " (Rahu being all head). The consequ-
ences of killing, -etc.,. (.**.. e*, Merits and Dements) also will not result to-

the agent or doer, as his body will be different and different (at svery
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stage of transmigration). Further, (on your theory), consciousness
being limited to the bh&tas or elements (which constitute the body and
are different at every new birth), if a man desires a sinful aot, he will

escape the consequences of his own acts, and there will be also the
defect of the acquisition of the results of acts not done by him who
experiences them. This is the point.

" From the affections of the other senses."—For surely is observed
an overflow of the salivary juice , induced by a strong desire for the
taste, of one who, after experiencing the particular taste, accompanied
by the particular colour, of an orange or a chira-vilva, observes such
fruit again. Now, this cannot take place without the inference of the
acid taste ; nor the inference, without the recollection of the universal
relation or invariable co-existence (of the taste and the colour) ; nor the
recollection, without impression (Samskdra) ; nor the impression, with-
out the experience of the universal relation ; nor the experience, with-
out repeated observation. This concatenation of cognitions, standing
to one another in the relation of cause and effect, cannot be possible
without (the existence of) a selfsame agent. Thus there is the Sutram
of Gautama. " From the affections of the other sense." (Nyaya-Sutram,
I1II. i. 12).

Pleasure and the like also are to be regarded, like cognition, as marks
of the Soul. Thus pleasure and the like must reside somewhere or must
reside in some substance, because they are things which are produced,
-or qualities like colour, etc. Hence an inference by analogy, accom-
panied by an exclusion of other possibilities, takes for its subject
inherence or residence in a Substance other than the eight Substances.
For the proposition that desire which does not reside in Earth aud seven
other Substances, resides in a Substance, is not complete unless it assu-

mes as its mood the being resident in a Substance other than the eight
Substances. Where, however, exclusion of other possibilities does not
appear at first, there the being resident in a Substance other than the

oight substances, will have to be proved by argument from effect to cause or
negative reasoning. This is the distinction. It is absurd to say that
inference has only the m^od of that which determines the universal
relation ; for that alone is the mood thero without which the intuition

or inference would not result. Otherwise, in " A dyad not being
resident in an effect, must reside somewhere, because it is a whole made
up of parts," and such other cases, there would be no inference haying
for its mood the being resident in a noneffect.—4.

Soul is a uuuxiunvt), and la vuemai,.

Upaskdra.—Well, granted that there is proof of a fixed 8oul. But wheno3 is it eternal,
and whence is it a Substanoe ? To meet this objeotion, he says :

?m %sq*tfk^ n&u *mn& M i * | * i it

1W Tasya, its, of the Soul. Dravyatva-nityatve, Suba-
tance-ness and eternality. qRpTT Vayuna, by Air. Kfwnit Vyakhyate,
explained.

5. Its Substance-ness and eternality are explained by (the
explanation of the Substance-ness and eternality of), Air.—140.
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As there is no proof for the supposition of parts in the ultimate-

atom of Air, and therefore Air is eternal, so also in the case of the Soul.

As the ultimate atom of Air is a Substance, because it possesses
attributes, so also is the Soul. This is the meaning 5.

Objection : I. Mark of the Soul, not visible.

Upaikdra.—He cites an objeotion of the opposite party to the foregoing conclusion :

qHftT: Yajfiadattah, He is Yajfiadatta. fffl It
i
, this. Sannikarese r

there being contact. JWUTWfn^ Pratyaksabhavat, from the absence of

perception. Because there is no perception, eg Dristam, visible, f^rjp

Lingam, mark. * Na, not. fonft Vidyate, exists.

6. There is no visible mark (of the existence of the Soul) >

because there being contact (of the senses with the body of
Yajfladatta), perception dees not arise that this Soul is Yajfia-

datta).—141.

There being contact, if no such perception take place as " This is

Yajfiadatta," then there is no visible mark, i. e., no mark the universal
relation of which with the sddhya or what has to be proved, has been
grasped by perception. The meaning is that as smoke, perceived as

accompanying tire which is perceptible, iB a visible mark in the case
of fire, so there is no such visible mark which can estaclish the ex-
istence of the Soul—6.

2. Analogy does n<t prove Soul as such-

Vpatkdra.—Lest it might be urged, " Although no visible mark exists, the universal

relation of whioh has been observed by perception, yet a sdmdnyatcdriftam, or oommonly-
observed or analogous mark, will be the mark, for it is not that there oan be no inference from

that," therefore the objeotor says :

igprmwpfomi Samanyato-dristat, from a commonly-observed or analo-

gous mark, * Cha, and. vrft^ft: Avisesah, non-particular. Not a thing

in particular or as such.

7. And from a commonly-observed mark (there is) no

(inference of anything in) particuiar:—142.

A commonly-observed mark also becomes a mark of inference. But

it does not prove the Soul as Soul, nor as a Substance over and above

the eight Substances. It would only prove that desire, etc., must be

resident somewhere. And this does not suggest the thought of a Soul.

This' is the meaning. Therefore it is stated, "Not a thing in

particular."—7.

3.—Therefore Soul proved by Revelation.

CTpsWra.—Are then the texts of the Vedas, for instance, " He it the Soul, in whom alt

•ins are kiUed," etc., meaningless ? Apprehending this, the same objeotor says :
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tl'WKHlfitac U ^ I VI c U

nwt. Tasmat, therefore, because the Soul cannot be proved by

reasoning. smrfa^i: Agamikah, scriptural, proved by the revealed texts.

8. Therefore (the Soul is) proved by Revelation.—143.

The Soul is really proved by Revelation only, but not by inference,
since visible and commonly-observed marks do not exist. Therefore,
mental vision of the principles or essences of things results from the
proper hearing of the Upanisads, and not from the course of intellec-
tion. So that this Regulation (i. e., the Vaisesika system), which
teaches intellection, is no regulation. For, it is observed in the case of
" ten ghosts, swimming across the river," etc., that the cognition of the
person who has representation of these things in his consciousness,
arises only from the very instructions that ten ghosts dwell on this
tree, that such and such an object floats across the river, etc.).—8,

Objections answerd.

XJpaakdra.—Toithis objeotion of the first party, set forth ia the three foregoing sdtras,
the upholder of the dootriue of inference replies :

Ahana. I. jfa Iti, this, ^s^q 5abdasya, of the word. nfftfarttt.

Vyatirekat, exclusion, non-application, divergence, abhorrence, !f Na,

not, WlPnrq; Agamikam, Scriptural. Proved by Revelation.

9. (The proof of the existence of the Soul is not solely) from
revelation, because of the non-application of the word T (to other

designates or objects).—144.
4t

Revelation alone is not the proof of the existence of Soul ; but
the Soul is proved also by the inference that the word ' I,' or the word
'Soul,' must have some designate (or objective reality corresponding
to it), because it is a word, like the word, water-pot, etc. Lest it

might be said that it is Earth, etc, which are its designates, so he says,

"Because of non-application," in other words, because of the non-appli-
cation or divergence of the word '1' from Earth, etc. For, there never
arises any such' use of language or intuition as "I am Earth," "I am
Water,"' "I am Fire," "I am Air," I am Ether," "I am Time," I am
Space," "I am Mind." If you object that such intuition or use arises

with respect to the body, we reply that it does not, for it would then
entail such intuition or use with respect to the bodies of others; if, that
it arises with respect to one's own body, we reply that it is not so, for

'one's own' or one's self, as different from the Soul, has no meaning or
is not proved by etymology, and because the intuition, ** My body,"
proceeds upon a difference of substrata. It cannot be said, (objection)

"Well, but this too is an inference by analogy which however does not
and with a particular thing, and is therefore defective ;

" for, (answer)
in the word 'I,' I-ness or Soul-ness itself forms the specification or
distinction. So that on the strenght of the property of its being an
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attribute of the subject of the argument (jaakaa), it follows that I-ness

is the cause of the inference of Soul, and as it is not common to any
other object, therefore the particular object (or the Soul in parti-

cular) is proved. Similarly, there is proof of the particular object,

from the analogous inference or commonly observed mark accompained
with the exclusion of other possibilities. The objection which has been
made, namely, " Prom ' hearing ' alone results realization or intuition

of the Soul ; what iB the need of all this proof ?", is not sound. For,
without reflection or intellection, the dross of unbelief in wavering
minds cannot be purged away ; without this purification, there can
be no aptitude in them for constant meditation ; and without constant
meditation, there can be no realization of truth or intuition of the
Soul, which is capable of uprooting false knowledge together with
desires or appetencies, as it is from habit only that a sad lover

suddenly comes to have a mental realization of his beloved lady, and
because verbal or inferential knowledge is not capable of uprooting
false knowledge, as is seen in the case of delusion in respect of direc-

tion in Space, etc. This is the import.

If it be asked, "Still how can a sign or indication (of its existence)

be apprehended in the Soul which is imperceptible '?", we reply, "Who
has over said that the Soul is not perceptible ? On the contrary, the
Soul is apprehended by its proximity through or in the form of con-
junction, to the Mind. Otherwise, how can there be such intuitions as

'I am happy,' 'I know/ 'I desire,' 'I will,' 'I feel pain,' etc ? For these
intuitions are neither unsubstantial nor of doubtful substantiality,

because like that of the perception of blueness, their substantiality is

undoubted. Nor are they inferential or derived from marks, for they
arise even without any knowledge of marks. Nor again are they
derived from verbal information or authority, for they do not follow
upon enquiry for that." If it be urged that they are appearances of

perception (and not true perceptions), we reply that they must have
then for their object something which is not apparent (i.e, real), for

it will be shown in the sequel that that which is not object of certain
knowledge, cannot be applied by metaphor to or superimposed upon,
another object—9.

Vivfiti.—The autram is illustrative. It should be known that
inferences, as described above, by the marks of knowledge, etc., are
also proofs of the existence of the Soul.

Counter-objection stated. '

Upaslcdra.—"If this be so (i.e., if the Soul oan be known by sense-peroeption)," the
objeotor says, "then what is the needjof inference ?"

qft Yadi,if. ft Dristam, observation. SfWTtif Anvaksam, sensuous.

«T|" Aham, I. ^Htf: Devadattah, Devadatta. m* Aham, I qyr«: Yajffa-

dattab, Yajnadatta. fftr Iti, such.

10. If (there are) such sensuous observations (or perceptions)

as 'I am Devadatta,' 'I am Yajfladatta,' (then there is no need of
inference).—145.
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The word 'iti' marks the form of knowldge, In 'dristam,' the affix

<kta'' is used in a passive sense. 'Anvaksam' means sensuous or per-

ceptual. Therefore the meaning is : if there is perceptual or sensuous
observation in the form of 'This ia Devadatta,' 'This is Yajnadatta,'

then what is the use of taking the troule of making an inference ?

"For an elephant being in sight or observation, those who infer, do not
infer it by its screaming."—10.

Above answered.

Upaskdra.-—To thiB the advooato of Inferenoo says :

Xi Driste, (lit. Seen), grasped by perception. *n?qf^ Atmani, the soul.

Linge, being accompanied with marks. W- Ekah, one. ^ Eva, only

C{?31<^ Dridhatvat, because it becomes more firm or fixed. HHN^ Praty-

aksavat, like other percepts or perceptions. JWPJ: Pratyayah, intuition.

Belief.

11. As in the case of other percepts, so, if the Soul, which is

grasped by perception, is also accompained with, or comes at the

top of, marks (from which it can be inferred), then, by means of,

confirmation, the intuition becomes fastened to one and only one
object.—146.

' Driste,' i. e., grasped by perception
;

1 atmani ' j ' linge,' i. e., having
all its marks or causes developed ; eka eva„ i.e., having one object only
as its matter ;

' pratyayah.' ' Pratyayah ' implies the expulsion of all

apprehension of trror. " How can it be so ? " Hence he says, ' dridha-
tvat,' i. e., because the current of proof is capable of removing the
apprehension of its being otherwise. He gives an example, 'pratyksavat'j

i. e., as even when there is perception of water from a distance, yet
inference of water by the mark of the baldkds (water birds) is made for

the purpose of corroboration. So it has been said, "Skilful logicians
desire to understand by inference even what is grasped by perception."
The import here is this : Although at times the Soul really shines in

mental perception, yet, like knowledge, produced by the flash of light-

ning, it does not derive so much fixity or permanence being overclouded
by such other conflicting perceptions as " I am fair," " I am lean," and
the like. Here another form of knowledge produced by marks which
cannot but lead to their proper inference, confirms or fixes the very
knowledge previously obtained from perception. Moreover, inference
must be applied to the Soul owing to the desire to infer the knowledge
that intellection of the Soul as taught in the precepts "(The Soul)
should be heard about, reflected upon," and the like, is a means towards
the realization of that which is desirable, i. e., the Supreme Good*
Because if there be no intellection of the Soul, then constant medita-
tion would be impossible, and ~ consequently there would be no realiza-

tion of the Soul in the understanding, and so salvation would be
impossible. This is the purport.
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The statement of the two separate intutitions, ' I am Devadatta,'

and " I am Tajnadatta," ia the foregoing Sutram, is intended to show

that there can be only individual intatitiou of every Soul.—11.

Counter-objection stated and answered.

Upaakdra.—" Well," it may be objeoted, " if the intutition, ' I am Yajftadatta ' refers

to the Soul, then the appoaranoo (of the notion Yajiladatta) as co-existing in the sa no snb3-

tratum with Going, as in ' Yajfiadatta goes,' is impossible." So he says :

4
i^tf^^r^^^^RT^^sr^: \\\\\ inn

^^T: Devadattah, Devadatta. JT53[fif Gachohhati, goes. qjr^: YajHa-

dattah, Yajfiadatta. »r«3[fa Gachohhati, goes. Iti, such. These.

S^RTOJ Upacharat, by transference, $fcft &arire, in the body. JJWf:

Pratyayah, intutition. Belief.

12. 'Devadatta goes,' 'Yaj'iadatta goes,'—in these cases, the

belief (that their respective bodies go) is due to transference.— 147.

For there are such intutitions as " I ara fair," " I ara stout," and
there is also snoh differential intutition as " My body." Now, in
" Devadatta goes," the perception of co-existence with motion, and
the use of language to express it, are topical, whereas the intutition
" my " is real as carrying its own meaning. Although the property of

being Devadatta i% a jdti, kind or genus, existing in the body whereby
the use of language as Devadatta goes " is in the primary sense and
the intutition is true in its own meaning, yet if the term Devadatta be
applied to the Soul delimited by it, it is then to be understood as a
transferred epithet.

Another objection.

lfpa»kdra.—HQre he apprehends (an objeotion):

^1H^ II \ I * I \\ II

*rf5^«i: Sandigdhah, doubtful. 3 Tu, however. rWTC: Upacharah,

Transference.

13. The transference, however, is doubtful.— 148.

The word 'tu' points out the opponent's view. The intutition and
the use of the word, 'I,' are observed both in respect of the Soul and
body. Therefore the doubt arises which intutition and expression be
the primary, and whioh the secondary ones.—13.

Above answered.

UpjtHra.—'H.e BOlvea the|doubt:

«flrq Aham, I.|$C Iti, this. Jjjwrwf* Pratyag-atmani, in the in-going or

individual Soul. *nf[<^ Bh&v&t, beoause it exists, tot Paratra, other-
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where. *WTCT^ Abhavat, because it does not exist. wrfaKHSW Arthantara-

pratyaksah, (Intuition) wherein the individual soul is the object of

perception.

14. Because the intuition T exists in one's own soul, and
because it does not exist otherwhere, therefore the intuition has
the individual Soul as the object of perception.—149.

' Arthantara-pratyaksah ' is that intuition in which ' arthantaram,'

i. e., the Soul itself, is the percept. The meaning is as follows : Since the

intuition ' I ' arises in respect of ' pratyagatma,' i. e., one's own Soul,

and since it does not arise ' paratra ' i. e., in respect of other Souls,

therefore it is proper to regard the reference to 'arthantaram' or one's

own Soul as the primary reference. If, on the other hand, the primary
reference were to the body, then the intuition whould be produced by
the external senses, for the body is not an object of mental perception,

and the intuition ' This is I ' is mental being produced even without
the operation of the external senses, since the mind takes in as its

object the Soul as modified by appropriate particular attributes in the

form of ' T am happy,' ' I know,' ' I will,' ' I desire,' This intuition is

not inferential, as it is produced even without seeking any mark of

inference. Nor is it verbally communicated, since it is produced even
without the apprehension of »ny authoritative text. Therefore it is

only mental ; further because the mind, as it is not an independent agent

outside its own sphere, does not apply into the body and. other external

objects. Moreover, if it be urged that, if it referred to the body, it

would refer to the bodies of others, and if it referred to one's own Soul,

it would also refer to the Souls of others ; we deny this, for the Soul of

one man is beyond the senses of another, since its particular attributes

have no fitness for or relation to, them, and since its fitness for or rela-

tion to, them arises from the taking on or super-imposition of appro-

priate particular attributes. Nor is this the nature of the Soul only,

but of every Substance. For Substance becomes perceptible only by
the taking on of appropriate particular attributes. If it is said that

Ether also should, for the same reason, become perceptible by the

accompaniment of Sound, we reply that such would be the case, if the

ear were capable of apprehending Substance, or if Ether possessed

colour. If it is rejoined that the Soul also is equally devoid of colour,

we reply that it is in the case of external Substances only that posses-

sion of colour is a requisite with regard to perceptibility. The word
' pratyag,' in-going, points out divergence from others.— 14.

Another objection.

ITpaslc&ra.—'B.e apprehends another objeotion :

lUlRlUtl
fcfw Devadattah, Devadatta. ir«$ftr G-aohchhati, goes, (ft Iti, this.

'I^IM^Upacharftt, from transference. *rfSWFl^ Abhimaaat, from fancyr
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reference to Soul, Conceit, Egotism, or Self-identification, mt^ TAvatr

because, therefore, qfliwrar: &arirapratyksab having the body as th»

object. Ahankarah, ahamkdra. The intuition of I. I-ness.

}5. The intuition of T has the body for its object. There-

fore to say that, in 'Devadatta goes,' there is a transference (of

epithet), is a mere fancy.—150.

1 Ahankarah,' i. e., the intuition of ' I.' It is ' fWirapratyaksah,*

». «., that which has the body as the percept or subject-matter. You
have determined that the intuition or, for the matter of that the expres-

iion, " Devadatta goes, " is due to transference. Now, this transference

is a fancied one, because such intuitions and expressions as " I am
fair," " I am lean," " I am fortunate, my brith is a mere repetition,'*

and the like, cannot be reconciled on the theory of transference. This

is the meaning.—15.

Above answered.

UpathAra.—'&o gives the solution:

^rftni: Sandigdhah, doubtful. g Tu, but. TT^K: Upacharah, trans-

ference.

16. The transference, (as characterised by you), however,

is doubtful.—151.

The word 'tu ' here points out the solution (of the foregoing objec-
tion). The meaning is that there is doubt even in what has been said
(by you, i. e., the opponent;, namely that the transference is a fancied
one, whereas the intuition of * I ' is in respect of the body itself. Since,
therefore, the intuition is a false witness on either side, we must endea-
vour to find out a distinction. Since on making this endeavour, we
observe that even a man, whose eyes have been closed, still has the intui-
tion of ' I,' we must hold that it refers to an object different from the
body, and beyond the cognizance of the external senses. If it referred to
the body, it would refer to the bodies of others, and also would not take
place in independence of the eyes. If it be asked how there can be
such common measure or co-extension as in " I who am stout or thin,
am happy;" we reply that in this case it is possible that the body
would appear as the condition of pleasure, etc, as in " This forest is
reBonant with the roar of a lion " (there is such appearance). Mere
I-ness, presented by the Mind, is superimposed upon the body, just as
heat, presented by the organ of touch, in the judgments, " The water
is hot, " " The body is hot," etc 16.

Above answered—continued.
Upatkdra.—By elaborating the solution |he. sayb :

* g^fcfi^itg <itw.fr^ft«q)tita ftw 11 \m *\s n
n Na, not. 3 Tu, but. jufaftfai^ i§arira-viiesat, perceiving the di-

fference of bodies. YajBadatta-ViBnumitrayoh, of Yajna-
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datta and Visnumitra. jTff Jnanam, knowledge, thought. fa^: Visayah,
object

17. But the thoughts of Yajiiadatta and Visnumitra do not

become objects of perception to them, while they perceive the
difference of their bodies. (Therefore consciousness is not an
attribute of the body).— 152.

' Jnanam' implies sensible pleasure, pain, and other attributes of
the Soul. As the bodies of Yajnadatta and Visnumitra are mutually
different, so are also their knowledge, pleasure, pain, and the like,

different. Accordingly, as is this body of yajnadatta, so also, though
no knowledge, or pleasure, etc., be produced in Ifajriadatta, will the
knowledge, etc, "I feel pleasure," "I know" " I will, " " I desire, " be
objects (of perception) ; because the sensible body being an object of
perception, knowledge, etc., which are (ex hypothesi) its properties, like
its colour, etc., will have the possibility of being perceptible. But this

is iraposible. Therefore Csuch is the import), it should be said that the
3eat or subject of knowledge, etc., is something really different from
the body. ' ^ariravidesat' means from difference of body. The fifth

case-ending has been used in the sense of the infinitive. So that the
meaning is that knowledge or thought is not an object of perception,
while difference of body ia being perceived.—17.

Proof of Soul not from Revelation only,

Upaskdra.—It may be objooted as follows :—" The Soul is not peroeptible, siaoa, like
Ether, it is a oolourloss Substance, or a Substance without oomponent parts. Thorofore the
body itself should be affirmed to be the objoot of tho oognition " I am thin, pale." If
occasionally there arises also the oonsoiousnoss " I feel pleasure," it is proper to suppose
that pleasuro and the like boooming manifest without a substratum, are transferred to or
superimposed upon the body. As in "Hot, fragrant water," heat and fragrance appearing
without a substratum aro superimposed upon water, but for the sake of this the intuition of
water also does not oontain as its objeot anything exoept oommon water ; so I-ness in "I
am" is real only in roforenoo to the body, whereas pleasure and the like aro sometimes
superimposed upon it. There is then, in respect of the Soul, no knowledge of it in the form
of perception. That which has to be supposed as the substratum of pleasure, etc, must be
established by revelation. There is no perception of it." In reply to this objeotion, he says ;

fo^Tft* : II * I * I t* II

Aham, I. fft Iti, this. 5<?q<ft«n*lf Mukhya-yogyabhyltra, by innate

or self-evident and perceptive or sensible cognition. Jjrs^^ Shbdavat,

like sound. «rf?r\q>r«jfir€nTT<i; Vyatirekabyabhicharat, from the invari-

ability of absence or divergence. Vifiesa-siddheb, frcm proof in

particular. «r Na, not. srriTfirqr: Agamikab, scriptural, proved by
revelation.

18. (The soul is) not proved (only) by Revelation, since, (as

Ether is proved by Sound, so) (the Soul is) proved in particular, by
the innate as well as the sensible cognition in the form of 'I,'

accompained by the invariable divergence (of such cognition front-

all other things), as is the case with Sound.—153.
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This is the meaning. The cognition, " I feel pleasure," or " I am
in pain," is neither scriptural, nor verbally communicated, nor in-

ferential, since it arises even without the help of verbal communication

or of marks of inference. Whereas it has been said that colourlessness

and simplicity (or the not being an aggregate of component parte) are

obstacles to the perception of the soul, this holds true in the case of

perception by external senses, for of this the possession of colour and
the possession of more than one substance are the necessary conditions

or exciting causes, while mental perception is independent of these.

It may be objected that this would be the case were there proof of the

existence of the Soul, but that there is none. Accordingly it has been
aid, "From proof in particular by invariable divergence, as is the case

with Sound." As in the Substances, Earth, etc., the absence of Sound is

invariable, i. e., uniform, and there is thereby proof of a particular

Substance, namely Ether, in addition to the eight Substances, as the

Substratum of Sound,eoon accountof the invariable divergence of desire

from Earth, etc., the substratum of desire also must be different from the

eight Substances. Lest it be argued that all this goes to show only

that the Soul is a subject of infeience, not an object of perception,

the words " by the innate as well as the sensible cognition in the

form of 'I' are employed. By the word 'iti' the form of the cognition is

indicated. Therefore the cognition, in the form of 'I,' which is pro-

duced, without the help of verbal communication and mark of inference,,

in one whose eyes are closed, should be explained by the innate idea

of Egoity or I-ness and its sensible or perceptible attributes, and not

by reference to the body, and the like, since the divergence or absence
of desire is invariable there. After "by the innate as well as the sensible

cognition" the words "Should be established" are to be supplied.

There are many proofs of the existence of the Soul. They are omitted

here for fear of increasing the volume of the treatise. They should
be sought in the Mayitkha— 18.

Vivriti—Vedantins, however, hold that the soul is nothing but

eternal knowledge (vijfiana) according to the Sruti, srf^TRrtasivwiW

^Tfif JJpwraf BTJJ, "Lo ! the Soul, imperishable, is truth, knowledge,,

infinite, and all-pervading," (Brihad&rnyaka Upanisad IV. v. 14).

Although, in reality, it is one, yet, owing to the diversity of its Upadhi
or adjuncts in the form of the inner sense, which are products of Mdydy

i.e., limitation, it appears as manifold. That it is so, follows from such

jjrutis as qflrifrrfoffrff "One only, without a second," Chhdndogya
Upanifad, VI. ii. I), ^nfatTRTOtWI «FT H^^i? " So tne on »
inner Self of all beings, for every form, became its counterform"
[Katha Upanisad, II. v. 9.)

He discredits this view.

The words, ' object of perception ' are the complement of ' aham
iti,' ' I '—this. Thus, the object of such popular mental perceptions
as ' I feel pleasure,' etc., is not ' agamika,' i. e., identical with tsvara,.
the probandum, of such ' ftgama ' or tdjtt of the Veda as " truth, know-
ledge, infinite, and all-pervading," (jtaittiriya Upanifad, II. i. 1). He
states the reason of this by i«*ri^n»it etc. W$hftj3fc: because difference

n Iftvara is established by pleasure and pain, which, though primary
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>r instinctive or original or innate, are yet sensible. The instinctive-
ss of pleasure lies in agreeables or desirables, since it is there the

it of desire which is not dependent upon any other desire ; whereas
^he instinotiveness of pain lies in disagreeable, since it is there the
Vbjeet of aversion which is not dependent upon any other aversion,
iensiblen ess, again, is the being the object of perception (i. e. by the
inner sense;. This is mentioned for the purpose of removing the
(possible) apprehension that the mark is an unproved or unknown
mark, and also to prevent overextension, in the case where eternal
bliss is attributed to tsvara, because eternal bliss can never be an
object of perception. Pleasure and pain, therefore, being products,
are proof of the difference between the Jiva and tsvara. This argu-
ment is illustrative : it should be observed that knowledge, volition,

desire, and also aversion, as products, establish difference from Isvara.

It may be urged that in such inferences as, " The soul which is the

object of the perception, 4 I am/ is different from Isvara, because it

possesses pleasure which is a product," there being no example, and
consequently no observation of congruity of similar instances, know-
ledge of the universal relation is impossible. For this reason, it has
been said NftX^IMPf^tl^ *'• e > from the uniformity of difference. The
use of the ablative inflexion has the object of denoting the (necessary)
condition leading to the inference, and the syntactical connection of

the word is with the word faShfeM?: The import, therefore, is, that,

even though there is no example by way of agreement, yet, Isvara

being an example by way of difference, an inference with respect to

the matter in hand is possible, through the observation of the universal

relation of difference, dependent upon the concomitance or congruity

of difference.

It may be urged, again, that that a mark can establish difference

from tsvara, by the universal relation of difference, has not been
known before. To remove this apprehension, it has been stated JTS^Sfq;

i. e., like Sound, etc. The meaning is this : As the difference of Ether
from tsvara is proved by the mark, namely Sound, which is known by
the method of the universal relation, or uniformity, of difference, so

the difference of the soul from tsvara is proved by the possession of

pleasure, etc, which are products.

Bhdtya:—In III. ii. 6—17, the author gives, in the form of a
dialogue, -contrary arguments as to whether the Self be an object of
perception only, or of inference only, or of both, and give* his own
conclusion in III. ii. 18.

Unity of Soul, as an objection.

Upa*kdra.—Having thug finished the section on the investigation of the Soul, he now
begins the seotion on the plurality of Soul*. Therein the following aphorism seta forth aa
adverse dootrine.

g^^wiwtNA^wwi^- ii ^ i * 1 ii

gW$«HHftwWlM^ Sukha-dnhkha-jBana-niBpatti-*vileeat, because
there is no difference in the production of pleasure, pain, and know-
ledge, f mvffi Aikatmyam, identity or unity of Bool.
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19. Soul is one, since there is no difference in the produc-
tion of pleasure, pain, and knowledge.-—154.

There is only one Ssul, in spite of the difference of the bodies of

Chaitra, Maitra, and others- Why ? Because of the non-distinction in the

production of pleasure, Main, and knowledge, i. e., because the origin of

pleasure, pain, and knowledge is really undifferentiated in this that it

is determined by, or confined to, the body as a whole. If there were
another mark to prove the difference of the Soul, the difference of the

Soul might be proved, but thero is no such mark. As Ether is only one,

in spite of the production of Sounds within the limits of particular

spaces, since there is no distinction in Sound which is its mark ; as

Time is only one, since there is no distinction in the intuition of simul-

taneity, etc., which is its mark ; as Space is only one, since there is no
distinction in the intuition of Bast, West, etc., which is its mark

;
(so

the Soul is only one).— 19.

Vivirti-—-It may be urged that the identity of Jiva and tsvara must
be admitted, on the strength of the texts of the Veda, " One only, with-

out a second. d<q*<ffr ^><V»d1 ,
" Thou, 0 Svetaketu, art that," (Chhan-

dogya Upanisad VI. viii. 7), etc It cannot be held that difference is

proved by the aforesaid inference
;
because, pleasure, pain, etc.

,
being

properties of the internal organ, are unproved by themselves (i. e-, have
no independent existence). Thus says the Brihadaranyaka Upanisnd, I.

V. 3., TW' #«P9"TlWr%??nsr3CISW^! ^ra^ftijfHHfWl^ *nr<^, "Desire, Inten-

tion, Doubt, Faith, Unfaith, Patience, Impatience, Modesty, Intelli-

gence, Awe,—all this is verily Mind " Here the word Desire denotes
pleasure, and the word Intelligence denotes knowledge in the from of a
faculty. Moreover, pain, also, appearing, as it does, in co-existence

with pleasure, cannot be an attribute of the Soul.

This he apprehends

:

The meaning is that, Slfailm^ *. e., becasue the difference of the
Jivatraa (embodied Soul) from tsvara is not proved, fasT^n, *• «•» hy the
certainty or ascertainment, g^j.'WJHMI , i- e., of pleasure, pain, and
knowledge ; in other words, they, being proved in the mind by the
above Sruti or Vedic text, are thereby disproved in the Soul.

Its diversity explained.

Upaikdra.—Kt itatsi the solution or oonoliuion :

«T^vr«: Vyavasthatab, from status. *r^f Nana, many.

20. Plurality of Souls is proved by status.— 155.

Souls are many. Why ? Because of status. Status means several

conditions, as one is rich, another miserable, one is happy, another un-
happy, one is of high, another of low, birth, one is learned, another
ignorant- These circumstances being impossible without a diversity of

Souls, prove a diversity of Souls. It cannot be maintained that as the

states of one and the same Soul is diversified by the difference of birth
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or by the difference of childhood, youth and old age, so also it will he
in the case of the difference of the bodies of Chaitra, Maitra, and
others, for it is possible to impose contradictory attributes (on one and
the same subject) by means of change of Time (i. e., at different

times).—20.

Vivriti.—He removes the apprehension. TRT means non-identity of
the Souls, in other words, that the Jivatma is not identical withfsvara.
Whence ? «?C*Wf<T:, because of the ce. tainty of the existence of pleasure,
pain, and knowledge, in the Soul. For pleasure, etc., are not proper-
ties of the mind, because the mind not having largeness or large size,

pleasure etc, would be imperceptible; and minuteness or atom-ness or

subtleness must be affirmed of the mind as determining the non-simul-
taneity of acts of knowing. The Sruti, " Desire, Resolution, etc.,"

however, like "Life is clarified butter," etc., demonstrates that the mind
is the cause of desire, etc., but not that it is their receptacle, nor that

it is identical with them.

Its diversity explained—c< ntinued.

Upaikdra.—Ha gives another proof :

ii«*fw**ifo u \ I \ i \\ II

W55Rni«lH Sastra-samarthyat, from the authority (or force or signi-

ficance) of the Sdstras. ^ Cha, and.

21. (Plurality of Souls follows) also from the authority or

significance of the Sdstras.— 156.

' Sastram' means Veda or revelation. Because difference of Soul is

proved by it also. For it is heard. " Two Brahmans (i.e., Souls) have
to be known," etc; and also "Two birds, friends and kindred, embrace
the same tree, etc" (Mundaka Upanisad III, i. I.)—21.

Here ends the second chapter of the third book in the Commentary
of Sri f§ankara on the Aphorisms of Kanada.

Vivfili.—It cannot be asked. "What then will be the fate of these"

texts ,
viz., " Thou art that, 0 Svetaketu !

" " One who knows Brahman,
verily becomes Brahman," etc. ? For the text, " Thou art That," conveys
the sense of identity in this sense that what is devoted to, or, belongs to

That, is not different from That. The text, "One who knows Brahman'
verily becomes Brahman," does not convey the sense of identity, but that*

of similary of the Jiva (i. e., the embodied Soul), to Isvara (i.e., the Great
Soul), in point of freedom from suffering etc. ;

for, otherwise, the text.

'The stainless one attains to supreme similarity," can have no meaning.
In popular language also there is the topical use of identity in the

sense of resemblance, as when there is an abundance of wealth, it is said,

"this priest has become a king," and so on. Nor should it be ma-
intained that identity is produced in the state of salvation, on the
cessation of ignorance or false knowledge, since difference, being
eternal, is incapable of destruction, and even if we admit the destruc-

tion of difference, then since there is necessity for the existence of two
individuals. So much in brief.
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Bhaays :

—

Interprets III. ii. 19, 20, and 21 in the monistic tans*

namely, that there exists only one Self, variously differentiated on the

phenomenal plane, as witnessed by such texts as " One only, with-

oat a second," " One shining Being is immanent in all created things,"
" All Selves become one," "All Selves emanate from this, Same Self,"

Two birds," etc.
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BOOK FOURTH—CHAPTER FIRST.

The eternal defined.

Upaski.ro,.—Having finished the enumeration, definition, and examination of the nine
Substanoes, Earth, etc, and desiring to refute the dootrine, held by the Samkhya philoso-
pher*, that pralcriti or Matter is the prime cause, and to establish that ultimate atoms are
the prime eause and enter into the composition of earth, eto., the author first of all gives th*
-definition of the Genus, eternality.

^ Sat, existentWTWP^ Akaranavat not having a cause, uncaused,

causa sui faw" Nityam, eternal.

1. The eternal is that which is existent and uncaused.—157.

'Akaranavat,' means not having a precedent cause, on the maxim of
the purity of words (which excludes other interpretations of the term).
Hereby the water-pot, and the like are excluded. Still the definition

may be too wide by including previous non-existence ; so he sayB,
* existent' i. e., having connection with existence. In the case of the
Predicables, Combination and Speoios, connection with existence is

nothing but combination or inherence in one and the same object with
existence. In the case of any other Genus and of existence connec-
tion with existence consists only in being the object of the cognition
that it exists. This cognition is not in respect of a thing as such.
u Let.it be so; " it cannot be objected, " in other oases also. What is

the use of existence '? " For, existence has already been proved as the
cause of assimilative understanding.—1.

Vivtiti.—Seme hold that the existent is produced from the non-
existent. What they have in view is this. Seeds, etc., are not productive-
of effects such as shoots, etc Were this the case, then seeds, etc., lying
in a granary, would also produce shoots, etc. But since shoots appear
only after the destruction of seeds sown on a field, by the disjunction of
their parts, it follows that it is the destruction of seeds, etc, which is

the cause of shoots, etc., So we have the autram of Gautama, stating
the argument of an opponent, " Production of exietence (is) from
non-existence, as there is no appearance without destroying." (Nyaya-
Sutram, IV. i. 14).

Only to refute this view, he strengthens the theory of progressive
origination by the series of ultimate atoms, etc

' Sat/ means something in the form of existence ; ' akaranavat

'

meanB a non-product ; ' nityam ' means an entity which opposes an-
nihilation. The meaning is : the primary .cause of compound bodies is

not non-existent, that is to say, because, if causality of destruction were
admitted, then it would entail the production of shoots even from pow-
dered seeds.

Mark of existence of ultimate atoms.

IJpatMra.—After describing the Genus, eternal, he now says with reference to ultimate,

atoms :
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cR* fefpl II * I U * II

Tasya, its. Of the ultimate atom. Karyyam, effect,

Lirigam, mark.

2. The effect is the mark (of the existence) of the ultimate

atom.—2.

' Tasya,' ». e. of the ultimate atom
;
karyyam,' e. g., the water-pot

and the like ;
' lipgam,' Accordingly the a&tram of Gautama. " From

the evolved is the production of the evolved, on the evidence of (ex-

perience by) perception/' (Nyaya-sutram IV. i. II). Now the inter-

relation of parts and wholes is perceived. If it were unlimited, there
would be no difference in size of measurement between mount Meru and
a grain of mustard seed

;
for, they wauld be without distinction, both

being orginated by infinite parts. Nor can it be said that difference

will be caused by the differences of the size of each part, and of the
aggregation of parts ;

for, without a difference of number, these also would
be impossible. If it be said that pralaya or destruction of the creation
may be the limit (of the series of parts and wholes)

; (we reply that) the
final something ex-hypotheai) having no parts, pralaya itself would be
impossible, for it is only disjunction and destruction of parts which can
destroy substances. Nor is disjunction the limit, for it is impossible for

it to have only one substratum. Therefore, a substance without parts,

must be the limit, and this the ultimate atom. A mote is not the limit

;

for, being a visible substance, it possesses magnitude, and is composed
of more substance than one

;
magnitude, as the cause of visual percep-

tion, presupposes, or is dependent upon, multiplicity of substance
;

else there would be no magnitude even, what then would be the cause ?

Nor are the constituent parts of the mote atoms, for we must infer

that they also, as originatfve of a substance possessing magnitude,
are compossed of parts, like thread, and like potsherd. Therefore,
whatever substance is an effect, is composed of parts, and whatever
substance is composed of parts, is an effect. So that from whichever
part the nature of being an effect goes away, from it goes away also

the nature of being made up of parts. This is the proof of the existence

of indivisible ultimate atoms. So it has been said by Professor
Prasastadeva, " Earth is twofold, eternal and non-eternal 2.

Law of Causation.

Opathtra—Now he states an argument or proof, to prove that there are oolour, eto., in
the ultimate atom :

*l>K »n?HTO[ II $ It I \ II

TKflHiq iq. Karana-bhavat, from existence in the cause, qfisfcrjsr:

Kftryyabhava.i, existence in the effect

3. The existence (of colour, etc.) in the effect, (follows) from
(their) existence in the cause.— 159.

The existence of colour, etc., in the effect, is due to their existence
in the cause. For the attributes of the effect result from the attributes.
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of the cause, the same being observed in the case of the water-pot,
canvas, etc. This is the meaning—3.

Vivfiti.—He points oat an objection to the primary causality of
nonexistence.

'Bhitvah,' i. e., the existence, of the ' effect,' i. e., compound bodies,
follows from the existence of the ' cause,' i. e., the primary cause (viz.,
ultimate atoms). Otherwise, like the quality of being clayey, of that
which is made of clay, it would follow that effects, i. e,. compound bodies
would be non-existent, because they are constituted by what is non-
existent.

The eternal exists.

UpaMra.—With a view to silonoo the advooato of tho dootrino of the itrannonoy of all
things, he now says :

srfjfar: Anityah, non-eternal, ffa Iti, such, i. e., such intuition and
expression fA$f"rcT: Visesatah, of the particular, i.e., the eternal. srffr$v>r*TFT:

Partisedha-bMvah, the form of negation.

4. "Not-eternal"—such (intuition and expression) can be
accounted for only as the negation of the eternal.—160.

In ' visesatah ' the affix ' tasi' is used in the genitive sense. There
would be negation of ' visesa' i. e., the eternal, if there were not such
intuition, and application of the word as ' non-eternal,' becanse tho
prefix nan (non) has the force of negating the meaning of the word
next to it. Therefore how can there be the intuition and expression,
4 non-eternal,' in the absence (of that) of the eternal ? Hence it is
proved that the eternal exists. Or, (the meaning of the Stitram may
be), the negation of the eternal must be made by you in this way that
(it is) " not eternal," i. e., that the ultimate atom is not eternal. But
negation in this way is not successful, since it is frustrated by proof
and disproof. (In this interpretation), the stUram should be rendered
thus : The word If (not) will be a negative term by itself, as the rule,
"V, m, and

,
are negative terms." Thus " non-eternal " will mean

not eternal. 'Pratisedha-bhavah, means the nature or form of negative.
Hence " not eternal"—this is the form of the negation of visesa,'

; i.e.,

the eternal, and it, is not possible. This closes the argument.—4.

Vivfiti—He refutes the view that all is non-eternal, that there is

nothing which is eternal.

%f (in the aphorism) is an indeclinable, having the same meaning as
T»T (non). Thus, ' not eternal'—such negation is ' visesotah,' i. e., with
reference to particular things. So that, there may be the negation that
compound bodies are not eternal, but such whole-sale negation as every-
thing is not eternal, is not possible, because the eternal, which is the
counter-opposite, is frustrated by proof and disproof. This is the whol*
meaning.
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The theory that atoms are not eternal, is erroneous.

UpaiHra.—It may be objeoted as follows : The ultimate atom is not eternal, sinoe it is-

corporal of ponderable, like a watei-pot. Similarly, the possession of oolour, the possession of"

taste, etc., may be, one by one, adduced as so many reasons. So also by simultaneous oonjuno-
tion with »ix (other ultimate atoms), an ultimate atom has six parts ; so that from its posses-

sion of parts, and from its being the substratum of the oonjunotion appearing in objects >vhioh

It cannot pervade, (we may infer that the ultimate atom is not eternal). Moreover, if there

be Ether within an ultimate atom, then being porous, it must have parts ; if there be no Ether
inside it, then it would follow that Ether does not penetrate every where. Further, (the

ultimate atom is not eternal), because it casts shadow, and possesses oiroulation. Again, the
non-eternality of the ultimate atom follows also from the inference whioh establishes transi-

•noy,e jr., the inference, that all that exists is momentary. If then there be suoh a series of
inferences, how can it be maintained that the ultimate atom is eternal ?

To meet these objections, he says :

Vlfovi Avidya, ignorance, error.

5. (It is) an error (to suppose that the ultimate atom is not
eternal).— 161.

Every inference, which has for its subject the non-eternality of the-

ultimate atom, is ignorance, i.e., is of the form of error, since it springs
from a fallacy, This fallacy is occasionally obstruction or opposition to
the proof which comprehends the subject; always absence of the
characteristic of being pervaded (or being the mark), due to want of
evidence preventive of its existence in the vipahsa (i. e., in which the
non-existence of that which has to be proved, is sertain) ; sometimes
unproof by itself ; and others which should be learnt from the kindred
system (i.e., the Nyaya-Sutram of Gautama;—5.

Bhdsya.—Reads IV. i. 3.4, and 5 as two aphorisms only, viz., kdrana-
bhdvdt kdryahhdvo, nilya iti', and ViSesatah pratisedhabhdvo lvidyd', and
interprets them to mean, respectively, "The' nature of the effect,,

(though) following from the nature of the cause (which is eternal) is
non-eternal" and " It is an error to suppose that because things (e.g. y

atoms) exist as effects (e.g., compound bodies), therefore they cannot
exist in the causal (or atomic) state",—in order to explain the applica-
tion of the word "non-eternal' 5 in, I. i. 8 where the reference is to things
which are products.

Requisites of perception.

Upatkdra.—It may he objeoted, " Well, if the ultimate atom exists, why is it not per-
ceived by the senses ? It is you who have proved that the possession of oolour, the possession
of touch, etc, are exoiting causes of sensibility." Henoe he says :

*Tf^W«<«irfT, ^TT^WSq: II 2 I * I $ II

ifffa Mahati, in respect of an object possessing magnitude. VRV^YftT^
Aneka-dravya-vattv&t, by means of its possession of what is composed of
more than one substance, spipi Rupat, by means of colour. *c Cha, and.
•rWf^V: Upalabdhib, perception.

6. External perception (takes place), in respect of an object
possessing magnitude,, by means of its possession of that which
is composed of more substances than one, and by means of its

colour.—162.n
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' Mahati ' means in respect of a substance possessing magnitude,
the affix, matup, denoting possession, among affixes denoting quality,
being elided after the word, mahat, denoting measure. ' Anekad'-avyat-
vat' mtans from the nature or state of containing that of which more
substances than one are the substrata. This being so, Air also would
be perceptible. Hence he says, " And by mean? of Colour," i. e., as
will be later on said, developed and uneclipsed or unobscured colour.
" Upalabdhih " is complemented by the words, "by the external sense."
Therefore it goes without saying that there is no external perception of
the ultimate atom, since it does not possess magnitude. "The possession
of that which is composed of more than one substance " means either
the being constituted by a compound of more than one substance, or
the being the substratum of the magnitude which if. due to a multiplici-

ty of component parts.

It cannot be said that the possession of that which is a compound
of more than one substance, is rendered futile (as a condition precedent
of perception), by the very possession of magnitude ; since the reverse
is also possible. Nor can it bo said, "Futility of the producer is caus-
ed by the producible, but not that of the producible by the producer "
for the agreement and the difference of the producible and the producer
being simultaneously appirehended, there is no futility, since otherwise
it would follow that the futility of the staff, etc., will be caused by the
whirling of it, etc. Nor can it be said that there is a development of, or
rise in, perceptibility at a distance due to development of, or rise in,

magnitude; for a development of, or rise in, the possession of a
compound of more substances than one being also possible, there can be
no discrimination. Moreover, while a spider's web measuring four
cubits, etc, is not perceptible from a distance, the perceptibility of the
spider il self is certainly due to a develoj ment of the possession of a
compound of more substances than one, since a preponderance of
magnitude exists in the web. So also it should be observed that while
a piece of cloth, constituted by five yarns, is not perceptible at a dis-

tance, is in spite of a preponderance of magnitude in it, a club of a very
small magnitude is perceptible there.—6.

Cause of non-perception

Ujiatkara.— Such being the oase, there should, it might be urged, also be perception of

the light of a thooting star at midday, of the light of the eye, or of Air, as well aa of magnitude
which con bines with oolour by means of its combination with Toueh. Henoo he says:

H^ft 3(5^ iTf^ $W4fcH<UJWI4ra) Q,Wf^T:

II 9 I U U II

srftr Sati, there beiug. *rfa Api, even, in spite of. Jf«p% Dravyatve,

substance-ness, Mahatve, magnitude. )PT Rupa, colour. tfWrt S aas-

kara, impression, evolution, reformation. WWWT, Abhavat, on account

of the absence or non-existence of. «TRtJ Vayoh, of Air. Wgqftsfc; Anupal-

abdhib, non-perception.
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7. The non-perception of Air, in spite of there being subs-
tance-ness and magnitude, is due to the non-existence of the evolu-

tion of colour.—163.

By the terra " evolution of colour " are intended combination or
inhesion of colour, the development of colour to the degree of appre-
ciability, and the no.i-obscuration of colour. Though, therefore, i i

the case of Air, the selfsame combinatioa of touch is alse the combina-
tion of colour, yet it is not qualified or determined by colour, for
there is in it absjlute non-existence of colour. In the light of the eye,
there is no evolution, that is, appreciability , of colour. In the light of the
shooting star at midday, there is no evolution, that is, non-obscuration,
of colour. Of these, therefore, there is no perceptibility. In like man-
ner, evolution of colour is to be analogously applied to the heat of the
summer, the fire in a frying pan, gold, etc.

The writer of the Witti has, however, said that Wl&WK is a com-
pound of the words ^ and ^WWTC, formed by the elision of one of
the twc ^T's, and that, therefore, the non-perception of Air is in conse-
quence of the non-existence of colour in it, while the non-perception
of the ocular light, etc., is due to the non-existence of the evolution
of colour 7-

Requisites of perception of colour.

Upaskdra.—In this way having, iiunndiatily aftar t'ie aeotion on the etercality of tha
ultimate atoms, finished the seption on fie perceptibility of external objeots, aa a subsi-
diary topio, by their being the inferential marks of the ultimate atoms, and intending to
sot forth, by introducing an example, the aeotion on the peroeptibility of Attributes, ha
says :

sjf^lT Aneka, more than one- jjwj Dravya, substance ^Jm^RT, Samava-
yat, from combination in. 97 Rupa, colour. fa$NT^ ViSesat, from some

special characteristic of. Rupa, colour. OTftfivg: Upalavdhih,

perception.

8. Perception of colour (arises) from its combination with

a compound of substances more than two, and from (its possession

of) some special characteristic of colour.— 164.

' Rupaviiesa ' means the species or peculiarity inherent in colour,

and that consists of the characteristics of being developed to the degree

of appreciability, of being unobscured, and of being colour. From
this, perception of colour takes place. Lest it might be said that, such

being the case, the colour of the ultimate atom as well as of *lw dyad
would be perceived, so it has been added—' anekadravya-samft^ayat.'

The word ' aneka ' denotes multitude ; hence ' anekadravya ' means
that to which many substances belong as its substratum, e. g., a

molecule of the atoms, and the like. To term 'anekadravya-samavayaV
therefore, means from combination with such a compound substance.

The water-pot, etc, although they are originated by two parts, (i. e.
t

potsherds, etc.), really contain a multitude of substances as their subs-

tratum, in the serial arrangement of the parts of these parts, and so
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on. As taste, touch, etc., lack in the characteristic of colourness, so
there is no ocular perception of them. In the case of ocular fire or
light, non-visibility is due to the absence of the degree of appreciabi-
lity. Development or appreciability is only a particular universal
entity or 1 class ' belonging to the particular attributes of colour, etc,
and is pervaded by, or included in, colourness, etc.

Objection .-—This being so, no relation of higher and lower (classi-
fication) will be at' all established even by whiteness, fragrantness,
sourness, etc. If, however, you suppose a manifoldness of develop-
ment or appreciability, pervaded by, or included in, them respectively,
then there will be a redundancy of supposition, and the term develop-
ment or appreciability, 3^ also will have various meanings.

Answer :—It is not so ;
for, development or appreciability denotes

the upddhi or condition, namely, the characteristic of the attribute
capable of being apprehended by each individual external sense,
while non-development or non-appreciability denotes only the absence
of the upddhi or condition. Some say that appreciability is simply
the non-existence of non-appreciability. This should be considered
since non-appreciability also cannot be similarly established. It may be
said that non-appreciability is a particutar attribute beyond the
cognizance of the senses. If it be so, then it would follow that appre-
ciability is a particular attribute within the reach of the senses. If it

be asked, " What is the determinant of sensuousness ?," we reply that
both of us, (i. e., the disputants; are equally at a disadvantage here.
They also say that appreciability is the one and only one 1 class

'

present in all particular attributes, and that the non-establishment of
the relation of higher and lower is no fault in the case of the class
inhering in attributes—8.

Perception of Taste, Smell, and Touch.

Upaskdra.—Of the attributes other than Touoh, oo-exsistsnoe in the saino substratum
with colour is itself the neofstary condition of their being perceptible by the external senses.
For this reason, after having stated the. conditions of perception of oolour, he now extends
them to other oases, and says :

ffaTena, by this,. TOT^T'if'i Rasa-gandha-sparaesu, in respect of

taste, smell, and touch, irpf Jfianam, knowledge. wrreqrciq; Vyakhyatam,
explained.

9. Hereby is explained (perceptual) knowledge in the case
of Taste, Smell, and Touch.— 165. ,

' Ten a ' means by the preceptual knowledge of colour. As precep-
tion of colour arises from some speoial characteristic of colour,ws., colour-
ness, non-obscuration, and appreciability, so perception of taste arises
from some particularity of taste, characterised as tasteness, non-obscura-
tion, and appreciability. This should be applied to other oases. Com-
bination with a compound of more than two substances, should be also
extended. From inappreciabilitj to the organs of the ear, the tongue,
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and the skin, result non-apprehension of smell, taste, and touch. Being
undeveloped or inappreciable, smell and taste are not perceived in a
atone, etc ; for they are perceived in their ashes. Some maintain that
they are perceived indeed in the stone, etc., but not distinctly. The
non-apprehension of the colour of a watery substance, the parts of which
have been disjoined from one another, is due to non-developme it of the
colour. So also is the non-apprension of taste. In hot water, there is

noii-approhension of the colour of the fire, in consequence of its non-
development, and of touch, in consequence of its obscuration. In com-
minuted camphor, the champaka flower, etc., non-apprehe.ision of colour,

taste, and touch is due to their non-djve 1 ipraent or inappreciability.

In gold, and the like, colour is indeel developed, but whiteness and
luminousness are obscured. Some hold that colour also is obscured,
whereas the apprehension of gold takes place with the help of other
colour. Obscuration, again, is non-apprehension caused by the appre-
hension of a more powerful like object, and not merely relation or
connection with a powerful like object. For, since connection with a
powerful like object has to be ascertained by non-apprehension it is

the non-apprehension which is of primary importance. Whereas the
powerful like object is not of primary importance, as the necessary
condition of non-apprehension ; because neither non-apprehension, nor
antecedent non-existence of apprehension, nor its absolute non-exis-
tenoe is subject to its operation, while the annihilation of apprehension
does not exist there. If it be objected, " Then your proposition also,

that obscuration is non-apprehension caused by the apprehension of a
more powerful like objeot, is not proved," we reply, " Let it be so- Still

apprehension and non-apprehension alone are the necessary conditions
of the strength or weakness of a like obiect, or of the existence of such
a relation ; and the same is the meaning of the word, obscuration."—9-

Gravity, not perceptible.

Upaskdra.—lt may ba asked, " Sinoe Gravity alao is combined with a oompouud of mora
than two substances (i. «.' atoms), and appears in the same substratum with oolour and magni-
tude, why then it is not peroeptible ;

" Henoe he says ;

l&H Tasya, of this, i. e., the genus of colourness, etc., and develop-

ment or appreci ability. stwrt^ Abhavat, because of the non-existence

H«qfttlk: Avyabhicharah, non-deviation. No breach of uniformity or

the rule.

10. Because of the non-existence of this, there is no viola-

tion (of the above law of perceptibility in the case of Gravity.)—
166.

Gravity is not perceptible, because of the non-existence, in Gravity,
of this, viz., the genus of colourness, etc, and development or apprecia-
bility. It might be said that granted that, colourness, etc, do not exist
there, yet there may be peroeption of Gravity. To prevent this, he adds
* avyabhicharah.' There is ' non-deviation ' i. «., unbroken uniformity
of the five ' classes ' or universals, o. g. t

oolourness, etc, towards
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apprehensibility by each individual sense. Whenever there exists one
or another of the pentad of colourness, etc., there also exists apprehensi-
bility by the respective external senses, as shown by the method of

difference (that where the former are not, there the latter does not
exist). This is the meaning.

Gravity, by reason of its being left obscure in the sutram, as the
topic of discussion, by Prasastadeva classed am jng things aupersen-
suous, is by Vallavacharya said to be perceived by touoh.—10.

Where Numbers, etc., are objects of visual perception.

Wpaskdra.—Having thus st ited objeots parooptible by the senses individually, he now
•enumerates objeots peroeptible by two senses jointly :

Samkhyah, numbers- «ffti?mnfa Parimanani, magnitudes, exten-

sions- ^fVr4 Prithaktvam, separateness. ^pftTf^T'ft SaAyoga-vibhagau,

conjunction and disjunction. TOTTTC^ Paratva-aparatve, priority and

posteriority. qr»q* Karmma, action. Cha, and. ^<mqy*MI«n^ Rupi-dra-

vya-samavayat, through combination with substances possessing colour.

^T^lf'Sf Chaksusani, visible, objects of visual perception.

11. Numbers, Magnitudes, Separateness, Conjunction and
Disjunction, Priority and Posteriority, and Action become objects

of visual perception, through their combination with Substances

possessing colour.—167.

The words have not been formed into a compound in order to indi-

cate their mutual independence in respect of their visual or tactual

perceptibility. Although there is dependence upon JTf^, t- e., largeness,

yet it is not as upon a mode of extension or magnitude. The word ' cha'

hastheforce of involvingthe addition of Viscidity, fluidity and Impetus.

The word ^r^nfor implies tactual perceptibility ; or the word ' cha

'

should be applied after the word *in<T for also. The plural number in

Numbers, comprehends all numbers, from unity upwards. If it be held

that unity is only a Genus, and not an Attribute, then if it appear in

substances only, its denotation will be neither more nor less than that

of substanceness
;
if, on the other hand, it be present in attributes and

actions also, then its denotation will be neither more nor lesr than that

of existence. " How, then," if it be asked, " can there be perception of

unity, etc., in attribute, etc. ?," it may be answered that it is by means
of attributed unity ; or that by reason of the proximity known as

combination or co-inhereace in one and the same object, the percep-

tion of unity is qnite justified. This unity is eternal in eternal subs-

tances, and in non-eternal substances it has causal unity for its

non-combinative cause. On the other hand, duality, etc., are the

product of relative understanding. Relative understanding is the

mental basis or support of various unities, when two homogeneous or

ieterogeneous substances are in contact with the eye—11.
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Here they are not.

UpatUra.—Having in view all the above things up to aotion, he says :

Sl^fag Arftpisu, in substances not possessing colour, sr^l^lfar Achaksu-

fani, not objects of visual perception.

12. In substances not possessing colour, they are][not objects

of visual perception.—168.

Numbers, etc., up to action, are not objects of visual perception,,
whon they are present in substances which are devoid of colour. It

should be observed that they are not objects of tactual perception
also. It has not been said that they are imperceptible

;
for, if it were

so, then the unity of the Soul also would not be an object of percep-
tion.—12.

Attribtcte-ness and existence perceptible to all the senses.

Upatkdra.—Colour, etc, are uni-sensuous or perceptible by the senses individually.
Numbers, eto., are bi-sensuous or ptroeptible by two senses jointly. Pleasure, eto., aro
mental or poroeptible by the inner sense. So that it results that the two Genera, Attribute-
ness and existonoe, aro omni-sensuous. So he says :

fitena, by this. »|nrf% Gunatve, in regard to attributeness. h&
Bhave, in regard to existence. ^ Cha, and. Sarvvendriyam,

omni-sensuous. Relating to all the senses. jJT'f jnanam, knowledge.

"IPSnTO Vyakhyatam, explained.

13. By this it is explained that knowledge in regard to attri-

buteness and existence, is omni-sensuous or of all the senses.— 169.

Capability to apprehend the individuals, is itself the capability to

apprehend the class. And if the individuals are respectively appre-

hended by all the senses, then it results that also the classes, viz.,

Attribute-ness and Existence, are apprehensible by all the senses.

This is the meaning—13.

Here ends the first chapter of the fourth book in the Commentary

r
of Sankara upon the Vaisesika Aphorisms.
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BOOK FOURTH—CHAPTER SECOND.

Three-fold division of Earth, and other products.

UpaMra.—la the fourth book, of whioH tho subjeot-matter is the examination of

tangible substances, ictandin,; to examini only tangible nubitanoos by their effaota, in] n>
diately after tho examination of tne ultimate atonw whioh are tho root oauios, he says :

n^Tat, that. gT: Puiah, again. 3fr«t(ftvfc4;«t Piithivi-adi-karyya-

dravyam, earth, and other product-substaice. f«ft4 Trividham, three

fold. ^^ft^q^^nnii^Sarira-indriya-visaya-samiiSakam, named as body,

nense, and object.

1. The aforesaid product-substance, Earth, etc., is, again,

three-fold, under the names of body, sense, and object.—170.

Here corporeity or the characteristic of the body is a kind of upddhi

or adjunct, namely, the characteristic of being constituted by final parts

(i.e., atoms), possessing activity, of which the non-combinative cause is the

conjunction of the soul exercising volition. But corporeity is not a class

or universal e.ititiy, since in that case Earthness, etc., will establish

no relation of higher and lower divisions. The characteristic of being

a sense, is the being the seat of the conjunction of the mind, which is

the cause of knowledge which produces no reminiscence, or the being a

seat of the conjunction of the mind, which is the cause of knowledge,

while at the same time it is not a substratum of appreciable particular

attributes other than sound. On the other hand, the light of the eye of

animals that prowl at night, is really another kind of light. In regard

to its being treated as forming the visual sense, the words " not being

a substratum of appreciable particular attributes other than sound and

colour " should be added. The characteristic of being a sense, how-

ever is not a ' class,' for then the characteristic of Earth, etc, will not

establish the relation of higher and lower divisions without entailing

cross-division). And objectivity, or the characteristic of being an

object, although it is the being the means of phenomenal experience,

that is to say, the being the object of ordinary perception, common to

substance, attribute, action, genus, and non existence—yet should be,

in accordance with the aphorism, observed to be the characteristic of

being a product-substance which is the object of ordinary perception,

for the aphorism is this only that Earth and other product-substances

are three-fold. Objectivity also, therefore, is not a class or universal

entity
Body is not a compound offive elements.

Upaekdra.—'Sovr, in order to refute the assertion that the body is composed of three

elements or four elements, he says :
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ggrenggWPUl Pratyaksa-apratyaksanara, of perceptible and non-per-

ceptible objects, tfqfaipj SaAyogasya, of conjunction. Apraty-

ksatvat, on account of imperceptibility. qanTT Panchatinakam, Penta-

substantial. Constituted by five elements, n Na, not. ftft^ Vidyate, exists.

2. (Nothing exists, which is constituted by five elements,

or) the body is not constituted by five elements, for the conjunc-

tion of things, perceptible and imperceptible, is imperceptible.—

171.

Were the body, by reason of its odour, moisturo, digestive heat,

breath, and porosity, composed of five elements, then it would be imper-

ceptible. In the same manner as the conjunction of perceptible and
imperceptible objects, e.g., air and trees, is imperceptible, the body
also would be imperceptible. Thus the aphorism employs an example.

The word ' body ' is the complement of " penta-substantial does not

exist." Moisture, digestive heat, etc., however, belong to the efficient

causes or conditions of the body, namely, water and fire. The theory
that the body is composed of four elements should be also similarly

understood. Let it then, it may be urged, contain three elements, as

there is perception of three elements. This cannot be, for an origina-

tion not of hetorogeneous elements is denied. One attribute in a whole
made up of parts is not originative of similar other attributes. If,

therefore, the production were from Earth and Water, then that which
they originate would be void of smell and taste. In like manner, if it

originated in Earth and Fire, it would not possess smell, colour, and
taste ; if in Earth and Air, it would be destitute of smell, taste, colour,

and touch. Other cases should be similarly understood.—2.

Nor a compound of three elements.

ITpaskiira.—Ho ooutinucs tho same topio :

JJUF'TOsnj'TfaTcl. Guna-antara-apradurbhavat, by reason of the non-

appearance of another attribute. "9 Cha, and. sr Na, not. sqiW^Tri-
Atmakam, tri-substantial. Composed of three elements.

3. And by reason of the non-appearance of another attribute,

it is not composed of three elements.— 172.

A body originated by Earth, Water, and Fire only, which are-

objects of perception, might be perceived, if there were manifested in

it another attribute having for its antecedent a like attribute in the
cause. But this can never be the case, as it has been already stated
that a single smell, etc., is not originative. Therefore the body is not
composed of even three elements, i. a., is not originated by the three
elements possessing colour.—8.

Bhdaya—reads IV. ii. 3 as two aphorisms, viz-, "Qundntardprddur-
bhdv&chcha," and " Na trydtmaJcam."
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Conjunction of various atoms, not denied.

Upaskdra.—How then is there perception of digestivo heat, etc., in one single body?
He gfves the answer :

^#TNT^rf^«r: II 9 I R I 2 II

SP^Sfain: Anusaihyogah, conjunction of atoms, g Tu, but. «fJlfitf^3[:

Apratisiddhab, not denied.

4. But a conjunction of atoms is not denied.—173.

A mutual eon junction of the five elements as (the basis or) condi-
tional causes of oue another, is not denied. But it ib not desired that the
conjunction of two heterogeneous atoms can be the non-combinative
cause of a substance. Thus, as its conditional or efficient causes,

digestive heat, etc, are perceived in the body. If it be asked, then,

of what nature the human body is, the answer is given by the aphorism
of Gautama :

—" (The body is) terrene, the distinctive attribute of

Ether being perceived (in it)." Nyaya-Sutram III. i. 28(?; ). Smell
which is the distinctive attribute of Earth, is observed in the human
body as not departing from it till its dissolution, whereas digestive

heat, etc., are not observed in the decayed body. These attributes,

therefore, are accidental, while Smell is essential. Hence itsterreneness

is established.—4.

Body is two-fold: sexually produced, and asexually produced.

Upaskdra.—He divides the body :

rT5T fWN *flft«W*ftCto3* U * I * I * II

If* Tatra, therein, amongst terrene, aqueous, and other bodies,

£ariraru, body, terrene body. f§[fsr4 Dvividham, two fold, qtf'ftf Yonijam,

sex-begotten, sexually generated, spftfasm Ayonijam, not sexually gene-

rated. ^ Gha, and.

5. Of these, the body is two-fold ;—sex-born and not sex-born.

—174.

Of these, i. e., among terrene, aqueous, and other bodies, the
terrene body is two-fold. What are the two kinds ? In answer, he
says, ' sexborn and not-sex-born. ' Aqueous, igneous, and aerial bodies,
well-known in the spheres of Varuna, Aditya, and Vayu, are entirely
a-sexual. A-sexuality means independence of the commixing of semen
and blood. The bodies of gods and sages are also a-sexual, according
to the text of revelation, " Mann and others, the mind-born or desire-
born of Brahma." If it be asked how there can be an effect without
a cause, we reply that the female organ of generation is not a cause
essential to or determining corporeity, as it does not apply to the
bodies of worms, mosquitoes, etc., produced by warmth. The posses-
sion of a particular constitution also is not proved, since our bodies
are different in appearance in comparision with the bodies of gods
and sages.
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The sexaul body, again, is two-fold, womb-born and egg-born.
Womb-born are bodie< of men and animals, wild and domestic, the
womb being the name given to the receptacle of the embryo. The
bodies of birds aid reptiles are egg-born. Snakes, worms, fishes, etc.,

also are really reptiles, since it is their nature to crawl about.

Trees and the like also are no doubt so many kinds of bodies, being
the seat of experience (i. e., the field wherin particular souls reap the
consequences of their acts in previous births). For without the charac-
teristic of being the seat of experience, life, death, sleep, waking, use
of medicine, propagation of the seed, approaching the agreeable, avoid-
ing the disagreeable, etc., would be impossible. And growth and the
healing up of wounds and fractures, which prove experience, are mani-
fest in them. There is also the sacred text :

wNritaferaf* ^ qrpar tc*tt nfrwc n

" The Sarala and Arjuua trees, which grow on the banks of the
Narmada from contact with the waters of the Narmada, attain to the
highest state hereafter," etc And also,

" In the cemetery grows a tree haunted by herons and vultures,
etc.," etc Yet germinant bodies do not evidently possess activity or
movement and senses, and they are therefore not treated as bodies 5.

Vivriti.—That trees, etc, are. bodies (i. e., ground of the experience
of the consequences of acts) is evidenced by the text of Manu, viz., "A
man acquires the condition of an immovable existence, by faults of
action, born of the body."

Asexual bodies, how produced.

Upaskdra.—Ke states the oause from which asexual bodies are produoad :

wftqd&J^j^ttl^ir II S [ R I $ II

^(•maH^T^^RC. A-uiyata-dik-des*a-purvakatvat, because it (».

a-sexual body) has for its antecedent ultimate atoms which are not

constant in direction aud place.

6. Because a-sexual bodies are formed by ultimate atoms
inconstant in direction and place.— 175.

Ultimat atoms, inconstant in direction and place, possess activity
or movement produced by a particular dharma or virtue. And they
are th« antecedents of a-sexual bodies 6.

Vivfiti—In the words of Varuna, etc, there exist a-sexua),
aqueous, igneous, aerial, and mental bodies, which are not dependent,
for their production, upon semen, blood, etc. Whence come the ultimate
atoms which orignate them ? In the case of sexual bodies, it is observ-
ed that only the ultimate atoms of semen and blood are their origina-
tors. To remove this apprehension, the present aphorism hag been
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formulated. Terrene, aqueous, igneous, and aerial ultimate atoms exist
in all directions and in all places. Since there is nothing to confine them
to direction and place, there can be no scarcity of ultimate atoms in the
production of a-sexual bodies For it is not the case that ultimate
atoms other than the ultimate atoms of semen and blood, are not ori-
ginative of bodies, seeing that in that case there would be no produc-
tion of gnats, mosquitoes, trees, shrubs, etc.

A-sexual bodies, how produced—continued.

Upaskdra.—It may bo objeoted, how there ean be prcduotiun of a substanoe (»'. «., a body),
without oonjunotion whioh is the non-oembinative oauso of eubstanoe, seeing that th»re oan
be no oonjunotion without the aotion of the ultimate atoms. Heuoo he says

I V9 U

spsffaSfaT^ Dharmma-vifiesat, from a particular dharma or virtue. <at

Gha, and.

7. And (the action of the ultimate atoms arises) from a
partieular dharma or virtue.— 176.

The sense is that, at the beginning of creation, action or motion
arises in the ultimate atoms in consequence only of the conjunction of

the soul carrying with it the invisible (adristam) consequences of its

previous acts, and the ultimate atoms, having by that action come
together, originate, in the order of binary atomic aggregate, etc.,

the a-sexual badies of gods and sages.

The aphorism is illusrative. It should be also observed that, in

consequence of particular adharma or vices, the tortured bodies of mos-
quitoes and other small insects, generated by heat, are produced.—7.

Proof of their existence.

Upskdra.—He gives another proof that the bodies of gods and aages are a-sexual :

UHK^RT^T II 9 I * I « II

(W^HWM, Samakhya-bhavat., because name or definitions exist.

^ Cha, also,

8. Also because names or definitions exist.— 177.

3ift$qT means a significant name, or definition, such as is well-

known in i§ruti, Itihasa, Purana, etc. Thus, Durvasas, and other sages

were born from the mind (of Brahma)
;
Angiras was produced from

ahamkdra (the sense of * I") ; and so on. From this also it is known
that there ar © a-sexual bodies of gods and sages.—8.

Vvifiti. But whence do a-sexual bodies derive their names, in the

absence' of parents, etc ? For it is observed on earth that the names

Chaitra, Maitra, etc, are affixed by parents, etc LeBt there be suoh an

apprehension, so he says :

' Bhavat,' i- e., from the existence, of ' Samakhya,' • e., the name ;

4 even in the abtence of the procreative parents, etc' is the complement.
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For, all names are not alixed only by parents, etc., as it is not the case

with the names, watei'-pot, canvas, etc. Therefore, the import is that

the names, Ma tu, Marichi, etc, have been put upon a-sexual bodies, by
the very same tsv&ra. by whom names have been affixed to the water-pot,
canvas, and other unconscious objects.

Asexual bodies, how produced.—eontinued.

Upaskdra.—Ho gives another proof :

TOTPn: Saiiijnayah, of name. Aditvat, because of the primitive-

ness.

9. (The existence of a-sexual bodies is proved) from the

primitivencss of the name.— 178.

By means of the name, Brahma, etc, which came to be the begin-
ning, i. e., primordial, at the beginning of creation, it is known that
a-sexual body exists. For then there were net parents of Brahma, by
whom the name Brahma, etc., should be given

—

g.

Vivriti.—But there being no proof of the existence of tsvara, how
can it be affirmed that the names of the water-pot, the canvas, etc, have
been given by Him ? So he says :

Because Isvara, which is the complement of the aphorism, is the
beginning (adi), i. e., the cause or source, of names. Thus the proof of

Isvara having been already stated, by the characteristic of His being
the author of names, in the aphorism, " But name and effect are the
mark (of the existence) of beings distinguished from ourselves" (II. i.

18 Ibidj, being the author of names remains unobstructed. This is

the sense.

Conclusion : A-sexual bodies exist.

Upathdra.—He oonoludes :

sFsnftfon: ii a i * no n

^ifo Santi, exist. 9Tqtf%3if: Ayonijah, a-sexual bodies.

10. A-sexual bodies exist.—179.

The words " particular forms of bodies " are the com
f
ilemont of the

aphorism— 10.

Another proof that a-sexual bodies exist.

Upaskdra.—In order to strengthen the above oopohnioa all the more, he gives aiother
proof :

II 9 m tt II

^ftWI<t Veda-lingat, from the texts which throw light upon the
mantra portion of the .Veda, i. e., from the Brahmana portion of the
Veda. ^ Cha, and.
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11. (The existence of a-sexual bodies is proved) also from
the Brahamana portion of the Veda.—18J.

' Veda ' means mantra. That by which it is lihjyate, i. e., made
known, is ' veda-lingam,' i. e., Brdhmanam. Prom this also a-sexual
body is proved. This is the meaning. Thus there is the Brdhmanam :

" Prajapti (i. e., the lord of creation) created numerous creatures :

He practised penance, with the desire, " I may be able to create
creatures." He created the Brahmana from His mouth, King from his

arms, the Vaisya from His thighs, the $udra from his feet. "

There is also the Veda :

*tsri&m s*wrcfac ti?^^: ti*>*•• T^stf qtftssiRff wrfti

" His mouth became the Brahmana ; the arras were made the King
i. e., Kstriya) ; it was His thigh, which became the Vaisya • the Sudra
was born from the feet, etc."

Thus terrene body, sexual and a-sexual, has been described in the
above way. Aqueous, igneous, and aerial bodies can be only a-soxual,

since semen and blood are, as a rule, terrene, and a terrene substance
does not originate an aqueous one.

The terrene sense is the organ of smell, common to all living beings.

The organ of smell is originated by terrene particles unoverpowered or
unobscurcd by water, etc. The organ of smell is terrene, because it

causes manifestation of smell, while it does not cause the manifestation of

taste, etc., like the excrement of the fowl which causes the manifestation
of the perfume of the musk. Similarly, the organ of taste, the tongue,
is the aqueous sense, as it causes the manifestation of taste only, while
it does not cause the manifestation of colour, etc,, like water which
causes the manifestation of the taste of the pudding. In like manner,
the eye is the igneous sense, because it causes the manifestation of

colour only, while it does not cause the manifestation of ta3te, etc., like

light. The skin is the aerial sense, because it causes the manifestation

of touch only, while it does not cause the manifestatiou of smell, etc.,

like the wind blown by the fan which causes the manifestation of the
coolness of the water (perspiration) sticking to the body.

The object which is terrene, is characterised as earth, stone, and
the immoveable. Therein the modifications of earth are the divisions of

the land, wall, brick, etc, Stones are the mountains, jewels, diamond,
red-chalk, etc. The immoveable are grass, herbs, trees, shrubs,

creepers, and trees bearing fruits without flowers- Aqueous objects are

rivers, seas, dew, hail-stone, etc Igneous object is four-fold, differen-

tiated as terrestrial, celestial, abdominal, aad mineral. The terrestrial

is that which is produced from fuel, such as wood. The celestial is not

produced from fuel ; e- g-, lightning, etc. The abdominal is the sto-

machic, capable of extracting the juice of rice, etc And the mineral
is gold, etc. The aerial object is the wind wdich is the seat or support
of touch which can be felt. The fourth effect of Air, which is called
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Prdna; i.e., the life-breath, and which is the means of disposing of the

essences (rasa), excreta; and the humours or vital fluids (dhdtu) within

the body, though it is one, still acquires the names of Apan a (i.e., the

air which throws out)' etc., aocording to the diversity of its func-
tions—11.

Here ends the second chapter of the fourth book in the Commen-
tary of Sankara upon the Vaiseaika Aphorisms of Kauada.
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BOOK FIFTH—CHAPTER FIRST.

Action in the hand, how produced.

Vpaskdra.—The subjeot of the fifth book is tho investigation of Aotion. The investi-
gation of Aotion, produoible by volition, is the subjeot of the first, ohapter. In this thero
are seotions treating of (1) throwing upwards, (2) throwing upwards "effooted without volition,
<3) aotion whioh has virtue or merit as its oause, and (4) aotions, goods, bad, and indifferent.

Wfl=Nl»WHn*li Atma-seMyoga-prayatma,bhy<\ru, by maana of con-

junction with, and volition of, the soul. 5^ Haste, in the hand.

Karmma, action.

1. Action in hand (is produced) by means of conjunction

with, and volition of, the Soul.—181.

With reference to a particular form of muscular or bodily aotion,

(c. g., in using a pestle and mortar), the author says :

By means of conjunction and volition of the soul, Action (is pro-

duced) in the hand which is its combinative cause. And of thig

Action, conjunction with the soul exercising volition, is the non-
combinative cause, and volition 13 the efficient or conditional cause. It is

this which is called muscular action , for muscular aotion is action which
has for its non-combinative cause conjunction with the soul exercising

volition, or action producible by volition of something other than, that

which possesses touch and which is not combined with, and is additonal

which to that in which the action appears {e.g., hand.)—1.

Vivfiti.—Here 5^ 'in the hand,' is an illustration. The meaning
is that by the conjunction, and volition, of the soul, action, in the form
of muscular motion, is caused in the body as well as in the parts there-

of. So it has been said.

snwn»sTi i^ffcasT T*a[Hi«n $ftr; 1

$fWqT *&5%it nfsiwfcr fan it

That which is produced by the Soul, m*y be called Desire. That
which is prodnced by Desire, may be called first Impulse or stir. That
which is produced by .mpulse, may be called muscular motion. It U
that which is produced by muscular motion, that may be called Action
or physical change.

Action in the pestle described.

UptukAra.—Atter describing the throwing upwards of the hand, ho dosoribes the throw-
ing upwards of the pestle, whioh depends upon the former :

fl*n Tatha, similar. tar#4tJn<3(. Hasta-saAyogat, from conjunction with

the hand. * Cha, a id. 3^ Musale,"iu the pestle, qrwf Karmma, action.

2. And, from co ljmction with the hand, a similar Action

appears in the pestle.— 182.
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The word ' cha ' implies 4 gravity,' which is another efficient cause.

' Tatha ' means ' like that,' i. e., of the form of throwing upwards. Or
' tatha ' and ' hasta-saiayogat ' may he taken as constituting a single

term, which will then mean ' from conjunction with hand possessing

upward motion.' Here, again, conjunction of the pestle with the hand
conjoined with the soul exercising volition, is the non-combinative

cause ; the pestle is the combinative cause ; volition and gravity are the

efficient causes.—2.

Above continued.

Upaakdra.—He states the cause of the sudden motion upward whioh is produoed in the

pestle when struck by the mortar :

#JrT: II * I ? I \ II

?|f^rm^ Abhighata-je, produced by impact- 3<ffiWtt Musatadau, in

the pestle, etc. ^wr'ftl Karmmani, in action. cttftfcn^ Vyatirekat, because

of absence (of volition). s^rotf Akarauam, not cause. ftTCPTtW Hasta-

a&yogah, conjunction with the hand,

3. In the action, produced in the pestle, etc., by impact,

conjunction with the hand is not a cause, because of the absence

(of volition).— 183.

Here, though there is also conjunction of the hand with the rising
pestle, yet that conjunction possesses no causality On the other hand,
the impact of the mortar only is the non-combinative cause. It may be
asked, " "Why so?" Therefore he adds, ' vyatirekat,' which means
because of the absence of operativeness of volition." If there were
volition at that moment, there would surely be no sudden upward motion
in the pestle. By a volition to hold fast, there would be rather susten-
tion of the pestle

;
or, the upward motion again of the pestle would be

caused by muscular action. This is the import.—3.

Vivfiti.—Conjunction with the hand is not the combinative cause.
* Conjunction ' ia indicative. Volition and muscular action also, it

should be understood, are not the efficient causes.

Action in the hand.

XJpa»hAra.~With a view to specify a particular cause of the aotion of the hand, as it

flies upward with the pestle, and for the purpose of disproving the non-combinative oausality
of conjunction with the soul exeroising volition, he says :

<reiwtf«ii« : fSSRpwffijr II * I \ I $ II

fl*TT Tatha, the same, i. e., not a cause. <t»<WM'4l<l: Atma-samyogah, con-

junction with the soul. ftTOKr'ftr Hasta-karmmaui, in the action of the
hand.

4. In the case of action of the hand, ccnjunction with the
soul is not a cause.—184.
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In the case of the action of the hand, as it springs upwards with
the pestle, ' conjunction with the soul,' ». e

, conjunction with the soul
exercising volition, is ' the same, i. e., not a cause. The term * not-a-
canse ' which appears in the preceding aphorism, is carried over here
by ' tatha,' the same.—4.

Vivfiti.—Yhis too is illustrative. If shouln be understood that
that volition also is not a non-common efficient cause.

Above continued.

Upaak&ra.—" Whenoe *hen at that time the upward motiou in the hand"? In answer
to this, he says :

Sffofl^^wt^Twuttf ^**T II V, \\ | * ||

wfaWFl Abhighatat, from impact. gMMflMV riH Mnsala-saAyogat, from

conjunction with the peetle. ft^ Hoste, in the hand. vjm'Karmma, action.

5. The action (*. e., upward motion) in the hand is from
impact, and from conjunction with the pestle.—185.

A s, when the pestle flies upwards, the iron-ring at the end of the
f.e&tle rises upwards, so the hand also at that time springs upwards-
Here by the word, ' impact,' re-action (i. e.

}
recoil) produced by

impact, is expressed by transference. By the vigorous action of the
up-going pestle, accompanied with the impact, re-action or recoil is

produced in the pestle itself which is the substratum of that subs-
tratum of that action. Subject to the re-action so effected, upward
motion appoars in the hand also, in consequence of the conjunction of

the hand and the pestle, as its non-combinative cause ; and not that
this upward motion has for its non-combinative cause conjunction with
the soul exercising volition, for the hand rises involuntarily together
with the pestle. This is the idea.—5.

Action in the body.

UpaMra.—" well," it may be asked, " oonjunotion with thenoul exeroising volition is

the cause of the action whioh is produced in the body or in a part of the body. Why it it

not to in the present instanoe "
? Henoe he says :

KlWfwi Atma-karmma, action of the body, and its members. |4*m*<f|«l

Hasta-aaihyogat, from conjunction with the hand. «» Cha, and, also.

6. Action ; of the body and its members is also from conjunc-

tion with the hand.—186.

The word * fttma,' by transference, means the body and its parts.

For, impossibility of order or coherence in the text, is the germ of a
transference of epithet. Thus the action which appears in a part of
the body also, that is, in the hand, arises from the conjunction of the
hand and the pestle. The would ' cha ' implies also impetus. In the-

action of the hand, conjunction with the hand is really toe non-combi-
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native cause. There is no deviation or breach of uniformity in this

respect. This conjunction is sometimes conjunction with the soul

exercising volition, and sometimes conjunction of the hand with pestle,

etc., possessing impetus, as is the case with the action of the body and
its parts, of a mad man.—6.

Falling how -produced.

Upaskdra.—H* begins the seotioa on sotiom independent of volition :

#*flTWlt $*Wt II % I ! I V9 II

SPjtlPTl^ Samyoga-abh&ve, in the absence of conjunction.

Ourutvat, from gravity, Patanam, falling.

7. In the absenee of conjunction, falling (results) from
gravity.— 187.

By the term, ' conjunction,' every kind of impediment is indicated.

Hence in the absence of impediments, in consequence of gravity as its

non-combinative cause, falling i. e., an action resulting in conjunction
below, is produced. Here in fruit, etc, possessing gravity, the impedi-

ment is conjunction ; in a bird, etc., however, volition to hold up is the

impediment to falling ; in an arrow, etc., when discharged, it is the re-

action that is the impediment to falling. The meaning is that, in the

absence of these, falling is caused by gravity. In the case of holding

up of poison, etc., in the air, by thought-transference, etc., conjunction
with the soul endowed with adristam (invisible after-effects of pre-

vious acts), or manpra, and the like are really the impediments. These
also are included by the term ' conjunction.'—7.

Bhdsya.—reads Samskdra in the place of Samyoga.

Falling how produced—continued.

Upask&ra.—Will, if falling is caused by gravity, then how oan there be sometimes an

upward, and sometimes a sideward motion in a stone, eto., when thrown up ? To meet this

objeotion, he says :

ifrVlft 'iilNHm Nodana-vi iesa-abhavat, owing to. the absence of a

particular movement "or impulse." H Na, not. awrv^ tlrddhvam, upward.

*j Na, not- fawNr Triyyak, oblique, sideward. *lfftH G-amanam,. going.

8. Owing to the absence of a particular molecular movement,

there arises no upward or sideward motion (in the fruit, bird, and

arrow).—188.

The upward or sideward motion which takes place in a stone, arrow,

etc., though they possess gravity, results from a particular t. e., a

violent, molecular movement. So that in the case of the falling of a
fruit, a bird, an arrow, etc., in the absence of conjunction, volition,

and re-action, there does not exist a particular movement, and conse-

quently there is no upward or sideward motion. This is the sense.—8.
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Above continued.

Upatkdra.—But whenoo is parti oular moleoular movement iUelf prudaoed ? Ha gives

the answer :

nqaf^^N'^ Prayatna-vUesat, from a particular volition. sf^l^RW:

,Nodana-vi4eaah, particular molecular movement or impulse.

9. Particular molecular movement (results) from particular

volition.—189.

Particular volition is caused by the desire " I will throw sideward,

upward, far, or near." By this, particular nodana or molecular move-

ment is produced, from which upward or sideward motion is possible

produced in a substance possessing gravity, a. jr., a stone, etc—9.

Throwing far a way, how produced.

Upaskdra.—' Udasaaam ' means throwing far upwards.

^3m^|<^faW. ll v, i * i t© II

srtrM^n^Nodana-visesat, from a particular molecular movement.

arWI&fa: Udasana-visosah, particular throwing away.

10. From particular molecular movement, (results) particular

throwing away.—190.

l^ivr*t*-—"ft^sflsr^r^Tf^
**• «•> fr<>» a heterogeneous molecular move-

ment produced by the aforesaid volition, i- e., throwing high

upwards, going upwards, »• e., takes place, which completes the

aphorism. Thus, by agreemeut and difference, the causality of parti-

cular molecular movement toward upward motion, is proved, twrcr.,

going upwards, is an indication. Sideward motion, etc, also should be

understood.

Non-volitional action, not a cause of virtue or vict.

Vvanhlra —The aotion whioh is produoed in the hand together with the pestle, by the.

impaot of the mortar, is not at all preoeded by volition, nor is it the souroe of v:rtue and vloe.

Ha extends a similar nature to the playful movements of the hands and feet.eto., of a ohild :

fgrefai qw>*4 sqi^w n %m u n

Igcywfan Hasta-karmmana, by the action of the hand. HH**4*f Da raka-

karmma, the action of a child, wiwqnm Vyakhyatam, explained.

11. By the action of the hand, the action of a child (has

been) explained.—191.

Although a child's movement of its bands, feet, etc., is surely pre-

ceded by effort, it has not for its result the acquisition of the good and

the avoidance of the evil, nor is it consequently a Bource of virtue and.

vice. This is the meaning of the extension or analogy.—11.

Vivriti—But how is action, in the form of sideward and upward

motion, of the hands and feet of a child lying on the lap, produced, in.
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the absence therefrom of the particular molecular movement or im-
pulse ? 80 he says ;

By the action of the hand, of the form of throwing upwards, etc.,

simultaneous with the throwing upwards of a stone, the action, i, e., the
throwing upwards of the hands and feet, of a child, is explained, «. e.,

proved. Thus, a particular molecular movement is not the cause of all

throwing high upwards, but only of particular acts of throwing high
upwards. Hence the throwing upwards of the hands and feet of a child
is not unproved. Otherwise, the throwing upwards of the. hands of
one who throws up a stone, etc, will be also unproved.

Certain volitional action also, not a cause of virtue or vice.

PjKuidra.—Now, extending similarity to the action of a ohild to aotion which , though
preoeded by volition, is yet not the cause of a virtue and vioo, he says :

rTOT fi^ld^ II % 1*1 II

IWl Tatha, the same. ?p*WT Dagdhasya, of a burnt person, f^tte^

Visphotane, in the case of a boil.

12. The same (is action directed towards the killing of a

felon), when (a house being set on fire by him) the body of a
person burnt therein, is torn open by fire.—192.

A house being set on fire by a felon and in it boils being caused to

a person burnt by the fire, action which is produced in the hand, etc.,

by volition directed towards the killing of that felon, is neither a cause

of virtue nor a cause of vice ; as it has been said, " In the slaying of a
felon, there is no sin in him that slays openly or covertly : wrath
encounters wrath. An incendiary, a poisoner, an assassin, a thief, a
ravisher of wife and field,—these six are felons. "— 12.

Vtvriti Sometimes throwing upwards, etc, result also from parti-

cular molecular movements which are not dependent upon particular

volition produced by the desires, " I throw upwards," etc This he
points out :

(p^JJ, of a burnt body, building, fruit, etc
; fanforfr, in the going

sideward and upward of their parts ; ITOT , molecular movement, caused
by a particular volition, is not the cause. This is the meaning.

Non-volitional action in the body described.

Upatkdra.—Nov, he points out aotions whioh take plaoe without volition.

sCIUw ^5R^ IU HI U U

TOWft Yatna-abhave, in the absence of volition. SVgpn=q Prasuptasya,

of the sleeping. Chalanam, movement.

13. Movement of the sleeping (takes place) in the absence
of volition.—193.

The word* prasuptasya' implies the state of absence of conscious-
ness. Therefore, the movement oauBed by air in the unconscious state
of a person in swoon, while living, should be observed here 13.
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Vivfiti.—Even in the absence of volition caused by the desire, " I

throw up," etc., 'movement ' of the body, i. e., action such aa the side-

ward and upward movements of the limbs of a person 'sleeping' or
attended with deep sleep, is produced. Therefore, a particular voli-

tion is not everywhere the cause- This is the import.

Action in things other than the body.

Upaskdra.—Having explained the aotions of the body, he treats of other aotions :

wr3#fr*nr n % i n t ? ii

Trine, in the grass. Karmma, action. friqw^Hq, Vayu-saAyog&t,

from conjunction with air.

14. Action in the grass (arises) from conjnnction with air.— 194.

By the term ' grass,' he implies trees, shrubs, creepers, and all such
other objects—14.

Vivriti.—He points out similar other actions also.

Even in the absence of a particular volition, from conjunction with
air, action is produced in the grass.

Action produced by adristam.

Upaskdra.—Enumerating aotions dependent upon adtiuam, he says :

JrftjinnfMani-gamanam, movement of the jewel, qjsqfiftpfnf Suchi-

»bhisarpanam,.'approach of the needle. VfSTI^W Adrista-karanakam,

have adfistam, (i.e., the invisible consequences of previous acts) as their

cause.

15. The movement of the jewel, and the approach of the
needle, adristam as their cause.—195.

By the term ' jewel,' bell-metal, etc., are implied. In the going,
which takes place, therefore, of the jewel, bell-metal, etc, informed with
mantra or incantation, towards the thief, there, of that movement, the
jewel, etc., are the combinative cause, conjunction of the jewel with the
Saul of the thief possessed of adfistam, is the non-combinative cause, and
the vice of the thief is the efficient or instrumental cause. By the word,
x needle,' in ' the approach of the needle,' all metal as well as grass are
implied. Thus, in the case of the movement of the needle, etc., towards
that which is attractive of iron ({. e., the magnet), and of the movement
of grass towards that which is attractive of grass, the needle, etc., are
the combinative cause, conjunction with the soul of the person possess-

ed of adfistam, who is affected for good or for bad by that movement
of the grass, the needle, etc, is the non-combinative cause, and his

very adfistam, is the instrumental cause. Other instances, e. g., the
flaming upwards of fire, the sideward motion of air, the actiou of the
ultimate atoms at the beginning of creation, etc., should be similarly

understood.—15.
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Vivfipi-—By the term, ' jewel/ are intended vessels made
. of gold,

etc., and filled with water. To such a vessel magicians apply incanta-

tions for the recovery of stolen property. The tradition of the ancients is.

this. The vessel is set on the grou id, and some other person lays his

right hand upon it. The vessel accompanied with the hand, in conse-

quence of the efficacy of the incantation, moves towards the spot where-

the stolen property has been deposited, and on reaching that place,

stops.

The reason of the movement of such a vessel is not a particular
volition, but the efficient cause is the merit of the former possessor or

the demerit of the thief. The non-combinative oause is conjunction of

such a vessel with soul possessing such adfistam (or reaulta of actions-

done in previous states of existence) ; and the combinative cause is-

such a vessel. In like manner, adfiatam is also the causa of the attrac-

tion towards a loadstone, which takes place in needles, i. c, iron-rods,,

when in proximity with the magnet. If it be asked, in consequence of

whose adfistam motion takes place in needles, etc., the reply, is that it

is the adfistam of him to whom benefit or injury accrues by the motion,
that is the cause. The term,' needle,' is indicative, iron in general,

attracted by the load-stone being inteidel. It is to be understood that
adfistam is the cause of the motion of grass attracted by that which is

attractive of grass (amber ?), of the upward flaming of fire, of the side-

ward motion of air, and ot the action ot the uYtiuxate atoms at th&

beginning of creation.

. . Plurality of action.

Upasbira—It may be doubted whethor an arrow, & bird, a wheel of burning oharooal, eto.

,

have only one aotiou, or many, till thoy oomo to a stop. To remove this doubt, he says :

Isau, of the arrow. ?npnT^ Ayugapat, nou-simultaneous.?-f4t*!rf$faT:

Samyoga-visesah, peculiarities of co iju ictio is. spwff-Tnft Karmma-
anyatve, in respeot of diversity of action. \g: Hetuh, cause. .Mark

16. Peculiarities of non-simultaneous conjunctions of the
arrow, are the mark of the diversity of its action.— 195.

In ' iBau ' the locative inflection has bee i used in the sense of the-

genitive. The sense of the aphorism is as follows : After conjunction
with a wall and the like, of an arrow, etc., moving with impetus, a
cessation of motion is observed, even though the arrow, etc., still exist.

Here it is not the destruction of the substratum which causes the-

destruction of the motion, for the substratum continues to exist. A in-

contradictory attribute is also not oLserved. It is, therefore, inferred,

that it is conjunction produced by itself, that destroys the action. And.
this conjunction, produced at the fourth moment, destroys action of

the fifth moment. Thus, first there is production of action, then dis-
junction, next destruction of the previous conjunction, after it sub-
sequent conjunction, and lastly destruction of action. The meaning,
therefore, is that peculiarities of non-simultaneous oonjunotions mau
known the diversity of the action. ' SaAyoga-viiesab ' mead*
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peculiarity in conjunction, which is nothing but self-produced-ness.

Otherwise, were conjunction, as such, destructive of action, action

«ould not abide anywhere.—16.

Action produced by SaAskara.

Upatkdra.—After the section on Aotion producible by impulse, he begins the seotion oa
Aotion produoible by resultant energy.

^f^r^Nodanat, from impulse of molecular movement. *n^f Adyam,

original, first. f<ft: Tsoh, of the arrow. Karmma, action, nclftJ+falRflm
Tat-karmma-karitat, produced by that action. ^ Cha, and. jfaro^ Saiaa-

karat, from resultant energy. 9<T< TJttaram, the next. Wd Tatha, simi-

larly. «/fT< Uttaram, the next. Dttaram, the next. ^ Cha, and.

17. The first action of the arrow is from impulse ; the next
is from resultant energy produced by that (*.«., the first) action

;

and similarly the next, and the next.—197.

0£ the first action, which is produced in an arrow, when discharged
irom a bowstring, drawn by the volition of a person, the arrow is the
combinative cause, volition and gravity are the efficient causes. And
by this first action, resultant energy, called impetus, and having the
«ame substratum, is produced, it is proved even by perception, viz.,

" It (i. e., the arrow) moves with velocity." By that resultant energy,
action is produced in that arrow ; of which the non-combinative cause
is the resultant energy, thecombinative cause is the arrow, while the
•efficient cause is an intense form of molecular movement. In like man-
ner, i succession of actions one after another is produced by the
resultant energy which continues until the arrow falls.

Since, on an action being destroyed by subsequent conjunction
produced by (the action) itself, another action is produced by resultant

energy, therefore, a single resultant energy only is productive of a
succession of actions

;
whereas, on the ground of redundancy, it is not

proper to assume a succession of resultant energy, similar to the
•succession of actions. To point out this, he says " similarly the next,

and the next," and also uses the singular number in " from resultant

-energy produced by that action." In the Nyaya doctrine, however,

which admits a succession of resultant energies like the succession of

actions, there is redundancy. The reason, again, that of two arrows,

simultaneously discharged, the impetus of the one is swift and that of

-the other slow, is the swiftness andslownees of the impulse or molecular

movement.—17.

Vivriti.—The original action itself of a discharged arrow, etc.,

destroys, at the third moment from its own origin, its cause, viz.t

molecular movement or impulse, given by the bow. Therefore," there
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being absence of impulse, how will other actions be produced at the

fifth, and succeeding moments ? In view of this objection, he states

the aphorism.
Falling of arrow, how caused.

Upaskdra.—Bat if only a single resultant energy be productive of a suooession of aotions,
then there would be, under no oiroumstanoes whatever, a falling of the arrow, because of tho
existence of the resultant energy- whioh is productive of aoiton. jTo this objection, he
replies :

<to>HNlM Saraskara-abhave, in the absence of resultant energy (or

propulsive energy generated by action). *p5*TO( Gurutvat, from gravity.

TTTJ^ Patan am, falling.

18. In the absence of propulsive energy generated by action,,

falling (results) from gravity.—198.

Gravity, which is the cause of falling, invariably follows (the-

arrow), at every moment. That gravity, being counter-actel by resul-

tant energ/, could not cause the falling Cof the arrow). Now, in the

absence of the counter-active, the very same gravity causes falling.

This is the meaning.—18.

Here ends the first chapter of the fifth book in iSankara's Com-
mentary on the Vailesika Aphorisms.

—i *—
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BOOK FIFTH—CHAPTER SECOND.

Causes of action in Earth.

tlpaskiira.—This is the seotion on tho examination of Action producible by impulso, etc.,

Therein he says:

^IvUft^lflffiC, Nodana-abhigMtat, from molecular movement or impulse,

and from impact. fl'g^WS'ftiraC Saiiay ukta-Saniyogat, from conjunction

with the conjunct. "9 Cha, and. $fa«Vf Prithivyam, in Earth. Kar-

luma, action.

1. Action in Earth (results) from impulse, impact, and con-

junction with the conjunct.—199.

svftsf is a particular form of conjunction : conjunction, action pro-

duced by which does not become tho cause of the disjunction of conjoint

tilings from each other
;
or, conjunction which does not become tho

efficient cause of Sound. That particular form of conjunction is called

impact, which becomes the eilicient cause of Sound, and action produced

by which becomes the cause of disjunction of conjoint things lrom

each other- By each of them also action is produced in Earth called

clay. In Earth action is produced from impulse given by the foot, as

well as from the impact of tho foot. Here clay is the combinative

cause
;
impulso and impact are respectively non-combinative causes

;

gravity, impetus, and volition are, so far as they are necessary, eilicient

causes. " f rom conjunction with the conjunct :
" Because action is

simultaneously observed in a water-pot, etc, lying on clay, when action

is produced in that clay from impulse or from impact.— 1.

Above continued.

f'jiastdra.—But what is tho non-combinative oauee of earthquake, oto., which tako

place w itliout tho intervention of inipuUo and impact ? Ho gives tho answer :

tHI,Tat, that, i. e., action in Earth. fqjftqjjr. Visesena, with a particu-

lar consequence. SlfTJ^lfttf Adrista-karitam, caused by adfisiam. or

destiny.

2. (If action in Earth happens) with a particular conse-

quence, it is caused by adristam.--200.

4 Tat ' alludes to action in Earth. Action in Earth alone, if it

happens with a particular consequence, i. e-, under the tendency (vdsand)

of transmigratory souls towards birth, life, and experience (bhoga), is

then caused by adTistam. Therefore, the non-combinative cause of

earthquake is conjunction of the soul, possessing adristam, of a person

whose pleasure or pain is produced by the earthquake ; the earth is the

combinative cause ; and adristam is the efficient cause.
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'Or' ' tat ' alludes to impulse and impact. ' Vifiasa 1
' means absence.

So that, the meaning is, action in Earth, which is produced in the

absence of impulse and impact, is caused by adfistam.—2.

Jihdsya.—explains adrista in V. ii. 2 in the sense of unseen natural

force, the causes of seismic disturbances, of the revolution of the ter-

restrial globe round the sun, and of other actions in Earth.

Cause of rain.

Upaskdra.—Now, in tlio seotion on the examination of action combined with fluid (which
includes liquid) substance, he says :

3j<Tl Apam, of waters, ^{'ijvnslr Samyoga-abhave ; in the absence of

conjunction. J|?}^T^ Gurutv&t, from gravity. 'TT^TflT. Patanam, falling.

3. The falling of waters, in the absence of conjunction, is

due to gravity.—201.

The falling of waters, in the form of a shower, is caused by gravity,
which is its non-combinative cause. It takes place in the absence of
conjunction, i. c, conjunction with the cloud. Therefore, absence of
conjunction is the efficient cause. This is the meaning.—3.

Causes of flowing of water.

Upaskdra.—But how is action, productive of mutual conjunction amongst the drops of

water themselves, produood ? He gives the answer.

jrf^T^ Dravatvttt, from fluidity. ^T^Ui; Syandanam, flowing.

4. Flowing (results) from fludity.—202-

By the mutual conjunction of drops of watec fallen on earth, a

large body of water, in the form of a stream, is produced. And the
flowing or distant progression, which takes place in it, is produced
from fluidity as its non-combinative cause, and from gravity as its

efficient cause, in water drops which are its combinative causes—4.

Cause of evapcration of water.

Upaskdra.—But the falling in rain, due to gravity, would be possible, if water lying o»
earth went up. But how does this take place ? So he says :

JTTwt Nadyah, the sun's rays. ^rj^f^mT^Vayu-saiayogat, through con-

junction with air. VTftrgUR Arohanam, ascent.

5. The sun's rays (cause) the ascent (of water), through
conjunction with air.—203.

The word, ' cause ' (verb), is the complement of the aphorism. The
rays of the sun cause the going up of water, through conjunction with air.
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Ii. the summer, the sun's rays, being impelled by air, cause the
ascent of water. This is the meaning.

Where the reading is HlSctfl^'qVnKt there it should be interpreted
as conjunction with air related to the sun's rays.—5.

Cause of evaporation of water, continued.

Ujiank'iro.—But how do the sun's rays come to possess suoh power that they oarry up
water lying on the earth ? Henoe he says.

5TTWft?*n^—Nodana-apidanftt, from concussion, or being violently

shaken by or through the impulse. <rf5«^nn^ Sarayukta-samyogat,
from conjunction with the conjunct. ^ Cha, and.

6. (Particles of water fly upwards), by means of concussion

with impulse, and of conjunction with the conjunct.—204.

Particles of water fly up, being conjoined with the sun's rays,

which are, in turn, conjoined with air, through concussion with the

imj ulse of strong wind ; in the same way as the rays of fire, bestirred

by air, carry up particles of water boiling in a cauldron. The word
' cha ' convej s the senso of ' as.' And here only particles of water
boiling in a cauldron should be observed to be the simile.— 6.

Note : Upaskdra compares the two } rocesses of evaporation and
ebullition of water

Cause of circulation of water in trees.

Cpovhira.—Water poured at the root, goes up in all directions, through the interior of

a tree. Neither impulso and impact, nor the sun's rays prevail there. How, then, is it

oaufced ? Ho gives the answer.

?5Uft?5qni Vriksa-abhisarpanam, circulation in trees, jfif Iti, this.

3)^8 flfl?^ Adrista-karitam, caused by adfistam or destiny.

7. The circulation (of water) in trees is caused by adristam.

—205.

' Abhisarpanam ' means flowing towards or all over. That takes
place in a tree, of water poured at its root. It is caused by adfistam, i. e. f

of those souls whose pleasure or pain is produced by the growth of the
leaves, branches, fruits, flowers, etc The meaning, then, is that action

by which water rises up and causes the growth of trees, arises from
conjunction with the above-mentioned souls, possessing adfistam, as

its non-ccnibinative cause, and from adfistam, as its efficient cause, in

water which is its combinative cause.—7.

Cause of condensation and dissolution of water.

Upasbira.—Constitutional fluidity has been stated to be the oharaoteristio of water.
Upward, downward, and sideward motion of suoh water only has been proved. The aqueous-
ness of snow, hail, etc, also are proved without a dispute, sinoe they possess ooldneas. There-
fore, how do these possess condensation, i. e., hardness, and how dissolution ? Henoo
he says.
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STTf Apam, of waters- *rfT!T: Sarighatah, condensation. fa'SPFf Vilaya

nam, dissolution. ^ Cha,and. ^jr^'TPU^ Tejah-s-ukyoglt, from conjunc-

tion with fire.

8. Condensation, and dissolution, of water, are due to ex-
junction with fire.—206.

Aqueous ultimate atoms, originating a binary atomic aggmgate,
in consequence of being impeded by celestial fire, do not originate
fluidity in these binary atomic aggregates. Snow, hail, etc , void of

fluidity, are thus originated, in the course of binary and others atomic
aggregates, by constituent parts void of fluidity. Therefore hardness
is observed in them.

Such being the case, it may be asked, what proof is there that s uivv,

hail, etc, are modifications of water? Accordingly it has beo i said,
" Dissolution also from conjunction with fire." Jiy a more powerful
conjunction with fire, action is produced in the ultimate atoms origina-
tive of snow, hail, oto. Action produces disjunction. From the
successive destruction thereby of originative conjunctions follows the
destruction of the larger compounds, snow, hail, etc. In consequence
of the departure therefrom of conjunction with fire, which was an
impediment to fluidity, the very same ultimute atoms originate fluidity

in bi.iary atomic aggregates; whence dissolution takes place of snow,
hail, etc, thus endowed with fluidity. Here also the subsequent ingress
of a more powerful fire is the efficient cause.—8.

Bhiltsya.—splits up V. ii. 8 into two aphorisms, viz., Apilm Sanjhdtah,
and VilaynSlcha te.jah samyoydt.

Above continued.

Upaskdra.—But what is the proof that thare is subsequent injrois into Wi^jr of a in >rj

powerful fire present in otlior ? So he sayH :

A* Tatra, there, i. e., in the case of the ingress of fire into water.

ft?33%: Visphurjjathuh, the pealing of thunder, fffftf, Lingam, mark.

9. The pealing of thunder is the mark of that.—207.

' Tatra,' i. e., in the matter of the subsequent ingress of fire, present
in ether, into water floating in ether, ' visphurjjathuh lingam.' i.e., the
pealing of thunder itself is the mark. This is the meaning. Par-reach-
ing flash of lightning is clearly perceptible ; thunder which immediate-
ly follows it, is also really perceptible. By this it is inferred that fir©
.present in ether, in the form of lightning, has entered into the cloud
from which hailstones appear. By its presence, as a condition, impedi-
ment is caused to the fluidity of water-particles originative of hail-
stones—

9
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Cause of condensation of water, continued,

[fpaskdra.—Of this he gives yet another proof.

if^f ii * i r i sou
Itf^tf Vaidikam, Vedic, Derived from Veda. ^ Cha and.

10. (There is) Vedic (proof) also.—208.

The meaning is that the ingress of fire into water is proved by the
Veda also. Thus :

—

" Those waters held fire in their wo .rib, which held fire in their

womb," etc— 10.

Cause of thundering.

Upaskdra.—But how is thundering produoed, sinoo conjunction and disjunction, whioh
arc the causes of Sound,' are not observed ? Henoe he says :

STCT Apam, of waters. tfqt»TRr. Samyogat, from conjunction. f^TPTOC.

Vibhagat, from disjunction, Oha, and. ?rTTftr%f: Stanayitnoh. of cloud.

11. (Thunder-clap results) from conjunction with, and dis-

junction from, water, of the cloud.—209.

" Visphurjjathuh " is the complement of the aphorism. Conjunction
with, and disjunction from, water, of the cloud, by becoming efficient

causes, produce sound, i. e., thundering, in ether as the combinative
cause, through the conjunction of the cloud itself with ether, as the
non-combinative cause. Sometimes, again, conjunction with, and dis-
junction from, air, of the cloud, are the efficient causes, and conjunc-
tion of the cloud with ether, and its disjunction therefrom, are the
non-combinative causes. This is collaterally mentioned in the topic of
the causes of action. Or, since action is the leading topic here, it is
indicated that, conjunction of the cloud and ether, or their disjunc-
tion, being the non-combinative cause of sound, the (efficient) cause is

action produced from the impulse and impact of water alone— 11.

Vivfiti.—Thundering takes place from the conjunction of water,
i. e., from the impact of air with it, and from its disjunction from the
cloud.

Causes of conflagration, tempest, etc.

Upaskdra.—It has been stated that oonjanotion with soul possession adristam is a oauso
of earth-quake. A< there, so in th« oase of the aotion whioh is produoed in fire whioh oauses
sudden conflagration, and in air whioh eausos a sudden agitation of trees and the like oon-
junotion with soul possessing adristam is also the non-oorabtnative cause ; air and fire are tha
.combinative oauses ; and adristam is the effioient oause. This is t-he meaning.

n v. i * i n
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Sfa^fawfan Prithivi-karmmana, by the action of Earth. an:q>f*i Tejah-
karmma, action of fire. ?ngq;»*! Vayu-karmnia, action of air. "3 Cha, and
"U'SflfTO Vyakhyatam, explained.

12. The action of Fire, and the action of Air are explained
by the action of Earth.—210.

The twice recurrence of the word action in the aphorism, has the
object of indicating the action of meteors, etc.—12.

Causes of initial action of fire, air, atoms, and mind.

UpMra.—Ho mentions other actions of whioh conjunction with toul possessirg adristam

s the non-oombinative cause.

ypq: Agneh, of lire. 3^3593 *f tJrddhva-jvalanaii), flaming upward,

qpft: Vtiyoh, of air. ftpafo Tiryyak, sidoward. T^pf Pavan am, blowing.

Anunam, of atoms, Manasah. of mind. =3 Cha, and. Adyain,

initial, first. Karmma, action. SJ5B3plft?P3[ Adrista-karitam, caused by

adristam.

13. The initial upward flaming of lire, the initial sideward

blowing of air, and the initial actions of atoms, and of mind are

caused by adristam.—211.

'Adyam' means contemporaneous with, or existing at, the beginn-

ing of creation. At that stage, impulse, impact, etc, being non-existent,

conjunction with soul possessing adristam is in these cases the non-

combinative cause. The adjective, ' initial, ' qualifies upward flaming,

and sideward blowing also. It is proper to hold that impetus is the

non-combinative cause of other (than initial) actions of fire and air,

for there being a visible or known cause there is no occasion for the

supposition of an invisible or unknown cause—13.

Cause of action of mind.

UpasMra.—With referonoo to non-initial action, ho says :

f**TOwfa[T Hasta-karmmana, by the action of the hand. JTT^rr

Manasah of mind or the internal organ. ^tf\ karmma, action. «n?qws5

Vyakhyatam, explained.

14. The action of mind is explaind by the action of the

hand.—212.

As in the throwing upward, etc, of the pestle, the action of the-

hand has for its non-combinative cause conjunction with soul exercis-

ing volition, so the action of the mind also, for the purpose of coming:
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into contact with the (external) sense receptive of the object desired,
really has for its non-combinative cause conjunction with soul exercis-
ing volition. Although mind, the sense, is not directly subject to
volition, still it should be observed that action is produced in mind by
volition which can be reached by the nervous process by which mind
travels. That the nervous process can be apprehended by the tactual
sense-organ, however, must be admitted

;
for, otherwise, assimilation

of food, drink, etc., also will not be possible by volition which can be
reached by the nervous process through which life or the vital energy
travels.—14.

Pleasure and pain are marks of action of mind.

XSpatkdra.—But, it may be objooted, thero is no proof that aotion is produced in tho
;mind. Honoe he says :

w^R^fofoCTH gag* u * i s i w n

WT'M^T'T'T^TS'fafiPfrcfat Atma-indriya-manah-artha-sannikarsat, from

icontact of soul, sense, mind, and object. Sukha-duhkhe, pleasure

and pain.

15. Pleasure and pain (results) from contact of soul, sense,

mind, and object.—213.

' Pleasure and pain ' is indicative
;
cognition, volitiou, etc., are to

he understood. The universality or ubiquity of mind has been already
refuted and its atom-ness established. It has also been stated that the
non-production of cognitions simultaneously is the mark of mind.
There could, therefore, be no pleasure and pain at all, without the con-
junction of mind with the respective localities of the senses. The mean-
ing is that, did no action take place in mind, there could be no feeling in

^the form of " Pleasure in my foot," "Pain in ray head," etc. Although
all the particular attributes of the soul depend upon contact of mind, yet
pleasure and pain are (alone expressly) mentioned, because, on account
of their intensity, they are very manifest.—15.

Yoga described.

Upatkdra.—Well, if the mind is so fiokle or restless, then there being no inhibition or
.restraint of the internal organ there oan bo no yoga or communion, and without yoga there
uan be no intuitive knowledge of the soul, and without it, there oan be no mokfa or salvation,

"Therefore, the undertaking of this treatise is futile. In anticipation of this objection
he says :

\\% i * i %\ n

TTOTOW: Tat-anarambhah, non-origination of that, ». e., pleasure

And pain, or action of mind, nrw^f Atmasthe, steady in the soul. »R%
ananasi, mind being, qflmf 5arirasya, of body, i. e., of the embodied

^soul. duhkha-abhavab, non-existence of pain. ^ Sah, that- iffTt

X ogah, yoga, communion.
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16. Non-origination of that (follows) on the mind becoming
steady in the soul

;
(after it, there is) non-existence of pain in the

embodied soul. (This is) that yoga.—214.

When the mind of an indifferent porson who has come to believe in

the vanity of all objects of enjoymerit, comes to stay only in the soul, at
that stage, owing to the absence of volition corresponding to its action,
action is not produced in the mind which then becomes comparatively
steady. It is this (state) which is (called) yoya, since the characteristic
of yoya is the inhibition or restraint of the internal organ, chittam.

' Tat-anarambhah, means non-origination of action of mind. Or,
by tho word, Hat,' only pleasure and pain are denoted, being in the
context. ' Duhkha-abhavah' ; Being the moans of the non-existence of
pain, Yoya itself is (spoken of as) non-existence of pain, as is the
expression " Food is life." Or, it is a relative compound word mean-
ing where there is non-existence of pain. 'Sarirasya' means the soul
as limited or determined by the body. 'Sah yogah' : here the word,
' that ,' refers to a universally known object, (the moaning being) this

is that Yoya.

Or, by the word, ' atma/ life is hero donoted by transference, since
soul is inferred by life. So that, by action in the nervous process
which is tho channel of the life breath, action of the life breath
(respiration ), is also produced. Or, the action of the life breath has, for
its non-combinativo cause, conjunction of the life-breath with soul
exercising volition the source of vitality. And volition, which is the
source of vitality, is suporsonsible, and has to bo inferred by the
movement of the lifo-breath. Otherwise, how can thore be inspiration
of air, even in the state of deep sleoo V This is the import — 16.

Vivfiti-—' Atmasthe manasi,' t. <;., when, quitting the senses, etc.,

in virtue of tho six-limbed Yoya, mind abides in the soul alone, then,
' tat-antirambhah,' % c, ' anarambhah ' or non-production of action of

mind. The mind then becomes fixed or steady. In this state, 'Sarirasya
duhkha-abhavah,' i. c, pain in relation to the body is not produced.
< Sah,' i. e., conjunction of mind, resiling from the outside, with soul,

is called Yoya.

The following verses of Skandapuriinam also prove the same thing v

" So also, (£. e. restltss) is Chitta, (i. c, the internal organ), smitten
with air. Therefore, do not trust it Accordingly, restrain air, for the-

purpose of steadiness of Chitta. For the purpose of restraining air,

practise Yoya, of which there are six angas or limbs. Posture, Regula-
tion of breath, Abstraction or Inhibition of the senses, Concentration
of mind, Meditation, and Absorption,—these are the six angas or
limbs of Yoga or communion."
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Therefore, there being cessation of false knowledge, etc., brought
about by the manifestation of intuitive knowledge of soul, after the
attainment of Yoga, final emancipation remains unimpeded. Conse-
quently a system of thinking about things (like Kandda SUtras) is not
fruitless. This is the import.

Other actions of mind, eta. independent of volition,

and dependent on adristam.

Upnskdra.—But, if volition were tho offioient oauao of the action of life and mind, then,
when life and mind go out from the body, in the state of death, and, on the produotion of
another body, re-onter into it, there being no volition, both the.-io aofcions would ho impossible.

How, a^ain, oati be produoed aotion, produotiveof oonjunotion of even what is oatoT and
drunk, ». e., food and drink, which oonjunotion is the oause of tho growth of the body and its

limbs, as well as aotion whioh oauBOB oonjunotion and diBjunotion during life within the

womb ? In anticipation of this objection, he says :

WWTlf Apasarpanam, going out, egress. 7TR»rqjrx Upasarpanam, com-

ing into, ingress. *rfiM«A*w4tnT: Asita-pita-samyogah, conjunctions of

what is eaten and drunk. "TTfjVflW^l'll 1 Karyya-aiitara-saihyogah, con-

junctions of other effects or products. n Cha, and. Sf^B^fifanfa Adrista-

karitaui, caused by adviatam.

17. Egress and ingress (of life and mind, from and into,

body), conjunctions (i.e., assimilation) of food and drink, and con-

junctions of other products,—these are caused by adristam.—215.

Here the neuter gender in the word ' adrista-karitani ' is according-

to the rule that word of the neuter gender, appearing together with a
word of another gender, may optionally entail neuter gender in both.

The word, ' Samyoga/ again, secondarily denotes action which is its

cause. 1 Apasarpanam,' i. e., the going out of life and mind from the
body alone, on the wearing away of action which originated the body

;

' Upasarpanam,' i. e., the entrance of life and mind into another body
as it is produced ; action which is the cause of the conjunction (i. t.

r

assimilation) of food, drink, etc. ; and action which is the cause of the
conjunction (i. e., pulsation, etc.) of another product, i. e., the foetus ;

—

all these have as their non-combinative cause conjunction with soul

possessing adfistam. The word, ' iti,' implies that the actions of the
humours and excreta of the body are also caused by conjunction with
soul possessing adTufam, as their non-combinative cause.—17.

Vivfiti.—He mentions other actions dependent on adristam.

1 Apasarpanam/ i. e.
t
egress of mind-from the body at death ;

' Upa-
sarpanam,' ». e., the ingress of mind into another body when it is pro-
duced ; action from which conjunctions of what is eaten and drunk r

i. e., food and water, are produced ; action from which conjunctions of
other effects, •'. «n the senses end life, with the body, areproduced :—all

.these ere ceased by eoat,j«a«ttiea with soul pee—sung a«pif$*fi», •« <btv»

non-co»ei«etive ueuse.
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Moksa described.

Upankdra.—But, it may be urged, if the production of another (body were neojssary, how|
would there be Mokta ? Henoe he saya ;

*T^*T1% Tat-abhave, in the non-existence of that, i. c, the causal body,
or potential body, or the subtle body of impressions and tendencies,

acquired during life, which becomes the cause of re-birth, and in re-

birth, becomes encased, as it were, in the gross, physical body. HfQtWm:
Saihyoga-abhavah, non-existence of conjunction, i. e., with the existing

physical body. 3MT<J*Tfa: A-pradurbhavah, non-re-appearance, or non-re-

birth. Cha, and. if\W- Moksah, salvation. Moksa.

18. Moksa consists in the non-existence of conjunction with
the body, when there is at the same time, no potential body exist-

ing, and consequently, re-birth cannot take place.—216.

Here the idea is as follows: The power of Yoya produces intui-

tive knowledge of the self ; false knowledge, attended with desire, is

thereby annihilated
;
consequently, attraction, aversion, stupidity or

irrationality or spiritual blindness (moha), and other faults due to it,

disappear ; then inclination or activity goes away
;
birth, due to it,

therefore, does not take place
;
and, consequently, pain, bound up with

birth, also vanishes away. This, then, is the nature of things. Now,
in virtue of the power born of yoya, a yoyin, considering the entire

mass of virtues and vices, or merits and demerits, which are the un-
common or particular causes of pleasure and pain to be enjoyed, at

particular places and times, in the bodies of a horse, an elephant, a
serpent, a bird, etc., in accordance with those merits and demerits, and
then going through those several forms of physical existence, thereby
wears away or exhausts his previously produced merits and demerits

by experiencing them. His faults being thus neutralised, when other

merits and demerits are not produced, and when there is in coi. sequence
no production of another future or potential body, at that time, it

is the non-existence of conjunction, which then exists, with the
former body, that is (called) moksa. ' Tat-abhave ' means in the absence
of conjunction, in the nou-productiou of a future body.

To meet the objection that this state is common to all at pralaya,

or periodical dissolution of creation, he adds ' apradurbhavah. The
meaning is, after which manifestation of body, etc., does not again
take place. ' Sah moksah :' that is, annihilation of pain, which results

in that state, is Moksa.—18.

Vivfiti.—It may be objected that the stream of bodies being with-

out beginning and without end, the impossibility of emancipation is

also the same. Hence hfc says :

'Tat-abhave,' *.•«., in the absence of adristam, that is to say, where
future adfistafn is exhausted by intuitive knowledge of self, and existing

adj iftarn, by experience, bhoga ;
1 sariiyoga-abhavah.' i. e., a severance
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takes place from connection with the stream or succession of
bodies ; following it, is ' apradurbhavah ; i. e., non-production of pain,
since the causes, viz., body andfadriatam, do not exist. It is then and
there that emancipation becomes possible. Therefore, emancipation is
notlchimerical like the horns of a hare. This is the import.

Darkaess is non-existence.

Upatk&ra,—It may be objooted :—The aotion of a BubBtanoo is obflorvod also in darkness,
there being the peroeption, " The shadow movos." Hero thero is no volition, no impulse or

impaot, no gravity or fluidity, no resultant energy. Therefore, another effioient oause should
be enumerated ; but it does not fall within observation. Aooordingly he says :

^ajjj5rap^f^i?T^%r^^Dravya-guna-karmma-iiispatti-vaidharmmyat,

because of difference in production from Substance, Attribute, and

Action. 9pn*P Abhavah, non-being, non-existence. fPT:Tamah, darkness.

19. Darkness is non-existence, because it is different in its

production from Substance, Attribute, and Action.—217.

By this aphorism, the determination or delimitation that substance*
are nine only, also becomes established.

Now, the production of substance is dependent upon substance*
possessing touch ; but in darkness, touch is not felt. It cannot be that
touch is only undeveloped here , for development of touch is essential

to development of colour.

Objection This is the rule in case of Earth, whereas darkness is

the tenth substance.

Answer.—It is not- For no other substance is substratum of blue
colour, and gravity is inseparable from blue colour, as also are taste
and smell.

Objection—As sound is the only distinguishing attribute of Ether,
ad also will blue colour be the only distinguishing attribute of dark-
ness.

Answer—It is not so, as there is contradiction to its visibility. For,
if darkness were something possessing blue colour, or were it blue>

colour itself, then it would not be perceived by the eye without the help
of external light—19.

Above continued.

Vpatkdra.—What, then, eauaea the iperoeption of motion (in darkness) ? He gives the.
answer :

ftsifft • ^mmv&w* u vt, i 3 i ^o ii

{tan Tejasah, of light, pqptfal Dravya-antarena, by another subs-

tance. MffflVHi Avaranatj because of obscuration. * Oha, and also.

20. (Darkness is non-existence), also because (it is produced)

from the obscuration of light by another substance.—218.
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Light being obscured by another moving substance, non-existence
of light is not observed in the places falling behind, and is observed
in the places lying before. It is from this resemblance of the non-
existence of light to the moving substance, that, motion is mistake i

in it, but not that motion is real in it. This is the meaning, the -ercep-
tion appearing so (i. e., erroneous) from agreement and difEjre i \j.

(That is, whenever a body in motion obscures light, the shad nv caused
thereby also moves ; and where the obscuring body is not innntiou,
the shadow also does not move).

Darkness, (then), i3 non-etiste ice of every trace of light possessing
•developed or appreciable colour.—20.

Space, Time, Ether, and Soul are void of action.

Upaikira.—Having thus finished tho pirouthetioal action on dirkness, in two aph un-

arm, ho bogina t io section on voidnjss of notion :

ft^*T?ft Dik-kA.lau, spaoe a id time ?lffrw' Akasarh, ether ^ Oha,

and also- firirT^TWql^ KriyA,vat-vaidharmrnyat, because of difference

from that which possesses activity. frf^Ttfill Niskriyani, inactive.

21. Space, Time, and also Ether are inactive, because of

their difference from that which possesses activity.—219.

The word ' Oha ' brings in the soul. Difference from that which
possesses activity lio=i in the iraio iderable less or incorporiety of

space, etc., for activity always accompa iios cjrporoity or form —21

.

Action, Attribute, Genus, Species, and Combination are vnd of action.

Upaikdra.—He points out tho inaotivity of notions and attributes :

xfitl Etena, by this- *frwrtfar Karmmani, actions, ijun: Ounah, attributes.

^ Oha, and. jqi^TPTP Vyakhyatah, explained.

22. By this, Actions and Attributes are explained (as in-

active).—220,

' Etena ' means by difference from that which possesses activity.

Difference from that which possesses activity, in other words, in-

eorporeity or imponderableness, belongs to attribute and action. They
Are, therefore, explained to be inactive —*22.

Vivriti<—Thf word 4 Cta iatpfae /•

Combination has no beginning, and so is independent of action.

Upatkdra.—-It may be urged :—If attribute and notion are inactive, how then oan there

be relation of sufestanoe with them ? Connection by •oujunetjon .may b* poatate ; fcut that

is dependent upon aotion. Henoe he says :

ftfa*rat worn* ««Mt'Aft» n x i\ \ \\ «
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fafaRrorf Niskriyanaih, of the inactive. ^PT^Tf: Bamavayah, com-

bination, qpifcq: Karmmabhyah, from actions. PrfoflP Nisiddhah,

excluded, beyond, independent.

23. (The relation) of the inactive (i.e., Attribute and Action),

(to Substance), is Combination, (which is) independent of actions.

—221.

It is combination which is the relation of attributes and actions

(to substance;. It is excluded from actions. The meaning is that this

relation, i. e., combination, has no production even, and that its depen-
dency upon action, therefore, remains at a long distance.—23,

Attributes are non-combinative causes.

Upashira.—It may bo objected : If attributes, bain ; imponderable, are not the combina-

tive oauses of aotion, thou how are attributes and actions produoed by attributes? For
causality, save and exoept in the form of combinative loausality, is not possible. To meat
thiB objeotion, he says :

qri<3( Kftranaih, cause
<J

Tu, however. SRwrtftFtt A-samavHyinab,

non-combinative. JJUTt: Grunlb, attributes.

24. Attributes are, however, non-combinative causes.—222.

Attributes are non-combinative causes but not combinative causes

also, whereby they might be receptacles or fields of action. And that
non-combinative causality arises, in some cases, from combination in

the same object with the effect, as that of the conjunction of soul and
mind in the particular attributes of the soul, and of conjunction,

disjunction, and sound in sound, and, in other oases, from combination
in the same object with the cause, as that of the' colour, etc., of pot-

sherds, etc., in the colour, etc., of the water-pot, etc.—24.

Vivfiti.—The use of ' cause ' instead of causes, is aphoristic.

Space is a non~combinative cause.

Upaskdra.— It may be objected :—Aotion is produoed here. Aotion is produoed now.

-On the strength of such perceptions, Space andiTime also are surely combinative oauses of

aotion. How, otherwise, could they be assigned as the seat of action in these oases ?

Accordingly he says:

g^f^sqr^Mcll II * I * I W II

Gunaih, by attributes, far Dik, space, migqm i Vyakhyatah. ex-

plained.

25. Space is explained by Attributes.—223.

The meaning is that gravity, and other attributes, being impon-
derable, are not the combinative, cause of action, so space also, being-
imponderable, is not ihe combinative cause of action. As to being th»
=seat or receptacle, however, it can arise even without combinative?
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causality, as in " cotton-seeds in a bowl," " card in a bowl," " the
roaring of a lion in the forest," and other instances.—25.

Time is an efficient cause.

Vpaskdra.—With the eamo objeotias already Btated,he says :

WmST tot: m R I

^H%H Karanena, by cause, i. e., by way of efficient causality. qrRJ:

K&lah., Time.

26. By way of (efficient) causality, (the reference of action

to Time as its seats, being explained), Time (is explained to be
inactive, so far as combinative causality is concerned).—224.

The syntactical connection of the aphorism is with " explained to
be inactive,"—corresponding words in the preceding aphorism, with
necessary changes. The use of 'Karanena,' instead of ' niraittakar
anena/ is an instace of denoting an object principally as an existence,

(». e., without qualification). The meaning, therefore, is that Time,
being the efficient cause, is only the seat of action, but is not its com-
binative cause.—26.

Here ends the second chapter of the fifth book in the Commentary
of Sankara upon the Vissesika Aphorisms.
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BOOK SIXTH—CHAPTER FIRST-

The Veda is a work of intelligence, and therefore, authoritative.

Vpaskdra.—The subjoot of the sixth book is thi otimiuilioi of dkar/ni, virtue or merit,
and adharma, vioe or dsmsrit, wliioU are tho root oaaso , of transmigration, DKarma and
adharma, again, have to b > supposed oa the strength of suah preoapts and prohibitions as
" Let him who desire heaven, perform saorifioos." " Ljt him not oat tobaooo," oto., and their
existence depends upon tho authoritativanoss of these p3rojptive and prohibitive texts. And
that authoritativeness oan be possible or arise from tho speaker's previously possessing the
attribute oharaoterised as knowledge of the moaning of the sontonoes as corresponding to
objective roality sinoe authoritativenoss per sa is oxoluded. Honoo the author, in tho first

plaoe, oommeroes the demonstration of tho attribute whioh clothes tho Voda with authorita-
tivenoss. »

g^^f Buddhi-purvva, preceded by understanding, ^{fl^frt: Vakya-
Kritih, composition of sentences. ^ Vede, in the Veda.

1. In the Veda the composicion of sentence has been preced-

ed by understanding.—225

' Vakya-kritih,' i. e., composition of sentences, is ' buddhi-ptirvva/
i. e., preceded by the speaker's knowledge of tho moaning of the sen-
tences as corresponding to objective roality bocause it is composition
of sentences, like composition by ourselves and others of such sentences
as " There lie five fruits on the bank of the river.'

' In the Veda ' means in the aggregate of sentences. Hero the com-
position of aggregated sentences is the paksa, (i. e., the subject of the
conclusion). It cannot bo otherwise established (as authoritative),

namely by the characteristic of being preceded by the understanding
of ourselves and others

;
for, in such instances as " Let him who desires

heaven, perform sacrifices," the fact that performance of sacrifices is

a means of attaining the desired object, or that securing heaven is an
effect, is beyond th« reach of our and others' understanding. It is,

therefore, proved that the Veda, as au effect, has for its antecedent an
Absolute or Independent Person. And the characteristic of the Veda
is that, while the subject of its mea ling is not certain knowledge pro-
duced by proof other than the proof supplied by words and all that
which. depends upon them, it is word of which the proof or authority is

not produced by knowledge of the meaning of sentences produced by
words.— 1.

Vivriti-—By this aphorism, the doctrine of Mimamsa philosophy,

that word is eternal, is refuted.

The Veda is a work of intelligence, and therefore, authoritative, continued.

Upatkdra.—He shows in another manner that the sentenoes of the Veda have been
preoeded by understanding :

smp% Brahmane, in the portion of Veda, so called. WJIVUf* SamjSa-
Karma, attribution or distribution of names. fa|^,fi!U!Ut Siddhi-lingam,
jnark of knowledge of things named, or of the conclusion that the Veda
is an intelligent production. , . -

.
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2. The distribution of names in the Brfthmana (portion of

the Veda) is a mark of knowledge, (on the part of the framer of

the names), of the things named (therein).—226.

Here ' Brahmanam ' denotes a particular portion of the Veda.
1 Samjfia-Karmma/'f e , the distribution of names, which appears there,

points to understanding on the part of the framer of the names, as in

the world the distribution of such names as Long-ear, Long-nose,

Long-neck, does.—2.

The Veda is a work of intelligence, and therefore, authoritative,

continued.

Upasldra.—Ho mentions anothor form of proof :

j^ijjs^: Buddhi-purvvah, preceded by understanding. $$rft: Dadatih,

giv^s, to give, gift.

3. (Precepts enjoining) gift (are) preceded by understanding.

—227.

The injunction of gift (as a source of dharma), which has been

established in such text as " Let him who desires heaven, give a cow,"

has been made from the knowledge that it is the means of attaining

the object desired. The conjugated form, ' dadatih,' gives, topically

denotes ' gift ' which is the meaning of the root ' to give.'—3.

Above continued.

Upatkdra—Ho givos yet anothor proof :

<ror srfitar- u $ i \\ a ii

ff*IT Tatha, so, the same, srfifcrf: Pratigrahah acceptance.

4. The same is acceptance (of a gift.)—228.

Texts of the Veda, enjoining acceptance of gifts, are also preceded
by understanding. The word, "pratigrahah" indicates a Vedic text
of which it is the subject. Thus, texts of the Veda, enjoining accept
tance of land, etc., imply its efficacy to the welfare of the acceptor.
Texts of the Veda, of which the subject-matter is the acceptance of the
skin of a black-and-white antelope, point out or bring to light its-

efficacy towards that which is not desired by the acceptor. And
efficacy towards the desired and efficacy towards the undesired, or

f
otencies for good and for evil, cannot, in these cases, appropriately
all within the cognizance of the andersttanding of persons later

born.—4.

Vivfii—Although all these have been already explained by the'
. first aphorism, still this much undertaking is for the pttrpoae of point-
ing out some of the dharma* or doties.
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Attributes of one soul do not produce effects in another soul : he

reaps who vows.

Upaskdra.—Now, in justification of the aphorism of Jairaini, "Result (of aotion),

indicated by the &&stra, ( aooruse ) to the performer, " (Purva-Mtmamsa Sutram) he says ;

3TRmw£<(wiHfw M I* I * H

^TrWTvT^nHTHf Atma-antara-gunanam, of the attributes of one soul.

STTWRft Atraa-antare, in another soul. WTOOTOltt A-karanatvat, be-

cause there is no causality.

5. [" Result (of action) indicated by the &astra, (accrues)

to the performer"], because there is no causality of the attributes

of one soul in (the attributes of) another soul.—229.

Because the attributes of one soul, e. g., merits and demerits arising
fromsacrifice, slaughter, etc, are not causes of the attributes, in the shape
of pleasure and pain, of another soul. This being the case, pleasure
and pain are produced by dharma and dharma appertaining to each
individual soul, and not by dharma and dharma existing in different

substrata. Otherwise, the fruits of sacrifice, slaughter, etc., will

accrue to him by whom these were not performed, and hence, loss of

the fruits of acts done, and acquisition of the fruits of acts not done
will be the result.

Objection.—There is no such universal rule since there is a viola-

tion of it in the sacrifice for the birth of a son, sacrifice in favour of

the departed ancestors, etc. Thus, it is heard that the fruits of

Srdddha or performance of obsequies, etc, performed by the son, accrue
to the departed ancestor ; it is also heard that the fruit of the sacrifice

for the birth of a son, performed by the father, accrues to the son.

You connot say that here is really in these cases the co-existence of
the performance and its fruit is the same subject, the agent-enjoyer,
by means of the fruit accruing to the son and the departed ancestor;

in the one case, the fruit of the faraddha accrues to the son in this way
that he becomes the son of departed ancestors participating in the
enjoyments of heaven and in the other case, the fruit of the sacrifice

accrues to the father in this way that he becomes the father of a
vigorous son.

For this view his adristam becomes inoperative, conflicts with the
Veda ;

for, it is heard that the fruit i-s only the satisfaction, etc, of

the departed ancestor, and the vigorousness, etc, of the son, the sup-
position of any other fruit being precluded by redundancy.

Anwer.—Let then dpurvam or adriffam accrue to the agent as the
fruit, while heaven aocrues to the departed ancestor.

Objection—It cannot be so, since activity must in your theory,
uniformly co-exist in the same subject with the fruit. Otherwise where,
immediately after the performance of the Srdddha, the son is liberated,
and consequently, heaven will not accrue to the departed ancestor.
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Objection'—It oannot be said that it " will not accrue," since it is

the same in the other way, for, when the departed ancestor is already
liberated (». «., freed from the bonds of all enjoyment and suffering what-

ever) (prior to the performance of the Srdddha) then no such fruit will

issue from the Sraddha, however perfect it may be in all its parts.

Conclusion.—But this is not the case. For, the declaration that
" Result (of action), indicated by the iSastra, (accrues) to the performer,

being a general rule, admits of exception, in the presence of a strong

contradiction, and, in the matter in hand, it is the Sruti, or Revelation

of the fruit accruing to the departed ancestor and the son, which is the

contradication.

Objectun This being so, there is proving too much.

Answer.—Not so, for, the corresponding texts of the Veda them-
selves prevent any such too much proving.

Another objection—In the case of the greatest gifts (mahdd&nam, &
technical term which denotes sixteen kinds of specially meritorious

?ift), heaven only (t. e., heaven without the mention of the enjoyer) is

ruit, and in the name of whomsoever person they declared to be are
performed, the fruit they produce, accrues to that person.

Answer—This is an absurd argument. For, here there being no-

contradiction to the general observation, the general observation

accompanied with the absence of contradiction or exceptional instance,

becomes the rule, and hence, it would not follow that kings and such
other persons need not observe fast, etc., though observance of such and
such acts would be possible for them by means of other persons, with

the intention or prayer that the fruit of those acts may accrue to the

former. Moreover, it is the rule, that the thorough performance of the.

duties of a householder produces fruit in the form of attainment of the

world of Brahmd, and thus the declaration in general terms has been
made with the object of showing that fruit accrues to each ' individual

agent.

The writer of the Vtitti, however, says : " Result (of action), indi-

cated by the flastra," etc., is really a rule without an exception. On the
other hand, the fruit which accrues to the departed ancestor, etc.,

results from the influence of benedictory mantras pronounced by

Brahmanas entertained at the ijrdaddha, etc., the mantras in question

being in the case of sacrifice for the departed ancestor, " May thy

fitfif or departed ancestors have their objects fulfilled," and, in the

case of sacrifice for the son, " May a son be born unto thee, who will be
vigorous, beautiful as the moon, and the feeder of all," in the same way
as neutralization of the effect of poison on the body of a person bitten

by a snake, is produced from the recitation of mantras or incantation

by foresters.—5.

Vivfiti.—" Result (of action), indicated by the Sastra, (aocrnes) to

the performer,"'—this aphorism of the system of Jaimini should be
supplied at the end of the present aphorism ; for otherwise, the ablative
in it will remain unconnected.
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Entertainment of impure Brdhmanas at a Srdddha is useless.

Upashfra.—Those fruits aoorue from the benediotion of Brahmanas who have been
satisfied with the entertainment, and who are not wioked, in other words, whose oonduot is

in aooordanoe with the Sdura, but not from the benediotion of the wioked who have been
excluded from the oategory of recipients, e jr., an illegitimate son born during wedlook, an
illegitimate son born after the death of the husband, etc This is what he says here :

* u * it i $ ii

Tat, that, *. e., the fruit of benediction. jgHftt^ Dusta-bhojane,

(Sraddha) in which impure (Brahmanas) are entertained. * Na, not.

Vidyate, exists, accrues.

6. That does not exist where the impure are entertained.

—230.

' Tat ' alludes to the fruit of benediction. The meaning is that

where at a Srdddha (i. e., the observance of obsequial rites) evil or
impure Brahmanas are entertained there the fruit of benediotion does
not accrue to the departed ancestor, or the meaning is this that the

fruit of the Srdddha itself does not accrue to the departed ancestor.

—

6.

Impure explained.

Upaikdra.—YTho are they that are called impure ? Aooordingly he states the oharaoteris-
tio of the impure.

II ^ I t I vs U

jSt Dustarh, wickedness, impurity. ft'HTTR Hirasayam, in killing.

7. Impurity (lies) in killing.—231.

Here ' himsayam ' is indicative of all prohibited acts whatever.
The meaning, therefore, is that a person, given to or occupied in a pro-
hibited act, should be known as impure.—7.

Association with the impure is sinful.

Upathdra.S.0 says that not only non-existenoe of fruit aoorues from entertaining an
impure Brahmana invited at a Srdddha, but siu also aoorues.

?rt *mfts<n «K<ft ^ta: ii $ it i s ii

Tasya, his, of the wickod or impure Brahmaua. wrffrwntTCT; Sa-
mabhivyaharatah, from companionship or association. Dosafc, vice,

demerit, adharma.

8. Demerit results from association with him.—232.

The meaning is that.' dosah,' ». e., sin, accrues, 'Samabhivyaha-
ratah,' t. e., from association, characterised as eating in the same row,
sleeping in company, reading in company, etc., with a Brahmana
engaged in forbidden acts.—8.

Entertainment of a pure Brdhmana is not sinful.

Upa»kdra.—Doe» then sin aoorue also from assooiation with on* who is not impure ? 3t>
says, No.
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fl^ Tat, that, t. e., sin. *ff§ A-duste, in the case of (entertaining)

one who is not impure. «T Na, not. ftn^ Vidyate, exists, accrues.

9. This does not accure in the case of (entertaining) or.e

who is not impure.—233.

The meaning is that ' tat/ i. e., sin, ' na vidyate/ i. e., does not

accrue, where a Brahmana, whose conduct is in accordance with the

precepts and prohibitions of the &dstra, is entertained at a Sraddha—9.

Preference should be given to worthy recipients afterwards.

Vpathdra.—It may be ftBkod, what should the rule of oonduot bo in a oase where worthy
recipients being not available, unworthy ones are at first invited, but gradually worthy recipi-

ents beoome available. To this he replies :

g*: Punah, again, afterwards, ftftrt Visile, in or to a superior, or

a qualified or worthy person, i. e
,

recipient. Pravrittih, inclina-

tion, attention, preference.

10. Preference (should be given), to a worthy recipient (who
is available) afterwards.—234.

At a Srdddha, or where gifts have to be received, if qualified per-
sons, 1. e., those who do not transgress the rules of the Sdstra in their
conduct, are obtained, then one should entertain them only, leaving
aside the censurable ones, although invited. The rule, " One should
not reject persons invited," refers to worthy recipients only. One should,
however, gratify censurable persons, who have been invited, by giving
money, etc—10.

Vivfiti.—But what is to be done where Srdddha, etc, have been per-
formed through the services of an impure Bramana ? He gives the
reply :

Attention should be given to the thing of quality, i. e., the, re-per-
formance of the Srdddha, etc., by a pure Brahman.a, etc The Srdddha,
previously performed, is all useless. This is the "import.

Equals or inferiors, if -pure, should he accepted as guests or recipients.

Vpathdra.—Re lays down the rule of oonduot where, at a Srdddha, distribution of gifts*
etc., reoipients superior to the agent himself, are not obtained :

Same, in or to an equal, fft Hine, in or to.an inferior. «rf Va,
or. SW^t: Pravrittih, inclination, attention, preference.

11. Preference (should be givenj to an equal, or to an
inferior, (if he is free from impurity or fault).—235.
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The meaning is that at fer&ddha, charity, ©to., attention or prefer-
ence should be given to a recipient, free from fault, who is equal, i. e.,

like oneself, or inferior, i. e., less than oneself, in point of merit, etc.,

because happiness accrues, to the departed ancestor, from blessings
pronounced by them only. The import is that persons prohibited are
by all means to be rejected, but not the pure, whether they be equals or
inferiors.—11.

Reception of gift is also a source of dharma, or, stealing is not sinful,

in certain circumstances.

Upaskdra.—Having dasoribed tho production of adharma by the meritorious oharaoter
of the donation at a irdddha or charity, he extends produotion of dharma from reception also
of a similar nature :

II \ I U V< II

Etena, by this. cfrffflfaftrPaffaf'fc'Wf: Hina-sama-vifiista dh&rm-

mikebhyah, from inferior, equal, superior virtuous persons. Mi<5HH*

Parasva-adanarh, reception of property. «qTsqfim t
Vyclkhyatam, ex-

plained.

12. By this is explained reception of property from virtuous

persons who are inferior, equal, or superior (to oneself).—236.

The excellence of dharma is in the order of its mention. The mean-
ing is that dharma accrues from the reception of a gift of land, etc,
from a virtuous person, whether he be inferior, equal, or superior to

oneself. ' Parasvadanaa ' means reception of property from another.

The writer of the Vritli, however, says :
" ' Parasvadanam,' ». e.,

the taking of another's property, by theft, etc., is explained. Thus,
according to the Srwti, ^^ tfcjfa |«jrc<|^ <W$T mtBQK mOTCfoft, to
save himself or his family, suffering from starvation, a man may steal
the food of a Sddra, when he has not obtained food for seven days.
Similarly, when he has not obtained food for ten days, or when he has
not obtained food for fifteen days, or when life is in danger, to steal
food from a Vaisya, a Ksatriya, or a Brahmaua respectively, does not
tend to adharma or sin."—12.

Killing is not sinful in certain circumstances.

Upa»kAra.-~Not only is the talcing of another's propsrty, when life is in danger, not
forbidden, but in suoh oirourastanoo} those who do not give anything to take away, may
«ren be put to death. By all this there is no loss of d\%rm%, or appaaranoe or produotion of
adharma. This is what he says :

tWl ft«4Mi II $ I n \\ II

WH\ Tatha, likewise, Viruddhanam, of those who stand in
the way. writ'- Tyagah, the making away with.

13. Likewise the making away wich those who stand in the
way, (is justified).—237.
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The meaning is that they are to be put to death who act in the con-

trary manner, (». e., who play the enemy), in such circumstances. So it

has been said :

qrwHin ^rtfa ^ejtt *T I

Let a man save his poor self by whatsoever deed, mild or cruel.

When he is able, let him practise dharma or righteousness."—13.

Vivriti.—He points out that certain censurable deeds also do not

produce sin :

The meaning is that the killing of those who are about to take
one'a life, is likewise not forbidden, according to the saying " Let one
kill an aggressive felon without a second thought."

Note.—The author of the Upaskara gives up his own context, and
here follows the Vritti quoted by him under the preceding aphorism-

Above continued.

Upaakdra.—But is the making away with another to be resorted to with any distinction-

whatever ? Ha Bays, No :

fft SIFT. II $ I u u n

Hine, in an inferior. «ft Pare, in another. ?*nr: Tyagah,

making away with, killing.

14. Making away with another (is not sinful), if (he is)

inferior (to oneself.)—238

If another who does not give anything to take away, is inferior to
oneself, he, the Sudra, or the like, may be put to death.—14.

Vivriti.—' Para ' means an enemy, (and not one who does not give
anything to take away).

Killing in not sinful in certain circumstances, continued.
Upaakdra,—With reforenoe to an equal, he says :

^ *U<^l'l: Mi^Mfl 31M It I ft II

^ Same, in the case of an equal. STRTRqin: Atma-tyagah, self-
abandonment. Suicide. T^iT: Para-tyagajj, destruction of another-
m V k, or.

15. In the cause of an equal, either suicide or destruction:

of the other (may be resorted to).—239.

"Where it is a Br&hmana, equal to oneself, who becomes the ad-
TOrsary, then destruction of oneself only by starvation, etc., is to be
committed. Or, if there appear no other means of preserving oneself
or one's family, and the opponent be an equal, he is to be then made
away with.—15.

Above continued.

Upaakdra.—It, then, a person, superior to oneself, beoome the adversary, shonld he even
fee pat to death ? He say», No :
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fafat Viiiste, in the case of a superior. «rfW?qpT: Atmatyagah self-

destruction. $T Iti, finis.

16. In the case of superior, self-destruction (is to be com-

mitted).—240.

In the case of a person, supericr to oneself, i. e., excellent by the

study of the Veda, etc., beoomming the opponent, destruction of oneself

only is lawful. The meaning is that even when life is in danger, a man
may design only his own death, but must not slay a Brahmana.

' Iti ' indicates the end of the chapter.—16.

Here ends the first chapter of the sixth book in the Commentary
of &ankara upon the Vaisesika Aphorisms.
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BOOK SIXTH—CHAPTER SECOND.

Exaltation is the motive of actions of which no visible motive exists.

Upashdra.—Thus, in the first chapter, beoause the proof, supplied by the Veda, is

produoed by some attribute or quality, therefore, in connection with its production, a descrip-

tion of the attribute or quality then the consideration that " Rosult ( of action ), indioated

by the iSastra, (aoorues) to the performer," and also the consideration of this that under
certain oiroumstanccs there is non-produotion of demerit, even on the performance of for-

bidden aots, have taken plaoe. Now, tho author, with a view to explain the seoond aphorism,
" Vharifta is that from which (results) the attainment of exaltation and tho Supreme Good"
(I. i. 2, above), is going to make an examination of the production of dharma or merit, in

particular oases, and aooordingly he says :

Krt^wffaTTTT Driste-adrista-prayojananam, of which the motives are

visible and invisible. fSTTt^ Dri§ta-abh&ve, where no visible motive

exists, spffasf Prayojanam, motive. «t*5^mT Abhyudayaya, for the purpose

of exaltation or knowledge of reality.

1. (Of actions) of which the motives are visible and invisible,

the motive, where no visible (motive) exists, (tends) to exaltation.

—241.

Actions of which tho motives are visible, are agriculture, com-

merce, service under the king, etc. Actions of which the motives are

invisible, are sacrifice, charity, brahmacharya or celibacy and devotion

to learning, etc. Amongst these actions, where no visible object is

observed, there an invisible object has to be supposed. And that is

conducive to ' exaltation,' i. <;., knowledge of reality or truth. Or, in

' abhyudayaya,' the dative has been used in the sense of tho nomina-

tive. The meaning, therefore, is that the fruit (of the action) is exalta-

tion. The invisible fruit is nothing but adristam (or potential after-

effects of past acts). If it is produced by yoga or holy communion, then

the exaltatton is spiritual intuition of tho self. If it is produced by,

sacrifice, charity, etc., then the exaltation is heaver,. Here, again,

unlike the actions milking, cooking, etc, which bear fruit then and
there but like the actions sowing, ploughing, etc., which bear fruit

after a while, the actions sacrificing, giving alms, practising brahma-
charya, etc., by no means bear fruit then and there, for no such pro-

duction of fruit is observed. Nor are gain, etc., through being known
as virtuous, themselves the fruit ; for those who practise brahmacharya
have no eye to such fruit. Therefore, heaven, etc., which will accrue
in the distant future, are the fruit. And this is not immediately con-
nected with action which by nature speedily vanishes out of exis-

tence. Hence it results that there is an intermediate common sub-
stratum of the action and the fruit, and this is apHrvam or adristam.

Actions of which the motive is invisible.

t Upaekdra.—He enumerates aotions of which the fruits are invisible :
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3rf^^qW*^4<j^^ Abhisecha-

na--npavasa--brahmacharyya--gurukulava8a--va,napra8tha-yajf5a--dana-

proksana-dikasatra-kala-niyamah—Ablution, Fast, Brahmacharya, Resi-

dence in the family of the preceptor
, Life of retirement in the forest,

Sacrifice, Gift, Oblation, Direction, Constellation, Seasons and Reli-

gious observances, "at Cha, and. Stferq Adyistaya, condusive to adfi8tamt

or invisible fruit.

2. Ablution, fast, brahmacharya, residence in the family of
the preceptor, life of retirement in the forest, sacrifice, gift, obla-
tion, directions, constellations, seasons, and religious observances
conduce to invisible fruit.—242.

' Adrstaya ' means for the purpose of the fruit characterised as
adristam, or for the purpose of the fruit, characterised as heaven and
salvation, through the gate of adristam. Hereby are included all actions
or duties enjoined in the Veda and sinriti and having adrtstam as their
fruit. Here ' abhisechanam means ablution as enjoined in such precepts
as " One should bathe in the Ganga (Ganges)." Fast denotes such as is

enjoiued in such precepts as " One should abstain from food on the
oleve itli day of the moon." ' Brahraacharyyam ' means clutivation of
dharma in general. ' Gurukulavasah,' is that of Brahmachdrins or stu-
dents for the purpose of stuuying the Veda the twelve-year vow called
Mahdvrata, etc., ' Van aprastham' means the duty of those who have
retired to the forest on the ripening of age. 'YajSah' denotes Rdjaasdya,
Vdjapeya, and other sacrifices. 'Danam'is as enjoined by suoh precepts as
' One should give away a cow." ' Proksanam,' is as enjoined by such
precepts as "One should offer rice." 'Dik' denotes suoh as is enjoined by
the precepts., "One should perform sacrifice on an altar inclined towards
the east," "One should eat rice, etc., facing towards the east," etc.
' Naksatram ' is such as Maghd (the tenth lunar asterism), etc., on the
occasion of a kadddha, etc. ' Mantrah* denotes " 0, ye waters, who are
the sources of pleasures," etc (Rig Veda X. ix. 1), and other sacred
hymns. ' Kalah' is as is enjoined by such precepts as " Month after
month food shall be given to thee " where one should offer food in the
afternoon of the day of new moon, " In summer let one be aurrounded
with five fires," " In spring let one deposit the sacrificial fires," etc.
* Niyamah ' means conduct, in accordance with the Sastra, of those
who observe the distinction of caste and the four stages of holy living,
i. e., FarSa and ASrama.

Now, it will be Been that of the dharma, so produced, the soul is the
combinative cause, conjunction of the soul and the mind is the non-
combinative cause, and faith and the knowledge of the motives of objects
characterised as heaven, etc., are the efficient causes.—2.

Other sources of dharma and sources of adharma.

r^Mra.^»vli>gtHo*«>enti«b6atheMUroM<»f dtutma.ho bow mentions them alowt
with the sources of adharma also i
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^pcpmiaj ChaturSfiramyaih, the observance of the four Afiramas or

stages of holy living, viz., the life of continence and scholarship, the

life of a householder, the life of retirement in the woods, and the

life of absolute selfrenunciation, (lit- living on alms). JWHl Upadhah,

defects in respect of faith, misbeliefs and disbeliefs. srjTOT Anupadha,

non-defects in respect of faith, beliefs. ^ Cha, and.

3. The observance of the four Atramas (has been already
mentioned). Misbeliefs and disbeliefs as well as beliefs are also

(sources of adristam or dharma and adharma).—243.

That which is the means of dharma, common to the four A&raman,
has been, (and thus the sentence should be completed), exhaustively
denoted by thy precoding aphorism alone. 'Upadhah' means defects of

bhrtva {i.e., sentiment) <>r faith
;
'anupadhnh, means non-defects of

bluioa or faith. Thoy too should bo understood to be the sources of

dharma and adharma, according to themselves. By the word,' upadhah,
all tho means of adharma jhave been included.— 3.

Upadha and anupadha explained.

UpanMra —Distinguishing upadhd or impurity, and anupdhd or purity, as rogarda thuir
<jharnctorintic, hi Bays :

*rftr^fa: Bhava-dosah, defect of feeling, impurity of emotion, or of

the soul. B'WT Upadha, (eti/.) that which is placed, or settles, upon or

near anything. Impurity. Slifa: Adosah, non-defoct. ?q<TOT Anupadha,

purity. Purity of emotion, or of the soul.

4. Upadhd or Impurity (denotes) impurity of emotion, or of

the soul
;
anupadha (denotes) purity.—244.

Feeling, desire, attraction, inattention, unfaith, vanity, conceit,

envy, and other impurities of the soul ire denoted by the word
upadha or impurity, l^aith, complacence of mind, perseverance

in the performance of prescribed actions, determination of what
should be done in particular situation, (or presence of mind), and

certitude are called anupadhd or purity of the soul. The efficient

causality of all these towards dharma and adharma, is here de-

clared—4.

What objects are pure or holy.

rjpatkdra.—(Purity and impurity may bo intornal as well as external, that is, may relate

to thought as well as to things. In the preoeding aphorism, purities and impurities of the

soul havo boon mentioned. With regard to external objeots it is said as" follows). Things

puro and impure are also called upadhd or purity and anupadhd or impurity. Here he

distinguishes betwoon pure and impure objeots :

q^Yat, which. fZ^l^nT^r^, Ifta-ruparasa-gandhft-spar&ajh posse-

sses prescribed" colour, taste) smell, and^i©ffch/jirt^Bf,Proksitwii, aspersed.
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Sprinkled with water together with the pronunciation of mantras or

sacred hymns. W^rfrT^ Abhyuksitani, sprinkled with water without the

pronunciation of mantras. The above rendering of the two words,
' prokstam ' abhyiksitarii ' is in accordance with the view of $ankara
misra. But,

^

«na^r*wtf st^" fitwi'h^ui win m

" Sprinkling of water with the pronated hand is called proksanam
;

that with supinated hand is callod abhyukmnam ; and the same with
the inclined hand is known as avokmnaih "—

From the above saying of the Smriti, it would appear that the
correct translations would be, sprinkled with water with pronation, in
the case of ' proksitam,' and sprinkled with water with supination, in
the case of ' abhyuksitani.' =g Cha, and. fl^ Tat. that {§uchi, pure,
clean, holy.

5. The pure is that which possesses prescribed Colour, Taste,

Smell, and Touch, and is sprinkled with water along with the

recitation of sacred hymns, and also without it, or is sprinkled with
water b>>th with pronation and with supination.—245.

Whatever Substance possesses such colour, otc, as are 1 istam,' i e.,

prescribed by the Veda and the Smriti, the same is of that character
(i. e., pure). Therein, Colour (is proscribed) in such texts as " He
buys the soma drink for a cow, ruddy, one year old, with tawny eyes;"
" Ho should obtain a white goat," etc. ' Proksitam, means sprinkled
with water during the recitation of sacred hymns

; •abhyuksitam,'
means sprinkled with water without any sacred hymn. Tho word

(
cha

,
implies that which is lawfully acquired, and that is brought out by

such restraining percepts as " A. Brahmana, should acquire wealth by
performing sacrifices, by teaching, and by receiving presents, etc.—5.

What objects are impure or unholy.
t
Tpaxkdra.—He statos tho oharaoteristio of impuro objoots :

SI£ftl Asuchi, impure. Iti, this Such. gNflfrqvT: S\ichipratisedhah,

the negation of exclusion of the pure.

6. Impure,—such is the form of the negation of the pure.

—246.

The meaning is that the contrary of such substance as is pure, is

impure. In other words, a substance of unpraiseworthy colour, taste

smell, and touch, or not aspersed, or not sprinkled, or sprinkled with
forbidden water, or unlawfully acquired, as the substance of a Brahmana
acquired by agrioulture and commerce, is impure.—6.

What objects are impure or unholy, continued.
i • ••> i • •>

1

Upaskdra.—He mention* otfhet impure objoots :
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Wlfctf Arthantaram, something else. Another thing Cha, and.

7. (It is) also something else.—247.

The meaning is that where a thing possesses praiseworthy colour,

taste, smell, and touch, and is at the same time aspersed, sprinkled, and
lawfully acquired, even there that thing also is impure, if it is vitiated

by speech or vitiated by intention—7.

To produce' exaltation, purity mnst be coupled with selfres-traint.

Upatkdra.—Now he points ont another contributory oause of dharma and adharma :

SfqH^q Ayatasy, of the unrestrained. gfMfsjsrR^ ^uchi-bhojanat, from
eating that which is pure. wspj^r • Abhyudayah, exaltation. st Na, not.

fall^Vidyate, exists. Accrues. fa^l^HI^ Niyama-abhavat, owing to the

absence of self-restraint. fa«r^ Vidyate, exists. Accrues, m Va, and.

wfajWl^ Artha-antaratvat, being a different thing, nmft Yamasya, of

solf-reutraint.

8. To the unrestrained, exaltation does not accrue from

eating what is pure, inasmuch as there is an absence of self-res-

traint ; and it accrues, (where there is self-restraint), inasmuch as

self-restraint is a different thing (from eating).—248.

' AyaTasya ' means void of restraint, or unrestraint. The eating of

one, void of the restraints brought out in such precepts as. " A man
should take food after washing his hands and feet, and rinsing his

mouth, restrained in speech, while taking food, though restrained, he
should twice rinse his mouth," does not tend to exaltation, but to sin.

It may be asked, Why ? Hence he says, ' niyama-abhavat,' ». c, owing
to the absence of self-restaint, which is a contributory cause. That
which takes place where self-restraint exists, is now stated. ' Vidyate
va„ i. e., exaltation verily accrues from eating by means of the accom-
paniment ef the self-restraint mentioned above. It may be asked, How ?

So he says, ' Artha-antaratvat yamasya/ i. e., because self-restraint is

something else than eating. Therefore the meaning is that without the

contributory cause there is no production of the fruit, and that with it,

there is production of the fruit.—8.

Bhdsya—reads Vidyateva ' rth&ntaratvdt yamasya as a separate
aphorism.

Self-restraint alone, again, is not sufficint for the purpose.

Upathdra.—It may be objeoted, " If self-rostraint alone ia the governing element, then
eating ia not a governing element at all," Aooordingly he saya :
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*r$Rt Asati, non-existing. ^ Cha, and. -J"*?TTr-i; Abhavat, because of

non-existence,

9. (Self-restraint alone is not the cause of exaltation), for

there is non-existence (of exaltation), where (the eating of pure

food) does not exist.—249.

' Of exaltation' is the complement of the aphorism. 'Abhavat,' i. e.,

since oxaltation does not exist, ' asati,' i. e., where the eating of pure
food does not exist, although there is self-restraint. The meaning, there-

fore, is that it is both of them, namely self-restraint and eating, which
is the. cause of merit. The word, eating, is illustrative Yama and
Niyama, i. e., self-restraint, external and internal, are accessories also

of sacrifice, charity, ablutions, oblations, and other actions prescribed

by the Veda and the Smriti.—9.

Origin of desire which, being a fault, is an accessory to adharma.

Up&shlra.—Having thus stated solf-restraint as a contributory towards the produofcion
of dharma, ho now points out tho origin of fault, with a view to spooify fault as ian laooessory
to adharma :

yuisuw m * i * no n

5^TfiC Sukhat, from pleasure. Tjm Ragah, (Lit. Colouration), Desire.

10. From Pleasure (arises) Desire.—250.

' Sukhat,* i. e., from pleasure derived from the enjoyment of gar-

lands, sandal-paste, women, and other objects, ragah,' *• «•> desire, is

produced successively for pleasue of a similar kind, or for the means
of attaining it. It is also to be considered that from pain begotten by
snakes, thorns, and the like, aversion arises with regard to such pain, or

with regard to its source. Desire, aversion, and infatuation are called

faults, inasmuch as they are incentives to activity (which serves to bind
the agent down to this world). Accordingly there is the aphorism of

Gautama, " Faults have for their characteristic incitement to acitivity

(or worldly occupation)." (Nyaya-Sutram, I. i. 18),— 10.

Origin of desire which, being a fault, is an accessory to adharma,

continued.

Upaskdra.—J' Now," it may bo objeoted, " if only pleasure and pain produoed desire

and aversion, how then oan the latter exist after the destruction of the former ? " Henoo
ho says :

a-TOSTO M I * I H II

<V-HMW irrTat-mayatvat from transformation into, absorption, or entire

occupation of mind with, or habituation to, that. *ar Oha, and.

11. (Desire and Aversion arise) also through habituation to

that—251.
' Desire and aversion arise'—this is the complement of the aphorism.

^Tat-mayatvam means a particular kind of comparatively powerful
impression produced by constant or habitual experience of objects,
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through the influence of which, a sad lover, who does not win his mis-

tress, sees his beloved in every object ; andlhe who has been once bitten

by a snake, in consequence of the strong impression regarding that,

sees snakes everywhere. So it has been said, " Tat-mayatvam (lit, full-

of-that-ness) means the manifestation of that both internally and
externally."— 11.

Above continued.

Upa»kdra.—He brings forward another souroe (of desire andjaversion) :

srsgRT II $ I * I W II

IfST^ Adristat, from dostiny'or adristam. "ar Oha, and. Also.

12. (Desire and Aversion arise) from adristam also.—252.

' Dosire and version'—this forms tho complement of the aphorism.
Although adristam is a universal causo, still particular causality, to-

wards desire and aversion, sometimes attends it. For instanfo, it

should bo inferred by such cases as of desiro for a (mistress or) woman
on tho breaking forth of youth even in one who hfis not in that birth
enjoyed tho pleasures of love, and of aversion towards snakos even in
those who have not experienced tho pain of snake-bites Nor is it only
samslcdra or impression produced in a previous existence (that is to say,
instinct), which supplies tho missing link in these cases For thore
being no proof for the supposition of its existence, or for tho supposi-
tion of its rosuscitation, the supposition of adristnin becomes neces-
sary.—12.

Origin of desire which, being a fault, is an accessory to adharma,

contin acd.

Upaskdra.—Uo mentions another oontiibutory causo (of dofdro and aversion) :

siiftlft^fN ii $ i * i \\ n

srrfftJRrjfaRC, Jati-visesfit, from particularity of race or racial distinc-

tion. ^ Oha, and.

13. (Desire and Aversion arise) also from racial distinctions.

—253.

Thus, human beings have desire for rice, etc., animals of the deer
class, for grass, etc ; those of the camel class, for briers. In these
cases also, adfistam which produces birth in such and such a race, is

the governing principle, while race, i. e., distinction of birth, is only a
means or medium. Similarly, pigeons, etc, possess desire for crops.
In the same way, animals of 'the buffalo class possess aversion towards
the horse

;
dogs, towards the jackal

; ichneumons, towards snakes ; and
from other instances, it is to be inferred (that racial distinction is a
means of desire and aversion).—13.

Desire and aversion produce dharma and adharma through inclination.

UpwkAra.—Having thus enumerated the effioient oauses of desire and aversion, dosire
tod aversion being the effioient oausea of dharma and adharma, he now points out that the
causality of /aui( toward* dharma and adharma operates through the medium of aoti^jity or
Juolinatflotu , ,
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u ^ i r i u n

r^SffifVjjF^VT Inhchha-dvesa-purvvika, preceded by, or having for

its antecdents, desire and aversion. varwTfaw^sjffa '• Dharina-adharma-

pravrittih, Activity, tendency, inclination, or application to dharma

and adharma.

14. Application to dharma and adharma has for its antece-

dents Desire and Aversion.—254.

' Pravrittih ' or employment in a prescribed action, is due to the

link of desire, and in a prohibited action, e. </., killing, is due to the link

of aversion. Employment, due to tho link of desire, in sacrifices, etc.,

begets dharma; employment,;due to the link of aversion, in killing, etc.,

begets adharma. These same desiro and aversion cause the wheel of

transmigration to rovolve. Accordingly there is the aphorism of (iau-

tlhna, " Pravfitti or employment is tho operation or operation of speceh,

mind, and body," (Nyaya-Stttram, I. i. 17). Verbal employment is exer-

tion of sjieoch ; it is meritorious, if it is for the expression of what is true,

kind, and beneficial ; it is si.iful, if it is for the expression of what is

nature, unkind, and baneful. By ' Buddhih,' (mind}, is meant that by
which objocts aro cognised, i. e., mind. Therefore mental employment
is compassion towards all cre.atures, and other activities. Bodily
employment, such as almsgiving, ministration, etc., is tenfold as Binful,

and tenfold as meritorious.—14.

Vivriti.—The aphorism has been framed in a general way. Hence
no harm has been done to the production of dharma, etc., also from
chance contact with the water of the Ganga (the Ganges) and Buch
other sources, even though desire and aversion do not exist here.

Dharma and adharma are causes of birth and death.

Cpaskdra.—Now he states the end or object of dharma and adharma, ». e., reappearanoo

after passing away :

ffi^SPjtTt: Tat-samyogah, conjunction produced by them. fa*TW

Vibhagah, disjunction.

15. Conjunction (of soul with body, sense, and life), produced
by them (i.e., dharma and adharma), (is called birth)

;
Disjunc-

tion (of body and mind, produced by them, is called death).—255-

From these, namely dharma and adharma, conjunction, i. e., birth,

results. Connection with non-pre-existing body, sense, and life is here
termed conjunction. 1 Vibhagah ' again, denotes disjunction of body
and mind, characterised as death. The meaning, therefore, is that
this system of births and deaths, samsdra or ceaseless flow of existences,

otherwise termed pretya-bh&va or re-appearance after passing away, is

caused by dharma and adharma. The Vedio name of this very pretya-

bhdva is ajarafijart-bh&va or non-decrepit decrepitude.—15.
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How moksa is attained.

Upaakdra.—To asoortain, therefore, what moksa is, in whioh there ia an end of this

re-appearanoe after passing away, of the system of births and deaths, he says :

STtrJTfW'g Atma-karmmasu, actions of the soul taking place. 4t5f:

Moksah, salvation, «n«?qra: Vyakhyatah, declared.

16. (It has been) declared that the actions of the soul taking

place, salvation (results).—256.

This same disjunction of body and mind rises into moksa or libera-

tion, when there exist the actions of the soul. This is the meaning.

Now, the actions of the soul collectively are as follows : 'audition,'

intellection, practice of holy communion, or yoga, constant meditation,

posture, regulation of breath, (lit. lengthening of life, the acquisition

of the control of the external senses and of the control of the internal

sense, spiritual intuition of one's own soul and of the souls of others,

accurate knowledge of previously produced dharma and adharma,
which have to be experienced in other bodies and places the building

up of various bodies suitable to such experience, the exhaustion of that

dharma and adharma by experiencing them, and ultimate success or

emancipation, characterised as cessation of pain, on the cessation of

bii '-h, when there is cessation of tendency to action, in consequence of

the non-production of subsequent dharma and adharma, due to the

overcoming of the mists of faults characterised as desire and aversion.

Of these the prime action of the soul is knowledge of the real nature or

essence of the six Predicables.—16.

Here ends the second chapter of the sixth book in the Commentary
of 6ankara upon the Vaisesika Aphorisms.

Vivfiti.—Spiritual intuition of the reality of the self steals away
false knowledge, sprung from spiritual blindness, of which the subject-

matter is that the soul is not distinct from the body, etc. Thereupon
there is cessation of faults, characterised as desire and aversion ; from
which there follows destruction of activity or inclination productive of

dharma and adharma. And from the non-existence of inclination results

annihilation of birth in the form of the initial conjunction of lifeiwith a
future body. And hence there results final annihilation of the threefold

afflictions. It is in this that moksa consists. Therefore this treatise is

useful, as a system of thought intended for the purpose of intellection

or thinking about things.

—j * :

—
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BOOK SEVENTH—CHAPTER FIRST.

Allusion to I. i. 6.

Upaakdra.—Having examined dharma and adharma, as the root oausei of Say$dra or
transmigration, a* the effioient oausea of all that has a production, as the means of bhoga or

worldly eiperienoe, and as uniformly attaohing to eaoh individual soul, from their origin, as-

well as the adriftam of others as conduoive to fruits to be experienced by those others, the
author now calls back to the mind of the disciples the enumeration and definition of Attri-
butes with the intention of examining these Attributes.

TOT PIT- H V5 I U t U

WKT : Ukt&b, stated, mentioned, enumerated. JjJ^l: Gunab, attributes.

1. Attributes (have been) mentioned (above).—-257.

The meaning is that Attributes have been enumerated and defined.

Of these colour, etc, seventeen in all, have been verbally stated, and
seven have been brought forward by the word cha, ' and '. Accordingly
all the twenty-four Attributes have been mentioned. Now, Attribute-

ness connotes possession of the ' class ' directly pervaded by existence
appearing in eternals present in the eternals, or possession of the 'class'

directly pervaded by existence appearing in eternals which do not
appear in combinative causes, or possession of the 1 class ' directly per-

vaded by existence appearing in eternals appearing in non-combina-
tive causes, or possession of the ' class ' not appearing in action whioh
does not co-exist in the same substratum with the effect.—1.

What attributes are non-eternal.

Upaskura.—Now, the examination of Attributes, as Attributes, is the subjeot of the seventh

book. Of this, in the first Chapter, there are five seotions, viz., (1) the examination of Attri-

butes as eternal, (2) the examination of Attributes as non-etenal, (9) the examination of Attri-

butes due to the aotion of heat, (4) the examination of Attributes whioh appear of funotion

in more subatanoes than one, e. p%, Number, etc, and (5) the examination of measure or exten-

sion. Herein ho states the non-eternality of the four Attributes, oolour, etc

SfaHNft^f^PFSlWri: Prithivi-adi-rupa-rasa-gandha-sparsah, the

Colour, Taste Smell, and Touch of Earth, etc, i. e., of Earth, Water,

Fire, and Air. irwjjftwwiq, Dravya-anityatvat, on account of the non-

eternality of the substances in which they reside. *rfrvn: Anityah, non-

eternal. * Cha, also.

2. The Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch of Earth, Water,
Fire, and Air, are also non-eternal, on account of the non-etema-
lity of their substrata.—258.

Of the wholes made up of parts, beginning with Earth, and ending
with Air, the four Attributes, colour, and the following, are non-eternal.

Although other Attributes also, being present in whole madeup of parts,

are really non-eternal, yet (they are not referred to here, because) their

destruction is also due to other cause*. The four Attributes, beginning
with colour, disappear only on the destruction of their substrata, and
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not in consequence of another, a id contradictory, Attribute. ' Dravya-
anityatv&t :' The meaning is that the non-eternality of the dependent
Attributes is on account of the non-eternality of substances upon which
they depend—2.

What attributes are eternal.

Upaihdra.—If ths non-eternality of substrata governs the non-eternality of oolour, eto.,

then, he says, it is obtained from neoessary implication, that those oolour, etc., whioh reside

in eternal substrata, possess eternality.

q&T w)<*;
' rtiH, II vs \ \ I ^ I)

i^fa Etena, by this. Pn^J Nityesu, in eternals, f Wtf Nityatvam, eter-

nality. sw^Uktam, stated. Implied.

3. By this is implied eternality (of Colour, etc., which reside)

in eternal substances.—259.

Of the same four Attributes, colour, etc., present in eternal subs-

trata, eternality is implied ' by this,' which means, by the declaration

of non-eternality by reason of the non-eternality of the substrata.

The writer of the Vfitti, however, explains thus : P^^frsfW&wi
—this is the reading, with the addition of an %l, (so that instead of
' eternality,' the reading is ' non-eternality.') Thus, colour, etc, residing

in terrene ultimate atoms, disappear on the conjunction of fire.—3.

Above continued.

Upukdra.—Does, then, eternality belong also to oolour, etc, whioh reside in terrene
eternal subatanoes ? Accordingly he specifies (the eternals referred to in the preoeding
aphorism).

*rqj Apsu, in water. Tejasi, in fire. Vayau, in air. ^ Cha,

and. fatf: Nityah, eternal, ^nrf^rwnn Dravya-nityatvat, in consequence

of the eternality of substrata.

4. And also in consequence of the eternality of their (respec-

tive) substrata, (Colour, etc.) are eternal in Water, Fire, and Air.

—260.

In aqueous ultimate atoms, Colour, Taste, and Touch are eternal
;

in igneous ultimate atoms, Oolour and Touch ; in ultimate atoms of* Air,
Touch is eternal. " But," it may be asked, what is the contradiction,

if colour, etc., present even in things eternal, be themselves non-eternal

like Sound, Understanding, etc ?" Accordingly, an additional reason,
viz., non-appearance of another attribute (vide IV. ii. 3 ante), is indicat-

ed by the word ' and.' For, in Sound, the manifestation of a
different attribute is observed in the form of tones, high, low, etc. ; and
in knowledge, etc., samtkdra, impression or habit, etc., contradictory
of, or which oppose, knowledge, etc., (are observed). In aqueous,
igneous, and aerial ultimate atoms, other attributes, contradictory of

colour, etc., do not appear; • If they appeared, th«n Oolour, etc,
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heterogeneous from the antecedent ones, would be observed also in the
aqueous and other wholes made up of parts, or compounds, originated
by the same ultimate atoms, in the order of binary and other atomic
aggregates. But colour, different in kind from white colour, does not
belong to Water and Fire ; nor do Touches, different in kind from cold
and hot Touches. "Hot water," "Cold air,"—such intuitions are,
however, due to the influence of upddhi or adjunct or external condi-
tion. This is the import.— 4.

Vivriti.—" But Colour, etc, residing in aqueous ultimate atoms,
being destructible by the conjunction of fire," it may be objected,
"why this generalisation, namely, "in eternals " (in the preceding
aphorism) ?" Hence he specifies the eternals.

The meaning is that Colour, etc, inherent in the eternal earth ( i, e.,

ultimate atoms of earth), are not certainly eternal, but that it has been
stated in the preceding aphorism that those only are eternal, which in-
here in' the eternal Water, Fire, and Air (i. e., aqueous, igneous, and
aerial ultimate atoms).

What attributes are non-eternal.

Upaskdra.—Already it has been stated that (Colour, eto., are) non-eternal in non-
eternals among terrene substMioes. Now he states it is. the oase of aqueous other non-
eternals also.

wfigtg Anityesu, in non-eternals. SlftOT: Anityab, non-eternal.

gmifiyiWH—Dravya-anityatvat, in consequence of the non-eternality of

substrata. .

5. In non-eternals, (Colour, etc., are) non-eternal, in conse-

quence of the non-eternality of their substrata.—261.

The meaning is that Colour, etc., of aqueous, and other wholes
made uj» of parts, disappear only on the dissolution- of substrata, but

not in consequence of other, contradictory, attributes.—5.

Vivfiti.— A.re Attributes, inhering in non-eternals, and other than
Colour, etc, eternal ? If so, then Conjunction, etc., also will be eternal.

To remove this apprehension, he says :

The meaning is that Attributes which exist in non-eternal substan-

ces, are, all of them, non-eternal, because their substrata are non-
eternal, so that eternal Attributes do not at all exist in non-eternal

substances.

Colour, etc., of Earth, produced by burning.

Upatkdra.—In earth, appearing in the form of wholes made up of parti, (i. «., in terrene

bodies), also, Colour, eto., appear and disappear only on the oonjunetion of fire, How,
therefore, are the/ destructible only by the destruction of their substrata ? To remove this

apprehension, he says :
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WVtMipF&falt—Kftrana-guna-purwakah, preceded by, or having for

antecedents, the attributes of the causes, sfawrf Prithivy&m, in earth.

i%mt Pakaj&h, produced by burning. Due to the action of heat.

Thermal.

6. In Earth, (Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch) have for

their antecedents (like) attributes in (its combinative) causes, (and

are also) due to the action of heat.—262.

' Pakaj&h ' means Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch, due to the

action of heat, ' Karana-guna-purvvakah' means preceded by the

attributes of that, e. g., potsherds, etc., which is the combinative cause

of the substratum of Colour, e. g., a water-pot. Thus, the Colour of the

potsherd is the non-combinative cause of the colour of the water-pot,

by means of the proximity known as combination in the same object

with the cause. So also in the case of Taste, etc. Colour, Taste, Smell,

and Touch possess the jdti or ' class ' directly pervaded by attribute-

ness such as colourness, etc.

Objection.—Colourness, which is nothing but apprehensibility by
the eye, is the udpdhi or external condition (of colour-perception).

Answer.—It is not. For, this would entail non-appearance of the

intuition of colour immediately on the falling of the sense, since a>.»

upddlii or external condition which is not adjacent, is unfit for produc-
ing the intuition of that which is conditioned or super-imposed. Here
the upddhi, again, is the eye, and the same—the ocular sense—is

supersensuous. And apprehensibility is the being the object of

apprehension. This too is not an object of ocular perception, since

perception distinguished or determined by colour-ness is ocular.

Colour-ness, therefore, is the characteristic of the attribute perceptible

by the external sense of the eye alone.

Objection.—But it does not pervade or include supersensuous colour.

Answer.—The objection does not arise
;
for, the possession of the

jdti or class apprehensible by the external sense of the eye alone, is-

intended. Such jdti is colour-ness ; as also are blue-ness, etc.

Objection.—The manifestations of blue, yellow, etc., are eternal,
only as each of them is a single, individual, manifestation. There are
not blue-ness, and other classes, inasmuch as their denotation is a single
individual.

Answer.—This is not the case, as it would entail the non-appearance
of the intuition of deeper blue, deepest blue, etc.

Objection.—But the use of the comparative and the superlative may
be caused here by the absence of inter-penetration of whiteness, etc

Anawer.-*-I% cannot, sinoe there is no proof of it, and also because
of the intuition, " Dark colour is gone, red produced."

Objection.—But suoh intuition , is caused. ..by Jbh« produ.c ion and
destruction of oomMnaiioti. ' >*-; . ,. » '.

>, , . -

'
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Answer—No, since there is no trace of combination there, and
since combination is eternal. The same (i. e., production and destruc-
tion of combination) being applicable also in the case of the non-
eternality of the water-pot, etc, the result would be non-finality, since
Anyathdsiddhi, production by other means, or plurality of causes, can
be easily ascribed there by way of the very non-eternality of com-
bination.

Another objection.—The attributes, blue, yellow, etc., are not
different from substanoe, since there is no difference between a property
and that of which it is a property.

Answer.—This cannot be the case, as it would entail such uses as
iC Colour is water-pot," " Toucth is water-pot," etc.

Objection.—But there is no harm in it, inasmuch as there are really

such intuitions as " White cloth," " Blue cloth," etc.

Answer.—The analogy does not hold, because the intuitions are
explained by the supposition of elision of the affix, matup, denoting
possession, or by the supposition of transference of identity.

Objection—This supposition would be somewhat probable, were
there proof of difference.

Answer.—But difference is proved by means of such predication as
u Colour of s-i idal-wood," " Smell of sandal-wood," etc. If the oloth
were identical with colour, then, like the cloth, colour also would be
perceived by the sense-organ of the skin, and being asked to bring the
colour, one would bring some substance whatever.

Objection.—Let, then, there be identity in difference, seeing that
in the case of absolute difference as well, as of absolute identity, co-
existence in the same substratum would not be possible.

Answer.—This cannot be, for it is impossible for identity and differ-

ence, which are contradictory to each other, to appear together in-the
name place, without the difference of their situation.

Objection.—But the characteristic of mutual non-existence (or non-
existence which is the counter-opposite of identity, e. </., a waterpot is

not a cloth) a ipears in that which appears in what is not pervaded or
included, since it is the characteristic of being the property of that
which appears in eternal non-existence, like the characteristic of
absolute non-existence (or non-existence which is the counter-opposite
of connection with the past, the present, and the future, e. g., there is

no waterpot inside the earth).

Answer.—This is not the case. For, in virtue of the intuition of
conjunction and its absolute non-existence, the characteristic of appear-
ing in that which is not pervaded, is observed of absolute non-existence,
but, in the case of mutual non-existence, such intuition does not exist.

Now, this colour is of various kinds in Earth ; in. Water and Fire,
it is only white. Sometimes there is. one more. colour, ». «., variegated
or compound colour,' also in si cloth, etc.

;
for, otherwise, they would net

be objects of visual perception, since only substances ' possessing colour
can be. objects .of perception -by the eye. .ici.v;-. ; "i • .
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Objection.—But there can be no origination of colour by heteroge-

neous colours.

Answer.—This is not the case ;
for, homogeneity, only as constituted

by the characteristic of being colour, is required in the origination of

blue, yellow, etc., since otherwise, as has been already stated, they
would not be objects of visual perception.

Objection.—But the apprehension of the colour of a whole made up
of parts is possible by means of the apprehension of the colours of those
parts.

Answer.—It is not, as it would entail that the parts also, possessing
variegated or compound colour, are themselves void of colour. More-
over, wherever, in consequence of the action of heat, variegated colour

appears in ultimate atoms, there also variegated colour is produced in

the cloth, etc., originated by them successively.

Objection.—In the yellow myrobalan, then, taste also is variegated.

Answer.—No, for no harm would be done, even if the yellow myro-
balan were void of taste. The tradition of six tastes, however, is due
to the causality which produces the effects or properties of those
tastes.

Similarly, smell also is not variegated, since a fragrant and a non-
fragrant part are not its 'originators.

Objection.—In the parts of a karkati or cucumber, there is sometimes
bitterness, and sometimes sweetness. Which taste, then, exists in

karkati ?

Answer.—Only sweetness..

Objection—There existing a conflict of attributes, how can it

be so ?

Answer.—On account of the non-existence of bitterness in the parts-

thereof.

Objection.—How, then, does such sensation (of bitterness) arise ?

Answer.—It arises from the bitter taste of the bilious substance
•listing at the tip of the tongue irritated by the eating of the karkatt.

It is from this cause that sometimes the mouth also becomes bitter.

Objection.—But how does not this explanation apply in the case of
the yellow myrobalan also ?

Answer—Beoause, in the parts of the yellow myrobalan, various
tastes are felt, e. g., sour, sweet, salt, etc. There is no need of further
argumentation or elaboration.

And this colour is an auxiliary to tfce eye.

Objection.—Such being the case, how do the non-existence of Colour
in air, and darkness become objects of ocular perception ?

Answer.—The question does not arise, since colour is an auxiliary
to the eye in the apprehension only of existences or objective realities.
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The colours of all the three, viz., the object, the light, aud the eye, are
exciting causes of ocular perception.

Taste, again, is that which possesses the jdti of ' olass/ taste-

ness. Tasta-ness is the jdti or ' class ' which is the object of immediate
cognition producible by the sense taste alone. And the possession of

such a jdti or ' class ' is ta.ste-ness. It is this, the source of vitality,

growth, strength, and health, that is ai auxility to the tongue. Thus,
taste-ness being possession of the jdti or ' class ' pervaded by attribute-
ness capable of being apprehended by the organ of the tongue, there is

no nou-pervasion, *. e., exclusion, of super-sensuous taste.

Attribute, apprehensible by the nose alone, is Smell. Smell-ness is

the possession of the jdti or ' class ' pervaded by attribute-ness appre-
hensible by the nose only. It is two-fold, being fragrant aud non-
fragrant. Or Sraell-nes3 denotes the possession of the jdti or ' olass '

directly pervaded by attribute-ness appearing only in that which is

present in Earth.

In like ma iner, Touch also is the attribute possessing the jdti or
* class,' touch-ne33. Touch- teas de iotas the possession of the jdti or
' class ' directly pervaded by attribute-ness apprehensible by the organ
of the skin only. Inhering in the quartet of substances, (namely, Earth,
Water, Fire, Air), it is, again, three-fold, according to the differences

of neither hot nor cold, cold, and hot.

Now, in passing, the process due to the action of heat, is considered.

Here, according to those who hold the theory of the burning of an ear?

thenpot (as a whole), the whole of the effect and the cause is burnt.

Those who hold the theory of the burning of the ultimate atoms (consti-

tuting the whole), maintain that it is the ultimate atoms which are
separately burnt, that it is in them that there take place destruction of

the previous colour and production of the succeeding colur, etc, aud
that, following the course of the attribute of the cause, colour, etc, are
produced in the burnt (wholes made up again) of (burnt) parts. Here
the sense is as follows : From the impulse or the impact, given by fire,

to a raw substance, e. g., a water-pot, etc., thrown in a kiln, disjunction,
which is the counter-opposite of conjunction originative of a compound
substance, appears among the ultimate atoms originative of that raw
substance, and on the destruction of originative conjunction by the
disjunction, destruction of the substance must take place

1

. For, it is

seen that of rice, etc., placed in a pan, destruction takes place at once
from frying, only by the application of heat from below, and that, (under
similar conditions) intense ebullition takes place in milk, water, and the
like. Therefore, it is hoping too much that substances, smitten with
dames of fire on all sides, in a kiln, will endure. Moreover, if there be
no destruction of substances, then burning at their centre will not be
possible. For, there is no possibility of conjunction of fire at the
centre which is enclosed with harder other constituent parts. So that
there will be this great incongruity that the parts are dark but the
whole made up of those parts is red.

Objection—-Sabstaioes which are whiles mide up of parts/are oer,-

tainty poroai. fl kv, ofchar oa 1 oil, clarified batter, etc, poured.
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into a jar, etc., ooze out, and how also can these be boiled ? Hence, at

the centre also, there can be conjunction of fire.

Answer.—This cannot be, in asmuch as, on account of exclusion of

ponderable or corporal or dense substances in virtue of the property of

impenetrability, conjunction of fire is impossible at the centre which
is already conjoined with other (constituent; parts.

Objection—If there is destruction of the substance, how, then, can
there be the recognition, " This is that very water-pot ?" How, again,
in all changes of conditions, in the kiln, etc, are the water-pot, etc.,

observed in one and the same form ? How is it that a pan, a plate,

etc., placed on the burning water-pot, etc., are observed in the same
position ? For they should fall down on the dissolution of the water-
pot, etc. How, again, are exactly the same number of wholes as are
placed in the furnace, afterwards obtained from it ? For, during the
process of burning, the origination is possible, of more or less substan-

ces, by the (dissolved) ultimate atoms, in the order of binary and other

atomic aggregates. How, again, are water-pot, etc, of exactly the
same dimensions, observed to come out from the furance? How, again,

will not the marks of lines and prints be obliterated ? Burning, there-

fore, takes place only in the wholes.

Avswtr.—Such is not the case. For disjunction of three or four

tertiary atomic aggregates being effected from a water-pot, etc, with

the point of a needle, there being destruction of substance as a whole

in consequence of the destruction of conjunction originative of subs-

tance, all such contradictions appear in, or are explained on, both the
theories. For, even they who hold the theory of the burning of the

water-pot as a whole, cannot ventuie to say that substance as a whole
is not destroyed in the case of the above instance.

Even in that case the water-pot, etc., are not destroyed, since it i&

possible for an effect to continue to exist by inhering in the remaining
constituent parts even when there has been destruction of some cons-

tituent parts. Were it not so, recognition, etc., would be really

impossible. This is the view of the Mimd<msakan. But they should be
asked ; how the water-pot, etc, bearing relation to the situation or

arrangement of all the constituent parts, can appear in a smaller num-
ber of consituent parts. If it be their reply that it is possible in the
same way as is possible contraction of measure or extension or quantit

in a cloth which is not yet destroyed ; we reply that there can be no such

analogy, for there is no observation of contraction and expansion in

the case of wood, stone, pillar, earthen jar, etc, made up of harder

constituent parts. It cannot be rejoined by th«m that what is said to

destroy the water-pot. etc., destroys only its measure or extension ;

for, measure or extension can be destroyed only by the destruction

of its substratum. Moreover, like the recognition of the water-pot,,

•e^c, measure or extension also is recognised in the case of the needle-

scratch, whereas in their view its destruction also is impossibly. This-

is- the point.

On the theory of those who hold that disjunction which is the
counteropposite of conjunction originative of substance aa well as

disjunction which is not its counter-opposite, are produced by one and
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the same action in the constituent part, there is production of red
oolonr, etc., at the ninth moment counting from the destruction of the
binary atomic aggregate, in another binary atomic aggregate, since
action is conceived to exist in the very same ultimate atom. Thus,,

there is first action in the ultimate atom originative of the binary
atomic aggregate, from the impulse given by fire; then, disjunc-
tion ; then destruction of conjunction originative of substance ;

then,

destruction of the binary atomic aggregate
; then, in consequence of

conjunction of fire, disappearance of dark colour, etc, from the pure
or singly existing ultimate atom, after the destruction of the binary
atomic aggregate ; after destruction of dark colour, etc, production of red
colour, etc., from another conjunction of fire ; after production of red

colour, etc, cessation of action in the ultimate atom ; following \t t

action in the ultimate atom, from conjunction of soul possessing adrift-

am or destiny
;
then, disjunction

; then, cessation of previous conjunc-
tion, originative of substance, with another ultimate atom

;
then,

production of the binary atomic aggregate ; after the production of the
binary atomic aggregate, production of red colour, etc, in the pro-

gressive order of the attribute of the cause. These are the nine moments,
if a different action is produced just at the moment of the cessation of

the previous action. If, on the other hand, a different action is pro-

duced not at the moment of the cessation of the previous action, then
there are ten moments. Even if disjunction, etc., produced by disjunc-

tion, be admitted, still there are ten moments, if disjunction produced by
disjunction has reference to the time in which destruction of conjunc-
tion originative of substance takes place. If, on the other hand disjunc-

tion produces another disjunction with reference to the time in which
destruction of substance takes place, then there are eleven moments
in the process. Thus, destruction of the binary atomic aggregate
and disjunction produced by disjunction, at one moment; then, destruc-

tion of previous conjunction, and cessation of drak colour, etc ;

subsequent conjunction and production of red colour, etc ; cessation
of disjunction produced by disjunction and of action, by means of
subsequent conjunction

;
then, action in the ultimate atom, favourable

to origination of substance, disjunction from action ; cessation of

previous conjunction from disjunction
; thence, conjunction originative

of substance; thence production of substance ; production of red colour,

etc, in the produced substance. These are the ten moments. Where
however, production of disjunction by disjunction depends upon the
passing of the time containing the destruction of substance, there are,
by the increase of one moment, eleven moments. Thus, destruction 'of subs-
tances; then disjunction produced by disjunction and cessation of dark
colour, etc; then subsequent conjunction and production of red colour, etc
then cessation of disjunction produced by disjunction and of action; then
action in the ultimate atom, favourable to the origination of snbstance ;

then disjunction ; cessation of previous conjunction
;
production of

conjunction originative of substance
;
production of the binary atomic

aggregate ; production of red colour, etc These are the eleven moments.
Such is the process on the conception. of action and cessation of action
in one and the same ultimate atom. If action favourable to the origi-
nation of substance ia conceived to take place in a different ultimate
atom, then the production of red colour, etc, should be understood to
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appear at the fifth, sixth, seventh, or eighth moment commencing from
destruction of the binary atomic aggregate. The same has been ex-

plained in Kandda-Rahasya.m.—6.

Colour, etc., of Earth, produced by burning, continued.

Upaikdra.—ln order to establish that the Colour, etc, of terrene ultimate atoms hav*

oonjunotion of fire as their non-oonibinative oause. he says :

-^M&i^T,: n vs it i vs ii

qqryqwm Eka-dravya-tvat, Because of the characteristic of inher-

ing in one substance.

7. Because their substratum is the same.—263.

The expression, " of (attributes) produced from burning," is the

complement of the aphorism. " Being attributes," and " being effects,"

are also intended here- The whole sentence, therefore, means : Colour,

etc., of terrene ultimate atoms, have conjunction for their non-combi-

native cause, inasmuch as these, being product-attributes, are at the

same time non-abhorrent or incongruent attributes inhering in eternals,

like Sound, and like Understanding, etc. Or the sddhya, or what has

to be proved, is merely the characteristic of being produced from con-

junction. Hence there is no undue extension to, or inclusion of, Sound
produced from disjunction, since conjunction of Air is the efficient

oause of all Sounds whatever. And from the observation of the pre-

sence and absence of fire in relation to them, the non-combinative

causality of conjunction of fire, towards terrene colour, etc-, is proved

by the force of paksa-dharmatd i. e., the characteristic of the vydpya or

the middle term, the mark of inference, existing in the paksa or the

subject of the conclusion-—7.

Vivfiti.—The question may arise, how the attributes of the cause,

as they do not exist in the effect, can be productive of the attributes of

the effect, when there is thus a difference of substrata. Apprehending
this, he says :

Because they have one substance as their substratum, that is to say,

because there is co-existence in the same substratum. Thus, even
though the attributes of the cause do not exist in the effect by the
relation of immedtate combination, yet, inasmuch as they exist in the

affect by the relation of co-existence in the same substratum in the

form of combination with that which is in combination with them, their

productiveness of the attributes of the effect is not unproved. This is

the import.

Non-cognition of Minuteness and cognition of Magnitude,

explained before.

Upatk&ra.—Having eluoidated Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touoh, by long discourses, and
going to begin first the examination of Measure of Extension, in violation of the order of

•numeration (of the Attributes), following the maxim* of the needle and the kettle, inasmuoh
as Measure of Extension is proved by oo anion oonsent, whereas there is a wide range of

divergent views on the question of Number,—he aaya :

* The maxim of the needle and the kettle is that when a man has got to turn out a needle
and a kettle, he first makes the needle, the smaller and easier piece of work, and then devotee
hie whole attention, energy, and time to the manufacture of the kettle, the large and mora
diffioult pieoe of work.
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*nf): Anoh, of the atom or atomic : Mahatah, of the molecular
or the dense or the extended- ^ Cha, and. ^TStswfgTcTSift Upalabdhi-anu-
palabdhi, cognition and non-cognition. fWfr Nitye, in (the book treating
of) the eternal. Vyakhyate, explained.

8. Cognition and non-cognition of the atomic and the extend-

ed or massive, respectively, have been explained in (the fourth

book treating of) the eternal.—264.

The term, ' in the eternal,' signifies the fourth book, demonstrative
of the eternal, i. (., the container, by the contained. ' Cognition and
non-cognition '

: The application (of these words) will be according to

relevancy, on the maxim, " When one thing is relevant to another, it

belongs to that other, even though lying at a distance." So that the
proposition, "Non-cognition of the atomic" is obtained. In like

manner, in the perceptual cognition, therefore, namely, " large,

blue jug," Measure or Extension also is as much an object (of

perception) as blue colour. And by means of this Measure or
Extension, Measure or Extension terminating in the ultimate
atom, is inferred, as also from Substance-ness. Moreover, n the
perceptibility of Substance, Measure or Extension also is a cause,
like colour

;
for, without magnitude, substance cannot be perceptible.

It is, therefore, ascertained that, as being a cause of the perceptibility

of Substance, and being itself perceptible, an attribute, called Measure
or Extension, exists. For, were the distinctive form of a water-pot,
etc., its Measure or Extension, a man would bring any water-pot,
when he was told to bring JRft , the massive or the extended, and thus
there would be a contradiction between the order of the master and
the apprehension of it by the servant. Likewise from the term water-
pot, Measure or Extension would be understood, or from the term,
Measure or Extension, a water-pot.

Measure or Extension is the non-common or speoific cause of the
usage or application of measures, or a universal attribute inhering in
the object which is the cause of the perceptual cognition of Substance.
Application of measures is the application of cubits, etc., but not the
application of weights, numbers, etc., This Measure or Extension is
of four kinds, namely, Largeness, Smallness, Length, and Shortness.
Of these, extreme largeness and extreme lenght exist in the four
' universals ' (i. e., Space, Time, Ether, and Soul) ; extreme smallnsss
and extreme shortness exist in the ultimate atoms ; the next (higher)
degree of smallness and shortness exists in binary atomic aggregates;
largeness and length exist in substances from tertiary atomic aggrega-
tes upwards to composite wholes (or compound bodies as they exist in
nature). In this manner, all substances whatever possess two Measures
or Extepsions. The attribution of smallness to &vilva or a bael fruit,
dmalaka (phylanthus emblica), etc., and of shortness to fuel-sticks, etc.,
is relative. And relativity here denotes non-existence of bulkiness.
The bulkin ess that exists in the dmalaka (emblic myrobalan), does not
exist in the jujube ; the bulkiness that exists in the vilva, does not exist
in the dmalaka. It is this bulkiness, which is the denotation of the
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term, relativity, inasmuch as it partake* of both the primary and
secondary uses.

Some maintain that length and shortness do not exist in the

eternal substances. Others hold that these are not even modes of

Measure or Extension
;
for, what they mean is this : As in the com-

mand, " Bring the longer ones from amongst these bodies," so also in

the command, " Bring the spherical and the triangular ones from
amongst these bodies," discrimination being equally possible, spheri-

city or roundness, etc., also could then have Ito be admitted as mode*
of Measure or Extension.—3.

Largeness or magnitude how produced.

Upaikdra.—Jla now enumerates the causes of measure or extension.

Karana-vahutvat, from a multiplicity of causes. *
Cha, also.

9. Largeness or Magnitude is produced, from a multiplicity

of causes also.—265.

The word ' cha ' implies the addition of magnitude and prachaya
i. e., loose conjunction among parts. " Measure or extension is pro-

duced "—this is the complement of the aphorism. Among these,

multiplicity of causes alone produces largeness or magnitude and
length in tertiary atomic aggregates, since magnitude and accretion

do not exist in their causes. That multiplicity is produced by the
relative understanding of God, and the apprehension of particular
adristam or destinies, determines this plurality of objects in such rela-

tive understanding. Likewise, it will be stated hereafter, duality
existing in two atoms is productive of measure or extension in a binary
atomic aggregate. In a piece of cloth, originated by two non-coales-
cent threads, it is magnitude alone which is the non-combinative
cause, since multiplicity and coalescence do not exist there. Where
again, a ball of cotton, in this case, inasmuch as an increase of
measure or extension is observed, therefore accretion is the cause,
since multiplicity does not exist, and since magnitude though existing,

is not a condition or occasion for increase of measure or extension.
Such being the case, were magnitude cause here, there would be no
defect in the argument, for it has been said, " By two, by one, or
by all."

Prachaya, coalescenoe or accretion, is originative conjunction,
and is defined as conjunction in an object of some of its constituent
parts towards itself, in which object some of the constituent parts
were uot in conjunction towards itself. And this conjunction of cons-
tituent parts, it has been observed, is dependent upon a loose con-
junction among their own constituent parts, is productive of measure-
or extension, and is involved in the origination of Attributes and
Actions—0-
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The atomic it the opposite of the large or massive ; the short, of the long.

Upatkdra.—Having demonstrated magnitude and length, he now demonstrates atomio-neae
or minuteness.

^fl: Atah, of this. fiTTftf Viparitaip, the contrary, irqg Anu, the atomic,

«mall, or minute.

10. The contrary of this is the atomic—266.
4 Atah,' i. e., from large or massive measure or extension estab-

lished by perception ;
' viparltam,' (i. e., divergent). The meaning ia

that that is atomic measure or extension. The contrariety arises from
imperceptibility, and from contrariety of causes also. For in the case
•of magnitude or massiveness, magnitude, multiplicity, and accretion
are the causes, while in the case of atomic-ness or minuteness, duality
inhering in the cause and produced by the relative understanding of
"God., is the cause. By this is also to be understood that the contrary
of length is shortness, and here too the contrariety is as afore-
said.—10.

In what sense the same thing appears both small and large.

Upaskdra.—He now shows that in the oase of a jujube, an dmalaka, eto., the attribu-

tion of smallness is seoondary or relative.

Wj[ Anu, atomic, small, minute. Mahat, large, massive, ffir Iti,

-such, flfw^ Tasmin, in that, i. e-, in respect of one and the same object-

i^fa*n«nct Visesa-bhavat, from the existence of the species, or of the

peculiarity. f^faT^rcP^Visesa-abhavat, from the non-existence of the

species, or of the peculiarity.

11. ' (It is) smaller,' ' (It is) larger,'—such affirmations, in

respect of one and the same object, arise from the existence of

the species, or of the peculiarity, and from the non-existence of

the species, or of the peculiarity.—267.

The word, ' iti,' indicates the sense of attribution or usage. There

is, then, all this usage that a jujube, is small in relation to a fcaeZ-fruit,

that an emblic myrobolan is large in relation to a jujube, that a bael-

fruit is large in relation to an emblic myrobalan. Amongst these,

'(It is) large'—auch usage with regard to them is primary. If it be asked

"how it is so, says, ' visesa-bhavat,' i.e., because of ' bhava, i.e., existence

of ' visesa,' i. e. the very species, magnitude, by < bhava,' ». «.. the

relation of more, etc. On the other hand, the trantment of them as

*mall, is secondary or rolative. If it be asked how this is so, he says,

* visesa-abhavat,' i.e., because of the non-existence in them of the

species, smallness. For, smallness, as an effect, resides only in binary

atomic aggregates, and, as eternal, resides ia the ultimate atoms, and
consequently it does not exist in a jujube, etc.
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Or, the meaning may be, that the treatment of a jujube, etc., aa
small is secondary, because of the ' bhava,' i. e., the existence in the
constituent parts of the jujube, etc., of the 1 viseaa, i. e, the cause of

magnitude, namely, multiplicity of constituent parts, magnitude, and.

accretion, and because of the ' abhava,' i. e., the non-existence, in the-

constituent parts of the jujube, etc:, of the ' vifiesa,' i. e., the cause of
smallness, namely, duality which does not co-exist in the same substra-
tum with magnitude—11.

In what sense the same thing apj>ears both small and large, continued.

Upatkdra.—He gives the reason why the attribution of smallnass is seoondary :

«3^i^rr a u 1 1 1

u

^WTCTPTWt Eka-kala-tvat, from simultaneity (of the cognitions of

largeness and smallness).

12, (The attribution of smallness is secondary), because of
the simultaneity (of the cognition of largeness and smallness in

respect of the same object.)—268.

Magnitude and minuteness are perceived at one and the same time.
And these, magnitude and minuteness, being mutually contradictory,,
cannot appear together in one and the same substratum. The intuition
of magnitude, therefore, is there primary inasmuch as the cause of
magnitude exists there, and the intuition and application of minute-
ness are secondary. This is the meaning.—12.

Above continued.

Upatkdra.—Ho states the reason for the primariness of the intuition of magnitude :

TZT*W^- Dristantat, from example, or analogue. ^ Oha, And.

13. Also because there is the analogue.—269.

The meaning is that it is seen likewise that in the natural order of
things the practical recognition, ». e., the application, of large, larger .

and largest, must be with regard only to things possessing magnitude'
namely, the jujube, the einblio myrobalan, and the bael fruit, just as
the application of white, whiter, a'id whitest, is, according to the
nature of things, with regard only to white objects, namely, a piece of
cloth, a conch-shell, a crystal, etc— 13.

Minuteness and magnitude do not exist in minuteness and magnitude.

Upatkdra.—It may be objeoted : In virtue of the usage, " Smalt Measure or Extension "
Large Measure or Extension," it is known that there is magnitude also in magnitude asa measure or extonsion, and that there is smallness in smallness also. How, then oan tho.eM^J^lSS^A^^' ^ -lotion result, in-
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Anutva-mahattvayoh, in minuteness and magnitude^"w,Wi Anutva-mahattva-abhavah, non-existence of minuteness
and ef magnitude. Karmma-gunaih, by Actions and Attri-
butes. «n<?tn<T: Vyakhyatah, explained.

14. The non-existence of minuteness and magnitude in
minuteness and magnitude, is explained by (the explanation
already given, of the non-existence of Actions and Attributes ini
Actions and Attributes.—270. ' '

To this he replies :

The meaning is that as Attribute and Actions do not possess
minuteness and magnitude, so also do not minuteness and magnitude
possess minuteness and magnitude. The usage should be regarded as
derivative.— 14.

Above continued.

It may be urged that as Attributes are possessed of Attributes,—and how elce oould therehe suoh uses as •Large (,. e., extensive) Sound » •< Two Sounds," One Sound/'
*

Twenty-four Attributes » eto. ?-and as Actions appear to be possessed of Aotions.-W how elseoould there be such uses as " It goes quickly " •« It goes swiftly »
? so rainuten™ and ma«al-tude must abo be possessed ot nuuuteuess and magnitude.

>u»8«i

*WT*fJr: Karmmabhih, by actions, ^ffif Karramani, actions. nqp
Gunaih, by attributes. =5 Cha, and. jjjp: Gunah, attributes wnffPTl:
Vyakhyatah, explained.

15. Actions have been explained (to be void) of Actions
and Attributes, of Attributes.-271.

actions,

With this in view, he says :

By Actions, Actions are not possessed of Actions. By Attributes
Attributes are also not possessed of Attributes. In like manner minute'
ness and magnitude are also not possessed of minuteness and magnitude"The usage, however, is, in all these cases, derivative. This is rh«
meaning.—15.

Minuteness and Magnitude do not exist in Attribute or in Action.
Upatkdra—It may bo urged that usago suoh as " Luge Actions." " Minute A«t;„„. >>

"Large Attributes » « Minute Attributes," etc., entails that AoUon, posses^m^and magnitude, and also Attributes possess both of them. In anticipation of this, ho sayt

T

?ra|ST*rcv*TWlf, Anutva-mahattvabhyarh, by minuteness and magni-
tude, jrwfipm Karmma-gunah, actions and attributes. <* Cha, and. «nwnwt:
Vyakhyatah, explained.

16. By minuteness and magnitude, Actions and Attributes
also are explained (to be void of minuteness and magnitude).
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The meaning is that as minuteness and magnitude are not posses-

sed of minuteness and magnitude, so Actions are not possessed of either

of them, nor are Attributes possessed of either of them. This treatment'

as such however, is derivative as aforesaid. This is the import.—16.

Bh&sya.—Minuteness and magnitude may be predicated of action

and attribute.

Length and shortness do not exist in length and shortness.

Upath&ra.—Ha extends ths process of minuteness andimagnitude to length and shortness.

Etena, hereby. $^jr*3T!% Dirghatva-hrasvatve, length and
shortness, wrwn?!' Vyakhyate, explained.

17. Hereby are explained Length and Shortness.—273.

Length, and shortness also are not possessed of length and short-
ness, Whatever is productive of magnitude, the same is productive of
length ; whatever is productive of minuteness, the same is productive
of shortness. If it be asked, the cause being the same, how there can
be this difference in the effect, the reply is that it is proved or explain-
ed, like attributes produced by burning, by the difference of antecedent
non-existence- Wherever there is minuteness, there is shortness; where
there is eternal minuteness, there is eternal shortness, etc. This is the
meaning of the extension or analogy.—17

How Measure or Extension is destroyed.

Upatlcdra.—Ho now points out that whioh destroys (Measure or Extension):—

ii vsm ^ ii

srfsmt Anitye, in the non-eternal. 3ff^rc Anityaip, non-eternal, peri-

shable.

18. In the non-eternal, (Measure or Extension also is) non-
eternal.—274.

All this four-fold Measure or Extension, being present in perisha-

ble substance, disappears only on the destruction of the substratum,,

and not on account of contradictory, other attributes.

Objection.—But the Measure or Extension of a water-pot is destro-

yed, although the water-pot still exists; how else, even after the
breaking of the ueck of the water-pot, oan there be the recognition,.

"This is that very water-pot"?

Answer.—This is not the case, in as much as the destruction of

the water-pot is necessary or inevitable, by the destruction of the
substratum. For, it stands neither to reason nor to experience that,

the binary atomic aggregates being destroyed on the destruction of

the conjunction of two ultimate atoms, there is non-destruction of

the tertiary atomic aggregates constituted by the binary ones, and
of limestone, etc., constituted by the tertiary atomic aggregates.
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Objection.—How then does the recognition arise?

Answer.—It is an error, like the recognition, "This is that very
flame of the lamp."

Objection.—But the recognition of the the lamp is certainly correct

knowledge; whereas minuteness and magnitude undergo production
and destruction.

Answer—This cannot be maintained, because it has been Already
mentioned that their destruction is not possible without the destruction

of their substratum.—18.

What Measure or Extension is eternal.

|
Upaskdra.—Is then minuteness, inhering in ultimate atoms, destroyed, as are Colour,

eto.j of terrene ultimate atoms? Is magnitude also, inhering in ether, eto., destroyed, as

Are Sound, Understanding, etc.? In anticipation of these objections, he says:

fSf?^ Nitye, in the eternal, ftmn Nityam, eternal.

19. In the eternal, (Measure or Extension also is eternal.

—275.

Measure or Extension which exists in eternal substances, e. g.,

ether, etc., and also in the ultimate atoms, is eternal since there is

nothing to destroy it.—19.

'

Eternal Measure or Extension is called Parimandalam.

Upaikdra.—He states the name by whioh the Measure or Extension of the ultimata
atom is denoted in the Vaisesika system:—

favf Nityaip, eternal. TftiTHTSPj; Parimandalam, Parimandala, the

allround, or the spherical. Measure or Extension of the ultimate

atom.

20. Parimandala is eternal.—276.

Pdrimandalyam has the same denotation as 'Parimandalam.' So
it has been said, "Elsewhere than in Pdrimandalya, etc"—20.

Proof of true Minuteness and true Shortness.

Upaskdra.—It i may be asked: If minuteness, or shortness as applied respectively to a
jnjube, an emblio myrobalan, etc, and to fuel-stioks, sugar-canes, etc., is not transcendental

or real, (but apparent only), what then is the proof of them as transcendental?

Accordingly he says:

*iw m ^ fonfoiR ii v* i u \% ii

wfan Avidya, false knowledge. Nesoienoo. "« Oha, moreoTer, and.

ftnrffeire Vidya-lingam, mark or indication of knowledge.
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21. False knowledge is, moreover, the (inferential) mark of

(true) knowledge.—277,

'The mark of knowledge' is 'false knowledge.' The meaning
therefore, is this: The cognition or consciousness of minuteness
in respect of a jujube, an emblic myrobalan, etc., and the consciousness
of shortness in respect of sticks for fuel, sugar-canes, etc., are all

avidyk or false knowledge, inasmuch as real or transcendental minute-
ness and shortness do not exist there. Moreover, it is admitted by
those who hold the doctrine of anyatha-khyati, illusion of the senses,

that every where unscientific knowledge is just preceded t. e., pre-

supposed, by scientific knowledge. So that true consciousness of

minuteness, as well as true consciousness of shortness, should

be inferred. This is the meaning. In like manner, secondary use of

words being impossible without the primary use, minuteness and
shortness, in the primary sense of the terms, must be thought of to be
present somewhere.—21.

Vivriti.—But why should substance, in the form of the ultimate

atom, be admitted, when it is not perceptible to the senses? On the

other hand, substance which is perceptible to the senses, such as a
tertiary atomio aggregate, etc., should be recognised.

To meet this objection he says :

' Avidya,' i. e., unscientific knowledge, in other words, cognitions,

such as " Earth is eternal," Water is etrnal," etc., of which the

objejts are wholes made up of parts, is the inferential ' mark/ of
* VidyH,' i. e., scientific knowledge, namely, that Earth is eternal, of

which the object is (i. e., in respect of), the ultimate atom ; because

everywhere scientific knowledge, is preceded by unscientific know-
ledge, for nowhere it is possible for a man to have the erroneous idea

that Earth is eternal, if ne does not know what eternality is. This is

an indirect proof. The method ef proof of ultimate atoms as realities,

which has been pointed out before, should be preferred.

Ether and Soul possess infinite Measure ir Extension.

Upatk&ra.—'He desoribes the nature or proper from of the Measure or Extension of Ether,

«to., whioh has been already inferred by the mark of their substanoe-ness.

f^THTtft Vibhavat, in oonsequence of omnipresence, infinite ex~

pansion, or universality. 1CW[ Mah&n, vast. Immense. Infinitely large.

%mm Akaiab, Ether. ?j*it Tatha, so. The same. * Oha, and. Also.

*TTWT Atma, Soul.

22. Ether, in consequence of its vast expansion, is infinitely

large. So also is the Soul.—278.

'Vibharab' denotes capacity for conjunction, or the characteristic

of being in conjunction, with all dense bodies ; and this, being im-
possible, or incapable of proof, without vast magnitude, leads to the
inference of vast magnitude. It is also observed by us that Sounds
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are produced, just at one and the same time, both at Bkrknaai (Benares)
and at Pdfaliputra (Patna) ; It is one and the same Ether that is here
the combinative cause. Consequently the pervasion of Ether is proved.

Pervasion, again, consists only in oonnection with infinitely vast
Measure or Extension. To suppose a diversity of Ether would be
superfluous ; hence only one Ether should be recognised. Such re-

ference as " A portion or division of Ether,'' is, however, relative,

being due to conjunction with the water-pot, etc.- (occupying a limited

«pace, or) possessing limits. And the relativity consists in the charac-
teristic of being in conjunction with substances possessing limits.

' Tatha &tma ' : As Ether is immensely vast, since it possesses

universal pervasion, that is, the characteristic of being in conjunction

with all dense bodies, so is also the Soul immensely vast. Did not the

characteristic of being in conjunction with all dense bodies belong to

Soul, then action would not be produced in the respective dense bodies,

as a result of conjunction of the Soul carrying its adristam or destiny,

inasmuch as adristam, being present in a different substratum, is

dependent upon or stands in need of, ' proximity,' (or a common plat-

form), in order that it may be productive of action ; and that'

proximity' is nothing but conjunction of the Soul carrying its adristam.

Likewise, as the body moves on, the production of knowledge, pleasure,

etc, in particular situations, is impossible or incapable of proof except

on the theory of the universal pervasion of the Sould. Consequently,

the Soul also is pervasive. The Soul, however, is not only one, like-

Ether, since, as has been already pointed out, difference of status or

condition is observed. This is the import.

In these cases, the magnitude is infinite, and is also eternal, like

the minuteness of the ultimate atom.

In like manner, should be inferred infinite length in the case of

Ether, etc., and infinite shortness in the case of the ultimate atom.—22.

Mind is infinitely small.

Upathdra.—It may be asked that Mind being all-pervading, inasrauoh as it is always a.

touohless substanoe, like Ether, and inasrauoh as it is, like the soul, the field wherein takes
plaoe the oonjunotton whioh is the non-oombi native oause of knowledge, eto., why has it nofr

been mectioned along with Ether and the Soul ? Henoe he says :

<IVWI<T. Tat-abhav&t, in consequenes of the non-existence of that,

i. e., universal expansion. 9pg, Ann, atomic. Minute. Small, tpr:

Man ah, mind. The internal organ.

23. In consequence of non-existence of universal expansion,

Mind is atomic or infinitely small.—279.

' Manab' is anu,' in consequence of the non-existence of ' that/
i. «., universal expansion or the characteristic of being in conjunction
with all dense bodies. Did the characteristic of being in conjunction
with all dense bodies exist (in it), then, there being simultaneous
conjunction with more1 ihsm one aeftse, siim»r|anerty of cognitions would
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follow, with the result that there would be no particular attachment or
aot of attention. The two inferences, (namely, that Mind is all-pervad-
ing, because it is a touchless substance, and that mind is all-pervading,
because it is the seat of conjunction which is the non-combinative
cause of cognition, etc.) are, however, unproved in point of their sub-
ject matter, so long as Mind is not proved (to exist), while in the state
of Mind being proved (to exist), they are counter-oppposed by proof
which leads to the cognizanoe of the object ». e., Mind as an atom.;

Objection.—Minuteness cannot be thus proved from non-existence
of universal expansion, since the inference would be unduly applicable
to the water-pot, etc.

Answer.—It would not, inasmuch as (only) non-pervasion (and not
atontic-ness) is proved by non-existence of universal pervasion.

In one body, therefore, there is just one mind, since the supposition
of plurality would entail randundancy. To imagine parts even of a>
single mind would be showing exuberance of imagination. Moreover,
being touchless, they cannot originate. By such arguments, (infinite)
minuteness is proved. This is the import 23

Space is all-pervading.

Upaaidra.—S» states the argument for the infinite magnitude of spaoe :—

tUHi Gunaife, by attributes, far Dik, space. «n<nn?n Vyakhyata, ex-
plained.

24. By attributes, Space is explained (to be all-pervading).
•—280.

The meaning is that, < gunaih,' *. e., by attributes characterised as
priority and posteriority inherent in all dense bodies, and appearing
in the forms of the intuitions of the Bast, the West, etc., common to
all persons inhabiting all the island or divisions of the globe, space
•lso is explained under the aspeot of pervasion. For, it will be men-
tioned later on that in the production of (the notions of) priority and
posteriority, the cause is relative understanding having for its subject-
matter larger and smaller number of conjunctions with the conjunct.
Moreover, the supposition of a plurality of spaoe is contravened by
(the fault of) superfluity of supposition.

Objection—How, then, can there be the intuition and the expression
or reference, namely, " Ten spaoes (». e., quarters)"?

Answer.—The objection does not arise, since it has been already
stated that they are due to particular upddhi or external condi-
tions.—24.

Time U all-pervading-

Up<%*i4ra.~Ut explains the unirersal expansion of Tine

:

wm h ^ 1 1 1 h n
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qroif Karaue, in cause. To a specific cause, or to a universal cause*

qrTft: Kalah, time.

25. Time (is the name given) to (a specific, or a universal)

cause. (Hence, in either case' it is all-p3rvading).281

Time is the name which fully desigaates the substance which is the
cause of the intuitions of reciprocal prior and posterior, simultaneity,
non-simultaneity, slow, and fast. Such an intuition, common to all

persons in all countries, would be impossible without the universal
pervasion of time. Universal parvasion, that is to say, connection with
infinite magnitude, therefore, belongs to it.

Or, in virtue of such intuitions as "born now," Time ii known to
be the efficient or occasional cause of all that is produced; and this is

dependent upon universal pervasion, for an occasional cause must be,

as a rule, in proximity with the cambinative and non-combinative
causes.

Or, the use or application of past, future, and present is universal:

•consequently time is all-prevading.

Or, time is the name of the substance whioh is the cause of the

application or use of moments, lavas (thirty-six winks), hours, watches,

days, days-and-nights, fortnights, months, seasons, half-years, years,

•etc Consequently, such use or application being universal, time is

universal, and therefore, infinitely large.

The supposition of its manifoldness is, as has been already stated,

•oontravened by (the fault of) superfluity of supposition.—25.

Here ends the first chapter of the seventh book in the Commentary
of Sankara upon the VaiSesika Aphorisms.
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BOOK SEVENTH—CHAPTER SECOND.

Number : Proof of Unity.

Upa»k4ra*~ln the second ohapter there are five section : (a) the seotion on the examina-
tion of attributes existing in one, and in more than one, objeot ; (6) the seetion on the
•xaminatioc of attributes existing only in more than one objeot ; (c) the seotion, in passing,
on the examination of the relation of sound and signifioanoe («. «., of words and their meaning);
(d) the seotion of the examination of attributes existing in one objeot and having for their
non-combinative oause oonjunotion with universal substanoes void of particular or distingui-
shing attributes ; and, (c) the seotion on the examination of combination. Now, the percep-
tibility of Number, eto., also is dependent upon combination in the same objeot with magni-
tude. Accordingly, with a view to examine number, and also separateness, immediately after
the determination of measure of extension, in violation of the order of enumeration, the
auther says :

^tyif-wrfwifift*!^- Rupa-rasa-gandha-sparSa-vytirekat, because of

difference from Colour .Taste, Smell, and Touch. WffcTOl Arth&ntaram,

a different object. TO^TO Ekatvam, unity.

1. Because of its difference from Colour, Taste, Smell, and
Touch, Unity is a different object.—282.

' Rupa-rasa-gandha-sparSa ' is indicatory of all attributes other
than the pentad beginning with number, (i. e., number, measure or
extension, separateness, conjunction, and disjunction). ' Vyatirekaf
= because of difference or divergence. The meaning, therefore, is this r

" One water-pot "—Such particular intuition can be produced by some
particularity. And that particularity is not colour, etc, for the intui-
tion is produced by difference from, or without, them. Nor is it the
being a water-pot, etc., that is the condition or occasion (of the intui-
tion), for such intuition is produced in respect of a piece of cloth also.
Nor is unity a Genus, like Existence, for its denotation is neither less-

nor more than that of Existence. Nor, again, is it a Genus confined to
substance onlj, for it is neither less nor more extensive than Subs-
tance-ness. Nor does the difference or mutual distinction (of Unity
and Substance-ness) arsie from difference of intuition, even though
they are neither less nor more extensive than each other ; for if differ-
ence of intuition were caused by itself, existence also would be differ-
entiated

;
if, on the other hand, it were to be caused by difference of

subject-matter, then, difference of subject-matter, as has been stated,,
is not possible, since, otherwise, there would be difference of the-
characteristic of being a small water-pot and of being a large water-

fiot. Nor is the view, held by Bhuiana, that unity is non-difference-
rom (or identity with; itself, a reasonable one. Were self-id6ntity of
the water-pot its Unity, then there would be no intuition of Unity in
the case of a cloth, etc, Bhuiana's other view, namely, that difference-
from itself constitutes Duality, etc., is also not valid ; for variety^
of uses of difference from itself or self-distinction, as being common to
three, four, and so on, is not possible or oapable of proof. This is the>
import.—1.

Proof of Separateness.

Upatkdnn—"With a view to prove separateness also, by means of its similarity to Unity „
he says

:
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W«n Tatha, similarly. iprrRni Prithakatvam, separateness. Indivi-

duality.

2. Similarly, Separateness (is a different object).—283.

The practice of discrimination or separation verily exists, in the
form, namely " This is separate from, other than, a different object

from, this.'' For, separation means definite apprehension or grasp,

having regard to certain limits. Here, again, Colour, stc, are not the

cause, since they are not its invariable antecedents, and also because
the limits (of them) are undefinable.

Objection.—Separateness is nothing but anyonya-abhdva, mutual
non-existence, non-existence which opposes identitity

;
for, like " This

is separate from, other than, a different object from, this," the intuition

(This is) different from this " rests on anyonya-abhdva.

Answer.—It is not so. Although the terms separate, etc., are

synonymous, they do not convey the sense of anyonya-ahdva, 'since in

that case the use of the ablative ('from,) would not be possible, or

reasonable, because the intuitions, " This is separate from this, " and
4

-' This is not this, " contain different subject-matter. Nor is separat

eness an object or entity which possesses anyonya-abhdva, for
,
then, in

u A cloth is a not "water-pot, „ there would also be the use of the

ablative. Objection—The intuitions, " It is separate, „ and „ It is

distinct, " having the same form, Separateness is nothing but distinct-

ness- Answer.—It is not. For, in that case, while Maitra possessed the

distinction of a staff, the intuition, " This Maitra is separate fcrm

Maitra. " would also arise. Likewise it would entail the application of

separateness to Ether it is distinguished by Sound, and to the Soul

when it is distinguished by Understanding.

For the same reason, dissimilarity or difference in property also is

not Separateness, irasmuch as it would entail, in the case of a water-

pot, which has been burnt to redness, such usage as " This water-pot

is separate from the dark water-pot." For, it is the possession of

properties repugnant to a thing, that constitutes difference in property

from that thing. And this appears in the state of redness immediately

After darkness.

Nor is it Genus itself, which is Separateness. For, the limits of a

-Genus are undefinable. Moreover, it would entail inter-mixture of

classes ;
for, if it exist only in existent things, then its denotation

would be neither less nor more than that of existence, andtif it exist in

substance only, then, than that of Substance-ness.—2.

Unity and Separateness do not exist in Unity and Separateness.

UpasUra.-U may be argued that inasmuch «
i there it thu nwge, namely » One

Unity?' "8eperatene»B is «9p»r»te from oolour, ete.," tbereforeitkere it Unity alio in Unity

„

Sepereteneu, and similarly, in other and other in3tanoe». Aooordingly he says

:
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s^mm: II V9 I H I ^ II

^TW^pnfitljnt! Ekatva-ekaprithaktvayob, in Unity and Separa-

teness of one, or Individuality. qflr^^^mrre:Ekatva-ekaprithakatva-

abhavab, non-existence of Unity and Individuality. WJJ^WFrWTf-
Anutva-inahattvabhyam, by minuteness and magnitude: •'IT'S'lTfi:

Vyakhyatab, explained.

3. The non-existence of Unity and Individuality, in Unity
and Individuality, is explained by minuteness and magnitude.
—284.

The meaning is that as minuteness and magnitude do not possess
minuteness and magnitude, the application of which to them is deriva-
tive, so Unity and Individuality do not possess Unity and Individu-
ality do not possess Unity and Individuality^ the application of which
to them is derivative.

" By Actions, Actions," " By Attributes, Attributes,"—these two
aphorisms (vii. 24, 25, infra) also, which employ analogy, here seem to
carry the same import as the preceding ( i, e., the present ) aphorism
employing an analogy. The meaning is that as Actions are not possess-
ed of Actions, nor are Attributes possessed of Attributes, so Unity and
Individuality are not possessed ef Unity and Individuality 3.

Unity ia not universal, but is confined to Substance only.

Upaskdra.—It may be asked : The application or use of Unity is indeed common to
Attributes and Aotions- What does here lead to the conclusion that Unity exists only in
Substances and not in Attributes, oto ? To this, he replies :

fr*f«R?r5T^ Nib-amkhatvat, being void of Number. ^w^p\HT Karm-
ma-gunanara, of Actions and Attributes. H^T^ Sarvva-ekatvam, Uni-
versal Unity. T Na, not. faq^ Vidyate, exsists.

4. Actions and Attributes being void of Number, universal
Unity does not exist.—285.

Unity of all—that does not exist. On what ground? So he-
Bays.

—

1 Nibsamkhyatvam > means the state or condition of standing
away from Number. Thus Actions and Attributes are void of Number.
Number being an attribute, Number by no means exists in attributes ;.

nor, again, in Actions, because Attributes are excluded from, or denied
to, Action, since, otherwise, Actions would possess Substance-ness-
And the attributeness of Number has been proved, and also the Nunu
ber-ness of Unity. This is the import.—4.

Cognition of Unity in Attribute and Action is erroneous.
Vpctkdra.--B.ow, then, do snob cognition* arise, as «« One colour," '« One t*rte," eto. ?
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STFtf^ II VS I R I * II

VTFcf Bhrantam, mistaken
; Er oneous. ^ Tat, that, i. e., the cogni-

tion of Unity in Action and Attribute

5. That (i.e., the cognition of Unity in Action and Attri-

bute) is erroneous.—286.

The meaning is that the cognition of Unity which arises in the
case of Attributes and Actions, is erroneous. 'Cognition'—this is the
complement of the aphorism, because an objection of the opponent has
bee i thrown into it. The application (of Unity in these cases) is,

however derivative, and it is non-difference from itself, or self-identity,

which constitutes the derivation. Nor is Unity nothing but that (i. e.,

solf idontity), for the reply has been already given.—4.

Bh&sya :

—

explains VII. ii. 5 as demolishing the view contained
in VII. i'i, 4.

Indirect proof of Unity.

Wpaskiira.—It may bo asked : " Let this applioation of Unity bo soaondary in the oase
of subntanoos also and tho intuition of it erroneous, what is tho use of unity at all ? " To
this, he replies :

tJ^^PTR'I^ Ekatva-abhavat, in consequence of the non-existence of

Unity, v&r: Bhaktih, derivative (function. Secondarinesa. g Tu, but.

However, f Na, not. fau?r Vidyate, exists.

6. In consequence of the non-existence of Unity, however,
secondariness would not exist.—287.

If Unity in its transcendental or real sense be nowhere to be obser-
ved, then the application of the term could not be secondary, for the
secondary, has for its antecedent the primary, use. Nor, again, could
the intuition be erroneous, for error has for its antecedent certain
knowledge. For it is the certainly known that is (erroneously) attri-
buted, and not the erroneous, for the intuition of the non-existent has
been disproved, and the intuition of the otherwise (i. e., the existent)
has been proved—6.

Bhdfya :
—explainsVll. ii. 6 in support of the interpretation of VII. ii.

5, thus: Did not unity exist everywhere, there would be no bhakti, pro-
duction, of things at all. For, any one thing is the joint product of

several things ; but there can be no such production in the absence of

one-ness or unity ;
unity, therefore, exists in all places.

Unity and Separateness of one do not exist in effect and cause.

Upaskdra.—Effect and oauae, e. g., threads and cloth, possess Unity and single Indivi-
duality. Single Individuality also belongs to them for the very same reason for whioh Unity
belong to them. For it is not possible that a thing oan be separate from itself. For when a
pieoe of oloth is torn asunder and the threads are drawn out one after another, a pieoe of cloth
different from them is not observed. Were a pieoe of oloth different from the threads, then it
should be observed under the characteristic of being different from them, like a water-pot. In
like manner, a water-pot also is nothing but identioal with the two potsherds (whioh oompose
it), sinoe a water-pot also being broken, nothing over and above the two potsherds is observed.
Aooordingly it has been said, " A whole made np of parts is nothing else than the parts.":
This is the view of the Samkhya thinkers. And for the purpose of controverting it, he says :
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irtfoTCIRt: : Karyya-karanayolj, of or in efEect and cause. ^?1fa>2*ry

S^wi?^ Ekatva-ekaprithakatva-abhavat, in consequenco of non-exist-

ence of identity and heterogeneity. qpf^tn^^f Ekatva-ekapritha-

ktvam, Unity and Individuality. T Na, not. ftej^j Vidyate, exists.

7. Effect and cause are neither the same nor similar (in

being equally distinguished from all other things)
;
therefore, Unity

and (single) Individuality do not exist in them.—288.

Effoct and cause—these two are not one. Why ? So lie says : from
non-oxistenco of 'ekatva/ i. e., from non-existence of non-difference and
because co-oxistence of plurality and unity in the same substratum is

not therefore, possible, as would be required by the proposition that,

the very same thing which is the effect, is also the cause, e. g., that

threads are a piece of cloth.

Objection.—But there is as a matter of fact such co-existence in tho

same substratum, seeing that the term, waters, is applied to a drop of

wator only, and also seeing that the term, wives, is applied to a single

woman.

Answer.—Such is not the case. For such applications can be
possible by reference to multiplicity of constituent parts. In the case
of the ultimate atom of water, however, such application takes place,
according to some thinkers, by means of multiplicity of colour, etc.,

naturally belonging to it
;
while, according to others, it is due to the

characteristic force of sound or language which should not be found
fault with. Nor do fibres present in a salvinia cucullata and honey-
comb obtain the application of cloth. Nor do threads singly prevail to
contain and to drag anything.

Nor, again, can the two, ftffent and cause, become the substratum
of single Individuality, for it is soor. that they become the limits of
each other. How ? So he says, ' eka-prithakatva-abhavat,' i. e., in
consequence of the non-existence of ' eka-prithakatvam,' or non-hetero-
geneity or non-difference in property ;in other words, because, of effect

and cause, difference in property is observed, for it is universal among
mankind that the notions of thread and cloth, as well as of warter-pot
and potsherds, are embraced by different acts of understanding.

Objection.—Why, then, are not Colour, Taste, Smell, and Touch,
cognised by their difference (or separately from one another, i. e., one
after another always) ?

Answer.—Because of the absolute similarity of their forms, i. e.,

modes of manifestation. And when sometimes, as in a piece of cloth of
-variegated colour, etc, separate cognition also takes place, it is because
the differences of Number, Measure or Extension, etc., are most mani-
fest there.—7.
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Only non-eter nxl unity ami separateneas of one proceed from like

attributes in their causes.

LTp-iskiira.—He points out that non-oternal Unity and Separatoaess-of-one have for

their antecedents attributes of these oausos.

q<T^ Etat, this, i. t>., the characteristic of having the attributes of

the cause as antecedents- ^rf^9J'it: Anityayoh, of the two non-eternals,

namely, Number and Separateness. s^sqirT^ Vyakhyatain, explained.

8. This, (as) explained in the case of the two non-eternals

(namely, Number and Separateness, should be understood only

m the case of non-eternal Unity and Separateness of one).—289.

The characteristic of having attributes of the cause as antecedents,

which has been explained in the case of non-eternal Number and
Separateness, should be understood to apply to only non-eternal Unity
a>id Separateness-of-one, since other Numbers and Separatenesses are
produced by relative understanding. As the characteristic of having
attributes of the cause as antecedents belongs to non-eternal colour

and touch of Fire, so it belongs also to non-eternal Unity and Separate-

ness-of-one. This is the import. It follows, therefore, that Numbers-
beginning with two and ending with the highest arithmetical number,,

possess or reside in more than one substance. It also follows that

separatenesses beginning with Separateness of two and ending with
Separateness of the highest arithmetical number, co-exist in the same
substratum with those Numbers. Now, the processes of the production
and destruction of Duality, etc, are as follows ; When two homoge-
neous or heterogeneous substances are in contact with the eye, cogni-

tion of the attribute qualified with the notion or characteristic of
Unity, which is the genus of the two numbers, Unities, inhering in the

two substances, are produced immediately after the elimination of differ-

ence in thought i.e., the assimilation of the two substances under the notion
(of Unity); and it is thiscognition which is called relative understanding
or the conception of the one in the many. By it Duality is produced in

the two substances. Then there takes place reasoning about the notion

or characteristic of Duality which is the genus of the Duality so produ-
ced.

%
After it, simultaneously there appear destruction of relative under-

standing by means of that reasoning, and a qualified or concrete
understanding having for its content the attribute Duality as qualified

with the notion or characteristic of Duality. And in the next
moment there are simultaneously produced destruction of the attribute

Duality in consequence of the destruction of relative understanding,
and cognition, in the form of "Two substances," qualified with Duality.
Thereafter, results ^amskdra, impresssion or a fixed idea, from the
above cognition of substances qualified with Duality. Thus, to sum
up :—Beginning with contact with the sense and ending with Samskdra
or impression, there are eight moments

;
viz., contact of the sense with

the substratum of Duality which is going to be produced, then cogni-

tion of the genus inherent in the attribute Unity, then relative under-
standing in the form of oognisanoe of the many along with the
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attribute Unity aa qualified with the generic notion or characteristic
of Unity, then production of the attribute Duality, then cognition of
the gonus inherent in Duality, then cognition of the attribute Duality
as qualified with that genus, then cognition of substances as qualified
with the attribute Duality, and then Samskdra or impression. The
order of destruction, again, is as follows : Destruction of the generic
notion or characteristic of Unity, from relative understanding

;

destruction of relative understanding, from cognition of the generic
notion or characteristic of Duality ; destruction of the generic notion
or characteristic of Duality, from cognition of the attribute Duality

;

destruction of cognition of the attribute Duality, from cognition of snbs-
tancos as qualified with the possession of Duality ; and destruction of the
latter, from Samskdra or impression, or from cognition of other objects.

Objection.—Why is not cognition of substance qualified with the
possession of Unity, itself producod after the cognition of Unity, when
all the causes of its production are present there ? For, cognition of

attribute taking place, there can be no delay in the cognition of

substance. From that same cognition (of substance so quali(ied),

therefore, there being destruction of relative understanding, from its

destruction will follow, at its very next moment, destruction of Duality.
Honce destruction of Duality resulting at the very moment prior to the
qualified or concrete cognition in the form of " Two substances," the
production of cognition of substance as qualified with the possession of

Duality, becomes impossible.

Answer-—The argument is defective ;
for, it is relative understand-

ing uninfluenced or unobstructed or unobscured by the causes of the
production of Duality, etc., which invariably produces cognition
qualified with the content of substance, the above supposition being
made on the strength of the result.

Objection.—But still destruction of relative understanding being
caused by the very Samskdra or impression produced by itself, the
fault, pointed out above, again appears all the same, since there is

possibility of destruction of Duality at the very moment prior to the
cognition qualified with Duality.

Answer.—It does not, since cognition of pure attribute, or of

attribute unassociated with substance, is not productive of Samskdra or
impression. For pure attribute can be nowhere called back to mind,
since everywhere it is only by the background of, or as contained
in, substance, that there can be recollection of attribute.

Objection.—Let it be so; still inasmuch as even at the time of the
production of qualified or concrete cognition, there may be destruction
of Duality, the possibility of non-production of qualified cognition
remains in the very same state. For qualified or specific cognition,
illuminative of that which is present, cannot possibly appear at the
moment of the destruction of the qualification or that which serves to
specify, since there is no such observation.

Answer.—This is not the case. For, cognition of that which serves
to specify, contact of sense with that which is specified, and non-appre-
hension of non-association of the above two, which make up the whole
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cause of specelio cognition, are possible also in the case of the subject
under discussion. If, however, contact of sense with that which serves

to specify, is also required, then this too existing at the preceding
moment, the very contact, which exists at the preceding moment, is

observed to be the cause. That which serves to specify, or a qualifica-

tion or distinction, which is beyond t
] ie compass of specified cognition,

may also exist: for, it is only the being the object or content of cogni-
tion productive of specified cognition, which determines the charac-
teristic of being a distinction or that which serves to specify, but the
being the object of specified cognition does not also determine it.

Objection.—In this view, an upalaka&nam or indication also will

come to have the nature of a viSesaiiam or distinction.

Answer-—By no means; for, existence in the same substratum,
which is invariable and which does not cause specified cognition,

determines the characteristic of being a distinction, whereas an indi-

cation exists in a different substratum from that which it indicates.

Thus, when there is possession of a raven in the house of Devadatta,
then the raven is a distinction. But when, flying over the house, it

does not exist in it, then the raven is an indication.

Objection.—-This being so it would follow that in such oases as
"There is taste in that which possesses colour," etc., colour, etc., also
would be distinctions.

Answer.—This is not an objection, since it is desired to be so.

Objection.—Then there too taste will exist.

Answer.—No, since that which exists in something distinguished by
the possession of something else, does not necessarily exist in that by
which it is so distinguished. For a distinction and that which is dis-

tinguished are not one and the same thing.

Objection—At the time of the destruction of Duality, there exists

uo connection with the distinction. How can specified cognition, or
cognition of that which is distinguished, be produced?

Answer.—The question does not arise, for the meaning of the term,
the being distinguished or qualified, is only non-variation or non-
deviation or non-divergence from that (i. e., the distinction); whereas
the manifestation of that (t. e., the distinction) exists there (*. a., in

specified cognition) also.

Hence, the teachers say, nothing remains unproved.

In like manner, on the analogy of the production and destruction
of Duality, should be understood the production and destruction of
Triplicity.

Duality is destructible by the destruction of relative understand-
ing, for an existing attribute cannot be destroyed in the absence of
another attribute opposed to the destruction of its substratum, like
ultimate cognition, since ulitimate cognition is destroyed by destruc-
tion of adristam. In some cases it is destroyed also from destruction.
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of substratum, e.g., where there is knowledge of the genus, unity, simul-

taneously with action in the constituent parts of the substratum of

Duality. It is in this way: Action in constituent parts and cognition

of the genus; Disjunction and relative understanding; destruction of

Conjunction and production of attribute Duality; destruction of
constituted substance and cognition of tho genus Duality;—here des-

truction of Duality results from destruction of substance, and deduc-
tion of relative understanding from cognition of the genus Duality;

since, destruction of relative understanding taking place at the same
time with destruction of Duality, there exists no relation, resembling the

relation of effect and cause, between them. Where, however, there is

simultaneity of action in the constituent parts of the substratum of

Duality and relative understanding, there destruction of Duality results

from both destruction of substratum and destruction of relative under-

standing. It is in this way: Action in the constituent parts and rela-

tive understanding; production of disjunction and production of

Duality; destruction of conjunction and cognition of the genus Duality;

destraction of constituted substance and destruction of relative under-
standing; destruction of Duality from both, ihe capacity of each for

destroying being observed. This process properly fits in with the-

theory of two cognitions being related as the destroyed and the
destroyer ; and it is this theory which is legitimate or established

by proof.

Objection.—The entire group of cause being the same in the cases
of Duality, Triplicity, etc., how is it that there is this difference in

their effects, namely, Duality is constituted by two Unities, Triplicity

by three Unities ?

Answer.—The question cannot arise, since Duality, etc., do not exist
in Unity.

Objection.—It is Duality, Triplicity, etc, inhering in the combina-
tive cause, which determine cognitions of Duality, Triplicity, etc.

Answer.—This is not the case ; for prior to the production of
Duality, etc., Duality, being absent therefrom, the enquiry after the
cause of Duality, etc, does not cease even there, and the existence of

such difference in relative understanding, and in Unities, or in the
supposition of that on tho strength of the result, is contravened by
non-observation.

Objection.—Let the use also of Duality, etc., proceed from the
same source ; what is the need of Duality, etc.? Difference will result
from difference of adristam.

Answer.—Were it so, Triplicity, and Four-ness, would be sometimes
produced also by the set of causes originative of Duality. Hence it

would entail non-uniformity. Moreover, it may be said iu this con-
nexion that difference in the effect is explained by difference in prior
non-existence ; as in the case of colour, taste, smell, and touch, pro-
duced by burning, difference is produced under the same set of causes.

Objection.—Prior non-existenoe also is common to all, or is the
same in all oases.
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Answer.—It is not ; for each prior non-existence in each parti-

cular case has been ascertained to have causality towards its own
effect only.

Or, the process should be carried on in this way that Duality is

produced by pure relative understanding, and Triplicity by relative

understanding accompanied by Duality. In such cases as " I have
killed a hundred of ants," Duality is not at all produced in conse-

quence of the non-existence of combinative cause. Accordingly, it

should be observed, the use of number is there derivative or secondary.

Professor Qridhara opines that in the case of an army, a forest,

etc., in consequence of the non-existence of constant relative under-

standing, only multiplicity is produced, but not hundred, thousand,

and other numbers. With regard to this view, Professor Udayana
observes that if such be the case, then in these cases no doubt
could arise whether .it be hundred, or thousand, etc, nor could

there be such cognition as " A large army," " A larger army," and
that hence this is not the case. Here the matter should be discussed

in the following manner : Multiplicity is either nothing but number
commencing from Triplicity, and terminating with the highest arith-

metical number, or another number difforont from them. It cannot

be the first since in the case also of any army, a forest, etc., there is

as a rule production of hundred, thousand, and other numbers. Nor
cau it be second, since multiplicity different in mark from Triplicity,

etc., is not observed. Multiplicity, therefore, is only number, namely,

hundred, etc, produced by relative understanding which is uniformly

constant in each case and which does not depend upon Unity. The
manifestation of hundred, etc, does not, however, take place there,

since nothing exists there which can manifest it.

We, on the other hand, say that multiplicity is really a different

number, existing in the same substratum with Triplicity, etc., and
producible by relative understanding productive of Triplicity, etc.

It is so in consequence of the difference of prior non-existence. How
else can such a statement be possible as " All I can say is that there

are many"? I do not know particularly whether they be a hundred or

a thousand"? As magnitude or largeness and length co-exist in the

same substance, so do Triplicity, etc., and multiplicity co-exist in one

and the same substratum. For, to the query, " Shall I bring a hundred
or a thousand of mango fruits ?" the reply is given, viz., " Let a large

number of them be brought. What is the use of inquiring about a
particular number ?" This being so, Triplicity is produced by rela-

tive understanding accompained by Duality, Four-ness by relative

understanding accompained by Triplicity, and so on, one after the

other. In the production of multiplicity, on the contrary, there is no
such uniformity or law that the relative understanding must be quali-

fied with the possession or accompaniment of all the numbers which
stand behind it. Hence in the case of an army, a forest, and the like,

only multiplicity is produced, but not any other number; and 8 j the

alternatives amongst which Doubt has to swing also become really

non-existent.
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Separateness, again, exists in the same substratum with that (t. e.,

number). Hence as is Duality, so is also separateness of two ; and
so on.

Objection.—The use of separateness of two, etc, bei ng possible by
means of separatenesses of one existing in the same substratum with

Duality, Triplicity, etc., what is the use of Separateness of two, etc?

Answer.—The question cannot be raised in view of the discrepancy
that while in the case of " A cloth and a clod are separate from a water-

pot" there is no perception of the separateness of the dual (cloth and clod)

being produced by the dual and the single limiting each other, there is

such perception in the case of their individual separateness. Nor does
this theory entail and explain Priority of two, for Priority of two is

explained and possible by means of two priorities existing in the same
substratum, or co-extensive, with Duality. The contradiction in respect

of one being the limit of the other, which exists in the case of separate
ness, does not exist in the case of Priority ; since the intuition. " These
two are prior," is possible or proved in same way as the intuition.
" These two are blue." For, though two bodies occupying the same
part of space possess equal manifoldness of conjunctions with the con-
junct, yet production of different effects is possible by moans of the
difference of the conjunction of space and body, which is the non-com-
binative cause Moreovor, as two Unities jointly become the non-com-
binative cause of Duality, it being, in like manner, possible for two
separatenesses of one or single individualities, jointly operating, to
possess non-combinative causality towards the production of separato-
ness of two, or dual individuality, it is not observed that more than, one
i.e., many, conjunctions are, by their joint operation, originative of one
effect, which is not a constituted substance, by means of the proximity
known as combination in the same object with the effect. On the other
hand, by means of the proximity known as combination in the same
object with the cause, a larger number of conjunctions of threads and
the cylinder of wood in a loom do really originate a single conjunction
of a cloth and the cylinder of wood in a loom This is the direction.

On the analogy of destruction of Duality, etc., should be under
stood also destruction of separateness of two, etc—8.

Vivfiti.—It may be objected : " The thread is distinct from the
cloth and is dissimilar to the cloth "—such intuitions are simply erro-
neous, since it is threads conjoint among themselves, which becomes
the cloth, and since no proof exists that the cloth is distinct from the
threads. It cannot be said that difference from the thread can be
Jiroved to exist in the cloth by means of its dissimilarity to the thread,
or dissimilarity itself is not proved. For, the nature of the cloth does
not constitute its dissimilarity to the thread, inasmuch as in the state
of the manifestation of the cloth, the nature of the cloth i-, recognised
in the threads themselves. Accordingly it .has been taught by Professor
tivarakfima :— J

The effect is existent (in the cause, in an enveloped state, prior to
its production) ; For, there can be no production and manifestation of
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that which is non-existent ; there can be no connection of the cause
with the effect (if the latter be non-existent) ;

(some connection must
exist between the cause and the effect, since) the production of every-

thing is not possible from everything else ; there can be production of

one thing from another, it the two are mutually related as the producer
and the producible (and such relation cannot be possible if the effect

be non-existent) ; and the cause and the effect are identical, (so that

the one cannot be non-existent, while the other is existent).

—

S&mkhya-
k&rikd, verse 9).

This being the case, the non-existence of non-difference and non-
dissimilarity between the cause and the effect remaining itself unproved,
how can it establish the relation of Unity and of Separateness of one
or single individuality ?

To meet this objection, the author says :

' Etat,' i. e., the possession of the non-existence of Unity and
Separateness of one in consequence of the possession of the non-
existence of non-difference and non-dissimilarity, has been observed,
' anityayoh,' that is, in the case of non-eternal cause and non-
eternal effect. This is the meaning. Accordingly on the hypothesis of

the non-difference of the threads and cloth, it would follow that in the
state of the production of the threads, there would arise the intuition
and use of language that the cloth is being produced ; in the state of

the production of the cloth, that the threads are being produced ; iu the
state of the destruction of the threads, that the cloth is being destroy-
ed ; in the state of the destruction of the cloth, that the threads are
being destroyed ; and so on. Nor can it be maintained that production
and destruction are not themselves entitled to acceptance, inasmuch-
as such intuitions are explained on the very theory of development or
appearance and envelopment, or disappearance ; for the hypothesis of
au appearance, will entail a regress to infinity. If, on the other hand,
the production of the appearance is admitted, then how does the theory
of the production of the cloth, etc., become offensive ? If, again, the
production of appearance in appearance be not admitted, then appea-
rance would become omniferous, or all-sided, (which is not desired by
the objector). For, the all-sidedness of appearance is not recognised
even by the Samkhya thinkers. In reality, the common consent of
humanity that the cloth is produced, the oloth is destroyed, and so
forth, is proof of production and destruction

;
for, if experience of one

thing be admitted to have another thing as its object, we must deny
also the water-pot, cloth, etc.

Conjunction, how produced.

Upaskdra.—He begins another seotion or topio :—

VflTCqjwfa! Anytara-karmma-jab, produced by the action of either

of two things. v^TWN: Ubhaya-karmma-jab, produced by action of

both. tfqfW: Samyoga-jah, produded by conjunction. Oha, and. tf<fpl;

Samyogab, conjunction.
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9. Conjunction is produced by action of any one of two

things, is produced by action of both, and is produced by Conjunc-
tion, also.—290.

Unobstructed intuition that things are conjunct is proof of con-
juntion. So also are effects ; e. g., substance, in the case of conjuntions

of constituent parts ; colour and other attributes produced by burning,
in the case of conjunction of fire

;
particular measure or extension, in

the case of accretion ;
sound, in the case of conjunction of the drum

and ether ; such other instances should be understood. Nor is Con-
junction merely production without the intervention of empty space.

The theories of transiency and transformation of things having been
thrown away, Conjunction is the coming together which has non-
coming together for its antecedent. And it is produced by the action

of one of two things ; as is the conjunction of a motionless post with a

hawk in motion, or the conjunction of one in motion, when the

motion is not directed where the conjunction takes place, e. g., conjunc-
tion of a runner with the back of another runner. Conjunction pro-

duced by the action of l>oth the conjunct is that of two rams or of two
wrestlers, since it is produced by both of them exercising strength
towards each other. The third (conjunction produceed by conjunction)
is the conjunction of the hand and the tree resulting from the conjunc-
tion of the finger and the tree- And it results sometimes from one con-
junction even, as the conjunction of cloth aud reed may result from
the conjunction of thread and reed. In some cases, one conjunction is

produced from two conjunctions, as from two conjunctions, of ether

with two threads, may result only one conjunction of a two-threaded
cloth with ether. In some cases, again, a single conjunction is originat-

ed even by a plurality of conjunctions, as ten conjunctions of ether

with ten threads may originate only one conjunction of a ten-threaded
cloth and ether. Sometimes, on the other hand, two conjunctions are
produced even from a single conjunction as their non-combinative
cause. For example, there having first taken place non-originative
conjunction between two ultimate atoms, terrene and aqueous, subse-

quently two conjunctions, originative of two binary atomic aggregates,
are produced, namely, one in the terrene ulimate atom with another
terrene ultimate atom, and another in the aqueous ultimate atom
with another aqueous ultimate atom. By those two conjunctions-
inhering in homogeneous things, two binary atomic aggregates
are simultaneously produced. Therein by that one non-originative
conjunction alone, produced between the terrene and the aqueous
ultimate atom, one conjunction of the terrene ultimate atom with the
aqueous binary atomic aggregate, and another conjunction of the
aqueous ultimate atom with the terrene binary attomic aggregate, are
produced simultaneously with the production of the colour, etc., of the
two binary atomic aggregates.

Inasmuch as the conjunction of cause and not-cause must neces-
sarily produce conjunctions of effect and not-effect, the conjunction of

all-pervading substances (viz
,
Space, Time, Ether and Soul) with dense

or corporal bodies is produced by action of one of the two only. Of two
all-pervading substances, however, there is no conjunction, since there
is no cause (of conjunction). For in them there is no action, nor is
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there any (combinative) cause ; hence there cannot be in this case also

conjunction of effect and not-effeot resulting from conjunction of cause
and not-cause. Eternal conjunction, on the other hand, is not possible,

for conjunction is the coming together of two things, which has the

not-coming together as its antecedent, and eternality is opposed to it.

And were conjunction eternal, Disjunction also would be without pro-

duction ; and eternality of conjunction will not be obtained, since it

would be impossibe for Conjunction and Disjunction, which are contra-

dictories, to exist side by side in their indestructible states. More-
over, yida-siddhi or uncombined or naturally unassociated existence is

a necessary condition of Conjunction, and it is not possible in the case

of two all-pervading substances. For yuta-siddki is merely the separate

existence of two or of one of two ^unrelated) things, or the relation of

one thing being inherent in another, as its substratum, when the twe
have been externally brought into relation with each other.

Destruction of Conjunction, however, results from Disjunction

having a common substratum with Conjunction. In some cases it results

from destruction of substratum also. For example, action is produced
in the constituent fibre of a thread immediately after the Conjunction

of two threads
;
thereby is caused Disjunction from another fibre ; from

Disjunction results destruction of originative conjunction ; from this

follows destruction of the thread ; and from destruction of the thread
results destruction of Conjunction, where two threads having been long
conjoined, action is not produced in them. Some, on the contrary, main-
tain that Conjunction is destroyed by simultaneously produced destruc-

tion of substratum, andby Disjunction, inasmuch as action is conceived to

exist in another thread at the moment when by action in the constituent

parts of a thread there is effected destruction of Conjunction origina-

tive of the thread. This is impossible ; for there can be no production
of Disjunction at the moment of destruction of the combinative cause,

since the rule is that the combinative cause is of equal duration with
the effect.

This same Conjunction which is an independent agent in the origi-
nation of substances, and a dependent agent in the origination of
attributes and actions, is the counter-opposite of the absolute non-
existence existing in the same substratum with itself, since it is obser-
ved to be so. For it is perceived that there is conjunction of an ape
in the Banyan tree, although conjunction of the ape present in a large
Banyan tree is limited to a branch only. Were sueh mere limitation to
a part not sufficient to account for it, then conjunction would some to
exist in ultimate atoms, and so would not be cognizable. In the ease
of the all-pervading substances also, it is the difference of upddhi,
adjunct or exteraal condition, which serves to localise them. Conjunc-
tion present by limitation to that is not pervaded in its denotation . Of
Conjunction residing in the ultimate atoms also, direction in space,
and the like should be regarded as determinants.—9.

Disjunction, how produced.

Upatlcdra.—By extending tho mode of the produotion of Conjunction to Dislunotion ho
wye :
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vffa Etena, by this, frwr: Vibh&gab, disjunction. nn?TTW: Vyakhy&tah,

explained.

10. By this Disjunction is explained.—291.

Like Conjunction, Disjunction also is produced by action ef either

of two things, by action of both, and by Disjunction. Disjunction takes

place between a hawk and a post by the action of the hawk
;
disjunc-

tion of two wrestlers or of two rams fighting with each other, by the

actions of both. And Disjunction in these cases has its production at

the moment immediately following the production of action, inasmuch
as there exists nothing else to be waited for or depended upon. Accord-
ingly it has been said," Action is an independent cause of Conjunction
and Disjunction " (vide I. i. 1,, above).

Objection.—There is dependence upon substratum where Disjunction
has to be produced, and upon destiuction of antecedent Conjunction
where Conjunction has to be produced.

Answer.—This is not the case, for action is independent since it

does not depend upon anything in the form of an existence which has
its production immediately after the production of itself.

Disjunction, produced by Disjunction, however, is two-fold,

according to the difference of Disjunction of cause and not-cause pro-

duced by Disjunction of cause alone, and the difference of Disjunction
of effect and not-effect, produced by Disjunction of cause and not-
cause. Therein Disjunction of potsherd and Ether, resulting from
Disjunction of the two potsherds, is an example of Disjunction of cause
and not-cause, resulting from Disjunction of cause alone; and Disjunc-
tion of hand and tree resulting from Disjunction of finger and tree, and
Disjunction of body and tree, resulting from Disjunction of hand and
tree, are examples of Disjunction of effect and not-effect, resulting from
Disjunction of cause and not-cause.

Objection.—There is no proof of Disjunction itself, the term, Dis-
junction, being used to denote only non-existence of Conjunction.

Answer.—It is not so. For, if non-existence of Conjunction be
absolute non-existence, then it would follow that the term Disjunction
would be used to denote attribute and action also.

Objection.—Absolute non-existence of Conjunction, being present

in two substances, is the source of the intuition of the disjunct.

Answer.—It cannot be, since it would in that case follow that abso-

lute non-existence of Conjunction, being present also in a constituted

whole and its constituent parts, would be the source of the intuition

of the disjunct.

Objection.—The term " two substances " should be qualified by the
expression " not being related to each other as effect and cause."
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Answer.—In that case, absolute non-existence of Conjunction,
being present in the Vindhya and Himalaya mountains also, would be
the cause of the intuition of the disjunct

Objection.—Indeed there it is.

Answer.—It is not. For there being existence of erroneous intui-
tion, due to it, in the case of attribute and action also, it should be
considered how far it will be valid to make it the source of convention
•or usage with reference to the accurate intuition only.

Objection—Destruction of Conjunction is Disjunction.

Answer.—Were this the case, it would entail the use of the term
Disjunction on Conjunction being destroyed by the destruction of any
one of the two things in Conjunction.

Objection—"Things in Conjunction" should be qualified as being
•existent.

Answer.—In that case, it would entail thewntuition of Disjunction
•even in the state of Conjunction of a jujube and an emblic myrobalan
which become conjunct again immediately after the destruction of one
conjunction.

Objection.—Disjunction is the destruction of all Conjunctions.

Answer.—If it be so, then there would be non-existence of Disjunc-
tion in the case of destruction of one Conjunction, since the denotation
of 'all' finds no place there.

Disjunction, therefore, exists, and it is an additional attribute.

This attribute, again, is destructible by another contradictory attri-

bute, inasmuch as, so long, as the substratum exists, destruction of
attribute cannot be possible without a contradictory attribute existing
in the same substratum.

Objection.—Action itself may be destructive of Conjunction.

.

Answer.—It cannot be, since only a contradictory attribute is des-
tructive of attribute. Moreover, although where finger, hand, arm, and
body come to have conjunction with the tree, by means of their respec-
tive actions, there is possibility of destruction of conjunction of the
finger and the tree, by means of thelaction produced in the finger only,

yet there would not follow destruction of conjunctions of the hand and
the tree, of the.arm and the tree, and of the body and the tree, since the
hand, etc are inactive and the action of the finger rests in a different

substratum. If it be supposed that even action resting in a different

substratum may be destructive of conjunction, it would then follow that
there would be destruction of all conjunctions at one and the same
moment of time, by action wherever it may be produced.

Objection.—What then is the solution here on your theory?

Answer.—Disjunction of the hand and the tree, produced by Dis-
junction of the finger and the tree, is destructive of conjunction of the
hand and the tree. This is a matter of observation.
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Sarvajna has said that there may very well be destruction of

conjunction of the hand and tree, by the very action of the finger, rest-

ing in a different substratum, and that there will be no undue exten-

sion (of the causality of action), inasmuch as it is observed that mutual
non-conjunction of the container and the contained is itself destructi-

ble by action resting in a different substratum. This too is not a sound
opinion; for, distructiveness is everywhere observed to belong only to a

contradictory attribute appearing in the substratum, and it is not
reasonable to abandon that without some argument to the contrary.

Sound and Disjunction, again, are effects of .Disjunction. Therein

we shall ponder over the non-combinative causality of Disjunction to-

wards the production of Sound. For, of the Sound which is produced,

when a bamboo is being split up, and one of the two halves is held down
by the pressure of the foot, and the other is drawn upwards, we find no

other non-combinative cause than the disjunction of the half and ether

(or of the ether within the halves). Nor do wo find any non-combina-

tive cause over and above Disjunction in the case of the sounding forth

of a bamboo bursting t>ut while it is being burnt in a conflagration.

We also infer the Disjunction of the effect and not- effect from the Dis-

junction of the cause and not-cause. How else, where conjunction of

the finger and the tree, conjunction of the hand and the tree, conjunc-

tion of the arm and the tree, and conjunction of the body and the tree

are produced by the respective actions of the finger, etc., can there be
destruction of the conjunction of the hand and the tree, and of other

conjunctions, even on the destruction of the conjunction of the finger

and the tree, consequent on the disjunction of the finger and the tree

produced by action produced in the finger aloneV For, in this case,

it is the series of disjunctions, produced by disjunctions, that is, as has
been already stated, destructive of the corresponding conjunctions.

There is, however, no clear evidence in the case of disjunction of the

cause and not-cause, of which the antecedent is the disjunction of the

two (constituent) causes (i.e., the two halves of the bamboo); for, it is

observed that, production of the disjunction of ether, etc, like the dis-

junction of one of the two halves of the bamboo, being also possible

by the action produced in the other half, disjunction is produced by
the action of that other half from all those with which that half was
conjunct. For it is not that disjunctions are not produced also from
particular parts of ether, etc., by action produced in a finger, equally

as disjunction from another finger. Nor is it that disjunctions from
particular parts of ether, etc , are not originated by action produced
in a lotus-leaf, even as disjunction from another lotus-leaf is produced.
We maintain, "Let a single action originate even a hundred disjunctions
which are not opposed to the conjunction originative of substance. But
that action which originates disjunction which is opposed to the con-
junction originative of substance, cannot also originate disjunction
which is not opposed to the conjunction originative of substance. And
that which originates disjunction which is not opposed to the conjunc-
tion originative of substance, cannot also originate disjunction which
is opposed to the conjunction originative of substance."

Objection.—la there any reason for taking such a view ?
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Answer-—Yes, there is, diversity of cause being rendered necessary
by divei'sity of effect.

Objection.—Variety is necessary in action, so that one action may
produce disjunction which is opposed to conjunction originative of
substance, as in the case of flowering lotus-blossoms, etc, and another
action may produce both, i. c., disjunctions which are opposed and not
opposed to conjunctions originative of substance.

Answer.—This cannot be. For contrariety of effect is the origin
of the supposition of diversity of cause ; and that contrariety arises

by way of the characteristic of the one being the counter-opposite of
conjunction originative of substance, but by way of the characteristic
of the other not being the counter-opposite of conjunction originative
of substance, inasmuch as diversity also ought to be supposed by those
very ways.

This same action, present in the one half of the bamboo, produces
only disjunction of the two halves. And this disjunction first originates
disjunction from the particular parts of ether, etc.,—disjunction which
is not the counter-opposite of conjunction originative of subatance.
And if it produced disjunction by itself, it would then bear the charac-
teristic of action ; hence it depends upon time which is distinguished
with the possession of destruction of substance.

Objection.—At that moment also let that action itself produce
Disjunction.

Answer.—It cannot do so, being past in time. In the production
of Disjunction, Time follows immediately after the production of action
itself.

Objection.—But subsequent Disjunction being thus produced by
antecedent Disjunction, action cannot produce conjunction with other
places.

Answer.—This is not the case ; for towards the production of con-
junction, action is not past time. Otherwise, action will be never
destroyed, it being destructible only by subsequent conjunction.

This same Disjunction, destructible by subsequent conjunction,
lasts for three moments only. Sometimes it is destructible by destruc-
tion of substratum. It is in this way : Action is produced in the fibre

which is a constituent part of the thread
;
Disjunction of two fibres

follows it ; at the same moment, action is produced in another thread
;

then there is destruction of conjunction, originative of the thread, by
disjunction of two fibres, and Disjunction is produced by action in the
thread ; then there is destruction of the thread from destruction of
conjunction originative of substance, and from destruction of the
thread results destruction of Disjunction produced by action in another
thread.

Objection.—Such being the case, there will be no destruction of
action produced in another thread, since there is nothing to destroy
it. For, it can be destroyed by subsequent conjunction, but Disjunctioa
being destroyed, there is no subsequent conjunction.
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Answer.—The argument is not valid. Aa Disjunction of the thread

in the state of being destroyed is produced by action which is produced
in the thread, so by the same action should be produced Disjunction of

the thread from the fibre also. Such Disjunction also is really opposed
to originative conjunction. By this Disjunction of the fibre and the

thread is produced Disjunction of the thread and ether, which produces
subsequent conjunction, and this, in its turn, causes destruction of

action. Or, wherever action ia produced in a thread, action is pro-

duced in its fibre also. That action, again, in the thread in the state

of being destroyed, originates simultaneous Disjunctions from the

constituent parts of the thread, and particular parts of ether, etc, all

these Disjunctions being not opposed to originative conjunction. There
is, therefore, destruction of action combined or co-inherent in the
thread, by conjunction which has its production immediately after the

Disjunction of the effect, «. </., thread, from the not-elfect, e. g. }
ether,

etc., produced from the Disjunction of the cause, e. g., the fibre, and
the not-oause, e- g-, ether etc.

Sometimes Disjunction is destroyed jointly by subsequent conjunc-
tion and destruction of substratum. It is in this way : There being
conjunction of a thread, and a thread, action is produced in the con-

stituent parts of the thread, namely, the fibre, and action is produced
in the reed. This is one moment of time. By action in the fibre is

produced Disjunction from another fibre, and by this thore is destruc-

tion of tonjunction originative of the thread. By the action in the
rood also, there is Disjunction of the thread and the reed, and
there is also destruction of the conjunction of the thread and
the reed. Destruction of tho thread immediately follow destruction
of conjunction originative of tho thread. Conjunction of the reed
with another portion of space immediately follows destruction of

conjunction of tho thread and the reed. Jointly from both of them.
viz., destruction of substratum, and conjunction, results destruction
of Disjunction.—'10.

Conjunction and Disjunction do not possess Conjunction and Disjunction.

Upaik&ra.—lh may <be said, " Let there be Conjunction in Conjunotion also, and Dis-
junction in D.-sjunotlon also." To prorent this lie says :

«iw II vs I R I \\ II

3M)J|{4MHUfr Sarayoga-vibhagayoh, in Conjunction and Disjunc-
tion. W4tJ|feH|J||<n?: Samyoga-vibhaga-abhavah, non-existence of Con-
junction and Disjunction. VJWTfr^TS'JT Anutva-mahattvabhyam, by
minuteness and magnitude, tqroqift: Vyakhyatah, explained.

11. The non-existence of Conjunction and Disjunction, in

Conjunction and Disjunction, is explained by Minuteness and
Magnitude.-—292.

As Minuteness and Magnitude are not possessed of Minuteness and
Magnitude, so also are not Conjunction and Disjunction possessed of

Conjunction and Disjunction.—11-
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Actions are void of actions, and Attributes, of attributes.

^prfftr: ^fftj ^^«^*nftfa llvSIWll

Karmmabhih, by actions. iwrffoj Karmmani, actions. Jjijf:

Gunaib, by attributes, jjqrr: GunAh, attributes, y <qj<wtfq rs<Ti Anutva-
mahattvabhyam, by minuteness and magnitude, fftr Iti, this.

12. Actions are (voidj of Actions ; Attributes are (void) of
Attributes. This (is explained) by Minuteness and Magnitude.
—293.

Upatkvra.—This sooond aphorism has been already explained. (Vide VII. i. 15 supra).

Bhdsya. reads VII. ii. 12 as two aphorisms viz., Karmabhirkar-
mdni yunair-gundh and Anutvamahattvabhydmiti, and explains them
in the same way as VII. i, 16.

Conjunction and Disjunction of effect and cause do not exist.

UpaMra.—If it be asked why there oaonot bo oonjunotion of two substanoes, namely
of constituent part and constituted whole, so he says :

^Rr^nfnwT^ ^^^K*jprlr» ^ftrftwrl *

^dfe\«PTPn^ Yutasiddhi-abh&vat, in consequence of the absence

of separate or independent existence. «f>1«il»Hmqt: Karyya-Karanayoh,

of effect and cause. ffitfirteT*n<ft Samyoga-vibhagau, Conjunction and

Disjunction. 1 Na, not. Vidyete, exist.

13. In consequence of the absence of separate existence,

there exist not Conjunction and Disjunction of effect and cause.

—294.

* Yutasiddhih ' means the state of being existent, of two things
which have no connection with each other, or the characteristic of

being supported by separate substrata. A constituent part and a con-
stituted whole, however, do not possess this. This is the meaning.—13.

Vivfiti—' Yutasiddhih' means the existence of two uncombined
things. Of cause and effect, e. g., of constituent part and constituted

whole, conjunction and disjunction do not exist, because of the absence

of their uncombined existence. For constituted wholes such as a water-

pot, etc., do not exist having no relation to constituent parts such as

potsherds, etc., whereby their conjunction and disjunction might be
possible.

The relation between a word and its meaning is neither conjunction

nor combination.

Upa*k4ras—Now follows from the context another neotie* -intended to establish tha
conventional relation of words and objeots. Therein he states an adverse arrftmunt.

"
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m*U> H V3 I * I U II

?H*Tm Gunatvat, because it is an attribute.

14. (There can be no conjunction of Sound or Words with
Objects), because (Conjunction, is an Attribute.—295.

* Of conjunction '— this is the complement. Thus, the meaning is
r

how can there be conjunction which is an attribute, of an attribute,

e. g., Sound or Word, with objects suoh a water pot, etc. ?—14.

Above continued.

Upaakdra.—Moreorer, the object also is sometimes characterised as oolour, taste, etc.

Therefore, oonjunotion is not possible, inasmuch as the existence of attribute in an attribute

has not been admitted. This is what he says :

ftvns^ ii v» i * i tin

jpr: Gunah, attribute, sift A pi, also. f^nT^ Vibhavyate, is known

or established.

15. Attribute also is known (to be an object denoted by
Word), or is established (by Word).—296.

4 Attribute also, objeot '—this is the complete sentence. Attribute
also, e. g. t

colour, etc., is an object denoted by Word, but with that

there is no relation of conjunction. This is the meaning. Or, the
meaning is that attribute also is established (by being denoted) by Word
and that with that there is no relation of conjunction of Word.—15.

Above continued.

Upaskdra.—Further, oonjunotion (of Word and Objeot) oannot be produced by the-

aotion of either or by the aotion of both, beoause any substanoo whatever, e. g.. Ether, etc.,
as well a» Word are inert. This is what he says :

ftfepwrr M vs i r i ii

fafaMTWJ, Niskriyatvat, because of inactivity or inertness.

16. Because Word and Object are inert.—297.

'Of Word and of any Object whatever'—Such is the complement
of the aphorism.—16.

Above continued.

Upatkdra.—He states another obstruction to the inter-relation (of Word and Objeot) :

^RUtfc ^ WlWH II V9 I * I !\9 ||

TOftr Asati, not existing, sr «|ftr Na asti, (It) does not exist, ffir Iti,.

such. * Cha, and. K#l|^ Prayog&t, because there is application.
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17. - (Word and Object are not in conjunction), also because
in the case of a non-existent object there is such application (of
word) as " (It) does not exist."—298.

Even in the case cf a non-existent water-pot, cloth, etc., such
application (of word) is observed as " There is no water-pot in the
room," " Cloth does not exist," "The letter ^which was heard before,
no longer exists," '.' There was a cloth," ' There will be a cloth,' etc.

;

therefore (there is no inter-relation) This is the meaning. The import
accordingly is that there is no conjunction, nor again combination,
of Word with a non-existent water-pot, etc— 17.

Word and Object are unrelated.

Upaskdra.—'Whxt then ? Ho gives the answer :

ST»*T*H Sabda-arthau, sound and sense. Word and object. VRTHp^
Asambandhau, unrelated.

18. (Therefore), Word and Object are unrelated.—299.

If Conjunction of Word and Object does not exist, it then comes to

-this that Word and Object are unrelated. This is the meaning.—18.

Above continued.

Cpaakdra.—lt may be asked why one or other of the relations of Oonjunotion and
Combination should not exist (between Word and Object). Accordingly he says :

tfqtf*TT : Samyoginah, which is in conjunction. The conjunct. <PW7^

Dandat, from the staff. HT^rRpT: Samabayinah, which is in combination.

The combined. faSftm Visesat, from a distinction or distinguishing

element. ^ Cha, and.

19. (Cognition of Conjunction results) from (e. go,) the

staff, which is in conjunction (with the hand of a man), and (of

Combination) from a distinguishing element which is in combina-

tion (with the whole).—300.

" This person is carrying a staff," " The elephant possesses a

trunk" these intuitions take place. Of these, the first results from

conjunction, and the second, from combination. The intuition in

respect of the trunk which is a particular member of the body, is depen-

dent upon its combination with the elephant, since it arises from the

distinction that that is an elephant to which belongs a trunk as being in

combination with it. The distinction itself, viz., the trunk, etc, is distinc-

tive in consequence of the relation of combination. But there is no intui-

tion of threads, etc. also, such as " A cloth possesses threads " etc.,

tinder the relation of distinctive possession of the parts. Likewise,
-" The object, water-pot, is that which possesses the word, water-pot,"

—
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such intuition does not take place. Of Word and Object, therefore,
there is neither conjunction, nor again combination. This isth<»
import.—19.

Intuition of object from word proceeds from convention.

Upa»kdra.—1( there is neither conjunction nor combination between Word and Objeot,.
then by what relation does a word establiuh a determinate objeot ? To this, he gives the-

answer :

*TWp>*: Samayikah, conventional. According to direction. wCT&RTq;
Sabda-artha-pratyaj ah, intuition of object from word.

2o The intuition of Object from Word (takes place) accord-
ing to the direction (of God).— 301,

" < Samayikah :'' ' Samaya ' means the direction of God, in the form
that such an object should be understood from such a word. Whatever
word has been assigned by God to a particular object, denotes that object.
It is then the will of God which supplies the link between word and
object. Tho same is convention, dependent upon the will of God; as, for
example, "Whatever plant the ichneumon touches with its teeth, is an
antidote to poison." This is the meaning.

This convention is learnt sometimes from usage ; e g., when an
employer gives the order "Bring the water-pot," and an employee
brings an objeot possessing a tubular neck, a boy standing near by
infers the knowledge of the latter in this way. This his activity is

produced by knowledge, because it is activity, like my activity; that
knowledge again is produced by the words of this order, because it

follows immediately after it; and tho subject-matter of this knowledge,
namely, this object with a tubular nock, is the denotation of the term',
water-pot. By such processes of transposition of verbs and cases, the
boy becomes informed in respect of the object, water-pot, cloth, etc.

Sometimes the convention is learnt directly from testimony alone
;

e.g., that this tubular-necked object is designated by the term, water-
pot. Sometimes it is learnt from comparison; e.g., from a comparison
of resemblance in such cases as, that a gayal is that which is like a
cow, that as is mudga, so is mudga-parni (a kind of bean), that as is

mdsa, so is mdsaparni (a leguminous plant), etc Sometimes (know-
ledge of objects is derived) from condemnatory passages also; e. g., "0,
the camel with too pendulous upper lip and long neck, the eater of hard
thorns, the vilest of animals"—when after hearing this condematory
sentence, one sees a body of this description, knowledge arises in oner
viz., "This is that camel." Sometimes it springs from community of
substratum, or synonymy, with words of known import; e. g., "The-
honey-bee is sipping the honey within cloven lotus-blossoms"—after
hearing this proposition, (the knowledge arises), "This is what is desig-
nated by the term, honey-bee, because it is the sipper of honey within
cloven lotus-blossoms," or as in the case of the proposition, "The cuckoo-
sings sweetly in the mango-tree." Here, in the above instances, it is-

either a case of inference, or a case of word itself being productive of
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knowledge through the force of synonymy with words of known import,
or only a particular mode of comparison or analogy, inasmuch as the
being the agent in drinking honey infers resemblance to other
individuals such as the bee, etc.

The convention, again, has reference to classes only, individuals

being brought home by means of special characteristics,—such is the

view of the followers of Tut&ta. According to the followers of Prabhd-
kara, the force of word is in respect of both the class and the individual,

but so far as it refers to the class, it denotes the object by the word, by
being known, and so far as it refers to the individual, by being its

proper form. The teaching of the ancients or elders is that convention

is the force itself and that classes appearing in the forms of the indi-

viduals are the objects denoted by words. This is the case with words
like cow, etc., but the objects denoted by words expressive of attribute

ivid action are both classes and individuals as detailed in the

Mayakha.—20.

Vlvfiti.—He now points out the connection between words and
objects, which is the means of verbal knowledge.

* * • • ( gamaya '
i 9 arbitrament or convention. It is two-

fold, eternal and modern. Eternal arbitrament is called force (of

words), and modern arbitrament is called definition. Arbitrament has
for its form, This object is to be understood from this word, or Let this

word convey this signification. Accordingly it has been said,

fast wsrifaT'Efl^ it srfaftfa rfrc^ i

Convention has been declared to be two-fold, original and modern.
Therein the original is the eternal, which is called force; whereas the
modorn is the occasional, imposed by scientific writers and others.

The apprehension of the force of words proceeds from conduct,
etc. So it has been said,

The elders declare the apprehension of the force of words to proceed
from grammatical analysis or etymology, from comparison or analogy,
from lexicography, from authoritative sayings or testimony, from con-
duct (of the employer who gives an order which is carried out by the
employed,, from contiguity to a wordof well-known import, from context,
and from explication or description.

* * * * The doctrine of the force of the word to denote
primarily the class is not sound, for, in such instances as " Bring the
cow," the fact which is established by experience, namely, that the indi-
vidual is the object of verbal cognition, cannot be explained except on
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the theory of the force of the word primarily to denote the individual.
Nor does the knowledge of the individual arise from implication of
derivatively, for in the absence of a primary use a derivative use is im-
possible. Nor is the knowledge of the individual possible even by the
equivalence of the act and the object of cognition (in verbal knowledge))
for, inasmuch as the being an object of verbal cognition, standing in the
position of an effect, must be produced by a cause, the equivalence of the
act and the object of cognition (in verbal knowledge; which is supposed
to be the condition, cannot be the condition there, as is desired We
should, therefore, respedt the doctrine that the force of the words, cow,
etc, lies in denoting the individual charaterised by, or possessing, the-
generic form and the class or the universal. It has been a;:'irdingly
laid down in the aphorism of Gautama, " The individual, the generic
form, and the universal are, however, the object of the word." (Nydya-
Sutram, II. ii 63).

Priority and Posteriority, how produced.

Upatkdra*—Now he explains Priority and Posteriority, the next in the ordor of
«numeration, in one oontext, as these are the oauses of mutually involved usen, and for the
purpose of clearing up the understanding of the disoiples as well as for the sake of brevity.

ii v»m M ii

^faptri*<tf Eka-dikkabhyam, lying in the same direction, ^Wftnvqt
Ekakalabhy&m, existing at the same time 9fir$gf*ta$grwrr Sannikrista-

vipkrariftabhyum, near and remote. <tf Param, prior. Aparam pos-

terior. ^ Cha, and.

21. The Prior and the Posterior (are produced by two
objects) lying in the same direction, existing at the same time,

and being near and remote.—302.

" The Prior and the Posterior'—the reference here is principally in

a substantive sense. " Are produced"—such is the complement. Or, the

word "usage" or "convention" is to be supplied after 'The Prior and the

Posterior : such'. The word "such" should be understood. 'Ekadikkabhyam'
means by two bodies which have the same direction in space. Two bodies

occupying equal place (i.e., equally distant) may also have the same
direction in space, but by them Priority and Posteriority are neither

produced, nor come into use. Accordingly it has been said, 'Near and
remote,' which,expression means, possessing nearness, i.e., the quality or
state of containing a smaller number of conjunctions with the conjunct,

and remoteness, t. e., the quality or state of containing a larger number
of conjunctions with the conjunct. Hereby combinative cause (of

Priority and Posteriority) is stated ; whereas conjunction of bodies and
direction in space is the non-combinative cause. Priority and Porteri-

ority are thus produced in a man standing with his face towards the east,

by observing a relative paucity of conjunctions with the conjunct in

one of two bodies lying in the east and a relative plurality of conjunc-
tions with the conjuct in the other. The non-comcinative cause is thus.
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stated. 'Near and remote'—the term implies intuition, as the contained

metaphorically denotes the container. Relative understanding or

cognition of relativity is thus stated to be the efficient cause- Priority

and Posteriority are produced in respect only of two bodies lying in

the same direction in space ; hence there is no production of them in

all places. Relative understanding is produced in o..e and the same
observer only ; hence there is no production of them in all circums-
tances. Being regulated by relative understanding, there is no produc-
tion of them at all times. There is no mutual dependence between
them, inasmuch as being produced from the capacity or power of the

cause, they are proved by sense-perception. For otherwise they would
be neither produced nor perceived. For in case of mutual dependence
there would be non-production as well as non-perception of both
of them. But Priority and Posteriority are perceived, and their

perception cannot be possible without their production.

' Existing at the same time '—this has reference to Priority and
Posteriority in time. Now 'existing at the same time' means, by two-

bodies one young and the other old, which occupy the same, ». «., the
present, time. Here nearness is the state of having the birth intervened
by a fewer number of revolutions of the sun, and remoteness is the
state of having the birth intervened by a larger number of revolutions
of the san. Here too understanding i. e., the container, is implied by
the contained- Thus the young and old bodies are the combinative
causes. Conjunction of tim« and bodies is the non-combinative cause.

The understanding of the state of having the birth intervened by a.

fewer number of revolutions of the sun is the efficient cause in the case
of Posteriority, and the understanding of the state of having the birth
intervened by a larger number of revolutions of the sun is the efficient

cause in the case of Priority,

These, Priority and Posteriority, again, are produced even in
respect of bodies indeterminate in place and direction in space.

Now there is a seven-fold destruction of Priority and Posteriority
in space but their production is simultaneous, else there would be
mutual dependence- Priority and Posteriority in space then are
destroyed from the destruction of relative understanding (1) from the
destruction of conjunction which is the non-combinative cause, (2}
from the destruction of substance which is the combinative cause, (3)
from the destruction of the efficient and non-combinative causes, (4)
from the destruction of the efficient and combinative causes, (5) from
the destruction of the efficient cause, (6) from the destruction of the
non-combinative cause, and (7) from the destruction of the combinative
cause. Now, from the destruction of relative understanding, thus;
Production of Priority ; knowledge of the genus Priority ; then destruc-
tion of relative understanding ; after its destruction, at the moment of
knowledge of substance distinguished by Priority, destruction of
Priority,—the process should be understood in the same way as in the
case of destruction of duality. Destruction of Priority and Posteriority
follows also from the destruction of the non -combinative cause. Thus, as
soon as there is relative understanding, action takes place in 'the body
which is the substratum of Priority ; as soon as Priority is produced
therefrom, disjunction takes place between direction in, space and the

239
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body ; after it, when there is knowledge of the genus Priority, then there

is destruction of the conjunction of direction in space and the body ; then,,

destruction of relative understanding follows knowledge of the genus ; at

the very same moment, destruction of Priority and Posteriority results

from destruction of conjunction of direction in space and the bodies.

And in this case destruction of relative understanding does not destroy

them, inasmuch as it is synchronous with destruction of Priority.

Objection.—On the theory of destruction of attribute even from de-

struction of non-combinative cause, great confusion will result from

the thus possible destruction of Samnkdra, (tendencies, impressions),

adristam (invisible after-effects of acts performed), etc, also from the

destruction of the conjunction of Mind and Soul.

Answer.—It is not so. For Priority being pervaded by the char-
acteristic of being remote, there must needs be cessation of Priority

consequent on the non-existence of remoteness on the removal of the

substratum of Priority to some other place- Nor is there at the time
any other agent of destruction

;
hence, such destruction being other-

wise impossible, destruction of conjunction alone is conceived to be
the destroying agent. On the other hand eamskdra, adi'istam etc., as

well as their effects, e. g., recollection, pleasure, etc., cannot be suppos-
ed to be so destroyed, inasmuch as they are observed even after a
long time.

This also implies that Priority and Posteriority are destroyed also

by the destruction of the conjunction between that particular place
and the standard limit as well as the observer, the argument being the
same as above.

Destruction of Priority sometimes results also from destruction of

combinative cause. Thus, relative understanding arises at the very
same moment that action produced in a portion of a body causes dis-

junction from another portion ; from disjunction results destruction of

the conjunction originative of the body, and then production of

Priority ; at the next moment, destruction of substance results from
destruction of conjunction, and there takes place knowledge of the
genus Priority ; destruction of Priority follows destruction of substance,
and destruction of relative understanding follows knowledge of the
genus. Bo that, being synchronous, destruction of relative understand-
ing does not destroy Priority.

Destruction of Priority sometimes takes place by the destruction
of substance and destruction of relative understanding. It happens
in this way : Production of action and relative understanding in a
portion of the body ;

then, disjunction from another portion, and pro-
duction of Priority ; next desruction of originative conjunction and
knowledge of the genus

;
thereafter, destruction of substance and des-

truction of relative understanding ; and following them, there is destruc-
tion of Priority.

Destruction of Priority takes place sometimes from destruction of
substance and destruction of conjunction. It is in this way : Simultane*
ously with disjunction amongst the constituent parts of substance,
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tHere is production of action in the body and of relative understand-
ing ; following it, appear destruction of conjunction of constituent
parts, disjunction between space and body, and production of Priority

;

thereafter there are destruction of substance, destruction of conjunc-
tion of space and body, and production of knowledge of the genus :

thereafter destruction of Priority results from destruction of substance
and destruction of conjunction of space and body, and destruction of

relative understanding from knowledge of the genus.

Destruction of Priority takes place sometimes from destruction of
conjunction and destruction of relative understanding. It is in this
way : Production of Priority, and action in the body

; knowledge of
the genus, and disjunction ; destruction of relative understanding, and
destruction of conjunction of space and the body

;
then, destruction

of Priority.

Destruction of Priority results sometimes from destructions of

combinative, non-combinative and efficient causes. It is in this way :

Production of Priority, disjunction among constituent parts of the
body, and action in the body, take place simultaneously

;
knowledge of

the genui Priority, destruction of conjunction of constituent parts and
disjunction between space and the body follow them ; thereafter results
destruction of .Priority, or of Posteriority in space, from destruction
of relative understanding, destruction of substance, and destruction
of conjunction of space and the body, which destructions are simultane-
ously produced.

Of Priority and Posteriority in time, however, there is no destruction
due to destruction of non-combinative cause. As in the case of Priority
and Posteriority in.space, there is destruction of nearness and remotenesB
on the destruction of conjunction of space and the'bod'y, so it is not the
case with Priority and Posteriorityin time. The three cases, therefore,
of their dostrnction namely from destruction of combinative cause, from
destruction of relative understanding, and from both jointly, should be
understood in the way described above.—21.

Vivfiti.—It should be observed that, according to the writer of
Muktdvali, destruction of relative understanding is destructive of
Priority and Posteriority in both their forms (i. e., in space and in
time), whereas in the Upaskdra it is stated that it is the destruction of
their three-fold causes which is destructive of Priority and Posteriority.

Priority and Posteriority in Time, how produced.

{7pa«i4ra.—He states a peculiarity in the oaae of temporal priority and posteriority.

^OT^OT^*KMW*W H V9 I * I V( II

qiKHIW^ Karana-paratvat, from priority of the Cause, ^r^mr^
Karanaaparatvat, from posteriority of the cause. * Cha, and.

22. (Temporal Priority and temporal Posteriority are said,

by suggestion, to arise respectively) from Priority of the cause and
from Posteriority of the cause.—*303.
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The cause of Priority and Posteriority is time. Priority and
Posteriority belong to it. Conjunction of time which is the non-
combinative cause of priority, and conjunction of time which is the

non-combinative cause of posteriority are stated, by implication, as

otherswise, the result would b« want of congruity or syntactical

connexion. For, priority and posteriority cannot be produced by
priority and posteriority themselves. The terms, priority and j osteri-

ority, denote, by implication, conjunctions cf time which are productive
of them.—22.

Vivfiti.—If the uses of prior (remote) and posterior (near) are pro-

duced by cognitions of remotenes* and nearness, then, inasmuch as the

cognition, Kali (Benares) is near in relation to Prayaga (Allahabad),

refers also to Prayaga as its object subject-matter, why does not there

arise the use of Posteriority (or nearness) in respect of Prayaga ? Like-
wise, why is there not the use of Priority (or remoteness), in respect of

East, etc., which also become the subject-matter of the cognition of

remoteness ?

He removes this incidental doubt.

' Karana-paratvat,' i. e-, owing to the priority or remoteness of the
combinative cause ; and also owing to its posteriority or nearness. The
uses of priority and posteriority are only in respect of the combinative
cause, but not in respect of anything else simply because it becomes the

subject-matter of relative understanding. For use is detemiued by the

object in respect of which the use arises. This is the import.

Priority and Posteriority do not exist, in Priority and Posteriority.

«HWI«HW4l : Paratva-aparatvayob, in priority and posteriority.

<T<WKH IH iq : Paratva-aparatva-abhavab, non-existence of priority

and posteriority. srajWffffr^Twtf Anutva-mahattvabhyam, by minuteness

and magnitude. «n*qm: Vy&khyatab, explained.

53. The non-existence of Priority and Posteriority, in Priority

and Posteriority, is explained by mintuteness and magnitude.
—304.

Actions are void of actions.

^«ffir: nmu* II ^ I * I W II

KarmmabhJh, by actions qporfftr Karmmani, actions.

24. Actions are (void) of Actions.—305.

Attributes are void of attributes.

u * t vi w u
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iraf: Ghmaih, by attributes. i^QTi Gun&h. attributes.

25, Attributes are (void) of Attributes.—306.

Upeuhlra.—These aphorisms, being virtually explained above, are not explained
hot*.—33, 24, 25.

Bhdsya.—reads VII. ii. 24 and 25 as one aphorism.

Combination described.

Upaakdra.—It hag been stated that priority, posteriority, eto., are oombined in dense
or oorporal substanoes oalyy and that knowledge, pleasare eto., are oombined in the soul. Now
what is this oombination itself ? Having regard to this inquiry of the disoiples, he steps
over Understanding which is the next subjeot for troatment aooordiog to the order of enumera-
tion, and desoribes the examination of Combination.

n Ina>
here, *'. e., in the cause. Idam, this, i. e., the effect.

|?n Iti, such. Yatah, whence. «ja««l»jawft: Karyya-karauayob, of

effect and cause W- Sah, that. WTRt Samavayah, oombination.

26. That is Combination by virtue of which (arises the intui-

tion) in the form of " This is here," with regard to effect and
cause.—307.

' -Laryya-karanayoh' is an indication ; non-effect and non-cause
also are implied. So it has been said in the section called the Locality

of the Pi-edioables, " Oombination is that relation of things mutually
involved or associated in nature and bearing to one another the
relation of the contained and the container,—which is the source of

intuition in the form of " (It is) here."" Ayuta aiddhih, inseparable
association, is the non-existence of things uurelated. As in the case
of " There is curd here in the bowl," " There are jujubes here in the
bowl," so in the case of " There is cloth here, in the threads," " There
is mat here in the reeds," " There are substance, attribute, and action
hero in substance," " There is bovineness here in the cow," " There is

knowledge here in the soul," " There is Sound here in Ether," the
cognition of here which is thus produced, cannot be produced without
soiao relation

; whoreby it is inferred that some relation exists. And
this relation is not mere conjunction. For the causes of conjunction,
namely, action or either of the two things, etc, are absent here ; it does
not terminate in disjunction ; related things do not exist unrelated ; it

can be inferred as a uniform substratum ; it is not perceptible to the
senses ; it is one ; and it is eternal.

Objection.—If. combination be one, it would then entail intermix-
ture of substance-ness, etc, since combination of action-ness, etc.,

would be possible in substance.

Answer.—This cannot be the case, since non-intermixture follows

from the very rule of the container and the contained. Although the
same combination which is the combination of substance-ness. is also

the comibation of attribute-ness, action-ness, etc, still substance
is not their container or substratum, since they are not observed there.
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Substance-ness is observed in substances only, attribute-ness in' attri-

butes only, action-ness in actions only, but not elsewhere. It is from
the observation of this agreement and difference, that the uniformity
(of the container and the contained) results. As even in the absence
of a particular conjunction between the bowl and the curd, it is the

bowl which is the container, and not the curd, and henco there is the
uniformity of the relation of the container and the contained, 60 the
uniformity is valid in this case also from the very difference of the

power of the revealed and the revealer, for action-ness, etc, are not
revealed by substance in the same way as substance-ness is> Accord-
ingly it has been said.

All-powerful consciousness is verily our resource in the apprehen-
sion of things. ,For consciousness in respect of the being the container
is not reversible ; nor is there the intuition that substance is action

;

nor, again, that threads are in the cloth. It is for this reason that,

notwithstanding the combination of colour in Air, " There is colour in

Air"—such characteristic of being the container is not observed in

the case of Air. It is natural capacity, therefore, which everywhere
determines the relation of the container and the contained.

This combination, again, is eternal, inasmuch as it is uncaused.
For the rule cf production from combinative causes applies to exis-

tences or beings, and efficient and non-combinative causes are subsi-

diary to those causes. Therefore that which would be the combinative
cause of combination would be either another combination, or

that combination itself. It cannot be the first, as it would entail non-
finality ; nor the second, as it would involve self-dependence, for that

very combination cannot produce combination with itself.

Objection.—How does the intuition arise that there is combination
of cloth in threads, and that there is combination of colour in cloth ?

Answer.—It is by means of the relation of their intrinsic form, or

essential relation, as the supposition of another combination would
entail non-finality.

Objection.—The intuition of here, e. g., " There is colour here in the
cloth," will, then, arise by means of the same essential relation. What
is the use of combination ?

Answer.—It is not so, since there is no obstruction here to the
admission of an additional relation.

Objection.—If it be so, then " Here in this place there is non-exis-
tence of the water-pot,"—in this case also there will be either combina-
tion or any other relation.

Answer.—No, as the intuition can be possible by means of essential

relation itself. For, on the contrary supposition, the absolute and
mutual non-existences of the water-pot, which are eternal and combined
with more than one substance, would have the characteristic of being
G-enera, subsequent non-existenoe also, being an effect in combination,
would be perishable or destructible, and antecedent non-existence also,

not being produced, though combined, would be indestructible.
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Nor is the quality pf existence the determining. factor there, for the

quality of existence can "be produced at any time.

The Bhattas maintain that in non-existence there really is present
a different relation called distinguishedness or qualifiedness. Nor is this

distinguishedness be one and the same in the case of all individual mani-
festation of non-existence, then it would follow that there is non-existence
of the water-pot even in that which contains a water-pot, inasmuch as

the distinguishedness of the non-existence of the water-pot would exist

by means of the same distinguishedness of the non-existence of the

cloth.

Objection.—But the water-pot itself will in this case prevent the

•cognition of the non-existence of the water-pot.

Answer It cannot do this, since the non-existence of that which
will prevent such cognition is itself present there by means of the

relation of distinguishedness. Nor is the very nature of the substratum
<(t.e., where the water-pot lies) such that on account of it there can be
no manifestation of the non-existence of water-pot in that place, for

immediately after the removal of the water-pot follows the intuition of

the non-existence of water-pot in that very place.

Objection.—In your view also, why is there not intuition of posses-?

sion of colour after the destruction of colour, since Combination is, as

you say, eternal and one?

Answer.—Because non-intuition of colour is proved from the very
destruction of colour.

The arguments against Combination have been demolished in the

Mayukha under Sense-Perception. So we stop here.—26.

Combination is different from Substance, Attribute, Action,

&enus, and Species.

Upatkdra.—By way of proving its difference from the five beginning with Substanoe (i.e.,

Substance, Attribute, Aotioa, Genus, and Speoies), he says :

jrHTngnp^siri^W: Dravyatva-guuatva-pratifedhah, negation or exclu-

sion of substance-ness and attribute-ness,(in or from Combination).

Bh&vena, by existence. nn<?qm: Vyakhyatah, explained.

27. The negation of Substance-ness and Attribute-ness (in

Combination) is explained by Existence.—308.

' Bhavah, means Existence. As Existence is not identical with

substance, etc, being cognised by a different form of understanding, so

combination also is different from the same Substance, etc., ' Dravyatva-

gunatva ' is an indication ;
Action-ness, etc., also should be under-

stood.—27.
Combination is one.

UpaiMra.—Ka prove* Unity :
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tfri Tattvam, that-ness. One-ness. Unity. «n^r Bhavena, by Exis-

tence.

28. The Unity (of Combination, is explained) by Existence.

—309.
4 Explained ' is the complement. ' Tattvam,' i. e

,
Unity,' bhavena,'

». e., by Existence, is explained. As one Existence everywhere induces

the cognition of the existent, so one Combination everywhere induces

the cognition of the combined. Moreover the inferential mark of Com-
bination is not differentiated, nor is there any other particular mark.
For, we do not find any particular mark, t. e., differentiating mark, of

Combination, whereby we could recognise its diversity. For the very

same reason, Combination is eternal
;
for, as in the case of Existence,

non-eternality cannot appropriately belong to it which is undifferen-

tiated even in the difference of Space, Time, etc.

Objection—If combination is nothing but this relation, then there

may be disunion of threads and cloth, or of the cloth and its colour.

Answer.—This cannot be, for in the absence of (previous) uncor-
rected existence, disunion is not possible. For, there is no unrelated
existence or colour and that which possesses the colour, or of the parts
and the whole, that there may be a disunion between them.

Objection.—But theirl uncorrelated existence may be brought to
pass.

Answer.—It cannot, for the effectuation is contravened by being
never so experienced.

The foilowers of JPrabhdkara hold that Combination is manifold and
also non-eternal. But this is not a reasonable view to take, for the
intuition of " Colour is destroyed," whereas it is the intuition of no
body that the Combination of colour is destroyed.

The view of the school of Nyaya that Combination is perceptible to
the sense is also not valid. Combination is superset) suous, for being
different from the Soul, it is at the same time in a state of being uh-
combined, like the Mind, or like Time, etc—28.

Bh&sya :—Combination is proved to be an attribute in the same
way as is existence, and further, like existence, Combination also is

produced by itself, t. e., does not depend upon any other Combination
for its production.

Here ends the second chapter in the seventh book of dankara'a
Commentary on the Vaisesika Aphorisms.
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BOOK EIGHTH—CHAPTER FIRST.

Cognition explained by allusion to III. i. 2, 18.

Vpattdraj—-Tho order of enumeration was violated in favour of the curioiity of the
disoiples. The author now adopts the order of enumeration. Therein the examination of
understanding is the subject of theleighth book. Understanding has been already mentioned
for the purpose of proof of the Soul. By recalling it, he says :

Dravyesu, among substances, jvpf Jfilnam, knowledge. Cogni-

tion. sqi<*HlflH Vyakhyatam, explained.

1. Cognition (has been) explained among Substance.—310.

By the term, "Among substances," the author implies the third

book, as the the container by the contained. The meaning is that

cognition, jfidnam, has been explained by the two aphorisms, namely,
" The universal experience of the objects of the senses is the mark of

(the existence of) an object different from the senses and their objects"

fill. i. 2), and " That (i. e., knowledge) which is produced from the

contact of the soul, the sense, and the object, is other (than a false

mark)" (III. i. 18).

Now in the kindred system (i. e., the Nydya-Sutram of Gautama),

under the defination of understanding, there has been made a declara-

tion of synonyms, namely, " Understanding, Apprehension, Cognition,

Intuition—these are synonyms," (Nydyd-Stttratp, I. i. 15), for the pur-

pose of demolishing the Sankhya doctrine. For the Sankhyas maintain

a difference in meaning of the terms, Understanding, etc. Thus Prakfiti,

Matter, is the state of equilibrium of Sattva, Rajas, and Tamas, the

principles of purity, passion and darknesB, or the principles of illumina-

tion, evolution, and involution, respectively. Prakfiti is one, and one

only, while Puruma, Spirits, are divided to infinity. They are seated

in the cave (i. e., retired, unaffected, indifferent spectators), eternal,

immutable, and characterised, by eternal consciousness. They are

• called lame, as it is not their nature to undergo modification or trans-

formation, while Prakfiti is said to be blind, being stupid or insensate.

When there arises in Prakfiti a desire for fhe enjoyment of sensuous

objects, or a desire to see the difference between Prakfiti and Purusa,

at that moment Prakfiti is modified, or transforms, under the influence

or osculation of Purusa. And its first transformations Buddhi, Under-

standing, a particular form of the inner sense. Understanding it is

that is called the principle of Mahat, the great one; accordingly it-

has been said, " The great one evolves from Prakfiti." And this under-

standing is pure or stainless like a mirror. And that particular trans-

formation of it, which takes the form of an object in such shapes as

" It is a water-pot," " It is a cloth," etc., through the channel of the

external senses, is called cognition, jndnam, and faculty, vfitti. Appre-

hension, upalabdhi, is the same as a kind of abhimdna, egoity or self-

consciousness, in the form of " I know," which arises in consequence

of the non-perception or non-apprehension of the distinctness or differ-

ence of Purusa which is consciousness, by cognition present in transpa-

rent or pure "understanding. Pratyaya, Intuition, is that particular
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transformation of understanding itself, which takes the form of

pleasure, pain, etc., through the channel of the senses alone, in conse-

quence of the contact of garland, sandalwood, and other objects of

sense. Hence it is that cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion,,

volition, reminiscence, virtue, and vice are, all of them, particular

transformations of understanding, and being present in Prakfiti itself,,

in subtle forms or in minute proportions, appear and disappear, accord-

ing to difference of circumstances ; while Purusa, is as free from
adhesion or affinity or attachment as a lotus-leaf, but casts its shadow
in the understanding. This theory which the Saiikhyas hold is thrown
away by the proof indicated in the above declaration of (these terms as)'

synonyms. Thus, if the term, understanding, be derived in the instru-

mental sense, viz., as that by which a thing is understood, then it comes
to be nothing else than the mind. Nor is the mind an object of percept-

tion, whereas understanding is surely cognizable by perception in the

form of " I understand." Nor are cognition, etc, the properties of the
internal sense, inasmuch as they are proved to exist only as being the
properties of an agent. For the manifestation of " I know " " I intuit,"
" I apprehend," takes place as having community of substratum with
I-ness or egoity. If they reply that this phenomenon is abhimdna or

conceit, we rejoin that it cannot be so, since there is no obstruction to

its being real. It cannot be contended that such obstruction is supplied

by the very characteristic of the Purusa as being seated in the cave,

that is to say, by its not being the receptacle of adventitious properties

or changes ;
for, we would then reply that eternulity is compatible

with the nature of being the substratum of adventitious modes. For
that which possesses a property and the property are not one and the

same reality, so that the production and destruction of the property
should themselves be the production and destruction of the substratum
of the property. It is only he, then, who is conbcious, that also under-
stands, cognises, apprehends, and intuits. Hence the hypothesis o.f

distinct entities (e. </., Soul and understanding) is not reasonable. This
is the point.— 1.

Soul, Mind, Ether, Time, Spaa, Air and Ultimate Atoms are not

(ordinarily) perceptible.

Upaskdra.—This oognition, again, is two-fold, Vidyd, Soienoe or true knowledge and
A-vidyd, Nesoienoe or false knowledge. Vidyd is of four kinds, characterised by perception,
inference, memory and testimony. A-Vidya also has four kinds characterised by doubt,
error or mistake, dream, an'l unoortainty or indeoision or non-finality. Among the above
four kinds of true knowledge, that whioh is inferential, is not produced by the senses. Why
this is so, is explained here.

rf^RTT *T?T$nsi<3# II c It I \ II

tf9T Tatra, therein, among substances. Atma, soul. *tf;

Manas, mind. ^ Oha, and others, e. g., Ether, Time, Space, Air and
Ultimate Atoms. TpRtHf A-pratyakfe, non-perceptible, not objects of

perception.

2. Among Substances, the Soul, the Mind and other ara not
objects of perception.—311.
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The word, sonl, in the aphorism denotes the soul of another or one's
own sonl. That even one's own sonl is not an object of perception, has
been already deolared, inasmuch as the casual mental intuition of the

1, aham, in one's own soul, is repudiated by such intuitions " I am
fair," " I am thin," " I have long arms, etc. (where the I has reference
to the body). The word, "oha," extends the application of the predicate
to the substances, namely, ether, time, space, air, and ultimate atoms.
Sense-born cognition again is of two degrees, being that of the
omniscient and that of the non-omniscient. That of the omniscient is the
cognition of such and such complements of objects by means of the
proximity or presentation (or reaching upto ordinarily supersensuous
objects) characterised by virtue or merit springing from Yoga (i. e. t

inhibition of the activity of the internal organ, the mind, and con-
sequent freedom of the all-pervading soul, in other words, the steadi-

ness of the mind in the soul. Vide v. ii. 16 above-) Thus ultimate
atoms fall within its sphere, (or are objects of perception), being de-

monstrable, nameable, and existent.

Objection—Since there is no material or data of such cognition,

how can this be the case ? Magnitude also is a cause of sense-percep-
tion, but ultimate atoms do not possess magnitude. The possession of
colour, again is the cause of visual perception, but sapce, etc, do
not possess colour. How then can there be perception in these
oases ?

Answer.—The objection does not stand, for such omnisoienoe is

possible by means of the mind alone as an auxiliary to the virtue or
merit born of Yoga, or by means of the eye and other senses under the
favourable influence of such mind. For the virtue or merit produced
by Yoga is of inconceivable efficacy, and does not stand in need of any
other auxiliary. -

" The man whose omniscience is the subject of controversy, is

not omniscient, because he is a man like myself,"—such reasonings,
however, are inapplicable, since they are void of argument which would
render impossible the proposition of the other side (maintaining the
existence of omniscience in the man in question), as is the case with
the reasoning, " A follower of Prabhakara (a writer of the Mimamsa.
school) is not versed in Mimamsa, because he is a man like myself."

Perception of the non-omniscient, again, is two-fold, discrimina-
tive and non-discriminative' Discriminative cognition, according to
Dharmakirti and Dinndga and others of the Bauddha school, is not
certaiti knowledge or proof. Thus they argue : Such oognition owes
its manifestation or apparent reality to connection with words. But
the connection of an object with a word, a name, is not possible, that
there should be such intuition, coloured 'with a name, as it were, as
" A water-pot," or " A piece of cloth." Nor is j&ti, the ' universal,
really existent or objectively real, that the being distinguished with
the possession of it should be apprehended in objects by the sense. Nor
is possible connection of the existent characterised by itself with that
which is non-existent. Nor is the non-existent within the oognizance
of senses- Therefore, discrimination (aloohananrt is produoed by the
tenses, and while in the process of being produced, and leading to
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corresponding objects, by the power of the discrimination, drsoximiua-
tive cognition is called p-roeptiou and also proof. (To this the ^com-
mentator gives the reply.) Now, while discriminative cognition may
be objectively unreal, besause it owes its manifestation or apparent
reality to connection with words, it may be- at the same time real,

because it is the produot of contact of - sense and object. Hence
it is doubtful that discriminative cognition is unreal. Moreover, the
being distinguished with the possession of a name may very well be a
possible object in visual cognition, its appearance in consciousness
being possible form presentation by memory, as is the case with the
perception " Fragrant sandalwood." Or, it may be, the being distin-
guished with the possession of a name does not come to light in perceptual
cognition, and there is only recollection of the name, which as soon as
it is recollected serves to distinguish its corresponding object, like the
recollection of the countec-opposite in the case of the cognition of non-
existence. Also it has been proved that jdti, the universal or class,

ect., are immanent in objects or entities-, Hence, discriminative or
modified cognition also is perception, inasmuch as it is produced from
contact of senses and objects.

Objection.—Non-discriminative, or unmodified, cognition neither
excites to activity, nor is an object of current use. What then is the
proof of its existence ?

Answer.—The proof is discriminative, or modified, cognition itself
,

for, this is a specialized cognition, or the cognition of a thing as pos-

sessing, and being accordingly distinguished by, something else. Nor
can it be produced without the cognition of that which is possessed and
servos to distinguish or individualize,, that is the distinctive element.
For it has been ascertained above that the cause of specialized cogni-
tion is cognition of that which serves to specialize, contact of sense
and that which is going to be specialized, and non-apprehension of

non-connection of both.—2.

Bhdsya: Among substances, Self, Mind, and Ether are not objects
of perception.

Cognition, how produced.

UpauHra.—In order to eluoidate how Cognition is produoed, in what oiroumaUneoo, and
from what oauBes, he Bays :

^Mf^MfrlftfirefB: II * I % I \ It

jrr'lf'n^ Jnana-nirddese, in the differentiation of a particular cog-

nition. JHfowjftifMvi! Jnana-nispatti-vidhih, mode or process of produc-

tion of cognition, sir: Uktah, stated, described.

3. The mode of the production of Cognition is being descri-

bed, in connection with the differentiation of a particular Cognition.
—312.

J

A cognition should be marked off or distinguished from other
cognitions, in respect of the mode of its production, in respect of its

subject matter, and.in respect of its property. . .Now, differentiation of
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is*goinglo be-lf^cribTd^ ^is^'IIe^^krtfn^.^^^^^^t^e 'piwl

participle affix hta is used in the sense of incipient action.^—3.

Vivriti—What is the oause of cognition ? There being this 9xpec$*
4|n

;

cj,_he.says : - ,.<•;..

1 JMna-nirddese,' i.e., in the third (book, where enunciation o'

cognition has been made. There too the process of the prodnction of

cognition has be'en described. The meaning is that the causes of cogni-
tion -4iav.o been - mentioned in .the "aphorism, " That (i.e., knowledge)
which is produced from the contact of the soul, the sense and the object,

isr other (than a false mark) n (Ill'.i. 18.)' Thus, the soul is the combi-
native cause of oognition,- conjunction df the soul and the mind is the

n on -combinative cause, and conta^t-or contiguity of the' object is the
efficient cause. This has been mentioned in that very aphorism. It

should be observed that the causality of oontaot has been stated under
•the topic of perception.

Suhstance is the cause of cognition of Attributes and Actions.

Upaakdra.—H« describes the mode of production (of oognition) :

jpjJTTffg Guna-karmmasu, Attributes and Actions, '"jfaftf Sannikfif-

tesu, being in contact. ITITpt^^t:"Jfiana-niBpaUeh,iof the production of

cognition. dravyam, substance. qrftQTC Karanaia, cause.

4. Substance is the cause of the production of cognition,
where Attributes and Actions are in contact (with|the senses).—-313.

Substance is the cause of the cognition which is produced in' respect
of attributes, e. g., colour, etc., and in respect of actions, e. g., throwing
upwards, etc';,' Both of them are apprehended only in so far as they
inhere in substances appropriate or perceptible to the senses. 'Hence
it. is the appropriateness* or perceptibility of the substances which deter-
mines their perceptibility. "If is "by substance, moreover, that their
contact with the senses is constituted, they being apprehended by means
of their combination with the conjunct"(i. e., Substance which is con-
junct with the sense). Althogh there is apprehended the odour of dis-

persed particles of champaha flower, and of portions of camphor, which
aie all imperceptible, yet it is substance, imperceptible though it be,
which effects their contacts.

.
Although perceptibility of substance is

not a requisite in the apprehension of sound, yet sound is apprehheded
Only as it is combined or inherent,, therein and hence this itself is the
requisite. If it be asked, why is made this supposition of contact which
is invisible ? we reply that the production of cognition, being
ari effect, necessitates the supposition of a cause. This is the import.—4.

Snbstance is the cause of cognition of Genus and Species also.

UpatMra.j-1}* deaoribe* Another yod^oLtna groduotfon olkao/wlaaga : , .
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«HH|«(M3j Samanya-viiesesu, in genera and species. <rPTP7iwj«nWr
Samftnya-visesa-abhavat, in consequence of the non-existence of genus
and species. n«: Tatah, thence, from uubstrata. qpr Era, alone, vpnt
JSflnam, cognition.

5. In consequence ofithe non-existence of Genus and Species
in genera and species, cognition (of them) is due to that alone.—314.

Existence is the (summum) genus, its species are substanceness,
attribute-neaa and action-ness. These again are genera, and their
species are earth-nesa, etc., colour-ness, etc, throwing-upward-ness,,
etc. Among these, omnisensuous cognition of the genera inhering in
substanoe is due to that only, that is, due only to appropriate or per-
ceptible, particular substratum, and also to combination with the>
conjunct, combination with the combined with the conjunct, and com-
bination with the combined, all these combinations being related to
that substratum. Omnisensuous cognition, again, is produced, in the
case of attribute, from combination with the combined with the
conjunct; in the case of sound-iiess, feo-noss, etc., from combination with
the combined ; in the case of existence, from combination w'th the
conjunct, from combination with the combined with the conjunct, and
from combination with the combined. In the case of attribute, the
proximity or contiguity which is the condition of perceptibility, is not

constituted by combination with the conjunct, or combination.

It may be objected : ' Tatah, eva,' ». e., from contact with or
contiguity to their substrata alone—such delimitation or exclusion is

not valid. Because in genus and in species also there do exist other
genus and species. Contact with, or contiguity to, them also is a cause
of cognition. In anticipation of this objection, he says, ' In consequence
of the non-existence of genus and species.' For genus and species do
not exist in genus and species, since that would entail infinite regres-
sion. The intuition of their mutual distinctions arises from their own
forms or natures alone, or in this way, for instance, that the genus,
bovine-ness, is cognised from the distinctness of the upddhi, adjunct or
external condition, characterised by being present-in-all-bovine ari-
mials ; while being absent from other than bovine animials. Similarly
with regard to pot-nesa, etc., also—5.

Genua and Species are causes of cognition of Substance, Attribute

and Action.

Upatkdra.—It may be asked : As, in oonsequenoe of the non-existence of genus and
•peoies, oognition of genua and, species is absolutely independent of them, is it i likewise
absolutely independent of them in |the oase of substanoe. attribute and aotion alsc
•ays, No :
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UWF'"wiw'NI SaraAnya-visesa-apeksam, dependent upon genus and

specios. ^5>IiJ«TVW?g Dravya-gana-karmranasa, in respect of substance,,

attribute and action.

6. (Cognition which is produced) in respect of Substance,

Attributes and Action, (is) dependent upon genus and species.

—315.
" Cognition is produced "—this is the subject in discourse. In

Tespect l»f substance, attribute and action,ithere is no doubt cognition

specialized with the content of substance-ness, attribute-ness and

action-ness. Such specialized cognition, again, cannot be produced

without the contact of the subject speoified, that which serves to

specify, a-dthe sense. Hence dependence upon genus and Bpeoies is

there necessary. For there is such specialized cognition as " This is

substance," " This is attribute," " This is action." This is the

import.—6-

Substance, Attiribute and Action are causes of cognition of Substance.

(Tpaskdra.—Is, then, in the oaae of subataaoo also, oogaition dependent only upon genu*

and speoiea ? To remove this ouriosity, he aaya :

z^q&mfawL notion
Dravye ,in substance. jr*<|Jjm*wjft4|Ht Dravya-guna-karmm*-

apeksaia, dependent upon substance, attribute and action.

7. (Cognition), in the case of Substance, (is) dependent upon

Substance, Attribute and Action.—316.

" Cognition is produced"—this ib the subject in discourse. " A
white cow, possessing a bell, is going,"—this is a cognition. Here subs-

tance, the bell, is the distinction or that which serves to specify ; 'whitr

denotes an attribute ;
• is going ' denotes action. Thus in specialized

cognition or intuition of a thing distinguished with the possession of

something else, there cannot be non-apprehension of the distinction or

that which serves to speoify, nor can such specialized intuition take

place without relation to that which serves to specify. Hence in the

cognition of substanoe there is dependence upon substance, attribute

4»nd action. Such is the import.—7-

Attribute and Action are not causes of cognition of Attribute

and Action.

UpasUra.—-Is there, then, dependence upon attribute and action, also in the oase of

attribute and action ? He says, No :

nwff3 ypL2aji7H!53WWM^*^ffo$ U 5 \\\ * 11

iprrvttlg Guna-karmmasu, attributes and actions. Guua-

karuima-abhavat, in consequence of the non-existence of attribute and

action. nm**ft4 Guna-karmma-apeksam, dependent upon attribute and

otion. * Na, not. frlW Vidyate, exists.
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n. 8. (Cognition), dependent upon Attribute and AotioBydoes-
not.exist in the case of Attributes and Actions, inasmuch as . Attrir
bute and Action do not exist in Attribute and Action.;—317. .. <: .

,

" Cognition " is the complement of the aphorism. Since there is-

h,o cognition of attribute as distinguished with the possession of an-
'other' attribute, and since there is no "cognition of action as dis-

tinguished with the possession of another action, there is no cognitfdn
thereof, which is dependent upon attribute, and action. -For there-

exists no attribute ,in an attribute nor a*tiou in actions, whereby they
might appear as distinctions in them. ,. This is. the import.—8.

' Combination {as well as Attribute) is ,o cause.of Cognition.

Upatlcdra.—Lest it might be asked that sirioe there is manifestation of attribiito and"
»otion (in the o^nitions thefeof), why there should not be dependenoe upon attribute and"
Mtion in the oognition of .attribute and in the -oognition of action, so he begins another
topio in reply to that :

^JTTffVrj SamavAyi'nah, ©f thfct'. in which, combination exists, the

substratum. >|?qm!§vaityA,t, from whiteness. '^I^: Svaitya-buddheh,
from oognition of " whiteness. >g Cha,'and. 4ft SVete, in a white object.

J%: Buddhih, cognition, ^ Te, they. ^ Ete, these. 1Tt*f*Klir^ Karyya-
kftrana-bhute, related as effect and cause.

9. The cognition, (' It is white ') in respect of a white object,
(results) from whiteness of the substance in which combination of
whiteness exists, and from the cognition of whiteness. These two,
(cognition of white object, and cognition of whiteness), are related
as effect and cause.—318.

By using the' term 'Samavayinah'. he •states the causality of relation.
Thus, inasmuch as combination of attribute does not exist in attribute,
and inasmuch as combination of action does not exist in action, in
their respective cognitions there is no dependence upon attribute an

A

aotion as distinguishing marks or qualifications ; but there does exist
dependence upon attribute and action as subject-matter or objects of
cognition. This being 'so, it' is stated that in the case of such intuitions
as " A white conch shell," the combination of whiteness, the attribute
whiteness, and the cognition of whiteness as a distinction or that which
serves to specify, are the causes. So that relation with the distinction,
the distinction, and cognitian of them are th« causes of specialized
pOTcepttial coguifiictii. Hefeby proved all .thafc "has been stated-
before.—9.

Bhasya.—reads VIII. i. 9 as two aphorisms, viz., Samav Ayinah.
SDaitya-chchhanya buddheicha Svete buddhih, and Ta ete kdryakdraha-
bhute.
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i
: Exception to' the above. In the ease of Substances, Cognition is not

a cause of'cognition.
"• i • .. •

•

UpashAra.—It may be objected. Asia the oase of " possessing a. bell," oognition of

substanoe (e. g., the oow possessing the bell) is depondent upon substanoe (e. g., the bell), so
-also in the oase of

,
(the serial cognitions of) " It is a pillar. It is a Jar," etc, where tha

the oognition does not embrace another substanoe as a distinction, oognition of (tha' first)

substance, (the pillar), is the oause (of the oognition of the second substance, jar"),

<and so or). Thus nowhere can there he oognition of substanoe in the first instance

or at first hand. >

^ft^kwii II 5 I U ^ II

Dravyesuyiri substances. *rf^fl\!WiCni5 An-itara-itara-karanah,

not causes, one of another.

10. In the case of Substances, (cognitions are) not causes of

one another.—319.

Accoodingly he says .
,

" Cognitions " is the complement of the aphorism. Cognition of
the jar, even though it takes place immediately after the cognition of
the pillar, is yet not the effect of the

1

cognition of the pillar, inasmuch
as the pillar cannot properly be the distinction of, or that which serves
to specify, by being containedlin, the jar.—10.

The exception explained.

tTpa$kdra.—lt may be urgod that the sequenoe of the cognitions of the water-pot, the
oloth, etc, is observed, and that that sequenoe is due only to the relation of effeot and
oause. 8o he says :

u * i u wi
qrR4Tt4t>ntn^ Karana-ayaugapadyat, I from non-simultaneity of

causes. UTOPCTTH Karana-Kramat, from succession of causes. «f Cha,

and. ^STStfonftrt Ghata-pata-adi-buddhinam of the cognitions of the

water-pot, the cloth, etc. sjw: Kramah, succession. * Na, not. Y?rwn«rT^

Hetu-phala-bhavat, in consequence of the relation of cause and effeot.

11. The sequence of the cognition of the water-pot, the cloth,

fete, (results) from the sequence of their causes, due to the non-
simultaneity of the causes, and not in consequence of the relation

of cause and effect (amongs the cognitions.)—-320.

The sequence of the cognitions of the water-pot, the oloth, etc., is

dependent upon the sequence of their causes, and not dependent, upon
the relation of cause ana effect. If it be asked, where the sequenoe of
causes itself comes from, so he says, ' from the non-simultaneity of the.

causes.' Simultaneity of cognitions has been denied or disproved,
Henoe there, is. not, simultaneity also of diverse : coupes of oognition. If*
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on the other hand, there were simultaneity of causes, it would entail

simultaneity also of effect, and thus the argument that non-production
of simultaneous cognitions is the mark of the existence of the mind,
would be shattered. This is the import.—11.

Here ends the first chapter of the eighth book in the Commentary
of Sankara upon the Vaisesika Aphorisms.

Vivfiti.—The sequence or order, in the form of antecedence and
subsequence, of the cognitions of the water-pot, cloth, etc, arises, not

from the relation of cause and effect amongst them, but from the order,

or the antecedence and subsequence, of the contacts, etc, of the water-

pot, cloth, etc., (with the senses), which contacts are the causes of those

cognitions. The word 4 cha,' and, implies the addition of non-simul-

taneity which is not mentioned here, and this word is to be construed

after the word sequence or order. The meaning, therefore, is this that

the non-simultaneity of the cognitions of the water-pot, cloth, etc., ia

due to the non-simultaneity of their causes, e. g-, contacts with senses>

etc. Where, however, simultaneity of the contacts, etc, of the water-pot

and the cloth exists, there is simultaneously produced'a collective cogni-

tion of all the objects in contact with the senses for the time being.

Hence it is also to be understood that simultaneity of effects follows

from simultaneity of causes,* and non-sequence of effects from non-
sequence of causes.

Understanding or Intelligence, buddhi, is primarily divided into

presentation, anubhtiti, and representation, smfiti. Presentation,

according to the doctrine of Kanada, is again two-fold, being divided
into perception pratyaksa and inference, anum&na. Perception is of

six kinds, as derived from smelling, etc
,
(i- e., from the five externa],

snd the internal, senses) ; and is two-fold, as diseirminative, savikal-

jpafta, and non-discriminative, mrvikalpaka ; and two-fold, as ordinary
or popular, laukika, and super-ordinary or hyper-popular, alaukika.

Inference, again, is three-fold, as produced by illation from only positive
conditions, kevala-anvayi, or purely agreemental ; from only negative
conditions kevala-vyatireki or differential ; and from both positive and
negative conditions Sdmdnyato-drista, or inference from commonly
observed marks. For example, " This is expressible by words, inas-

much as it is knowable," etc., are illations from purely positive condi-
tion (or by Mill's method of agreement). " Earth differs from other
substances, inasmuch as it is possessed of odour," and the like are illa-

tions from purely negative conditions, (or by Mill's method of differ-

ence) ; and " The mountain is fiery, inasmuch as it smokes," and the
like are illations from both positive and negative conditions (or by
Mill's method of agreement and difference.) Representation, reproduc-
tion or memory, on the other hand, is uniform, dependent on that form
of Samsk&ra which is called Bhdvand or permanent mental impression,,

having the same form as the original presentation and dependent upon
certain cognition in which inattention played no part. In another
{joint of view also, understanding is two-fold, science or correct know-
edge, pramd, and nescience or incorrect knowledge, apramd. Science-
is cognition in a certain form of that which has that form. Nescience-
is cognition in a certain form of that in which there is non-existence-
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of that form. Understanding or Intelligence is also two-fold accord-

ingly as it is divided into doubt, sarhiaya, and certitude, niSchaya.

Doubt is a cognition whereof the form is (mutually) repugnant exis-

tence and non-exiBtence in one and the same object; certitude in regard
to a thing is cognition in the form thereof, and not in the form of the
non-existence thereof. In this doctrine, in the case of cognition of

similarity, and in that of knowledge of terms, an inference takes place
by the production of a judgment respecting the inferential mark,
subsequently thereto. Evidence or proof, pramdna, is of two kinds,

perception and inference ; and science is exact experience or correct

presentation or presentation in accordance with reality. Tnis will be
explained by the author of the aphorisms himself in the sequel.
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BOOK EIGHTH—CHAPTER 8E0OND.

Cognition of a doubly specialized ndture, illustrated.

Upcukdra.—Having described the mode of production of peroeptual cognition, both

discriminative and non-disorimi native, now the author, with a view to dasoribe the per-

ception of (a doubly specialized nature, or) the being specialized in the specialized, gives a

few examples:

wvk Ml*$Hfafa l^rnn. lie I * \\\\

mqH Ayarp this. Esah that. Tvaya, by you. <$l( Kritani,

done, liftsni Bhojaya, feed ^TO* Enara, him. ffrt Iti, such. gy^M^ Buddhi-

apeksaih, dependent uponunderstanding or cognition.

1. ' This,' ' That,' ' Done by you,' ' Feed him'—such (cogni-

tions are) dependent upon Understanding.—321.

The cognition, 'this,' arises in respect of an object which is near,
and, 'that,' in respect of an object which is distant. 'By you'—such
cognition, coloured with the characteristic of being an agent, presup-
poses or depends upon the cognition that he is independent in the
action. The cognition of the act, namely, 'done,' dei ends upon the
cognition that it is the subject of the operation of the instrument of
acti > i. The cognition, 'feed,' depends upon the cognition that he is

tho agent in the act of feeding, and also the employer of the instru-

ment. The cognition, 'him,' depends upon the cognition that he is fh?

subject of the operation or relation of the fed and the feeder. Similar
other instances of cognition, dependent upon cognition, should l»o

understood

—

Dependence of cognition upon coyniti,on,explained.

UpaMra.—Ho Bays that this (i.e., dopemlenee of ooynition upon oognition in sonio oases)
is proved by induction from agreement aud difference:

%%<1 Dristesu, in the case of objects seen. *n^T<t, BhavAt, from their

existence or appearance. *K8* A-dristesu, in the case of objects unseen.

SPTTCTT^ Abhavat, from their non-existence or non-appearance.

" 2. (Such cognitions depend upon previous other cognitions),

inasmuch as they appear in respect of objects seen, and do not
appear in respect of objects unseen.—322.

When the contiguous object of the cognition 'This;' the object,
though distant yet presonted in consciousness, of the cognition 'That/
the object, i-e., the contiguous agent, of the cognition 'By vou;' the
object, i.e., the action, of the cognition 'done;' the object, i.e.] the em-
ployer and the employed, of the cognition 'Feed;' the object, e., the
occupation of both of them, of the cognition 'Him;'—when these objects
come into contact with the senses, then such cognition is produced.
Whereas with reference to unseen objects these cognitions do not
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appear. Hence this (*.e*, the dependence of cognition upon cognition

can be inferred from agreement a*:d difference. This is the mean-
ing.—2.

Substance, Attribute and Action are called artha or object.

Upatltdra.—He now begins another topio :

<!«!*: Arthah object. ffr Iti, such. Dravya-guua-karm-

masu, in respect of substance, attribute, and action.

3. (The Vaisesikas apply) the term, object, to Substance,

Attribute and Action.—323

Of these, i. e., Substance, Attribute and Action, the characteristic

of being sought after or apprehended (by the senses) or objectified in

such and such ways, has been stated. Hence, '(It is) an object,'—such

is the terminology of the Vaisesika thinkers with regard to them, inas-

much as as they are presented by the term, object. Accordingly it has
been said by Professor Prasastadeva, "The characteristic of being
denoted by the term, object, belongs to the three."—3.

IV- ii. 2, re-called.

Upatkdra.—He introduces another topic.

srs^, Dravyesu, under substances. TOrwqret Paficha-atmakatvam,

penta-substantiality, the characteristic of being a compound of five

substances, qftftfft Pratisiddhaa, denied, contravened.

4. In (the topic dealing with the ascertainment of) Substances,
(the theory) that bodies, etc., are a compound of five elements, has
been refuted.—324.

'Under substances'—the term indicates the topic of the determina-
tion of the predicable, substance. By the aphorism (IV. ii. 2, auprayt
"Of things perceptible and imperceptible, etc.," the penta-substantiality
of the body, etc., that is to say, (the theory, that they are compounds
of five elements, -pratifiddham,' has been refuted. As a variety of
constituent causes does not belong to the body, so also it does not belong
to the senses of smell, etc., which are going to be described, It, there-
fore, becomes proved that the senses are uniformly percipieut of their
corresponding attributes. This is the import.-—4.

The Seme of Smell it constituted by the element of Earth,

(fpatkdra,—He states th* proposition for which the topio was began :
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^gtRftTPi Bhuyastvat, by reason of preponderance or predominance.

T'WTRt Gandha-vatvat, by reason of possession of smell. *l Cha, and.

Prithivi; earth. iTOVT^ Gandha-jnane, in (the constitution of) that

by which smell is perceived, i. e., the olfactory sense. sr$ft: Prakritih,

matter, material cause, essence.

5. By reason of (its) predominance, and of possession of

Smell, Earth is the material cause of the olfactory sense.—325.

That by which smell is cognised, is ' gandha-jnanam,' thiit is, the

olfactory sense. Therein ' prithivi,' Earth, alone is ' prakritih,' the

material cause. It may be asked, why is it so '? Accordingly he says
' gandha-vatvat for it has been said already that that which possesses

smell cannot be originated by that which isivoid of smell. The posses-

sion of smell (by the olfactory sense) or its odorousnoss is proved from
the rule or well-known uniformity of nature that the external senses

themselves possess attributes similar in kind to those which are appre-
hensible by them. If it be urged, how then can there be such unifor-

mity that the characteristic of being the revealer of smell does not
belong to the other members of the body but only to the olfactory sense-

organ, even when terrene-ness belongs to all of them without distinction i

So lie says ' bhuyastvat.' It is the being constituted or originated hy
terrene particles uninfluenced by other substances, which is called
' bliCiyastvam,' ' predominance.' This, ' bhuyastvam,' is a technical

term, and has been so used in the kindred system (i. e., the Nydya-
Sutram) also.— 5.

Similarly the Senses of Taste, Colottr and Touch are respectively

constituted by the Elements of Water, Fire and Air.

Upauhira.—He extends (he argument to the other senses :

cTW#5TtaTgsj <^M*MS!j?ft$qidl II 5 I 3 I ^ II

?TOT Tatha, in like manner. *nq: Apah, waters, fo: Tejah, fire *r?:

V&yuh, air. Cha, and. tSTCTOTOffq^hT^ Rasa-rupa-sparsa-aviSesiU be-

cause of the non-difference of taste, colour and touch.

6. In like manner, Water, Fire and Air (are the material
causes of the sense-organs of Taste, Colour and Touch), inasmuch
as there is no difference in the Taste, Colour and Touch (which they
respectively possess, from what they respectively apprehend).—326.

' The material causes of the organs of the tongue, the eye, and the
akin'—this is the complement of the aphorism. Water, etc., are then
respectively the material causes of the tongue, etc-, inasmuch as the
latter respectively apprehend the objects with which they are uniformly
related. Here too it is ' bhuyastvam,' ' predominance,' which governs
the uniformity (that the characteristics of being the revealer of taste,
etc., belong respectively to the. tongue, ^fcc) ft has been declared that
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it is the rule or uniformity that the tongue, etc., possess particular

attributes of the same kind as are apprehensible by them, that is the

proof of the possession of taste, etc., by the tongue, etc. Likewise the
organ of hearing is only a portion or division of Ether confined within
the hollow of the ear and favourably influenced by particular adfiftam
or destiny.—6.

Here ends the second chpater of the eighth book in the Commentary
of $ankara upon the VaiSesika Aphorisms.
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BOOK NINTH—CHAPTER FIRST.

Perception, e. g., of antecedent non-existence is produced by other means

than conjunction or combination.

Upatkdra.—After the determination . of popular or ordinary perception producorf
from oontaot or contiguity in the form of either conjunction or combination, the author
begins the ninth book of whioh the objeot is to demonstrate ordinary or popular and super-
ordinary or hyper-popular perception produeod from proximity or presentation due to other
oauses

:

^m^nn^'iPTrairi; Kriya-guiia-vyapadesa-abhavat, in consequence of

the non-existence of application or predication of action and attribute,

irpp prak, prior, antecedently. *TH?j A-sat, non-existent.

1. In consequence of the non-application of Action and
Attribute (to it), (an effect is) non-existent prior (to its produtcion V

—227.

'An effect,'—such is the complement of the aphorism. 'Prak '
i. e

prior to the production of the effect, 'an effect,' e. </., a water-pot,' cloth!
etc., 'a-sat,' (»'. e., non-existent), that is to say, the counter-opposite or
contradictory of the contemporaneous non-existence of its own pro-
ducer. Here the reason is the impossibility of the application of action
and attribute. If the effect, e. y., a water-pot, etc., were really existent
during that time also, then it would be affirmed to possess action and
attribute. As in the case of a water-pot already produced reference
can be made to it in such forms as "The water-pot is at rest " "The
water-pot is in motion," "The water-pot is seen to possess colour "

etc.
there can be no reference made to it in like manner also prior to its
production. It is therefore inferred that the water-pot is during that
time, non-existent, And this, antecedent non-existence; in such cases
as while straws are in the course of weaving or threads in the course
of joining, or when clay is placed on the potter's wheel, while the
activity of the potter, etc., is yet going on, is the universally experien-
ced perceptual cognition that there will be in that place a mat or a
piece of cloth, or a water-pot, inasmuch as such cognition takes place
as soon as the eyes are opened. Here proximity or presentation con-
stituted either by conjunction or by combination can not be the cause
of the cognition. Hence proximity or presentation in which the thing-
in itself or the qualification or distinction of that which is connected
with the sense, (indriya samboddha visesanata) is here the necessary
condition of perception. It cannot be said that in this explanation
there is mutual dependence (of cause and effect) in as much as the
distinction of antecedent non-existence being existent, there is percep-
tion of it and the perception being existent, there exists the distinction
for the characteristic of being the distinction is here really the proper
or essential form of both the cause and the effect and it is capable of
producing perception in whioh both are mutually involved and that is-

really existent even prior to the perception so it has been declined in.
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the Ny&ya- Vdrtika, "In the case of combination as well as if Non-exis-

tence, the relation of vi4"9na that which serves to specify and viiesya

that which is specified, (is the proximity between the sense and the

object)"

This same antecedent non-existence is productive of its counter-
opposite (that is, the object not yet existent). For when a water-pot
is produced, it is not produced just at that very moment. Even though
the other (partial) causes existed at the time, the iinperfectness of the
cause, being pursued, should pursue only the iinperfectness consisting
oE the antecedent non-existence of the water-pot itself. If it be
objected that the (antecedently non-existent) water-pot itself would
then be an impediment to its own production; our reply is that since,

by its non-existence at the time, it constitutes the absence of impedi-
ment, its causality should not be thrown away. Nor can it be objected
that the water-pot itself constituting the non-existence of its antecedent
nou-existeace, it would follow that its antecedent non-existence will

again appear when the water-pot is destroyed; for, the destruction of

the water-pot also is repugnant to its antecedent non-existence, so
that there can be no appearance of a contradictory also during the
existence of another contradictory. For the contradiction between
them is not merely spati il, so that they might be simultaneous like (the
geaera of) bovine-ness and h n'se-ness. The contradiction is temporal
also, and therefore how can they be existent at one and the same
time?—1.

Note,.—In this and the few following aphorisms, the author deals with the topic of
iion-e.xittence. Now, non-existonoe is primarily divided into two kinds, samsarga-abhdva
and anyonya-abhdva. Anyonya-abh'iva or reoiprooal non-existonoe is characterised as non-
existence of whioh ithe counter-opposite (»'. e., the objeot non-existont) is determined by
tho relation of identity ; in other words, it is equivalent to absonoe of identity, that is,

difference. Samsarga-abMva or relational .non-existence is non-existonoe other than
reoiprooal non-existence, and it is sub-divided as antecedent, consequent, and absolute
Jion-oxistenoes.

Bhdsya.—Non-Existence is not the seventh predicable inasmuch as
absolute non-existence, e. <j-, a castle in the air, is not a predicable at
all, while non-existence of the existent, in the forms of non-productioli,
destruction, and absence of identity, cannot exceed the number of
the six-predicables.

Consequent nou'existence also is proved by perception and inference.

UpatMra.—'&e states that another (form ofj non-existenoo is established by the foroe
• f oognition.

^ Sat, existent. A-sat, non-existent.

2. The existent (becomes) non-existent.—328.

As the non-existence of the effect, prior to the operation of the
cause, is proved by perception and infereuce, so is it proved by percep-
tion and inference, after the operation of a club, etc., which destroys
it, that a really existent effect, e. g., a water-pot, etc., is now non-
existent. And this same non-existence is commonly described a»
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annihilation or destruction (or consequent or emergent non-existence.)

For there arise such cognitions as that the water-pot is now destroyed,
annihilated, that the letter ga which was heard before, no longer exists,

etc. This is the import.—2.

The existent is a different thing from the non-existent, so that

after annihilation there can be no continuation of existence.

Upa.skdra.--lt may be objeoted : It is the same water-pot that undev a partioular

oondition gives rise to the idea, or conventional use, of annihilation ; and not that the

annihilation of the water-pot is different from the water-pot

:

(fenpip^^^RT3[^^ II 8. I \\ \ II

WW- A-satah, from the non-existent. faPTT^wrfwWTSTtX. Kraiya-guna-

vyapadesa»abhavat, in consequence of the non-existence of reference-

by, or predication of, action and attribute. Artha-antaram r

a different object.

3. (The existent is) a different object (from the non-existent),

inasmuch as Action and Attribute cannot be predicated of the non-
existent.—329.

Accordingly he says :

" The existent "—such is the complement of the aphorism. The-

existent is a different object from the non-existent. If it be asked,
How ? So he says, 'kriya-guna-vyapadela-abhavat.' For there can

be no suoh predication, during the period of annihilation also, a*
" The water-pot remains," " The water-pot exists at this moment,"
" The water-pot possesses colour," " Bring the water-pot," etc In

consequence of this difference, therefore, the existent ia a different

thing from the non-existent.—3.

* Bhdsya.—Whatrver is non-existent prior to its apperance as an
effect, is non-existent only by the nature of an effect, but is really
existent at the time by the nature of a cause, and that, therefore, it is

essentially different from absolute non-existences.

Reciprocal non-existence or absence of identity, explained.

Vpaskdra.—Anteoedent and consequent non-existenoes being proved, the p resent
aphorism is laid down with the purpose of j roving mutual or reciprocal non-existenoe :

^ Sat, the existent. <9 Cha, and, also. A-sat, non-existent.

4. The existent also is non-existent.—330.

Where a really existent water-pot etc., are spoken of as being non-
existent, there non-existence of identity is perceived. For there arise
such cognitions " The horse is non-existent by the nature of the cow,"
« The cow ia non-existent by the nature of the horse," " Apiece of cloth
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is non-existent by the natnre of a water-pot," "A piece of cloth is a not-
water-pot," "A cow is a not-horse," " A horse is a not-cow," etc Now,
" A cow possesses reciprocal non-existence with a horse," " A water-
pot possesses reciprocal' non-existence with a piece of cloth,"—it is this

reciprocal non-existence, otherwise called absence of identity, that
appears in the above cognitions. Here identity is that which de-
termines the counter-oppositeness or contrariety (of absence of
identity). And this (reciprocal) non-existence has the same substratum
or denotation or extension as its counter-opposite (». e., identity); for
there is such cognition as that the water-pot is not the ground (on
which it lies). It is also eternal, for it is impossible that there should
be at ai.y time identity between a water-pot and a piece of cloth.—4.

In addition to antecedent, consequent, and reciprocal, non-existence,

there is absolute non-existence.

Upaskdra.—HSoyr he describes the fourth (kind of) non-existenoa called absolute
nonexistence.

'RR^^^T II & I t I V. II

qcr, Yat, that, which. ^ Cha, and. SI*q^ Anyat, different.

A-sat, non-existent, srff: Atah, from these, i. e., antecedent, consequent,

and reciprocal, non-exiatents. fl^Tat, that. A-sat, non-existent.

5. And that which is a different non-existent from these, is

(absolutely) non-existent.—331.

' Atah,' from the three forementioned non-existences, 'yat anyat
a-sat tat a-sat,' (that which is a different non-existent is non-existent)
i. c, that is absolute non-existence. The word 'a-sat' (non-existent) is

in both the places used in a substantive sense. Of these, one 'a-sat,'

is the subject and the other ' a-sat' is the predicate in apposition with
the subject. The meaning of the aphorism, therefore, comes to be this
that non-existence which is different from the three fore-mentioned non-
existences, iB absolute non-existence. Amongst these, antecedent non-
existence is limited in the future or at the end, consequent non-
existence is limited in the past or at the beginning, and reciprocal
non-existence has the Bame substratum or extension as its counter-
opposite ; but absolute non-existence differs from all the three. Hence
it is the fourth (kind of) non-existence.—5.

Vivfiti.—There are three things repugnant to absolute non-existence,
viz., the counter-opposite or the object non-existent, its ^antecedent non-
existence, and its consequent non-existence. The ancients teach that the
cognitions that dark colour does,not exist (after baking) in a red water-
pot, and that red colour does not exist (before baking) in a dark water-pot,,
are conversant about consequent and antecedent non-existences, but not
absolute non-existence. The moderns, on the other hand, maintain that
consequent and antecedent non-existences are not repugnant to absolute
non-existence and hence that there certainly is absolute non-existence
also by reference to annihilation, production, etc. They hold that when
a water-pot, etc., previously removed, are brought back to a place,
there is no tognition of the absolute non-existeno« of the water-pot, so
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long as the water-pot exists, inasmuch as the time during which the
water-pot is existent does not constitute connection with non-existence.
Some, again, teach that when there has formerly stood in any place a
water-pot, and this has been removed and brought back again, there
arises in this case cognition of a fourth kind of non-existence under
the aspect of connection (Samsarga-abhdva), called temporary non-
existence, and not of absolute non-existence.

Causes of the perception consequent non-existence.

Upaskdra.—He nowibegins another seotion and therein states the oauses of the perception
of consequent uon-existenoo :

vrnrn^ ii i \\ $ ii

IRr^ A-sat, non-existent, fffr Iti, such. ajTTUWfrPTITOC Bhuta-pratyaksa-

abhavat, because of the non-existence of the perception of a past object.

*£fl?IZ?h Bhuta-smriteh, because of the recollection of a past object.

fa(1r«4HWTl<H Virodhi-pratyaksa-vat, similar to the perception of the

contradictory or opposite.

6. "(It is^ non-existent "— such (perceptual cognition) is similar

to the perception of the counter-opposite (of non-existence), because

(in both cases) there is non-existence of the perception of that which

is past and gone, and there is recollection of the past.--332.

' A-sat iti '
; By the word, ' iti,' he indicates cognition in the form

of perception. Thereby (it is obtained that) there is such perceptual

cognition as " The water-pot is non-existent," " The water-pot has
been destroyed," " The water-pot is now in a state of annihilation."

An example of this cognition is given by ' virodhi-pratyaksa-vat '
; as

there is clear perception of the counter-opposite (of existence) e. g., a
water-pot, etc., so there is of its annihilation or consequent non-exis-

tence also. The reason of this stated as 'bhuta-pratyaksa-abhavat,' which
means, because there is non-existence of the perception of ' bhuta,' i. e.,

a water-pot, etc., which having been first prodcced have been subse-

quently destroyed. Hereby the non-apprehension of the (once) appre-

hensible is stated. There, again, the following argument is confirma-

tory (of the perceptual cognition) : If there were a water-pot here,

it would be seen, as the place is seen ; but it is not visible ; therefore

there is none. He mentions another auxiliary cause :
' bhuta-smriteh,'

which means, because there is recollection of the counter-opposite, e. </.,

a water-pot, etc, which is past and gone. Hereby recollection of the

counter-opposite is stated.—6.

Vivfiti.—The four kinds of non-existence being explained, the per-

ception of consequent non-existence is explained.

' A-sat, iti,' " The water-pot is uon -existent," The water-pot is

destroyed," " The water-pot is annihilated,"—such perception, 'virodhi-

pratyaksavat,' is similar to the perception of the water-pot which is the
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counter-opposite' (of -its non-existence), that is to say, is proved by
sense-experience and produced from the ordinary or popularly under-
stood contact (of sense and object). Between them there is, however,
this difference that the perception of the counter-opposite is produced
from the conjunction of the eye, etc-, (with their objects), while the per-
ception of consequent non-existence is produced from there being a
modification or qualification (e, g., non-existence of water-pot in

("place possessing non-existence of water-pot") conjoint with the eye,,

etc. He mentions another point of difference, viz., ' bhuta-pratyak^a-
nbhavat.' The meaning is that perception of consequent non-existence
is produced from a cause in tho form of the non-apprehension of the
apprehensible consequent on the non-existence of the perception of the
past, i. a., the counter-opposite, e. g., the water-pot, etc., and also from
the recollection of the past water-pot etc., in other words, from cogni-
ti"ii of the counter-opposite, which cognition is here identical with
recollection. Thus the perception of consequent non-existence is pro-
duced from the non-perception of its counter-opposite as well as from
the cognition of the counter-opposite, whereas the perception of the-
counter-opposite is not so produced. There is, therefore, difference
between them' in this respect also. This is the import. 'It should be
observed that recollection as such is not intended (in this aphorism,
though the word has been used), but mere cognition is intended. That
being so, the idea is this that as the water-pot, etc., are proved by
perception, so also are their consequent non-existences.

Causes of the perception of antecedent non-emietence.

Upa$kdrm.—Extending to antecedent non-existence the mode in whioh consequent
Hen-sxistenee is an objeot of peroeption, he says :

?T«TT Tatha, similarly. Wf\k A-bhave, in the case of (antecedent)

non-existence. Bhava-pratyaksa-tvat, in consequence of

the perceptibility of the existent, Cha, also.

7. Similarly (there is perceptual cognition) of (antecedent)

non-oxistence, in consequence also of the perceptibility of the

existent.—333.

Although this word, non-existeuce is a general term, still from the
context it signifies antecedent non-existence. Aa there is perceptual
cognition in the case of consequent non-existence, so also in the case of
antecedent non-existetiee. Q.—How? A—' Bhava-pratyksatvat' : 'praty-

aksatvat,' in consequence of the characteristic of being made an object

of cognitiou by perception, ' bhavasya,' of straws, etc, while these are-

in the course of weaving (for a mat which is then antecedently non-exis-

tent).- Or, the meaning is this: 'pratyaksatvat,' in consequence of the 'fit-

ness' (for the senses) or apprehensibility, 'bhavasya,' of the substratum as
well as of the counter-opposite (*'. e., the mat after production) ; in-

asmuch as the apprehensibility of the substratum as well as the appre-
hensibility of the counter-opposite govern the apprehension of Sat^argd-
abhdva or relational non-existenoe. The Word < cha,' *Uo

f
brings
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forward the recollection of the counter-opposite and the argument
already stated (in the preceding aphorism, as contributory causes of

the perception of antecedent uon-existen-ce.) (It is to be observed that),

although antecedent non-existence has no beginning, and although
consequent non-existence has no end, yet they are preceptible under
particular conditions only.—7.

Vivfiti.—It may be asked, inasmuch as antecedent non-existence
has no beginning, how is it that there is no perception of it long before
the production of the conjunction of the two halves of a water-pot,
etc., the fore-mentioned causes (of such perception) being possible at
that time also? Hence the author adds, 'bhava-pratyaksatvat.'
* Bhfiva ' means the final collocation of causes, according to its deriva-
tion from the root bhU, 'to be' by the affix ghaK, in the ablative sense
that it springs from this. ' Bhavapratyaksatvat ' means the state or
condition of that whereof perception takes place by means of 4 bhava.'
The resultant meaning of the term, therefore, is, because it must be mani-
fested by the final collocation of causes. Thus, the import is, in the
instance in question, there can be no perception of antecedent non-exis-
tence in consequence of the non-existence of the final collocation of
cause.

Games af the perception of reciprocal non-azistence.

Upaskdra.—'tLo ahowa that reaiprooal non-existenoe is an object of perception :

ifoi Etena, hereby. A-ghatab, not-water-pot. A-gauh,
not-cow- A-dharinab, not-dharma. *9 Cha, and, also. «ns<<Itf:

Vyakhyatah, explained.

8. Hereby also are explained ' not-water-pot,' • not-cow,'

not-d/iarma.'334.

' Etena'—by this term he extends (the causality of) the recollection

of the counter-opposite, apprehension of the substratum, and the argu-

ment stated before. Non-apprehension of the apprehensible is the same
in all cases. The word, 'cha,' also, has the object of bringing forward
what has been stated before. ' A-dharmab' : By saying that the
reciprocal non-existence of dharma, merit, though it is supersensible,

is an object of perception in its substratum, e. g., pleasure, knowledge,

etc., he suggests that in the apprehension of reciprocal non-existence,

apprehensibility of the counter-opposite is not the governing condition,

but that only the apprehensibility of the substratum is tho governing
condition. How otherwise could the reciprocal non-existenoe of a
fiend, in the form that the pillar is not a fiend, be apprehended in the

pillar ? For, the non-apprehension of a fiend as being coincident or

identical with the pillar is the cause of the apprehension of the re-

ciprocal non-existence of a fiend (in the pillar), and, it is again
impossible, were the pillar identical with » fiend, that there should be
such non-apprehension (of a fiend in the pillar), since such non-
apprehensiou is contradictory to, or contravened by, the existence of
the entity («• g., a fiend) which is the counter-opposite (of its non*
existence.)
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Olfaction.—Identity with a fiend is not in this instance the counter-

opposite. Is it then a fiend ? Bat it may be that though it is present

in the pillar, yet, like its gravity, it is not apprehended. Hence its

non-apprehension would not be contradictory to the existence of the

entity which is the counter-opposite, (viz., a fiend.)

Answer.—It is not so, for, like the non-apprehension of the counter-
opposite, the non-apprehension of that which determines the charac-

teristic of being the counter-opposite, also causes the apprehension of

non-existence.

Objection.—The apprehension of reciprocal non-existence is depend-

ent upon the apprehension of counter-opposite-ness, and counter-oppo-

siteness is of the nature of the absence of reciprocal non-existence;

and hence it follows that the apprehension of reciprocal non-existence

is really dependent upon the apprehension of reciprocal non-existence.

Answer.—This is not the case; for, as has been already stated, it is

a property which is cognised as being not present in any given subs-
tratum, that determines the characteristic of being the counter-opposite,

but the apprehension of that property also as that which determines
counter-opposite-ness, is not the governing condition (of the apprehen-
sion of reciprocal non-existence )—8.

Vivfiti—The causes of the apprehension of reciprocal non-exis-
tence are determination (or possession of attribution, or intrinsic form)
in relation to the senses,

—

indriya'satnbaddha-viSesanatd
t
—non-appre-

hension of the counter-opposite, and cognition of the counter-opposite-

The difference, however, is this that the perceptibility of the counter-
opposite is the condition of apprehension of Samaarga-abh&va or rela-

tional non-existence, whereas it is the perceptibility of the substratum
that is the condition of apprehension of reciprocal non-existence. Thus,
in spite of the super-sensibility of dkarma or merit, there is no impedi-
ment to the perception of its reciprocal non-existenoe in the sensible
substratum thereof, e. g-, pleasure and the like. Whereas some have
taught that perceptibility of both the counter-opposite and the sub-
stratum is the condition of apprehension of relational non-existence,
this is inaccurate

;
for, were this the case, since the perception of non-

existence of fragrance in a stcie, of non-existence of bitterness in

treacle, of non-existence of colour in air, and of non-existence of touch
as well as soand in ether would be impossible, their respective substrata
would not be perceptible to the several senses cognisant thereof res-

pectively. It is from this consideration that Paksadhara Miira has
maintained that the perception of the destruction (or cessation) of the
touoh of air is produced by the determination or qualification thereof
by time conjoint with the skin.

Perception of absolute non-existence, how produced.

Upatk&ra—Now in this aphorism he says that absolute non-existenoe is an objMt of
perception:

WJJT U & I $ 1 & U
VPgff A-bhutem, not produced. * Na, no*. Aati, exists, fft lii^.

this. VIlfcHH An-artha-antaram, not different objects.
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9. That which has not been produced, does not exist;—this is

an identical proposition.

—

335.

That which was produced, at present does not exist—such cogni-

tion rests upon annihilation, and is not conversant about, or does not

bring out, the having been produced; whereas perceptual cognition

which embraces simply this that it does not exist, reposes upon absolute;

non-existence. 'A-bhutam,' (that which has not been produced),

denotes non-cognizance of production and destruction. The being
'an-artha-antaram,' not different objects, also has the same purport

only. For example, E*rth-ness does not exist in Water, and Water-
ness does not exist in Earth. For, were there Earth-ness in watery
wholes, it would be perceived, but it is not perceived, therefore it does-

not exist;—a reference to such argument is to be observed in this case

also. We must, in like manner, hold that there is absolute non-exis-

tence of a thing where such a thing will never be, nor even has been,

produced. The cognition, on the other hand, in the form that it does not

exist, of the non-existence in their substratum, of that which has been r

and that which will be, depends upon consequent non-existence aud ante-

cedent.non-existence. Hence it is that this (absolute non-existence) is de-
signated as absolute or illimitable and as of trinal time or eternal.—9.

Vivfiti.—'Na asti iti,' perception in the form that something does
not exist, which is 'abhutain,' not conversant about the past, 'an-artha-
antaram/ that is, has for its object nothing but absolute non-existence,

such as consequent non-existence etc. * * * *. The word 'bhuta' or
past includes the future also.

The perception, "'The water-pot doeu not (how) c.eist in the room," explained*

UpaMra.—It may be objeotod: Tho non-existence of the water-pot in the room,
is not absolute non-existenoe, because of tho existence of the water-pot there at gome
time or other. Nor is it either antecedent non-existenoe or consequent non-existenoe,
for they appear only in combinative oauses. Nor is it absolute non-existenoe undergoing
production and destruction, for tho expression 'absolute non-oxistenoe undergoing pro-
doution and destruction' involves a oontradiotion in terms. Nor is it a fourth kind
of samtargn-abhiva or non-existenoe of association, sine* in|that oase the threo-fold division
of the non-existence of association would be disproved.

To meet this objection, he says :

T Na
;
not. mf&f Asti, exists. HZ: Ghatah, water-pot. iir\ Gehe, in

the room, ffr Iti, such. *r<T: Satah, existent. Ghatasya, of water-

pot. Tfcre*tafctq*f: Geha-samsarga-pratisedhab, negation of association

with the room.

10. The water-pot does not exist in the room—such is (the

form of) the negation of association of the existent water-pot with
the room.—336. .

(' Geha-samsargtf-pratisecfhaT? ''means) 'the negation- or privation of
the. aifociation or conjunction of the water-pot with the room. : And it

would be simply absolute non-existence, if the water-pot do. not exist
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at any time whatever ; antecedent non-existence, in the case of the
water-pot which will exist ; and consequent non-existence, in the case of

the water-pot which had its existence in the past.

Objection.—That being so, the cognition should have been in this

form that connection of the water-pot does not exist in the room.

Answer.—What is meant by ' the cognition should have been ' ? If

it means ' the cognition of which the actual object or content is the
connection of the water-pot, should have been,' and so conveys the
sense of inclusion, then what is desired is obtained. If, on the other
hand, it means '(the cognition) which refers to or suggests that (i. e.,

connection of the warer-pot),' then (we reply that), it is the reference

to the substratum, viz., in the room, which leads to, and results in, the
reference to the connection, inasmuch as it is the being the substratum
that appears in the form of connection of the property (or conjunction
of the contained.)

Objection—Does then the water-pot really exist there '?

Answer.—What do you mean by ' really exist '? Is it combined or
conjunct ? It cannot be the first since there is in the room non-exis-
tence, of tho water-pot as combined with it (that is, since the room is

not the material cause of the water-pot). Nor the latter, since there is

denial of conjunction.

Objection.—It would then follow that the water -pot, etc., are always
present, inasmuch as there is everywhere denial only of the one or the
other of their conjunction and combination.

Answer.—This would not follow, since the denial itself of both of

them is idontial with the denial of the water-pot. Are then the water-
pot and its conjunction one and the same thing, whereby denial of con-
junction of the water-pot would be the denial of the water-pot ? Are
then the water-pot and its combination one and the same thing, where-
by the admission itself of its combination would be the admission of the
water-pot ? For, there is not presence of the water-pot there where
both of them (conjunction and combination) are denied, whereby the
water-pot might be in constant agreement. Thus it is the denial or
negations of the admission or affirmation of something, that constitutes
the denial or negation of that thing. .

) ^;

Or, it may be that there is really absolute non-existence of the
water-pot in the room in the relation of being in combination, and that
it is this (absolute non-existence) that is the object of the cognition that
the water-pot does not exist in the room ; as for example, (there is

absolute non-existence of the water-pot) in the potsherd in the relation
of being in conjunction.

Objection.—Such being the case, the water-pot would be non-exis-

tent, being the counter-opposite of the constantly present absolute
non-existence.

Answer.—It would be so, were it everywhere non-existent under the

joint characteristics of being in conjunction and being in combi-
nation.— 10.
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Perception of the Soul, how produced, in the yogins who are (called)

united.

Upasldra.—Having thus aaoertained popular perception having for its ob jeot existence
and non-existenoe, he begins a new section in order to ascertain the perception of the
yogini :

Mft**fi/\ Atmani, in the soul. *nW?WOT Atma-manaaoh, of soul and

mind. tfftnft^Wqt Samyoga-visesat, from a particular conjunction.

HlWiWfPH Atma-pratyaksam, perception of the soul.

11. Perceptual cognition of the Soul (results) from a particu-

lar conjunction of the Soul and the Mind in the Soul.—337.

" Knowledge is produced "—such is the complement (of the aphor-
ism.) Now,, the yogina or ascetics are divided into two classes ; those

whose internal organs have been steadied in samddhi or deep medita-
tion, and they are called united ; and those whose internal organs are

no longer steadied in sam&dhi, and they are called disunited. Therein
those who are united, having with eagorness fixed their mind on the
object to be presented to it, are engaged in constant meditation ; and
in them cognition of the^soul, of their own souls as well as of the souls

of others, is produced. ' Atma-pratyaksariV means in the manner of the
cognition in which the soul is the percept or object of immediate
presentation or intuition. Although in ourselves and others also,

cognition of the soul sometimes exists or appears, yet, as it is obscured
by avidyd or nescience, it has been declarod to be virtually non-existent.
' Atma-manasoh saniyoga-visesiit ' means from particular contiguity
between the soul and the mind, i.amely, a favourable influenceby virtue
born of yoga or holy communion.— 11.

Vivfiti--—Having examined perception produced through ordinary
or physical presentation or contiguity, he now explains perception

produced through super-ordinary or hyper-physical presentation or

contiguity.

' Atma-manasoh samyoga-visesat,' from the conjunction of the soul

and mind, accompanied by the powor or virtue born of yoga, or holy
communion ;

' Atmani,' there being effort or volition towards the origi-

nation of understanding, (dtmdjneaniug volition) on the authority of

the lexicography :
" Soul or Atmd, Volition, Patience or Contience,

Understanding (are synonymous),"—that is to say, when there arises

the thought produced by volition towards the origination of under-
standing ;

'Atma-pratyaksam,' perception of one's own soul as well as
of the souls of others ;

" takes place/' this is the complement of the
aphorism.

Now, super-ordinary or hypher-physical presentation or contiguity
is three-fold, according to its division as Sdmdnya-Iakqand, having the
form of the genus, jMna-lakaand, having the form of* cognition, and
yogaja-dharma, virtue or power born of holy communion. Therein
yogaja-dharma is a particular merit or virtue produced by the practice
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of yoga or holy- communion, and to the existence of whioh the Vedas,
Puranas, etc., testify. It is again two-fold according to the two-fold*
iiess of the yogina as those who are united or have attained to holy
oommunion and those who are in the process of being united or are in the
course of attaining to holy oommunion. Among them those are called,

the united, who have subdued their mind or inner sense by the practice
of yoga and have achieved the siddhia or ' powers,' perfection or attain-
meats by means of Samddhi or meditation. It is they that are also
called the specially united, on account of their possessing conspicuous
or advanced yoga. Those who are in the proceas of being united are they
whose minds are turned away from objects of the senses and who are
immediate beholders of all objects through the accompaniment of con-
templation. The present aphorism has been laid down with reference to
such yogins only.

Not*.—It would Mem that the word viyukta has been differently used by Sankara Hiiro-

and Jayandrdyana ; by the former in the sense of the disunited, and by the latter as denoting
those who are specially united through the possession of highly advanoed yoga Vide IX. i. IS
infra, Upaxktra. Sankara JSiiira obviously does not reoogcise the distinction, made by
Jayatulrttyaua, of the united and those in the procett of being united. Aooording to him, yogiut
are of rwo olasses, namely, the united and the ultra-united or dit-united.

Omniscience of the united yogins, how possible.

(Jpaikdia.—Do then the united hare oognitiou in respeot of the -soul only? How there-
fore can they possess omnisoienoe ? In replyito these possible queries, he says :

<T«1T pm: 5131^ II U U ^ II

Tatha, similarly, ipqreftg Dravya-antaresu, in the case of other

substances. SRKTO Pratyaksam, perceptual.

12. Perceptual (cognition is) similarly (produced) in the case
of the other substances.—338.

" Cognition is produced "—this is implied by the context. 'Tatha *

means by the mind, only as favourably influenced by, or accompained
with, the virtue or power, born of yoga or holy communion. * Dravya-
antaresu ' means in respect of the four kinds of ultimate atoms, the
mind, air, space, time and ether. By the term, substance, are included
attribute, action and genus inhering in substance ; the predicable,
species, combination ; also gravity, elasticity, etc., appertaining to
things which are not objects of perception ; and also volition, the source
of vitality (or spontaneity), non-discriminative thought, dharma,
adharma, etc., residing in the soul. For the favourable influence of the
virtue or power born of yoga is equivalent to a perceptive apparatns

;

otherwise omniscience would not be affirmed (of those who are
united^")—'12.

Omniscience belong also to those yogins who are {called) dis-united.

Upaek&ra.—Having desoribed the peroeptual oognition of the untied, he now deioribsw
that of the ditunittd.
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srerTfftWTTf^TOin 1 A-samahita-antahkaranah, whose internaL organs

are not attached to meditation. V<Kf(WWIWl: Upsaahrita-samadhayah,

who liave given up meditation, ijfat Tefam, their. "9 Cha, also.

13. They whose internal sense-organs are not attached to

meditation, are those by whom meditation has been given up. They
too (have perception of hidden and distant objects.)—339.

' Upasarahrita-samadhayah ' is simply an explication of asamahita-
antahkaranah.' Or, to the question, why they are called ' asmahita-
antahkaranah ' ? the reply is given by ' upasamhrita-samadnayah,'
meaning, because they are those by whom. ' Samadhi ' of which
the essence is constant meditation, ' upasamhrita,* has been thrown
away. For they, being able to transced the senses through the

influence of Samddhi, absorption or intentness of mind on one
acquiring Sarira-Siddhi, powers over, or perfection of, the physical
objoot only, and, organism, e. </., the power of attenuation, etc-, and
Indriya-Siddhi, powers over, perfection of, the senses, e. <j., the power
of hearing at a distance, i. clair-audience, etc., and then feeling

the insufficiency of Samddhi itself, realise the need of other parctices

as referred to in following and other texts of the Veda : AT^^R^
<H*I There is need for it so long as I am

not freed and fulfilled. They learn that every form of bhoga or

experience whether agreeable or disagreeable, must be undergone,
and that they will undoubtedly reach firm ground from which there is

no fall, only after experiencing Karma-diaya, vehicles of karma, i a.,

physical organisms, previously merited or acquired, in different

countries, divisions of the land, peninsulas, etc., by different births as

horses, elephant, birds, serpents, etc., as well as by existence as celes-

tials, sages, or men- They, therefore, make the whole universe of

things, hidden and distant, the objects of their perception, the powers
of their senses having been enlarged or heightened by the force
of the virtuo or power bom of Yoga.— 13.

Vivyiti.—After describing the perception of the yoyin who is in
course of union, he describes that of the yogin who has attained union.

'Asamahita-antahkaranah,' those whose internal sense is destituto
of iSamddhi or meditation

;
'upasamhrita-sauiadhayah,' those by whom

samddhi or deep meditation has been consummated, that is, Carried to

fruition, in whom are produced the various siddhin, perfections or
attainments which are the fruit of samddhi or deep meditation;—such
united yogins attain perception of souls and other substances. Such is

the sense to be gathered from the aphorism. In fine, in the perception
of the yogin who is in course of union, there is need for dhydna, thought
or contemplation, while in the perception of the yogin who is united,
there is no need of samddhi or meditation involving thought or con-
templation.

Ngte.—Aooording to the vivfHi, 'the word 'asamahita-aptahkarafah' would «eem not to
have ayntaetioal connection in the approhism. The ol»»si&oatiou ' of yogin*, made by
Jayan'ariy&ya, is, therefore, so far unsatisfactory.
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The Yogin's perception of Substance, Attribute and Action,

popularly explained.

UpatMra.—It may be objooted: In them (i* «., substances, etc) oognition (of the Yogi ns>

is not mental, inasmuch as the mind is not self-dependent outside its sphere. Nor is it a
produot of tha external senses; for, they apprehend objeots present . as. being oonneoted with
them, depend upon 'the development of oolour, etb.,°as the oase may be, to the degree of

peroeptibility, and particularly depead also upon light, eto.

In anticipation of this objection, he proves 'proximity' (•*. «., the medium of oognition) in

the oase of oertain predioables, and says:

WHjHWlFr, Tat-saraavay&t, from combination with that, i.e., subs-

tance, karmma-gunesu, in respect of actions and attributes.

14. (Perception) of Actions and Attributes (arises) from (their)

combination with Substance.—340.

"Perceptual cognition is produced"—this is the complement (of
the aphorism.) If the elemental senses are dependent upon some pre-
sentation or contiguity (of objects to them for the apprehension of
those objects by them), then from the combination in that which is in
.conjunction with the mind of the perceiver, cognition of the genera
of attributes combined or inhering in the ultimate atoms, ether, space-
and time, is produced and in the case of other substances, since-

there is conjunction with them of various sterile (seed-less ?) minds,
favourably directed towards, or taken over for, the experience of mortal
coils, cognition is produced in respect of the attributes, etc, of those-
substances through their combination in those substances which are
thus conjoint with those minds. This is declared here, regard being had
to, or in view of easy demonstration. In fact, in the oase of the external
senses as well as of the mind, it is the virtue or power born of yoga that
constitutes the ' proximity ' or presentation to the senses, inasmuch
as all uncertainty or impossibility of proof is set at rest by it alone.
The drinking up of the ocean by Agastya (the sage), and the conver-
sion of the kingdom of Dandaka into a forest are examples in point.
—14.

Vivriti.—It may be urged that omniscience is not possible or proved
in the Yogin, for though there be perception of substances, there is no-
such cognition of attributes, etc. Accordingly he says :

The meaning is that from combination of ' that,' i. e., conjunotion--
of mind facilitated by the power or virtue born of Yoga or holy com-
munion, there is produced in the Yogin, whether united or in course of
union, perception of attributes and actions.

• * * The term 1 of actions and attributes ' is indicative, and
genus, etc., also are to be understood. In a like manner, should be-
understood perception produced from super-ordinary or hyper-physioal
presentation or contiguity in the form of Sdnianya-lakfana or general
implication, and jndna-lakfana or implication of cognition.
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The Yogins perceive the attribute* of their own souls in the popular way.

Upa»kdra.—l» it then, it may be Hiked, combination with that whioh ia conjoint n-jth

tora other substance, that constitutes the presentation or ' proximity ' to the mind, even in

the ease of one's own understanding, eto. ? He replies, No :

WWWW iq,

Atma-Samavayat, from combination in the soul. TOPjqjf

Aima-Gunesu, in respect of the attribute* of the sonl.

15. (Perceptual cognition) of the attributes of the Soul

(results) from (their) combination in the Soul.—341.

u Perceptual cognition of the yogins is produced"—this is the topic.

Perceptual cognition of understanding, etc., combined in the soul is on
the other hand, produced simply from combination in the conjoint,

(i. c , the soul which is conjoint with the mind), as it is with ourselves
and others. The meaning, therefore, is that in such cognition there is

no dependence upon any other form of contiguity or presentation. »

Now, ordinary or popular perception is cognition, which is never
changing, produced from the contact of the senses and objects. It

may be said to be produced by objects. Perception is connected with
the genus of presentation (that is, without some form of immediate
presentation, there can be no perception). And this is common to

ordinary or popular and to super-ordinary or hyper*popular cogni-
tions.— 15.

Here ends the first chapter in the ninth -book of the Commentary
of Sankara on the Vaisesika Aphorisms.

Bhdsya—In the view of Kandda, there are only three independent
and ultimate predicables, namely, Substance, Attribute, and Action,
for, while describing the process of yogic cognition of all realities, he
deals with these threo predicables only and is entirely silent with regard
to the other so-called predicables.
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BOOK NINTH—CHAPTER SECOND.

Marka of inference enumerated.

Upaikdra.—Thus in the preoeding ohaptor the perception of gogint and non-yogim

has been determined aooording to its oause, its nature, and its oharaoteristio. Of the two

kinds into whioh pramtya or proof has been divided, viz., peroeptual or sensuous and

inferential or produoed by marks, the author now oommenoes to determine that whioh is

produoed by means of marks :

ir#v *ftift)r ft^for w&fik %ft

mr*{\\ £. I 3 I t II

«<q Asya, of this. f{ Idam, it. qtjwj Karyyam, efEeot. JCTOi Karanam,

cause. tfftft Samyogi, conjunct. fatftfa Virodhi, contradictory, fpwrfa

Satuavayi, combined. * Cha, or. fft Iti, such. §fiFTO Laingikam, produced

by the mark o! inference, mediate.

1. " It is the effect or cause of, conjunct with, contradictory
to, or combined in, this,"—such is (cognition) produced by the
mark of inference.—342.

' Cognition'—this is the topic in hand. ' Laingikam ' means pro*
dueed from lingam or mark. Lingam is a property of the paksa, possess-
ing vydpti, pervasion or invariable concomitance with the major term.
Therein vydpti has been already declared. (Vide III. i. 14, gupra.) One
thing is palcsa in relation to another, when there is in the former non-
existence of proof or evidence repugnant to the desire for proving the
latter. Such evidence includes proof and disproof, or is demonstrative
as well as obstructive, for a pakaa or minor term is that which contains
non-existence of both of them. For, there existing either demonstrative
or obstructive evidence, no one feels doubt or desire of demonstration.
It is for this reason that the ancients defined the pakfa to be an object
wherein the existence of the addhya, that which has to be established
the major term, is doubtful, or an object wherein the existence of the
j&dhya, is desired to be demonstrated. According to Jlvandtha Miira
a pakaa is that in which there is non-existence determined by the being
Evidence preventive of the appearance of doubt terminable by the ascer-
tainment of the possession of producible addhya. Some others say that
that is &j>ak§a in which there is non-existence of demonstrative evidence
accompanied with absence of desire of proof. In this view, the nature
of the pakfa will exist even in the case of obstruction (». e.f even where
obstructive evidence, in other words evidence which disproves the
existence of the major term in the minor, exists.) This then may be
seen in the Anumdna-May&kha.

It then becomes apparent that the property or characteristic of
this pakfa is the linja or mark of inference. And the cognition, in the
form of a preseutative state of consciousness, whioh the mark, whether it
be a visible, an inferred, or a heard one, produces, it < laingikam' or
that whioh is produced from a mark. Accordingly it has been said.

WnVfl *lW*to ff«p*7v' •H'fPll
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That mark is the medium oE inference, which is connected with

that which is to be inferred, is known to exist in +hat which is accom-
panied with that which is to be inferred, and does not exist at all

where that does not exist.

If is, therefore, the mark which is the instrumeit of inferential

cognition, and not its pardmars'a, subsumption, inasmuch as subsumption,
being destitute of function, lacks causality whereas lit is the same (i. e. r

to cause inferenoe) that is th° function of the mark.

Objection.—How can there be illation or inferential cognition,,

where the smoke, etc, (i-.e., marks) are either past or future ?

Answer.—This is not a valid objection, as in this case the s&dhya
or that which is to be proved, is also inferred as past or future.

Objection.—How can there be illation where, in consequence of an
impediment in the case, it is not ascertained whether the smoke, etc.,

be past, future or present ?

Answer—There can be by no means, since in such an instance
there is uncertainty also as to the sddhya, that which is to be proved.

Objection.—How can an illation take place where there is certainty
as to the existence (of the mark) on a previous a'id a following day,
and uncertainty as to the intermediate day ?

Answer.—In such a case, the inferential cognition results from the
inference of fire, etc., limited to those days, by means of smoke, etc

,

limited to thoBe days, such having been ascertained to be the causality
of vydpti, pervasion or the universal concomitance of the major and
minor terms, (in the process of inference

)

Objection—.How does inferential cognition arise from a cloud of
dust mistaken for smoke ?

Answer.—It is because that which is understood to be pervaded
(i. e., the cloud of dust, supposed to bo smoke, and therefore pervaded
by fire), is the mark of inference, and because the inference is

correct or incorrect according to the correctness or incorrectness of
such understanding ; else how should your ow.i parAmarii or subsump-
tion be the instrument (of inferential cognition) in such a case V

Objection.—In the case of a supersensible mark, pardmaria, or sub-
sumption not being producible thereby, how can the m*rk have-
the function (of being the means of inference) ?

Answer.—Such funotion is effeoted by there being a practical or
saving argument demonstrative of existence ( ksaimika s&dhauata), for,

otherwise, the function of combination in the case of hearing, etc,,
would not bo poapible.

Inference results from a mark which is an effeot, as the inference*
of fire, etc, from smoke, light, oto. ; a/so from (a mark which is) a-
oauae, as the iuferenee of *ouud by a deaf man from'a particular con-
junction of the drum and the drumstick, or the inference of dharma or
merit, heaven, etc., By A pious man' from, due performance of
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sacrifice, ablation, etc., or the inference of rain from the due perfor-

mance of kdrlri or Sacrifice for rain, or the inference of the efflux of

water from a channel which men are digging out from a river, etc., full

of water, or the inference of the rising of a stream from the observation
of rain overhead. This is, then, a single connection, characterised »3

the relation of effect and cause, which has been stated in two ways.
Inference from a conjunct object is such as the inference of the sense-

organ of the skin from the observation of the physical organism which
is in conjunction with it Inference from a contradictory pv repugnant
object is such as the infereiceof an ichneumon concealed by bushes,

•etc , from the observation of an excited snake which is its natural
an tii j > list. Iufereico from a combined object is such as the inference

of fire connected with water by means of the warmth of the water.—1.

Vivfiti—* * * * Cognition by means of marks is of three kinds,
according ns it contains a cause, or an effect or a co-existent thing as the
mark, and is called j>tlrva-vat, iesa-vat, or sdmdnyato-dristam. Purva-vat
means that which contains as the mark the antecedent, that is, thp cause.

S sa-vat means that which contains as the mark the consequent, that is, the
effect- Sdmdnyato-dristam means that which contains as the mark some-
thing other than a cause or an effect. The author explains these forms
of inference, which have been also explained in the aphorisms of Gau-
tama (i-e , the Nydya-Sdtram) ' Asya idam karyyam' ;'Asya,' of this, i.

of the sddhya or that which is to bo proved, ' idam,' this the sddhana or

that which will prove the sddhya, is 'karyyam,' i e., the effect—where such
usage arises, there it is the caso of inference by means of an effect as

the inferential mark, <> <j., the inference of fire and the like, by the
mark of the smoke and the like ' Asya idam karanam '

: that is infer-

ence of which the mark is a cause ia as, e. g. t
the inference of a shower

by means of a particular ascent of clouds Sdmdnyato-dristam or that

which appears in the form of that of which the inferential mark is

something other than a cause or an effect, is manifold
;
as, for example,

the inference of the iron ring as being in conjunction with the mortar
and the like, by means of the mark of a particular pestle which is

conjoint with the iron ring (at its end) ; so also is the inference of an
ichneumon co.icealed behind bushes a id the like, by the sight of a
particular excited snake which is the enemy of the ichneumon ; and
also the inference of fire and the like (as existing) in a frying pan and
the like, by means of the hot touch combining in fire, in the form of the
counter-opposite of combination favourable to fire.

Inference and the Law of Cause and Effect, how related.

Upiskdra.—It may be objeoted that this enumeration (of marks) is inadequate, since it

does not include the inferenee of the heaving of the ooean from the rising of the moon, of the
rise of Canopus (• bright star in tho southern ooiistellatioti Argo navis) from the tranquility
or olearness of the waters of the rising of tho moon from the expansion of the Nympha», of
tho setti-fg of the fourteen lunar mansions or naktatras from the rising of the other fourteen,
of colour from taste, or of a particular taste from a particular colour.

«W Asya, its, to it. & Idam, it. <*|t4*lUltWW KAryya-karana-gam-

fcandhab, (The suggestion ox introduction of the relation of effect and
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cause.) * Oha, and, whereas. Avayavat, from a member of the*

argument or syllogism. Bhavati, arises.

2.
1
It is its ' (—this cognition is sufficient to cause an illation

to be made) ; whereas (the introduction of) the relation of effect

and cause arises from a (particular) member (of the argument).

—343.

In anticipation of this objection, he says.

'It is its'—this ranch only becomes the instrument of illation.

' Asya,' ». e., of the means of illation, e. g., smoke, etc., 4 idam,' »'. e., (it

is) that which is to be established, e. g., fire, etc. ;
or, 4 asya,' ». e , of the-

peryader, e. g., fire, etc., 4 idam,' i. e., (it is) that which can be pervaded,

e. g., smoke, etc. It is, therefore, only the apprehension of the being;

that which can be pervaded, that governs (the process of illation), and
not also the relation of effect and cause, etc. Lest it might be objected

that the enumeration (of marks of inference) in the preceding aphorism
is consequently futile, he adds ' the relation of effect and cause.' Other
relation (». e., of the conjunct, the contradictory, and the combined),,

mentioned above, are also hereby implied. In the word 4 relation/

there is the tropical suggestion of that in which relation is the thing-

contained. 4 Relation ' accordingly means the introduction or talk of

relation. Whence does the introduction or talk or relation arise ? He
gives the reply by saying 'avayavat, i. c, from a part or member (of the

argument), that is to say, only from the uddharana or example or illus-

tration. The fifth case-ending or the ablative inflection (in 'avayavat')

bearsithe sense of the infinite- The meaning, therefore, is that, in this

Dariana or philosophy as well as in the Samkhya and other Darsanaa
the introduction of the relation of effect and cause, etc., has been made-

in conformity with, or regard being had to, the uddharana or illustra-

tion (q. v., further below).

Thus, then, vydpyatva, the being that which can be pervaded (as the-

mark, by that of which it is the mark) deuotes the possession of a
natural connection, the natural being that which is not accidental or

adventitions. This quality of being non-accidental is in the case-

of perceptive object, known simply from its being ascertained, in some
cases that they do not pervade (or are not invariably concomitant with),

that which is to be proved (or that which is denoted by the major term),

and from the certainty, in other cases that they pervade the instru-

ment of inference or inferential mark. Of supersensible objects esta-

blished by proof, some are pervasive of both (that which is to be proved,,

and the instrument of inference), or non -pervasive only of the instru-

ment of inference, or non-pervasive only of that which is to be proved.

Amongst these, the quality of being non-accidental is to be ascertained,,

in tho first case, from their being pervasive of the instrument of infer-

ence ; in the second case, from their being non-pervasive of that which

is to be proved ; and in the fourth case also, from their being pervasive-

of the instrument of inference. In the third case also, there being room
for the further inquiry that while it is not possible or proved why that

which pervades, should pervade only this much (*. e., the instrument of

inference) and not more, how it is at the same time possible for thai
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which does not pervade, to pervade even so much (t. e., the instrument
of inference), and thus acquisition and preservation (or loss and
gain) being counter-balanced, and from other considerations, the
quality of being non-accidental should be determined. The attitude

of mind that the demon of apprehension that some upddhi, accident,
adjunct, or external condition, may exist is these cases, attacks
all rules of conduct, prescriptive and prohibitive, should be
rejected, inasmuch as there is possibility of certainty of non-accidental
nature. The definitions of upddhi nnd vydpti (pervasion) have been
already stated.

This inference is of two kinds self-satisfying or logical, and other-

satisfying or rhetorical. Therein inference for the sake of , or origina-

ting from, oneself, arises from the investigation by a person himself
of vydpti, pervasion or universal concomitance of the major and middle
terms, and pakaadharmatd, the being a property or characteristic of

the minor term or the existence of the middle in the minor term ; and
inference for the sake of, or originating from, another, results from the
knowledge of vydpti- and pakaadharmatd produced from an argument
(nydya,) enunciated by another.

A nydya argument or syllogism is a proposition productive of
verbal cognition which leads to the recognition or sub-sumption of the
mark of illation in the third member of the syllogism. The members
thereof aro five ; and membership here denotes the being a proposition
productive of verbal cognition, which again is productive of another
verbal cognition leading to the recognition or sub-sumption of the infer-

ential mark in the third member. Such propositions are : pratijfld,

enunciation ;
hetu, mark or reason

;
uddharana, illustration

; upanaya,
application, ratiocination, or deduction ; and nigamana, conclusion. Of
these the pratijM, enunciation, is~ a proposition which is a member of the
argument or syllogism, conveying verbal cognition the object whereof
is neither less nor greater than that of the inferential cognition desired ;

the IwMi, mark or reason, is that member of the syllogism, ending with
the ablative inflection, which is applied to the instrument of inference
or the middle term under consideration ; the uddharana, illustration, is

that member of the syllogism which is declaratory or demonstrative of
the inseparable existence of the given major and middle terms ; the
npanaya, application or deduction, is that member of the syllogism
which establishes that the hetu, which is so distinguished by the posses-
sion of inseparable existence, is a distinguishing characteristic or con-
tent of the pakaa, the subject of the conclusion, ». e., the minor term ;

and the nigamana, conclusion, is that member of the syllogism which
declares that the object denoted by the given major term is a distin-
guishing characteristic or content of the pakga- Thus the syllogism
proceeds as follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

—

pratijild,

Because it is an effect,

—

hetu.

Whatever ib an effeot or producible is non-eternal,

—

uddharana.

It (sound) possesses •ffeotness or produoibility pervaded by
non-eternality,

—

upanaya,
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Thorefore, (it is) non-eternal,

—

nigamana.

The significant appellations given by th.eU Vaiiefikas to these very
members are pratijfid (enunciation of that which is to be proved),
apadeia (reason), nidariana (instance), anusandhdna (investigation),

and pratydmndya (re-statement of the pratijfld). In this connection,
the mode of the application of vdda, theory or discourse, jalpa, disputa-

tion or demolition of the argument of the opponent and establishment
of one's own theory, and vitandd, controversion or only destructive
criticism, and the characteristics of chhala, misconstruction, jdti, futile

or adverse reply, and nigraha-sthdna, ground of defeat, %. e., misapplica-
tion or non-application of the argument advanced, may be sought in

the V&di-vinoda.—2.

Inferential Cognition includes Verbal Cognition.

Upaakdra.—With the purpose of iioluding other forms of proof into |the |inferentUl, he

oommenoes another topic

w?Mwr-" II & I * I ^ II

o^PT Btena, hereby, &abdam, verbal. «jr*qni* Vyakhyatam,

explained.

3. Hereby verbal (cognition is) explained.—344.

This cognition is ' Sabdam * (verbal), produced by the instrument-
ality of sound or word—this doctrine, maintained by the Nydya school,

is also, ' vydkhydtam,' explained, ' etena ' (by this), by the characteris-
tic of being inferential, that is to say, simply as being produced from
marks (of inference). As inferential cognition depends upon vydpti,

pervasion, paksadharmatd, the existence of the middle in the minor
term, and recollection, so does verbal cognition also. Thus, e. jr., "These
objects denoted words, or meanings of words, are mutually connected,
since they are represented in memory by words possessing expectancy
for, or dependence upon, one another, etc., as are the meanings of words
in ' Drive away the cow.' " Here it is by observing or apprehending the
characteristic of being represented in, or called to, memory by a
u umber of words possessing expectancy for, or dependence upon, one
another, which characteristic is pervaded by the possession of mutual
connection by these meanings of, or objects denoted by, those words,
that one infers the possession of connection. What then is the use of

the supposition of sound or word or language as a form of proof ?

Objection.—There can be no inference in cognition produced by
words, inasmuch as such inference fails where the words are spoken by
an untrustworthy person, e. g., that there are fivs fruits on the river
bank.

Answer.—The objection does not arise, as the words must have
the qualification of coming from the mouth of an dpta or trustworthy
person. For trustworthiness denotes the possession of knowledge of

the meaning of the statement corresponding to objective reality within
the reach of the meaning of the given statement, and not merely that
a person is n<jt a deceiver.
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Objection—But this is hard to apprehend, prior to the intuition

of the meaning of the statement.

Answer.—Not so, for even those who hold the theory of the antho
riiativeness of word or language, admit the apprehensibility of the
uality of being spoken by a trustworthy person, which serves to
ifferentiate fallible or false language.

Objection.—They depend upon that (i. e., the quality of being
spoken by a trustworthy person) for the apprehension of authoritative*

ness, whereas verbal cognition is produced even without the apprehen-
sion of that quality. In your case also the apprehension or inference
must needs be in accordance with nature of the inferential mark. And
that which is pervaded (i. e., the middle term), is qualified with the

possession of the quality of being spoken by a trustworthy person.

Answer.—The objection is not successful, since it is possible to

have such general apprehension as " He is here infallible."

Objection—But the term ' here ' ultimately means the same thing

as the term 'the connection under consideration.' So that to apprehend
that (i. e., the quality of being spoken by a trustworthy person), previ-

ously, is simply impossible.

Answer.—It is not, in consequence of the possibility of ascertain-
ment of the inferential mark by means of the possibility of ascertain-
ment in a general way of the quality of being spoken by a trustworthy
person, from the force of association with the topic and other circum-
stances. If even then discrepancy sometimes appears the inferential
process proceeds as by the property of smoke (mistaken) in vapour, etc.

Objection.—What is in this case the sddhya or the major term ? Is
it that the meanings of words are in fact connected, or that their
connection is something possible ? It cannot be the first, as it is not
the case with the statement of an untrustworthy peison. Nor can it

be the second, for, even though mere connectibility or coherence of
words be proved, still inference cannot proceed unshaken, in conse-
quence of the uncertainty of actual connection. Moreover, coherence
being previously known as the qualification of the inferential mark,
what is the use of inference ?

Answer.—This is not a valid objection, inasmuch as it is the gene-
ral proposition or uniformity which is the sddhya or the thing to be
proved, and, there can be no violation of the rule in consequence of
the qualification, as has been already stated, by the characteristic of
being spoken by a trustworthy person.

Objection.—Expectancy or interdependence of the words of « sen-
tence is equivalent to antecedent non-existence in the hearer of the
cognition of connection (of the meanings of words) producible by it. It
is only so long as it exists as such that it can be the inferential mark.
The futility of inference (in verbal cognition), therefore, follows from
this that in order to the oognition of expectancy, the cognition of con-
nection must take place beforehand, and not at any other time.
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Answer.—This is not the case} for we do not say that expectancy
is merely antecedent non-existence of the cognition of connection. On
the other hand, expectancy is distinguished with the possession of
inseparable existence or universal agreement of what is presented to
consciousness by the words and what is represented in memory, as it is

from the cognition of this adjective element that the cognition of
expectancy results.

Objection.—Let then 'inseparable existence itself constitute ex-
pectancy.

Answer—By no means. For, " The water of the river is pure,"
" The buffalo grazes in the basin of the river "—in these cases also it

would entail the consciousness of the connection of the river and the
basin by means of their inseparable existence in the form of the cogni-
tion that the buffalo grazes in the basin of the river of pure water.
And in such instances as " The water-lily is blue," in the presence of

inseparable existence of the water-lily and blueness even in particular
cases, would make the inseparable existence of the substance and
attribute presented to consciousness by the words, possible (that is, that
all water-liles were blue.)

Or, it may be that expectancy is nothing but the desire to know
or enquiry with reference to the object recalled by words, or that it is

the complement of the connotation. Still the cognition of it is neces-
sary, inasmuch as in a cause which is being known, there must appear
divergence in characteristic from what is not a cause, appro-
priate to such cognition, as is the case with pervasion or univer-
sal concomitance. It is for the very same reason, whether
oonnectibility or coherence of the words of a sentence mean
the absence of certainty of non -agreement, or the non-existence of
contradictory evidence, or the observation of agreement with similar
other words, or that in the connection of the meaning of the one
word (e.g.., fire) with that of another (e.g., wets), there exists as something
contained therein, certain knowledge that the one (e. g., fire) is not
the counter-opposite of absolute non-existence inherent in the other
(e. g-, wets;, that cognition of coherence is necessary. Cognition of
adjacency of the words of a sentence, in the form of recollection
without interval of the objects denoted by them, is also a condition.

It <nay be that differences or peculiarities of connection of words result

only from the peculiarities of differences of the words which are going
to be connected ; and the proof of the peculiarity or difference in this

way, is not undesired. Or, the desired peculiarity may be proved by
the characteristic of its so determining cognition, inasmuch as the
inference takes place that these words, being a collection of words
possessing expectancy, co-herence, and adjacency, are preceded by, or
have for their antecedent, cognition of the connection of the ideas or
mailings represented in memory, as is the case with the group of the
words " Drive away the cow." The opposition that the sddhya or thing
to be proved is that these words have the connection of the meanings
recalled, and that the possession by words of connection with the
meanings of those words, is impeded, is better left unnoticed. Nor is

it the being expressive of, or. the means of making known; connection, by
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being the inferential mark, that is the possession of connection by the

words, since the mark not being proved to exist prior to the, inference,

there can be no apprehension or cognition of the peryasion thereof.

Some say that expressive movement or gesture is a new form of

proof. To this it is replied: Gesture is of two kinds, conventional, and
non-con-ventional. Therein that which is conventional, calls back to

mind the sound or word lying in the understanding or intent or com-
mon consent, but does not also produce certain cognition of connection
(between gesture and its significance), as letters do." It is sound or word,
rising up in memory, that is the means of proof there, and it has been
already declared that the chracteristic of being a mark of illation

belongs to sound or word. Nor is recollection of the word a collateral

or secondary function of gesture, inasmuch as, in order to exercise

such function, gesture would have to be uniformly present in all

cases, whereas there takes place intuition of meanings from words even
without the intervention of gesture.

Objection.—-This being so, how does the conduct of a deaf person
come to depend upon, or spring from, gesture '? For, it is impossible for

him to have knowledge of the convention in a given instance.

Answer.—The objection cannot prevail, for it is to be considered
how he derives certain knowledge of the meaning or idea even, from
gesture, when it is impossible for him to grasp the sense or connection
of the meaning or idea also. His conduct, again, springs from the
apprehension of inseparable existence (or serviceable associated (habit),

in the same way as particular adaptations of conduct are possible in

the case of the elephant and the horse in accordance with the pricks of
the goad and strokes of the whip.

On the other hand, non-conventional gesture,—that kind of it

which, further, is in agreement or association with action,—causes
activity in the employee by reminding him of the intention of the
employer, but does not produce sure cognition in any case. For example,
as according to the instruction " You should come on the blowing of

the conch-shell," the man turns up on hearing the blowing of the
conch-shell, so a man strikes another at the proper time^ according to
the pre-ordination " Tou should strike him when I shall raise my
forefinger," but this does not prove anything. Non-conventional
gesture, again, which is in agreement with cognitiou, is either pro-
minent on its subjective side, as in " By the raising of the ten fingers,
it should be understood by you that the number of coins, (or contor-
tions of the limbs in ascetic posture), or of the purdnaa is ten ;

" or it

is prominent on its verb or predicate side, as in " You should come up,
after seeing contraction of the hand." Thus, by this form of gesture
the meanings of words are no doubt recalled, but only severally or
-each independently of the rest ; but their mutual association or con-

nection also is not illuminated by it, as it is by nominative, objective,

and other case-endings which explain that inter-relation, inasmuch as
in the case under consideration, invariable or constant components of

gesture do not exist.

Objection.—Haw do then* activity and inaoti*ity ptooeed front

gesture in the absence of cognition of connection ?
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Answer.—You may take it that these follow from either the one or
the other of doubt or uncertainty and pratibhd or inventive genius or
instinct. Gesture also is, therefore, no proof 3.

Sound or word cannot produce cognition of its sense or meaning.

Upatidra.—It may be asked, how sound (or word) could be a mark of illation, when,
its difference from the mark appears from its possessing the nature of an apadeta .or a>

description. Anticipating this, he says :

Hetub, reason. m^v. Apadesab, description. Sound, fanf

Lingam, mark. OTWt Pramanam, proof- Karanam, instrument.

f% Iti, these. VTWfcTOC An-artha-antaram, not different things.

4. Reason, Description, Mark, Proof, Instrument—these are

not antonyms.—345.

' Apadesab ' means sound (or word), according to its derivation

that by it objects are referred to, i. e., affirmed or described. And it is

really a synonym of hetu, reason, and Unga, mark. 'Pramanam' means the-

instrument of true cognition in the manner of the inferential mark. In

like manner, the word ' karanam ' also is equivalent to the mark itself

which is the instrument (Aararca) of inferntial cognition. For the
operation of harana or the instrument is two-fold : Some harana
operates or exercises its function under or subject to contact or conti-

guity, and some harana exercises its function on the strength of inse-

parable existence. Sound (or wordj, on the contrary, has neither

contact nor inseperable existence with the object or meaning ; henee,.

how can it lead to the object V

Objection.—It leads to the object with the help of arbitrament or
according to direction.

Answer.—It cannot do so, for arbitrament or direction is with
reference to the meaning of words, and not to their connection.

Objection*—There may be arbitrament or direction with reference
to that also.

Answer.—No, for that connection being of a manifold nature, it is-

impossible that it could be the object of reference by arbitrament or
direction.

Objection—But it is'from the force of arbitrament or direction in-
the case of (words and) meaning that the meaning of a sentence also
becomes manifest.

Answer—This is not the case, as there would be then over exten-
sion or undue application of the principle, if something is brought
forward or^oalled up by arbitrament or direction with regard to some-
thing else.

Objection.—-Invariable antecedence or pervasion of connection in,
this case will be that of connection as recalled by sound.
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Answer.—If it be so, then, by that admission, inference itself finds

admittance on the strength of invariable antecedenoe or pervasion.

Arbitrament or direction also, if it implied mere intention or desire,

would be unduly applied or too wide.

Objection.—But the desire of tavara, God, cannot be said to be too

-wide.

Answer.—Yes, it may be so, inasmuch as even in the absence of

divine w^ill, the words, river or Ganga (Ganges), etc., suggest or call up
the ideas of the bank, etc.

This is enough of over-forwardness in a logician.—4.

Comparison, Presumption, Sub-sumption, Privation, and Tradition

are all included in Inference.

UpankAra.—VoT the purpose of showing that comparison, etc, also, recognised of others

(as so many independent moans of proof) and whioh proosed on the strength of inseparable

•exietenoe or universal oonooraitanoe, are merely different forms of inferential cognition, he
*ays :

vm Asya, its. ff Idam, it. fffr Iti, such. This. avflfilflWIA,
Buddhi-

apeksitevat, because of the cognition or notion being needed.

5. (Comparison, Presumption, Sub-sumption, Privation, and
Tradition are all included in Inference by marks), because they
depend, for their origin, upon the cognition, namely, " It is its."

—346.

The words " of comparison, presumption, comprehension or sub-
aumption and privation " complete the aphorism. ' Asya,' of the per-
vader, ' idam ' (it is) the pervaded,—the cognition is in this form. They
are dependent upon it, by which it is depended upon as their originator.
4 Buddhi-apeksitatva ' means the state of being so dependent. In
consequence of such dependence,—this is the meaning of the term, it

being a relative compound formed similarly to dhita-dgnih (by whom
fire has been deposited), or formed with the affix ita (which signifies
that something, e. </., dependence upon the cognition, has been produced
in the something else, e. g-, comparison, etc.), according to the rule that
it is applied to the words star, etc., (so that tdrakd+ ita= tdrakita=:
.starry, heaven).

Upamdna, comparison or analogy, is in every respect nothing but
•anumdna, or inference, by means of words. Now the sentence, " A
gavseus or gayal looks like a cow," is spoken by a forester in reply to
the enquiry by a twonsman, viz., " What does a gayal look like to ?

"

Here immediately after hearing the above sentence at distant place,
the townsman determines the meaning of the name, gayal, of the
-strength of the community of substratum, namely that which is like a
cow is the object of reference by, or designate of, the word, gayal.
Then when ho goes to the forest and meets an animal body of that des-
cription, he recognises that that is that which is the designate of tha
word, gayal. ' " <
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Objection.—At the time of hearing the sentence at a distant place,
the generic nature of the gayal, which is condition or occasion of the
recognition or application of the name, is not known. How then can
there be such determination by, or application of, the name ?

Answer.—There can be such determination, as the cognition there-
of (i. e., of the generic nature) is possible by means of suggestion, or
metaphorically.

Objection.—But where is the room for suggestion, when in the
sentence, " A gayal looks like a cow," there is no want of prdof of the-

agreement or positionjof the subject and predicate ?

Answer.—There is room for suggestion, inasmuch as complete equi-

valence of the two terms still remains to be proved. For it is not
proper to hold up before one, who desires to be enlightened in the

matter, likeness to a cow as the condition or occasion of partial appli-

cation of the name. Therefore, it (the name) refers to a particular

genus or class in its entirety. Hence arises the possibility of sugges-
tion. Or, the word, gayal, is denotative of the animal, gayal, being
applied thereto by the elect, and there .existing no other application

of it. Other* applications being non-existent, whatever word is applied

by the elect to a certain object, the same is denotative of that, as the

word, cow, is of the cow. It is from this inferouco that the application

of the name, gayal, comes to be determined.

And the reasoning which you may set forth as being auxiliary to

upamdna, comparison, would better go with antimdna, inference, which
has been established as a method of proof. What is the use of upamdna
which, as a method of proof, is yet to be supposed ?

More dotailed consideration on this subject may be sought in the
Anumdna-Maytikha.

Arthdpatti, Presumption or Explanation, also is nothing but infer-

ence. Thus, (1) presumption from the observed, arises where by means
of the non-existence of Chaitra who is living, in the house, ascertained
by stronger evidence, («. g., perception), his existence outside it is

presumed. Here the cognition of Chaitra's existence outside the house
is wholly dependent upon the ascertainment of the relation of the
pervader between the demonstrable and the demonstrator. For, as a
matter of faot, the non-existence of a living person in the house is
accompanied with this existence outside it, or there arises the cogni-
tion that the non-existence of a living person in the house is impossible
without his existence outside it. In the first case, there is apprehen-
sion of positive pervasion or concomitance, and, in the last, of negative
pervasion.

Objection.—Pervasion does exist, but the apprehension thereof does-
not here take place.

Answer.—Were this the case, then, in the absence of the-
apprehenaion of pervasion, there would be no scope or occasion for the
manifestation of presumption, and there would consequently be sup-
position of only that which, as an entity, would demonstrate pervasiom
existing in its proper form or as suoh. This is the direction or point.
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The inclusion of presumption due to the instrumentality of doubt
or uncertainty as well as of that due to the instrumentality contra-

diction or contrast or opposition, in inference, should be also under-

stood or inferred ; for contrast or opposition, characterised as unifor-

mity of non-co-existence, also is constituted by pervasion or (negative)

concomitance.

(2) Presumption from what is heard, is also inference by means of

the inferred. " Deva-datta, who is stout, does not eat by day"—By this

proposition, stoutness is inferred, and, by means of that stoutness, there

takes place inference of eating at night in this way that Deva-datta

eats at night, because, as he does not eat by day, stoutness cannot
otherwise appear in him.

Sambhava, Comprehension or Sub-sumption, also is merely a form
of inference. For, the examples of it are : A drona (a standard measure)
does not exceed a hhdri (one khdri= 4> dronas) ; an ddhaka does not
exceed a droiia (one drona— 4 ddhakan) ; a hundred does not not exceed
a thousand ; etc Here a hhdri contains a drona, being constituted by
it. One thing being constituted by another thing, the former is

possessed of the latter by means of the latter, as a water-pot is possessed
of its components. Other instances should be similarly understood.
That learning is probable in a Bnlhmana (because Brdhmanau as a class
are learned), that valour is probable in a Ksatriya (because Kaatriyas as
a class are valiant), etc, on the other hand, do not at all become means
of proof, inasmuch as they do not produce certainty.

Abhdva, Non-existence or Privation, also is not a different form of
evidence

;
for, being similar to the inference of the cause by means of

the effoct, the inference of the non-existence of the cause by means of
the non-existence of the effect, is included within inference itself, as
pervasion or universal concomitance is the ground of such inference
by means of non-existence.

The Hhattas (Prabhdhara and other Mimdmsakas), however, maintain
that the evidence which causes the apprehension of non-existence in the
ground, etc., (e.g-, The water-pot does not exist on the ground), is called
non perception. Now, thiB evidence or proof is in some cases included in
perception, and in other oases, inference, inasmuch as non-existence is
apprehended by the eye, etc., themselves. For, it cannot be said that the
senses are exhausted just in the apprehension of the substratum (of
noii-existeifce, e. y., the ground), since their function continues up to
the' apprehension of non-existence.

Aitihya, Tradition, is a succession of sayings of which the authors
are not known. Itiha—this collection of expletives appears in the
narration of pastevents. The state of being such narration of past events
is called aitihya, traditional saying. If it is not impeded in its meaning,
(hen, coming under the class of verbal cognition, it is a made of
inference. For example, In this Banyan tree there dwells a Yaksa
There is a Gaurt (a Buddhistic Spirit) in ' the madhUka' tree (Bassia
latifolia) etc. Now, if the traditional sayings come from the mouth' of
trustworthy persons, theVtHey are as has been already declared

; if

they 'do not come from! the mouth of trustworthy persons, then they ttr'#

no evidence at all.
'"'* ~" "' ' >»
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Accordingly it is established that proof or evidence is of two kinds
only, perception and inference—5.

Vivfiti.—Sambhava or Probability is cognition dependent upon a
plurality of concomitances ; e. g., learning is probable in a Brdhmana;
a hundred is probably contained in a thousand.

Note.—'The construction put by Jayandrdyana upon the word,
Samhhava is explicitly rejected by Sankara Miira. In the lexicon
Medint also we find that the meaning of the word is Adheyasya
ddhdrdnatiriktatvdtn, i. e., the state of what is contained not exceeding
that which contains it, or, simply, the relation of the part not being
greater than the whole.

Reminiscence, Jiow produced-

Upathdra.—Inferential oognition having beon explained, he now begin« another
topic.

tiwm^ ttjfci: II £. I \ I \ II

UTWT&T: Atina-manasoh, between the soul and the mind. tf^tlfa^faT^

Sairiyoga-visesat, from a particular conjunction. tf^inTTr^ Samsk&rat,

from impression or retention or latency. <f Cha, and. ^ftnSmFritih,

Reminiscence.

6. Reminiscence (results) from a particular conjunction

between the Soul and the Mind and also from Impression or

latency.—347.

" Results"—This is the complement of the aphorism. ' Samyoga-
visesah' means contact or contiguity such as reflection or meditation or

inter-penetration, etc. From this as the non-combinative cause, in the

soul as the combinative cause, ' Smritih,' (reminiscence), a particular

kind of cognition or knowledge, is produced, He states the

efficient cause by ' Samskarat.' By the word ' cha ' he implies past

experience which too is operative here as the object recalled. Re-
miniscence or recollection imitates the correctness of the previous

experience, such alone being the recollection of him who has mistaken

a rope for a snake and has consequently fled from it. It does not,

moreover, follow that reminiscence should take place at all times or

continually, since it depends on the resuscitation of the mental im-

pression. Accordingly it has been said by the revered Praiaatadeva,
" Reminiscence, caused by the inferential process (as in inferring fire

from smoke there is recollection of the universal concomitance of lire

and smoke), desire, re-production (or suggestion of one idea by an-

other), and aversion, and having for its content the past, among
objects seen, heard, and otherwise experienced, (results) from a parti-

cular conjunction between the soul and the mind, due to the observar

tion of a suggestive mark, voluntary attempt at recollection, etc., and
from impression or latency produced by intuitions constantly repeated

an d attended to with interest."
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The cognition of highly advanced sages, or their intellectual

intuition has not been separately noticed by the author of the apho-
risms. It is included within perception by Yogina or ascetics (See IX-
ii. 13 below). In tho treatise, called the Paddrtha~Prade{a, an account of

it has been given, which is as follows : " Prescient or inventive cogni-
tion which is produced from conjunction between the soul and the
mind, and also from a particular dharma, virtue or merit, independently
of inferential marks, etc., in advanced sages, the promulgators of the
Vedas, in respect of objects, supersensible, or past, present, and future,

or in respect of dharma, etc, as preserved in books,—that is called
sagely cognition." This form of cognition at times arises in ordinary or
wordly people also ; as when a young maiden says, " My heart assures
me my brother will depart to morrow."—6-

Dream, how produced.

Upaskdra.—Thus four-fold vidyd, or true oognition, or knowledge, having been
explained, it now becomes proper to explain \avidyd or false oognition or knowledge.
Therein doubt or uncertainty and error have been incidentally ascertained before. For the
purpose o( ascertaining dreaming, he says ;

?WT: «TCT : II & I * I V9 II

WHl, Tatha, so. CTJtt Svapnab, dreaming.

7. So (also is) dreaming.—348.

The meaning is that as reminiscence results from a particular con-
junction between the soul and the mind, and from impression or latency,
so also does cognition in dreaming. Cognition in dreaming is the mental
experience, through the channels of the senses, belonging to one, when
one's senses have ceased to be active and one's mind is in a quiescent
state- And this is of three kinds (1) It partly arises from acuteness of
impression or facility of reproductiveness ; as in a man who, in love or
in anger, thinks intently on some object, when he goes to sleep, in that
state, cognition resembling perception, in the form, " This is the oontest
between Karna and Arjuna " (two herpes of the Mahdbhdrdta), is pro-
duced, through the influence of impression, reproductiveness or latency,
produced by previous hearing of the Furdnas, etc. (2) It arises partly
from derangement of the humours or affections of the body, viz., wind,
bile, and phlegm. Therein, in consequence of disorder of the wind, one
dreams of moving about in the sky, wandering about on the earth,
fleeing with fear from tigers, etc, and the like ; under the influence of
an unwholesome excess of the bile, one dreams of entering into fire,

embracing flames of fire, golden mountains, corruscations of flashing
lightning, sudden extensive conflagrations, etc

; while, through predo-
minance of phlegmatjc deragement, one dreams of swimming upon the
sea, immersions in «m'vers| sprinklings -with showers of rain, silver
mountains, etc., (3) Dreams .appear also under the influence of udfstam-
(the invisible after-effects of past acts) or deserts. These are cognitions,
produced in one whose internal sense has been lulled to sleep or over-
powered with sleep, in respect of the experiences of the present or
previous states of existence. Therein somnial .cognition, signifying
good, results itvm' dharma or* merit, and has for its object the riding
upon elephants, ascending on mountains, acquistion of the royal
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umbrella, feasting upon pudding, interview with the sovereign, and the

like ; whereas sotnnial cognition, signifying evil, arises from adharmz
or demerit, and has its object unction with oil, falling into blind wells,

riding upon camels, immersion in mire, the seeing of one's own nuptials,

and the like.

The above three, only as jointly operating, have causality here (i.e.,

in the production of dreams). It should be further observed that this

division of causes, is based on the predominance of one or another of

the qualities of these causes in their effects.—7.

Cognition accompanying dreaming, how produced.

Cfpaskdra.—lt may be objooted :—The cognition whioh springs up in the midst of a
dream, in the form of reoollootion of the very same objeot whioh is experienced in somnial
cognition, dooH not possess the nature of dreaming inasrauoh as dreaming takes the form of

peroeptual experience. From «-hat cause, then, does it arise ?

To this ho gives the reply :

<3*nfaw^ Svapna-antikam, that which intervenes in, or lies near

to, or accompanies, dream.

8. (So is) consciousness accompanying dreams.—349.

The word ' so ' comes in from the preceding aphorism. The mean-
ing, therefore, is that as dreaming, so also consciousness accompanying
dreaming arises from a particular conjunction between the soul and the
mind and also from impression or retention. The difference between the

two cases extends only thus'.far that aomnial cognition results from impres-
sion or retention produced by former experience, while consciousness
accompanying dreaming results from impression or retention produced
by experience arising at the very time (of dreaming.) It has been accord-
ingly stated by Professor Pariantadi'va, " Somnial cognition is merely
recollection, inasmuch as it results from looking back upon past cogni-
tions." The writer of the vritti also says, " Somnial cognition, its

function being the illumination of exfterienced objects, is not a different

thing from recoUeetiou.''

Some teach that ' consciousness accompanying dreaming ' is cogni-
tion amounting to certitude, in the midst of dreams, as, for example,
" I am in a state of lying on the bed," etc.—8.

Another cause of dreaming arid of cognition in dreaming.

Uptukdra.—Tle addB another oause of dreaming and consciousness accompanying
dreaming.

ii e. f * i & ii

vflnrfa. Dharm&t from dharma or merit. V Cha, also.

9. (Dreaming and consciousness accompanying dreaming
result) from dharma also.—350.

The word 'cha' is used with the purpose of adding adharma
y

demerit. This has been already explained—8.
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Vivfiti—* * * * Some think that this aphorism has been laid

down for the purpose of showing that in some cases dreaming, etc., are
also produced from dharma, etc-, alone, even without the action of

Samxkdra or impression, and that the poetic observation of Sriharsa
that the maid Sleep brings before the vision of man, through the all-

pervading efficacy of adristam, even objects which have not been
-observed before, accordingly becomes explained.

Causes of Avidya or Incertitude.

Vpatkdra/~Novr, referring to the series (of doubt, droara, inoertitude) he says :—

ff^lCt^ Indriya-dosat, from imperfection of the senses, gwrpnifrwr,

.'Samskara-dosat, from imperfection of impression. "3 Cha, and. vrffot

A-vidya, false knowledge. Incertitude.

10. False knowledge (arises) from imperfection of the Senses
.and from imperfection of Impression.—351.

The word ' A-vidyV though a general term, applies to incertitude,
according to the contest, doubt, dream, and incertitude having
been mentioned. Therein imperfection of the senses is inefficiency
caused by predominance of the bile, etc. Imperfection of impression
is the being accompanied with non-observation of distinctions ; for
under such non-observation, false cognition is produced 10.

Vivl'iti.—Understanding according to another mode is divided into
two kinds, certitude and incertitude. Of these, he states the cause of
incertitude. _

' Indriya-dosah,' is such as opthalmia, etc. ' Samskara-dosah ' is

the being the effect of erroneous experience, etc. The word ' and '

implies the addition of such imperfections as remoteness, etc., and also
sub-sum ptior.s of false marks or middle-terms, etc The cause, then, of
false knowledge or incertitude is imperfection and imperfection, as
consisting of biliousness, remoteness, etc., is of diverse kinds.

The characteristic of A.vidya.

UpasMra.—He states the oharaotoristio ondefinition of avidyd in general :

*m Tat, that. Avidyd. false knowledge. ggirpTCt Dusta-jHanam, im-

perfect cognition.

11. That (*'. e., Avidyd) is imperfect knowledge.—352.

4 Tat,' an indeclinable word, conveying the sense of a pronoun,
alludes to avidyd. That, avidyd, is 'dustajffanam', i.e., cognition which is

unduly applied, cognition that a thing is what in fact it is not, in other

words, cognition determined in the manner of a divergent object) »nd
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having the mode which does not reside in the object in question. Imperfec-

tion consists also of cognition taking the form of uncertainty. Doubt,,

therefore, even where there is only one alternative, is vicious, being
identical with non-assurance or non ascertainment.

The four (forms of avidyd), therefore, namely, Doubt, Error, Dream
r

and Regression or Indecision are included in tins aphorism.—11.

The characteristic of Vidya.

Upatkdra,—(He deolares what scientific cognition in :)

Adustam, not imperfect. Free from imperfection, farrf Vidya,
true knowledge, Vidyd.

12. (Cognition) free from imperfection, is (called) Vidyd or

scientific knowledge.—353.

The word " Cognition " comes in (from the preceding aphorism).
4 Adustam ' means produced by organs of sense which are not inefficient

or defective (in consequence of any derangement mentioned al>ove)»

The meaning, therefore, is that vidyd is the experience of a thing in its

proper place, or the experience of a thing in the same manner in which
another thing having a common substratum with the former is experi-
enced, or experience of a thing not having the mode which does not
reside in the thing in question. It is of two kinds, immediate or sensu-
ous, and mediate or inferential. — 1'2.

Cognition by JSaycii fcsiddlias, hmo produced.

Upaskdra.—It may be objected : Tho cognition (of objects beyond the reach of sonson)r
by advanced sagos, also appears in tho very name form in which other cognitions, having'
a oommon substratum with tho foimor, take plaoe. It is again not produo d by the censes,
inasmuch as it cognizes objects which arc not in contact with thorn. Nor is it produced
b} means of inferential marks, as it is produced in the absence of any investigation of suoh
marks. Honoe it follows that there is a third form of pi oof (besides perception and inference)
which is tho instrument of suoh oognitiou.

In view of this objection, ho says ;

%(\4 Arsam, sagely. Of advanced sages, fa^fttf'f Siddha-darsatiam,

vieion of tho Perfected Ones. ^ Oha, and. vwfcq : Dharmmebhyab, from
dharma or merits.

13. Cognition' of advanced sages, as also vision of the Pet

fected Ones, (results) from dharma or merits.—354.

* Arsm ' or sagely cognition is the cognition of sages such as Gdlava,
etc., having for its object things past and yet to come. 'Siddha-daraanam'
means the vision by those who have attained success in the direction of
cognition apprehensive of objects remote as well as screened from view, by

.. means of mantra or incantation, herbs, eye-salve prepared from cocoow,
.etc JJoth of them arise from dharma jot merit, such that there is

J.^gftitjio* M objects, in their true light.. The aathor of the. VritH
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observes that this cognition is not a different kind of vidyd or scientific

knowledge, as it is included in Yogic or ascetic perception. Sagely
cognition is really the fourth kind of vidyd, and it occurs to sages as
well as to worldly people. And it is simply a form of mental percep-
tion, being produced by the mind accompanied with inattention (to

internal- and external objects), or produced by inferential marks such
as faithful observances of the rules of conduct. The cognition of

pervasion which is the ground of inference is here solely dependent
upon or due to Samskdra, or impression having its origin in a former
state of existence i- e-, in the same way as is the pervasion or universal
concomitance of sucking the breast and the cognition that this is the
means of securing what is desired, (in the case of the instinctive

application of the baby to sucking the breast.)

The revered Professor PraSastadeva, however,says that 'Siddhadarsa-
nam,' cognition of the Perfected Ones, is not a different form of cognition.

His reasoning is as follows : If it is said that cognition, by the

Perfected Ones, of objects remote and hidden from view, takes its rise

from conditions brought about by means of eye-salve prepared from
cocoon, and the like, then it is nothing but perception. If it be, on the

other hand, cognition which apprehends objects belogiug to the earth,

the region lying between the earth and the vault of heaven, and the

Apace beyond it, and which is dependent upon the conditions or

inferential marks such as the movements, etc., of planets and the lunar
mansions (naksatras), then it is nothing but inferential cognition,

inasmuch as pervasion, or universal concomitance of the thing to be
inferred and the mark of inference, is determined by the observation
of such accompaniment.—13.

Here ends the second chapter of the ninth book in the Commentary
of Sankara upon the Vaisesika Aphorisms.
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BOOK TENTH—CHAPTER FIRST.

Pleasure and Pain are two different things.

CTpatkdra.—TYto purpose of the tenth book is the exposition of the differenoos of the
attributes of the soul aooording to their oause». Now, in the aphorism of Gautama, which
enumerates or classifies tho provables or objects of certitude, viz., " Soul, Body, Sense,
Objeot, Understanding, Mind, Aotivity, Fault, Metorapsyohosis, Desert, Pain, and Emanci-
pation are the provable" Nydya-SHtram,X. i. 9.), there boinj; no mention of pleasure, the
error may arise that pleasure is really not different from pain. With the purpose of

dispelling this possible error, the author first of all points out the difference of pleasure and
pain themselves.

pnfts^K nft^ti&nw ftw sj^f

**$FrnW*: Mo n n II

CSTfosH llflff^TTT^ Ista-anista-kftrana-visesiU, in consequence of the

differrence of causes, (in the forms of) desirables, and undesirable fa<t*r^

Virodhat on account of opposition. Cha, and. fif*i: Mithah, between

them, towards each other, mutual, g^j.^ft-' Sukha-duhkhayoh, between

plasure and pain. ^srl^rTC^rr^: Artha-antara-bhavah, relation of different

objeots.

1. In consequence of the difference of (their) causes, in the

form of desirables and undesirables, and on account of (their)

mutual opposition, Pleasure and Pain stand in the relation of

objects different from each other.—355.

* Sukha-duhkahayoh,' (between pleasure and pain there exists)
' mithah/ mutual, ' artha-antara-bhavah,' distinction that is to say

heterogeneity. Whence (does this distinction arise).'' To this quention

the author replies, ' ista-anista-karana-visesat ' i. c, in consequence of

'visesah,' distinction or difference, of their causes which have, in the one

case, the form of 'istam,' desirable objects such as garlands, sandal-paste,

women, etc, and, in the other case, the form of ' anistam,' undesirable

objects such as snakes, thorns, etc. For heterogeneity of effect

necessarily follows from heterogeneity of cause. He lays down another
principle of distinction, viz., ' virodhat,' on account of opposition

characterised by non-dwelling together. For pleasure and pain are

not experienced in one and the same soul at one and the same time.

The word, ' cha,' and, brings forward the difference of the effect of

pieaaure and pain as a further means of distinguishing betwean them.

Thus, ^raciousness, the embrace, clearnesss of the eyes, etc., are the effects

of pleasure, while despondency, asuiiied countenance, etc., are tiie effects

of pain; hence on this ground also pleasure and pain must differ from
each other. Accordingly it has been stated by Professor PraSasta-deva,
"Pleasure has the characteristic of agreeable feeling. In the presenco
of garlands and other desirable objects, from the contact of the senses
and objects iu the recognition of something desirable being produced,
and from the conjunction of the soul and the mind and dependent upon
dharma or merit and the like, that which is produced and is the cause-

of complacence, embrace, and kindliness of the eyes, etc., is pleasure."
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In the ease of garlands, sandal-paste, etc., enjoyed in the past, plearure

arises from, unfit*, reminiscence, and, in the case future objects, it

arises from Sanhalpa, desire or appetency or imagination or will.

The non-enumeration of pleasure in the aphorism of Gfautama is in

order to promote indifference or dispassion, in other words, to teach

that dispansion would arise in one who should account even pleasure as

pain. {Cf- Nydya ^SUtram, IV. i. 58, $.^**M;:*irPmiwr«n, The idea of

pleasure takes place in an alternative form of pain).

—

Pleasure and Pain are not formt of cognition.

Upatkdra.—lb may be urged : Let pleMure aad pain bo mutually dUtlnot. But they

way be non-different from oognition, like reoolleotion and peroeptlon of sensation.

Accordingly the author eeye : •

*l^W*fW i#MM<<3 U to I t I H H

^qfieiM I'W^ IMH : Samsaya-nirnaya-antara-abhava, non-inclusion in

doubt and certainty, f Cha, and. WTWIHttA Jfiana-antaratve, in the

matter of being different from qognition. \q: Hetuh, reason, mark.

2. And the non-inclusion (of Pleasure and Pain) either in

Doubt or in Certainty, is the mark that they are other than
cognition.—356.

The meaning is that non-inclusion either in doubt or in certainty
is the mark of inference that pleasure and pain are other than, i. e.,

different from, cognition. The idea is this ; Were pleasure or pain a
kind of cognition, it would either have the form of doubt, or have the
form of certainty. It cannot be the first, as the two alternatives (which
must be present in doubt) do not exist ; nor can it be the seeond, as
the single alternative does not exist (see Vivriti—below). And the
species or parts being thus excluded, the geuns or whole is necessarily
excluded. For the species of cognition, are two only, the characteristic
of doubt and the characteristic of certainty. And both of them are
excluded from pleasure as well as from pain ; hence the characteristic
ofcognition also finds no place in them.

The word, 1 cha ' and, aids on the exclusion of external sensation or
perception. The perception of pleasure and pain is mental i. e.

t
by the

inner sense, in the forme, " I feel pleasure," " I feel pain "
; whereae

perception of them does not take such shape of form as in " I k.iow,"
" I and doubtful," " I am certain."—2.

Vivriti—* * * "Neither pleasure nor pain haB the form in Toxica
two repugnant alternatives are present together, that it should be
probable that they havo the nature of doudt, nor has either possession
of a given form together with absenoe of negation of that form, that it
should be likely that they have the nature if certainty. The supposi-
tion of a third form of cognition is chimerical like the horn of a hare.
Consequently neither pleasure nor pain can come under knowledge.

Pleasure and Pain are not form cognition—-continued.

UpaiUra.—He lays down •Bother principle of differentiation,
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^AWr: ^fwlC'^TR M°m \ «

n^l: Tayoh, their, of doubt and certainty. Pr^^r: Nispattih, pro-

duction. ic?nr^iWI*'n^P"'atyaksa-laingikabhyam, by means of percep-

tion and inference.

3. The production thereof (i.e., of Doubt and Certainty) is

by means of perception and inference.—357.

'Tayoh,' of doubt and certainty, 'nispattih/ production, (is) from

perception and from inferential marks. Neither pleasure nor pain is

produced by the perceptive apparatus or by inferential marks. For,

pleasure is four-fold, being objective, subjective, imaginative or

sympathetic, or habitual. Of these, the last three by no means possess

the characteristic of taking their origin from the contact of the (outer)

senses (with their objects). Should it be contended that the first is

cognition, inasmuch as it is generated by contact of the souses and

their objects, we reply that it is not so, for a part only of the wholo

cause, (being the same), cannot entail homogeneity in the effect ; elso

all and sundry effects would come to be homogeneous as they must have

snace and time as their common antecedents. Moreover, (if pleasure

were cognition), the pleasure which is not produced through contact of

the senses and their objects, would be either non-discriminative or

indefinite, or discriminative or definite. But it cannnot be the first,

for then it would be supersensible ; nor can it be the second, inasmuch

as it does not consist of a judgment respecting two objects in

the relation of subject and predicate. Again, pleasure and pain

are necessarily accompanied with sensibility ;
(were they forms

of cognition), there would be involved in the (consequent) notion of a

sensibility of cognition a regression to inlinity. 'Laingikam'

(the adjective) raeaus merely ' lingam ' (the noun), mark, as the word,

objective, (means an object).

The author of the Vritti, on the other hand, explains the aphorism

thus that the origin thereof, i. e., of cognition and pleasure, is explain-

ed, 'pratyksa-laingikam,' i. e., by the explanations of perceptual and

inferential cognitions, that is to say, that whereas perceptual cognition

is produced by the senses, and inferential by marks of illation, it is not

so with pleasure, etc—3.

yivriti It may be urged that as non-discriminative cognition is

neither doubt nor certitude, so too may be pleasure and pain. Accord-

ingly he says :

The proof of pleasure and pain is furnished by perception and

inference. In one's own soul, pleasure and pain are proved by per-

ception ; in other souls, pleasure is inferred by brightness of the eyes,

etc. and pain by paleness of the face, etc. So that, had they the form

of non-4*v8or\m\native cognition, there could be no perception, nor

could it be possible for them to be the subject of inference by such

marks as brightness or paleness of the face, and the like. Hence,

the import is, they ar.e not included in cognition.
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Pleasure and Pain are not forma of cognition.—continued.

Upask&ra.—Ho points out the differenoe of pleasure, etc, from inferential oognition,.

depending upon a differenoa of their inodos or appearacoe.

m^fe^ft mo i u mi
AbMt, (it) was- fft Iti, such modal distinction, qft Api, also.

4. " (It) was "—such (modal distinction) also (establishes the

difference between pleasure or pain and cognition.)—358.

The word ' iti ' indicates the form. The word * api ' implies another
form, viz., " (It) will be." Thus, in inferential cognition, e. g., " There
was or will be fire in the mountain," the modal distinction of the past,

etc, is observed ; but pleasure or, pain, produced under this form, has
never been observed.-

Vivriti—* * * * Cognition is conversant about objects past,

future, and present. But of other pleasure or pain, no object whatever
exists. Therefore, by the application of contradictory properties, viz.,

objectivity and non-objectivity, it follows that pleasure and pain are
not identical with cognition.

Pleasure and Pain are not forma of cognition— continued.

Upatidra.—Ho brings forward a further ground of differentiation :

aft *t *imMHid, ii fimi
*rfar Sati, existing. ^ Cha, also. irFlfotfTWC, Karyya-adarsan&t, be-

cause of the non-observation of the effect.

5. Also (Pleasure and Pain are not forms of cognition),
inasmuch as the effect, (pleasure or pain), is not observed, where
(the antecedents of cognition) are present.—359.

Pleasure or pain is not merely perception or merely inferential
eognition, since the effect, pleasure or pain, is not observed, where
contact of the senses and objects exists, or where there is recognition of
the universal concomitance (which is the ground of inference), of the
mark of inference being a property of the minor term, etc. The mean-
ing, therefore, is as follows : It has been already stated that pleasure
and pain are not cognition in general, (». e., non-discriminative cogni-
tion). Should they be cognition in particular (or discriminative
cognition), they would be either perceptual cognition or cognition in
the form of inference. (Pleasure and pain cannot be the former),
inasmuch as the experience of the element of pleasure does not take place
during the perception of garlands, sandal-paste, etc., on the contact
of the senses and their object ; nor can they be the latter, since there
is no experience of the pleasurable or the painful, as the case may be,
where there exists an inference respecting &&jna.&\-Y%*to

) ox *.U
inference respecting fire, etc. In like manner, pleasure and. pain h«ag
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not experienced in any particular act of perception or in particular act

of inference, they are also not the particulars of that perception or

that inference.—5.

Bhatya reads Saticha of X. i. 5 as a separate aphorism, and explain*

it thus : Cognition arises; S.ati, i. e., in respect of objects actually exist-

ing at the moment. Cognition accordingly relates to past, present, and
future objects. But this is not the case with pleasure and pain. Herein
also, therefore, there is difference between cognition, on the one hand,
and pleasure and pain, on the other.

Above continued : Causes of Pleasure and Pain.

Upatkdra.—Ho raautlon* another! differentiating oh»r»ofc«rUMo.

<ro*JHH*uwTW**rcT dewrr II \* I I l $ u

fqrpifercn ffo|i*j|if|\«j[ Eka-artha-samavayi-karana-antaresu, there ex-

isting other causes co-inherent in one and the same object. f^turr-T

Dristatvat, from the being observed. Because they are observed.

6. (Pleasure and Pain are not form of cognition), because

they are observed, when there exist other causes co-inherent in one
and the same object, («. e., the soul).—360.

" Of pleasure and pain "—such is the complement (of the aphorism).
In relation to pleasure, uncommon or specific causes co-inherent in one
and the same object are dharma or merit, attachment to, or attraction

for, pleasure, desire for the cause of pleasure, volition or striving to

secure the material (cause) of pleasure, and cognition of garlands,
sandle-paste, etc.; while in relation to pain, they are adharma or

demerit, and cognition of thorns and other undesirable object. The
meaning is that (pleasure and pain differ from cognition;, inasmuch
as they are observed on the co-inherence of these causes in one and the
samel object. But cognition which is non-discriminative, does not at

all stand in need of an uncommon cause co-inherent in the same object
(with it). Discriminative cognition, of course, depends upon a cogni-
tion of predication or attribution (or judgment), but this is not another
cause, that is, a cause heterogeneous to the cause of the cognition itself.

Conjunction of the mind, as being a cause common (to pleasure and
pain with cognition), does not require mention. Though reminiscence
requires samskdra, impression or reproductiveness, as its specific or
uncommon cause, yet the difference therefrom is quite obvious, as it is

for this reason that the difference (of pleasure and pain) has been
investigated with reference only to cognition or perceptual experience.
Although in inferential cognition there is dependence upon the recollec-

tion of pervasion or universal concomitance, the cognition that the mark
is a property of the minor term, etc., yet it is thrown overboard by
the very word ' antara,' other, (in the aphorism). The probative sense
(of the aphorism) is, therefore, that pleasure and pain are different
from cognition, inasmuch as they are the products of uncommon or
particular causes, of their own kind, co-existing in the same subs-
tratum with, them, as \b the case with reminiscence, and with tbe first

sound (in a aerie* oi Bounds) f5.
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An objection amwered.

Vpaakdra.—It may be objeoted; If the difference ef pleasure end pain from cognition

4spend on the difference of their oeuses, »nd if the difference of pleasure and pain from eaoh
other be Juit like the mutual differenoe between a pillar and a water-pot, etc., then there e&n
be no mutual differenoe between the body and iU parti suoh as the head, the feet, the back,

i,he atomaoh, etc, there being, in regard to these, no differenoe in their oausee, whether they
l>e the ultimate atoms, binary atomio aggregates, eto.,ior blood and semen.

To meet this objection, he says:

di^lmlvw*!: II t« I \ I v» II

ft»^sj Eka-deso, in the part, fftr Iti, such. This, ^rf^ Ekasinin, in

one (body). f*K-' Sirah, the head, ftf Priftham, the back. Wf( Udaram,

the stomach, imtfftr Marmmani, the vitals. Tat-vilesah, their

distinction rrfi^sfrq: Tat-viiesebhyah, from the distinctions or their

causes
)

7. The head, the back, the stomach, the vitals are in the

parts of one and same (body) ;
this their difference (results) from

the differences thereof (i. e., of their causes).—361.

' Eka-desa iti ' means, in the part. ' Ekasmin ' means, in the body ;

• &rah ' —this is one part ;
< udaram '

;
' pristham '

; and ' marmmani,'
i. <•., the sinews, etc. ; their ' visesah,' difference in kind, (results). ' tat-

visesebhyah,' from the difference in kind of their causes. There, again,

(i. e., in the case of the heterogeneity of the causes), heterogeneity
results only from the heterogeneity of the causes (of those causes) ;

for,

the combinative causes of the stomach, the back etc., also arenot justof
the same kind as that of the head

;
just as the heterogeneity of a apiece

of cloth, a water-pot, etc., results from the heterogeneity of threads,
postherds, and other material causes

;
heterogeneity being possible,

in them also, the heterogeneity of threads, postherds, etc., also, results

from the heterogeneity of fibres, dust, etc. Heterogeneity is, in like
manner, to be .sought in the successive material causes ; for, while the
ultimate atoms may be common, the heterogeneity of the respective
-material causes universally gives rise to heterogeneity (in their res-

pective effects) ; whereas homogeneity of the material causes, constitu-
ted by their snbstanceness, does not cause such heterogeneity. This is

the point—7.

Bhdfya :

—

rtad Ekadeie iti of X. i. 7 with X. i. 6, and explain* it

as giving an additional reason why pleasure and pain cannot be forms
of cognition, the meaning being that pleasure and pain are localised
in the body, whereas cognition is not so localised.

Here ends the first chapter of the tenth book in the Commentary at

-Sankara upon the Vaisesika Aphorisms.
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BOOK TENTH—CHAPTER SECOND.

Substance in the only combinative cause.

Upatkdra.—As a ooUateral topio, the author now oommenoes a special discrimination of

the three oausen :

TPC*f Karanam, cause, ffa Iti, such.^ Dravye, in substance. ^M^T-

JTTPII?^ Karyya-samavayat, from the combination of effect.

1. «'(It is the combinative) cause"—such (intuition and usage),,

with regard to Substance, (arise) from the combination of effect

(in it).—362.

' Karanam,' that is, that it is the combinative cause ;
' iti,' such

intuition and usage, are to be observed, ' dravye,' with regard to

substance. Why so '? Ho gives the reply : ' kftryya-samavayat,' be-

cause effect, viz., substance, attribute, and action, combine in it

alone.—1.

Vivriti.—•* * * * The definition of a cause in general is that

causality consists in constant antecedence, there existing at the same
time voidness of failure to produce the effect (that ia to say, in Mill's

phraseology, causality consists in invariable and unconditional antece-

dence). There are three kinds of causes, according to their division into

the combinative or material, non-combinative or formal, and instru-

mental or efficient. * * * *

Substance ix effcient cause also.

(Tpatkdra.—lt may be agked : Do thoo aubatanoos ipossoas only combinative oauea-

lity ?

So he «ay» :

Opm, M H I H II

?pft*TT^ Samyogat, from conjunction. «vt Va, or, and.

2. And, through conjunction, (Substance becomes the efficient

or conditional cause also).—363.

As combinative causality, so also efficient causality, belongs to the

threads, in the production of a piece of cloth. Inasmuch as conjunction
of the shuttle and the threads is also a cause of the cloth, the shuttle
and the thread, are, mediately through that conjunction, also efficient

cause of the cloth. The word ' va ' is used in a collective sense,

inasmuch as, though the thread possesses combinative causality to-

wards the conjuction of the shuttle and the thread, yet it possesses
efficient causality towards the cloth, mediately through such conjunc-
tion.—2.

Vivriti.—He says that combinative causality belongs to subs-
tances, not only because effects combine in them, bat also because they
are fields for the operation of non-combinative causes.
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f Samyogat ' means because they are the support or substratum
-wherein takes place conjunction which is the non-combinative cause.* *

Actions are non-combinative causes.

Upatkdra.—Ho explains what oausality resides in Action :

3>R% HT^TRT^ ^vvw^ II M H U II

qririit Karane in the cause. tpnwn<{ Samavayat, from combination,

qrtrfft Karmmani, actions.

3. Through combination in the (combinative) cause, Actions
(are non-combinarive causes).—364.

" Non-combinative causes"—such is the complement (of the apho-
rism.) Non-combinative causality is causality combined or co-inherent
in one and the same object connected with the state of effect and cause.
Such causality results either from combination in the same object with
the effect, or from combination in the same object with the cause. Of
these the former is called, in the terminology of the Vaiiesihas the
slighter or minor, and the latter, the greater or major, proximity. If it be
asked by means of which proximity, then, actions possess non-co*nbin-
aiive causality towards disjunction, and samskdra or impression • it is
here replied, 'karane samavayat,' (that it is; through combination in the
combinative cause of conjunction, etc. The meaning, therefore is that
non-combinative causality is exercised by action in (the production of)
conjunction, etc., by means of the minor proximity characterised as
combination in the same object with the effect.—3.

Certain Attributes are non- combinative causes, and occasionally

efficient causes also.

Upaskdra.—In anticipation of the question as to what kind of causality nertain. tn
ooloui and other attributes residing in the (oonssituent) parts, in relation to tho attribute nf
the wholes, he says :

r

*WT ^ *l<iy<W'i5*HWW!^ II 1^19 ii

rm Tatha, so. Rupe, in colour. <*wirro**pi*FlHL Karana-eka-
Artha-samavayat, through combination in the same object with the
cause. 1 Cha, and, also.

4. So also in Colour (there is non-combinative causality)
through combination in the same object with the cause.—365.

The. expression ' colour ' indicates colour, taste, smell, tmch, num-
ber, magnitude or quantity, separateness, gravity, fluidity, viscidity
etc. The term 'so' extends (the application of) non-combinative causality!
' Karana-eka-artha-samavayat '

: (This non-combinative causality of
colour, etc.) originates the colour, etc., of the wholes, by means of the
major proximity (constituted) by (their) combination in the same object
with the whole, which is th« combinative; cause of

, the colour, ©to;, of that
whole

;
as, foT instance, the eoldui*, etc., of the potsherds originate the
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colo»r, etc., in the water-pot, and similarly it should be observed in all

other cases. The word 'cha' implies that occasionally colour, etc,

possess efficient causality also.—4.

BhAiya.—readu X. ii. 4 as two aphorisms, viz., Tathd r&pe, and
KArAnai-kartha-Hamavdydchtha.

(Jonjaiu'tion ia a non-combinative eauve.

Upa$k4ra.—H« statea that the minor proximity belongs to conjunction while it ii a
non-oombinativo oaute in the origination of subsfcanoea :

WOfQWlFn. Karana-samavayat, through combination in the cause.

W$tH: Samyogah, conjunction. fif^f Patasya, of the cloth.

5. Through combination in the (combinative) cause, Conjunc-
tion (is a non-combinative cause) of the cloth.—366.

The meaning is that, through combination in the combinative cause,

conjunction also is a non-combinative cause, in the production of effects

such as a piece of cloth, etc., by means of the proximity characterised,

as combination in the same object with the effect. The word ' cloth
'

indicates product substance in general.

A certain author maintains that if, on the other hand, conjunction

of part with part be also a non-combinative cause of a piece of cloth

and the like, then combination in the same object with the cause is also

(a non-combinative cause).—5.

Above continued.

\Upa»kira.—Ha »»>•« that oausality sometimes pertain* to uonjuuotiou by means of the
major proximity :

1Wll"M *t*Mimi
>
Karana-karana-samavaytkt, through combination

in the cause of the cause, Cha, and, also.

6. And, through combination in the cause of the cause,
(conjunction becomes a non-combinative cause by means of the
major proximity) also.—367.

The conjunction, technically termed prachaya, (loose) coalition
aggregation, and residing in the constituent parts of a bale of cotton
originates magnitude in the bale of cotton. Here the proximity is

constituted by combination in the same object with the cause. This is

the meaning—6.

Efficient cause* declared.

Upaskdra.—Having thus ascertained oausality determined by the combinative cause Ue
begins a new aeotion for ascertaining effioient oausality.

tflTOWWl^ J^W."' II to I * | VS ||
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ffWWmmiltl Bamyukta-samava^t. through combination in the con-

junct. *nT Ague!;, of fire. ft$faqi^ Vaisesikam, distinctive attribute.

7. The distinctive attribute of Fire, (i. e., heat), (becomes an
efficient cause), through combination in the conjunct.—368.

' Vaisesikam,' diatinctive attribute, ' agneh,' of fire, in other word,
heat, becomes an efficient cause in relation to the effects (colour, etc,)

produced by burning or baking, through cotubi nation (of colour, etc.,)

in the conjunct, (i. e., the water-pot placed in fire ) This is indicative
;

in relation to cognition everything possesses efficient Causality. Under-
standing, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, volition, merit, demerit, and
impression possess efficient causality only. It should be observed that

this system or elaboration of thought has the purposes of establishing
the mutual differences of pleasure, etc.—7-

Vivfiti—* * * * The general definition of an efficient cause is

to be understood to be a cause other than the combinative and non-
combinative causes. * * * *

Ohservtinci'n produce adristam aa their fruit, on the, authority

of th<< Veda.

Upa&kira.—Now, in order to oonfirm tUo authoritativenoan of the. Vedas, ho repeate tho

M'l-y same statement whiuh has been made by him before :

v^qw || to ^ I mi
fglTT Dristanam, of acts observed or known to be productive of good.

^qt^THT Drista-prayojananam, of acts the purpose of which has been

taught, fewft Drista-abMve, in the absence of visible or observed

faults or defects. si#T : Prayogah, performance. WIWl Abhyudayaya,

for the production of exaltation or adristam. .

8. The performance of acts of observed utility and of acts

the purpose whereof has been taught (in the sacred writings), is,

for the production of adristam, (as these teachings arc authoritatArie

being the word of God in whom) the defects found in ordinary

speakers do not exist.—369.

'Dristanam' means, of acts which have been proved to be useful by the

evidence of experience, e.g., sacrifices, almsgivings, ablution, and the like.

Drista-prayojananam' means, of acts the purpose whereof has been

taught. For, thus, 'in such precepts as " He who desires heaven, shall

perform sacrifice," " He who desires heaven, shall offer oblation m the

agnihotra sacrifice," etc., the fruit or purpose is mentioned at once

along with the injunction ; in some cases, the purpose is given out by

way of a recommendation, as in " The pitris or departed ancestors of

him who studies during these nights, pour down upon, or send down to,
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him streams of clarified butter and streams of honey," etc. ; in other

cases, the purpose is left to be imagined, as in " He shall perform the

Vitvajit sacrifice," etc., for, here the purpose is neither mentioned along
with the injunction nor presented by way of a recommendation, and is,

therefore, suppositional, and (it cannot be any thing but heaven), foi-

heaven alone should be supposed as the purpose or fruit which is

charming in itself. That being so, it does not stand to reason that

these acta which so shortly come to their end, should have causality

towards the production of fruits or results in the distant future. Hence,
the meaning is, 'prayogah, the performance, of these acts, is ' abhyuda-
yAya, for the purpose of apflrvam, that is, adfistam, or deserts. It might
be objected as follows : This would have been the case, were the
authoritativeneBS of the Vedas a fact. But that is hard to maintain

.

For the authoritativeness of the Vedas as being eternally free from
faults or defects in themselves, is not desired by you, (i. e., the Vait-

dika), as it is by the Mimdmud school, inasmuch as you recognise them
as the production of a person, and in that case, it is possible that

mistake, absence of mind, intention to mislead, and other defects exist-

ed in the person. To this the reply is given by the phrase, ' drista-

abhave ' which means, there being non-existence of personal defects

such as error, absence of mind, desire to mislead, and the like, which
are found in other persons, namely, in ourselves and others ; inasmuch
as the Supreme Person, inferred whether as the Creator of the earth or

as the Speaker of the Vedas, is presented to us entirely under the
characteristic of freedom from faults or defects. So that His words
can neither have no meaning, nor convey a contrary meaning, nor
convey a useless meaning. It is only impurities caused by error,

absence of mind, inefficiency of the senses, and the like, due to defec-

tiveness of the elements constituting the physical organism, the external

senses, and the mind, that may possibly vitiate speech. But they cannot
possibly lurk in the word of tfivara. It has been accordingly de-

clared :

—

— Being influenced by passion, ignorance, and the like, a speaker
may tell untruths. But these do not exist in tsvara. How can He
peak otherewise (than truthfully) '?—8.

Note—Cf. VI. ii. 1, supra.

Vivfiti.—Thus the Prrdicables have been ascertained, as also Res-
emblance and Difference. This &t1stra or System of Self-culture faci-
litates manana, intellection or 'thinking about things, in them only
whose chttta, or inner sense or mind, has been purified by the perfor-
mance of acts, and not in them whose chitta has not been so purified.
Observances are productive of purity of chitta, as declared by such
text of the Veda as " They desire to know," etc The same has been
mentioned before. He repeats it for further confirmation.

* * * * Observances, * * * when performed disinteres-
tedly, do not produce elysian bliss, etc., as their fruit, but produce as
their result purity of chitta or intellect, .etc., according to the text of
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the of Veda, " They desire to know," and the SmTiti, " When worldly

attachment has, by observances, borne its fruits, knowledge is after-

wards produced."

Autlioritativenesa of the Veda established.

Upaskdra—It may be urged : The Veda has been revealed by God,—it is here that there

is conSiot of opinions.

Accordingly he says :

WJFOTH Tat-vachanat, from being the word of Him, G-od. WfTWl
Amnayasya, of the Vedas, WTIIRf Pramanyam, authoritativeness ffarlti,

jinm. According to Sridhara, author of Nyaya kandati, " " tat refers

to Risis.

9. The authoritativeness of the Veda (follows) from its being
the Word of God.—370.

* iti' indicates the conclusion of the Sdstra or system. The authori-
tativeness, ' amnayasya,' of the Veda, (is derived), ' vachanat,' from its

being the composition, 'tena,' by tavara. For, thus, we have already
proved that the Vedas have a personal author, inasmuch as they are a
collection of sentences or declarations. Nor can we and others possibly
be the speakers of them, divided and sub-divided as they are in a thou-
sand branches, for they treat of objects which transcend the senses, and
beings of our nature cannot behold objects which transcend the senses.
Moreover, the Vedas must have been spoken by a trustworthy person, in
asmnch as they are accepted by men of light and leading. That which is
not spoken by a trustworthy person, is not accepted by men of light and
leading, the Vedas are accepted by men of light and leading, therefore
they have been spoken by a trustworthy person. To be spoken by a
trustworthy person is to be declared by a self-governed or independent
person ; and to be accepted by men of light and leading is to be
believed in, and acted upon, by persons attached to all the systems of
thought. It has been stated before that non-appearance of the fruit or
result, which occasionally happens, is due to defect or flaw in the act
or performance, the agent, and the means or requisites. If it be denied
that this is so, there being no recollection on the part of the agent ;

we reply that the denial has no value, it having been already proved
that there is recollection on the part of the agent. The composition
thereof by Him is proved, inasmuch as they could be declared only
by an independent person, while such independent power to declare
the Vedas in their thousand branches is as has been said, impossible
for beings of our nature. Moreover, since certitude must be the product
of excellence or superiority, the certitude derived from the Vedas must
also have excellence for its condition, and excellence must in this case
be pronounced to be only the speaker's accurate knowledge of the true-
meaning of the sentences. The speaker of the Veda must, therefore,
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be one of that description, one who has immediate cognition of heaven,

adristam and like other objects ; and there ia none such but fsvara

alone. This ia well said.—9.

Xote.—Cf. I. i. 8, supra.

~+—
The fortunate Sahkara, who is the son of Bhavandtha by Bhaodni,

and who is devoted to the worship of Siva, has written this commentary
on the Aphorisms of Kandda.

Even though this production of mine may not find favour with

others, nay, may be an object of ridicule with them, yet, (it is hoped),

it will be adored a thousand times and over by my pupils, out of respect

for their teacher.

Here ends the second chapter of the tenth book in the commentary
on the Vaisesika Aphorisms by Sri Sankara Misra, son of Mahamahopa-
dhyaya Bhavanatha Misra.

And complete is also this treatise.
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win : *iw s 'Wll**

MW«
lf*5*Tta vino

ff^rtf Mm : inn inn*

inn
^ wiu ; Wll»

HW-.lWH
—;•:

—

w mm ? mm ?mm
WIV*-,wm ? wn
•mi wii
wit

^ Wl» ; Wl» ; UW«
11

W

S^IT Wl*
]

Wll*
T^r iwi»

:
W|l*

3er*??rf*f5ta wn»
^n^c«T inn*

win
STOR Win ; IIWI jllWH

Mill
Wll t Ml*

StJTW l|M
TTOfsvj WK , Wl« i Wl«
^Twwrgi^svjT wn
Ti'^r win
Tiwhn wn*
aw nwi 5

»iw

IWfTT Wll
•—»*:—

3* HiiK.Hiim

qiF WI1» ; 1IW» illllll;

WM iWIU jllW ;

Wll ? UW1 i »IH» ;

Mil 5 •llll

•nn% own •, i»m»

1WI »

ttvrcia •nnii unit
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»RI1 : »RI* : *RI*

»RK ; »m»
»RRl
1oR|»

: *RR*
1RR1 : *RR* :

1RU1 ; «RI* »RP
3.111*. : 1°|1|1 : 1»RI*

. <mu : »mn
"iRR^ : »IH3. :

: »R|1° : <hl*.

<R|1 : ^IH< : *R|3.

1RI* : 3.IH* : 3RI11 :

<|1|H

fit

mn»
— :

—

mi«

: "mi*

1111*
5

1|1|» : 1I1I* :

Him : inn* : nm* ;

1|1|1« ; 1|1R« : 1|1R1 ;

1|lR« ; 1I1RS : 1|1|3.o
;

mm ; im» ? irk :

1RH ; VRI1* ; miV- :

tl1l«*t*|1l41 ;

*RR* ;*RRM;«|1|11 :

5 «M1R ; HUH :

1|1|» ; Hhft ; Mllhl .

hhi»« , mm» • *R|, .

.111144 ,11*111 |,VH'|

HRH*. ; HRR* ;HRR3.-r

SI1R : *HH* ;
®|1|1H

mil* ; »R|* : »R|1*

*RR* : <HI* : <HH
-5|1|« : -5I1K : «RI*

Mill* ; loRIR

q«f**nfT?TT HUH*
*>»fa »R|S.

1R|H : 1RI1H

'SFjfarTVR 11111*

9FlfoTV3tr mill
*>JTT9>u:nr mui
^TJTf^W '-IIP : 4\\\C

«kt*tt . mn^
nm* ; nm*
3RI1 : 1RR ;

*|1R* : *RR
; ^|1|1^ :

<*RR* ; $111^ t

*IH«. ; *|1R1 :

°RR :

1«>RI*

<|i|'n

*RR<
*im
»|1R :

*HU :

*I1R*

1RR

"iRR ;

«nni
1«R|1 :

: 1oR|^

mi vi

; umi
mm
mi*
HRRW
*|1R

«IRI?^

; <5RI*

*.R|1

1°R|3.

: 1«RR

1°ll|5

^im\
; HRll*

UIK; 1|m* . i|t|iv s

HIM ; HlR* , IRh :

1RR ; <|1R«. mRH >
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313.H ; 31313*

«Hli

*I3I1 ;
i|3|1»

•mn 1 »I3I3S

°.|311 • 1|3|3

1»I3|1 1

3iii3» *

3I31U

1»l3h , 1«I3I*

1|3|1»

1|3|1 ;
1|3|3 :

Tf5 wh ? 3131

1|3,31 : 1|3|3*;

3I3U •,

3I3K ;

•U3I3 ?

«I3|1 :

Mill ;

SFTJT <um :

H3|3* : <MH1 ; Mill 1

fiwrtpr^ nun ;

1|3I31
5

3i3u

1I1I» 5

—
«r

urn i 31111
, 31313

31313 5 »IW
•im

»

•1311
,

«I*1H »

«I3|1

<I3|H
;

*|3|13 ;U3|11 ;

1I1|» ; "»h|< ; «M1|H

1111*; Hilt; HH«
1IW •, lllllo ; 1I1IU

mn^ inn* ; n.\u

mm < 11113*, ii3i»

1I3K ; 11311 •, 1I3IU

31113* : 31113^ 31311

3l3l3 ,Ji;'M3in, H3I33

11313*. HI3I3H , SHI*

»|1|1 , »MH , »I1I1*

•I1I1H, »|1IH ; •|iK°

*I3I* , »I3|» ! »|3|13

»|3l1* , »I3IH, ®.3i3H

/ 0 • 1 • oil')4 I3I\ 5 vlll :

l|3n ;
1|3il^ 5

3l1i3» ;

iTtnaa

113113 t

1I1IH 5

lllllo -, 31311 ; *I3|*

a* *|3|3

1|1|» 5
H|1|1« ; "M3l*

"U1H» .

°.11|1«
;

m *IU1» 5

3HK 5a : Hit* ;
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ST
< *|1|% ; «M1I»

<nni ;
«uik "Uii*

; <Miin ; *RH

——

•

1RR ; SRI* ;

•mno
i
*riu

1R|<<

1^1111

1«|1R ; 1°l1iH ; 1«RI*

llll* 11111* s 1111^ 1«R t*

WIRH •, 1111V ; 1R.H

IRK
5 1R|1« : ^RIH «|1I11 : *ilU* ;

1RU*; 1RIU ; 1R|1»
SRR*

5

*|1ft Slllll ; SI1IH tRI* i

=UlR* •, SIlRH ; SHIM

SHI* 6
i sum ; *RU» ar

SRllH; *R|1» 5
SRlK

) SilU

*Rin ; srro -,srr« 3TTffT *RI1*

SRRS.
? SRftl; SRI**; SRI1*

SRI?H ; \\m 5 *im SRR*
;

^iiiih s*im» ; vnn * ?RI*
\RR : ; ^RW Wl* ; 3111^: ^Rli «

• *RI» ? tHWI ;

*I1K •, *I1|11 5 »|1IH *IW
, *|1hl ; «f|i|i

«RH ) *Rh ; *RI* «IH* ?
'111"!;

*RI« ; ^IIR ; "Mil* <RiH
;
*o|1R

i

; M|SR

^R|« ;
HRilo : MRI11 «nn

;

<M*l« 5 Win ; ^RU» 1«|1R :

^RIK ?
HRRo . H|*|*1 ^RIU

;

«M*IW ; *RR ; *RH
i

1

—ft *

*R.H ; *RI» ,

*rih , *rii* ^ *rh*

'111* 5

•una ?»nm •, •niv* ?RH 1111* ; S|1R«i 5 SRK
»|VH ;«|1R1 ? »11RS SRIH 5 »RR<

'

»RK ; »RU» ; »R|1"\ 1111* •,

»RR1;»RR* 5 <I1R *RI^ 5 HRK, <I1R ?

«|1R i
<|1|11 ; *UI* ^RIIH;
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wt inm ; miu •, *mi*
H|l,* ,

H|1|V
j

H|l|l»; «.|1|S
, *|1IU

inn j ; *m»
irri •, *nh ; n«

<nm ?*nu« ? *rri
" VIA ; *|1IH ; 111114

*nn< ; *rr •,

*ri« •, «nn ; *ui^

«niio •, *rii 5^1111*

HRR ! H«m ;^RI1<5

urn sin* ; sim
*rih •, WW* ; »lllll

*nm •, »rii ; »rr*

«ri* ; <unn ; •nm*

afesPT lolll*;

<t?jft?«t mm ;

?ra*r H^m,

g nm ? *IHi« ? miu

•im ;

gs* ?

gw antfto mn* ?

gor huh* ,

?nra iiih; Riiu? mi*
HRK 5 1 HR|<*

•Hl« 5 «HW 5

S 11 1 1 8%[ » 111

mi* :

«R|1
;

ttRI*

—

—

*•

H|im ;

»R|1<*

Mm •

mm
*RR

f^crc mm
f4'l*cHT55 mm
f^tSJ *RR

nm
5 mn^ ? «rk ?

HRRl
, HRRVmR

•hr«
mn<>

»mv»

5* *nu ; mn i \im

mill

SS^nw mi*
j:^ urn ; *ri« 5 win.

jara mm
?b *i*i« j|mn? 5 mil 1*

win t win mn
tRR 1«RR
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mm ;
1o|i|*

imi«
?RI*«

10R|*

%im*|lim<
5 *UI1H

mu
i
iom»

*im
mm ? mi« 5 mi* jmm

;

mu
MU ! mi* ; MUM
mi*

5
in

, mi«
imk , mm ; mm
iniiH, mm-,mn«

mm , mill ; mi*
um

i mm , mm
mm ; mm ; mi«mm ? *im ; mm
m»*» i *im ; mi*
•im 5

«iin ? mi*
«im j <m» •, «im
mi* •, ; imn
lfa|M

5 mm ; mm
mm , mi* ; mm
mm i'w s um
mi* ? mm
mi« ? mm
mm ? mm ? *im
mm
mi* t mm
mm

;

mm
mm
nmn

mu •, *.m

>*a *

fa: sftrafcrftr mi?
f?r:^?^ mi*

mil
, nm 5 mi*

mi*
i mny . .

m* , mm
mi*

i *im ;

mm
—:«: —

mm
;mm ? mm

mi**
; ; lim

nm ; min ; ?iim

mm : w\
i.m i mn» ; mm
*im ; »im ;

<« 1!<5

mn i mil
5 v*'«

*m*
;
mw ; mi*

mm ? «im» ; mj«
mm ; mn mm
ii?,?

mm
mm
mm 5 mm
mii ! m,v

faro mi< ; mn
; mm

mil
; »HH ; mi*

•nm

;

far^r* MIU ; mm ; ?K|*

mm » *im ; nm
mia
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fSror »nn
faq*T * *|? •,

fsroTflr i°im

fnto r^ »niU
fasqfa *nns

5
hi^iu

,

«ni» i
sun

*nn«
"Mm ; ^11 IV, "Mill*

—

q

^2f *n *
5 «ni»

«nn

IS «nnv, i»nr»

<W[TO mi'
41111%; 41111*; unit

»nm
II111H

qc*

q*?q inn ? »nni »nn*

qft inn •, *nn* i »nin

qftm«* inn ?
*niii

qft*fa

»nn

tt?t Hnn«

3* »nn ; tlW*
*nn

*nn« ? *nn« ; *nn
*nn» 5 »nn
»nn

q/M5?q inn ? niRM , mm
»nni
1|1|H; ^|1|1; *|*|*

*nn ; tun ; «*nn*

»nn
i«ni»

Jim «w»5 <ni» ; snn«

i«nn

;

Mil*

*nnn
..nr. _ *w»

5 <ni*

*nn
5 *nn ; *nn» 5

sum
qraqwiTq »m»

snm
si?q$i ^iii«H,iiinvtiiu««.»

*nn»$ *nn? unni ?

inn*
i
*nn •, «nn ;

sun » sum
;
sum

i°nn

*nm ism*
HrqgjrfSBFMins

nca^rq^ mm i sim
nr^r ngr \\w ;

snn

3r«r=r j inns 5 wn»
ufTT win ?wm ?

smn *nu«
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srf* *Hlis

turn , uin*

mi***

smro <u*i*

STOW WIS ; 41*14 ; 41*1*

!Ilft«T »|*I1» ;
1o|*|«

n^nnf ti*n : i«i*i<

sftrac 4im
s%% 4111*1 tun"

n^pr hum
ng? imv

srrar "urn

areft *i*n*

sn^r 41*1*

nrgsfo *ih*h i *i*n ? «i*tt

srra *itl<£

m*?taT3rfii;*lil<5

mim* 1IH4 ; i«l*H.

JTrtffOT *l*l*

atfijRf *l*h

TOT

— jo; _

4i*m ?

iin«

*i*n

*i*m { •im
*I*I44 t«HH

1<>l*l*

shr tun
^T^FTfrRt *|*|*

*T*aw *i*i*

um ., *m* , *ni<*

*|1|1<»
; *I1|1«-, *nii<i

*ni*< *i*i» s *i*m>

41*1* ; 4I*IH ; *IH*

«<I1|1* ;^l*l^ s Hl*«1*

H|*M •, »I11* ; *l*i*

snjjsf^nT ^iinv

qr^^f^ *miA

*tto *i*i*i

fa 1111* 11*141 I *l*l*^t-

»i*i*i

fksnn *iw •, 41*1*;

iiini
i
iiir<^!*ii,^

*|1|1H • ^|*|* ; «|*t*

*|1i^ •, *im ; Sl*l«

ftraT *|*|*« ?»|1|*1 ;<M*|1*

ton* ii*in

fafa

ftmOa »niio

»l*l*i

fe*rrrr inn $ mm } uin»
1l1R»sl|1R<t;1HI4»-

*I^I41j«HI11-,H|*|i*

*I*I1H,»R|1<»;»I*I1»

».*I1*

•RI1H

4HH4
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f^rVst inn* ; i«IW
niiiv<umiimii
*I1U i

\\*\\

f%5hr 1|1|* ; ;

im* t
imi« ; 1RI1*

*iiiu
5
*nu o }*mii

*mv»i*m«iinn»
(mi« ; tmw ; »m«
*R|1 ? »W» ! "MUt

(mu?»iini -,i»mn

«ni^ > «tfn ! M»m
\\*\\ 5 i«iw ,

faro'swifa *i*n»

forfait <nn
fw*T imi»

f^ajftni *mi»
'MW

fq^dH H|i|l*

3% tun •, \w\ •, (im

(1111 i «im 5
*UIh

(mi ; (IHl

11(11 ; <mi

%T 1|1|(»

*Rin,(iih

*mii

nmi«

10R|»

; ! *RH«

nm 5 •mi
sun , *mi
im*»

\wu , *lili«

(Rll j (HI* ! (Hill

*mu i *iw » »nm
"Ml 111 jHHI it

{
<t|*|U

(l(|1( ; •HI* ;
•1111*

•|H1H;*|1|H-,»mi»

•I1H» •, »ml •, «m«
•R|1* I»|(I11 1 •|(l»l

•U|1» ; <I1I1 5

*Ull

inn ? tun 5 w
*mi

? ! ihih

inn
_» tun

i & i &
till*

•HH

V
()1|1»

inn 5 mi* i mm
mn^imn»;mm
mi« 5 mn , mm
*mv*, wit) irh*

?

mm mini mm i
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<I1|11 <M1R

HUH

<mi —Jo—

* WH? 10|1|»

*R|1« *R|W Willi

lliliv, Witt? <IW

nil*

* % *RI1«

HP* <mH

«RiH urn; im». *RI1»

Wl< •nm
win

win
*RRl; WUK *RI1»

w
%

urn; *imv,

«*mi»

«im ;*iuii
i WH

wm«
1»t1|» »R|H

»mv. •in*

*nr»* •1111*1 •llltt —!•:—

»w«

firw

"C3RT

imi»

1M1I1 »lm
; <Rh; »I»R
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*t»t *RM
lilU; 1UM ; mil
^I^R; mi* ; «UH

*RiH, »<1R ; »Rtt

<RK; 1"Rl«

Mill
mm
—

mn«; mi«-, m»i*

*|1M *|1M;

mRI; mR»; *UH«

mil? *RR , mil*

M*M; *RH'; *.1»1H

*«m \.m

1RH1 ;
V,m

; *RI11

Him mR; »|1R1

SRI*

1Ri1»,

1RI1*, SRR*,

mil,

mr»
—to;—

mRH; m*0 , *RR1

mm ; *RM;
V*|H ;

\\*\\C
; »RM

mm
*rm

*R|1 ; *R|H ; HUM
*l*t«lWW *R|1H

*n** irri

sira min
sfaKn min

5% *R|H 5 wit ; «m«
#T <|1H

^tc^T «IVH

«ii,h

»it* *RR1

*r'**n inn
;
ihrh . miv»

•Mill

w'^im hri<s

lllR

?r:»Twsfjf mn« . sum

^'g*> huh •, Him
, io|^i»

w*«fhr mn, mm
, mn»

1|1R»
j
H1RH; mn»

n»n° ; <im ; mi»
mR^mM

; miM
»11M I *RI1 ; *R|*

HRI1 ;
H|1|*

, -Mm
Him

;
Him* ; hum

HRl 1
5
HR|*

; <m|H

HRH ; HR|< ; HRM
H|m»

5
HRM«;*imH

»RR ; »RIH5»RM
mm |Hnn
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tf«ft»rfa$t<T sum
; <m.ff; *Hf»;

wmRrJi nm j*im* ,«,im

V|1|*;H|1|1«; H|1|14 .

mi* ;
<%.|^|to

*t'srtt^w mu
sum

*t 1IH< ; ; mi1» .

mil
; *m*s ;

mil* ; ; «h|»

*im ; till* ;
*|1|V

sim
; mn» . ,oui^

Hfir mi» , mi«
miM 5 ||1|1S; mm
mm

sum ;mm ; mui

^Hl^ ;*HI« ; mill
WRl ; »im* ;<mi1*

miV» 0*1*11; 1«KH

lo|*|»

WMlfa< HlllS ; |im . »|* h «.

; «IW ; «,|*|i

wwsr <um
muw *nui;»im

wrvmr . mi« . *|* R «,

*rr»l«7 umi
wirfirc »im<>

srwrwj im* . 1 1 1 1«
; iiiik

mm ; mm ;

mi» ; nm •, mn«
m|1» ;

. *|1I*

mi» •, mm •, mm
mil* ? <nh , <im
II IRS

mw*nt: mm : mn» ; nm
*rmron«qi mu»
wrw mi*
OT**rr^ *n «

farar mi
farrow mm

•irni

*for *nt»

9W 'UK 5 |l*|»
; ||*m

Will;
, 1*1111

5** mm
*|i|»

Sf* M|1flH

Wft^ H|*fH

fw> mr*
mn , mn , *im
mil

; *|1|1. . V(H\
; »,1,, .
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•1*1* 5 ^| 1 1 1 I 9 ^| T 1 • w

3UI3. : SUI* ; *UHH HUH : HllIB : H|1H

? *HI<5 <*ui»

sum stun* ; wi' 11

1HI« : 5\UU ;

huiu «imi i ini*

IT • HI*

H|1|1
; tun

; Him gw •uu»

^m* ; huui ,
»uu»



A P P E N D I X—111.

Index of Aphorisms.

N . g,

—

Words left out by time edita

«H ... V, ii, 13

*T»HTO... Ill, i» G

« <n«*4i<*Mi<i ! ... VIIi i) 14

WTHT: ... VII, i, 16

z^l wrftfa ?rfliR faSfcw ra i favlM r-

?ron«? ... VII, i, 11

W^p3%«T^afrTf^Cs ... IV, ii, 4

untr ... vii, i, 8

«RTt faqifaws ... vii, i, 10

WTOtt VJWI cRTHsUTCTltfi ••• I, i» it

«jg f^n ... IX, ii, 12

... VI, ii, 12

3T$apre)*T JC°*m, ... II, i, 11

mpq*%lT fsTWr^g^*^... II, i, 13

wf?it*l %$k fastaa: srfa^vnnq: V, i, 4

tifew^W UTTwra: ... II, ii, 28

*rfiTc*sftsm ... VII, i, 18

•ft&iftWT ^MnftrTWl^VII, i, 5

«fiWaf^»1^T^ ... IV, ii, 6

«litaj[MraT§T3[*J?Sg*BH ... I, ii. 11

«tegeq«nraroiv qfastaiw srctq-

fwr: ... IV, i, 8

... VII, ii, 9

are thouin within brackets.

8n»nn»^h5h fafftwr: ... I, ii, 6

Sgftw^m ; ... Ill, i, 7

«T^fo^flfv| ... II, ii, 6

V, ii, 17

*qr tfwttr fearo? fcrasftnn*

V, ii, 8

V, ii, 3

V. ii, 11

qfor: ... Ill, i, 15

31*1^5 5T3f% TWIT ^ fwfMI 5°qfa?q-

?qi^... VII, i, 4

(awg) Jfft^<nr ... II, ii, 5

*jq>TC<if 5*-tT^f^T»T: ... V, i, 3

V, i, 5

«rf*jcqtfft ^qir^ ... II, ii, 30

Hgtwm^MatqwffoHgi'ircT *q>T-

«f*rq«iT^Tf«W .. VI, ii, 2

«*jcr sni-aWraforat ... IX, i, 9

wjftwfq ... X, i, 4



(

zm**T — VI, ii, 8

^IH... VIII, ii, 1

srePr^T^TTftri ... IV, i, 12

WJ%ft VIII, ii, 3

srofetf 9 ... VI, ii, 7

^rW^'iWc^*n.S5ri^i: XII, i, 8

*rf%?n ... IV, i, 5

wfiTOT « frmflqpt ... VII, i 21

gfoafaro: ... VI, ii, 6

*rcrf?r qroTwrc^ ... VI, ii, 9

*n^fa 5rr^ftf?r ^ m^mh^ ... VII,
ii, 17

... IX, i, 3

*rf*nir*Tsraflt ... IX, i, 6

fo?J?T ... I, i, 26

*Nf* ... IX, i,13

1^*T^ 1HW; 5^1flJdrtH!^ IX, U, 5

3% ... IX, ii, 2

*»*2l<£ Wtfrrf W^TTVt ^f*2tTf»T faftrfa

wnftfa %frT Sf^KH ...IX, ii, 1

mm^A^Lfecgt -T: ... Ill, ii, 14

III, ii, 18

III, ii, 9

WRIPRTJT f^^t^TTH ... V, i, 6

... VI, ii, 16

329 )

... ix, i, ii

*JJ%: IX, ii, (J

anrJWJT^nm^irngwfs ... IX, i, 15

3n?fW^TJnrawiwrf k*?t ^wt V,i,l

VI, i, 5

3nrfr%q-TOsrftwrfcj; V,

ii, 15

RJ^ ... Ill, i, 18

*n^g (JHift fefH) ... Ill, ii, I

*3 ( awft j II, ii, 14

wi ftrfvj^i^sg we$*m IX,

ii, ?3

VI, ii, 14

far ^ftrfH q^*^ ( fipp* fefn

)

... II, ii, 10

... IX, ii, 10

^Tla: ... Ill, i, 2

fcg: ... V, i, 16

gwjiwmwfancmw: ... X,i, l

( SHOT*: ) ... VII, ii, 26

fjnrT; ... VII, i, 1
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FOREWORD.
I

Differences of opinion prevail as to the precise number of the original

aphorisms of the Nyaya-Sfttra of Gotama. Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis'a-

chandra Vidyabhti?an a* is inclined to take the extreme view that it is only

the first book of the Nyaya-Sfltra containing a brief explanation of the

sixteen categories that we are justified in ascribing to Gotama, while the

remaining four books bear marks of different hands and ages, the last and

most considerable additions having been made by Vatsy&yana who sought

to harmonise the different, and at times conflicting, additions and interpola-

tions by the ingenious introduction of Stitras of his own making fathered

upon Gotama. We are unable to subscribe to this view. The Nyaya-

Stitra is admittedly a system of philosophy, and its method, like that of the

Vais'eeika, consists in the enumeration, definition and examination of the

categories. You cannot retain the first book, and reject the others, without

mutilating the system. As regards the so-called references in the second,

third and fourth books to the tenets of the Vais'esika, Yoga, Mimams&,

Vedanta and Buddhist philosophy, it should not be forgotten that every

system of thought which has flourished on the soil of India has its source

in a common fund of national philosophy, "a large Manasa lake of philoso-

phical thought and language, far away in the distant North, and in the

distant past, trom which each thinker was allowed to draw for his own pur-

poses". Similarity of words and ideas here and there is therefore not a

safe guide in the determination of the originality or otherwise of one system

in relation to another. Moreover, isolated similarity of thought and expres-

sion is no ground for the rejection of whole books as spurious. The
parallelism between the wording of some of the aphorisms and certain

passages in the Lankavatara Sfttra, Madhyamika Stitra, and the 3ataka is

also misleading. For instnace, as observed by Dr. Keith**, on the authority

of Winternitz, Gesch.d. ind. Litt., II. i. 243, the Lankavatara Satra in

its present form is not earlier than the sixth century A. D., that is, is later

than even Vatsyayana.

The Nyaya-Bha?ya of Vatsyayana also presents a most formidable

obstacle to the acceptance of the theory propounded by Dr. Vidyibhttjana.

For it is not confined to the first book alone but covers the other books as well.

The difficulty can be overcome only by denying the authentic character

of the Bhagya in its present form. And this is exactly what Dr. Vidyi-

bhflsaua has done. We are not aware of any good reason for doubting the

genuineness of the Bha?ya as it has come down to us. Let us examine

• Introduction, page X.

** Indian Logic and Atemfofii, by A. B. Keith, 1921, page 23.
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Dr. VidyabhAbaca's reasons. He translates aphorism II. i. 29 (II a. 28 of

the Bibliotheca Indica series edition) as follows : "It may be objected that

the contact of a sense with its object is not the cause of perception, as it is

inefficient in some instances", and then proceeds :

"An objector may say that the contact of a sense with its object is

not the cause of perception, as we find that a person listening to a song may

not see colour, though it comes in contact with his eye.

"Vatsyayana interprets the aphorism as follows :—If the conjunction

of soul with mind is not accepted as the cause of perception a well-known

conclusion will be debarred, viz., the mark of the mind is that only one act

of knowledge is possible at a time. This interpretation, here inappropriate,

is based on the Bhaaya-commentary published by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal in 1865. I fully agree with those who hold that the real Bha?ya-

commentary of Vatsyayana is not yet available to us."

Similarly he translates the next aphorism as follows : "It is not so,

because there is pre-eminence of some particular object", and proceeds :

"It is admitted that a person while listening to a song may not see

colour, though it comes in contact with his eye. Yet the instance does

not prove that the contact of a sense with its object is not the cause of

perception, for it is to be understood that his intent listening prevents him

from seeing the colour. In other words, the auditory perception supersedes

the visual perception, because the song is more attractive than the colour.

"Vatsyayana interprets the aphorism thus :—The conjunction of the

soul with mind is not rendered useless, even if there is predominance of the

senses and their objects. If perception is produced when a person is asleep

or inattentive, it is because there is then the predominance of his sense and

its object, though even then there is a faint conjunction of soul with mind.

This interpretation is based -on the Bh&gya-commentary as available to us.

It is ingenious but out of place here."

With due respect to the memory of the distinguished critic we submit

that he has not been quite fair in his representation of the NyAya-Bha§ya

on these two aphorisms. In the translation and explanation which we have

felt constrained to substitute in the text in place of the above we have tried

to show what V&tsy&yana exactly means. It will be seen that Vatsyayana's

interpretation of the two aphorisms is not necessarily inappropriate or out

of place. It also goes without saying that for a pseudo-Vatsyayana who
could produce a Bh&gya which has commanded universal respect through

all the ages, it would not have been difficult to avoid such inappropriateness

as is alleged, or to grasp the more obvious interpretation which he is supposed

to have missed. Moreover, it is well-known that uncertainties as to the

correct reading of the NyAya-SCitra and the NyAya-BhSgya have given rise

to two different schools of interpretation from very early times. One of
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these schools is represented by T&tparya-Paris'uddhi and Ny&ya-Parisi'sta

of UdayanachArya and Paris'uddhi-Prakas'a and Anvik^a-Naya-Tattvabodha

of Vardhamana Upadhyaya
; the other school, by T»tparya-Tik& and Ny&ya-

Suchi-Nibandha of Vachaspati Mis'ra. Mere difference of opinion as to the

appropriateness of the Bha§ya here and there cannot, therefore, be accepted

as a sufficient reason for questioning the authenticity of the Bha?ya in its

present form. On the other hand, the Bhai^ya has been accepted as genuine

in all the seats of Sanskrit learning in India, and, among modern researchers

in the field, by Mahfimahopadhyayas Chandrak.inta Tark&lankara,

Bhimacharya Jhalkikar, Gangadhara 5astri Tailanga, and Dr. Gang<>nStha

Jh">. Even amongst European orientalists Dr. Herrman Jacobi docs not

doubt that the author of the complete Nyaya-Bha§ya is one and the same

person. Dr. Keith also is convinced that there is no evidence of any corrup-

tion of the text of the Nyaya-Bha?ya, and that the suggestion that

Vatsyayana is responsible for remodelling the Nyaya-Sutra is wholly

unsupported by evidence.*

Vatsyayana is an ancient Ri§i. By tradition he is regarded as

"Bhagavan", "Muni", "Mahamuni", and "Mahar&i". His date cannot be very

far removed from the time when the aphorisms of Gotama were first reduced

to writing. MahamahopWlhyaya Vasudeva Sastri Abhyankar assigns circa

300 A. D. to him.** It is therefore reasonable to conclude that all the

original aphorisms of Gotama have been preserved in the Nyaya-Bha§ya of

Vatsyayana. Difficulties have been experienced from very early times in

picking out the Sutra from the Bha?ya, particularly in those places where the

Bhasya does not clearly indicate the Sutra. These difficulties have been

considerably enhanced by the privilege enjoyed by Bha?ya-writers and

undoubtedly exercised by Vatsyayana of raising issues and solving them in

the course of the Bhasya in the form of aphorisms.*** This has misled many

scholars in attributing the aphorisms of Vatsyayana to Gotama and vice

versa. The results of such diverse readings are shown below in a tabular

form

:

1. Reading referred to by M.-M. Chandrakanta

Tarkalankara in £rigopala Vasumallik

Fellowship Lectures on Hindu Philo-

sophy, 1898 ... ... ••• 547 aphorisms.

Indian Logic and Atomism, by A. B. Keith, 1921, pages 25 and 27.

**Sarva-Dars'ana-Sangraha, Government Oriental (Hindu) Series

No. 1, Poona, 1924.

***Cf. "The knowers of Bha?yas know that to be a Bha?ya by which

is explained the meaning of aphorisms by means of words appropriate to

the aphorisms as well as texts of the commentator himself."
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2. Publication by the Asiatic Society of Bengal

in the Bibliotheca Indica series, 1865 ... 540 aphorisms.

3. According to Nyayako$a by M. M. Bhima-

charya Jhalkikar, second edition, 1893

(Bombay Sanskrit Series No. XLIX) ... 537

4. According to M. M. Dr. Ganganatha Jha

in the Nyaya-Dars'ana, Chowkhamba
Sanskrit Series, 1920—25 ... ... 532 „

5. According to M. M. Gangadhara Sastri

Tailan'ga in the Vizianagram Sanskrit

Series, volume IX, 1896 ... ... 531 „

6. According to Nyayasitchinibandha of

Vachaspati Mis'ra, circa. 841 ... 528 „

The diversity of readings, again, is not confined only to the number of

the aphorisms, but extends also to the aphorisms themselves ; for in regard

to particular aphorisms commentators and compilers differ as to whether

they are aphorisms or are the assertions of the author of the Bhasya. The

statement below will explain the position from this point of vie»v. Thus :

Book. Chapter.

Number of

aphorisms ac-

cording to the

edition of the

Asiatic Society

of Bengal, 1865.

Number
rejected

by V&ch-
aspati.

Number
added by

V&chaspati.

Number of aphor-

isms according

to Nyaya-Suchi-
Nibandha of

Vachaspati Mis'ra.

I i 41 * #
41

ii 20 * * 20

II i 69 2 1 68

ii 7i 3 1 69

III i 75 6 4 73

ii 78 6 * 72

IV i 68 2 1 67

ii 50 *
1 5i

V i 43
* *

43

ii 25 1
* 24

I-V i-x 540 20 8 528
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Since the publication of the Nyaya-Bhafya by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal a fairly large number of valuable manuscripts have come to light,

and the results of recent investigations go to confirm the correctness of the

Index to the Aphorisms of Nyaya (Nyaya-Suchi-Nibandha) by Vachaspati

Mis'ra. We have therefore revised the work of Dr. Vidyabhufana according

to, and on the authority of, Vachaspati. The twenty rejected aphorisms

are however retained in appendix B. The eight additional aphorisms

bear serial numbers 8l, 172, 226, 227, 228, 261, 404 and 461 of the present

edition.

M. M. Dr. GangAnatha Jh i and Pandit Dhundiraja Siistri nave also

followed the Nyaya-Sucht-Nibandha in their edition of the "The Siltras of

Gautama and Bhiijya of Vatsyiyana with two Commentaries" published

in the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, Benares, 1925. They have, however,

retained four aphorisms which have been omitted from the Ny'iya-Suchi-

Nibandha. The total number of aphorisms according to them is therefore

532 instead of 528. The learned editors have not assigned any specific

reasons for treating these four aphoristic statements as aphorisms of Gotama.

They merely state that they "feel constrained to deviate from it (/'. e., the

Ny.iya-Suchi-Nibandha) on the clear authority of either the Bhugya or the

Vortika." With due respect for the authority of Dr. Jha we are unable to

persuade ourselves to be of the same view. The absence of these so-called

aphorisms leaves no extraordinary or unsual gap in the line of thought in

the aphorisms of Gotama. We are therefore content to follow the lead of

M. M. ChandrakSnta Tarkalank.ira in accepting Vachaspati Mis'ra as a

reliable guide to the aphorisms of Gotama.

II

In his posthumous work entitled "History of Indian Logic", published

by the University of Calcutta in the year 1921, Dr. Vidyabhujaoa has

completely changed his opinions as to the authorship and the date of the

composition or compilation of the Nyiiya-Sutras. We give below a resume

of the results of his later researches with our comments thereon.

"The word nyAya popularly signifies 'right' or 'justice'. The NyAya-

s'Astra is therefore the science of right judgment or true reasoning." 1 "Tech-

nically the word nyAya signifies a syllogism (or a speech of five parts), and

the Anvik$iki was called NyAyas'Astra, when nyAya constituted its special

topic." 1 "The term 'Nyaya' in the sense of Logic does not appear to have

been used in literature before the first century A. D. PAnini (about 350 B. C.)

did not know the word 'Nyaya' in the sense of Logic."* "There is no doubt

that PAnini derives the word nyAva (evidently in the sense of justice) from

1. History of Indian Logic, 1921, page 40.

2. Ibid., page 41.
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the root nl in his AjtidhyJyi, 3—3—122, as follows :—njtarPT «rwtarr5#irn;T^

His AjladhyAyi, 4—2—60, agwrrfi? gsrT*rTT7j33;, does not, however, presuppose

nydya in the sense of 'Logic'." 3

"Medhatithi Gautama (was) the founder of Anvikfiki par excellence

(circa 550 B. C.)".* He "was quite different from Aksapiida. While one

lived in MithilA, the other flourished at Prabhasa in Kathiawar. The

Brahmaiida-puraua describes Akgap 1 da and Kayilda as the sons of a BrUi-

mana named Soma-Sarma who was 5iva incarnate, and well-known for his

practice of austerities at the shrine of Prabhisa during the time of Jatukarnya

VyJsa." 5 "It is by no means easy to determine who was the real author of

the Nyaya-sutra. Gautama and Akgaptda seem both to have contributed

to the production of the work." 0

The Nyaya-Siitra "treats of four distinct subjects, viz. (1) the

art of debate {tarka) (2) the means of valid knowledge (pram&na),

(3) the doctrine of syllogism (avayaua), and (4) the examination of

contemporaneous philosophical doctrines {anyamata-pariksd)"'. 7 The first

two subjects, " combined together, constitute the Tarka-s'astra (the philoso-

phy of reasoning), popularly known as Gautamt-vidya (the Gotamide

learning)." 7 "The third subject, the doctrine of the Syllogism, does not appear

to have been known in India a considerable time before the Christian era.

The fourth subject refers to numerous philosophical doctrines that were

propounded from tim^ to timo upto the second century A. D. Gotama's

Tarka-s'astra, after these two subjects had been introduced into it, became,

about the second century A. D., designated as the Nyaya-sutra, the apho-

risms on logic." 7

" Ananta-yajvan, in his commentary on the Pitrimedha-sutra, observes

that Gautama and Aksapida were the same person, while the Nyaya-ko?a

mentions a legend to account for the name as applied, according to it, to

Gautama. As no credible evidence has been adduced in either case, I

consider the identification as fanciful, and maintain that Gotama or Gautama
was quite different from Akfap^da, but that both of them contributed to the

production of the Nyiya-sutra, one at its early stage and the other in its final

form." 8

3. Ibid., page 41, footnote 4.

4. Ibid., page 17.

5. Ibid., page 49.

6. Ibid., p. 49.

7. Ibid., p. 497.

8. Ibid., p. 498.
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"Though Ak?apflda introduced into the Nyfiya-sutra the doctrine of the

syllogism, he was by no means the first promulgator of the doctrine—nay, not

even its first disseminator. The doctrine was carried to great perfection in

Greece by Aristotle in the fourth century B. C. (384—322 B. C). That

it was known even in India prior to Akgap&da is apparent from a notice of

the same in the Charaka-samhitS, about 78 A. D."°

" Some philosophical doctrines of the third and fourth centuries A. D.

were incorporated into the Ny&ya-sutra of Ak?api»da by VAtsy&yana the

first commentator (about 400 A. D.), through the introduction of certain sutras

of his own making fathered upon Akgapuda." 10

Thus, according to Dr. Vidy4bhusana, " Ancient logic was called

Anviksiki, or the science of debate, but with the introduction of syllogism or

proper reasoning it came to be called Nyaya from the first century A. D.", 11

and that "The Ancient School, which reached the height of its development

at the hands of Akeapiida about 150 A. D., extended over a period of one

thousand years, beginning with Gautama about 550 B.C. and ending with

Vatsyayana about 400 A. D." 12

Ill

It is gratifying to find that Dr. Vidyubhiifana has discarded his former

opinion that only the first book of the Ny&ya-sutra is the work of Gotama,

while the remaining four books bear marks of different hands and ages. His

opinion now is that Gotama's "work on Anviksiki has not come down to us in

its original form," 13 and that AksapSda is " the real author of the Nyiya-

sutra which derived a considerable part of its materials from the Anvik§iki-

vidya of Gautama." 14
. We have already explained why the charge against

Vrttsayayana, viz., that he interpolated into the Nyaya-sutra aphorisms of his

own making fathered upon Aksapada, must be rejected. The theory, again,

that Gotama and Ak?apada are two different persons is equally unsound. Dr.

Vidyabhu?ana is wrong in supposing that Ak?apada and Kanada were sons

of Soma-s'arm*. The word 'sons' in the text of the Brahmftnda Purina means

disciples. There is also no inconsistency in Gotama, born in Mithiia, pro

ceeding to Prabhasa for education. The identity of Gotama and Ak?apada

does not admit of doubt. Dr. Vidyabhugana himself has fully established

it in the Introduction. We shall only point out that the commentators on

Amara-ko^a : Naiyayikah tu akgap&dah", explain that Ak?apAda, Ak$apada

—

8 Ibid., pp. 498—499-
10 Ibid., p. 497. foot note 3.

11 Ibid., Introduction, p. xvi.

Ibid., p. 157.

1

3

Ibid., p. 20.

l * Ibid., p. 5°-
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these two are the names of Gotama who holds that the number of Predicables

is sixteen, viz., Pramftna, Prarneya, Sams'aya, etc.

Dr. Vidy&bhusana seems to us to have been induced to change his

opinion as to the authorship and the date of the Composition or compilation

of the NySya-Sutra by the idea that the doctrine of the syllogism was imported

into India from Greece. We propose, therefore, to discuss this point, not fully,

but in some detail. Dr. Vidy"ibhil§ana's reference to P'u.iini is incomplete.

PAnini does not use the word " Ny&ya" in the sense of justice only. In As

tadhylyi, I. 3.36 UfJTMSTfrj w^prt *m WTT^Itt fquqH sir^J fsrcr: the root nt

is said to take the &tmanepada form of conjugation when it is used in one or

other of the seven senses mentioned therein. One of these senses is J fiana,

knowledge. The commentators explain JS&na as Prameyanis'chaya, ascer-

tainment of the object of right knowledge. They also illustrate the use

of the verb in this sense thus : Tattvam nayate, demonstrates or verifies

the truth. It is therefore idle to argue that P&uini did not know the word

"Nyaya" in the sense of Logic. And P.iuini is as old as "Most probably

the seventh century B. C. in my opinion, for which good authority might

be cited" (Ancient and Hindu India by V. A. Smith, second edition, 1923,

page 57, footnote 1).

Again, according to Dr. Vidy&bh "isaua, the old Anviksiki was

called Ny&ya-$ftstra when Ny&ya in the technical sense of the syl-

logism came to constitute its special topic, i.e., about the second century

A. D. This argument is demolished by Bh&sa's reference to "Medh&tithet)

Ny&yasMstram", the Ny<1ya-$astra of Medhatithi, in his drama PratimA.

Dr. Vidy&bhflsana seeks to get out of the difficulty by observing that by

"Nyaya-s'&stra" BhAsa "really meant its prototype the Anviksiki." But the

question is not what BhSsa really meant, but that the term NySya-^&stra

in the sense of Logic was prevalent in the days of Bhflsa whereas, according

to Dr. VidyAbhusana, it came into use about the second century A. D.

And BhAsa, in the opinion of M.-M. Pandit Gaoapati 5astri, is even older

than Panini (vide his introduction to PratimA nfltaka).

Dr. Keith shows a more correct appreciation of the position of Indian

Logic vis a vis the Logic of Greece. He says : "Of logical doctrine in its

early stages there is no reason whatever to suspect a Greek origin : the

syllogism of Gautama and Kanada alike is obviously of natural growth, but

of stunted development. It is with Dignlga only that the full doctrine of

invariable concomitance as the basis of inference in lieu of reasoning by

analogy appears, and it is not unreasonable to hazard the suggestion that

in this case again Greek influence may have been at work. But the possi-

bility of a natural development is not excluded
" 15

u
, Indian Logic and Atomism, 1921, p. \%.
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But we do not agree with the kainul Di ctur that the doctrine of

invariable concomitance was unknown to Indian Logic before the time of

Dignaga. Wc apprehend that he has missed the full significance and tne

true function of the example in the syllrgis-m. The aascning of Kanada

and Gotama was not merely from particular to particular and their example

was not a mere particular experience. Generally, as VVelton points out, "even

in cases w here the inference at first sight seems to be founded on one or more

particular experiences, it is really based on the recognition the universal

clement in which they agree ; and this may be expressed in a general pro-

position which forms the major premise of a sylkgiwn""'. The need for

the universal was fully recognised by Kaiiada and Gotama. They do not

draw their conclusion from the example alone, but from the reason as well.

The function of the example and the reason have also been distinguished by

Kanada. According to him inference is based on the relation of "It is its'

between the subject and the reason, and this relation can be grasped by the

intellect and not by the sense, lie has also explained (Vais'esika-Sutra,

III. i. 14) that the mark of inference must be prcced' d by the recollection

of its universal relation (prasiddhi) to that of which it is a mark. The

Vais'esika-Sutra is older than the Nyaya Sutra. It is clear therefore that

the doctrine of the universal relation was not borrowed from Greece.

N. S.

Intermediate Logic by J.
Welton and A. J.

Monahan, 1911, p. 271,





INTRODUCTION.

I — GOTAM A THE FOUNDER OF NYAYA PHILOSOPHY.

Pa nini, the celebrated vSanskrit grammarian, who is supposed to have

flourished about 350 B. C.,* derives the word
The word "Nyflya ex- ..», * ,, , c . ... .

pla inecl
' "Nyaya f from the root "i which conveys the

same meaning as "gam"— to go. "Nyaya" as

signifying logic is therefore etymologically identical with "nigama" the

conclusion of a syllogism. Logic is designated in Sanskrit not only

by the word "Nyaya" but also by various other words which indicate

diverse aspects of the science. For instance, it is called "Hetu-vidysV'+

or "Hetu-Sastra" the science of causes, "Anv'ik>iki"§ the science of

inquiry, "Pramana-Siistra" the science of correct knowledge,

"Tattva-Sastra" the science of categories, "Tarka-vidya" the science

of reasoning, "Vadartha" the science of discussion and "Phakkika-

*l';ihini is said to have been a disciple of Upavar§a, minister of a King
of the Nanda dynasty, about 350 B. C, as is evident from the following :

—

(KatliHsarit-sAgara, Chapter IV., verse 20).

Dr. Otto Bcehtlingk observes :—

•

"We need therefore only make a space of fifty years between each

couple of them, in order to arrive at the year 350, into the neighbourhood

of which date our grammarian is to be placed, according to the Kathi sarit-

s3gara."—Goldstucker's Pa nini, p. 85.

(Pacini's Asiadhy'iyi 3-3-122.)

wrapaf ?rr^ Jjirqf^ fcgfasrrai irg^ m% «rtfatfr* m

(Lalitavistara, Chapter XII., p. 179, Dr. Rajendra Lai Mitra's edition).

(Amarako§a, svargavarga, verse 155).
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Sastra" the Ecierce of £0[hism. Nyaya-sutra is the earliest work

extant on Nyaya Philosophy.

The Nyaya or logic is said to have been founded by a sage named

Gotama.* He is also known as Gautama,

The founder of Nyfiya Aksapadaf and Dirghatapas.t The names
called Gotama, Gautama, "

.

Ak§apuda or Diryhata- Gotama and Gautama point to the tamily to

pfls
- which he belonged while the names Aksapada

and Dirghatapas refer respectively to his meditative habit and practice

of long penance.

In the Rigveda-samhit:\ as well as the Sathapatha-Brfihmana of the

white Yajurveda we find mention of one Go-
The family of Gotama.

tama whQ wag g()n of Rahflgana § and priest

of the Royal family of Kuru-srinjaya for whose victory in battle he

*Tta*T ctJT^mr t*jt f%c«i a*fcr sr: 11

(Naisadhacharitam 17-75.)

( l'admapunvna, Uttarakhanda, Chapter 263.)

(Skanda-punlna, Kulika KliauOa, Chapter XVII.)

(Udyotakara's Nyayavartika, opening lines.)

In the Sarvadars'ana-saragraha Nyaya philosophy is called the Ak§apuda
system.

JKA.lidas.Vs Raghuvams'am n-33.

^«^tt $3 ^'swrcf 5df5?r STrcft^ 1

(Uigveda-samhit'i, Mandala i, SCikta 8i, Mantra 3, Sfiyana's commentary).

(Satapatha Br&hmana of the white Yajurveda, Klnda 1, Adhyaya 4
Mudhyandiniya recension.)
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prayed to Incira. NocMh, * son of Gotama, was also called Gotama
who composed several new hymns in honour of Indra. The sages

sprung from the family of Gotama are designated Gotam&sah t who
were very intelligent ; and Agni, pleased with their adoration, gave

them cattle and rice in abundance. It is related that Gotama, once

pinched with thirst, prayed for water of the Marut-Gods, who out of

mercy, placed a well} before him transplanted from olsewhere. The

water gushing out copiously from the well not only quenched his

thirst but formed itself into a river, the source of which was the seat

of the original well.

In the Rigveda-samhita the descendants of Gotama as already

noticed are also called Gotama while in later Vedic

Gautama
16^ ""^ literature they are called Gautama. The Va>n Sa-

Bnthmana of the Samaveda mentions four members
of the Gotama family§ among the teachers who transmitted that

^fV«rT«T ^TOT: STTrTIT^fw W^TPUT^ II

(Rigveda-samhita, Mandala I, Sukta 63, Mantra 13.)

t O^T 5f sft&nRT fgfqit?3 Sf?TTf% StTfTCTT^T I

(Rigveda-samhita, Mandala 1, Sukta 61, Mantra 16).

(Rigeda-samhit£, Mandala 77, Sukta 77, Mantra 5).

<fUnm fenrm^T: fkxw enrtfer vmfa: 11

(Rigveda-samhita, Mandala I, Sukta 85, Mantra u.)

Sayana in commenting on Rigveda samhita, Mandala i, Sukta 77,

Mantra 10, observes:—

g^wr^PTTf^n 1 irrfur mfo- fairer cftfe?n^ jtstt t^r-
i

The well (utsadhi) is alluded to in the Rigveda, Mandala 1, Sukta 88,

Mantra 4, thus :
—

wf* qwi: ^ sipjftm fare wsrar 'ar ?gfif i

Samavediya Vams'a-iirahmana, Khanda 2, Satyavrata Sam&s'rami's edi-

tion, p. 7.)
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Veda to posterity, vis., the Radha-Gautama, Gatyi-Gautama, Sumanta-

babhrava-Gautama and Samkara-Gautama, and the Chhandogya

Upanisad of the same Veda mentions another teacher named Haridru-

mata-Gautama* who was approached by Satya-Kama Javala to be

his teacher. The Gobhila Gyihya Sutra of the Samaveda cites the

opinion of a Gautama t who held that during the winter season there

should be three oblations offered to the dead ancestors. Another

Gautama was the author of the 1 iti/imedha Sutra]: which perhaps

belongs to the Samaveda. The Byihadaranyaka § of the white

Yajurveda mentions a teacher named Gautama, while in the Katho-

panisad of the Black Yajurveda the sage Nachiketas|| who conversed

with Yama on the mystery of life, is called Gautama which evidently

is a generic name as his father is also called Gautama in the same

work. A Gautama « is mentioned as a teacher in the Kausika sfitra

^fff?rrf srrw-irf *ft?rm^ iffcm. i

(S:\inavcdiva Varas'a-Brfihmana, Khanda 2).

(Sumavediya Vaius'a-BnUtmana, Khanda 3.)

(Chhandogya. Upanisad, Adhy.iya 4, Khanda 4).

t =ergT5T«Ki |it?7t: 11 y 11

?>4l^lltUJlff : II S II

<TOT 'fhTJT^K^C^t II <t II

(Gobhila Grihya SAtra, 3-10.)

{ An incomplete manuscript <it" the Pitrimedha Sutra is contained in the

Library of the Calcutta Sanskrit College, but the work was printed in

America several years ago.

§*fteTOT? 'fow: II \ \ \ I ^ II

(brihadaranyaka, Adhyaya 4.)

qm ^ rn:^ jifst stt?ot wzfo iforo 11 % 11

(Kathopanisad, Valli 5.)

(Kathopanisad, Valli 5.)

*,;Vide Weber's History of Indian Literature, p. 153.
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of the Atharvaveda while to another Gautama is attributed the

authorship of the Gautama Dharma sutra* an authoritative work on

the sacred law.

We need not take any notice of one Gautama'' who, at the bidding

of his mother, as stated in the Mahabhnrata, cast into the Ganges

his old and blind father Dirghatamas who was however miraculously

saved.

The H:\mi\yaiia mentions a Gautama): who had his hermitage in a

grove at the outskirts of the city of Mithil;\ where

Gautama, husband he lived with his wife Ahalya. It is well-known how
of Ahalya. Ahalya, for her seduction by Indra, was cursed by

her lord to undergo penace and mortification until

her emancipation at the happy advent of Rama. The Adhyatma

Ramayana, while repeating the same account, places the hermitage

of Gautama§ on the banks of the Ganges
;
and our great poet Ka.lida.sa

follows the Ramayanic legend describing Gautamall as Dirghatapas,

a sage who practi-ed long penance.

* The text of the Gautama Dharma-siitra has been printed several times

in India while an English translation of it by Dr. G. Buhler has appeared

in the Sacred Books of the East Series.

t ?T I ^fcfcpTT *THT JfnTTffq^^TT^T II II

STTPTOt ^fa^ srrfr: q??r
?

f *T fasM II \\ II

(Maliubharata, Adiparva Adhyaya 104).

^*rrswsfarsT far fai gfa^sTrT^ i

snrsnrt %5?t^rt: il V*. ll

Ramayaiia, Adikanda, Saiga 48 ).

^JT^TrauT 5^4 <?<tt fWrcnft II ?« II

(Adhyatma Ramayana, adikanda, adhyaya 6)
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The Vayupurdna describes a sage named Aksapada* as the disciple

of a Brahmaiia named Soma Sarma who was oiva

Aksapada. incarnate and well-known for his practice of aus-

terities at the shrine of Prabhasa during the time of

Jatukarnya Vyasa. This Aksapada mentioned along with Kanada is

evidently no other person than Gotama or Gautama who founded the

Nyaya philosophy. As to the origin of the name Aksapada ("having

eyes in the feet") as applied to Gautama, legend has it that Gautama

was so deeply absorbed in philosophical contemplation that one day

during his walks he fell unwittingly into a well out of which he was

rescued with great difficulty. God therefore mercifully provided him

with a second pair of eyes in his feet to protect the sage from further

mishaps. Another legendf which represents Vyasa, a disciple of Gau-

tama, lying prostrate before his master until the latter condescended

to look upon him, not with his natural eyes, but with a new pair of

eyes in his fett, may be dismissed with scanty ceremony as being the

invention of a later generation of logicians, anxious to humiliate

Vyasa for vilification of the Nyaya system in his Mahabharata and
Vedanta stitra.

3rrere^5&s!w *piT ii ^ ii

TwqT^wwgsr?: 11 \h 11

(Raghuvams'a, Sarga u).

*• ^rafsrsrfa & srnf if^rf www 1

swrcrefHflTOni ?Ttm?JTr ^ftafg^m: 11 \o\ \\

k
(VAyupunvna, Adhy&ya 23).

stpt <rar^ strata swrf^: <rr^ <f %fe «rfaT-

(Nyayakosa, 2nd edition, by M. M. Bhimacarya Jlialakikara, Bombay).
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The people of Mithila. ( rrodern Darbhanga in North Behar)

ascribe the foundation of Nya.ya philosophy to

Local tradition. Gautama, husband of Ahalya, and point out as the

place of his birth a village named Gautamasthftna

where a fair is held every year on the 9th day of the lunar month of

Chaitra (March-April). It is situated 28 miles north-east of Darb-

hanga and has a mud-hill of considerable height (supposed to be the

hermitage of Gautama) at the base of which lies the celebrated

"Gautama-kunda" or Gautama's well the water whereof is like milk

to the taste and feeds a perennial rivulet called on this account

Ksirodadhi or Khiroi (literally the sea of milk). Two miles to

the east of the village there is another village named Ahalyftsthftna

where between a pair of trees lies a slab of stone identified with

Ahalyil in her accursed state. In its vicinity there is a temple which

commemorates the emancipation of Ahalyft, by Rama Chandra. The

Gautama-kurula and the Ksirodadhi river, which are still extant at

Gautama-sthana, verify the account of Gotama given above from the

Rigveda while the stone slab and the temple of Kama at AhalytV

sthana are evidence corroborative of the story of Ahalya as given in

the Ri\mayana. There is another tradition prevalent in the town of

Chapra that Gautama, husband of Ahalya. and founder of the Ny&ya

philosophy, resided in a village now called Godna at the confluence of

the rivers Ganges and Sarayu where a Sanskrit academy called Gau-

tama Thomson PathasaJsl has been established to commemorate the

great sage.

It seems to me that Gautama, son of Rahiigana, as mentioned in

the Rigveda, was the founder of the Gautama family

The founder of from which sprang Gautama, husband of Ahalya, as
Ny&ya philosophy , . , . , • •

identified. narrated in the Ramayana. It is interesting to note

that Satananda*, son of Gautama by Ahaly;\, is a

priest in the royal family of Janaka much in the same way as Gautama,

(Ram&yana, Adik&nda, Sarga 50).

(Uttara R&ma charitam).
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son of Rahugana, is a priest in the royal family of Kurusyifijaya. The

fields waving with paddy plants wh'ch greet the eyes of a modern

traveller near and round Gautama sthana bear testimony to Agni's gift

of rice and cattle in abundance to the family of Gautama. The NyAya

philosophy was, on the authority of the tradition prevalent in Mithila,

founded by Gautama, husband of Ahalyfi. The same Gautama has

been designated as Aksapada in the V:\yu Purana already referred to.

Aksapada has been identified by Anantayajvan* with the author of the

Pitrimedha Sutra as well as with that of the Gautama Dharma sutra,

and it is possible that he is not other than the Gautama referred to in

the Kausika sutra of the Atharva Veda. The other Gautamas

mentioned in the Brahmanas, Upanisads, etc., appear to be the

kinsmen of their illustrious name-sake.

The Ramayaria, as we have found, places the hermitage of

the Ad hy Alma Ramayana places it on the banks of the Ganges at

its confluence with the Satayii off the town of Chapra. The Vayu-

purana fixes the residence of Aksapada, supposed to be identical

with Gautama, at PrabhflsaV beyond Girnar in Kathiawar on the

*To the Grihya Sutias of the SAmavula probably belong; also Gautama's
Pitr imcdhasutra (Cf. liumell, p. 57 ; the commentator Anantayajvan identifies

the author with Aksapada the author of the Nyiiya-sutra), and the Gautama-
dharma-sutra.—Weber's History of Indian Literature, p. 85.

fl'rabhasa washed on its western side by the river Sarasvati and
reputed as the residence of Krisua, is mentioned in the Srimad RhAgavata
tluis :—

(RhAgavata, Skandha II, adhyAya 6.)

f^r^ft srTsnsr f^rsi sii^rr ar3rfc*?r: i

(BhAgavata, Skandha II, adhyAya 30.)

PrabhAsa was situated beyond the rock of Girnar in Kathiawar where
wc come across all the edicts of As'oka as well as as an inscription of

Rudradama supposed to be the first inscription in Sanskrit dated about
100 A. D. which mentions Chandra Gupta and As'oka by names. There
are also some inscriptions in Gupta characters, and there is no doubt that
PrabhAsa situated on the Sarasvati acquired celebrity in very old times.

His residence,
Gautama, husband of AhalyA, at Gautama-sthana

twenty-eight miles north east of DarbhangA, while
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sea-coast. To reconcile these conflicting statements it has been

suggested that Aksapada otherwise known as Gotarna or Gautama

was the founder of the Nyaya philosophy, that he was born at

Gautama-sthana in Mithila on the river Ksirodadhi, lived for some

years at the village now called Godna at the confluence of the

Ganges and Sarayu until his retirement to Prabhasa the well-known

sacred place of pilgrimage in Kathiawar on the sea-coast.

The Satapatha Brahmana mentions Gautama along with Asura-

fI . . ,> yana and the Vayupurana (already quoted)
His age about 550 B. C. - j r

. \ -» /

states that Aksapada, alias Gotama or Gauta-

ma, flourished during the time of Jatukaniya Vyasa. Now Jatu-

kaniya, according to the Madhukanda and Yajhavalkya Kanda of

the Satapatha Brahmana * (Kanva recension), was a pupil of Asura-

yana and Yaska who are supposed to have lived about 550 B. C.

This date tallies well with the time of another Gautama who, together

with Aranemi, is described in the Divyavadanaf, a Buddhist Sanskrit

work translated into Chinese in the 2nd century A. D., as having

transmitted the Vedas to posterity before they were classified by

Vyasa. It does not conflict with the view that Aksapada is identical

This Prabhasa is not to bj confounded with another town called

Prabhasa in Kausiimbi near Allahabad on the Jumna where there is an
inscription, dated about the 2nd century B. C, of Asadasena, a descendant
ol Sonakayana of Adhicchatra, (vide Dr. Fuhrer's Pabhosa inscriptions in

Epigraphia Indica, Vol. II, pp. 242-243.)

* Vide Weber's History of Indian Literature, p. 140.

In the Madhyandiniya recension of the Satapatha Brahmana a teacher
intervenes between Yaska and JatUkarnya, vis. Bharadvaja. Cf.

*ft<mt qrcreparfr^ trrcrsrssrf srTg^q-bsrrg^^f sircgrnTTf

(Satapatha Brahmana, Madhyandiniya recension, Kanda 14, adhyaya 5.)

fThe 33rd chapter of the Divyavadana called Mataiiga Sutra, in

Chinese Mo-tan-nu-cin, was translated into Chinese by An-shi-kao-cie of the

Eastern Han dynasty in A. D. 148-170. {Vide Bunjiu Nanjio's Catalogue

of the Chinese Tripitaka). In it we read :

—

(Divyavadana, Chap. XXXIII).
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with Gautama, author of the Gautama Dharma-Sutra which is

" declared to be the oldest of the existing works on the sacred law*."

Aksapada-Gautama, founder of the Nyaya Philosophy, was almost a

contemporary of Buddha-Gautama who founded Buddhism and

Indrabhuti Gautama who was a disciple of Mahavira, the reputed

founder of Jainism.

The fourfold division of the means of knowledge (Pramana) into

perception, inference, comparison and word found in the Jaina Prakrita

scriptures such as the Nandi-Sutra, Sthanauga-Sutrat and Bhagavati

Sutra compiled by Indrabhiiti-Gautama finds its parallel in the

Nyaya-Sutra of Aksapada-Gautama leading to the conclusion that

this particular doctrine was either borrowed by Indrabhuti from

Aksapada or was the common property of both. In the Pali and

Prakrita scriptures Gautama is called Gotama, and a Pali Sutta

mentions a sect called "Gotamaka,' + who were followers of Gau-

tama, identified perhaps with the founder of the Nyaya Philosophy.

The Pali Canonical scriptures such as the Brahmajala Sutta, §

* Buhlcr observes :—These arguments which allow us to place Gautama
before both BaudhAyana and VAs'istha are that both these authors quote

Gautama as an authority on law These facts will, I think, suffice

to show that the Gautama Dharma Sutra may be safely declared to be the

oldest of the existing works on the sacred law." (Holder's Gautama,
Introduction, pp. XLIX and LIV, S. B. E. series).

(SthAnAi'iga-Sutra, Page 309, published by Dhanapat Singh).

X Vide Vrof. T. W. Rhys David's Introduction to the Kassapa-Sihanada
Sutta, pp. 220-222. It is observed :

—

"The only alternative is that some BrAhmaua, belonging to the Gotama
Gotra, is here referred to as having had a community of Bhiksus named
after him."

(Brahmajala Sutta 1-33, edited by Rhys Davids and Carpenter).

(Udana, p. io, edited by Paul Steinthal, P. T. S. edition).
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Udana, etc., which embody the teachings of Buddha, mention a class

of Sramanas and Brahmanas who were "takkt" or "takkika" (logicians)

and "vimamsi" (casuists) and indulged in "takka" U°gic) andvimamsa

(casuistry), alluding perhaps to the followers of Akxapada-Gautama

described as "Gotamaka."

The Kathavatthuppakarana *, a P;\li work of the Abhidhamma-

pitaka, composed by Moggaliputta Tissa at the third Buddhist

Council during the reign of A«oka about 255 B.C , mentions "patinfiiV

i in Sanskrit: "pratijfia," proposition), "Upanaya'' (application of

reasons), "Niggaha" (in Sanskrit : "Nigraha," humiliation or defeat)

etc., which are the technical terms of Nytlya philosophy or Logic.

Though Moggaliputta Tissa has not made any actual reference to

Logic or Nyaya, his mention of some of its technical terms warrants

us to suppose that that philosophy existed in some shape in India

in his time about 255 B. C. These facts lead us to conclude that

Gotama, Gautama or Aksapada, the founder of Nyaya Philosophy,

lived about the year 550 B. C.

II. nyayasOtra the first work onnyAya philosophy.

To Gotama, Gautama or Aksapada, of whom a short account has

^, ,. , been given above, is attributed the authorship of
lhc earliest con- te r

tribution to the the Nyaya-Sutra, the earliest work on Nyaya
SOtra literature.

philosophy. Sanskrit literature in the Sutra or

aphoristic style was presumably inaugurated at about 550 B. C. and

the Nyaya-Sutra the author of which lived, as already stated, at

about that time, must have been the hrstf contribution to that litera-

ture. The "Sutta" or Sutra section of the Pali literature reads very

* The terms "Patifina" (pratijfiii, proposition) and "niggaha" (nigraha,

defeat) occur in the following passages :

—

(Kathavatthuppakarana, Siamese edition, p. 3).

"Niggaha-Catukkam" is the name of a section of the first chapter of the

Kathavat thuppakaraiia while "Upanaya-Catukkam" is the name of another

sect ion of that work.

fKapi la is stated in the Samkhyc-Karika, verse 70, to have taught his

philosophy to Asuri who is mentioned in the S'atapatha Brahmana as a

teacher, Asurayana and Yaska who followed Asuri were the teachers of

Jatukarnya, a contemporary of Aksapada-Gautama. Kapila therefore
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much like a body of sermons bearing no affinity with the Sutra

works of the Bn\hmarias.

The NyAya-Sutra is divided into five books, each containing two

The <Tadiml dev-
cna Pters called iihnikas or Diurnal portions. It is

clopinent^ of the believed that Aksapada finished his work on NyAya
NyAya-Sutra. .

r tgn lectures corresponding to the Ahnikas re-

ferred to above. We do not know whether the whole of the

NyAya-Sutra, as it exists at present, was the work of AksapAda, nor

do we know for certain whether his teachings were committed to writ-

ing by himself or transmitted by oral tradition only. It seems to me

that it is only the first book of the NyAya-Sutra containing a brief

explanation of the 16 categories that we are justified in ascribing to

AksapAda, while the second, third and fourth books which discuss

particular doctrines of the Vais'esika, Yoga, Mimamsu, Vedanta and

Buddhist Philosophy bear marks of different hands and ages. In

these books there are passages quoted almost verbatim from the

LankAvatAra-Sutra *, a Sanskrit work of the YogAchAra Buddhist

Philosophy, from the MAdhyamika Sutra of NAgArjunaf and from the

Satakat of Arya Deva—works which were composed in the early

centuries of Christ. The fifth book treating of the varieties of futile

rejoinders and occasions for rebuke was evidently not the production

of AksapAda who dismissed those topics without entering into their

details. The last and most considerable additions were made by

VA.tsyA.yana, otherwise known as Paksila SvAmi, who about 450 A. D.

wrote the first regular commentary, "BhAsya", on the Nyaya Sutra,

and harmonised the different, and at times conflicting, additions and

interpolations by the ingenious introduction of Sutras of his own mak-

ing fathered upon AksapAda.

preceded AksapAda by at least three generations. Kapila's Philosophy is

believed to have come down by oral traditions and was not perhaps com-
mitted to writing in his life-time. Hence the NyAya-Sutra has been stated

to be the first work of the Sutra period.

* Vide Nyaya Sutra 4-2-26, which quotes the LankAvatAra Sutra (dated

about 300 A.D.)

t Vide Ny&ya-Sutra 2-1-39. 4- l S9> and 4-1-48, which criticise the Madhya-

mika Sutra.

X Vide Nyaya-Sfltra 4-1-48 which criticises S'ataka of Aryaveda.
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The Nyaya-Sutra has, since its composition, enjoyed a very

great popularity as is evident from the numer-
Coinmentaries on the ^, „ ,, , , ,

Nyaya-Sutra commentaries that have from time to time

centred round it, A few of the commentaries

are mentioned below :—

TEXT.

1. Nyaya-Sutra by Gotama or AksapiVla (550 B. ('.)

Commentaries.

2. Ny&ya-Bliasya by Yatsyayana ('450 A. 1 ).)

3. Xyaya-Vartika by Udyotakara.

4. Nyaya-Vartika-tatparya-tjkA by V.ichaspati MiVra.

5. Nyaya-Vartika-tatparyatUai-paris'uddhi by Udayana.

0. Paris'uddipraka'sa by Vardhanuina.

7. Vardhamunendu by Padmanabha Mis'ra.

8. XyAyiilaiikara by Snkantha.

9. Nyayalankfira Vritti by Jayanta.

10. Xyaya-mafijari by Jayanta.

11. Nyaya-Vritti by Abhayatilakopfidhyaya.

12. Nyaya-Vritti by Vis'vanatha.

13. Mitabhasini Vritti by MabiUleva Wdiinti.

14. Nyayaprakas'a by Kes'ava Mis'ra.

15. Nyayabodhini by Govardhana.

16. Xyaya Sutra Vyjkhya by Mathur/vnatha.

III. RECEPTION ACCORDED TO THE NYAYA PHILOSOPHY.

It appeals from the Chhandogya-upanisad, Biihadaranyaka-upa-

nisad and Kauxitaki Brahmana* thai Philosophy

Philosophy inautvur- (Adhyatma-Vidya) received its first impetus
ated by members of , ,

. . , . ...

the military caste. ' rom tne Ksatnyas (members of the military

caste) who carried it to great perfection. King

Ajatasatru in an assembly of the Kuru-Pafichi\las consoled a Brah-

mana named Svetaketu, son of Aruni of the Gautama family, that

* Kausitaki-Brahmana 2-1, 2; 16, 4.

Brihadaranyaka 2-1-20, 2-3-6.

Chhandogya 3-14-1
; 5-11, 24 ;

1-8-9 ,' i-9"3. 7-1-3 and 5-11.

mmimv&fa ar^rr II a II

(Chhandogya-upanisad 5-3).
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he had no cause of being sorry for his inability to explain certain

doctrines of AdhyatmaVidyA which were known only to the

Ksatriyas. It may be observed that Mahavira and Buddha who

founded respectively Jainism and Buddhism—two universal religions

based on poilosophy or Adhyatma-Vidya— were also Ksatriyas.

Kapila is reputed to be the first Brahmana who propounded a system

of philosophy called Siimkhya, but his work on the subject not

having come down to us in its original form we are not in a position

to ascertain what relation it bore to the Vedas or what kind of recep-

tion was given to it by the orthodox Brahmanas. We know for

certain that the most powerful Brahmana who undertook to study and

teach philosophy openly was Gotama, Gautama or Aksapada, the

renowned author of the Nyaya-Sfitra He founded a rational system of

philosophy callel "Nyaya" which at its inception had no relation with

the topics of the Vedic Samhita and Brahmana. At this stage the

Nyaya was pure Logic unconnected with the scriptural dogmas.

Aksapada recognised four means of valid knowledge, vis., perception

inference, comparison and word of which the last signified knowledge

derived through any reliable assertion.

This being the nature of Nyaya or Logic at its early stage it was

not received with favour by the orthodox com-

received v itiu^vour'

1 mumtv °f Brahmanas who were anxious to estab-

lish an organised society, paid their sole attention

to the Samhitas and Brahmanas which treated of rituals, ignoring

Professor P. Deussen observes :

—

In this narrative, preserved by two different Vedic schools, it is expressly
declared that the knowledge of the Brahman as at. nan, the centrale doctrine
of the entire Vedanta, is possessed by the King

;
bat, on the contrary,

is not possessed by the BrAhmana "lamed as a Vedic scholar.''— Philosophy
of the Upanishads, pp. 17— ;8.

Again he remarks :—AVe arc forced to conclude, if not with absolute
certainty, yet with a very high degree of probability, that as a matter of

fact the doctrine of the fttman standing as it did in such sharp contrast to
all the principles of the Vedic ritual, though the original conception may
have been due to Bnhmanas, was taken up and cultivated primarily not
in BrAhmana but in lvsatriya circles, and was first adopted by the farmer
in later times. Philosophy of the Upanishads, p. 19.

a?rj 1
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altogether the portions which had nothing to do with them. The

sage Jaimini* in his Mima'psa-Sutra distinctly says that the Veda

having for its sole purpose the prescription of actions, those parts

of it which do not serve that purpose are useless We are therefore

not surprised to find Manu t enjoining excommunication upon those

members of the twice-born caste who disregarded the Vedas and

Dharma-Sutra relying upon the support of Hetu-Sastra or Logic.

Similarly Valmiki in his Ramayana I discredits those persons of

perverse intellect who indulge in the frivolities of Ar.viksild, the

science of Logic, regardless of the works of sacred law (Dharma-

sastra) which they should follow as their guide. Vyasa in the

Mahabharata,§ S&ntiparva, relates the doleful story of a repen-

tant Brahmana who, addicted to Tarkavidya (Logic), carried

These lour pregnant expressions (Mahuvakya) originated from the
Bn'dimanas, whence it may be concluded Nirguna-Brahrna-Vidya or know-
ledge of absolute Brahman was confined among them. It was the Snguna-
Brahma Vidy'i or knowledge of Brahman limited by form and attributes that
is said to have been introduced by the Ksatriyas.

(Mimfimsa Sutra).

t ^TSSW?q<T vft IgSTTSTTOTT^flrsr: 1

(Manu, adhy-Ua 2, verse llj.

(R&in&yaiia Ayodhya K&iida, Sarga 100).

W^tVJ ^Tffl^rRT s^TSTT^g =ST %5rT^ || «<i ||

rT^?T q^cTf5ff%:

r

f%: »3?TT«TrSr JW fgST II 'il II

(Mahabharata, S'antiparva, adhyaya 1S0.)

In the Gandharva tantra we find :

—

m inh

m

trtt^i i *m 1 »if5T<?TT: W% ^ ff I

(Quoted in Pranatosinitantra).
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on debates divorced from all faith in the Vedas and was on

that account, turned into a jackal in his next birth as a penal-

ty. In another passage of the Santiparva,* Vyasa warns the followers

of the Vedanta Philosophy against communicating their doctrines to a

Naiyftyika or Logician. Vyasat does not care even to review the

Nyaya system in the Brahma-sutra seeing that it has not been recog-

nised by any worthy sage. Stories of infliction of penalties on those

given to the study of Nyaya are related in the Skanda Purana.t and

other works
; and in the Naisadha-charita§ we find Kali satirising the

founder of Nyaya Philosophy as "Gotama" the "most bovine" among

sages.

Gradually however this system of philosophy instead of reiving

entirely upon reasoning came to attach due weight
Ny a y a reconciled to the authority of the Vedas, and later on, after

with scriptural dog-
mas, its reconciliation with them, the principles of

Nyaya were assimilated in other systems of philosophy such as the

Vaisesika,|| Yoga, MimiVpsa," SiVpkhya**, etc.

* srra^rcTfip? sirs? srpstf s^rrg^r^R^ i

x x x x x

(MaVmbharata, S'antiparva, adhyaya 246).

f m^^mm^^^i 11 \s 11

( Vcdanta-siHra 2-2).

(Skanda l'urana, Kalikakhanda, adhyaya 17).

nmro <m^r *t*tt few w 11

||Vais'esika-sfltra 1-1-4, 2-1-15. 1-1-16, 2-1-17, 2-2-17, 2-2-32, 3-1-15, 9-2-3,

y-2-4.

('J
ayanarayaua Tarkapanchananas edition).

«i Mimamsa-sutra 1-1-4, i-3-i, 1-3-2, 1-3-3, I-4-I4. I -4-35. 1-5-8, 3-^7,
3-1-20,4-3-18, 5-1-6, 10-3-35.

** Sainkhya-siltra 1-60, 1-101, 1-106, 5-10, 5-11, 5-13.

Yoga-sutra 1-5, 6.
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Henceforth the Ny&ya was regarded as an approved branch

of learning. Thus the Gautama-Dharma-sutra*

ved^lranchTf kLt Prescribes * course of training in Logic (Ny&ya)

Jedge. for the King and acknowledges the utility of

Tarka or Logic in the administration of justice though in the case of

conclusions proving incompatible ultimate decision is directed to be

made by reference to persons versed in the Vedas. Manut says that

dharma or duty is to be ascertained by logical reasoning not opposed

to the injunctions of the Vedas. He recommends Logic (Ny&ya) as a

necessary study for a King a nd a logician to be an indispensable member

of a legal assembly. Yajna-valkyaj counts "Nyaya" or Logic among

the fourteen principal sciences while Vyasa§ admits that he was able to

arrange and classify the Upanisads with the help of the Anviksiki or

Logic. In the Padma-pur4na|| Logic is included among the fourteen

* KJm *T*^<£ sTT5I^^T, HTVJ^rtf ^TT^ ^TTg^T^, ST^TO* STT^fr-

%?*n^rfafarcta: i «n<TTfarrfr flrfrfssgTW: i ?taTwjti «rar?qfTif

TOT^cTJ f%&F?T<TTT> ttepf^: STrtHTSr* fas* *W%r^ I

(Gautamadharma-sfttra, adhydya nj,

^^^NtT *t *ro^ km-, il

(Manu, adhyaya 12, vei'se 106).

(Manu, adhyaya 7, verse 43).

(Manu, adhyaya 12, verse 11 1 j.

t s^fsrTqifarwT wrm^rffirf?j?TT: i

^?r: ^«rmTffr fircrHT rntiw ^rgsfst n

(Yajnavalkya samhita, adhyaya 1, verse 3).

(Mahabharata quoted by Vis'vanatha in his Vritti on Nyaya-sdtra 1-1-1).

tftafcri Wsrnsrsi iftwra ^rrorcr^ii

(Padma-purana, vide Muir's Sanskrit text Vol. Ill, p. 27).
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principal branches of learning promulgated by God Visnu, while in the

Matsya-pun\na,* Nyaya-vidyfi, together with the Vedas, is said to have

emanated from the mouth of Brahma himself. In fact so wide-

spread was the study of Nyaya that the Mahabharata is full of

references to that science.

In the Adiparva of the Mahbaharata Ny&yafor Logic is mention-

ed along with the Veda and Chikitsa (the science ofmedicine), and the

hermitage of K&syapa is described as being filled with sages who

were versed in the Nyaya-tattva (logical truths) and knew the true

meaning of a proposition, objection and conclusion. The Santi-

parvaj refers to numerous tenets of Ny;\ya supported by reason and

scripture while the Asvamedha-parva§ describes the sacrificial ground

as being resounded by logicians (Hetu vadin) who employed _ argu-

ments and counter-arguments to vanquish one another. In the Sabha-

parval! the sage Narada is described as being versed in Logic

* 31*^21 ^f^CT fafar:*J|7TT: I

(Matsya-purina 3-2).

(Mahabharata, Adiparva, adhyaya 1).

^r^TqTrlrf^FR^TOsfeiJT^: II 'i\ II

fajfaSTT^fafciSI ^r^STWTT^T^%: || H\ II

«T?WRfiwn?:|: 11 yy 11

A

(Mahabharata, Adiparva, adhyaya 70).

(Mahabhdrata, &intiparva, adhyaya 210).

Iggrrerrq; wjRTg: T^^fsmHr^: 11 <vs 11

(Mahabharata, A'svamedhaparva, adhyaya, 85).

wrefrforarerai WUHqfoflKj: II ^ II
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(Nyayavid) and skilful in distinguishing unity and plurality ("aikya"

and "nanutva"), conjunction and co-existence (''samyoga' and "sama-

v;\ya"), genus and species ("parapara"), etc, capable of deciding

questions by evidences (Pramana) and ascertaining the validity and

invalidity of a five-membered syllogism (Pafichavayava-vttkya).

In fact the Ny;\ya (Logic) was in course of time deservedly

held in very high esteem. If it were allowed to
1 he course of Nyaya. . . ... . , . ,

tollow its original course unimpeded by reli-

gious dogmas it would have risen to the very height of perfection.

Nevertheless the principles of Nyaya entering into the diflerent

systems of phi'osophy gave them each its proper compactness and

cogency just as Bacon's Inductive Method shaped the sciences and

philosophies of a later age in a different country. It is however to

be regretted that during the last live hundred years the Nyaya has

been mixed up with Law (smriti , Rhetoric (alankara), Vedanta, etc.,

and thereby has hampered the growth of those branches of knowledge

upon which it has grown up as a sort of parasite.

Sanskrit College Calcutta. | SATIS CHANDRA VIDYABHU-
The 7th November, /g/j. J SANA.

TOf^flm: AWI<ll*dft«Fr: II y II

^TOtJ^tRT * 5F??Ttsfa f || ^ II

(Malubharata, Sabhapan a, aclhy.'tya 5).





THE NYAYA-StfTRAS.

Voo\ I.

—

Chapter I.

Ufo jftvSR f^F^T f%fF3T SR*

SWFH pramana, proof ; nifa prameya, provable, knowable, object of

proof
; {fopf samsaya, doubt, uncertainty ; JT^lsiJf Prayojana, aim, purpose;

J[ST^ dristanta, example, familiar instance
; fi^TO siddhanta, conclusion;

8T?1f avayava, members of the syllogism
;

tarka, hypothetical reaso-

ning, confutation ; ftotq nirnaya, ascertainment; an^ vada, discussion; 5I5<V

jalpa, sophistry ; fowi vitanda, cavil, wrangling
; t«f*ttS hetv&bbasa,

pseudo-mark, fallacy ; 39 chhala, quibbling ; anfff j*ti, futility
; fin^'JUT

nigraha-sth&na, occasion for rebuke, opponent's errors
;
flfssnsmj Tattva-

jfianat, from knowledge of the tiue nature; ft*«r«J*nftnm: nihsreyasa-

adhigamah, attainment of the supreme good.

1. Supreme felicity is attained by the knowledge about the

true nature of the sixteen categories, means of right knowledge

( pramana), object ol right knowledge (prameya), doubt ( samsaya ),

purpose ( prayojana ), familiar instance ( dristanta ) established tenet

( siddhanta ;, members ( avayava ), confutation ( tarka# ), ascertain-

* The English equivalent for "tarka " is variously givan as "con-
futation, *'

' argumentation, " < reductio ad absmdum/' " hypothetical
reasoning, " etc.
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ment (nirnaya), discussion (vada), wrangling
( jalpa ), cavil (vitanda),

fallacy ( hetvabhasa
),

quibble
(
chhala), futility ( jati ), and occasion

for rebuke ( nigrahasthana ).

Knowledge, about the true nature of the sixteen categories* means true know-

ledge by the "enunciation •'definition" and "critical examination" of

the categories. Book 1 (of tlio Nyaya Sutra) treats of 'enunciation" and
"definition," while the remain ning four Books are reserved for "critical

examination." The attainment of supreme felicity is preceded by the

knowledge of four tilings viz , (I) that which is fit to be abandoned viz.,

(pain), (2) that which prodou-os what is fit to be abandoned (viz misappre-
hension, etc), (3) complete destruction of what is fit to be abandoned and

(4) the means of destroying what is fit to be abandoned (viz , true know-

ledget).

g;»gf duhkha, pain
; ^jj janma, birth

; sffa pravritti, activity
;

dr sa, fault
;
fae^^R mithya- jiiana, false knowledge ; 3^tfiw*T% uttara-

uttara-apiiyo, on tho disappearance of one after another in the reverse

order
; ^^cTCnT^iqt tat anan tain ii|ajat, owing to the absence of each

successive one ; «T1 ?T: apavargi.h. hnal release, attainment of the end.

2. Pain, birth, activity, faults and misapprehension—on the

successive annihilation of these in the reverse order, there follows

release.

Misapprehension, faults, activity, birth and pain—these in their

uninterrupted course constitute the " world. " Release, which consists in

the soul's getting rid of the world, is the condition of supreme felicity

marked by perfect tranquillity and not tainted by any defilement. A
person, by the true knowledge of the sixteen categories, is able to remove

his misapprehension*. Wl en this is done, his faults, viz., affection,

* V&tsyayana observes :

—

—(N\ ftyadaisana, p. 9, Bibliothoca ludtoa Soiios).

—(Ny&yadari.na, p. 2 )
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aversion and stupidity, disappear. He is then no longer subject to any
activity and is consequently freed from transmigration and pains. This

is the way in which his release is effected and supreme felicity secured.

JTrST^TT j^T^Hsa^T: "irtotV \\\[\\\\\

3T3iair pratyaksa, perception
; wgflH anuniana, inference

;

upamana, comparison
;
^ts^ fiabda, word ; JWU.ffj pramanani

; proofs,

means of right knowledge.

3. Perception, inference, comparison and word ( verbal testi-

mony)—these arc the means of right knowledge.

[The Charvakas admit only one means of right knowledge, viz.,

perception (pratyaksa) ; the Vaisesikas and Bauddhas admit two viz.,

perception and inference (anumana) ; the Sankhyas admit three, viz., per-

ception, inference and verbal testimony ( a^uma or sabda ) ; while the

Naiyayikas, whose fundamental work is the Nyftya autra, admit four, viz.
t

perception, inference, verbal testimony and comparison (upamana). The
Pr&bh&karas admit a fifth means of right knowledge called presumption

(arth&patti), the Bhattas and Vedantins admit a sixth, viz., non-existence

(abhava), and the Pauranikas recognise a se-voirth and eighth means of

right knowledge, named probability (sambhuva) and rumour (aitihyat].

ffef*?rq&f*HB^?eqw»^ indriya-artba-sannilcarsa-utp«nnara, produced

from the contact of the sense with the object
; 5JT«TO( jfianam, knowledge

;

WW$?«IH a-vyapade4yam, without naming ; Wfjftrqrft a-vyabhichari,

unerring ; sasjWTT?*!*- vyavasaya-atmakam, certain in nature; ffsisf pra-

tyaksam, perception.

4. Perception is that knowledge which arises from the contact

of a sense with its object, and which is determinate, unnameable and

non-erratic.

Determinate.—This epithet distinguishes- perception from indetermi-

nate knowledge
;
as, for instance, a man looking from a distance oaunot

ascertain whether there is smoke or dust.

Unnameable.-~Signifies that the knowledge of a thing derived

through perception has no connection with the name which the thing

bears.
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Non erratic —In summer the sun's rays coming in contact with

earthly heat qui ver and appear to the eyes of men as water. The know-

ledge of water derived in this way is not perception. To eliminate such

cases the epithet non-erratic has been used-

[This aphorism may also be translated as follows:—Perception
is knowledge and which arises from the contact, of a sense with its object

and which is non-erratic being either, indeterminate (nirvikalpaka, as

"this is something") or determinate (savikalpaka, as "this is a Brah-

mana ")].

W atha, then
; fRgsfc tat-purvakam, preceded by perception ; ftlfW

tri-vidham, threefold
; affffff anumanam, inference

;
purva-vat,

from cause to effeot
;

sesa-vat, from effect to cause j tmnnitt jrqf

fc» nftnyto-driftam, commonly seen ; * cha, and.

5. Inference is knowledge which is preceded by perception,

And is of three kinds, viz., a priori, & posteriori and 'commonly seen.'
* ...A priori ts the knowledge of effect derived from the perception of

its Cause, e.g , one seeing clouds infers that there will be rain.

A posteriari is the knowledge of cause derived from the perception

of its effects, e.g., one seeing a river swollen infers that there was rain.

'Commonly seen' is the knowledge of one thing derived from the
perception of another thing with which it is commonly seen, e.g., one
seeing a beast possessing horns, infers that it possesses also a tail, or
one seeing smoke on a hill infers that there is fire on it.

J»fiNRIW»hl prasiddha-sftdharmyat, through similarity to a known
objeot

; tTT«tH?r«rf sftdhya-sadhanam, the making known of the thing

posited
; arortf upam&nam, comparison, analogy.

6. Comparison is theiknow ledge of a thing through its simi-

larity to another thing previously well known.

A man, hearing from a forester 'that,a hos'gavaeus it like a eow,
resorts to a forest where he sees an animal like a cow. Having recollected
what he heard he institutes a comparison, by which he arrives at the con-
viction that the animal which he sees is bos gavaeus. This is knowledge
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derived through comparison Some hold that comparison is not a

separate means of knowledge, for when one notices the likeness of a

cow in a strange animal one really performs nn aet of perception In

reply, it is urged that we cannot deny comparison as a separate means

of knowledge, for how d >es otherwise the name bos gavaeua signify the

general notion of the animal called boa gavaeua? That t< e name boa

gavaeua signifies one and all members of the 60s gavaeu* i lass is nut a
result of perception, but the consequence of a distinct knowledge, called

comparison.

WHrT^T; apta-upadesah, the direction or instruction of a reliable

person
;

sabdah, word, testimony.

7. Word (verbal testimony) is the instructive assertion of a

reliable person.

A reliable jieraon is one—may be a ris', arya or tnlechha,—who as an
expert in a certain matter is willing to communicate his experiences of it.

[Suppose a young man coming to the side of a river cannot ascer-

tain whether the river is fordable or not, and immediately an old experi-

enced man of the locality, who has no enmity against him, comes and
tells him that the river is easily fordable : the word of the old man is to

be accepted as a means of right knowledge, called verbal testimony].

«s sah, it, word ; Ttfkvtt dvi-vidhah twofold
; JfSTSgffnfwNX drista-

adrista-artha-tvat, because its object may be Been or not seen.

8. It is of two kinds, viz., that which refers to matter which is

seen, and that which refers to matter which ia not aeen.

The firBt kind involves matter which can be actually verified.

Though we are incapable of verifying the matter involved in the second

kind, we can somehow ascertain it by means of inference.

[Sfdtter which ia seen eg , a physician's assertion that physical

strength is gained by taking butter].

[Matter which ia not aeen, e g., a religions teacher's assertion that one.

conquers heaven by performing horse-sacrifices].
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VWtTT atma, soul
; $Tftr s irira, body

;
indriya, sense

; Mtf aitha,

object
,
jfjj buddhi consciousness, intellect, reason, understanding

; jyjfj

tnuuas, mind, sensorium
; JT|fa pravritti • d<'8a, fault; JTsim^ pretya*

bli&va, rebirth
;

phala, fruit
; T:*sf duhkha, pain

; SRfJT apavarga,

release, salvation
; 3 tu, excludes other provablea

; sri^^ ptatneyatn, the

object of proof.

9. Soul, body, senses, objects of sense, intellect, mind, activity,

fault, transmigration, fruit, pain and release—are the objects of

right. knowledge.

The objects of right knowledge are also enumerated as substance,

quality, action, generality, particularity, intimate relation [and non-

existence which are the technicalities of the Vaisesika philosophy].

\*s%i ichchba, desire
j $1 dvesa, aversion

; STIST prayatna, effort

;

sukha, pleasure ; g;^ duhkha. pain
; 5JTJT jnana, cognition ; «rrr<T«T: atma-

nah, of the s>ul
; fgijf* lingam, mark.

10. Desire, aversion, volition, pleasure, pain and intelligence are

the marks of the soul.

[ These abide in the soul, or rather are the qualities of the substance

called soul]

%«^f^3f*IT*l?«r«J: cliesta indriya artha asrayah, site or Iocub of volition,

or striving, senses, and objects, viz
,

pleasure and pain
; s&ftnj sariram

body.

11. Body is the site of gesture, senses and sentiments.

Body is the site of ijmture, inasmuch as it strives to reach what is

desirable and to avoid what is hateful. It is also the site of senses, for

the latter act well or ill, according as the former is in good or bad order.

Sentiments which comprise pleasure and pain are also located in the

body which experiences them.

Him ^§J«*^ ghi ana-rasana-chaksus-tvak-srotrani, nose,

tongue, eye, skin and ear
; ^«H"fia indriyaiju, organs of sense

; *J^*qt

bhutebhyah, from the elements.
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12. Nose, tongue, eye, skin and ear are the senses produced from

elements.

Nose is of the same nature as earth, tongue as water, eye as light,

skin as air and ear as ether

tsfasqrq#5it srTTO^Tscrwm "*rmV \\\\\\\\\\

Sfqsft Prithivi, e«rth
; »»T<? aj.ah, water

; ^3f»T tejas, fire
; 9tg: vayuh, air;

WRJT^t akasam, ether
; iti, these

; «JjnPr bliu'&ni, elements.

13. Earth, water, light, air and ether—these are the elements.

i&XW <T«?T; Gandha-rasa rupa-spar6a fiubdah, smell, taste,

colour, touch and sound
; sfas'wfsfgnjT: prithivi-adi-puuah, attributes of

earth, etc., a^lf: Tat-artli&h, objects of them, the senses,

14. Smell, taste, colour, touch and sound are objects of the

senses and qualities of the earth, etc.

Smell is the object of nose and the prominent qntility of earth, taste

is the object of tongue and quality of water, colour ih llie object of eye

and quality of (ire, touch is the object of skin and quulity of air, i. nd

sound is the object of ear and quality of ether.

gfjj: buddhih consciousness, understanding
; 3<J55^i Upalabdhih,

apprehension, intuition
; Sprf jfiatiam, cognition.

; jfit iti, this. SHqbrtf an-

artha-antaram, statement of synonyms.

15. Intellect, apprehension and knowledge—ihese are not

different from one another.

[The term apprehension (upalabdhi) is generally used in the sense

of perception (pratyakm). According to the S&nkhya philosophy,

intellect (luddhi), which is the first thing evolved out of primordial

matter (prakriti), is altogether different from knowledge (jfidna), which

consists in thu reflection of external objects on the soul (purusa), the

abode of transparent consciousness].

gnqsfrr^Tjrqftr: "*?f%T fepf [\\\\[\\\\
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g*n?f yugapat, simulaneous ; 3ffRTg«lf%: Jnana-anufcpaH h, non-appe-

arance of cognitions
; HTO: manasah, of manas.tnind, fefj. lingaro, mark.

10. The mark of the mind is that there do not arise (in the

soul ) more acis of knowledge than one at a time.

It is impossible to perceive two things simultaneously. Perception

does not arise merely from the contact of a sense-organ with its object,

but it requires also a conjunction of the mind Now, the mind, whicb

is an atomic substance, cannot be conjoined with more than one sense-

organ at a time, hence there cannot occur more aots of perception than

one at one time.

irffiis Pravrittih, activity ; qpgfcwftm**?: Vak-buddhi-sariraarara-

bhah the start made by speech, manas and body.

1 7. activity is that which makes the voice, mind and body

begin their action.

There are three kinds of action, viz., vocal, mental and bodily, each

of which may be sub divided as good or bad.

Bodily actions which are bad are :—(I) killing, (2) stealing, and (3)

committing adultery.

Bodily actions which are good are :—(1) giving, (2) protecting, and

(3) serving.

Vocal actions which are bad are :—(1) telling a lie, (2) using harsh

language, (3) slandering, and (4) indulging in frivolous talk.

Vocal actions which ai e good are :—(1) speaking the troth, (2)

speaking what is useful, (3) speaking what is pleasant, and (4) reading

sacred books.

Mental actions which are lad are :—(t)malice, (2) covetousness, and

(3) scepticism.

Mental actions which are good are :—(1) compassion, (2) refraining

from covetousness, and (3) devotion.

JWRT WfTH: pravartana laksanah, of which the characteristic is to

move to activity
; $m: d^sah, faults.
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18. Faults have the characteristic of causing activity.

The faults are affection, aversion and stupidity.

q*i^rT%: "Sewn*:" u \ i \ \ \i u

JfSfffaTt punar-utpattih, re appearance, re-birth
j sfcwfti pretyft-

bhavah, existence after passing away.

19. Transmigration means re births.

Transmigration is the series of births and deaths. Birth is the

connection of soul with body, sense-organs, mind, intellect, and sen-

timents, while death is the soul's separation from them.

frff^rqr 3ff?ra: pravfitti-dosa-janitah, produced by activity and
fault ;wf j arthah, objeot ; «R$n phalara, fruit.

20. Pralt is the thing produced by activity and faults.

Fruit consists in the enjoyment of pleasure or suffering of pain.

All activity and faults end in producing pleasure which is acceptable,

and pain which is fit only to be avoided.

VT^rercrtfrof badhana-laksanaip, of which the characteristic is restraint

or irritation
; ;

duhkham, pain.

21. Pain has the characteristic of causing uneasiness.

Pain ib affliction which every one desires to avoid. The aphorism

may also be translated as follows :

—

Pain is the mark of hindrance to the soul.

im?U?lfilfita(H tat-atyanta-vimoksah, absolute deliverance from this
;

wrarfi apavargab, attainmeut of the goal, final release, salvation.

22. Release is the absolute deliverance from pain.

A soul which is no longer subject to transmigration is freed from

all pains. Transmigration, which consists in the soul's leaving one body

and taking another, is the cause of its undergoing pleasure and pain.

The soul attains release as soon as there is an end of the body* and, con-

sequently, of pleasure and pain. Those are mistaken who maintain that

2
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release enables the soul, not only to get rid of all pains, but also to attain

eternal pleasure, for pleasure is as impermanent aa pain and the body.

HITOITcRJ feafaR%T ft^aj: "*faro:"

mtwftwfttifot** sanulnn-aneka-dharmaMipapatteh, from the appear-

ance of several common properties
; feirfaq^s vipratipatteh, from con-

tradiction
;

3<?$s«?3ira»v75«3sre!'4i3: upalabdhi-anupalabdhi-avyavastha-

tah, from absence of uniformity of apprehension and from that of non-

apprehension ; fsr^T^S?: vis sa apelisah, in which there is need of the

distinguishing mark; vimaisah, consideration, judgment
; G^VIt

Bamsaynh, doubt.

23. Doubt, which is a conflicting judgment about the precise

character of an object, arises from the recognition of properties com-

mon to many objects, or of properties not common to any of the objects,

from conflicting testimony, and from irregularity of perception and

non-perception.

Doubt is of five kinds, according as it arises from

—

(1) Recognition of common properties, e.g., seeing in the twilight a

tall object we cannot decide whether it is a man or a post, for the pro-

perty of tallnesa belongs to both.

(2) Recognition of properties not common, e.g., hearing a sound, one

questions whether it is eternal or not, for the property of souTidnses

abides neither in man, beast, etc., that are non-eternal, nor in atoms

which are eternal.

(3) Conflicting testimony, c g., merely by study one cannot decide

whether the soul exists, for one system of philosophy affirms that it does,

while another system states that it does not.

(•1) Irregularity of perception
,
e.g., we perceive water in the tank

where it really exists, but water appears also to exist in the mirage where

it really does not exist.

A question arises whether water is perceived .only when ft actually

exists, or even when it does not exist.

(5) Irregularity of non-perception, e.g., we do not perceive water in

the radish where it really exists, and also on dry land where it does not

exist.

A question arises whether water is not perceived only when it does

not exist, or also when it does exist.
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TO^w^r^ usr^r m "intone
yam, which'; artbam, object

;
sifWjjc? adhikritya, intending;

SRrfa pravartate, acts ; ?Jr[, tat, that JT^THJf^ prayojanam, purpose.

24. Purpose is that with an eye to which one proceeds to act.

Purpose refers to tho thing which one endeavours to attain or avoid,

[A man collects fuel for the purpose of cooking his food].

II \ \ \ I M

^Rp^TOsjlWOt laukika-pariksftkanAm, of average men and of men

possessing discrimination either by nature or as a result of education
;

*ff«T^ H# yasmin arthe, in which object
;

gpgr-jni buddhi samyam, com-

munity of idea ;
sah, that; j[Cl^f: <lr slant ;ih, example, familiar instance.

25. a familiar instance is the thing about which an ordinary-

man andJ an expert entertain the same opinion.

[With regard to the general proposition, ''wherover thero is smoke

there is fire," the Samiliar instance is a kitchen in which fire and smoke

abide together, to the satisfaction of an ordinary man as well as an acute

in vestigaioij.

a^Tfa^W^qTO^^: "T%gTrrf:" II \ \ \ \ ^\\\

3*911^; faTsgTnJftff^rfsr: tantra-adhikarana abliyupagama samsthitih,

established truth about the subject maite^ of a tantra. or course of tea-

ching about a number of interrelated subjects, or of an adhikarana or

topic of discussion or of an abhyu^agama- or admission without proof;

siddhantab, conclusion, established tenet.

26. An established tenet is a dogma resting on the authority

of a certain school, hypothesis, or implication.

«sftl»9 srf*ra**tf*l*TOT*3<mtr ^f^WlfraWIWC sarva-tantra-prati-tantra-

adhi-karana-abhyupagama-samsthiti-artha-antara-bhavat, owing to diffe-

rences as tenets of all the tantras> of a particular tantra, of a topic or of

an admission.

27. The tenet is of four kinds owing to. the distinction' between
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a dogma of all the schools, a dogma peculiar to some school, a hypothetical

dogma and an implied dogma.

II \ i \ i II

«ara?9lf^^: sarva-tantra-aviruddhah, unopposed in all tantras or

systems ; a?;} tantre, in the particular tantrn. or system
; wfaya: adhikri-

tah, included, intended, dealt with, treated
; tf^f* fag^cr: sarva-tantra-

siddhantah, established tenet of all the systems, universal tenet.

28. TL dogma of all the schools is a tenet which is not

opposed by any school and is claimed by at least one school.

The five elements (viz., earth, water, lisfht, air and ether), the five

objects of sense (viz., smell, taste, colour, touch and sound), etc., are

tenets which are accepted by all the schools.

n \ i ^ i ^ u

OTR^sftfig: samanatantra-siddhah, accepted in identical or allied

systoms ;
para-tantra-asiddhan, not accepted in different

systems; srfaeiMj fa^t^: prati-tantra-siddhantah, established tenet of a

particuler system, particular tenet.

29. H dogma peculair to some school is a tenet which is

accepted by similar schools, but rejected by opposite schools.

" A thing cannot come into existence out of nothing"—this is a

peculiar dogma of the Sankhyas. [The eternity of sound is a peculiar

dogma of the Mim&msakas]-

ii \ \ \ \\o II

q^faflft yat-siddhau, on and in the proof of which. ; wqJWFIlftjflC,:

anya-prakarana-siddhih, another sub-topic is proved and needed; ¥f: Bah,

that
; ftn(TCT: adhikarana-siddh&ntah, established tenet of a topio

of discussion.

30. Ho hypothetical dogma is a tenet which, if accepted,

leads to the acceptance of another tenet.
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" There is a soul apart from the senses, because it can recognise

one and the same object by seeing and touching." If you accept this

tenet you must also have accepted the following :—(1) That the senses

are more than one, (2) that each of the senses has its particular object,

(3j that the soul derives its knowledge through the channels of the senses,

(4) that a snbstance which is distinct from its qualities is the abode of

them, etc.

w \ \ \ i \\\\

W«rc'tf9iRTr«j<>'Tm*J a-pariksita-abhyupagatnat, after admission of a

tenet without proof or examination
;

<rf|[*ta T^Sffof tat-visesa-pariksanam,

exatninatiou of particulars concerning it
; N«JinfT Rt^T^: abhyupagama-

siddhantah, established tenet of an admission without proof or of a con-

cession.

31. An implied dogma is a tenet which is not explicitly

declared as such, but which follows from the examination of particulars

concerning it.

The discussion, whether sound is eternal or non-eternal, pre-suppo-

ses that it is a substance. "That sound is a substance" is here an

implied dogma. [The mind has nowhere been stated in the Nyaya-sutra

to be a sense-organ, but it follows from the particulars examined concer-

ning it that it is so].

srfrotf^roitaq^PmilTft pratijna-hetu-udaharana-upanaya-nigama-

nani, proposition, mark, instance, ratiocination and inference ; OTTOT:

avayavah, members of a syllogism.

32. The members ( of a syllogism ) are proposition, reason,

example, application, and conclusion.

[1. Proposition.—This hill is fiery,

2. Season.—Because it is smoky,

3. Example.—Whatever is smoky is fiery, as a kitohen,

4. Application.—So is this hill (smoky),

5. Conclusion.—Therefore this hill is fiery.]

Some lay down Jive more members as follows :

—
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1 (a) Inquiry as to the proposition (jijfiasa).—Is this hill fiery in

all its pints, or in a particular part ?

2 (a) Questioning tho reason ( samiaya ).—That which you call

amoke may be nothing but vapour-

3 (a) Capacity of the example to warrant the conclusion (sakya-

prA^ti) —Is it true that smoke is always a concomitant of fire ? In a

kitchen there are »f course both smoke and fire, but in a red-hot iron-

ball there is no smoke.

4 (a) Purpose for drawing the conclusion ( prayojana ) —Purpose

consists in the determination of the true conditions of the hill, in order

to ascertain whether it is such that one can approach it, or such that one

should avoid it, or such that one should maintain an att.tude of indiffer-

ence towards it.

4 (ft) Dispelling all questions ( samsayavy ud&sa).—It is beyond all

question that the hill is smoky, and that smoke is an invariable concomi-

tant of fire.

*r«*fafstj: "umfn" u \\ \ i ^ u

tfTMtfaifsr: nadhya-nirdesah, declaration of what is to be established;

fffaSJT pratijna, proposition.

33. 21 proposition is the declaration of what is to be estab-

lished.

Sound is non-eternal—this is a proposition.

^TfTOflWlfar udaharana-sadharmyat, through similarity to instance;

8Ttitf sadhya-sadbanam, statement of the meant of establishing what

is to be established
; tg: hetuh, mark.

34. The reason is the means for establishing -what is to be

established through the homogeneous or affirmative character of the

example.

Proposition.—Sound is non-eternal,

Keason.— Because it is produced,

Example (hoinogenoous).—Whatever is produced is non-eternal, as

a pot.

The example " pot " possesses the same character as is implied in

the reason, viz., "being produced," inasmuch as both are non-eternal.
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Km tatha, likewise
; $«r*qfa vaidharroyat, through dissimilarity to

instance.

35. Likewise through heterogeneous or negative character.

Proposition.—-Sound is non eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Example (heterogeneous).—Whatever is not non-eternal is not pro-

duced, as the soul.

The example " soul " possesses a character heterogeneous to that

which is implied in the reason, vie
,
"being produced," inasmuch as one

is eternal and the other non-eternal,

WldtW^ sadhya»sadharmyat, through similarity to what is to be

established
; aqpfaiql tat-dharma-bh&vt, in which the property of what

is to be established exists
, |[BT^.* drisi&ntah, example

; 3^tf^?jp^, ud&hara-

nain, instance.

36. a homogeneous (or affirmative example is a familiar

instance which is known to possess the property to be established, and

w hich implies that this property is invariably c ntained in the reason

given.

Proposition.—Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Homogeneous example.—Whatever is produced is non-eternal, as a

pot.

Here " pot " is a fnmiliar instance which possesses the property of

non-eternality and implies that whatever is "produced" is attended by
the same property (non-eternality).

gf§;q?j?g; tat-viparyay&t, through dissimilarity to what is to be estab-

lished
; m va, or

; ftqfcpr, viparitam, contrary, opposite.

37. A heterogeneous (or negative) example is a familiar

instance which is known to be devoid of the property to be established
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and which implies that the absence of this property is invariably rejec-

ted in the reason given.

Proposition.—Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Heterogeneous example.—Whatever is not non-eternal is not produced,

as the soul.

Here the "soul" is a familiar instance which is known to be devoid

of the property of non-eternality and implies that if anything were pro-

duced, it would necessarily be deprived of the quality of eternality, i.e.

'being produced' and 'eternal' are imcompatible epithets.

3^T??<nr<hif: udaharana-apeksah dependent upon instance ; Wtl tatha,

so. 3<?tf£H: upasamliarah winding up, conluding. if <W ffa na tatha iti, not

so ; sir v«, or ;
sadhyasya, of what is to be established ; 3<W<J: upa-

nayah. ratiocination.

38. Application is a winding up, with reference to the example,

of what is to be established as being so or not so.

Application is of two kinds : (1) Affirmative and (2) Negative. The

affirmative application, which is expressed by the word "so," occurs

when the example is of an affirmative character. The negative, which is

expressed by the phrase "not so," occurs when the example is of a nega-

tive character.

Proposition —Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Example.
—

"Whatever is produced is non-eternal, as a pot,

Affirmative application.—So is sound (produced),

Conclusion.—Therefore sound is non-eternal.

Or:

Proposition. —Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Example.—Whatever is eternal is not produced, as the soul,

Negative application.—Sound is not so {i.e., sound is not not-pro-

duced),

Conclusion.—Therefore sound is not eternal.
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fr^q^Tt^ hetu-apadosiU, after statement of the mark ; Jlfa >ms

pratijfiayah, of proposition
;

gri^gsf punah-vaehanani, ro-stntonon t
;

f^HTT*^ nigauianam, in ;eivn ce.

30. Conclusion is the re stating of the proposition, after the

reason has been mentoned.

Conclusion ia the confirmation of tlio proposition, alter the reason

and the example have been mentioned.

Proposition.—Sound is n>n-oternal,

Reason.—Because it. is produced,

Example —Whatever is produced is non eternal, as a pot,

Applicatian.—-So is sound (produced).

Conclusion —Therefore sound is non-eternal.

U \ \\ i It

wfa^raa't a-vi/iiVa tattvo, true nature of which is not known.

arthe, in the ease of an object,
; t6tTnft'l?f^T<T; kariuia-upapatti-tah, by show-

ing the appropriateness of the desired causes
; fHf5rwr*TH tatUa-jfiana-

artham, for the purpose of knowledge of true nature ,3:5: ulmh, reasoning,

3<$: tarkah, confutation, roductio ad absurdurn.

40 Confutation, nhieh is carried on for ascertaining the real

character of a thing of which the character is not known, u; rea«.>-

ning which reveals the character by showing the absurdity of nil con-

trary characlets

Is the soul eternal or non-eternal ? Hun the real character of the

soul, viz., whether it i-> eternal, or non-etern i,|, is not known. In ascertain-

ing tho character, we reason as follows :— If the soul wore non oternal, it

Would be impossible for it to enj »y !,he fruits of its own actions, to

undergo traiisiniL'rat'ou, and to attiiiu final release Hut such a conclu-

8i on is absurd : such possibilities are known to belong to the soul : thoro-

foie, wo must admit that the soul is eternal.

3
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fsf??T vimrisya, arguing
; <Tairirf?n$rf¥qt paksa-pratipaksabhyatn, from

opposite positions.
; W«T?3W»f artha-avadharanam, determination of

object ; faoi*?: nirnayah, ascertainment.

41. Ascertainment is the removal of doubt, and the determi-

nation of a question, by hearing two opposite sides.

A person wavors and doubts if certain statements are advanced to

him by one of two parties, but opposed by the other party. His doubt

is not removed until by tho application of reason he can vindicate either

of tho parties. Tho process by which the vindication is effected is called

ascertainment. Ascertainment is not, however, in all cases preceded

by doubt ; for instance, in the case of perception things are ascertained

directly. So also wo ascertain things directly by the authority of scrip-

tures, or through discussion. But in the case of investigation, doubt must

precede ascertainment.
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Book I.

—

Chapter II.

WTUfWWa'fl'n^fVf: pramana-tarka-sadhitna-iipalambliah, proof and

disproof, affirmation and negation, by means of pramanas or proofs or

instruments of right knowledge and tarka or confutation
; fa^^nfe^:

siddhanta-a-viruddhah,- not opposed to the established tenets
; qgi^q^TT^ff:

pnficha-avayava-upapannah, presenting the five members of tho syllog-

ism
; <?SiwRT78r |jfnTf: paksa-pratipaksa-parigiahnh, admission of opposite

views on the same subject
; sf(3f: vadah, discussion.

42. Discussion is the adoption of one of two opposing sides.

What is adopted is analysed in the form of five members, and

defended by the aid of any of the means of right knowledge, while its

opposite is assailed by confutation, without deviation from the established

tenets —1,

[ A dialogue or disputation (katha) is the adoption of aside by a dis-

putant and its opposite by his opponent. It is of three kinds, viz, dis-

cundon which aims at ascertaining the truth, wrangling which aims at

gaining victory, and cavil which aims at finding mere faults. A discutient

is one who engages himself in a disputation as a means of seeking the

truth].

An instance of discussion is given below :

—

Discutient—There is soul.

Opponent—There is no soul.

Discutient—Soul i» existent ( proposition ).

Because it is an abode of consciousness (reason).

Whatever is not existent, is not an abode of consciousness,

as a hare's horn (negative example).

Sowl is not so, that is, soul is an abode of consciousness

(negative application).

Therefore soul ia existent (conclusion).

Opponent—Soul is non-existent (proposition).

Because, etc.

Discutient—The scripture which, is a verbal testimony declares the

existence of soul.
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( )p Kofi i t t ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ••• ...

Ilisruhcit -If t lie i e wciii lid soul, it, would n • > i, possible to appre-

iicii ! (tint iin.t i in* same object, through siulil. ;ui<1 l.ouoh.

Opponent ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

iJiv-ntient-- The doctrine of soul hariri'io isos v\ull with the various

tenets winch wo hold, viz, that th^re are cieiiuil things, that everybody

enjoys ploiisnie or sulTcis pain, according to Ins own actions, etc. There-

f mi c, thorp is soul.

[ The discission will l>e considt-i ably leu ot,hen.>d if lite opponent

)i;ip| >'iiH to ho :i Buddhist, who docs not admit ilo' iniilioiity of scripture

and ho'il , that theio. are no eternal thing-*, i» r -

J

iSnfTw^r: yatha-nkta-upapannsih, presented ns stated i. e. possess-

ing all tho characteristics of a di cussion
. 3^Tifof%ai* ,

JT«Tqf*T'}T«Tr5*«T:

idiiinla-jaii-nigrahastl.uiia siWhaua-u, tilambhuh. aHirmatioti and nega-

n- n b_\ means of quibbling, futility, and opponent's errors
; 3157: jalpah,

R' pit i sti y

.

Mi. Wrangling, ^ hich aims at .^lininu' victory, is the defence

or attack of* a proposition in the manna- a.orcsaid, by quibbles,

futilities, and other processes which deserve rebuke—2.

.1 wruntjltr is one who, engaged in a disputation, aims only at victory,

homo ind.lh-rent whether the arguments which ho employs support his

own •'(intention or that -of his opponent, provided that he can make out

a pi ( text for bragging that he has taken an aci \\ e pai t in the disputation.

^ Hfaq^-FaiwgT^T " fec-nrsr" II \ I ^ I ^11

Mih, tout, i. e. soj hi -.try , Slfaq^^TOf^ : pratipaks* sthftpana-

himh.w tli'Mit the demonstration of one of the opposite views,

vitandn, cavil.

Id'. Cavil is a Kind of wrangling, which consists in mere

attacks on the opposite side—3.

A carHInr does not endeavour to establish anything, but con tines

lniuself to more carping at the arguments of his opponent.
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w^t:" ii \ i ^ i & u

«J?rffl^fT%^!T^Dj«?aflrn:»i?ut^T^T ;
>'iTT: 8!ivyahh ; ch» a v iruddha-prakara-

rias:nua tk thyas-imri-ka!aitah, erratic or multifarious, contradictory,

svnonyiRom with tho prakarairi or subject under dis Mission synonymous

with what is to be established, and time-expired
; f hotu-rtbha-ah,

pseudo-marks.

*!(."). Fallacies of a reason are the erratic, the contradictory,

the e^ual to the question, the un roved, and the mistimed.

—

I.

ST^ifcrra: "^w^re:" h \ i ^ i h ii

*T^$tf??T$: ana ekn-antik;ih. not-one- pointed
; ?I«~f*RT?: sa vyabhi-

charah, erratic,

46. The erratic is the reason which leads to more conclusions

than one—5.

An instance of the erratic is given below :

—

Proposition.—Sound is eternal,

Erratic, reason — Because it is intangible,

Example—Whatever is intangible is etornal, as atoms,

Application.—So is sound (intangible),

Conclusion.— Therefore sound is eternal.

Again :

Proposition.— Sound is non-eternal,

Erratic reason.— Because it is intangible,

Example.—Whatever is intangible, is n on -eternal, as intellect,

Application.—So is sound (intangible).

Conclusion.—Therefore sound is non eternal

Here from the reason there have been drawn two opposite conclu-
sions, viz.: that sound is eternal, and that sound is non eternal. The
reason or middle term is erratic when it is not perva<le,d by the major
term, that is, when there is no universal connection between the major
term and the middle term, as pervader and pervaded. "Intangible" is per-

vaded neither by ' eternal ' nor by ' n..n eternal ' In fa^t, there is no
universal connection between ' intangible ' and ' eternal' or 'non-eternal.'
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ffl^r^T^ siddhantam, established tenet
;
WVg^?^ ftbhyupety a, admit-

ting in- depending apon
, <jfij>?Hfr tat-virodhi, contradictory thereof

;

viruddhah, contradictory.

47. Ihe contradictory is the reason which opposes what is to

he established— 0.

Proposition.—A pot is prodnced1

,

Contradictory reason.—Because it is eternal.

Here tho reason ia contradictory, bocauso tliat which is eternal is

never produced.

yasrnat, whenco
; ST$T1lfg*<TT prakarana-chintA, discussion of

the subject ; ?|: salt, that
;
ftoHfrei^ nirnayaartham, for the purpose of

the inference
;

wrf?[£: apadmtah, assigned'
; sr^JTCTlT: prakarana-saraah,

synonymous with the subject under consideration.

48. Equal to the question is the reason which provokes the

very question, for the solution of which it was employed.—7.

Proposition—Sound is non-eternal,

Reason which is equal to the question—Because it is- not possessed of

the attribute of oternality.

' l\on-eternal ' is the same as 'not possessed of tho attribute of

oternality.' In determining tho question, whether sound is non-eternal,

the reason given is that sound is non-eternal, or, in other words, the reason

begs the question.

^T^TTmRl^^T^rSIT^ "^T^WR:" II ^ I ^ I c H

flT«Tifaf<Te: sadhyn avis stiih, not distinguished from what is to

be established
; ?IT«T?3T<I sadhya-tv-at, requiring to be established

; ?n««l«JT:

sadhya-samah, synonymous with what ia to be established,

49. The unproved is the reason which stands in need of proof,

in the same way as the proposition does—8.

Proposition.—Shadow is a substance.

Unproved roason.—Bocnuso it possesses motion.

Heie, unless it ia actnally proved that shadow possesses motion, we

cannot aceopt it aa the reason for tho proposition that shadow is a sub-
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stance. Just as the proposition stands in need of proof, so does the reason

itself. It is possible that the motion belongs to the person who causes

•that obstruction of light wrich is called shadow.

^T^TcERPTT^ "^TSfT^fa:" II \ I ^ I < U

^raTSJTtqf^g: kala atyaya-apadistah, assigned alter lapse of time ;

OT35Tcfcr: kala-atitah, time-expired, mistimed.

50. The mistimed is the reason which is adduced when the

time is passed in which it might hold good.—9.

Proposition.—Sound ia durable.

Mistimed reason.—Because it is manifested by union, as a colour.

The colour of a jar is manifested when thejar comes into union with

a lamp, but the colour oxisted before tho union took place, and will con-

tinue to exist after the union has ceased. Similarly, the sound of a drum

if> manifested when the drum cornos into union with a rod, and the sound

must, after the analogy of the colour, be presumed to havo existed before

tho union took place, and to continuo to exist after the uuion has ceased.

Hence, sound is durable. The reason adduced here is mistimed, because

the manifestation of sound does not take place at the time when the drum
comes into union with the rod, but at a subsequent moment when the

union has ceasod. In the case of colour, however, the manifestation takes

jiliico just at the time when the jar comes into union with the lamp. Be-

c'ihi--o ilie time of their manifestation is different, the analogy between

colour and sound is not complete; therefore, the reason is mistimed.

Some interpret the aphorism as follows :—The mistimed is the

reason which is adduced in a wrong order among the five members,

for instance, as, if the reason is stated before the proposition. But this

interpretation, according to V&tsyayana, is wrong ; for a word bears its

legitimate connection with another word (in a Sanskrit sentence) even if

they are placed at a distance from each other, and, on the other hand,

even the closest proximity is of no use if the words are disconnected in

their sense.* Moreover, the placing of members in a wrong order is

noticed in the Nyaya-sutra as a nigrahasthdna (occasion for rebuke),

called apr&pta-li&la (inopportune). (V. ii. 11.)

g^frf^T%Ts4f%^%req^TT "sran" \\\\^\\°\\

«T3*rP9flffii vachana-vighatfih, opposition to statement; 3l*Tf«R>5qtoqrc9T

artha-vikalpa-upapattya, by the assumption of an alternative import

;

33SJ^ chhalam, quibble, finding fault with.

(Quoted by Vatsy&yana in tho Nyaya-bhasya, p. 250).
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51. Quibble is the opposition offered to a proposition by the

assumption • fan alternative meaning.—10.

v \ i ^ \ \\ n

tat, it; ftjfW tri-vidham. tliree fold
;

vuk-ehhalam, quib-

ble in respect of a word : fHtft'"3^ -aiuany a-chhalam
,
quibble in respect

of a genus ; 3<MlT3^' tipauhiii a -chlialatn, qui lible in respect of a metaphor;

%fff clia iti, and.

52. It is of thrt r kinds, viz , quib le in respect of a term, quibble

in respect of? genus, and quibble in respect of a metaphor.— 11.

isrfastaTftrff^ a-visesa abhihite, stated in a general way
; stif arthe,

in respect of an object ^R: vaktuh, speaker's ; srfflSTni?! abhiprayat,

from the intontion ; wf^Jf^TTf actlia aniara kalpana, supposition of a

different object
, 3fra»SJ^ \ ak-clihalam quibble in respect of words.

53. Quibble in respect of a term consists in wilfully taking

the term in a sense other than that intended by a Speaker who has

happened to use it am'nguous'y.— .2.

A speaker says: "This boy is nava kambala (possessed of a

blanket)."

A quibbler replies: "This boy is not certainly nava Icambala

(possessed of nine blankets), for he has only oue blanket."

Here the word nava, which is ambiguous, was used by the speaker

in the sense of " new, " but has been wilfully taken by the quibbler in

the sense of " nine."

sjmfffT: saiubhavat.ih. possible
; ST*T*^ artha^va, of import;

wfa^TJTfT^TTTT atisa na-n a- vogat, from the application of a higher

genus ,
*W|<1l*T 5l>$<l!U a-sambhuta-ai tha-kal;anu suppos tion of an

impossible import; BtHWS^ sauianya chhalam, quibble in respect of

coitus.
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54. Quibble In respect of a genus consists in asserting ths

impossibility of a thing which is really possible, on the (ground that it

belongs to a certain genus which is very wide.—13.

A speaker says: "This Brahmana is possessed of learning and

conduct. "

An objector replies : "It is impossible, for how can it be inferred

that this person is possessed of learning and conduct because he is a

Brahmana ? There are little boys who are Brahmanas, yet not possessed

of learning and conduct."

Here the objector is a quibbler, for he knows well that possession

of loarning and conduct was not meant to be an attribute of the whole

class of Brahmanas, but it was ascribed to "this " particular Brahmana

who lived long enough in the world Co render it possible for him to

pursue studies and acquire good morals.

^ft^MM^dtftlglcluRjfttf "^q^T^^T^'

u ^ i ^ \ \\

vifa+wfa?*! dharraa-vikalpa-nirdefte, in the case of transference

of epithet
; «Ctfci<Ml3afa%iX artha-sadbhava-pratisedhah, denial of the

possibility of sense ; 3<T<aH99f upachara-chhalum, quibble in respect of a

metaphor.

55. Quibble In respeet of a metaphor consists in denying

the proper meaning of a word by taking it literally, while it was used

metaphorically, and vice versa.—14.

A speaker says :
" The scaffolds cry out. "

An objector replies: "It is impossible for scaffolds to cry out, for they

are inanimate objects.

"

Here the objector is a quibbler, for he knew well that the word

scaffolds was used to signify those standing on the scaffolds.

qrF¥9Sf vak chhalam, verbal quibble, playing on words
; eva,.

itself ; BTOTTO3f upachara-chhalam, metaphorical quibble, playing on

metaphors
;
fl^fainlnq, tat-avis^sat, there being no difference from it-

66. It may be said that quibble in respect of a metaphor is in,

4
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reality quibble in respect of a term, for the first is not different fro.n

the second.— 15. r

>*na, not
;

ff^rfc*nt*jr?nq( tat-artha-antara-bbavat, being different

objects. Denial of tlio possibility of sense is not the same as the

supposition of a different sense.

57. But it is i.ot so, for there is a distinction between them.—1(5.

Words are taken in their direct (literal) meanings in the case of.

•quibble in respect of a Lorm, ' while they are taken in their direct (literal)

as well as indirect (secondary) meanings in the case of ^quibble in

respect of a metaphor.'

Slf aviscsp, in tlie absence jf distinction
;

v/i, or
;
J^fgg; tsivnqf^

kinohit t>udharm.> iV
f
through partial similarity

;
<?*8?CT*f»T: eka-clifoahi-

prasaiiguh, one quibble only will result.

58. If you do not admit that one is differant from another'

simply because there is some similarity between them, then we should

have only one Kind of quibble.—17.

If 'quibble in respect of a metaphor'' were not different from

'quibble in respect of a term, ' then these two also would not be different

from 'quibble iu respect of a genus,' because there is some similarity

among all of them. "This is absurd, hence the three kinds of quibble

are different from one another.

^re*3T%wriwri stsn^uf u \\ ^ i \* 11

JSIVIKT |q*q?¥!)t siidharmya-vaidharmyabhyam, by moans of simila-

rity and dissimilarity ; WTOWf pratyavastlanam, opposition
; 3H%: jatih, ;

futility.

50. Futility consists in offering objections founded on mere 1

similarity or dissimilarity.—18.

A disputant says : " The soul is inactive, because it is all- pervading

as efchor."

His opponent replies : " If the soul is inactive because it bears simi-

larity to ether as beinj all-pervading, why is it not active because it

bears similarity to a pot as boing a seat of union ?"
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The reply is futile, because it overlooks the universal connection

between the middle term and the major term which is existent in tho

arguments of the disputant, but wanting in the arguments of tho opponent.

Whatever ia all-pervading is- inactive, but whatever is a seat of union

is not necessarily active.
.

Or again r

Disputant.—Sound is uon-eternal^because unlike other it is a product".

Opponent.—If sound is non-eternal because as a product it ia dis-

similar to ether, why is it not eternal because
t
as an object of auditory

perception it is dissimilar to a pot ?

Tre reply is futile, because it
- overlooks the universal disconnection

between the middle term and tho absence of tho major term. There is a

universal disconnection between "a product" and " ti"t non-eternal,"

bu-t there is no such disconnection between- "an object of auditory per*-

ception " and ' not eternal. " *

fasfai%: vipratipattih, wrong deduction ; swfaqfa: apratipattih.,

indecision cha, and ; fsfHf^tisf nigraha-sthauam, occasion for rebuke,

ground of defeat.

60. An occasion for rebuke arises when one misunderstands,,

or does not understand at all.-— 19.

If a person begins to argue in a* way which betrays his utte?

ignorance, or wilfully misunderstands and yet persists in showing that

he understands well, it is of no avail to employ counter arguments, H»-

is quite unfit to be argued with, and there is nothing left for his opponent

but to turn him out or quit his company, rebuking, him as a blockhead

or a knave.

An instance of occasion for rebuke :—
Whatever is not quality, ia substance.

Because there is nothing except colour, etc (quality )

A person who argues in the a-bove way is to be rebuked as a fool,

for his reason (which admits only quality) opposes his proposition

(which admits both quality. and substance )

Another instance :.

Disputant.—Fire is not hot,

Opponent.—But the evidence of touch disproves such a statement;
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Disputant, in order to pain the confidence of the assembled people,

says—"0 learned audience, listen, 1 do not say that fire is not hot, " etc.

It is only meet that the opponent should quit the company of a

man who argues in this way.

cTflt^STTtl tat- vikalpftt, from their ?arietiea ; tirkfolKWT j&i-

nigrahasthana-balmtvatn, multiplicity of futility and ground of

defeat.

61. Owing to the variety of kinds, there is multiplicity of

futilities and occasions for rebuke.—20.

There are 24 kinds of futility and 22 kinds of occasion for rebuke

which will bo treated respectively in Chapter land Chapter II of Book V.

tfa sft^Rnwd^H^ "tropes Jwrc*Tfs*r*nFT fftcft<l«Tffc*H II K I R II
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Book II, Chapter I.

*CRJ II ^ I ^ I ^ H

WIMKN* «t»ff«13r??rint samftna-aneka-dharma-adhyavasayat, from the

ascertainment of common or more than one attributes of two objects ;

trwRTTOwNjraiBiqtq anyatara-dharma adhyavas&yat, frotn the ascertain*

ment of the attributes of one of them ; 9TT v», or ; 5| na, not, tfSPT: samaayah,

doubt.

62. Some say that doubt cannot arise from the recognition of

common and uncommon properties, whether conjointly or separately.- 1.

Conjointly.—It is said that doubt about an. object is never pro-

duced if both the common and uncommon properties of the object are

recognised. For instance, if we see in the twilight a tall object which

moves, we do not doubt whether it is a man or a post. We at once decide

that it is a man, for though tallness is a property possessed in common
by man and post, locomotion is a property which distinguishes a man from

a post.

Separately.—Likewise, doubt about an object is said never to be pro-

daced if only the common or the unoommon propertiesare recognised. F*or

instance, if we see a tall object in the twilight, we have no reason to doubt

whether it is a man or a post. Tallness is certainly a property possessed

in common by man and post, but the tallness of a man is not identical

with that of a post : it merely resembles it. Now, the knowledge of simi-

larity between the tallness of a man and that oi a post presupposes a
knowledge of the man and the post, of which two kinds of tallness are

attributes. If there is already a knowledge of the man and the post,

there cannot be any doubt about them, for knowledge is the vanquisher3

of doubt.

ftHf^^T^Wf^T^m^RTlf It ^ I ^ I ^ II

f*Jjfaraw*3WTWW*Tt*nq[ vipra+ipatti-avyavaBtha-adhyavasttyat, from
the ascertainment of contradiction or of irregularity of perception and
non-perception. * cha, and.

63. It is further said that doubt cannot arise, either from
conflicting testimony, or from the irregularity of perception and non-

perception.—2,
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vipratipattau, if contradiction be- a cause of doubt ; <Q cha,

also
; fl*affT7TT: sampratipatteh, from agreement.

G'A. In the case of conflicting testimony there is, according to

them, a strong conviction (on each side).—2.

Suppose a disputant (Naiy&yika) aays : there is- soul. His- opponent

(Buddhist) replies : there is nojBoal.

The disputant and his opponent are quite sure that their respective-

statements are correct. Hence there is no doubt, but on the contrary

there is conviction, in the minds of both.

8l«rai?fT avyavasthA, irregularity; STTenft atmani, in itself
; «wft*Rc^TJ{

vy avasthita-tvat, being regular; % cha, andi ; 9reTCtn*TTi a-vyava-

sthayah, from irregularity.

65. Doubt, they say, does net arise from the irregularity of

perception and non-perception, because in the irregularity itself there

is regularity.— t.

An irregularity may be designated as such with reference to some*

thing else, but with reference to itself it is a settled fact. If the irregu-

larity is settled in itself, it is regular and cannot cause doubt. On the

other hand, if the irregularity is not settled in itself, it is devoid of ita

own character and cannot cause doubt.

^^F^^i^Kr^^T^N^: ii ^ t \ i h u

TOT tatha, similarly
; wir tfqmt atyanta-samsayah, endless doubt;

WSKHfaraHhTreri tat-dharma-satatya-upapatteh, from continuous existence

of the attributes thereof.

G6. Likewise, there is, they say, the chance of an endless doubt,

owing to the continuity of its cause.—5.

Recognition of properties common to many objects is, for instance,

a cause of doubt. The common properties continue to exist, and hence

there will, they say, be no cessation of doubt,

TO*RI*lrtT 5CT II ^ I \ I \ II
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WfaCTs^Bt'Trat yatlia-ukta-adhyavasa^ at, from the ascertainment aa

stated by the opponent; <5«f eva, certainly; afjfjfatfsiRt tat-visesa-

apeksat, in which there is need of the differentia
; (f^T^ samsaye, doubt

arising ; «T na, not
; STfiTSW a-samaayah, absence of doubt ; «t na, not

;

9fcT»^ atyaiita-samiay ah, endless doubt.; %i va, or.

67. In reply, it is stated that the recognition Of properties

common to many objects, etc., are certainly causes of doubt, if there

is no reference to the precise characters of the objects : there is no

chance of no -doubt or of CT^oss-doubt.—6.

It is admitted that doubt does not arise from the recognition of

common and uncommon properties conjointly- Aphorism 2-1-1 brings

forth the objection that doubt is not produced even by the recognition

of common or uncommon properties alone. It is said that, while we see

a tall object in the twilight, we at once think of a man and a post, both

of which are tall. Thus there is knowledge rather than doubt about

the man and post suggested by the tall object. The present aphorism

dismisses the objection, by stating that thefe is certainly a common (non-

distinctive) knowledge about a man and a post suggested by the tall

object, but there is no precise (distinctive) knowledge about them. PrecistJ

knowledge (that is, knowledge of the precise character which distinguishes

a man from a post) being absent, doubt must arise. Similar arguments

will apply to doubt arising from the recognition of non-common

properties alone.

Aphorisms 2-1-2 and 2-1-3 raise the objection that doubt does not

arise from conflicting testimony, as the disputant and his opponent are

both confident of their respective contentions. The present aphorism

disposes of the objection, by pointing out that, in the case of conflicting

statements, one is led to believe that both statements are worthy conai*

deration, but is unable to penetrate into the precise characters of the

statements. Hence, though the disputant and his opponent remain fixed,

the umpire and the audience are thrown into doubt by their conflicting

statements.

Aphorism 21-4 raises the objection that doubt cannot arise from

the irregularity of perception and non-perception, as the irregularity is

settled in itself. The present aphorism meets the objection by stating

that the irregularity cannot be concealed by mere verbal tricks. The

irregularity, though settled in itself, does not lose its own character until

the objects which cause it are removed.
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Aphorism 2-1-5 gives rise to the fear that there is the possibility of an

endless doubt, inasmuch as the cause is continuous. The present aphor-

jum removes the fear by stating that, though materials of doubt, such as

common properties, etc, continue to exist, we do not always recognise

them. Unless there is recognition of the common properties, etc, there

cannot be doubt.

yatra, wherever ; fl^Tl: samsayah, doubt ; tatra, there ; «pf

evam, in this way ; ^TrWJWni uttara-uttara-prftsangah, sequence of

arguments one after another.

(!8. Examination should be made in this way of each case

where there is room for doubt.—7.

It has been stated that knowledge about the true nature of the cate-

gories consists in the true knowledge of their enunciation, definition, and

examination. In case of well-known facts admitted by all, there should bo

no examination. We 'ire to examine only those cases where there is room

for doubt. The author explains, therefore, first the nature of doubt, aud

then proceeds to examine the other categories, lest there should beany

room for doubt in them.

j^^wuiwiw ^Nrcqrfaf: n ^ \ \ i c w

!T?*fWT^tat pratyaks;i A linara, of perception and the rest ; mrnrro^

a-prairAnyam, absence of the characteristic of being the means of right

knowledge ;
§ sRTSTrfflT; traikalya aBiddheh, because of their non-opera-

tion in any of the three divisions of time, past, present, and future.

(59. Perception and other meaus of knowledge, says an objector,

are invalid, as they are impossible at all the three times,—8.

According to the objector, perception is impossible at the present,

past and future times, or, in other words, perception can neither be prior

to, nor posterior to, nor simultaneous with, the objects of Bense.

gtf purvam, before
; ff hi, because: Hflrnfs^ pramana-siddhau, if

the mean 8 of right knowledge, perception,, etc., come into existence ; m
na, not

; (f^mfoftrorfrl indriya-artha-sannikarsat, from the contact of
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the sense aud object ; JK!M(ft?qftrj pratyaksa-utpattib, production of

perception.

70. If perception occurred anteri > rly it could not, he says,

have arisen from the contact of a sense with its object.—9.

With reference to the perception of colour, for instance, it is asked

whether the colour precedes perception or the perception precedes colour.

If you say that perception occurred anteriorly or preceded the colour, you

must give up your definition of perception, viz., that perception arises

from the contact of a sense with its object.

WT^flJ pafichat, after
; f»T^l siddhau, if it comes into existonco

; «T

na, not ; STOW*?: prani&nebhyah, from the means of right knowledge
;

ffifafafsf: prameya-siddhih, establishment of what is to be proved.

71. If perception is supposed to occur posteriorly you cannot,

he continues, maintain the conclusion that objects of sense are estab-

lished by perception.— 10.

The objection stands thus:—The means of right knowledge are

stated by you to be perception, inference, comparison and verbal testi-

mony. All objects of right knowledge are said to be established by tlietn.

The objects of sense, for instance, are supposed to be established by per-

ception : colour is said to be established by visual perception. This

conclusion will have to be abandoned it you say that perception occurs

posteriorly to the objects.

3*NR[ yugapat, simultaneously
; Rr^ -tiddhan, if it comes into exist-

ence
; srewftlfr?*!^ prati-artha-niyata-t\ at,, being restricted to each

object
; HSflffoa^miW: krama-vritti tva-abhaviih, absence of the charac-

teristic of being in successive order
; 3^1*!^ bud dhinam, of cognitions.

72. If perception were simultaneous with its object there would

not, says the objector, be any order of succession in our cognitions,

as there is no suoh order in. their corresponding objects.— 11.

Various objects of sense c.n exist at one time, e.g , colour and smell

exist in a flower at the same time. If we hold that perception is simul-

taneous with its object, we mast admit that the colour and the smell can

i
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be perceived at the same time, that ia, onr perception of colour must be

admitted to be simultaneous with our perception of smell. This is absurd,

because two acts of perception, nay, two cognitions canuot take place

at the same time. As there is iin order of succession in our cognitions,

perception cannot be simultaneous with its object. The aphorism may

also be explained as follows:

—

In knowing a colour we perform, we may say, two kinds of know-

ledge simultaneously, viz., perception and iuforence. As soon as our eye

comes in contact with the colour, perception results which does

not, however, enable us to be aware of the colour. The colour is brought

home to us by inference which, we may say, is performed simultaneously

with tl e perception. Now, says the objeotor, perception and inforence

being two diitorent kinds of knowledge cannot bo simultaneous, as the

mind which is an atomic substance cannot be instrumental in producing

more than one kind of knowledge at a time.

5!3>!c«TiRriJ: traiUilya-asiddheh, from the non-existence (of the moans

of right knowledge) in all tho three times
;

srffntafgtpiffr: pratisudlia-

an-upapattih, non-establishment of denial or negation.

T<\. In reply, it is stated that if perception and other means of

right knowledge are impossible, the denial of them is also impossible.- 12.

Owing to absence of the matter to be denied, the denial is inopera-

tive.

S^irflraafa^n?! sarva-pramana pratisedhat, owing to tho denial of

all tho moans of right knowledge . ^ cha, and
;
srfdi^ngqqfa: pratisedha-

an-upapattih, non-existence of denial.

7 k Moreover, the deni;il itself cannut be established, if you deny

all means of right knou ledge.— \'\.

If you nre to establish anything (e </., denial), you can do so only

by one or more of the means of right knowledge, viz., perception, infer-

ence, comparison, etc. If you deny them, there will be left nothing
which will lead you to the establishment of the thing. Hence you will not

be able to establish the denial itself.
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rFsnW^ tat-pramS.riye, if denial is valid; va, or; ?T na, not ;

ggjrflWf^flft^l: sarva-prainana-vipratisedhah, denial of all tho means of

right knowledge.

75. If you say that your denial is based on a ce-tain means of

ri^ht knowledge, you do thereby acknowledge the validity of the

means.—14.

Suppose you deny a thing, because it is not perceived. You do there-

by acknowledge that perception is a means of right knowledge. Similarly,

inference, etc., are also to be acknowledged as means of right knowledge.

&prcscmm%^ aj^T3[T^T2frf%f|5rTT&s|:

^hprensTfa'ta: trai-kalyaapratisedhah, non-denial by reference to

three tunes ;
q cha, and ; ^Ts^RC sabdat, from sound

; W%wfala?wr atodya-

siddhivat, like the proof of tho existence of the drum; afe?r£: tat-aiddhoh,

from the proof of their existence.

70. The means of right knowledge cannot, therefore, be denied.

They are established in the manner that a drum is proved by its sound.

—15.
There is, says Vatsyayana, no fixed rule that the means of right

knowledge should precede objects of right knowledge or should suc-

ceed them or be simultaneous with them. The order of precedence ia

never uniform. Look at the analogous cases : a drum precedes its sound,

aad illumination succeeds the sun, while smoke is synchronous with fire,

uifid prame\ ft., what is to be established; q cha, and; 3351 tula,

something possessing weight, a pair of scales, a measure of weight
;

J*IOT>13^ prani»nya-vat, like its being a means of right knowledge by

being used as a weight.

77, The character of an object of right knowledge resembles

that of a balance by which a thing is weighed.—16.

Just as a balance is an instrument fop measuring weight, but is a

measured object when it is itself weighed in- another balance, so the

senses, etc, are said to be instruments of right knowledge from one point

of view, and obj,9cos- of right knowledge from another point of view. The

eye, for instance, is ani. nstruuient of perception as well as an object of

perception. So also the means of right knowledge may, if occasion arises,

be also regarded as object* of right know ledge.
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JTfriHa: pran an i-tah, from tho means of right knowledge ; :

siddlieh, knowledge or proof being; srmnjRT praniananara, of the means of

right knowledge
; JWOTtrftfiff^Myj^: pramana-antarasiddhi-prasangah,

implication of tlio oxistence of other means of right knowledge.

78. If an object of right knowledge, continues the objector, is

to be established by a means of right knowledge, this latter needs

also to be established by another means cf right knowledge.—17.

The objection stands thus :

—

Yon say that an object of right knowledge is to be established by ft

means of right knowledge. I admit this, and ask how you establish

the means of right knowledge itself. Since a moans of right knowledge

may also be regarded ns an object of right knowledge, you are required

to establish the so cnlled means of right knowledge, by another meana of

right knowledge, and so on.

af&fa^: tat-vinivrittehh, in case of the cessation of the other means
after the cognition of the means of right knowledge

; on the other

hand
;
STJTt*nfa%3?J pramana siddhi-vat, as in the case of the proof or

knowledge of the means of right knowledge
; JTftaftT%: prameya-

suldhih, proof of the object of right knowledge.

79. Or, he continues, if a means of right knowledge does not

require another means of right knowledge for its establishment, let an

object of right knowledge be also established without any means of

right knowledge.— 18.

A means of right knowledge stands in the same category as an

object of right knowledge, if you are to establish either of them.

If the means of right knowledge is accepted as self-established,

the object of right knowledge must also, according to the objector, be
iiocepted as self-established. In such a contingency perception, inference,

etc., will be superfluous.

* a^taTOTSjfirijsrrrfe^f: II ^ I \ I ^ 11

ST na, no ; srtfw^wfef^ pradlpa-prakasa-siddhi-vat, like proof
of illumination of the lamp

; aff?T^: tat-siddheh, because of the proof
thereof i. e. the means of right knowledge.
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80. It is not so : the means of right knowledge are established

like the illumination of a lamp.—19.

A lamp illumines a jar and onr eye illumines the lamp. Though

it is sometimes the lamp, and sometimes the eye, that illumines, you are

bound to admit a general notion of illuminator. Similarly, you must admit

a general notion of the means of ri?ht knowledge as distinguished from

that of the objects of right kuowledge. The means will not, of course,

be regarded as such when included under the category of an object.

[The aphorism is also interpreted as follows :—Just as a lamp

illumines itself and the other objects, the ineaas of right knowledge

establish themselves and the objects of right knowledge. Hence percep-

tion establishes itself and the objects of sense].

Note.—Objections raised in aphorisms 8,9,10,11,16, 17 and 18

emanated from the Buddhist philosophy. The reply given in aphorisms

12, 13, 14, 15 and 19, represents the views of Brahmanic philosophers

who regard perception as a real act and objects as self-existent entities.

According to the Buddhist philosophers, however, neither perception nor

objects have any self-existence. They acquire an apparent or condi-

tional existence, in virtue of a certain relation which exists between them.

Cause and effect, long and short, prior and posterior, etc., are all relative

terms. The whole world is a net-work of relations. The relations them-

selves are illusory, as the objects which are related have no self-existence.

Hence the world is an illusion, or has a mere conditional existence. But

where there is conditionality, there is no truth. Truth and conditionality

are incompatible terms. That which neutralises all relations is the void

or absolute which lies beyond the conditional world. To speak the truth,

the world is an absolute nothing, though it has a conditional existence.

Vide ray Translation of the Madhyamika aphorisms in the Journal of tha

Buddhist Text Society, Calcutta, for 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898 and 1899.

II ^ I \ I ^ II

kvachit, in some cases, e. g. lamp
; f?[fftnpfat^ nivritti-dar-

sanat, from the observation of cessation
; «rftffa;*MKl anivritti-darsanat,

from the observation of non-cessation or non-absence ; *n cha, and
; wfaj

kvachit, in some cases, e.g. jar; W^VRf: an-eka-antah, not-one-ended,

uncertain.

81. Seeing that m some cases other proofs are not required and
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that in so.ne cases there is need of other proofs, your argument is

indecisive—20.

This is in reply to those who argue that just as a light does not

require another light to illuminate it, even so the proofs,- i. e. the means

of right knowledge also may not require anything else to prove them ; in

other words, that every weans of right knowledge is also the means of its

own right knowlodge. The reply is that the example cannot be stretched

so far, because there is nothing to distinguish the hetu (reason), via. to-

be the illuminator, from the udaharana ( example ), viz. the lamp, in

this respect The means of right knowledge and a lamp both illuminate

objects ; a lamp also illuminates itself ; but it does not therefore follow

that the means of right knowledge also illuminates itself. For a lamp

which illuminates objects, can also be illuminated by another lamp ; and

it would then follow on the same analogy that the means of right know-

ledge which illuminates objects, may be also illuminated by other means.

Thus your argument leads to opposite conclusions.

5r558fT^^I0JT3q*rf%: pratyaksa-laksana-an-upapattiF), non-establishment

of the definition of perception
; W?|JT*T^1T<1 Asamagra-vachan&t, from

incomplete statement.

82. An objector may say that the definition of perception as

given before is untenable, because incomplete.—21.

Perception has been defined as knowledge which arises from the

contact of a sense with its object. This difinition is said to be defective,

because it does not notice the conjunction of soul with, mind, and of

mind with sense, which are also causes of perception.

!f nn, not; stTfJWW»: atma-mansoh, of soul and mind
; f|fgapsr?*rr%

sannikarsa-abli&ve, in the absence of contact 3c3$r><tRi : pratyaksa-

•tpattih, production of perception.

83. Perception, it is said, cannot arise unless there is conjunc-

tion of soul with mind.—22.

Prom the contact of a sense with its object no knowledge arises

unless, it is said, there is also conjunction of soul with mind. A sense

coming in contact with its object produces knowledge in our soul, only if

the sense is conjoined with the mind. Bence the conjunction of soul

with mind should be mentioned as a necessary element in the definition

of perception.
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f^T^d^tSSW^J di"k-de6*-kala-akasesu, in respect of direction, space,

time and ether ; «[Rr api, also ; ytf evani, similar ; ffsfa: prasangah,

implication.

84. "Were it so, observes one of the assembly then direction,

space, time and ether should also be enumerated among the causes of

perception.—23.

Direction, space, time and etlverare also indispensable conditions in

tho production of knowledge. But even the objector does not feel the

necessity of enumerating these among the causes of perception.

fTHfaf^Tc«%T *Rcf^m: II ^ I \ I ^ II

?rir(f5i|fr^iq[ jnanii-linga»tv»t, because cognition or knowledge is its

mark ; WW. atmanah, of soul ; «T na, not; 3R^h»: anavarodhah, non-

exclusion.

85. 'J he soul, we point out, has not been excluded from our

definition, inasmuch as knowledge is a mark of the soul —24.

Perception has been described as knowledge, and knowledge implies

the soul which is its abode. Consequently, in speaking of knowledge, the

soul has, by implication, been mentioned as a condition in the production

of perception.

fP^iHSlfeyfgtct tat-ayaugapadya-linga-tvat, because non-simul-

taneity of cognitions is its mark ; ^ cha, and ; 3 na, not ; JI«H|: manasah,

of mind.

86. The mind, too, has not been omitted from our definition,

inasmuch as we have spoken of the non-simultaneity of acts of

Knowledge—25.

Perception has been defined as knowledge. An essential character-

istic of knowledge is that more than one act of knowing cannot take place

at a time. This characteristic is due to the mind, an atomic substance,

which is conjoined with tbe sense, when knowledge is produced. Hence,

in speaking of knowledge, we have, by implication, mentioned the mind
as a condition of perception.
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nf18?niftnTf?JI»t pratyaksa nimitta-tvat, because it is the condition

ofperception
; jferaro«tT: indriya-arthay.ih, of sense and object ; STfe*'**'?

sannikarsasya, of c mtact
; ^T»|^ sva-fiabdeua, by ideutical term,

Specific
; vachanam, statement.

87- The contact of a sense with its object is mentioned as the

special cause of perception—2G.

There are many kinds of knowledge, such as perception, recollection,

etc. Conjunction of soul with mind is a cause which operates in the

production of all kinds of knowledge, while the contact of a sense with ita

object is the cause which operates only in perception. In our definition

of perception we have mentioned only the sptecial cause, and have omitted
the common causes which precede not only perception, but also other
kinds of knowledge.

U ^ I \ I ^ II

^WTOTTOtsupta-vy&sakta-manasam. of minds asleop and inatten-
tive; * cha, and

;
^fsjr^r: uulriya-arthayoh, of sense and object

; sfWf-
f^JTrW^saiinikiM-sa-tHiniUa- fcvit, because contact is the conditiou.

88. The contact of a sense with its object is certainly the main
cause, as perception is pro .'ur-ed even when one is asleep or inatten-

tive.—27.

Even a sleeping person hears the thundering of a cloud if his ear is
open to it, and a careless person experiences heat if his skin is exposed
to it.

t^i^i fn^^qwm a ^ i \ i ^ ii

^rtaih, by those; * cha, also; apade&ah, differenciation
;

SfTiTUr^miat jfiana-visesanam, of particular cognitions.

89. By the senses and their objects are also distinguished the
special kinds of knowledge.—28.

The special kinds of knowlege are the five varieties of perception,
w'z.,by sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch. These are distinguished
by the senses in whose spheres they lie, or by the objects which they
illumine. Thus the visual perception is called eye-knowledge or colour-
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knowledge, the auditory perception is called ear-knowledge or sound-

knowledge, the olfactory perception ia called nose-knowledge or smell-

knowledge, the gustatory perception is called tongue-knowledge or taale-

knowledge and the tactual perception is called skin-knowledge or touch-

knowledge.

B?JTff!f^FI vyahata- tvat, because it is precluded or obstructed
; «tg:

a-hotuh, no argument.

90. ( The above, says the objector, is ) no argument, because it

is precluded.—29.

The conclusion reached in (he preceding threo aphorisms is that

the contact of the sense and the object, and not the contact of the sonse

and mind nor (he contact of the soul and mind, should be stated to be

the cause of perception. To (his the objector puts in a rejoinder. The

moaning is that if in certain circumstances, e. g. where the person ia

asleep or inattentive, perception takes place without tie contact of the

soul and mind, then there would be nothing to prevent several cognitions

from being produced at one and the same time, and thus the tenet that

the non-production of several cognitions simultaneously is the mark of

the mind ( Nyay a-sutra, 1. i. 16 ) would be violated. Therefore the sutra

I. i. 16 precludes, or is precluded by, the argument advanced in the

preceding three aphorisms.

«T na, not ; wifa^taJTSSIl^ artha viseea-prabalyafc, on account of.

the prevalence or intensity of a particular percept or sensfble object.

91. ( We reply that there is ) no (such preclusion or violation).

( In the case of a person who is asleep or inattentive perception ta es

place
) through the intensity of the sensible object.—30.

The three aphorisms in question, Nos 87-89, do not imply that the

contact of the soul and mind sometimes is, and s-mietimes is not, the

the cause of perception. They merely emphasise the fact that the con-

tact of the sense and object is the principal cause of perceptual cogni-%

tion. For the intensity of the object and the keenness of the sense

directly establish contact of the object with the sense, and not of the

sense with mind and the soul.

I^^*gm^^TOfWT3<^§: II ^ I \ I \\ U

6
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JT«Hff pratyakeam, perception ; W3»TT«tf anumanam, inference 4

•^^nif^Tq oka-desa-gralranat, because of apprehension of a part
;
37WS*£:

apalabdheh, of cognition.

92. Perception, it may be urged, is inference, beca\jse it illu-

mines only 'a part as a mark of the whole.—31.

We are said to perceive a tree, while we really perceive only a part

of it. This knowledge of. the tree, as a whole, derived from the knowledge

of a part of it is, according to the objectors, a case of inference.

* qrrarara^cgq nwrra n ^ i \ i ^ w

?l. na, no; sre?T3jnj pratyaksena, by perception
; fltstg; yavat tavat,

so much a3 that , Slfa api, even ; 3<f35**?f?i upalambhat, because there ia

cognition.

93. But this is not so, for perception is admitted of at least

that portion which it actually illumines,—32.

The objectors themselves admit that a part is actually perceived.

Henco, perception as a means of knowledge is not altogether denied, and
it is accepted as different from inference.

^^T^fsTR : II ^ 1 I \ ^ u

«r€f?siT?I i-aadhya-tvat, because it is what is to be established 4

smfsjfa avayavini, in respect of the whole
; sandehah, doubt.

94. There is, some say, doubt about the wholej because the

whole has yet to be established.—33.

The objectors say that parts alone are realities and that there is n«
whole behind them. A tree, for instance, is yellow in some parts and
green in other parts. If the tree was one whole, thon the contradictory

qualities of yellowness and greenness could not have belonged to it

simultaneously. Hence the parts aione must, according to them, be
regarded as real.

^sshrfnmcRcsrref: n ^ i ^ i 9 u

sarva agrahanam, non-apprehension of all
; aTCzr«r%3>:

avayavi-asiddheh, in cas« of non-existence of the whole,

9". If there were no whole, there would, it is replied, be non-
perception of all.—3 i.
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All signifies substance, quality, action, generality, particularity and

intimate relation. None of these would be perceptible, if the whole were

denied. Suppose that the parts alone are real. Then, since a part is not

ef fixed dimension, it may itself be divided into parts, these latter.again

into further parts, and so on, until we reach tl o atoms which are the

ultimate parts. Now the atoms which possess no bulk are not perceptible.

Similarly, the quality, action, etc., which inhere iu the atoms, are also not

perceptible. Consequently, if we deny that there is a 'whole,*' neither the

substance nor quality, etc., would be perceptible.

^nn^qt^W^sW II ^ t \i $t II

WUI^flitTT^". dharana-ftikarsana upapattoh, because of the fact of

Holding and pulling ; ^ cha, and.

96. There is a whole, because we can hold, pull, etc.—85.

If there were no whole, we could not have held or pulled an entire

thing by holding or pulling a part of it. Wo say, • one jar,' 'one man,'

etc. This use of ' one ' would vanish, if there wore no whole.

%HT5RSI^^Rfir %^T^t^3T^T*i U^l^ll

sena-vana-vat, like an army and a forest
; Ufof grahanam,

apprehension ; ^fa iti, so
;

cheb, if ; sr na, no ; Wcftr*^?^^ ati-indriya-

tvat, because of their being beyond the senses
;
si^ut anunam, of the

atoms.

97. The illustration from an army or a- forest does not hold

good, for atoms cannot be detected by the senses—30.

If any one were to say that just as a single soldier or a single tree

may Dot be seen from a distance, but an army consisting of numerous

soldi9rs or a forest consisting of numerous trees is- seen, so a single atom

may not be perceptible, but a jar consisting of numerous atoms will be

perceptible, and these atoms being called 'one jar,' the use of 'one' will

not vanish, the analogy, we reply, does not hold good, because the

soldiers and trees possess bulk and so are preceptible, whereas the atoms

do not possess bulk and so are individually not perceptible. It is absurd to

argue that, because soldiers and trees are perceptible in the ma™, atoms

are perceptible in the mass also : to avoid this conclusion, we must admit

the existence of a whole beyond the parts.
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^iWtqsrftW^^W rodha-npaghata-sadrisyebhyah, from obstruction

(sis in the caseuf a stream), disturbance (as in the case of an ants' nest)

and (artificial) similarity
; «rf*TOruq[ v\ abhichaiat, as it errs

;
sr«jprrf

annmanam, inference ; «JnJTT'!f apramanani, not a meanB of right

knowledge.

98. Inference, some say, is not a means of right knowledge,

as it errs in certain cases c, g , when a river is banked, when something

is damaged, and when similarity misleads, &c.— 37.

If we see a river swollen, we infer that there has been rain ; if we
see the ants carrying off their eggs, we infer that there will be rain ; and

if we hear a peacock scream, we infer that clouds are gathering. These

inferences, says an objoctor, are not necessarily correct, for a river may
bo swollen because embanked, the ants may carry off their egga because

their nests have been damaged, and the so-called screaming of a peacock

may be nothing but the voice of a man.

srna, no; <?$^T?HSWT3[^*1: ekadesa trasa-sadrisyebhyah, from the

part, fear, and similarity ; Stafow^Hi; artha antara-bh&vat, because

it is something different.

99. It is not so, because our inference is based on something

else than the part, fear and likeness.—38.

The swolling of a river caused by rain is different from that which

results from the embankment of a part of it ; the former is attended by a

great rapidity of currents, an abundance of foam, a mass of floating

fruits, leaves, wood, etc. The manner in which ants carry off their eggs

just before rain is quite different from the manner in which they do so

when their nests are damaged. The ants run away quickly in a steady

line when rain is imminent, but fear makes them fly in disorder when

their nests are damaged. The screaming of a peacock which suggests

gathering clouds is quito different from a man's imitation of it, for the

latter is not natural. If in such cases any wrong inference is drawn,

the fault is in tne person, not in the process.

«HWHf*OT: vartamana-abhavah., non-existence of present time;

qaa: patatnh, |of the falling; qfaenfaaP^ltfln^ : patita-patitavya-kala-

npapatteh, because of proof of the time through which it has fallen

and the time through which it will fall.
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100. There is, some say, no present time because when a

thing falls, wc can know only the time through which it has fallen and

the time through which it will yet fall.—39.

Inference has reference to three times. In the a priori inference we

pass from the past to the present, in the a posteriori from the present to

the past, and in the ' commonly seen ' from the present to the present. It

is, therefore, proper that we should examine the three times The reason

which leads some people to deny the present time is that when a fruit,

for instance, falls from a tree, we recognise only the past time taken up

by the fruit in traversing a certain distance and the future time which

will yet be taken up by the fruit in traversing the iemaining distance.

There is no intervening distance which the fruit can traverse at tho

so-called present, time. Hence, they say, there is no present time.

g^ami^T cr&n5tmr% a^^ian^
fljfr: tayoh, of these two ; «ffqr api, also

; wtr: abhavah non-existence;

3rfnT«tt*1T% vartamana-abhave, in the case of the non-existence of the

present
; a^afc^T?t tat-apeksa-tvat, because of being related to it.

101. If there is no present time, there will, it is replied, be no

past and future times, because they are related to it.—40.

The past is that which precedes the present, and the future is that

which succeeds it. Hence, if there is no present time, there cannot be

any past or future time.

*T^HTTO%ft^*l^Tf%%: U ^ I \ 1 9\ II

5T na, not ; aaral ilsuna^f. atita-anagatayoh, of the past and the future
;

3a?3WhinTgf€[: itara-itaraapeksa-siddhih, establishment by mutal

dependence.

102. The past and future cannot be established by a mere

mutual reference.—41.

If the past is defined as that which is not the future and the future

is denned as that which is not the past, the definition would involve a

fallacy of mutual dependency. Hence we must admit the present time,

to which the past and future are related.

«P*f*TTTTWt vartamana-abhave, in the ease of the non-existence of
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the present; fls^fajof sarva-agrahanaui, non-apprehension of all, JfclSJTgqq^

pratyaksa-an-upapaiteh, owing to impossibility of perception.

103. If there were no present time, sense perception would be

impossible, knowledge would be impossible.—42.

If yon deny the present time, there cannot be any perception which

illumines only what is present in time-; and, in the absence of perception,

all kinds of knowledge would be impossible. Hence the present time is

established by confutation or the principle of reductw ad abtsurdvm.

$Scrre!MT^f'WW: kritata-kartavyata-upapatteh, from the possibility

of a thing having been accomplished and remaining to be accomplished';

3*T<W ubhayathft, bothways
; Hffof grahanam, apprehension.

104. We can know both the past and the future, for we can

conceive of a thing as made and as about to be made—43.

The present time is indicated by what continues, the past by what

has been finished, and the future by what has not yet begun.

W9«cW'bfl^sr?TP***I?q| atyanta p aya-ekadesa sadbarmyat, from absolute,

almost complete or partial similarity
; 3<WTflfa%: upam&na-asiddih, non-

establishment of comparison.

105. Comparison, some say, is not a means of right knowledge,,

as it cannot be established either through complete or considerable or

partial similarity.—41.

On the ground of complete similarity wo- never say " a cow is like a

cow, " on the ground of considerable similarity we do not say that "a
buSalt» is like a cow, " and on the ground of partial similarity we do not

say that " a mustard seed is like Mount Meru. " Hence comparison is-

regarded by some as not a means of right knowledge,, for it has no
precise standard.

Jrfa^m*«T?'T prasiddha-s&dhariny&t, from wellknown similarity
;

3Tm«lffc<: upamana-siddheh, because of establishment of comparison
;

StR^rorgwfti: ukta-dosa-anupapattih, non-application of the defect urged.

10 (\ This objection does not hold good, for comparison is estab-

lished through similarity in a high degree.—15.
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The similarity in a high degree exists between such well-known

•objects as a cow and a bos gavaaus, etc.

JT?T5ifm pratyaksena, by perception
;
aWHSjfag;: apraty aksa-siddheh,

because of establishment of what is not an object of perception.

107. Comparison, some say, is not different from inference, for

both seek to establish the unperceived by means of the perceived —46.

We recognise a bos gavaeus at first sight through its special similar-

ity to a cow whicrh we have often perceived. This knowledge of a pre-

viously unperceived object derived through its similarity to a perceived

object is, it has been said, nothing but a case of inference.

si na, not
;

apratyakse, unperceived
; gavaye, in a bos

gavaous
;
JWTOI'f'^ pramana-artharn, the purpose of proof, utility as proof

;

^WHl^ upanianasya, of comparison
; qipnjf: paSyamah, we see.

108. It is not in a bo3 gavams unperceived that we find the real

matter of comparison.— 17.

The matter of comparison is similarity, e.g., between a cow and a

bos gavaeus- The bos gavaeus in which we notice the similarity is first

perceived, that is, on perceiving a bos gavaeus we notice its similarity to a

cow Hence comparison supplies us with knowledge of a perceived thing,

through its similarity to another thing also preceived. This characteristic

distinguishes it from inference, which furnishes us with knowledge of an

unperceived thing through that of a thing perceived.

gsn tatha iti, and thus
; STOffTtffiC upasamharat, from conclusion,

summation
; ^TORfa^s upamana-siddeh, from the establishment of com-

parison ; st na, not ; stfe^"*! a-visesah, non-difference.

10 ) . There is non-difference, inasmuch as comparison is

established through the compendious expression ''so. "— IS.

It is not true that comparison is identical with inference, because

the former is established through the compendious, expression "so."
* As is a cow, so is a bos gavaeus'—this is an instance of comparison,

This use of ' so' makes it clear that comparison is a distinct means of

right knowledge.
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?r«^: sabdiih. word
;
a?gm«f anuroaiam, infetence ; arsfw arthasya > of

the object
;
s?gq<?«^: an-upalabdheh, because of non-cognition

;
irjifae^r?!

anumeyatvat, because of its having to be inferred.

110. Verbal testimony, say some, is inference, because the

object revealed by it is not perceived but inferred.—A9.

Inference gives us the knowledge of an un perceived object, through

the knowledge of an obiect which is perceived. Similarly, verbal testi-

mony enables us to acquire the knowledge of an un perceived object,

through the knowledge of a word which is perceived. The verbal testi-

mony is.therefore, supposed by some to be inference, as the object

reveald by both is unpercoived.

aq^sq: upalabdheh, of consciousness, cognition, apprehension
;

wfgtr^faf^rat a-dvi-pravritti-tvat, not having a dual application.

111. In respect of perceptibility the two cases are not, continues

the objector, different.—50.

In infereuco as well as in verbal testimony we pass to an unperceived
object through an object which is perceived. In respect of perceptibility

of the object through which we pass, the inference does not, continues the

objector, differ from the verbal testimony.

**5F^Tf II ^ I ^ I ^ II

OTS^TPT sambandh&t, from relation or connection ; ^ cha, and.

112. There is, moreover, adds the objector, the sime connection.

—51.

Just as in inference there is a certain connection between a sign (e.g.,

Bmoke) and the thing signified by it (e. g., fire), so in verbal testimony

there is connection between a word and the object signified by it. So

inference, says the objector, is not different from verbal testimony.

W^TI^TflW"!?^ Apta-upadesa-samarthyat, through force derived

from the declaration by a reliable person
; ^TS^ratfsrsrai sabda-arth-a-

sampratyayah, complete intuition of the object from tho word,
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113, In reply, we say that there is reliance on the matter signified

by a word, because the word has been used by a reliable person.—52.

In reference to the objections raised in aphorisms 49 and 50, we say

that we rely on unseen matter, not simply because it is signified by words,

but because they are spoken by a reliable person. There are, some Bay,

paradise, nymphs, Uttarakurua, seven islands, ocean human settlements,

etc. We accept them as realities, not because they are known through

words, but because they are spoken of by persons who are reliable. Hence

verbal testimony is not inference. The two agree in conveying knowledge

of an object through its sign, but the sign in one is difforent from the sign

in the other. In the case of verbal testimony, the special point is to

decide whether the sign (word) comes from a reliable person.

Aphorism 51 speaks of a certain connection between a word and the

object signified by it. The present aphorism points out that the connection

is not a natural one. We acknowledge that a word in3icates a certain

object, but we deny that the object is naturally or necessarily connected

with the word. Hearing, for instance, the word "cow," we think of the

animal signified by it, nevertheless the word and the animal are not

connected with oach other by nature or necessity. In the case of inference,

however, the connection between a sign ( e g., smoke) and the thing

signified ( e.g., fire ) is natural and necessary. Therefore, the connoction

involved in inference is not of the same kind as that involved in verbal

testimony.

gT«03^Tf*tZ«lT3,?srtVT: purana-pradaha-p&tana-anupalabdheh, from
non-apprehension of filling, burning, and splitting ; si cha, and ;

fW^TWTWs sambandha-abhavah, non existence of connection.

114(1. There is no natural connection between a word and the

object signified by it, as we do not find that the words foou, fire and
hatchet, are accompanied by the actions filling, burning and

Splitting.—53,

If a word were naturally connected with the object signified by it,

then by uttering the words food, fire and hatchet we should have found
our mouth filled up (with food), burnt (with fire) and split (by a hatchet).
"But such is never the case. Hence there is no natural connection between
» word fthd the object signified by it, and consequently verbal testimony
is not inference.

7
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^75^m«1«IWfT?i: sabda artha-vyavastbanat, from tlie fixity of (tho

intuition) of object from word wnfa^vj: a-prnt*sodluih, non-contradiction.

115. It cannot, says an objector, be denied that thero is a fixed

connection between words and their meanings.—5 k

A particular word denotes a particular moaning, eg the word 'cow'

denotes tho animal of that name, but it does not donote a horse, a jar, or

any other thing. There is, therefore, in the case of verbal testimony, a

fixed connection between a word and its meaning as there is in the case of

inforence a fixed connection betwoon a sign and tho thing signified. Hence
verbal testimony is considered by the objector to bo a case of inference.

* ^wfa^T^^T^SITcSR^ li ^ I \ \ II

«T na, not; J

*TTnfW?WTg[ s&mayikn-tvat, from being conventional;

SflS^tM^tff^^^T sabda-artha-sampratyayasya, of: tho intuition of object

from word.

llfi. We reply, it is through convention that the meaning of a

word is understood.—55.

The connection botweeu a word and its meaning is conventional

and not natural. The connection, though fixed by man, is not inseparable

and cannot therefore be the basis of an inference

5ITT^T%^% ^TRW3 U ^ I ^ i H\ U

snfafe^ jati visose, with particular classes ; g cha, and
; SjfjTTlTT^

aniyamat, from absence of natural uniformity.

117. There is no universal uniformity of connection between a

word and its meaning.—5G.

The risis, aryas and mlechchhas use the same word in different senses,

e.g the word "yava" is used by the aryas to denote a long-awned grain,

but by the mlechchhas to denote a panic-seed. So the connection between

a word and its meaning is not everywhere uniform, and consequently

verbal testimony cannot be considered as inference.

5T?J tat, that, word ; s?swTI"»tf a-pramanyam, not a means of right

knowledge, invalid; wsja«nma g^ffi ^T%«T: anrita-vyaghata-punarukta-~

dosebhyah, owing to the defects of falsity, futility and repetition.
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1J.8. The Veda, some say, is unreliable, as it involves the faults

of untruth, contradietio >. and tautology.—57.

The Veda, which is a kind of verbal testimony, is not, some say, a

uietuis of right knowledge. It is supposed by them to be tainted with the

faults of untruth, contradiction and tautology. For instanco, tho Veda

aflirms that a son is produced when the sactifice for tho sake of a son is

performed. It often happens that the son is not produced, though the

sacrifice has been performed.

There are many contradictory injunctions in the Veda, e.g., it dec-

lares "lot one sacrifice when the sun has risen," also " let one sacrifice

when tho sun has not risen," etc. There is such tautology as ' lot the

first hyuin be recited thrice," "let the last hymn be recited thrice," etc.

*T 3£fa3^OTCT^pn3[ n ^ I \ I ^ H

st na, not
;
^H^Ht^ltg'^TT karraa-kartri-bitdhana-vaignny at, from

defect in the act, agent, oi materials,

119. The so-called untruth in the Veda comes from some defect

in the act, operator or materials of sacrifice.—58.

Dofect in the act consists in sacrificing not according to rules, defect

in the operator (officiating priest) consists in his not being a learned man,

ivnd defect in tho materials consists iu the fuel being wot, butter being

not fresh, remuneration ( to the officiating priest) being small, etc. A son

is sure to be produced as a result of performing tho sacrifice, if these

defects are avoided. Therefore, there is no untruth in the Veda.

Si^r* 93T^$ ^TO!^ II ^ I \ \ H« II

ajwrcfeq abhyupotya, arriving at a decision; $[$«^ kala-bhede, in the

ease of alteration of the time
;
^Tl^Ht^ dosa-vachanat, there being the

declaration of the defect.

120. Contradiction would occur if there were alteration of the

time agreed upon,—59.

Let a person perform sacrifice before sunrise or after sunrise if he

has agreed upon doing it at either of the times. Two alternative courses

being open to him, he can perform the sacrifice before sunrise or after

sunrise, according to his agreement or desire. The Veda cannot bo

charged with the fault of contradiction, if it enjoins such alternative,

courses.
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Wjf^t^TITWi anuv&da-upapatteh, from the possibility of its being a

re-inculcation ; n cha,, and.

121. There is no tautology, becai.se re inculcation is of advan*-

tage.—60.

Tautology means a useless repetition, which never occurs in the

Veda. If there is any repetition, thero,, it is- either for completing a certain

number of syllables, or for explaining a matter briefly expressed, etc.

"Let the first hymn be recited thrice," ''let the last hymn be recited

thrico"—such instances ombody a useful repetition.

sngRfw^sr ^l^ra M. i H W ft

^t<ftrfwrnw vakya-vibliagaaya, of the division of speech ; % cha, antj;

^rawpoi^ artha-grahanat, from apprehension of different objects.

122. And because there is necessity for the classification- of

Vedic speech.—61.

It is necessary to divide the Vedic speech into classes based on

special characters.

ft^^T^TTOT^^fin^^TTH II ^ I \ I \\ II

fasq^l^rgM^gitsfa^tirac vid'hi-a-rtha\ H lu-anuvada-vachana-vini-

yogat, from the distribution of speech as injuiution, persuasion, and re-

inculcation.

123. The Vedic speech being divided on the principle of injunc-

tion,, persuasion and rc-inculcation —02,

The two main divisions of the Veda are ( I ). hymn and ( 2 ) ritual!.

The ritual portion admits of three sab-divisions, viz, injunctive, persua-

sive andre-inculcativo.

fiffa: vidhih, injunction
; fflWFW: vidhayakah, that which prescribes

something positive.

124. An injunction is that which exhorts us to adopt a certain

course of action [ as the means of attaining good].—63.

The following is an injunction :—" Let him who desires paradise
perform the fire-sacrifice." This is a direct command.
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?gf?T: statih.,. praise
;
fsp^fninda, blame

; T^fif^: para kritih, doing of

others, failures of others
; 3*^57: pura-kalpah, tradition, customs of old \.

^Rf iti, such
; W^Hf: artha-vadah, persuasion.

125. Persuasion is effected through praise, blame, warning, and

prescription.—04.

Praise is s-peech which persuades us to> a contain course of action by

extolling its consequences, e.g., "By the Sarvajit sacrifice goda- con-

quered all, there is. nothing like 8arvajit sacrifice,, it enables us tj obtain;

everything and to vanquish every one, etc." Here there is no direct

command, but the Sarvajit sacrifice is extolled in su-ch a way that wa

are persuaded to perform it.

Blame is speech which persuades us to adopt a certain course of

action by acquainting us with the undesirable consequences of neglecting

it, eg., "One who performs any other sacrifice, neglecting the Jyotistoma,

falls into a pit and decays there." Here one* is persuaded' to perform the*

Jyotistoma sacrifice, the neglect of which brings about evil consequences.

Warning ia the mentioning of a course of action, the obstruction of

which by some particular person Ted to bad consequences, eg*, on pre-

senting oblation one is to take the fat first and the sprinkled butter

afterwards, but alas ! the Charaka priests first took the sprinkled butter

which was, as it were, the life of fire, etc. Here the foolish course of action

adopted by the Charaka priests should serve *s, a warning to other priests

who ought to avoid the course.

Prescription implies the mention of something as commendable on

account of its antiquity* e g., "By this the Brahmanas recited the S&ma

hymn, etc."

faftrn-ffo-CT vidhi-vihitasya, of what is prescribed by injnncti on ;

WJ^-W^ anu-vachanair.* repetition
; H§9T^: anuvadah reincutoation.

126. Re-inculcation is the repetition of that which has been

enjoined by an injunction.—65.

Re-inculcation may consist of (1) the repetition of aa injunction, or

(2) the repetition of that which has been enjoined. The first is called

verbal re-inculcation and the second objective re-inculcation. In the Veda

there is re-inculcation, as ia ordinary use there is repetition. "Non eter<
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nal not eternal"—this is verbal repetition. "Non-eternal, possessing

the character of extinction"—-this is objective repetition.

si na, not
; wg^J^^&fJ anm ada-punaruktayoh, of reinculcatjon

»iul repetition
; fe^J?: visesuh, difference

;
^TS^O'STr^ITI^; sabda-abln asa-

upapatteh, because of the existence of the repetition of words.

127. '1 here is, some say, no difference between re inculcation

and tautology, as there is in either case a repetition of some expression

already used.—fiO.

Re-inculcation is supposed by some to be a fault, inasmuch as it

does not, according to them, differ from tautology.

^1raaTnff%t^^9ra[ si^hratara-gamana-upadesa-vafc, like the dinvtion

of going faster and faster which indicates intensity of action
; awna^

abhyasiU, from repetition ; «T na, not
; stfa^ta: a-visesnh, non-difforonce.

128. There is a dilference, because re-inculcation serves some

useful purpose, as, e.y., a command to go faster.—07.

Tautology consists of a useless repetition, but the repetition in the

case of ro-inculcation is useful, eg., "go on, go on"—signifies " go fastor.'

JffW^^imi^^ mantia a
.
urvedii-piamanya-vat, like the validity of

mantra or chant and of medical science
; ^ cha, and

; fJrST(JTI"m tat pra-

manyain, its validity
;
SiHJTWI'irtl apta-pramanyat, from the authority of

the reliable speaker.

129. The Veda is reliable like the spell and the medical science,

because of the reliability of their authors.—08.

The spell counteracts poison, etc., and the medica-l science prescribes

correct remedies. The authority which belongs to them is dorived from

their authors, the sages, who were reliable persons. The sages them-

solves were reliable, because (l)thoy had an intuitive perception of truths,

(2) they had great kindness for living beings and (3) they had the desire of

Communicating their ^knowledge of the, truths. The authors, (lit., the

seers and speakers) of the Veda were also the authors of the spell and
medical science. Hence, like the spell and medical science, the Veda
must be accepted as authoritative. The view that the Veda is authorita-

tive because eternal, is untenable.
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Book II, Chapter II.

^ na, not
; 'srgjn chatustvam, to be four

, ^fa^wfa'TrswwrerBmiwqiq;

aitibya-arthapatti sauibhava-abhava-pramanyaf;, because tradition, pre-

sumption, probability and non-existence are also means of right know-

ledge.

130. Some say that the means of right knowledge are more

than four, because rumour, presumption, probability and non-e-.istence

arc also valid.— 1.

In Book I, chapter I, aphorism 3, fcTio means of right knowledge

havo been stated to be four, viz., perception, inference, comparison and

verbal testimony. Som^ say that there are other means of right know-

ledge, auch as rumour, presumption, probability and non existence.

Rumour is an assertion which has come from one to another withoat

any indication of the source from which it first originated, e.g., in this

fig tree there live goblins.

Presumption is the deduction of one thing from the declaration of

another thing : e.g., from the declaration that 'unless there is cloud, there

is no rain,' wo deduce that < there is rain, if there is cloud.' A more
familiar instance of presumption is this : the fat Devadatta does not eat

during the day time. Here the presumption is that he eats in the night

for it is impossible for a person to be fat if he does not eat at all.

Probability consists in cognising the existence of a thing from that

of another thing in which it is included, e. g., cognising the measure of

an ddhalca from that of a drona of which it is a fourth part, and cognis-

ing the measure of a praetha from that of an ddhaka of which it is a

quarter.

Of two opposite things, the non-existence of one establishes the

existence of the other, eg. the nonexistence of rain establishes the

combination of wind and cloud. When there is a combination of wind
and cloud, drops of water cannot fall, in spite of their weight.

V*\ sabde. in word ; ifcffltn'raffSWraiS aitihya-an-artha-antara-bhayat,

from existence of tradition as a non-different object
j ngtn^ annmane, in
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inference
; w*lfafar*T**Hl*?fSW9?^rc«rsrr*[ arthapatti-sambhava-abhava-an-

artha antara-blia\ &t, from existence of presumption, probability and non-

existence as non-different objects ; SI cha, and; WTk^stj a-pratifedhah,

noncontradiction.

131. This, we reply, is no contradiction, sinco rumour is inclu-

ded in verbal testimony, and presumption, probability and non-exis-

tence are included in inference—2.

Those who maintain that rntneur, presumption, probability and

non existence are valid, do not really oppose our division of the means

of right knowledge into four, viz., perception, inference, comparison and

verbal testimony.

Rumour partakes of the general characteristics of verbal testimony,

and is a special kind of it

Presumption is explained as tho knowledge of a thing derived

through the consideration of it from tho opposite standpoint. For ins-

tance, the fat Devadatta does not eat during the day time : here the

presumption is that he eats in the night. The fact of his eating in the

night has not been expressly stated, but is ascertained from this consi-

deration that a person who does not oat during tho day cannot be strong

unless he eats in the night. It is evident that presumption, like inference,

passes from a perceived thing to an unperceivod one, because they are

in some way connected.

Probability is inference, because it is the cognisance of a part from

knowledge of a whole with which it is inseparably connected.

Non-existence is inference, inasmuch as it really infers the obs-

truction of a cause from the non-existence of its effect through a certain

connection, viz., if the obstruction occurs, the effect cannot occur.

Hence rumour, etc., are not independent means of right knowledge,

"bat are included in the four, enumerated in Book 1, Chapter I, apho-

rism 3.

STORM [um53>Tptt<fc<3T<T M ^ [ ^ I \ II

•wfqftr: arthapattih, presumption j w$Wt<Jf apramanam, not a means
of right knowledge ; anaikantikatvat, because it is not one-

pointed.

182.—Presumption, some say, is not valid, because it leads to

uncertainty,—3.
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" If there is no cloud, there will be no rain"—from this we are

said to presume that if there is a cloud there will bo ram. But it often

happens that a cloud is not followed by rain. So presumption does not

always lead to certainty.

SRsiiqtft anarthapattuu, in respect of what is not a presumption;

SPlf'I'wRwRI^ arth&patti-abhimanat, from attribution of being pre-

Bumption.

133. We reply : if there is any uncertainty, it is due to your

supposing that to be a presumption which is not really so.— i<.

" If there is no olou<l, there will be no rain"—-from this we are

entitled to presume that if there is rain there must, have been a cloud. But

if you pretend to presume that " if there is a cloud, there will be rain,"

your so-called presumption will be an invalid one.

srrfl%HTHTJTrw^ pratisedha-apramanyaiu, invalidity of the contradiction,

* cha, and ; *$$tfel$e3T<T anaikantikatv&t, from being hot-one-pointed.

134. The objection itself, we say, is invalid, because it leads to

uncertainty.—5.

"Presumption is not valid, because it leads to uncertainty" —this

is your objection. In it there are two points for consideration, cix ,

(1) the validity of presumption and (2) the existence of presumption.

Your objection refers to one of the points, viz. the Validity of presumption.

So you do not deny the existence of presumption. In some instances,

however, your objection may refer to more points than one. In fact,

the nature of your objection is not definite in itself, or, in other words,

it leads to uncertainty. Hence your objection is invalid.

3rXJTOnr$ 3TT ^mfarqiTWl*!:^ II \ I \ I \ II

»?mm«^ tat •p rauianye, if the contradiction be valid ; tjr vii, or
t «r ua

not; W*T?"}fWrflT<W artbapatti-apramanyam, invalidity of presumption.

135. Or, if that be valid, then our presumption is not invalid. — (;.

Perhaps you will say that your objection is valid, because you can
ascertain in each case whether one or more points are referred to by the
objection. Similarly, we shall say that our presumption is not invalid,
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because wo can ascertain in each case whether the presumption is capable

of loading tu more conclusions than one. Hence, if yon say that your

objection is valid, wo shall say that our presumption is also valid.

st na, not; «T«[3rErrtrr"5f abhava-praiiiauyam, non-existence to be a means
of right knowledge

; nifarf«l3i"! prameyaasiddheh, because of the non-exis-

tence of what is to be the object of right knowledge.

13(i. Some say that non-existence is not a means of right

knowledge, because there is no ohject which is known by it.—7.

^r&J^<J hiksitesu, in marked objects
; srasjru ^fVWr^Tt alaksana-biksita-

tvat, from being marked by what is not a mark
;

W^PajRtsTt alaksitanam,

of unmarked objects
;
a?JT^qfe^: tat-prameya-siddheh, from their affirma-

tion as objects of knowledge.

137. Non-existence, we reply, serves to mark oat an object

unmarked by the mark which characterises other objects.—8.

Suppose a person wants to bring a pot which is not blue Tho
absence of bluonoss is a mark which will enable him to mark out tho

particular pot he wants to bring, and to exclude the other pots which

aro blue. Thus an object may be known through the non-existence

( absence ) of its mark.

asati, non existent ; wtf arthe, in the case of an object
; 5f na,

not
, swi*r: abhavah, non-existence or absence of mark; iti chet,

if s > ;
st na, no

;
aisqgs^qq^

: anya-laksana-upapatteh, from altirmation of

other marks.

1118. If you say that the non-e> isterce ( absence ) of a mark
is impossible where there \uis no mark at all, it, is, we reply, not so,

because the non-existence ( absence ) is possible in reference to a mark
elsewhere.—9.

Wo can, says an objector, talk of a mark being non-existent (absent),

if it was previously existent (present). A pot is said to be not blue only

in roference to its beiiiL,' blue previously. In reply, we say that it is not
so "Not-blue" is no doubt possible only in reference to "blue," but
that blueuoss may exist elsewhere. For instance, we can talk of this

pot being not blue, in contrast to that pot which is blue.
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aff?|^: tat. siddheh, from presence therein, i. e. in marked abject*
;

W3rflinta alaksitesu, in respect of unmarked objects
, *Tifg: alietuh. n mark.

139. Though a mark may distinguish the oYed which is

marked, the non existence ( absence ) of the mar'; cannot, some say,

distinguish the object which is not marked.— 10.

A blue pot is distinguished by the blueneas which is its mark But

how can we, says the objector, distinguish an unmarked nKjoct by the

non-existence ( absence ) of the mark which it d>>es not possoas V

<( na, no ; 558?"JJT^f?«Tai^8irTf^T^: laksanaavRstluta-apoLsa-siddlit'h, from

establishment by reference to objects in which marks are present.

I K). This is not so, because the non-exisience ( absence ) .of a

mark serves as a mark, in relation to the presence of the mark.—11.

We can speak of a pot being not blue, in relation to one which is

bluo. Hence, though not-blueness is not a positive mark, it serves as a

( negative ) mark, in relation to bluenoss.

piak, prior
; 3f^; utpatteh, to production

, smr^Him. abliava-

upapatteh, from affirmation of non-existenco ; *Ki-ha, and

141. Moreover, we perceive non-existence as a mark antecedent

to the production of a thing.—12.

There are two kinds of non-exiBtence, viz , antecedent non-PTistence

and subsequent non existence. When we say that there will be a jar,

we perceive the mark of non-existence of the jar in the hafvus which are

•destined to compose it. This is antecedent nonexistence-. Similarly,

when we say that a jar has broken, we perceive the mark of nun existence

of the jar in the parts which composed it. This is subsequent non*

existence.

WffiprWiJ adi mat Wat, because it has a beginning, ^f>?«r^?=in|aind.riy-

aka-tv&t, beoause it is sensuous
,

jpawg'J'BTTT^ kritaka vat-upachasat,

hecauae it is treated as any other product, ^cha, and.
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M'.J. Sound is not ( ternal, because it has a beginning and is

cognised by our sense and is -.poken of as artificial.—13.

Sound is non-eternal, because it begins or arises from the concus-

sion of two hard substances, « ij., an axe and a tree, etc. Another ground

for the non-eternality <»f sound is that it is cognised by our sense. More-

over, we attribute to sound the properties of an artificial object, e.g., we

speak of a sound being grave, acute, etc. This would be impossible, if

it. had been eternal.

Some say that the so called beginning of a sound is merely a mani-

festation of it, that is, sound does not really begin, but |is merely mani-

fested by the concussion of two hard substances In reply, we say that the

concussion dons not manifest, but produces a sound. You cannot suppose

the concussion to be the inanifester and sound the manifested, unless

you can prove that tlin concussion and sound are simultaneous. But the

proof is impossible, as a sound is heard at a great distance even after

the concussion, of the substances has ceased. So pound is not manifested

by the concussion. It is, however, legitimate to suppose that sound is

produced by the concussion, and that one sound produces another sound,

and so on, until the last sound is heard at a great distance.

*T^( II ^ I ^ I \V H

1 na, no
; srerw^SHTf'ilfsTclf^l^ ghata-abhava-sainanya-nitya-tvat,

because the non existence of a pot after destruction and the genus which
is cognisable through contact with the sense are eternal

; nityesu,

in the case of eternal objects
;
affift^^ anitya-vat, as non-eternal

; 3<reHT^

upach&rat, from treatment
; ^ cha, and.

1A3. Some will not accept this argument, .because the non-

existence of a jar and the genus of it are eternal, and eternal things

are also spoken of as if they were artificial.—14.

Some say that it is not true that whatever has a beginning is non-
eternal. Look ! the non-oxistenoe (destruction) of a jar which began when
the jar was broken is eternal (indesbructible). Whatever is cognised by
our sense is non-eternal : this is also said to be an unsound argument.

When, for instance, we perceive a jar, we perceive also its genus (i.e., jar-

ness), which is eternal. It is further said that we often attribute to

eternal things the properties of an artificial object, e.g., we speak of the

extension of ether as we speak of the extension of a blanket.
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fl^WR'to: tattva-bl aktayoh, of true and false eternals
; JTRTfgfevnTTPX

nana-tva-vibhagat, from division aB many ; W^fi^r?: a-vyabhicharnh,

absence of uncertainty.

144. There is, we reply, no opposition because there is distinc-

tion between what is really eternal and what is partially eternal— 15.

That which is really eternal belongs to the three times. But the non-

existence ( destruction) of a jar does not belong to three times, as it was

impossible before the jar was broken Hence the non-existence (destruc-

tion) of a jar which has a beginning is not really eternal.

*T?«niT»pTTlfa$ta<!irrI san tan a-anuuiana-visesanafc, from the inference

of continuity which is the distinguishing characteristic (of sound).

145. It is only the things cognised by our sense as belonging to

a certain genus that must, we say, be inferred to be non-eternal.—16.

The objectors have said that things cognised by our sense are not

necessarily non-eternal, e.g., as we perceive a jar, we also perceive its

genus jar-ness, which is eternal. In reply, we say that not all things

cognised by our sense are non-eternal, but only those that belong to a

certain genus. A jar, for instance, is non-etornal, because we perceive

it as belonging to the genus jar-ness. But jar-ness which is cognised by

our sense is not non-eternal, because it does not belong to a further genus,

named jar-ness-ness. Similarly, sound is non-eteranl, because it is cog-

nised by our sense as belonging to the genus called sound-ness.

The aphorism may also be interpreted as follows :—Sound is non-

eternal, because it is inferred to advance in a series.

We do not say that whatever is cognised by our sense is non-eternal:

our intention is to say that things cognised by our sense as advancing in

a series are non-eternal. Sound is cognised in that manner ( i.e., sound

advances like a wave), and hence sound is non-eternal.

$FT II ^ I ^ \\* II

WWNpm karana-dravyasya, of the causal substance
; b^is^st

prade&a-labdena, in terms of extension
;
wfaqim?! abhidhanat, from decla-
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ration or designation , f*fr$Jtr nityesu, in the case of eternal objects ; «rfijf

api, als > ars^ftrxffr: a wnbhicharah, absence of uncertainty.

1-lfi. We further say that only artificial things are designated

by the ter u extension.— 1 7.

Wlion we spoiik of (fie* extension of ether, we really mean that the

extension belongs to an artificial thing, which has for its substratum the

ether. Hence we do not in reality attribute to eternal thmys the properties

of artificial objects.

piAk, prior ;
"3^(?iniq( uchh&rauat, to pronunciation

; W^TOVsfc an-

u,ialal)(llioh, from non-approliensioii
;

S'T^'f'OIIJT^SVT: a varan a adi-an-

upulabJhch, from non-apprehension of the causes of non-apprehension •

•"3 cha, and

147. Sound is non-eternal, because neither do we perceive it

before pronunciation, nor do we notice any veil which covers it.— 18.

If Sound were eternal, it would be perceived before pronunciation.

You cannot say that sound really existed belore pronunciation, but was

covered by some veil, for we do not notice any such veil'.

a^l^s^: tat-an-upalabdheh, of its non-apprehension
; sr^qstv'm an-

u palambhat, from n on -apprehension , ?rW!J*talf%; & varans -u pap at t ih, estab-

lish mont of the causes of non apprehension.

148. '1 he veil, some say, really exists, because we do not per*

ceive the non-perception thereof.— 19.

The objectors say :— If yon deny the veil because it is aot perceived,

wo deny the non-perception of tie veil because it is also not perceived.

The denial of non-perception is the same as the acknowledgment of

perception, or, in other words, the veil is acknowledged to be existent.

3igq^«r?t an upalambhat, from non-apprehension ; vflf api, even,;

srg'Rsfsvr^^R^ an upalabdhi-sadbh&vavat, like existence of non-appre-

hension ;
s| na, not

,
WfWOT^TOfai&varana an-upapattih,r.on-establiehinent
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of the cause* of non-apprehension, sfji^ivii^ an-upalambhat, from non-

apprehension.

1Js9. If you assert non-perception of the \ eil, though the non-

perception is not perceived, we, continue the objectors, assort tho e is-

•tenee of the veil, though it is not perceived,— .0.

You admit non-perception of the veil, though you do not perceive it

(non-perception) Similarly, we, the objectors, admit the existence of the

veil, though we do not perceive it.

^q^vncR^T^gq^fS^ifij: II ^ I ^ i ^ u

• wgT^MTr'JT^f^T^ anupalambha-atHjaka-tvAt, from the nature of its

beinsr non-apprehension
;
ai^^s*: an-upaTabdheh, of non apprehension ;

Sft?: a-hetuh, not a mark,

150. This, we reply, is no reason, because non-perception con-

sists of absence of perception.—2 L.

A veil is a thing fit to be perceived. Oar non-perception of it

indicates its absence. On the other hand, the non peroptiou of a veil is

not a tiling fit to be perceived. Hence, non-perception of the non-percep-

tion leads us to nothing real,

^qairsn^ u \ i \ \ ^ n

«m>f(?I<l a sparsa-tvat, being intangible.

151. Some say that sound is eternal, because it is intangible.—22.

Ether which is intangible is eternal. Sound must, similarly, acord-

,ing to some, be eternal, because it is intangible.

H na, no
;
^l^faaT^t?* kariua-anitya-tvat, because action is non-eternal.

152. Ihis we deny, because action is non-eternal.—23.

Action is non-eternal, though it is intangible. Hence, intangibiliy

does not establish eternahty.

^RcETrSTUl \\ ^ | ^ I ^ II

if, na, no
; sngfae^rSffT ann-nitya-fcvAt, because atom is eterna?.

153. An atom, on the other hand, is eternal though not

intangible.—2A.
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Tangibility is not incompatible with eternality, e.g. atoms are

tangible, yet eternal.

W^rairl II ^ I ^ I ^ II

aw^RPI sampradttnat, from delivery,

154. Sound, some say, is eternal, because of the traditionary

teaching —25.

A preceptor could not have imparted knowledge to his pupils by

means of sounds, if these were perishable
(
non-eternal). In fact, the tra-

ditioi.ary teaching would, according to the objectors, be impossible, if

the sounds were nun eternal.

^rTCMRqsis^tg: || ^ I ^ I ^ II

tat-antaiAla-an-upalabdheh, from non-apprehension

in the interval between them
; *l$g: a-hetuh, not a mark.

155. This is, we reply, no reason, because sound is not perceived

in the interval—26.

Suppose a preceptor delivers certain sounds (in the form of a lecture)

which are received by his pupil. The sounds are not audible in the

interval between the preceptor giving them and the pupil receiving them.

They would never be inaudible, if they wore eternal.

s^t^i^r^N: u ^ i ^ i ^ n

STttTTWI adhyapana;,, from teaching ; Sfsft'ta: a-pratisedhah, ab-

sence of contradiction.

150. This, say fie objectors, is no argument, because there is

the teaching.—27.

The objectors say :—-If the sounds, as soon as they came out of the

preceptor, were destroyed and did not reach the pupil, there could not be

any teaching carried on. But there is the teaching, hence sound does

not perish, or, in other, words, it is eternal.

gwft: ubhayoh, in both
; qaj^T: paksayoh, views ; wsqaw* anya-

tarasya, of the one or the other; *»«n<?HW[ adh^apanat, from teaching;

wfa^T a-pratisedhah, non-opposition.

157. In whichever of the two senses it is accepted, the teaching

does not offer any opposition.—28.
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The word " teaching " may be in tor pre tod either as (I) tlie pupil's

receiving the sounds given by his preceptor, or as (2) the pupil's imitat-

ing the sounds of his preceptor, as one imitates dancing. Neither of these

interpretations would support the eturnality of sound. In consonance

With the first interpretation we shall say that the sound coining out of

the preceptor produces another S"Uih1, and so on, until the last sound

reaches the pupil. This would make sound non-eternal. It is obvious

that the second interpretation similarly proves the non-eternaiity of

Bound.WW n ^ ^ i ^« «

sn^THT^ abhya-at, from repetition.

158. Sound, continue the objectors, is eternal, because it is

capable of repetition.—29.

That which is capable of lej ftitioii is poisintont or not perishable,

e. fir-,
one and the same colour can bo iepeatodly looked at, bocnuse it is

persistent. One and the same souiul can similarly be repeatedly uttered,

hence it is pens stent or not pori.sh.ible.

JT na, no ; W^lft anya tve, were it otherwise
, srfq api, even

; «r*qt«CT

abhyasasya, of repetition 3q^T*l<l upaol.a, at, from treatment or use.

159. It is, we reply, not so, because even it' sounds were ' other"

(different), repetition could take place.— j(J

Repetition does not prevent
j
ei ishabloness, because repetition is

possible even if the things repeated are "other "or different, ey.,ho

sacrifices twice, he dances thrice, etc. Here the two sacrifices are different,

and yet we use the repetitive word 'twice'
;

similarly the three dancings

are difierent, and yet we use the repetitive word ' thrice. '

anyat, other
;
^^jr,^ anyasmat, from other

;
wq^fgjq; an-anya-

tvat, from not being other; spPOrT. an -anyat, not other; $f?r iti, thus •

W*?wrS¥tT^: anyn ta-abh&vah, non existence of otherness.

160. Some say that there is no such thing as otherness, because

what is called •« other," in reference to some other, is not other in

reference to itself.—31.

9
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We maintain that ropotition 13 possible oven if tho tilings repeated

are " other " or different. Our position is said to be untenable : the term

" other " is described as unmeaning, as n (thing is other than itself.

?T![«T3r tat-abhave, in the abjure of otherness
, q na, not

; sjf^T asti,

is
; W*?l<Tr an-anya la, the being not-other

;
tayoh, of these : ^awit^ajf-

fwijr: itara-itara-apoksa-siddheh, berauso existence dejendsof one upon

that of the other,

161. In the absence of otherne s there would, we reply,

be no sameness, because the two exist in reference to each other.—32.

If there was no othornoss, thoio would bo no sameness. This would

lead na to absurdity, as it wonid disprove both persistency and perish-

ahlenoss. Hence wo must admit othornoss, and if there is " other," there

will bo no flaw in our expression, viz., repetition is possible oven if things

wore "other " or different.

RlsjT^TWl'OWISJS^ :
vinas-i-karana-an-npalabilheh, because of non-

apprehension of cause of destruction , g cha. and.

162. Sound, some say, is eternal, because we perceive no cause

why it should perish.—33.

Whatever i« non-eternal is destroyed by some cause. Sound is said

to have no cause of destruction, hone*' sound is held by some to bo not

non-eternal, (i.e., is regarded as eternal)

WSJ^U^iR'JIig^*^: a-sravaiin-kavana-an-upalabdheh, from non appre-

hension of cause of non-hearing
; aefaw^nj SlWjf: satafca-sravana-prasm'igah,

implication of perpetual hearing,

163. But by the same argument, we are afraid, non-perception

of the cause of inaudition would mean constant audition.—31.

If non-perception is to establish non-existence, we should not

cease to hear, because we do not perceive any oauae of our not hearing.

But such a conclusion is absurd.
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3<T^**jiTr^ u]-alabliya:i:4')n, in the case of being apprehended ;
"3 clia,

and, siff? an-ujuilubdludi, of nnn-approhension
,
ST^T^rff a-sat-tvat, from-

being non-existent ;
STswl^T; an apadesah, not a mark.

Ui I.. Your position, we further say, is u itenable, because there

is no non-perception ; on the contrary, there is perception of the

cause oi' inau'lition.—35.

Suoposu i hat a sound is produced by an ax« striking, against a tree.

This sound will perish aftor producing another sound, which will again

perish, givmg rise to another, and so on, until the last sound is destroyed

by sumo obstacle. In fact every sound that is produced is destined to •

pencil, lli-nco there is no nun perception of the cause of inaudition ; on

the con tniry, there is perception of such a cause. Consequently, sound,

is not eternal.

irPofsflFHT STif^^ni pftni nimitta-praslesat, from contact with the gong-

due to action of the hand
,
ifls^iW^ sabda-abhftve, in the.absence of sound;

H na, ni>t, SRqwfsvj; an upalabdhih, non apprehension.

inr>. There is, we again say, n> non-perception, because the sound.

[ of a go g J
cease - on the contact of our hand [with the gong],—36

'

You cannot say that there is non-perception of the cause of cessation

of sound, because wo nciually perceive that by the contact of our hand

we i;:m strip the sound of a g"iig.

S3

f^U^TWBI^ISS^JVuiaaa kaianaan-upalabdheh, from non-apprehen-

sion of the cause of destruction ; ^ ch'a, and
; stsrw^ avasthane, in persis-

tence
;
afttSK^sraif: tat nity a-tva-prasangah, implication of its eternality.

166. We call a thing eternal ( persistent ) if it continues to

exist, and if we cannot perceive any cause why it should cease.—37.

Sound does not continue to exist, and the cause of its cessation is,

also perceived. Hence sound is not eternal.

W*W"IT<1 a-sparsa-tvttt, from being intangible ; wfeto a-pratisedhah,>,

non-contradiction.
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107. 'J hat the substratum of sound is intangible is no counter-

argument.—38.

Sound has not for its substratum any of the tangible substances,

viz
,
earth, water, fire and air, for, it is found to be produced even where

these do not exist. For instance, si und is produced in a vacuum which

is devoid of smell, taste, colour and touch, which are the qualities of

tangible substances. The reason why the sound produced in a vacuum

dees not reach our ears is that thoro is no air to carry it. Hence the

substratum of Bound is an intangible substance, viz,, ether.

It is a peculiarity of sound that it cannot co-abide with colour, etc.

A tangible substance (<>g., earth ) which is the abode of smell may also

be the abode of colour, tasto or touch. But the substance, in which

sound abides, cannot bo tho abode of any other qualities. This distin-

guishes the substratum of sound from the substrata of other qualities.

This peculiar substratum is callod other.

The fact of having an intangible substratum is no bar to the non-

eternality of sound. Sound, though its substratum is the intangible ether,

is produced by the contact of two hard substances. One sound prodncea

another sound (or a certain vibration), which again causes another sound

(or vibration), and so on, until the last sound (or vibration) ceases owing

to some obstacle. Sound is thoioforo non-eternal.

: vibhakti -antara-upapatteh, from affirmation of diffe-

rent divisions or inflections ;
"9 cha, and ; fWT¥fr samase, in the case of co-

inherence, or of a compound.

108. Sound cannot be supposed to co-abide with other qualities,

tor there are also varieties of it.

—

'<. 9

In each tangible substance there is only one kind of smell, taste,

touch or colour. If we suppose that sound abides with one or more of

these qualities in a tangible substance, we must admit that sound is of

one kind only. But sound is of various kinds, such as grave, acute, etc.
;

and even the same sound mav vary in degrees, according to the nature of

the obstruction it meets. This proves that sound does not abide with other

qualities in a tangible substance. It further proves that sound is not

unalterable or eternal.

Also signifies that this aphorism is to be considered along with

aphorism 2—2—38, in which a reason for the non-eternality of sound is

given.
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f?N;TTT^*ftli^W3( vikara-ftdesa-upadesat, from the rule of modification

and substitution ; tfST^i sains ivah, doubt.

109. From the injunction about modification and substitute

there arises doubt.— 10.

The word ' dadlii, 'conjoined with the word ' atra, ' becomes ' dadli-

yatra, ' by the rule of Sanskrit grammar. Looking at ' dadhi-atra ' and
' dadhyatra, ' we notice that thoro is i in the formor and y in the latter.

Here some say that i undergoes modification as y, while others say that y
comes as a substitute for i- Consequently we are thrown into doubt

whether letters really undergo modifications or take up substitutes.

STfsfafefSg^ prakriti-vivriddhau, on the augmentation of the root ;

fe-SHfa^: vikara vivriddheh, because there is augmentation of the modi-

fication.

170. If letters underwent modification, an increase of bulk in

the original material would be attended by an increase of bulk in the

modification —41

.

If we accept the theory of modification, the letter y which originat-

ed from the short i must be supposed to be less in bulk than the y which

originated from the long i. But in reality the y in both the cases is ot

the same bulk. Hence it is concluded that letters do not undergo modi-

fication, but take up other letters as substitutes.

'|T1?wfa%T<ra««i: nyuna sama adhikaupalabdheh, from apprehension

of less, same, and more
;
fWtTf!jr^ vikaranam, of modifications

; WffJ: a-

hetuh, not a mark.

171. The foregoing argument, some say, is futile, because

we find modification less than, espial to, and greater than, the original

material.— 1.2.

I lie bulk of the modification does not, in all cases, correspond to

the bulk of the original material, e.g , thread is of less bulk than cotton

which is its original material, a bracelet is equal in bulk to the gold of

which it is made, and a banyan tree is greater in bulk than the seed from

which it springs. Hence the argument against the theory of modification

is, according to the objectors, baseless.
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f^RfaW dvi-vidha-sya, of twofold
;
wfoapi.even

; 55ft: hetoh, reasons;

W«TRTq( abhavat, owing to absence ; WSTHasf asadhanam, not a means of

proof
;
jEt'rTJ dr'Stautah, example .

172. On account of the alsence of both the positive and negative

marks of inference, W3 say, the example does not establish the point.-43.

The examples cited by the opponent are irrelevant. They are neither

similar nor dissimilar to the case under consideration: they belong

altogether to a different category. An example which can establish a

point must contain the reason which is found present in the thing to bo

established. Not only are the examples not a means of proof here, but

they are also not the examples required.

*Trp9H£rftaT faspRfgr^qTrl II^I^IWH
»f na, no

;
STtpw^raNt a tulya-prakritinam, of different roots ; fNrT-

fWsTtfl vikara-vikalpat, from difference of modifications .

173. It is not so, because we spoke of those modifications which

originated from different materials.—44.

A modi6cation may not correspond in bulk to its orignal material.

But if the original materials are different, their modifications are expected

to be different. Here »' being different from their modifications are

expected to be different. But y issues from i as well as t Hence y is not

a modification of i or f.

^Rffa*tf dravya-vikare; in the case of the modification of subs-

tance in general
;

vaisamya-vat, as there is dissimilarity ; ^jffsr*!*-

ft$$<?: varna-vikara-vikalpah, difference of the modification of letter in

general.

17 A. There is, says an ob;ector, difference between a letter

and its modification, as there is between a substance and its modi-

ficati in. -45.

According to the objector, there is difference between the Iettert (or t)

and it modification y, as there is difference between tho substance cotton

and its modification thread.
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ilna, no; faWOTfalTfl! vik&ra-dharma-an- upapatteh, because of

non-establishment of the charactor of a modification

175. In reply, we say that it is not so, because the character of

a modification does not exist here— 16.

A modification mast be of the same nature as its original material,

though the former may not correspond in bulk to the latter. A bracelet

is no doubt a modification of gold or silver, but a horse is not a modifica-

tion of a bull, Similarly, y, which is a semi-vowel, is not a modification

of i (or i) which is a full vowel.

RranTSTOTTm viknra-praptanAm, of those which have undergone modi-

fication
;
WSI^tTrT: a-punah-apatteh, from non-return to original form.

176. A thing which has undergone modification does not again

return to its original form.—-17.

Milk modified into curd does not again attain the state of milk.

But i having reached the condition of y may again revert to its original

form. Hence y is not a modification of i.

g^uf^farn Buvarna-adinam. of gold and the like; 3^^: punah-

apatteh, from return to original
; Wf?J: a-hetub, not a mark.

177. Some say that this is untenable, because golden ornaments

may again be convert* d into their original forms—-18.

A golden bracelet is converted into a mass of gross gold which

again may be modified into a bracelet. The objector, relying on the

analogy of golden ornaments, says that in the case of letters the theory of

modification does not suffer by * reaching the condition of y and again

returning to its original form.

9 na, not
;
af|r$iTRt tat-vikAr&nam, of its modifications ; g^lRrar-

cqfafat?! suvarna-bhava-a-vyatirekat, from not giving up the nature

of gold.

178. '1 he analogy, we say, is inapt, because the modifications

of gold (called ornaments) do not relinquish the nature of gold.—49.
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A mass of gold when made into ornaments does not relinquish its

own nature. But i when converted into y loses its own nature. Hence
the analogy is unsuitable.

far*c% ^fa^I^fac^ ^Rcf^T?^ II ^ I ^ I H° II

fsrwt nitya tve, were letters eternal
; nfWcni a-vikarat, from non-

modification
; •ifacTjil' a-nitya-tve, were they non-eternal ; =9 cha, and ;

W5rat'<JHT3[ an-avasthanat, from non-persistence.

3 70. If the letter were eternal It could not be modified, and

if it were impermanent it could not abide long enough to furnish the

material for modification.— fjO.

On the supposition of the letters being eternal, i cannot be modified

into y ; and on the supposition of their being impermanent, i mu3t perish

before it can be modified into y.

wft^vi: n ^ i ^ i m a

firtllM nityanam, of eternals
; *laf?''<3T ;T ati-indriya-tvat, from being

super-sensuous ; a^JTfir^vfPl tat-dharma-vikal| at, from difference of

attributes ;
goff^i^ngi varija-vikaiaoam, of the modifications of letters

j

wrRnfa: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

180. Though the letters be eternal, their modification, says

an objector, cannot be denied, as some of the eternal things are

beyond the grasp of the senses, while others possess a dilFerent charac-

ter.

—

Just as some etornal things (as ether) are supersensuous while others

(such as cowhood) are cognisable by tl o secse, so some eternal things as

ether may be un modifiable while others auoh as letters may bo susceptible

to modification.

VT^wftrft an avasthai i-tve, in case of not persisting
, w cha, and

;

9in
t
'?5yf5 1??T?I varnu-apalabdhi vat, like apprehension of letters; afg9f»lli«W%:

tat-vikara-upapatt'h, establishment of their modifications.

181. Even if the letters are impermanent, their modification,

like their perception, is, according to the objector, possible.—52.
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Even if you say that letters are impermanent, you admit that they

abide long enough to be capable of being perceived. Why then cannot

they abide long enough to be capaple of being modified ?

fiwwfff?^ vikara-dharmi-tve, where there is the character of under-

going modification ; fsif«lf«IWTlf nitya-tva-abhavat, from absence of eter-

nality ; $reJ!?<tf kala antare, at another time ; fa^ftVlTW: vikara-upapatteh,

from establishment of modification ; ^ cha, and , 9rfJlfa%>=r: a-pratisedhah,

non-contradiction.

182. In reply, wc say that our position is unassailable, because

there is no eternalness where there is the character of modification and

because your so-called modification presents itself at a time subsequent

to the destruction of the original material.—33.

The letters cannot be modified if you say that they are eternal, because

modification is the reverse of eternalness. When a thing is modified it

assumes another nature, abandoning its own. Again, tho letters cannot bo

modified if you say that they are impermanent, because there is no time

for i (of dadhi) to be modified into y when a (of atra) follows. The sound
'dadhi' is produced (pronounced) at the first moment, exists (continuously

)

during the second moment, and perishes at the third moment. The sound

"atra" is produced (pronounced) at the second moment, exists (continues)

during the third moment, and perishes at the fourth moment. Now, i (of

dadhi) cannot be modified into y until o (of atra) has come into existence.

But a comes into existence at the third moment, when i has already

perished. So, on tbe supposition of impormanency of letters, modification

is imposaidle.

IJ$?qf^mj^S^T*!*!^ ii ^ M i ^ II

prakriti-a niyauiat, from tton-restriction to the root
;

vfRraiTTUt varna-vikai aiiam, of the modifications of letters.

183. Letters are not modified, because there is no fixity as to

the original material of their modification—54.

In the case of real modifications there is a fixity at regards their

original materials, e.g., milk is the original material of onrd, but not vice

verso. In the case of letters, however, there is no fixed rul«, eg., i is tie

10
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original material of y in dadhyatra (dadhi + atra), but y is the original

material of i in vidhyati (vyadh+ya + ti). Hence the operation of modi-

fication is not really applicable to letters.

stfalifr a-niyame, in the case of non-restriction ; fofmq niyamat, because

of restriction, i, e. rule or uniformity ; »r na, not ; srfaqJT: a-niyaaiah, non-

rustriction-

184. Some say that there is no lack of fixity, because the

absence of fixity itself is fixed.—55.

I is sometimes modified into y, and y, sometimes into i. So in res-

pect of letters there is no fixity as to the original materials of their modi-

fication. This much, however, is fixed that there is no fixity, or in other

words, the absence of fixity is fixed. Heuce the objector, who is a quibbler,

contends that there is fixity at least as to the negative aspect of modifi-

cation.

faqjufow fsrtfviPT niyama-aniyama-virodh&t, owing to contradiction

of restriction and non-restriction ; wft«r^ aniyame, in respect of non-restri-

ction
; ft«WI?l niyamat, there being restriction ; <s cha, and ; wrfa«ta: a-

pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

185. By saying that the absence of fixity is fixed, you cannot

Bet aside our reason, because the fixity and its absence are contradic-

tory terms.—5(>.

Our reason is that in respect of letters there is no fixity as to their

modification. You contend that, though there is no fixity, the absence of

fixity is fixed. Our reply is that, though the absence of fixity is fixed, it

does not establish fixity as a positive fact, because fixity is incompatible

with the absence of fixity.

gT!IT*3?TiT
!?g'm^

c

j:m?ll^T^^»«i: guna-antara-Apatti-upamarda-hrasa-

vriddhi-le&a-slese °hy ah, from the ensuing of a different quality, overcoming,

ahortening, lengthening, dropping and incoming
; g tu, but ; f^PTftqq^r:

vikara-upapatteh, from establishment of modification ; wftart: varna-

vikarah, modification of letters,
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18f5. There is an apparent modification of letters in 'the case

of their attaining a different quality, taking up substitutes, becoming

short or long and undergoing diminution or augmentation.—57.

A letter is said to attain a different quality when, for instance, tha

grave accentuation i? given- to what was acutely accented. As an instano©

of a letter accepting a substitute, we may mention gam as becoming

gacKchh. A long vowel is sometimes shortened, e.g., nadi ( in the vocative

case ). becomes nadi. A short vowel ia lengthened, e.g., 1 muni ' (in the

vocative case) becomes ' mane ". Diminution occurs in such cases a3

' as + tas ' becoming ' stas.' In ' devanam '
( deva + am) nu> is an augment.

^ fimfFSTrrTT: M * I * I ^ II

# te, they, letters ; fiwinfaT.' vibhakti-anlah, with in-flections
;

padani, word'.

187. The letters ended with an affix form a word.—58.

Words are of tw-> kinds: nouns and verba. A noun ends in a aup
affix, e.g. Ramas (Kaina+su), while a verb ends ia a tin affix; e.g., bhavati

(bhu + ti).

tat-arthe, as to the object or meaning of the word
; s^gufjfasrrfo

af%«ft vyaktiakriti-jati-sannidhau, invariable association with an indivi-

dual, form and claas ; upacharat, from use • &\mt samsayah,

doubt.

188. There is doubt what a word ( noun ) really means; as it

invariably presents to us an Individual, form and genus.—59.

The word 1 cow ' reminds us of an individual (a four-footed animal),

its form (limbs) and its genus ( cowhood ). Now, it is asked, what is the

real signification of a word (noun)—an individual, form or genus ?

m ^TS^n^ScqTnqRnf^Tf?fS3^W>rff»flrai3?5^r5n^ yA-aabda-samfiha-

tyaga-parigraha-samkhya-vriddhi-upachay»-varua-samasa-anubandhan&m,

of the word, that, i e. any nou-n, collection, avoiding, accepting, number,

growth, colour, connection, and propagation
; vyaktau, in the case

ofthe individual ; 3TOf*Rr upacharat, from use, «tRk; vyaktih, individual.
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189. f'ome say that the word (noun) denotes individual, because

it is only in respect of individuals that we can use "that," "collection,"

"giwng," "taking," ''number," "waxing," "waning," "colour/-'

" compound" and " propagation."—(iO.

" That cow is going "—here the term " that " can be used only in

reference to an individual cow. Similarly, it is only in re9pect of indivi-

duals that we can use the expressions "collection of cows," " he gives

the cow," " ho takes the cow," " ten oows, " cow waxes," " cow wanes,"
" red cow," " cow-lags and "cow gives birth to cow."

sr na, no
; a^HWRH lat-an-avastlianat, from its non-persistence.

190. A wcrd ( noun ) does not denote an individual, because

there is no fixation ofthe latter.—01.

Unless we take genus into consideration, the word cow will denote

any individual of any kind. Individuals are infinite. They cannot be

distinguished from one another, unless we refer some of them to a certain

genus and others to another ^enus, and so on. In order to distinguish a

cow-individual from a horse-individual, we mast admit a genus called

cow distinguished from a genus called horse.

^f^^^?mT^f^^R>^n^Twft^ 'turn ^f-

GVQVQ W»aH«ffWTM«ITWI «nft"!'? HWTtfW^WT: sahaoharana-

sthana-iadarthya-vritta-uaana dharana- sainipya-yoga-sa.ihana adhipatye-

bhyah, from association, place, purpose, function, measure, containing,

vicinity, conjunction, sustenance and supremacy
; STiTTWTa^ZfnT ^Tfg^r^f

njfTJJJ^TWJ?^ brahmana-maficha-kata raja-aaktu chandana gan^a-sakata-

uiina-purusesu. in respect of a biahmana, sdaffold, mat, king flour,

sandal wood, Ganga, cart bnllook, food and person
;
«ra?rrt a-tat bhave,

in the absence of object or inherent meaning ; wfq api, even
; ggTgn: tat-

upaclia> ah, its use.

191. Though a word does not literally bear a certain meaning,

it is used figuratively to convey the same, as in the case of Brahmana,

scaffold, mat, king, flour, sandalwood, Gahges,cart, food and man, in
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consideration of association, place, design, function, measure, containing,

vicinity, conjunction, sustenance and supremacy.—62.

If the word does not denote an individual, how is it thafywe refer to

an individual cow "by the expression " that cow is feeding r The answer

is that, though the word cow may not literally mean an individual, we may

refer to the same .figuratively. There are such instances as:—'Feed the

staff ' means ' feed the Brahraana holding a staff, ' ' the scaffolds shout '

means ' men on the scaffolds shout,' ' he makes a mat ' means ' he aims at

making a mat,' 'Yama' (ohastiser) means 'a king,' 'a bushel of flour' means
flour measured by a bushel, ' a vessel of sandal-wood ' means ' sandal-

wood placed in a vessel, ' 'cows are grazing on thelGanges ' means ' oowa

are grazing in the vicinity of the Ganges,' ' a black cart ' means a cart

marked with blackness, 'food' means « life ' and 'this person (Bharadv&ja)

is a clan ' means ' this person is the head of a clan.'

611$%: akritih, form ; a^tfre^ tat-apeksa-tvat, as being dependent

•upon it
; *ra«ra**TRfNi;i sattva-vyavasthana siddheh, from the establish-

ment of the identity or position of an entity.

192. Some say that the word* ( noun ) denotes form by which

an entity is recognised.—63.

We use suoh expressions as ' this is a cow' and 1 this is a horse'

only with reference to the forms of the cow and the horse. Hence it ia

alleged by some that the word denotes form.

•l^BWff^^ vyakti-akriti-yuktie, possessing individuality and form
;

•rRflapi, also ;
WR?tnt^ a prasangat, from non-application. jflajTOr^fcmj

proksana-adinAm, of immolation, etc.
; Q$'l<44> mrit-gavake, in respect of an

earthenware cow ; arrfa: jfttih. class or genus.

193. Others say that the word ( noun ) must denote genus,

otherwise why in an earthenware cow, possessed of individuality and

form, do we not find immolation, etc. ?—64.

We can immolate a real cow, but not an earthenware cow, though

the latter possesses individuality and form. The distinction between a

real cow and an earthenware one is that the former comes under the
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genus cow, bnt the latter does not. Hence it ia urged by some that a

word ( noun ) denotes genus.

H no, no
; w$Rr «?W«T^afTWT?f akriti-vyakti-apeksatvat, from being

dependent upon form and individuality
; 3n?lfa«q^r: j&ti-abhivyakteh, of

the manifestation of the genus.

194. In reply, we say that it is not genus alone that is meant

by a word (noun), because the manifestation of genus depends on the

form and individuality.—65.

The genus abides in the individual, and the individual cannot be

recognised except by its form. Hence genus has reference both to the

form and individual, 'or, in other words, the genus alone is not the significa-

tion of a word.

sq^T^rer^rasrcg q^rtf: n * i ^ » \\ ir

c<H6W$flnmra: vyakti akriti-jatayah, individual, form and genus
; JJ

tu, but
; T^l«T: padarthah the object denoted by the word.

195. The meaning of a word ( noun ) is, according to us, the

genus, form and individual.—66.

The word (noun) signifies all the three, though prominence is given

to one of them. For the purpose of distinction, the individual is pro-

minent. In order to convey a general notion, per-emiDence is given to

the genus. In practical concerns, much importance is attached to the form.

As a fact, the word ' noun' ordinarily presents to us the form, denotes the

individual and oonnotes the genus.

wrffB: vyaktih, individual
; julflr^TW: guna-visesa-afirayah, tBe

abode of particular attributes : wf^f: murtih, body, substance.

196. An Individual is that which has a definite form and is

the abode of particular qualit es.—67.

An individual is any substance which is cognised by the senses, as

a limited abode of colour, taste, smell, touch, weight, solidity, tremulousness,

velocity or elasticity.
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«tr$%: flkritih, form; snfftfeffflOT jftti-linga-akhja, that by which the

genua and the marks of the genus are manifested.

197. The form is that which is called the token of the

genus.—68,

The genas cowhood, for instance, is recognised by a certain colloca-

tion of the dewlap which is a form. We cannot recognise the genus of a

formless substance.

TOTM!TOTTfCT5>r samana-prasava-atmika, that the nature of which is to

produce the same idea or cognition ; snfo: jatih, genus, class.

198. Genus is that whose nature is to produce the same con-

ception.—69.

Cowhood is a genus which underlies all cows. Seeing a cow some-

where, we acquire a general notion of cows ( i.e., derive knowledge of

cowhood ). This general notion enables us on all subsequent occasions to

recognise individual cows.
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Book III."-Chapter I.

^nTW^TSTTl^m drtrsana-sparsanAbhyam, by means of sight and touch;

tftftfgfWqi eka-artha grahanat, because of the apprehension of the same

object.

199. A sense is not soul because we can apprehend an object

through both sight and touch.

" Previously I saw the jar and now I touch it: " such expressions

will be meaningless if " 1 " is not different from eye which cannot touch

and from ekin which cannot see. In other words, the " I " or soul is

distinct from the senses.

sf na, no
; fwi«M«r*«|iTT5I visay a-vyavasth&nat, owing to the particular

relation or allocation of the senses to the objects.

200. f

J his is, some say, not so because there is a fixed relation

between the senses and their objects.

Colour, for instance, is an exclusive object of the eye, sound of

the ear, smell of the nose, and so on. It is the eye that, according to

the objectors, apprehends colour, and theie is no necessity for assuming

a soul distinct from the eye for the purpose of explaiuing the apprehen-

sion of colour.

jrjsqgwn^TT tat vyavastli&nac, from that allocation
;
ij^

1 eva, itself;

STfiWTOTWt atma-sadbliftvAt, because of the existence of the soul ; mrft^vr:

a-pratisedhah, non-opposition.

201. '1 his is, we reply, no opposition because the existence of

soul is inferred from that very fired relation.

There is a fixed relation between the senses and their objects, e g.,

between the eye and colour, the ear and sound, and so on. It is the eye
and not the ear that can apprehend colour, and it is the ear and not the eye

that can apprehend sound. If a sense werethesoul it could apprehend only

one object, but " I " can apprehend many objects, that is, «' I " can see

colour, hear sound, and so on. Hence the " 1 " or soul which confers

unity on the various kinds of apprehension is different from the senses

each of which can apprehend only one object.
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3rffc^T$ 4>irira-dahe, in burning the body
, WTOWrsfRlt pAtaka-abh&vat,

as there would be absence of sin.

202. If the body were soul there should be release from sins as

soon as the body was burnt.

If a person has no soul boyond his body he should be freed from

sins when the body is destroyed. But in reality sins pursue him in his

subsequent lives. Hence the body is not soul.

The aphorism admits of another interpretation :

—

If the body were soul there could arise no sin from killing

living beings.

Our body varies in dimension and character with every moment.

The body which exists at the preseut moment is not responsible for the

sin which was committed at a previous moment inasmuch as the body

which committed the sin is now non existent In other words, no sin

would attach to the person who killed living beings if the soul were

identical with our transient body.

s^wr: ^Trq^ifsR oftrer-anq h \\ \ i h ii

m&n: tat-abhavah, absence of sin
;

«TT?JTflf>tT^$ sa-atinaka pradahe,

in burning the body endowed with a soul
; «ffq api, even

; ffftrWOTtt

tat-nityatv&t, as the soul is eternal.

203. There would, says an objector, be no sin even if the body

endowed with a soul were burnt, for the soul is eternal.

In the previous aphorism it was shown that the commission of,

sins would be impossible if we supposed the body to be the soul. In the

present aphorism it is argued by an objector that we should be incapable
of committing sins even on the supposition of the soul being distinct

from our body, for such a soul is eternal and cannot be killed.

•i $iuifara35^*raT3 ii ^ i \ i ^ ii

* na, no
; qsrettfffqvq'wra karya-asraya kartfi badh&t, because there

is killing of the body which is at once the cause and the field of experi-
ence, or killing of the field of experience i.e. the body and of its oausa
i.e. the senses, or killing of the embodied life of the soul.

M
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2(H. In reply we say that it is not so because we are capable

of killing the body which is the site of operat ons of the soul.

Though the soul ia indestrneu l>le wo can kill the body which if

the seat of its sensations. Hence we are -not incapable of committing

Bins by killing or murder. Moreover., if we do not admit, a permanent

soul beyond our frail body we shall be c mfronted by many absurdities

such as " loss of merited action "
{ krita-haui ) and " £ain of unmerited

action "
( akritabl^-Agama ). A man who has committed a certain sin may

not suffer its consequences in this life and unless there ittasool continuing

to his next life he will not suffer them at a'-l. This is a " loss of merited

notion". Again, we often find a man suffering the consequences of action

which ho never did in this life. This w >:ild be a " gam of unmerited

action," unless webelieved that his soul did the action in his previous life.

mragwi savya-dr'Stasya, of that which is eeen by the left eye
; ytrfu

itarena, by the other ; w?Jlf*?5yt«l((i prtuyubhijnanat, because there is

recognition.

205. [ There is a soul beyond the sense ] because what is seen

by the left eye is recognised by the right.

A thing peroeived previously by the left eye is recognised now by

the right eye. This would have been impossible if the soul were idantical

with the, left eye or the right eye on the principle that the seat of recog-

nition must be the same as the seat of perception. Consequently we

must admit that there is a soul which is distinct from the left and right

eyes and which is the common seult otf perception and recognition.

if na,no , ekasmin, in one and the same ; IWlfen^f^ n44-

asthi-vyavahite, separated by the nasal bone
,
f^f^lfJwrsm dvitva-abbima-

nat, because there arises the conceit of duality of the eye

206. Some .ay that the eyes are not two: the conceit of duality

arises from the single organ of vision being divided by the bone of

the nose.

The objectors argue as follows :

—

If the eyes were really two, viz , right and left, we would have been

bound to admit a soul distinct from the senses as the common Beat of
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perception and recognition. But there is only one eye which is divided

by the bridge oi" the nose and which performs the two functions of

perception and recognition Hence there is, according to the objectors,

no soul beyond the eye

^f^T'^t ek»-vni&se, on the destruction of the one
; fjcfalfalTOTJ

dvitfya-a-vmasat, as there is non-destruction of the- other ; «f. na, not
;

«?$?^ eka-tvam, unity.

207. The ey- s we reply, are really two because the destruction

of one does not cause the destruction of the other.

If tie or t: an of vision was only one, then on the destruction of that

one (ie., one- eye-; there would be total blindness^

wap^JlT^. avayava nas.<. on the destruc tion of a part ; ^fk. api, even
;

*ffijsep5SS\j : avayavi u-jialabdheh , us the whole is cognised
; Wf"5J: a-hetuh

no reason.

208..
r

J his is, some say, no argument, for the destruction of

a part docs not eauso the destruction oi' the whole.

'I'lie objectors- say :—J ust *s iv. tree d->es not perish though a branch

of it ban been destroyed', so there may not be total blindness though

one eye ( » part of the org in of vision ). has been destroyed.

jJCRrf^TreWJ drsta»iU-viiu>dhafc, owing to conflict with the familiar

instance ; WJlfa^R a prat'&edhah-, non- opposition.

209. This is, we reply,* no opposition- to our argument inasmuch

as your illustration is in
»
pt-

The illustration of a tree and- its branch is not quite apt, for a tree

does not exist in its entirety but assumes a mutilated condition when
a branch of it is cut off. The right eye, on the other hand, remains in

a perfect condition- and performs- the full function of an eye even when

the left eye is destroyed).

{f^rrercfavffraE indriyaantara-vikarat, as there takes place modi-

fication of another tense.
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210. The soul is distinct from the senses, because there is an
excitement of one sense through the operation of another sense.

When we see an acid substance, water overflows onr tongue. In
other words, in virtue of the opeiation of our visual sense there is an
excitement in the sense of tasto. This would be impossible unless there
Was a soul distinct from the senses The soul seeing the acid substance
remembers its properties

; and the remembrance of the acid properties
excites the sense of taste.

na, no ; smriteh, of memory, recollection
; tW<qfi|WHn<l

smartavya-visaya-tvat, because it has the thing recollected as its object.

211. It is, some say, not so Lecause remembrance is lodged

in the object remembered.

Remembrance, according to the objectors, is lodged in the thing

remembered and does not necessarily presuppose a soul.

^ir^3^^5T^T^Rr%^: (i 3 i \ i \\i u

H^TWS'TOT'SnT tat atma-guna sadbhav&t, because of its existence as

a quality of the soul ; wsfa'te: a-pratisedhah, uon-oppositon.

212. This is, we reply, no opposition, because remembrance is

really a quality of the soul.

Remembrance is based on perception, that is, one can remember
only that thing which one has perceived. It often happens that seeing

the oolour of a thing we remember its smell. This would be impossible

if remembrance was a quality of a sense, e.g., the eye which has never

smelt the thing. Hence remembrance must be admitted to be a quality

of a distinct substance called soul which is the common seat of perceptions

of colour and of smell.

«T na, no
; «TTrJTSrfilf%f^RT atma-pratipatti-hetunAm, of the reasons or

proofs of the existence of a separate soul ; flHff? mauasi, to the mind ;

CTTOKI sambhav&t., because of applicability,

213. There is, some say, no soul other than the mind because

the arguments which are adduced to establish the " soul
''
are applic-

able to the mind,
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The substance of the objection is this:

—

We oan apprehend an objeot by both the eye and the skin. It is

true that the acts of seeing and touching the object by one agent cannot

be explained unless we suppose the agent to be distinct from both the eye

and the skin ( i.e , from the senses), let however the agent be identified,

with the mind.

frrgffasT^qq^: ^T^rre** 11 ^ i \ i \\ u

5nj: jfiatuh, of the knower ; SJTSwra^T'fl: jnana-sadhana-upapatteh,

as there must be instruments of knowing; tfsn^flT^samjna-bheda-uiatram,

mere difference of name.

214. Since there is a knower endowed with an instrument of

knowledge it is, we reply, a mere verbal trick to apply the name
" mind " to that which is really the " soul.

To explain the acts of seeing, touching, etc. you admit an agent

distinct from the senses which are called its instruments. The sense or

instrument by which the act of thinking is performed is called the

"mind." The agent sees by the eye, hears by the ear, smells by the nose,

tastes by the tongue, touches by the skin and thinks by the " mind."

Hence we must admit the agent ( soul ) over and above the mind. If you

call the agent as " mind, " you will have to invent another name to

designate the instrument. This verbal trick will not, after all, affect oar

position. Moreover, tho mind cannot be the agent as it is atomic in

nature. An atomic agent cannot perform the acts of seeing, hearing,

knowing, feeling, etc.

faff: niyamah, rule ; n oha, and
; fspfgffR: nir-anumanah, devoid of

inference.

215. To ir conclusion is moreover opposed to inference.

We admit a mind apart from the soul. If you deny any one of them

or identify one with the other, an absurd conclusion will folow. Unless

you admit the mind you will not be able to explain the internal percep-

tion. By the eye you can see, by the ear yuu can hear, by the nose you can

smell, by the tongue you oan taste aud by the skin you can touch. By
what sepse do you carry on internal perception, viz., thinking, imagining,

etc. ? Unless you admit the mind for that purpose your conclusion will

be opposed to inference.
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H \\ \ I \« U

«j3?*9*i*»J<:
i
l»rs«lfflr, purva-abhyasta smriti-anubandhat, from association

with, or sequence from, memory previously experienced jSnv^l j&tasya, of

the new-born, the child ; f**?^Tte?firhlW : harsa-bhaya-soka-sampratipatteh*

on account of the occurrence of pleasure, fear and grief.

216. ( The soul is to be admitted ) on account of joy, fear

and grief arising in a child from the memory of things pre\iously

experienced.

A new-born child manifests marks of jiy, fear and grief. This is

inexplicable unless we suppose that the child perceiving certain things

in this life remembers the corresponding things of the past life. The

things which used to excite joy , fear and grief in the past life continue to

do so in this life. The memory of the padt proves the previous birth as

well as the existence of the soul.

pad ma-ad isn, in the case of the lotus, etc.
; srsi)vWH^Nfa*H3ft

prabodha-sanunilana vikAra vat, like the modifications of opening and

closing jilfywt: tat-vik&rah. its modifications.

217. It is < bjected that the changes of countenance in a child

are like those of expanding and closing up in a lotus.

The objection stands thus :

—

Just as a lotus whioh is devoid of memory expands and closes np
by itself, so a child expresses joy, fear and grief even without the recollec-

tion of the things with which these we're associated in the previous life.

M i ^ i ^° ii

if na, no ; 3«tg-fa «?«T5
(

Vir(iYn'OT n?na s1favn*Bi-kaln-mmitta tvAt,

because of their being caused by heat, cold, rain and season
; qgifjre-

firiprnUT^ pafu-ha-Atmaka-vikAiAnAcn of the modifications or changes in

things constituted by the five (element*).

2 18. This is, we reply, not so ' etau e the changes in inani uate

things are caused by heat, cold, rain mi I season.
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The changes of expansion and contraction in a lotas are caused by

heat and cold. Similarly the changes of countenance in a child must be

caused by something. What is that thing '? It is the recollection of

pleasure and pain associated with the things which are perceived.

pretya, transmigrating
;

W5i*TWlt*T$flT^ ahara abhjasa-kritat,

produced by the habit of eating ( in the previous life ) ; WnfaWTT?!
stanya abhilssa>, from the desire for the mother's milk.

219. A child's desire for milk' in this life is caused by the pra-

ctice of his having drunk it i.i the previous life.

A child just born drinks the breast of bis mother through the

remembrance that he did so in the previous life as a means of satisfying

hunger. The child's desire for milk in this life is caused by the re-

membrance of his experience in the previous life. This proves that the

child's soul, though it has abandoned a previous body and has accepted

a new one, remembers the experiences of the previous body.

^#Sq^T^WT^srrT|^l4^ 11 v^i^n
WW: ayasah, of the iron ;

9TO^T?3lfanJW3 ayaskanta-abhigamana-

vat, like the approach to the loadstone ; •JlJTO'l'Sm tat-upa-Barpanam, the

approach of the infant.

220. Some deny the above by saying that a new-born child

approaches the breast of his mother just as an iron approaches a

loadstoue (without any cause).

The objection runs thus :

—

Just as an iron approaches a loadstone by itself, so does a child

approach the breast of his mother without any canBe.

«T n a, no
;

any atia, elsewhere
, ffffqw^m pravfitti-abhai at, on

account of absence of activity.

221. 1 his is, we reply, not so because there is no approach

towards any other thing.

You say that there is no cause which makes an iron approach a

loadstone, or a child the breast of his mother. How do you then explain
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that an iron approaches only a loadstone but not a olod of earth and a

child approaches only the breast of his mother and not any other thing ?

Evidently there is some cause to regulate these fixed relations.

*fhtTTini*flT^<wrcr vita i aga-janma-a darsan&t, because the rebirth of

one who is free from desire is not observed.

222. We find that none is born without desire.

Every creature is born with some desires which are associated with

the things enjoyed by hira in the past life. In other words, the desire

proves the existence of the creature or rather of his soul in the previous

lives. Hence the soul is eternal.

WjQj^ufcqfo^q sa-guna-dravya-utpatti« vat, like the production of

substances endowed with qualities
; ffj?gft|» tat-utpattih, its production.

223. Some say that the soul is not eternal because it may he

produced along with desire as other things are iproduoed along with

their qualities.

The objection stands thus :

—

Just as a jar, when it is produced, is distinguished by its colour, etc,

go the soul when it is produced is marked by its desire, eto. Hence the

desires do not pre-suppose the soul in the previous lives or, in other

words, the soul is not eternal,

* ^^THTOTTrSn$NTT^T** II ^ I \ I ^ II

H na, no
; cfonftfinrisTOC samkalpa-nimitta-tvlt, because of their

being caused by samkal^a, i.e. volition ( springing from the recollection

of past experience ) ; TNTHftam i&ga ftdlnaai, of desire, eto.

224. This is, we reply, not so because the desire in a new-born

child is caused by the ideas left in his soul by the things he enjoyed in

his previous lives.

The desire implies that the soul existed in the previous lives or, in

other words, the son! is eternal.

qtfift ipiMH>MwS: M I \ I II

wftfa pArthirara, earthy ; gnnwitarctii guna-antara-upalabdheh,
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because of the perception of the quality of the earth

225. Our body is earthy because it possesses the special quali-

ties of earth.

Id other worlds there are beings whose bodies are watery, fiery,

airy or ethereal. Though our body is composed of all the five elements

we call it earthy owing to the preponderance of earth in it.

qrftNraftsrcr r^jptq*?^: 11^1^1^=11
itfif'TT'^HSt pArthiva-Apya-taijasam, composed of elements of earth,

water, and tire; fT5gift»T5!$^: tut guna-upalabdheh, because of the perception

of their attributes.

226. The body is composed of the elements of earth, water

and fire, as the attributes of these elements are perceived in it.

fai^T^f^sJJiJT&l'TSJ*'*: nihsvAsa uohchhva«:t-upal :il>d!ieh, bocn-nn of the

perception of in-breatliing and out breathing
; ^TjJ^f ifl^i cl'a'.m bliuut: kam,

composed of four elements

227. The body is composed of four elements, because it per b ms

the operations of in-breathing and out-breathing.

•l^f^flfK^JJT^sfisB^T^*'?: gan dha«kleda- |>aka-vyulia*u,vaka3;i-dnue-

bhyah, by reason of smell, wetness, digestion; circulation of blood, and

room for movement ; WSVlifW pafiuha bhantikam, composed of fiva

elements.

228. The body is composed of five elements, as it possesses

smell, wetness, digestion, circulation of blood and room for movement.

In the body there are smell and moisture which are attributes of earth

and water respectively. Digestion and circulation of blood are done res-

pectively by fire and air. There is also in the body room for the move-

ment of the other elements in it, and therefore ether is also present in it.-

Gotama has not taken the trouble to refute these doubtful reason-

ings in the above three aphorisms. They are generally refuted by the

authority of the Veda in the next aphorism.

12
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SgfenrTfll'TT^ 6ruti -p i aman; at, from the authority of the Veda , n cba,

and.

229. In virtue of .the authority of scripture too.

That our body is earthy is proved by our scripture. In the section

on " Dissolution into the primordial matter," there are such texts as :

May the eye be absorbed into the sun, may the body be absorbed into the

earth, etc. The sun is evidently the source of the eye and the earth of

the body.

SK«*aOT^ krisna&are, the eyeball ; ?(Fa sati, there being
j 3<¥3R)n3

upalambhat, because there is perception (of colour)
;
i^ffifrEI vyatirichya,

screening,reinoving j >a cha, and
; 3H5S»TI?J upalambhat, because there is

perception
; ffam satnsayah, doubt.

230 It is doubtful as to whether a sense is material or all-

pervading because there is perception when there is ( contact with
)

the eye-ball and there is perception even when the eye-ball is far off.

The eye-ball is said by somo to be a material ( elemental ) substance

inasmuch as its function is limited by its contact. A thing is seen

when it has contact with the eye ball, but it is not seen when the eye-ball

is not connected. In other words, the eye-ball, like any other material

substance, exercises its function only in virtue of its contact with things.

Others hold that the eye-ball is a non-material all-pervading substance

inasmuch as It can perceive things with which it has not come in

contact. The eye-ball does not touch the things which it sees from

a distance. Hence the question arises as to whether the eye-ball is

a material or an all-pervading substance.

JT?5<gH5*!H!| mahat anu-grahan&t, because it apprehends both the

latge and the small.

231. It is contended that the eye-ball is not a material substance

because it can apprehend the great and the small.

If the eye-ball had been a material substance it could have appre-

hended only those things which coincided with itself in bulk. But vva
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find it can apprehend things of greater and smaller bulk. So it is

contended that the eye-ball is not a material substance.

f^W^ftr^Rr^^T^ rasmi-artha-sannikarsa visesat, from a special

contact of the ocular ray with the object; a^JTJH^ tat-grahanam, the

apprehension of the large and the small.

232. ( The Naiyayika's reply to the above is that|) it is by the

contact of the ray that the thi igs great and small are apprehended.

The Na-iyayikas say that even on the supposition of the eye-ball

being a material sabstance the apprehension by it of the great and the

small will not be impossible. Their explanation is that though the eye-

ball itself does nob coincide with things which are greater or smaller in

bulk, yet the rays issuing from the eye-ball reach the things in their

entire extent. Hence in spite of the eye-ball being a material substance

there is no impossibility for it to apprehendithe great and the small,

tT^q^svJ^g: bat-an-upalabdhehj because of its non-perception
; «T^5:

a-hetuh, not a cause.

233.. Contact is not the cause because we do not perceive the

ray.

The contact of a ray with a thing is not the cause of apprehension

of the thing because we perceive no ray issuing from the eye ball,

•I na, not
; «rgjfhmRW anuraiyamanasya, of that whioh can be

inferred
; JWia^TT: pratyaksatab, by perception

;
w^wftt?: an-upalabdhih,

non-apprehension
; *W^53: abhava-hetuh, a mark of non-existence.

234. That we do not apprehend a thing through perception is

no proof of non-existence of the thing because we may yet apprehend it

through inference.

The ray issuing from the eye i s not perceived as it is supersensuom.

Bat it is established by inference like the lower half of the earth or thfr

other side of the moon.
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jrtqgqq^ityQt dravya-gnna dharma-bhedat, according to differences

of the nature of the substance and the attribute ; V cha, and ; BTOfitaftqtT:

upalabdhi-niyaniah, rule of perception.

235 And perception dependes upon the special character of the

substance and its qualites.

A snbstfince unless it possesses magnitude, or a quality unless it

j-f.ff .( .-ji-'s obviousness, is not perceived. From the absence of magnitude

an 1 oj.i'jui e 'lour tho ray of the eve-ball is not perceived.

srV$s n-^rerera ^rft^iTf ^<itasrT^:

vt~t.??>i~t a " °'<a dravy a-samnvayat, from combination in more

than mm -u!>t !•'•), ^if^l^i?! i upa visi sat, from peculiarity, i.e. per-

ceptible mil '.->ity , of colour , H cha, and; ^^T^^fsv?: rupa-upalabdhih,

percept ion ol colour.

230. A colour is perceived only when it abides in many things

intimately and possesses obviousness.

Tlie sun's ray is perceived as it possesses an obviousness in respect of

colour and toueh But the ray of the eye-ball is not perceived as it is

obvious neither in respect of colour nor in respect of touch,

^JTSlffa: karnia-karitah, determined or organised by karma or

deserts , ^ cha, and ;
|f?^"lRTJl indriyariam, of the senses

; sgf: vyuhah,

order or assemblage
, g^n?a*5l: purusa artha-tantrah, subservient to tho

purposes of the purusa or man

237. And the senses subservient to the purposes of man have

been set in order by his deserts.

The order referred to is as follows :

—

The eye emits ray which does not possess the quality of obviousness

and cannot consequently burn the thing it touches. Moreover, rad there

been obviousness in the ray it would have obstructed our vision by stand-

ing as a screen between the eye and the thing. This sort of arrangement

of tie senses was made to enable man to attain his purposes according to

his merits and demerits.
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HSlf^%5*tJnSTSng<l5sfsq^ madhyandma-ulka prakasa-an-upalabdhi-

vat, like the non-perception of the light of a meteor at midday
j H^gq^fs^.

tat-an-upalabdhih, its non-perception.

238. Some say that the ray of the eye (possesses obviousness of

colour but it) is not perceived just as the lij;ht of a meteor at u.idday is

not perceived.

The light of a meteor though possessing obviousness of colour is not

perceived at midday because it is then overpowered l>y the light of the

sun. Similarly, some say, the ray of the eye possesses obviousnesss of

colour but it is not perceived during the day time on account of its being

overpowered by the light of the sun.

^ito^^: II ^ I \ I V\ II

if na, no
; *T?ft ratrau, at night, trftapi, even; «r<J<l3ttf: anupalabdheh,

from its non-perception.

239. It is, \vc reply, not so because even in the night the ray of

the eye is not perceived.

Had the ray of the eye possessed obviousness of colour it, would have
been perceived during the night when it cannot be overpowered by the

light of the sun. As the ray of the eye is not perceived even during the

night we must conclude that it does not possess obviousness of colour.

U ^ I \ I ^ N

WflffSrarcTT^lTSTflt bahya-prakasa-anugrahat, through conjunction with,

or co-operation of, external li^ht; fc^ITOTO: visaya-upalabdheh, because

perception of objects (takes place ) ; SRfasqfiui: an abhivyakti-tab, from

non-manifestation
;
stgq^fsrq: an-upalabdhih, non-perception.

210, The ray of the eye is not perceived in consequence of its

unobviousness but not on account of its total absence Ltcauso >t reaches

objects through the aid of external light.

In the eye there is ray which does not however possess an obvious

colour. Had the eye possessed no ray it could not have perceived any

object. Since the eye perceives objects, it possesses ray in it, and since it

requires the aid of external light (such as the light of the sun) to perceive

them it follows that the ray does not possess the quality of obviousness.

This aphorism answers the objection raised in 3-1-35.
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arfir«q^ abhivyaktau, in case of man testation ; ST cha, and ( where

co operation of external light ia not required ) ;
wfavmrflT. abhibhav&t,

because it is overpowered.

211. And the in isibility of the ray of the eye cannot be due

to its being overpowered
(
by an external light such as the light of the

sun ) because the overpowering is possible only of a thing which posses-

sed obviousness.

It is only a thing which possesses obviousness or manifestation that

can be overpowered or obscured. But how can we throw a thing into

obscurity which never possessed manifestation ? We cannot therefore say

that the ray of the eye is not perceived on account of its having been

overpowered by an external light.

H^wTO^sfarf u ^ i \ i w

«

HGVWnfto^fcfm naktunchara nayana-rasmi-darSar.at, because

the ray of the eye ia seen in the case of prowlers by night , ^ cha, and.

212. There must be ray in the eye of man as we see it in the

eye of animals that move about in the night.

We see that animals wandering by night, such as cats, possess ray

in their eyes. By this vve can conjecture that there is ray in the eye of

man.

Wr*1 aprapya, without reaching ; Ufof grahanam, apprehension
;

^TgivriZ?fEi;fj-1>Is=ir^q^«4: k&eha-abhra-patala-sphatika-antarita-upalab-

dheh, because oi perception of things screened by glass, mica, and

crystal.

2 13. Some say that the eye can perceive a thing even without

coming in < o ta<-t with it by me ns of its rays ju4 as things screened

from us by glass, mica, membra e or crystal are seen.

The objection raised in this aphorism controverts the Nyaya theory

of contact ( in pratyaksa) and seeks to prove that the senses are not

material substances.
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fStTlfcffwrgi^s^: kudya antarita an-upalabdheh, because of non per-

ception of what is screened from view by a wall , Wirft%* a-pratisedhah,

non-contradiction.

244. (The foregoing objection is not valid) because we cannot

perceive what is screened from us by walls.

The eye cannot really perceive a thing without coming in contact

with it by means of its ray8. For instance, a thing which is screened

from us by a wall is not perceived by our eyes.

srmiratrn^ ^nro^hrqfti: u ^ i \ i a* 11

wrfiteTfrifl a pratighaiat, from non-obstruction ; *?ftr*'tf<?qfw: sanni-

karsa-upapattih, establishment of contact.

245. There is a real contact because there is no actual obstruc-

tion ( caused by glass, mica, membrane or crystal).

The ray issuing from the eye can reach an external object through

glass, mica, etc., which are transparent substances. There being no
obstruction caused by these substances, the eye comes really in contact

with the external object.

3TT^r>*Wt: ^W^Trfisfa ^T^sft^TrTFJ II ^l&C||

*ITf^?«rc^J aditya-rasraeh, of the sun's ray
; ^isfepp^ sphatika-anta-

re, being screened by a crystal ; wfa api, even
; jflfT dahye, towards a

combustible substance ; SffireraifJ
;
a-vighatftt, from non-obstruction.

246. A ray of the sun is not prevented from reaching a com-

bustible substance though the latter is screened by a crystal.

This is an example which supports the theory of contact, viz., a ray
issuing from the eye passes actually through a crystal to an object lying

beyond it.

T na, no
; gfi^a?WT!T3trTiq itara-itara-dhartna-prasangat, on account

of implication of mutual properties.

247. It is, some say, not so because the character of one pre-

sents itself in the other.

The objection stands thus :

—

If a ray issuing from the eye oan reach an object screened by a

stdl,. why can it not reach another object which it screened by a wall ?
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According to the objector the property of the crystal presents itself in the

wall.

n $ i \ i h° »

Wi^f^^Tt: adarsa-udakayoh, in a mirror and in water
;
sffTT^WWH^

prasada svahhavyat, from nutural clearness or transparency
;
*F«it<l3Sftg3?j

rflpa-upalabdhi-vat. like the perception of colour or form ; tat-

upalabdhih, its perception.

21S. In reply we say that the perception of a thing screened by

a crystal takes place in the same manner as that of a form in a

mirror or water owing to the possession of the character of trans-

parency.

The form of a face is reflected on a mirror because the latter

possesses transparency. Similarly, a thing is reflected on a crystal inas-

much as the latter is transparent. A wall which does not possess trans-

parency can reflect nothing. It is therefore entirely due to the nature of

the screens that we can or cannot perceive things through them.

fETgwsT^T foftaJrfa^ngqm: u \ i \ \ \(\ u

SBTjBwit drista-anuroitanam, of things seen and inferred
; ftralira&-

^W^qlfti: niyoga-pratisedha-an-upapattih, inapplicability of injunctions

and prohibitions, assertions and denials.

249. It is not possible to impose injunctions and prohibitions

on facts which are perceived or inferred to be of some fixed character.

A crystal and a wall are found respectively to be transparent and

non transparent. It is not possible to alter their character by saying

" let the crystal be non-transparent " and " let the wall be transparent."

Likewise, a ray of the eye in passing to a thing is obstructed by a wall

but not by a crystal. This is a perceived fact which cannot be altered

by our words. Hence the theory of contact remains intact.

irsnf #t: ii ^ i ^ i ^ ii

Wn*tF^ sth&na-anya-tve, from occupying different places ; «n»rr?*!?J

nana-tvat, because of diversity ; «wfoTHWJW(TO[ avayavi-nana-sthina-
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tvat, from a whole occupying different places; * oha, and; samsayah,

doubt.

250. Since many things occupy many places and since also one

thing possessing different parts occupies many places, there arises doubt

as to whether the senses are more than one.

There is doubt as to whether there are as many senses as there

are sensuous functions or whether all the functions belong to one sense

possessing different parts.

WSN tvak, skin, touch
; «rerf&fcl3 a-vyatirekat, from its non-

exclusion.

251. Some say that the senses are not many as none of them is

independent of touch (skin).

The eye, ear, nose and tongue are said to be mere modifications of

touch ( skin) which pervades them, that is, there is only one sense, viz.,

touch (skin), all others being merely its parts.

5T STTTq^srlgq*^: II \ \ \ \ II

»T na, no
;

yu^apat, simultaneously
;
VlfjT^rs?: artha-an-upa*

labdheh, from non-perception of objects.

252. Touch is not the only sense because objects are not

perceived simultaneously.

Had there been only one sense, viz., touch, it Would have in con-

junction with the mind produced the functions of seeing, hearing, smell-

ing, tasting, etc., simultaneously. But we cannot perform different func-

tions at once. This proves that the senses are many : the mind which is

an atomic substance bomg unable to come in contact with the different

senses at a time cannot produce different functions simultaneously.

fanftrton vipratisedh&t, because there is obstruction ; * cha, and
; if

na, not
; fto. tvak, touch

; eka, only one.

253. Touch cannot be the only sense prohibiting the function

of other senses.

Touch can perceive only those objects whioh are near (contigupus)
but it cannot perceive objects which are far off. As a fact w» can por-

13
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oeive colour and soujid from a great distance. This is certainly not the

lu'nction of touch but of some other sense which can reach distant objects.

ff^wfafrTOL if * \\ 11 m II

tft[WvWTO indriya- artha pafioha-tvat, because the objects of the
senses are five.

254. Senses are five because there are five objects.

There are five objects, w'z., colour, sound, smell ( odour ), taste
(savour) and touch which are cognised respectively by the eye, ear, nose
tongue and skin. There are therefore five senses corresponding to the'
five objects.

* na, no
; **««ftwn[ Ut-artha-bahu-tvit, because their objects are

many.

255. Some say that the senses are not five because there are
more than five objects.

The objects of Bense are said to be many such as good smell, bad
smell, white colour, yellow colour, bitter taste, sweet taste, pungent taste
warm touch, cold touch, etc. Accord. ng to the objector there must be
senses corresponding to all these objects.

nwiWHIwiftforat gandha-tvaadi-a-vyatirekut, because of the non-
exclusion of the character of smell, etc. • imwffet gandha-adinam , of smell,
etc. ; «wfa<ta: a-pratisedhah, hod exclusion.

256. There is, we reply, no objection because odour (smell), etc.

are never devoid of the nature of odour (smell), etc.

Good odour, bad odour, etc. are not different objects of sense but
they all come under the genus odour. It is the nose alone that cognises
all sorts of odour—good or bad. Similarly all colours—wh.te, yellow
blue or green-are cognised by the eye. In fact there are only five"

objects which are cognised by the five senses.

f3*rac3TS3 iri^T^cqT II ^ I ^ I ||

&*W««t&tawt visaya-tva-a-vyatirekat, because of the non-excliu.
ion of the character of their being objeots of sense; eka-tvam
natty, '

" '
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257. Some say that there is only one sense as the so-called

different objects of sense are nut devoid of the character of an

object.

The objection raised in this aphorism is as follows:~

The so-trailed different objects, viz., colour, sound, smell (odour),

taste (savour) and tonch agree with one another in each of them being an

object of sense. As they- all possess the common characteristic of being

an object of sense it is much simpler to say that the object of sense

is only one. If there is only one object of sense, the sense must also

be one only.

sr na, no, ff^^jrfaBRn^T?>flreTrf?? tT3*%»:'TJ buddhi-lakaana-adhistliana-

gati-akriti-jati-paficha-tvebhyah, because of fivefoldness of the states of

consciousness which the senses produce, their sites, their movements,

their shapes and their origins..

258. It is, we reply, not so because the senses possess five-fold

character corresponding to the characters of knowledge, sites, processes,

forms and materials.

The senses must be admitted to be five on the following grounds:

—

(a) The characters of knowledge—There are five senses correspon-

ding to the five characters of knowledge, viz., visual, auditory, olfactory,

gustatory and tactual.

(fc) The sites—The senses are five on account of the various sites

they occupy. The visual sense rests on the eyeball, the auditory sense

on the ear-hole, the olfactory sense on the nose, the gustatory sense on the

tongue, while the tactual sense occupies the whole body.

(c) The processes—There are five senses involving five different

processes, e. g., the visual sense apprehends a colour by approaching

it through the (ocular) ray while the tactual sense apprehends an object

which is in association with the body, and so on.

(<2) The forms—The senses are of different forms,, e.g., the eye

partakes of the nature of a blue ball, and the ear is not different from

Bther, etc.

(e) The materials—The senses are made np of different materials :

the eye is fiery, the ear is ethereal, the nose is earthy, the tongue is watery^
and the skin (touch) is airy.
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^311^^1^15!*^: bhuta-guna-visesa-upaliibdheh, on account of the

perception of the specific attributes of the elements • ar^Tfwn^ tadatmyam,

identity,

259. The senses are essentially identical with the elements in

consequence of the possession of their special qualities.

The five senses, viz., the eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin ( touch ),

are essentially identical with the five elements, viz., fire, ether, earth,

water and air, whose special qualities, viz., colour, sound, smell (odour),

savour (taste) and tangibility, are exhibited by them.

flMTtrcWl»i*TO[ratgandha-ra9a-rupa-spatsa sabdan&m,of smell, taste,

form, touch, and sound ; WIWOT* sparsa-paryantfih, those ending with

touch
; iftwi: prithivy&h, of the earth.

200. Of odour ( smell ), savour ( taste ), colour, tangibility

( touch ) and sound those ending with tangibility belong to earth.

SW^siterTg'WJ ap-tejo-v&yunam, of water, fire and air
; J^g^ pur-

vam purvam, each preceding one; «q>H apohya, discarding; *ri^mi

akasasya, of ether ; B'WT: uttarah, the last.

201. Rejecting each preceding one in succession they belong

respectively to water, fire and air ; the last (sound) belongs to ether.

The earth possesses four qualities, viz., odour (smell), savour (taste),

colour and tangibility. In water there are three qualities, viz., Bavour,

colour and tangibility j'colour and tangibility are known to be the qualities

of fire while tangibility and sound belong respectively to air and ether.

* na, no
; ^gurgT^s^: sarva-guna-an-upalabdheh, an account of

the non-perception of all the attributes.

202. An objector says that it is not so because an element is

not apparently found to possess more than one quality.

The subBtauce of the objection is that the earth does not possess

{o«r qualities but only one quality, viz., odour (smell) which is apprehended
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by the nose.* Water does not possess three qualities but possesses only

one quality, viz., savour ( taste ) which is apprehended by the tongue.

Similarly the other elements do, each of them, possess only one quality.

<ff&;r£ta eka-eka-Syena, one to one
; 3^^Rgu«3fHII?I nttara-uttara-

guna-sadbhavat, because of the existence of the attributes in each succeed-

ing one
;
3^f?TU>^ uttaranam, in the succeeding ones

;
a^TSsfiv*: tat-au-

upa-labdhih, non-perception thereof.

263. The objector further says that the qualities belong to the

elements, one to one, in their respective order so that there is non-per-

ception of other qualities in them.

The substance of the objection is this :

—

Odour (smell) is the oi.ly quality of the earth. Consequently the

other three qualities, viz., savour (taste), colour and tangibility, alleged to

belong to the earth, are not found in it. Savour (taste) is the onlyqunlity

of water, hence the other two qualities, viz., colour and tangibility alleged

to belong to water, are not found in it. Colour is the only quality of fire,

and henco the other quality, viz., tangibility alleged to belong to fire, is

not found in it. Tangibility is of course the quality of air and sound

of ether.

uMiutfui u ^ i x i ^ n

fifg' vistam, covered, interpenetrated ; ffc hi, for
; aparam, one ;

vrikm aparena, by another.

264. Of the elements one is, according to the objector, often

interpenetrated by others.

The objection is explained as follows:

The earth is often interpenetrated by water, fire and air and is

consequently found to possess savaur (taste), colour and tangibility besides

odour (smell). Similar is the case with water, etc.

f qiftNraret: a^rsrT?* u ^ i \ \ \* u

* na, no
; qrfif^aqt: parthiva-apyayoh, of the earthy and the watery,

of the terrene and aqueous ; wnfTCVtft pratyaksa-tyat, because of being

perceptible.
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265. It is, we reply, not 60 because there is visual perception of

the earthy and t e w atery.

The Naiyayikas meet the foregoing objections by saying that the

earth really possesses four qualities, water three, fire two, air one,

and ether one. Had the earth possessed only odour ( smell ) and the

water only savour (taste) then it would have been impossible for us

to see the earthy and watery things. We are competent to see only

those things which possess colour, and if the earth and water had

not possessed colour how could we have seen them ? Since we can

see the earthy and the watery it follows that they possess colour. If you

say that earth and water are visible because they are mixed with

the fiery things which possess colour, why then the air and ether are

also not visible ? There is no rule that it is only the earth ana water

that can be mixed with fiery things but that the air and ether cannot b©

so mixed. Proceeding in this way we tind that the earth, etc. do not.

each possess only one quality.

grfgrfjlftfwfat pfirva-purva guna-utkars&t, owing to the predominance

of each preceding attribute
; a*fW$f«f tat-tat-pradhanain, each is predomi-

nant attribute of each corresponding element.

266. Owing to the predominance of one quality in an element,

a sense is characterised by the quality which pre-dominates in its corres-

ponding clement.

The nose is characterised by odour (smell) which predominates in

its corresponding element the earth ; the tongue is characterised by

savour (taste) which predominates in its corresponding element the water;

the eye is characterised by colour which predominates in its correspond-

ing element the fire ; the skin (touch) is characterised by tangibility

which abides in its cot responding element the air while the ear is

characterised by sound which is the special quality of its corresponding

element the other.

^ssrsr^cn?Fg w^sriri n ^ \ \ i ^< u

Sg«**5Wi«f tat- vyavasthanam, distribution thereof
; 3 tu, however;

*J?re?*KT bhuyastvat, according to their fitne63.

267. A sense as distinguished from its corresponding element is

determined by its fineness.
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A sense (eg-, the nose) which is the fine part of an element (e.g., the

earth) is able to perceive a special object (e.g ,
odonrj owing to the

act-force (samskdra, karma) of the person possessing the sense. A sense

cannot perceive more than one object because it possesses the predo-

minant quality of an element, e.g., the nose possesses only odour which is

the predominant quality of the earth, the tongue the savour of water, the

eye the colour of fire, and so on.

^'SWt sagun&nam, of those attended with attributes
; ^f^TOTtrtq

indriya-bbavat, being themselves the senses.

268. A. sense is really called as such when it is, attended by

its quality.

Some may say why a sense ( the nose for instance ) cannot perceive

its own quality (odonr). The reply is that a sense consists of an element

endowed with its quality. It is only when a sen bo is attended by the quality

that it can see an object. Now in perceiving an object the sense ia

attended by the quality but in perceiving its own quality it is not so at-

tended. Consequently a sense cannot perceive its own quality.

%^5r Hwngmhj n \ \ \ *\ h

?for tena, by that ; eva, alone ; wi tasya, its
; wnfUtrq; a-grahanat,

on account of non-apprehension ; ^ cha, and.

269. Moreover an object is never perceived by itself.

An eye can see an external object but it cannot see itself. On the

same prinoiple a sense oannot perceive its own quality.

q na, no
; (jc^gijfrradt: sabda-guna-upalabdheh, because of perception

of the attribute of sound.

270. It is, some say, not so because the quality of sound is

perceived by the ear.

lhe objection stands thus:

—

It is not true that a sense oannot perceive its own quality. The ear,

for instance, can perceive sound which is its own quality.
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fljTOfsHi: tat-upalabdhih, its perception
; f^TOPiJilt^p}?! itara-

itara-dravya-guna- vaidharmyat, from difference from the attribute of

every other substauce.

271. The perception of sound furnishes a contrast to that of

other qualities and their corresponding substrata.

The nose, tongue, eye and skin can respectively smell earth, taste

water, see colour and touch air only when they are attended by their

own qualities, viz, odour (smell), savour (taste), colour and tangibility.

But an ear when it hears sound is not attended by any quality. In fact

the ear is identical with the ether and hears sound by itself. By indirect

inference we can prove that sound is the special quality of the ether :

odour is the predominant quality of the earth, savour of water, colour of

the eye, and tangibility of the skin (touch): sound must therefore be the

quality of the remaining element, viz., the ether.
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Book III, Chapter II.

*U?*T^THW»fft karma-akAsa-sadharmyat, owing to its resemblance to

action and ether ; ?f*TO: samsayah, doubt.

272. Since the intellect resembles both aotion and ether there is

doubt as to whether it is transitory or permanent.

Inasmuch as the intellect bears likeness to both action and ether

in respect of intangibility, there arises the question whether it is transi-

tory like an action or permanent like the ether. We find in the intellect

the function of origination and decay which marks transitory things as

well as the function of recognition which marks permanent things. " I

knew the tree," " I know it " and " 1 shall know it "—these are expres-

sions which involving the ideas of origination and decay indicate oar

knowledge to be transitory. " I who knew the tree yesterday am knowing

it again today "—this is an expression which involving the idea of

continuity indicates our knowledge to be permanent, Hence there is

doubt as to whether the intellect which exhibits both kinds of knowledge

is really transitory or permanent.

ftwmftsyiiVHl visaya-pratyabhijfianftt, because of recognition of

objects.

273. Some say that the intellect is permanent because there is

recognition of objects.

The Ssmkhyas maintain the permanency of the intellect on the ground
of its capacity for the recognition of objects. A thing which was known
before is known again now—this sort of knowledge is called recognition.

It is possible only if knowledge which existed in the past oontinties also

at the present, that is, if knowledge is persistent or permanent. Recogni-
tion would have been impossible if knowledge had been transitory. Hence
the Samkhyas conclude that the intellect which recognises objects ia

permanent.

wrewwmi sadhya-sama-tvet, because the proof is the same as the
thing to be proved

; erfa a-hetuh, no mark.

U
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274. The foregoing reason is nbt, we say, valid inasmuch as it

requires proof like the very subject in dispute..

Whether the intellect is permanent or not—this is the subject

in dispute. The Sarakhyas affirm that it is. permanent and the reason

adduced by them is that it can recognise objects. The Naiyayikas dispute

not only the conclusion of the Satpkhyas but also their reason. They

say that the intellect does not recognise objects but]it is the soul that does

so. Knowledge cannot be attributed to an unconscious instrument, the

intellect, but it must be admitted to be a quality of a conscious agent,

the soul, If knowledge is not a quality of the soul, what else can be its

quality ? How is the soul to be defined ? There is therefore no proof as

to the validity of the reason, viz., that the intellect recognises objects.

1 na, no
;

yugapat, simultaneously; STRgunx a-grahan&t, because

of non perception.

275. Knowledge is neither a mode of the permanent intellect

nor identical with it because various sorts of knowledge do not occur

simultaneously.

The Samkhyas affirm that knowledge is a mode of the permanent

intellect from which it is not different. Knowledge, according to them,

is nothing but the permanent intelleot modified in the shape of an objeot

whioh is reflected on it through the senses. The Naiyayikas oppose this

view by saying that if knowledge as a mode of the permanent intellect is

not different from it, then we must admit various sorts of knowledge to be

permanent. But as a fact various sorts of knowledge are not perma-

nent, that is,we cannot receive various sorts of knowledge simultaneously.

Hence knowledge is not identical with the permanent intellect.

«WP(rf*T5n^ a-pratyabhijnane, during non-recognition ; * cha, and ;

RrTT*nr?|Tr: vinaaa-prasangah, implication of destruction.

276. And in the cessation of recognition there arises the conting-

ency of cessation of the intellect.

If knowledge as a mode of the intellect is not different from it, then

the cessation of recognition whioh is a kind of knowledge should be

followed by the cessation of the intelleot. This will upset the conclusion

6f the S&fakhyas that the intelleot is permanent. Hence knowledge is not

identical with the intellect.
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HWff*?3TTC[ krama vritti-tvat, owing to its operation being success-

ive ; «3»T«?<X a-yugapat, non-simultaneous
; iTftyq grahananj, reception,

apprehension.

277. The reception of different sorts of knowledge is non-

simultaneous owing, accordiug to us, to our mind coming in contact

with- different sen es in succession..

The Naiyayikassay that if knowledge as a mode of the permanent

intellect had been identical with it, then there would- have been neither a

variety of knowledge nor origination and cessation of it. The different

sorts of knowledge do not occur simultaneously because they are produoed,

according to the Naiyayikas, by the mind which is atomic in dimension

coming in contact with the senses in due succession.

snr^Pfrsjrjf a-pratyabhijnanam, non-recognition; ^rcha, and, f^^qfr^aT-

•irajfFJ visaya-antara-vyasangat, due to occupation with another object.

278. The recognition ( or knowledge ) of an object cannot take

place when the mind is drawn away by another object.

We cannot hear a sound- by our ear when the mind, conjoined with

the eye is d'rawn away by a colour- This shows that knowledge is

different from the intellect, and that the mind which is at>mic in dimen-

sion serves as an instrument for the production of knowledge.

si na, no ; flMWIFT gati-abhavat, because of absence of motion.

279. The intellect cannot be conjoined with the senses in

succession because there is no motion in it.

The mind which, according to the Naiyayikas, is atomic in dimension

can move from one sense-organ to another in succession to produce

different kinds ot knowledge. This ia impossible in the case of the

intelleot which, according to the Samkhyas, is- not1 only permanent but

also all-pervading and as such cannot change its place, that is, does not

possess the tendency to be conjoined with the different sense-organs in

succession. In fact there is only one internal sense called the* mind, th»

other two so-called internal senseB—intellect (. Buddhi > and self-coaceife
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(Ahamk&i-a)—being superfluous. It is not all-pervading, and knowledge

is not its mode. Knowledge classified as visual, olfactory, etc. is of

different kinds which belong to the soul.

*1>flWTWfwT1?Fl[ sphatika-an vatva-abhimana-vat, like conceit that

a crystal is other than what it is
; tt^fr^rfaffRt tat-anya-tva-abhim&nah,

the conceit of its being other than what it is.

280. A conceit of difference is said to arise in the intellect in

the same way as the appearance of difference in a crystal.

As a single crystal appears to assume the different colours of different

objects which are reflected on it, so the intellect though one appears,

according to the Samkhya, to be modified into different sorts of knowledge

under the influence of different objects reflected on it through the senses.

STfrfc sphatike, in the case of a crystal ; Sffq api, even ; WlUITte^:

apara-apara-ntpatteh, of diverse manifestations one after another
; tfrfon;-

r^VH ksanika tvat, being momentary
; «Hlftijt vyaktinam, of the indivi-

dual maifestations
; V^ji a-hetub, no mark.

281. It is said to be aovurd even in the case of a crystal being

replaced by newer and newer ones which grow up owing to all indivi-

duals being momentary.

The Samkhya says that as a crystal seems to be modified by the

colours which are reflected on it, so the intellect seems to be modified by

the objects which are reflected on it through the senses. In reality there

is, according to the Samkhya, neither any modification of the crystal

nor that of the intellect. This theory has in the preceding aphorism

been controverted by the Naiy&yikas and is in the present aphorism

opposed by the Buddhists. According to the iatter all things, including

even our body, are momentary. A thing which exists at the present

moment grows up into another thing at the next moment so that there

is no wonder that in the course of moments there should grow up crystals

of different colours or intellects of different modes. Hence the conclusion

of the S&mkhyas that a crystal remains unaltered is, according to the

Buddhists, untenable.
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Pwr^WTWl niyama-hetu-abhavat, owing to the absence of any

reason for the rule ( of growth and decay
) ; Wr^fa yatha darsanam,

exactly as seen ; W*«RSP abhyanujfia, assent.

282. Owing to the absence of any absolute rule we shall give

our assent according to the nature of each occurrence.

It is not true that in every case there are at each moment newer
growths. Our body no doubt undergoes increase and decrease but a
piece of stone or a crystal does not, so that the doctrine of growth applies

to the first case but not to the second. Honce there is no general rule

that a thing at the lapse of a moment should be replaced by another thing

which grows up in its place.
*

1 na, no
; 3iqfoft?T3T%ft<!n?&»'?s utpatti-viniisakarana-upalabdheh,

because of the perception of the cause of production and destruction.

283. There is no absence of link as we perceive the cause of

growth and decay.

The growth of a thing is the increase of its parts while the decay
is the decrease of them An ant-hill gradually increases in dimension
before it attains its full growth while a pot decreases in dimension before
it reaches its final decay. We never find an instance in which a thing
decays without leaving any connecting link for another thing which
grows in its place. Ttere is in fact no linkless growth or linkless decay.

tffcfW^ ksira-vinase, in the case of the destruction of milk
; *T«!r«|-

TOf>933 karana-anupalabdhi-vat, like the non-perception of the cause
;

**f«lftr*H dadhi-utpatti-vat, like the production of curd
; * cha, and

;

rNJiqfV. tat-utpattih, its production.

284. The growth of newer crystals in the place of an old one is

comparable, according to some, to the growth of curd in the place of
milk the cause of whose decay is not perceived.

The Buddhist says that there are things which grow and decay
without the gradual increase and decrease of their parts. Of such things
we do not find the cause of the first growth ( origination ) and the last

decay (ceasation), that is, there is no link between the thing which ceases
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and another thing which grows in its palce. The milk, for instance,

ceases without leaving any connecting link for the card which grows in

its place. Similarly new crystals grow to take the place of an old one

which decays without leaving any mark. The crystal which exists at

the present moment is not the same one that existed at the previous

moment. There is no connection whatsoever between them.

R^S: liri'jatah, from the mark
; BfUTT grahanat, from perception ; s»

tia, not ; M*T13sf*,3'. an-upalabdhih, non-perception.

285. '1 here is no non-perception of the cause of final decay as

it is cognisable by its mark.

The Naiyftyikas say that it is not true that we do not perceive the

final decay of the milk which is the cause of the first growth of the curd.

The mark attending the final decay of milk ( that is, the disappearance

of sweet flavour ) is the cause of the destruction of the milk, and that

attending the first growth of curd (that is, the appearance of acid flavour)

is the cause of its production. So through the mark we really perceive

the cause of decay of milk and growth of curd. But there is no such

mark perceptible in the case of a crystal which at the lapse of a moment

is said to be replaced by another crystal of a different character.

* na, not ; TTfl: payasah, of milk
; lfaomg«!n'cWT!*t?*T!J parin&ma-

guna antara-pradurbhav&t, owing to the appearance or evolution of a

different attribute or quality in virtue of transformation,

286. There is, it is alleged, no destruction of the milk but only

a change of its quality.

The Samkhya says that the milk as a substance is not destroy-

ed to produce another substance called curd. In reality a quality of

the in lk, viz sweet flavour, is changed into another quality , viz. , acid

flavour.

^WWR^ II \ I ^ \ \\ II

«J$f*a*T?l vyuha-antat&t, from one set ( of causes ) ; T«7TS?ut?qf%^M5f

dravya-antara-utpatti darsanain, observation of the production of another
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substance
; JRfjrwrfSrfw: purva-dravya-nivritteh, of the cessation of the

previous substance
, wsjffRlJr, anumftnain, inference.

287. Seeing that a thing grows from another thing whose parts

are disjoined, we infer that the latter thing is destroyed.

Seeing that a thing grows after the component parts of another

thing have been disjoined, we infer that the latter thing has really been

destroyed The curd, for instance, is not produced until the component

parts of the milk have been destroyed. This shows that the growth of

curd follows the decay of milk.

kvachit, in some cases
;

fspTW$TT<!irg<J3raf: vinftsa-k&rana-an-

upalabdheh, from the non-perception of the cause of destruction
; fifaflx

kva chit, in some cases
;

cha, and ; ?q^s^: upalabdheh, from perception;

*T^>f*3! an-eka-antah, not-one-ended, uncertain.

288. There will he an uncertainty of conclusion on the assum-

ption that the cause of destruction is perceived in some cases and not

perceived in others.

In the case of a jar being produced out of a piece of clay yon say

you perceive the cause of destruction of the clay and production of the

jar, but in the case of the curd growing out of milk yon say that you do
not parceive the cause of destruction of the milk and production of the curd.

This sort of perception in certain cases and non-perception in others will

lead to an uncertainty of conclusion. As a fact in every case there is

perception of the cause of destruction. Milk, for instance, is destroyed

when there is the contact of an acid substance.

1 na, not
; ^f3f«ii«ftft: indrjya-arthayoh, of the sense and of theobjeofc;

afjTlT^ tat-vinase, on their destruction ; wfo api, also ; 3n«TT39n3T3 jfiftna-

avasthanat, from the continuance of cognition.

289. Knowledge belongs neither to the sense nor to the object

because it continues even on the destruction thereof. <

If knowledge had been a quality of the sense, it could not continue

after the sense had been destroyed. But knowledge in the form of memory
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is found actually to abide even after the sense has perished. Hence the

sense is not the abode of knowledge. Similarly it may be proved that

knowledge does not abide in the object.

yugapat, simultaneously
;
3r9rgq<?ra4: jfieya-an-upalabdheh, from

the non-perception of the knowables ; V oiia, and , «r na, not ; mana-

sab, of the mind.

290. It does not also belong to the mind the existence of which

is inferred from the knowables not being perceived simultaneously.

As two or more things cannot be known (perceived) simultaneously,

it is to be concluded that the mind which is an instrument of our know-

ledge is atomic in dimension. Tf we supposed this mind to be the abode

of knowledge we could not call it an instrument in the acquisition of the

same ; and knowledge as a quality of an atom would in that case be-

come imperceptible. An atomic mind as the abode of our knowledge

wonld stand moreover in the way of a yogi perceiving many things simul-

taneously through many sensuous bodies formed by his magical power.

^TrJTJJTr^Sn II ^ I ^ I ^° II

tat, it, the objection
; sn?*Tg<!I?t »r,rua-guna-tve, were (cognition)

an attribute of the soul ; wfo api, also
; g5t^ tulyam, the same.

291. Even if knowledge were a quality of the soul it would, says

some one, give rise to similar absurdities..

The objection stands thus:—If the soul which is all-pervading

were the abode of knowledge, there would be the simultaneous perceptions

of many things in virtue of different sense-organs coming in contact with

the sonl simultaneously. But two or more things are never perceived

simultaneously : the soul cannot therefore be the abode of knowledge,

that is, knowledge oannot be a quality of the soul.

(fars): indriyaih, with the senses ; nm. manasah, of the mind ;

ofinrafflraTtv, saunikarsa-abhav&t, owing to absence of oontact or connec-

tion
; fls^jtlftl: tat-an-utpattih, non-production of simultaneous cognitions.

292. There is, we reply, non-production ofsimultaneous cognitions

on account of the absence of contact of the mind with many sense-

organs at a time..
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The Naiyayikas say that the soul cannot perceive an object unless

the Inner comes in contact with a sense which is conjoined with the

mind. Though many objects can come in proximity with their corres-

ponding senses simultaneously, the mind which is atomic in dimension

can come in conjunction with only one sense at a time, Hence two or

more things are not perceived simultaneously although the soul which

perceives them is all-pervading.

!T na, no
; 3?<Tfownonrc^TT*I utpatti-karana-an-apades&t, owing to

non-predication of cause of production.

293 This is held by some to be uutenable as there is no ground

for the production of knowledge.

The objection stands thus:—It has been argued by the Naiyayikas

that there is absence of production of simultaneous cognitions on account

of the lack of contact of the senses with the mind. An opponent takes

exception to the word " production " and says that knowledge cannot be

said to be produced if it is regarded as a quality of the soul which is

eternal.

fair^TCTfUTg'JWEVt : vina&ak-at-ana-an-npalabdheh, owing to non-per-

ception of the cause of destruction ; *r cha, and
; wr<rWT% avasthane,

in the case of the existence ( of cognition in the soul ) , afirt3r7STO]f:

tat-nitya-tva-prasangiih, implication of its eternality.

294. If knowledge is supposed to abide in the soul there is the

contingency of its being eternal as there is perceived no cause of its

destruction

Knowledge can never be destroyed if it is supposed to be a quality

of the soul. A quality may be destroyed in two ways—(1) either by the

destruction of its abode, or (2) by the production oS tin opposite quality in

its place. In the case of knowledge neither of tuese is possible as the

soul which is its abode is eternal and as we find no opposite quality taking

its place. Hence it follows that if knowledge is a quality of the sonl it ia

eternal. But as knowledge is not eternal it is not a quality of the soul.

"fwwmiil a-nitya.tva'grahat, from the observation of non-

15
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eternality ; f^j buddheh, of cognition
; J^tr^WT buddhi-antar&'t, from

another cognition
; fafNJT: vrnasah, destruction; *np?*?J Babda-vat, aa in

tbo case of sound.

295. Cognitions being found to be non-eternal there is, we reply,

destruction of one cognition by another like that of a sound.

We realize that cognition ( knowledge ) is not eternal when we

observe that at one time there arises in us a certain kind of cognition

(knowledge) and' at the next time that cognition ( knowledge ) vanishes

giving rise to another kind of cognition (knowledge). It has been asked

how cognitions undergo destruction. Our reply is that one cognition

vanishes as soon as it is replaced by another cognition which is opposed

to it just as a sound-wave is destroyed by another sound-ware which takes

its place.

^rc*mt3TWf%fl«f«r**fat jnana-saiuaveta-atma-pradeia-sanTiikarBat,

from contact with a certain part of the soul in which cognition (in the

form of impression) inheres; IRff: manasah of the mind ; *»J?g?<Wr: smriti-

utpatteh, becauae of the production of recollection; sr na, not
;

yugapat, simultaneous ; utpattih, production.

296. Since recollection (memory) is produced, according to some,

by the conjunction of the mind with a certain part of the soul in which

knowledge (impression) inheres, there is no simultaneous production of

many recollections.

If knowledge be a quality of the soul there is the possibility of many
recollections being produced simultaneously inasmuch as the many
impressions deposited in our soul by our past perceptions are liable at once

to be revived and developed into recollections by the mind whose contact

with the soul always remains constant. Some say that there is no such

possibility of simultaneousness because recollections are produced, accor-

ding to them, by the mind coming in contact with particular parts of the

soul in which particular impressions inhere. As the mind oannot come in

contact with all parts of the soul simultaneously, the many impressions

deposited in different parts of the soul are not revived and developed into

recollections at ouce.
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H na, not ; tJnfs^fttffarwr antah-sarka-vpitti-tva-t, because it has

its operation within the body • R?t?l: manasah, of the mind.

297. This is, we reply, not so because it is within the body that

the mind has its function.

It has been said in the preceding aphorism that recollections are

produced by the mind coming in due order in conjunction with particular

parts of the soul in which impressions inhere. This is, according to the

Naiyayikas, untenable beoause the mind cannot come in conjunction with

the soul except in the body r and if the conjunction takes place in the body

then there remains the possibility of simultaneous recollections.

^paren^tg: n \ i ^ i ir

OT«f?fTCr sAdhya-tvat, because it is the thing to be established

;

a-hetuh, not a mark.

298. 1'his is, some say, no reason because it requires to be

proved.

The Naiyayikas say that the mind comes in conjunction with the

soul only within the limit of the body. Some oppose this by saying that

until they receive sufficient proof they cannot admit that the conjunc-

tion takes place only in the body.

WTH: smaratoh-, of the person recollecting
; ^TWT«aVrrW! sarira-

dharana-upapatteh, because of the fact of his sustaining the body
;

*Rlf?l^»l*. a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

299. It is, we reply, not unreasonable because a person is found

to sustain his body even while he performs an act of recollection.

If we suppose that a recollection is produced by the mind coming in

conjunction with a particular part of the soul outside the body, we cannot

account for tha body being sustained during the time when the recollec-

tion is performed. The body in order that it may be sustained requires

an effort which is supplied by the mind coming in conjunction with the

soul. Now the effort which arises from the conjunction is of two kinds,

viz., (1) the effort for sustaining, and (2) that for impelling (setting in

motion). The body will be devoid of the first kind of effort if we suppose
the mind to wander away from it for conjunction with the soul.
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n na, no; «W[ tat, this
. aTT-JflfitetNT asu-gati-tvitt, owing to swiftness;

JTHfj: nianasah, of the mind

.300. This is, some say, not so because the mind moves

swiftly.

Some meet the objection raised in the preceding aphorism by saying

that the mind while producing a recollection by its conjunction with the

soul outside the body can, on account of its swift motion, come back at

once to the body to produce the effort required for the sustenance of the

same.

5f na, no; WfHI3>rerfaWT smarana-kala-aniyamat, as there is no rule

as to the time of recollection.

.'501
. It is, we reply, not so because there is no fixed rule as to

the duration of recollection.

The Naiyayikas oppose the view expressed in the foregoing aphorism
on the ground that the mini], if it is to be conjoined with the soul outside

tho body, may take a pretty long time to produce a recollection there,

so that it may not come back to the body with sufficient quickness to

produce tho effort required for the sustenance of it.

STTrWtnrof^TfTrTTW^ * II \\^\\\ II

aTTPRSlT'JHTgssjTSarfa: .iitina-prerana-yat-richchlia jn i-ta-bhih, in virtue

of a direction of the soul, spontaneity or chance, and the characteristic

of its being the knower, ^ cha, and; T na, no
; H^mfoffa: aamyoga-

visesnh, particular conjunction.

,'302. There is no peculiar conjunction of the soul with the mind
either in virtue of i lie former sending the latter in search of what it

wishes to recollect or through the latter being congnizant of what is to

be recollected or through arbitrariness.

If we suppose the soul to send the mind to recollect a particular
thing we encounter tho absurdity of admitting that the soul already
possesses the lnem-uy of what it is going to recollect If on the other
hand wo suppose the mind to move out of its own accord for a particular
recollection, we shall have to assume that the mind is the knower but in

reality it is not so. We cannot even hold that the mind comes in
conjunction with the sou! i bitrarily for in that case there will remain
bo order then as to the occurrence of the objeots of recolhjotion.
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stn^rCT^: ^f%r^ifsr^%«Ji ^mra^^

»

vyasakta-manasah, of a man whose mind is absorbed in

something else ; <W?[*W%«f pftda-vyathanena, by the hurting of his foot

;

d5fr»Tfa¥t«i<g somyoga-visesena, with the particular conjunction; WTTTH
samanam, similar.

303. This is, some say, parallel to the particular conjunction

which occurs in a man who while rapt in mind hurts his foot.

If a man while looking eagerly at dancing hurts his foot with a

thorn, he feels pain because his mind comes instantly in conjunction

with his soul at the foot which has been hurt. Similarly the peculiar

conjunction referred to in the foregoing aphorism takes place, according
to some, through the mind being cognizant of what is to be recollected.

nfa^rcfgr^Tf^rHTsrt pramdhana-linga-adi-jfiananAm, of concentration
and cognition of the marks, etc

; *gnq*T*f5l ftyugapat bhftvat. owing to
non-si multaneousness

; a-yugapat, non-simultaneous
; «ftof

Smaranam, recollection.

304. Recollections are not simultaneous owing to the non- *

simultaneousness of the etlorts of attention, operations of stimuli,

etc.

A recollection is produced by the mind coming in conjunction with
the soul in which impressions inhere. The product-'on of recollection
also presupposes efforts of attention, operations of stimuli, etc. As these
do not occur simultaneously there is no simultaneousness of recollections.

5TW jfiasya, of the knower
; $«5rt*f¥ww*ra( ichchha-dvesa-nimitfca-

tvat, because of their being caused by desire and aversion
; *nr«7f5rf?ifri

arambha-nivrittyoh, of action and inaction.

305. Desire and aversion belong to the soul inasmuch as
they are the causes of its doing an act or forbearing from doin<*
the same.

0

The Samkhyas say that knowledge is a quality of the soul fPurusa)
while desire, aversion, volition, pleasure and pain are the qualities of
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the internal sense (the mind). This is, according to the Naiyayikas,

unreasonable because a person does an act or forbear from doing it on

account of a certain desire for or aversion against the same The desire

and aversion again are caused by the knowledge of pleasure and pain

respectively. Hence it is established that knowledge, desire, aversion,

volition, pleasure and pain have all of them a single abode, that is,

they are the qualities of a single substance called the sonl.

r!T^?srTf^3Tfi^T: ^U^TC^Xlfr^: \\\\^\\

tat-linga-tvat, because they are their marks
; f«grtl^r:

ichchha dvesxyoh, of desire and aversion; <nfif3T»fj parthiva-adyesu,

in respect of tho terrene, etc
;
s?srfa%q: a-pratisedhah non-obstruction.

30(5. It cannot, some say, be denied that desire and aversion

belong to the body inasmuch as they are indicated by activity and

forbearance from activity.

The Charv&kas say that activity and forbearance from activity are
the marks respectively of desire and aversion which again are the effects

of knowledga. Now the body which is made of earth, etc. is the abode
(field) of activity and forbearance from activity. Hence it is also the

abode of knowledge, desire, aversion, etc.

qwf^* parasu-adisu, in the axe, etc; WTWlfSrfftnnffni arambha-

iiivritti-daraanat, from the observation of action and inaction.

307. This is, we reply, unreasonable because activity and for-

bearance from activity are found in the axes and the like.

Just as an axe, which is found sometimes to split a tree and at

other times not to split it, is not a receptacle of knowledge, desire and

aversion, so the body which is made of earth, etc. is not an abode of

knowledge, etc., though we may find activity and forbearance from

activity in it.

fifiwfiwft niyama aniyamau, rogularity aud irregularity
; g tu,

but
; afjj^rWr tat -visesakau, their distinguishirg marks.

308. The regularity and irregularity of possession demarcate

the soul and matter.
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A material thing is by nature inactive but becomes endowed w th

activity when it ia moved by a conscious agent. There is no such irregu-

larity or uncertainty as to the possession of activity, etc. by the soul.

Knowledge, desire, aversion, etc. abide in the soul through an intimate

connection, while these belong to matter through a mediate connection.

We cannot account for the function of recognition, etc. if we assume

knowledge to abide in the material atoms a conglomeration of which

forms the body. Those who suppose the body to be the seat of know-

ledge cannot admit the efficacy of deserts and can offer no consolation

to sufferers.

qift*Rf5?*raC yathokta-hetu-tvat, for the reasons already given

;

ITWSUm p&ratantry&t, from subserviency; *npmwwre( a-krita-abhy a-

gamat, from usurpation of the unearned
; * cha, and; 7 «a, not ; H«TtT:

manasah, of the mind.

309. The mind is not the seat of knowledge on account of

reasons already given, on account of its being subject to an agent and

owing to its incapacity to reap the fruits of another's deeds.

The mind cannot be the seat of knowledge because it has already

been shown in aphorism I. 1. 10 that desire, aversion, volition, pleasure

and pain are the marks of the soul. Had the mind been the abode of

knowledge it could have come in contact with the objects of sense inde-

pendent of any agent. Since it cannot do so it is to be admitted to be a

material thing serving the purpose of an instrument in the acquisition

of knowledge. If you say that the mind itsolf is the agent you will have
to admit that it is not an atom but possessed of magnitude like the soul so

that it can apprehend knowledge, etc which are its qualities. In order

to avoid the simultaneousness of many perceptions it will further be

necessary to assume an internal sense of an atomic dimension like the

mind as we understand it. These assumptions will lead you to accept in

some shape the tenets of the Naiyayikas. On the supposition of the mind
(or body) being the seat of knowledge and consequently of merits and
demerits, it will be possible for work done by a person not to produce
its effects on him after death and it may even necessitate a person to

suffer for work not done by him. Hence the mind is not the seat of

knowledge, desire, aversion, volition, pleasure and pain.
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'rf'jfani pariiesat, by exhaustion
; qifoiufyrow: yatha ukta-hetu-apa-

patteh, from the operation of the reasons already given
;

elia, and.

310. Knowledge, etc. must be admitted to be qualities of the

soul by the principle of exclusion and on account of arguments already

adduced.

Knowledge is a quality which inheres in a substance. That sub-

Btance is neither the body nor the sense nor the mind. It must therefore

be the soul. The body cannot be the abode of knowledge because it is a

material substance like ,a pot, cloth, etc. Knowledge cannot belong to the

sense as the latter is an instrument like an axe. Had the sense been the

abode of knowledge there could not be any recollection of things which

were experienced by the sense before it was destroyed. If knowledge

were a quality of the mind many perceptions could be simultaneous.

But this is impossible. Hence the abode of knowledgo is not the mind,

but it is the soul which is permanent so that it can perceive a thing now
as well as remember one perceived in the past.

wiT^icn^i fr^mrsm^ m i ^ 1 2° mi
VtVl smarnam, recollection; 5 tu, but; Wimt atmanah, of the

soul ; (aiWIBl jna-svftbhavyat, because its nature is to be the knower.

311. Memory belongs to the soul which possesses the character

of a knower .—43.

The soul is competent to recollect a thing because it possesses the

knowledge of the past, present and future.

M 1 ^ 1 11

«n^awrn^qw^^f:^Tt^^sf^wnsK^m^^W^f^*^t; pranidhana-

nibandha abhyasa linga-laksana-sad riSy a parigraha-aaraya-aarita-samban-

dha-anantarya-viyoga eka-karya-virodha-atisaya-prapti-vyavadhana-sukha-

duhkhaichchha-dvesa-bhaya-arthitva-kriya-raga-dharma-adharma-nimit-

tebhyah, from the causes of concentration, context, repetition, mark, cha-

racteristic, similarity, relationship, container, contained, connectio n,
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immediacy, separation, co-efficient, opposition, excess, acquisition, dis-

tance, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, fear, entreaty, action, passion,

merit and demerit.

312. Memory is awakened by such causes as attention, con-

text) exercise, si'^ns, marks, likeness, possession, relation of re-

fuse and refugee, immediate subsc [iiency, separation, similar em-

ployment, opposition, excess, receipt, intervention, pleasure and

pain, desire and aversion, fear, entreaty, action, affection and merit

and demerit.

Attention—enables us to fix the mind on one object by checking it

from wandering av\ ay to any otliar object.

ConteH—is the connection of subjects such as proof, that which

is to be proved, etc.

Exercise— is the constant repetition which confirms an impression.

Signs—may be (.1) connected, (2) inseparable (intimate), (3) correla-

ted or (4) opposite, e smoke is a sign of fire with which it is

connected; horn is a si\'n of a cow from which it is inseparable

an arm is a sign of a log with which it is correlated; and the

non-existent in a sign of the exiatent by the relation of opposi-

tion.

Mark—a mark on the body of a horse awakens the memory of the

stable in which it was kept.

Likeness—as the image of Devadatta drawn on a board reminds us

of the real person.

Possession—such as a property awakens the memory of the owner

and vice, Oersd.

Jt'fmje and refugee—such as a king and his attendants.

Immediate subsequency—-as sprinkling the rice and pounding it in a

wooden mortar.

Separation—as of husband and wife.

Similar employment—as of fellow-disciples.

Opposition—as betw een a snake and ichneumon.

Excess—awakening the memory of that which exceeded.

Receipt—reminding ns of one from whom something has been or
will be received.

Intervention—such as a sheath reminding us of the sword,

16
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Pleasure and jjain—reminding us of that which cansed them.

Desire and' aversion—reminding us of one whom we liked or hated.

Fmr—reminding us <>f that which caused it, e g , death.

Entreaty —reminding us of that which was wanted or prayed

for.

Aelinn —such as a chariot reminding us of the charioteer.

Afivelitm—as recollecting a son or wife.

Alt r it and demerit—through which there is recollection of the cause«

of joy ami sorrow experienced in a previous life.

^sqfaereaTTOtffTT^ II 3 I ^ IV* II

JWMarwrfimjfin kanna-anavastliayi-grahanat, because of the cogni-

sance of momentary events by action.

313. Knowledge perishes instantly because all actions are

found to be transitory.

I),>es knowledge perish instantly like a sound or does it continue

like a pot '< Knowledge perishes as soon as it is produced in virtue of its

being an action. In analysing an action, such as the falling of an arrow,

we nod that the arrow undergoes a series of movements in the course of

its falling to the ground. Similarly in exarainiug an aot of knowledge

we find that a series of steps are undergone by the act in the course of its

production. Those steps perish one after another in due succession.

Hence it is clear that knowledge is transitory, if knowlodge were per-

manent wo could say, " I am preceiving a pot," even after the pot has

been removed from our sight Since we cannot use such an expression

we must admit that knowledge is not permanent but transitory.

v^m^ 11 \ i \ 1 %\ n

W^Hff a-vyakta-Krahanam, cognition of the indistinct; nro*TiiV
HT?[ au avasthiyi-tvAt, being unenduring; fin£?qqr# vidyut-sampate, on
the flash of lightning

; tWWKnffWl rupa-avyakta-grahana-vat, like

the indistinct cognition of form.

314. An opponent fears that if knowledge were transitory no
object could be known distinctly just as there.is no distinct apprehen-
6iou of colour during a flash of lightning.
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The fear of the opponent arises thus :— If knowledge were transitory

it could not at a moment apprehend an object in its entirety, that is, could

not apprehend the infinite niunner of its properties at once. Hence the

object could only be known indistinctly. As a fact, however, we can

know things distinctly. Hence knowledge is not transitory.

fJir^WX hetu upadanat, from-the reason advanced, gfo^sqisq^gSTT

pratiseddhavya-abhyanujuaj admission of what is sought to lJe disproved.

315- From the argument advanced you have,..we reply, 1o admit

that which you went to disprove.

In the previous aphorism, the opponent feared, that if knowledge

were trausitory no objoct could bo apprehended distinctly. The Naiya-

yika removes the fear, by saying that objoota are apprehended indistinct-

ly not owing to the tranaitorinoss of knowledge but on account of our

apprehending only their general qualities. The knowledge which takes

cognizance of objocts as possessed of both the general and special qua

litie« is distinct but that which concerns _itaelf only with the general

qualities is indistinct.

The aphorism may be explained in another way:—The very illustra-

tion cited by you, viz , that there is distinct apprehension during a flash

of lightning leads you to admit the transitoriness of knuwledge which

you. went tn disprove.

W^hfftiiWSFrfT f*TS'mu5'!Hft pradipa-archih-santati-abhivyakta-

grahana-vat, like the apprehension of that which is illuminated by the

stream of the raya of the lamp ; *t$Wf tak-grahanam^. distinct appre-

hension.

316. Although knowledge is transitory there is distinct appre-

hension through it as there is one through the series of momentary

rays of a lamp.

Though the aeries of rays emitted by a lamp are transitory the

apprehension through them is distinct. Similarly though our knowledge

is transitory there is no obstacle to our apprehension being distinct.

51^ dravye, in a substance; ^ST3<lI<rcgnftq$5*4 : sva-gtuia-paramin*-

* V»..h»s^uti reads a n, to show that the opponent's appiej.ensiou ia

unfounded.
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upalabdheh, from the perception of its own as well as of other attributes;

tf^TIs samsayah, doubt.

317. Trom our perceiving in a substance the qualities of

itself as well as of others there arises, says an opponent, a doubt as

to whether the knowledge perceived in our body is a quality of

its own.

In water we perceive liquidity which is one of its natural qualities

'as well as warmth which is an adventitious one. One may therefore ask

as to whether the knowledge
i
erceived in our body is a natural quality

of the latter or is a more adventitious one.

tfPTOjfttwfifWT yavat sai ira-bhAvi-tvAt, because (form, etc.) endure

as long as the body does , ^ir^t rftpa-A JinA n, of form, etc.

318. [Knowledge is not a natural quality of the body be-

cause it furnishes a contrast to] c«.lour, etc. which as natural qua-

lities of the body do exist as long as the latter co 1 tinues.

Knowledge, according to the NaiyAyika, is not a natural quality of

the body because it may rr»t continue quite aa long as the body does.

Hut such is not the case with colour, etc. whirh as natural qualities of

the bjiiy do always exist with it. Hence knowledge is merely an adven-

titious quality of the body.

* qrasfWi^rtlrM^: II a I ^ I $C ||

•f na, no
;
qiqssQUli^tcW: pAka-ja-guna-antara utpatteh, because of

the production of other attributes caused by the actiou of heat.

319. Tt is, says an opponent, not so because other qualities

produced by maturation do arise.

It has been stated that a substance and ita natural qualities co-exist

with each other and that knowledge not baing always co-exiitent with the

body is not a natural quality of the latter An opponent in order to main-

tain that a substance and its natural qualities are not necessarily co-

existent cites the instance of a jar whose natural colour is blue but

which assumes a red colour through maturation in fire.
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JlffrT'»5f*ffl;: pratidvandvi siddht-ti, fr>m the production of opposite*

;

qr*HfRm >
akajana.u, in the case of attributes caused by the action of

heat; WJlft^s a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction

320. I his is, we reply, no opposition becauses maturation occur*

if there is production of opposite qualities.

A jar which was blue may through maturation become red but it

is never totally deprived of colour which is its natural quality. But a

body (dead) may be totally devoid of knowledge which is therefore not a

natural quality of it. In the case of maturation moreover a quality is

replaced by an opposite one with which it cannot co-abide, «. g.
t
the

blueness of a jar may through maturation assume redness but cannot co-

abide with the same. In the case of the body however knowledge is not

replaced by an opposite quality. Hence knowledge is not a natural qua-

lity of the bidy.

rtfl««nf<J?inT sarira-vy&pi-tvat, because it pervades the body.

321. [Knowledge, says an opponent, is a natural quality] be-

cause it pervades the whole body.

The opponent tries to prove that knowledge is a natural quality o f

the body because it pervades, according to him, the whole body and

the numerous parts of it. But this, according to the .Naiy&yika, is un-

reasonable as it leads to the assumption of numerous seats of knowledge,

that ie, souls in the body destructive of all order and system as to the

feeling of pleasure, pain, etc

5i$acrc^if4WMMW*^: « * i ^ i m ii

•Tna, no ; fclMWif^ kesa-nakha-4iis u, in the hair, nails, eto;«gWi:
an-upalabdheh, because of non-perception.

322. [Knowledge does not pervade the whole body] at it it not

found in the hair, nails, etc.

Knowledge does not pervade the whole body, t. g , it is not found

in the hair, nails, etc. It cannot therefore be a natural quality of the

body.

This aphorism may also be explained as follows:

—

It is not true that a substance should be entirely pervaded by its

n%tural qualities. Colour, for instance, is a natural quality of the body

bat it doei not pervade the hair, nails, etc.
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?3r^T^'"^ tvak-paryanta-tvat, because of ending with the skin.;

HTfteT au-irasya, of tho body; qfclHwfifJ Ifcos-iv naklui-adisu, in tlje hair,

nails, etc , fUTtfl: a-prasaitgah, non-following.

:J2:{. The body being bounded by touch (cuticle) there is, says

an opponent, no possibility of knowledge abiding in the hair,

nails, etc.

The hair, nails, etc. are not, according to the opponent, part of the

body as they are not bounded by toaoh (cuticle). Knowledge cannot

consequently abide in them

The aphorism may also be interpreted as follows:—

Tho body being bounded by touch (cuticle) there i» no possibility of

colour abiding in the hair, nails, etc.

Wfaj'flfonifs sariraguna-vaidharmya*, from dissimilarity to attri-

butes of the body

324. Knowledge, we reply, is not a quality of the body because

of its difference from the well-known qualities of the same.

The Naiyayika says:

—

The qualities of the body are of two kinds, viz: (1) those which are

cognised by the external senses e. g., colour, and (2) those which are not

cognised by them, c. g .gravity. Knowledge does not come under either

of the categories as it is uncognizable by the external senses and is at

the same time cognizable on account of oar being aware of the same.

The aphorism may also be explained as follows i—

•

The qualities of the body are cognized by the' external senses bufc

knowledge is not so cognized. Consequently knowledge cannot be a

quality of the body.

H lift, no
; $Ui3flirt rftpa-ailinaui, of form, etc

; f3la?t>3fm??$ itara-itara-

vaidhannyiit , from dissimilarity of one to another.

325. 'J his is, says the oppo ent. not so because of the n.wtual

dilTtrctice in character of the colour, etc. '
-
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The opponent argues :

—

If you say that knowledge is not a quality of the body because it

differs in character from other well-known qualities of the same, I should

say that the well-known qualities themselves differ from oach other, e. g. t

the colour is cognized by the eye bat the touch is not. You cannot on

this ground say that colour is a quality of the body but touch is not.

$f^«T*rWH aindriyaka-tvat, from being sensible; JFIi^m rupa

adinajj, of form, etc ; WTfl^l; a-^ratisedhah, non-contradictioi..

32fi. There is, we reply, no objecfc'on to colour, etc. being qua-

lities of the body because these are cognized by senses.

The colour, etc. may differ from touch, etc. in respect of certain

aspect of their character but they all agree in one respect, viz , that they
are all cognisable'by one or another of the external senses. But know-
ledge is not so cognized and cannot therefore be a quality of the body.

. !rw*jij^(^r to M i 3 i m n

jyTTf^nWl^ jnana-ayaugapadyat, from non-simultaneity of cognitions;

opt ekam, one , H*: manah, mind

327. The mind is one on acco int of the non-simultnejusnessof

cognitions.

If there were more minds than one, they could come in contact with

many senses at a time s > that many cognitions culd be produced simul-

taneously. As many cognitions are never produced at once the mind
must be admitted to be one.

sf na, no; JiH^ yu^apat, simultaneously; ?l^*fsB?ltg35*v|: an-eka-

kriya upalabdheh, from the perception of more than one action or

change.

328. It is, says an opponent, not so because we do cognize many
acts simultaneously.

The objection stands tbus:-A certain teacher while walking on

a road holds a waterpot in his hand. Hearing wild sounds he, out bl fear,

looks at the road, recites a Bacred text and, thinks of the nearest : plaoft
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of safetv. The teacher is supposed in this instance to perform visual

perception, auditory perception, recollection, etc, simultaneously . This

would be impossible if there were only one mind.

W^t^l*!?>fw*?J alata-chakra-dai s ma-vat, like the observation of a

circle of fire caused by a revolving firebrand
;
3jq?S?fcv|: tat-upalabdhih,

their perception
;
sngjtf^UT'l asu safi -ha at, from rapid movement.

329. The appearance of simultaneousness is, we reply, due to the

mind coming in contact with di liferent senses in rapid succession like

the appearance of a circle of firebrand.

Just as a firebrand while whirling quickly appeara to form a conti-

nuous circle, so the mind moving from one sense to another in rapid

succession appears to come in contact with them simultaneously. Hence

the cognitions produced by the contact appear to the simultaneous

though in reality they are successive.

T*faKf?JWT yatha-ukta-hetu tvat, from the reasons already stated ; *f

cha, and 5
anuh, atomic.

330. And on account of the aforesaid reasons the mind is an

atom.

If the mind were possessed of magnitude it could come in contact

with many senses at a time so that many cognitions could tako place

simultaneously. Since this has been found to be impossible the mind

is an atom

5NrjKTK3lf*»*»?I pfirva krita-phala-auubandhat, following as the

fruit of acts previously done; ?TJ?<rf^r: tat-utpattih, its production.

331. The body is produced as the fruit of our previous deeds

(deserts).

Onr present body has been mad* up of elements endowed with the

fruits of merit and demerit of our previous lives.

ljrfc% ^T^qT^TJm 3§qt3T^M I ^ I ^ II

H^PT: bhfttebhyah, from the elements ; J^fjflf^flWt mfirti-up&d&na*

tat, like tut formation of bodies; 9J^nn* tatu^Adanam, its production.-
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332. The formation of our body of elements, says an opponent,

resembles that of a statue of stone, etc.

The objection stands thus:—Just as a statue is formed of stone,

clay, etc., which are devoid of deserts, our body has been made up of

elements whioh are not endowed with the fruits of our previous merits and

demerits.

•T ^5msiTO*r3CT^M I ^ I ^ II

if na, no
; {rPKHWPTTtf sadhya-sama-tvat, because this is the same as

the thing to be established.

333. It is, we reply, not so because the statement requires

proof.

To prove that our body is formed of elements which are devoid of

deserts, the opponent cites the instance of a statue made up of clay or

stone, which is supposed to bear no oonnection whatsoever with deserts.

The Naiy&yika replies that the very example cited requires to be verified

for clay, etc. are made of atoms which have actually a reference to deserts

as they comport themselves in such a way aa to work out the designs of

Retributive Justice.

HUMFdRmTTr^mcTTfa^t: II \ I ^ I \\ II

Sf na, no; 3?<rf%fMi?TT?^T5J utpatti-nimitta-tvat, because of their being

the conditions of production ; Jnatfaat: mata-pitroh, of the blood and

the seed.

33Ji. Not so because father and mother are the cause of its

production.

The formation of oar body cannot be compared to that of a clay-

statue because the body owes its origin to the sperm and blood of our

father and mother while the statue is produced without any seed at all.

asnrH^c II 3 I ^ I \v u

a^T tatha, so
; JTrfTTOT aharasya, of the food.

335. So too eating is a cause.

The food and drink taken by the mother tarns into blood which

develops the embryo (made up of the sperm of the father) throngh the

various stages of formation of the arbuda (a long round mass), mdm»a-pe4l

17
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(a piece of flesh), kalala (a round lump), kandard (sinews), Sirah (head),

pdni (hands), pdda (legs), etc Eating ia therefor© a cause of production

of our body but not of a clay-statue.

jrnjt prayitau, in the case of union ; u cha, and
; srffl*HTr!t auijamat,

because there is no uniformity

.

336. And there is desert becarse of uncertainty even in the

case of union.

All unions between husband and wife are not followed by the produc-

tion of a child (body). Hence we must acknowledge the desert of the

child to be a co-operative cause of its birth.

*rc)frcq%flffl t?Wl sarira-utpatti-niraitta-vat, as it is the condition of

the production of the body ; tf'Mtofli'aftfatf samyoga-utpatti-nimittam,

condition of the production of (generative) union ; $i? karma, desert.

337. Desert is the cause not only of the production of the body-

but also of its conjunction with a soul.

Just as the earth, etc., independent of a person's desert, are unable

to produce his body, so the body itself as a seat of particular pleasures

and pains is unable to be connected with a soul without the intervention

of the desert of the latter.

H?fa( etena, by this ; srffWT: a-niyainah, absence of uniformity; vttQ%i

prati-uktah, answered.

338. By this the charge against inequality is answered.

Some persons are found to possess a healthy body while others an

unhealthy one ; a certain body is beautiful while another ugly. This

inequality in the formation of the body is due to the desert acquired by
the persons in their previous lives.

The aphorism may also be interpreted as follows :—

338. By this the charge against uncertainty is answered.

It is due entirely to the interference of the desert that the union

between husband and wife is not always followed by the production of a

child (body).
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91% tat, that
; Vfgg^rftcl^ adrista k&ritaro, caused by adrista •

rfci chet, should you say
, 3«T: punah, again

, Q&ttfir. tat-prasangah its impli-

cation ; traerf apavarge, in the case of release.

339. If the the body was attached to a soul only to remove the

inexperience of the latter, then the same inexperience would recur

after the s nil had been emancipated (released).

An opponent'says that there is no necessity for admitting the desert

and that the body which ia made up of elements is connected with a soul

only to enable the latter to experience objects and realize its distinction

from matter (prakriti). As soon as the soul satisfies itself by the ex-

perience and attains emancipation (release) it is separated from the body

fe>r ever. The Naiyayika asks: " Why is not the soul, even after emancipa-

ion (release), again- connected with a body to regain its experiential

power?" Since the opponent does not admit desert there is nothing

else to atop the connection.

JJST^JTfafinK^l?! inanab-karma nntiitfca-tvat, from its being caused by

the action of t le mind ; n cha, and
; tf^fnij^ifaf: samyoga-an-uchchhedah,

|M>n-termination of conjunction.

3ii0. And there will be no cessation of the conjunction if it is

caused by the desert of the mind.

Those who maintain that the desert is a quality of the mind cannot

explain why there should at all be a separation of the body fpom the-

mind which is eternal. Tf it ia said that the very desert whioh connected

he- body with the mind does "also separate it therefrom, we shall be-

constrained to admit an absurd conclusion that one and. the same thing

is the cause of life and death.

f^WWtfni nitya-tva-prasangab, implication of eternslity; voha>
and; OTIWgMM*: pr&yana-an n-papatteh-, from non-proof of departure.

341. Owing to there being no reason for destruction we should

find the body to be eternar.

If the body is supposed to be produced from elements independent
of deserts, we should not find anything the absence of which will oauee
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its destruction. In the event of the destruction being arbitrary, there will

be no fixed cause to effect emancipation or rebirth thereafter as the

elements will always remain the same.

WSflfWrsTf're'lr**?! anu-syaina-ta-nitya-tva-vat, like the eternality of

the darkness of the atom
;
igRt etat, this

;
syat, may be.

342. The disappearance of the body in emancipation (release)

is, according to an opponent, eternal like the blackness of an

atom.

The opponent says :—Just as the blackness of an atom suppressed

by redness through contact with fire does not reappear, so the body which

has once attained emancipation (release) will not reappear.

^T^T^JWITOf II ^ I ^ I *^ il

i| na, no; vrftTrVWTTpnffnTtt a-krita-abhyagama-praaangat, from impli-

cation of the acquisition of the unearned.

343. Thi8 is, we reply, not so because it would lead us to admit

what was undemonstrable.

The argument employed in the previous aphorism is, according to

the Naiy&yika, futile for it cannot be proved that the blackness of an

atom is suppressed by redness through contact with fire, for it is possible

that the blackness is altogether destroyed.

The aphorism may also be interpreted as follows ;—

This is, we reply, not so, because it would lead ns to acknowledga
the consequence of actions not done by us.

Unless we acknowledge deserts there will be no principle governing
he enjoyment of pleasure and suffering of pain. The absence of snch a
principle will be repugnant to all evidences—perception, inference and
scripture.
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Book IV.

—

Chapter I.

JT-j%: pravrittih, activity ; TOftfiT yathil-ukta, as explained.

344. Activity, as it is, has been explained.

The definition of activity ia to be found in aphorism 1-1-17.

eitn tathft, similarly; dosah, faults.

345. So the faults.

The definition of faults has been given in aphorism 1-1-18. The

faults which co-abide with intellect in the soul are caused bv activity,

produce rebirths and do not end until the attainment of final release

(apavarga).

flRpNnf«m tat-trai-rasyam, thoir threefoldness; Tmjf^ffwfsrRWfH|
r&ga-dveija-moha-artha-antara-bhftvat, according to the differences of

affection, aversion, and stupidity, or attraction, repulsion and con-

fusion.

346. The faults are divisible in three groups, as all of them are

included in affection, aversion and stupidity.

The faults are divided in three groups, viz., affection, aversion and

stupidity. Affection includes lust, avarice, avidity and covetousness.

Aversion includes anger, envy, malignity, hatred and implacability.

Stupidity includes misapprehension, suspicion, arrogance and careless*

ness.

* na, no
;
«j*n?isfa>wrem eka-prati-anlka-bhavat, because they are

only the opposites of the same thing, namely true knowledge.

347. It is, some say, not so, because they are the opposites of

one single thing.

The objection stands th us :—There is no distinction between

affection, aversion and stupidity, as all of them are destructible by one

Bingle thing, viz,, perfect knowledge. The three, in so far as they are

destructible by one single thing, are of a uniform character.
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««"fa*"ltTT?"! vyabhichar&t, on account of erring ; m^t a-hetnh<, not

a mark.

348. This reason, we reply, is not good, because it is

erratic.

To prove that there is no distinction between affection, aversion and

stupidity, the opponent has advanced the reason that all the three are

destructible by one single thing. This reason is declared by the Naiya-

yika to be erratic, because it does not apply to all cases, e. g., the blue,

black, green, yellow, brown and other colours, although they are different

from one another, are destructible by one single thing, viz., contact with

Bre.

tNt tesam, among them ; fctf : mohah, stupidity, confusion
; "tpftqrT,

paptyan the worst ; si Da, not; »n|5Fl a-mudhasya, of the non-stupid;

^S^TfTTf : itara-ntpatteh, because of the production of the other two.

349. Of the three, stupidity is the worst, because in the*

case of a person who is not stupid, the other two do not come into

existence.

There are three faults, viz., affection, aversion and stupidity, of

which the last is the worst, because it is only a stupid person who may

be influenced by affection and aversion.

ftfiro^farTOvrtfrni nimitta-naimittika-bhavat, owing to the relation

of cause and effert ; w*l??rl«n"JT*r: art.ha-antara bh&vab1

, condition of being

a different object
;

^r^>-"*: dosnbhyab, from faults.

350. There is then, says an opponent, a difference between

stupidity and other faults owing to their interrelation of cause and

effect.

The opponent argues as follows :—Since stupidity is the cause of

the other two faults, it must be different from them. In fact there cannot

be the relation of oause and effect between two things which are not

different from each other,
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irna.no; ^TTOlfraire^rarcr. doea-laksana-avarodhat, from inclusion by
the definition of fault

; iftjw raohasya, of stupidity,

351. It is, we reply, not so, because faults as already defined

include stupidity.

Stupidity is indeed a fault because it is homogeneous with or

possesses the character of the same as defined in aphorism 1-1-18.

ftfar^faf%$Pn^: nimitta-naimittika-uppapatteh, from the relation

of cause and effect ; * cha, and
; gsqutntlHt tuly a-jatiyftnam, of homo-

geneous things; wOT%*ta: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction,

352. And there is, we reply, no prohibition for homogeneout

things to stand in the relation of cause and effect.

It is not proper to exclude stupidity from the faults on the mere

ground that they stand to each other in the relation of cause and effect.

In fact the homogeneous things such as two substances or two qualities

may stand to each other in the relation of cause and effect, e. g., in the

case of a jar being produced from its two halves we notice the relation

of cause and effect between the jar and the halves whioh are homogeneous

with eaoh other.

34M4H^Jr3 9rWnrf%%: II * I \ I \° H

*n?»?fa?«l«t atma-nitya-tve, the soul being eternal. $smrwfaft(i pretya*

bh&va-siddhih, proof of re-birth, of existence after passing away.

353. Transmigration is possible if the soul is eternal.

Transmigration defined in 1-1-19 belongs to the soul and not to

the body. The series of births and deaths included in it is possible

only if the soul is eternal. If the soul were destructible, it would meet

with two unexpected chances, viz., destruction of actions -done by it

(krita-h&ni) and suffering from aotions not done by it (akrit&bhy&gama).

S^tETJ^tPRT JTr^SPTTHUWH II 2 I \ I %\ II

"TOPI vyaktat, from the manifested ; «rewrn vyaktanam, of the

manifested; JWSJJWminj pratyaksa-pr&manyat, from the authority of

perception.
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354. There is evidence of perception as to the production of the

distinct from the distinct.

It is found that jars, etc., which are distinct, are produced from

earth, etc., which are also distinct. Similarly our body is produced from

the elements.

* ^glftMRfr H ? I \ I ^ n

»r na, no; srercc ghatat, from the pot ; qzrfa'W ghata-a-nispatteh

from the non-production of the pot.

355. It is, some say, not so, because a jar is not produced from

another jar.

The objection stands thus:—You cannot say that there is the

production of a distinct thing from another distinct thing, e. g., a jar is

not produced from another jar.

sqrtfTg^ftsWTOm^: II 9 I ^ I ft II

«TOT?I vyaktat, from the manifested, i.e earth ; qzfsrsT^: ghata-

nispatteh, from the production of the pot ; vrafcTta: a-pratisedhah, non-

contradiction.

356. There is, we reply, no prohibition for a jar being produced

from a distinct thing.

A jar may not be produced from another jar but it is certainly

produced from another distinct thing, viz., from its bowl-shaped halves.

There is therefore no bar against the production of the distinct from the

distinct.

^^TOTgi^rq^r^fgq^^T ST^reT^ ii a i \ i \n
wniXH abhav&t, from non existence ; W^T'^rV. bhava utpattih, pro-

duction of existence
; !f na, no; WgTJjJO an-upamridya, withont destroying;

JTrj*rf^r?I pradurbhavat, as there is production.

357. Some say that entity arises from non-entity, as there is no

manifestation unless there has been destruction.

A sprout cannot oome into existence, unless the seed from which it

comes has been destroyed. This shows that there is no manifestation

of effoot without the destruction of its cause.
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«rratrlT*T vyaghatat, on account of obstruction, inconsistency; wn^ri:

a-prayogah, non-application of the argument.

358. It is, we reply, not so, because such an expression, incon-

sistent as it is, cannot be employed

To say that a thing ootnos into existence by destroying another

thing which is its cause, is a contradiction in terms, for if that which,

according to you, destroys the oauso and takes the place thereof,was not

existent prior to the destruction, then it cannot be said to be a destroyer,

and if it existed prior to the canso, then it cannot bo said to come into

existence on the destruction thereof.

!I na, not ; sjrftaiimfl'fr: atita anagatayoh, to the past and the futuro;

$TT$*T5^Jl%nf?I karaka-sabda-prayog&t, from application of the word doer.

359. Tliere is, says the objector, no inconsistency, because

terms expressive of action are figuratively applied to the past and

future.

The objecter says as follows :—There is no impropriety in the

statement that a thing comes into existence by destroying another thing

which is its cause, for terms expressive of action are figuratively omployed

to denote that which is not oxistent now but which existed in the past or

will exist in the future, e. <j., ho congratulates himself on the son that is

to bo born. In the sentence "a sprout comes into existence by destroying

its cause" —the term expressive of destruction is figuratively applied to

the sprout that will come into existence in the future.

sr na, no ; fiR«S«T: vinastebhy ah, from what has been destroyed;

irf^Ta: a-nispatteh, as there is no production.

360. It is, we reply, not so because nothing is produced from

things destroyed.

A sprout does not spring from a seed already destroyed. Hence

we can lay down the general rule that entity does not arise from non-

entity.

3S*ftfot^hRA*: n & » X I ^ il-

ls
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Wirfsi?*?Hfl kramanirdesat, from the declaration of order or proces-

sion ; «wf?l<fai a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

3G1. There is no objection if destruction is pointed out only as

a step in the processes of manifestation.

In connection with earth, wator, heat, etc., a seed undergoes destruc-

tion of ita old structure and is endowed with a new structure. A sprout

cannot grow from a seed, unless the old structure of seed is destroyed

and a new structure is formed. It is in this sense allowable to say that

manifestation is preceded by destruction. This does not preclude a seed

from being the cause of a sprout. lint we do not admit an unqualified

assertion that pioduction springs from destruction or entity arises from

non-entity.

isvanih, the lord ; «U<rf karsinam, cause
, <g^$*flTqw33»T«TT3

purusa-karma-a-phalya-darsanat, from seeing the failure of the acts

of man.

3G2. God, says some one, is the sole cause of fruits, because

man's acts are found occasionally to he unattended by them.

Seeing that man does not often attain success proportionate to his

exertions, some one infers that tnese are entirely subservient to God who
alone can provide them with fruits.

H na, no
; g$^WI?¥lf# purusa-kanna-abhave, in the absence of the

act of man ; "K^lfasq^i phala-anispatteh, because of non-production o£

fruit.

363. This is, some are afraid, not so, because in the absence

of man's acts there is no production of fruits.

The fear referred to arises thus :~If God were the only source
of fruits, man could attain them even without any exertions.

rrr^TKrlreU^fg: II & \\ \ ^\ [\

*iM>rffcrc*T?t tM-karita-tvat, from their being oaused to arise by him •

irt^i a-hetuh, not a cause.
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301.. Since fruits are awarded by God, man's acts, we conclude,

are not the sole ca use thereof.

Man performs acts which are endowed with fruits by God. The
acts become fruitless without His grace. Hence it is not true that man's

acts produce fruits by themselves

God is a Snul specially endowed with qualities. He is freed from

misapprehension, carelessness, etc., and- is enriched with merit, knowledge

and concentration'. He possesses eight supernatural powers (such as the

power of becoming as small as an atoinj which aro the consequence of His

merit aud concentration. His merit, which conforms to His will, produces

merit and demerit in each person and sets the earth and other elements

in action. God is, as it were, tho father of all beings. Who can

demonstrate the existence of Him who transcends the evidences of percep-

tion, inference and scripture ?

«?fs|f«TTff : a-nimitta-tah, from no cause
, ¥rtttf<*f%: bhava-utpattih,

production of existence or entity
;
SBoz^Sfllf^^TaRt knivtakatft-iksiiya-

Adi-dai&anat, from the observation of tho sharpness of a thorn, and the

like.

305. From- an observation of the sharpness of thorn, etc., some

say that entities are produced from no cause.

The objectors argue as follows:—Thorns- are by nature sharp, hills

beautiful, and stones- smooth. N»no has made them- so. Similarly our

bodies, etc., are fortuitous effects which did not spring from a cause, thab

is, were not made by God-

^ftTTRWTTrgfT^nmmTTrr; n a i \ i ^ u

»lfj|frmfaf«TT?3iq[ iv-nimitta-nimittu-tvat, being caused by no-cause ;.

•I na, not
, arffrfffrfcM a-nimitta-tah, from no cause.

366. Entities cannot be said to be produced from no-cause, be-

cause the nocaase is, according to some, the cause of the production.

An opponent has said that entities are produced from no-cause.

Some critics point out that the use of the fifth case-affix in connection,

with no-cause indicates that it is the cause.
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fafflTTffafjjTT^f: nimitta a-niinittaynh, between cause and no cause
;

*wf»?W*?raPl artha-antara bhaviit, there being the relation of two different

objects ; ^TSlRpra: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

3(57.
r

lhe aforesaid reason presents no opposition, because cause

and no-cause are two entirely different things.

Cause and no-cause cannot be identical, e. g , a jar which ia water-

less cannot at tho same time be full of water. The doctrine involved in

this aphorism does not differ from tho one explained in 3-2-66 according

to which our body cannot be made up independout of our desert (Karma).

sarvaui, all ; ?rfsr?*f a nityaiu, nun eternal
; ^?qRrf^ sfTS(T^» *?5IT?^

utpatti-vinaSa-dhiirmaka tviit, because of their possessing the character

of production and destruction.

308. AH, says some one, are non-eternal, because they possess

the character of bcinjj produced and destroyed.

All things including our body which is material and our intellect

which is immaterial are non -eternal inasmuch as they are subject to the

law of production and destruction. All things which are produced and

destroyed are non-eternal.

HTfar^TRrSTrcfTrl II $ I \ I ^ II

si na, no
; ?rf»ff?mn%1?m?l a-nitya t:\-nitya-tvAt, non-eternalness being

eternal.

360. These are, we reply, not so, because of the 1

non-eternal-

ness being eternal.

If non-eternalness pervades all things you must admit it to be

eternal Hence, all are not non- eternal, for there is at least one thing,

viz., non-eternalness, which is eternal.

eraffftrTr^ tat-a-nitya-tvam, non-eternalness of that ( i c. non-eternal-

ness ) i mk; agneh, in the case of fire ; ^TfT* dahyam, combustible, fuel
;

faHT$[*tt;jr«i5nfrai vinasya-anu-vinasa-vat, like the destruction following

after the destructible.

g 70. Some hold non-eternalness to be not eternal on the analogy

of a fire which dies out after the combustibles have perished.
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The objection is explained a8 follows : — Just as a fire dies out as

soon as the things which caught it have perished, ao tho non-eternalness

disappears as soon all non-eternal things havo passed away. Hence,

non-eternalness is not eternal.

nityasya, of the eternal ; WTclFWR1 a-pratyakhyanam, non-

donial ; ^PT^^ yatha-upalabdhi, according to perception or knowledge;

«WJ|5Tffi[ vyavasthanat, from regulation.

371. There is no denial of the eternal, as there is a regulation

as to the character of our perception.

Whatever is perceived to be produced or destroyed is non-eternal

and that which is not so is eternal, e. g , there is no perceptual evidence

as to the production or destruction of ether, time, space, soul, mind,

genorality, particularity and intimate relation. Consequently these are

eternal.

tfgf sarvam, all ; fff?«f nityam, eternal
; q^Jrifa^?3i5J pancha-bhuta-

nitya-tvat, owing to the oternalness of the five elements.

372. Some say that all are eternal, because the five elements

are so.

The elements which are the material causes of all things are eter-

nal, consequently the things themselves are eternal.

?! na, no
;
^fafo^TiSTTintass*: utpatti-vinafia-k&rana-uplabdheh, owing

to perception of the causes of production.

373. These are, vve reply, not so, because we perceive the causes

of production and destruction.

AH things are non-eternal because we find them to be produced and

destroyed. Whatever is produced or destroyed is non-eternal.

afW!!Tffr*T?I tat-laksana-avarodhat, from inclusion by its definition
;

Wtfa^vi: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.
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37k This is, some say, no refutation, because the character of

the elements is possessed by the things which are produced or

destroyed.

The objector says as follows:—A thing which is made up of an

element, possesses the character of the element. Since the element ia

eternal, the thing also must be so.

if na, no ; 3r>jf%3f$T?»!ltq^5vr: utpatti-tat-karana-upalabdheh, owing

to perception of production and its cause.

375. This is, we reply, no opposition because we perceive

production and the cause thereof.

An effect inherits the character of its cause but the two are not

identical, v </., ether is the cause of sound, although the former is eternal

and the latter non-eternal.

Moreover we actually perceive that things are produced which con-

vince us of their non-eternalness If production is regarded as a mere

vision of a dream, then the whole world is no betterthan an.illusion

which can serve no practical purpose.

If all things were eternal there could be no effort or activity on our

part to attain any object. Hence all are not eternal.

?! o*TorcarRqq€: u » \ \ i ^ n

sj na, r.o; wwwrgq'W vyavastha-an-upapatteh, from the impossibility

of uniformity.

37G, If all things were eternal there would be no regulation of

time.

Suae say that things are eternal, because they existed even before-

they were produced and will continue even after they are destroyed.

But this view, contends the Naij ft\ ika, is absurd. It destroys all regu-

lation with regard to time, for if all things were perpetually existent,

there could not be any use of such expressions as "was produced" and

" will bo destroyed" which presuppose a thing which was non-existent

to come into existence or one which is existent to lose its existence.
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«af sarvara, all
; S*w prithak, diverse

; «T*^«iraJS«W?*t?I bhava-lak-

fiana-prithak-tvat, owing to diversity of the marks of existence.

377. Some say that all are aggregates because each consists of

several marks.

A jar, for instance, is an aggregate consisting of several parts, such

as bottom, sides, back, etc, and several qualities, such as, Bound, smell,

taste, colour, touch, etc. There is not a single entity devoid of its several

parts or qualities.

[This refers to the Buddhist doctrine which denies a substance apart

from its qualities and a whole apart from its parts aa is evident from the

writings of Nagarjuna*, Arya Devaf and others.]

*T na, no
; W^&qtw: an-eka-laksanaih, by several marks

; q$)ff«fiW<T:

«ka-bhava-nispatteh, because of constitution of one entity.

378. These are, we reply, not so because by several marks one

single entity is constituted.

The Naiy&yika says that there is certainly a substance apart from
its qualities and a whole apart from its parts, e- g., we must admit an

entity called a jar as [the substratum of its several qualities, such aa

colour, smell, etc , and its several parts such as bottom, sides, back, etc

[The Buddhists! oppose this view by saying that the substance

(Madhyamika Sutra. Chap. I. page 64 j
Prof. Poussin's edition.)

(Madhyamika S&tra, Chap. I, page 71 ; Poussin'a edition.)

(>§ataka quoted in the Madhyamika Vritti, p. 71.)

(Madhyamika Vritti. Chap. I. p. 66; Pouasin's edition.)
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independent of its qualities and the whole independent of its parts ad-

mitted by theNaiyayikas are opposed to reason and cannot be accepted

as roalities though there is no harm in acknowledging them as " appear-
ances "* for the fulfilment of our practical purposes

]

3fJfr'!l«?*wn?I laksana-vyavasthanab, from the distribution of marks;
tj^eva, surely ; swftrta: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

371). There is, moreover, no opposition on account of the very

distribution of the marks.

The Naiyayika says as follows :—Our conclusion is unassailable

owing to the marks abiding in one single entity. A jar, for instance,

possesses two marks, viz
,
tangibility and colour, by each of which it can

be identified.

If there were no jar beyond its tangibility and colour we could not

use such expression as "I see the jar which I touched yesterday." To
enable us to ascertain the identity there must be a substance called jar

beyond its tangibility and colour which are two distinct qualities belong-

ing to the same substance.

The opponent,has said that " all are aggregates."(Whence, we ask,

does the aggregate arise if there are no units? The very reason given
that "each consists of several marks" presupposes an " each " or unity

or entity beyond the marks or aggregate.

flsf sarvam, all ; VWm a-bh&vah, non-existence
; *ntg bh&vesu, in

entities
; ^rffafWTffa^: itara-itara-abh&va-siddheh, from proof of mutual

non-existence.

380. All are non-entities because the entities are non-existent

in relation to one another,

In the expression " a horse is not a cow " there is the non-existence
of " cow " in the " horse " and in the expression " a cow is not a horse "

there is the non-existence of " horse " in the " cow." As a fact every
thing is non-existent in so far as it is not identical with another thing.

(>ladhjamika Yritti. p. 70, Chap. 1 ; rousain'a edition.)
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!T na, no
; ^msrfwjf sva-bhava-aiddheh, from existence by own

nature
; Ht9T<TO3( bhavauatn, of entities.

381. It is, we reply, not so because the entities are existent in

reference to themselves.

A cow is a cow though it is not a horse : a thing is existent in

reference to itself though it is non-existent in so far as it is not another

thing.

* ^r*n^f%%^f%^Tri u & I \ 3< «

ir, no ; sva bhava siddhih, proof of own nature
; WT$fiir«?Wffi[

apeksika-tvat, being relative.

382. Some say that entities are not self-existent inasmuch as

they exist in relation to one another.

The objection is explained as follows :

—

A thing is called short only in relation to another thing which is

long, and vice versa', the long and short are inter-related.

[This refers to the Madhyamika Buddhist doctrine* of " relation
''

according to which all things are inter-dependent and nothing is

self-existent,]

sm^STT^qfP^ II & I \ | II

*9ffaW5 vyahata-tvat, being inconsistent ; STJfRJJ a-yuktam, not

rational.

383. The doctrine, we reply, is unreasonable because it hurts

itself.

If the long and short are inter-dependent then neither of them

can be established in the absence of the other; if neither of tbetn is self*

existent, then it will be impossible to establish the inter-relation ; and in

the absence of all relations the doctrine of the opponent will fall to the

ground.

8 «t mm. gn;: srsrotgfir- i

(Madhyamika Sutra, Chap. XV, p. 93 ; B. T. Society's edition.)

19
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[The Madhyamikas say that there is no reality* underlying any

entity, and that tho entities exist only by virtue of their mutual relations

which are mere illusions. Viewed from the standpoint of absolute truth

the world is void, 5unya,t but measured by the standard of ''relation
"

or " condition " it possesses an apparent exiscence which serves all our

practical purposes.]

fT?^*t»?nff?%: sankhj a-eka-anta-a-siddhih, non-proof of the fixity

of number
;

JpR"3t3qTri3<l<lf%WWH karaua.an-upapatti-upapattibhy&m, by

proof and disproof of cause.

38 1<. Neither through the reason being given nor through the

reason being omitted there is the establishment of the fixity of

number.

Some say that there is only one thing (Brahma) pervading all

the so-oalled varieties. Others say that things are of two kinds, viz.,

the eternal and the non-eternal. Certain philosophers find three things,

viz., the knower, knowledge and the knowable, while others treat of four

things, viz., the agent of knowledge, means of knowledge, object of

knowledge and act of knowledge. In this way the philosophers indulge

themselves in a fixed number of things. The Naiyayikas oppose them by

saying that there is no reason to establish the fixity of number. The
fixed number is the Sddhya or that which is to be proved and the reason

is that which is to prove it. Now, is the reason included in the Sddhya or

excluded from it? In either case the fixity of number will be unfixed.

If, on the othor hand, the reason is not different from the Sddhya, there

is no means to establish the Sddhya.

H n a, no
; wmRWfll^ karana-avayava-bh&vat, the cause being a

member or part.

( Arya Ratn&kara Sutra quoted in Madhyamika Vritti, Chap. I. 24 •

B. T. Society's edition.)

(Madhyamika Sutra, Chap. XV, p. 9(5; B. T. Society's edition.)
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385. This is, some say, not so, because the reason is a part of

the number.

The objection is this :-—
The number of things is fixed, and there is no disturbance of the

fixity on the score of the reason boing included in, excluded from, or

identical with, the number, for the reason is a part of the number and as

"Mob is not different from it.

f*lWFt?W| nir-avayava-tvat, being without a member or part
; »ltg:

a hetuh, no reason.

380. The reason, we reply, is not valid because there is no part

available for the purpose.

The opponent has argued that, the number is fixed and that the

reason is only a part of it. The Naijayika counterargues that the number

cannot be fixed until the reason is fixed and it will be absurd to 'ax the

number with an unfixed reason. The reason which is asserted by the

opponent to be a part of the number will remain unfixed until the num-

ber itself is fixed.

The doctrine of the fixity of numbor, opposed as it is to the eviden-

ces of perception, inference and scripture, is a false doctrine which

cannot refute the variety of things es<ablished through the speciality

of their characters. If there is an agreement as to the number of things

on the ground of their general characters, and difference on the ground

of their special characters, then the doctrine of fixity is admittedly to

be abandoned*

^r. ssrsiretf ^ ^sri^<*#. wr;u 8 1 O Wit

AST; sadyah, immediately ; 3>r$5T<rr?' kiila-antare, at another time
;

cha, and ; 'RSsfsis^: phala-nispatteh, on account of production of fruit
;

#?f«r: sarasajah, doubt.

387. There arises doubt as to the fruit which is produced either

instantly or after a Lng interval.

Seeing that some action such as cooking produces its effect imme-

diately while another action snob as ploughing does not bring about any

effect until sometime has passed away, a certain person asks whether
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the fruit of maintaining the sacred fire will be produced immediately or

after a considerable lapse of time.

*rsn??tf<ll k&la-antarena, after a lapse of time
; sffsr«<rfa: a niapattih,

non-production
; £3fa«nS[tT<I hotu-vin;isat, because of the destruction of

the cause.

388. It cnnnot, says some one, be produced after a lapse of

time because the cause has disappeared.

The objection is this:

—

The fruit (viz., the attainment of heaven) cannot be produced after

our death because the action (th'z. /maintaining the sacred fire) calculated

to produce the fruit was destroyed before our death.

m^M^r^i^^rT^ wig II ? I \ I V\ II

Uli* prak, prior ; Rl«Tff: n ispatteh, to production; f$l<K^?f vriksa-

phala-vat, like the fruit of a tree ; tat, that sqiq; syat, will be.

389. This fruit, we reply, before it is produced, bears analogy to

the fruit of a tree.

Just as a tree, whose roots are now nourished with water, will be

able to produce fruits in the future, so tho stirred fire which is maintain*

ed now will enable the maintainor to attain heaven after death. The
doctrine involved here has been explained in aj horism 3-2- 60.

?n**r ^*^c^fN*qiq II S I \ \ V* II

1 na, no
;
STH^ a-sat, non-existent , na, not

,
sat, existent,; «T na,

not
; H^tfflt aat-a-sat, existent-and-non-existent ; Wflffl^t: asat-satoh, of the

non-existent and existent ; ^sfwfq vaidharmyat, owing to dissimilarity,

difference.

390. Some say that the fruit, anterior to its production, is neither

existent nor non-existent nor both, because existence and non-existence

are incongruous.

The fruit (or any effect) anterior to its production was not non-

existent because the material causes are so regulated that each

one thing is not produced from each other thing promiscuously.

We cannot suppose the fruit to have been existent prior to its production

because a thing oannot be said to come into existence if it had already

an existence. The fruit was not both existent and non-existent prior to
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its production because existence and non-existence are incompatible

with each other.

[The aphorism refers to the Madhyaniika Buddhist philosophy

which maintains that the effect, before it is produced, is neither existent

nor non-existent nor both, as is evident from the writings of N&garjuna*

and Arya Devaf.]

3f?T<?s«lT3[»i!T!5l utpada-vyaya-darsanat, from the observation of pro-

duction and destruction.

391. It is, we reply, a fact that the fruit before it was produced

was non-existent because we witness jthe production and destruc-

tion.

When a jar is produced we find that it was non-existent prior to

tho production.

1*1^^3 H 9 I ^ I 8< II

ff^rfaRfj buddhi-siddham, established by the understanding
; g tu r

but
;

tat, that ; WSTa; a-sat, non-existent.

392. That it was non-existent, is established by our understand-

ing.

It is only when a thing is non-existent that we can apply ourselves

to the production of it by means 'of suitable materials. A weaver, for

instance, sets himself to work for a web which is non-existent but which

he knows he can make by means of threads.

si wa«nga*%fa g*^mtf^«n 11

(Nagarjuna's.Madhyttinika t>utra, Chap. VII, p. 51 ; B. T. Society's

edition.) _ . ,

( Arya Deva's&itaka quoted in the Madhyamika Vritti, Chap. I p. 4;

B. T. Society's edition.)
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WrWTttrfafoni asraya-vyatirekat, in the absence of a receptacle ;.

vriksa phala-utpatti-vat, like the production of the f rait o£

s tree
; jf?r iti, this

;
*njg: a-hetuh, no reason.

S93. Some say that the analogy to the fruit of a tree is ill-founded

because a receptacle is awanting.

it has been stated that the fruit obtainable from maintaining the

sacrod fire bears analogy to! the fruit of a tree. An opponent finds fault

with the analogy by showing that the tree which produces fruits now is

the same tree which was previously nourished with water, but the body

which is alleged to attain heaven after death is not the same body which-

maintained the saored fire. The two bodies being different their analogy
to the tree is ill-founded.

jftS: priieh, of pleasure, satisfaction
;
WcWSTlr^ a.tina> asraya-tv&t,

having the soul as its receptacle or support
; sinful: a-pratisedhah, non-

contradiction.

394. The foregoing objection, we reply, is unreasonable because

the soul is the receptacle of happiness.

It is notour body that maintains the sacred fire or attains heaven.

In reality the soul is the receptacle for both these acts. The soul which
maintained the secred fire is identical with the soul which enjoys happi-

ness in heaven. Consequently a receptacle is not awanting and the-

analogy to the tree is not ill-founded.

" 3^^^^ft^%^T55rT%^!R^ajT^ lifted
if na, no

; S^g^qfT^r^qi^if^sfji^'raH putra pasu-sti i-parich-

chhada-hirany a anna adi-phala-nirdesat, because the fruits declared are

son, cattle, wife, clotlies, gold, food vtr.

395. The soul, some say, cannot he the receptacle for the fruits-

which are mentioned, viz., a son, a wile, cattle, attendants, gold,

food, etc.

The objection is this :

—

If the fruit, consists merely of happiness it can be lodged in the

soul. But. the soul cannot be the rece:>tacle for such fruits as a son, a
wife, cattle, etc. which are mentioned in tho scripture.
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tK*TW*T<l tat-sambandhat, through connection with them
; <j»ssft«r#:

phala-nispatteh, because of production of fruit
;

tesu, in thera
; <fi?5^jq-

^Tt: phala-vat-upach&rah, predication as fruit.

396. 1 he fruit, we reply, is attributed to them because it is

produced through their conjunction.

In reality the fruit is happiness. We attribute the name fruit to

a son, wife, etc., because happiness is produced through them.

Rr5rawr«l1T^Tm?l vividha-b&dhana-yogftt, through connection with

various distresses
, g:»?f duhkham, pain

;
«{Sf eva, surely • 3Rfr<l<?HT: janma-

utpattih, production of birth.

397. Birth is a pain because it is connected with various

distresses.

Birth is stated to be a pain because it signifies our connection with

the* body, the senses and the intellect which bring us various distresses.

The body is the abode in which pain resides, the senses are the instru-

ments by which pain is experienced, and the intellect is the agent which

produces in us the feeling of pain. Our birth as connected with the

body, the senses and the intellect is necessarily a source of pain.

H na, not jfJ^T sukhasya, of pleasure ; WrfTTSifsiw?^: antaralanispat-

teh, because of production during intervals.

398. Pleasure is not denied because it is produced at inter-

vals.

We cannot altogether deny the existence of pleasure which often

arises amidst pains.

STOTTsRrfff: badhana-a-nivritteh, there being non-cessation of dis-

tress
; ^Ta: vedayatah, of the feeling person; <J*«fa*!l^m<I paryesana-dosat,

from the fault of pursuit ; swftqqs a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

399. This is, we reply, no opposition because distresses do not

disappear from a person who enjoys one pleasure and seeks

another.
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The substance of the Naiyayika's reply is this:— Pleasure itself is

to be regarded as pain because even a person who enjoys pleasure is

tormented by various distresses. His objects may be completely frustrated

or fulfilled only partially, and while he attains one object he cannot resist

tbe temptation of pursuing another which causes him uneasiness.

J-^fa*^ dnhkha-vikalpe, in a form of pain
; JpSTfofTHtfl snkha-abhi-

manat, from a conceit of pleasure ; ^ cha, and,

400. And because there is conceit of pleasure in what is only

another name for pain.

Some persons thinking that pleasure is the summum bonum are

addicted to the world which causes them various distresses through birth,

infirmity, disease, death, connection with the undesirable, separation

from the desirable, etc. It is therefore clear that one who pursues

pleasure does in reality pursue pain, or, in other words, pleasure is a

synonym for pain.

ICOW^lSTf^Tg^rRt rina klesa-pravritti-anubandhat, because debts,

troubles and activity pursue us to the end ; sn^qfvn*: apavarga-abhavah,

absence of release.

401. There is, some say, no opportunity for us to attain releaso

because of the continual association of our debts, troubles and

activities.

The objection stands thus:— The scripture declares that as soon as

we are born we incur three debts which we must go on clearing off until

the time of our decay and death ; and troubles are our constant compa-

nions, while activities pursue us throughout our life. There is then no

opportunity for us to attain release.

The three debts aret

—

Debt to sages (Rishirina)—which can be cleared off only by under*

going a course of student life.

Debt to gods (Deva-rina)—from which we can be freed only by

performing sacrifices.

Debt to our progenitors (Pitri-rina)—which cannot be cleared off

except by begetting children.

Activity has been defined iu 1-1-17 and 1-1-18,
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II » I \ I ^11

Jp^pr^TS^rgiq^: pradhana-sabda-an-upapatteh, from failure of the

word in the principal sense
; JflW^f guna aabdena, by the word in the

secondary sense
; Wg^r?: anuvadah, interpretation

; fsr^TSTwt^TT^T : ninda-

prasamsa-upapatteh, because of the establishment of blame and praise.

402. If an expression is inadmissible in its literal sense we
are to accept it in its secondary meaning to suit blame or

praise.

"As soon as a person is born he incurs three debts"—this expression,

inadmissible as it is in its literal sense, is to be taken in its secondary

meaning, viz., "aa soon as a person enters the life of a householder, he

incurs three debts the clearing off of which brings him credit." The ex-

pression "until the time of our decay and death" signifies that "as long

as we do not arrive at the fourth stage when we are to adopt the life of a

mendicant." If the scriptural texts are interpreted in thia way, it be-

comes clear that our whole life doeB not pass away in the mere clearing

off of our debts.

widM<JM4Tr^nra%^: u v i x mi \° n

STWrffafJIT^ samaropanat, through transferring
; *n"<*?f*l atmani, to the

Bonl ; 3fsfa%<*: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

403. There is no lack of opportunity for our release because

the sacrifices (to be performed for clearing off our debts) are trusted

to the soul.

A Brahman, while old, should refrain from all searches after sons,

wealth and retinue. §ruti (Veda) instructs him to retire from the world

when he has trusted to his soul the sacrifices which he used to perform

to clear off his debts. By so doing he will imagine that his soul is the

sacrificial fire in which his physical actions are offered as oblations.

Freed from all debts, he will live on alms and find an ample opportunity

for effecting his own release.

As regards the division of life into stages,there is the authority

of Itibasa, Purana and Dbarma Sastra.

qre^n?^Rqq#9 WWW: II [ X « \X »

20
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<?t?W?UJmg<?<?W: pfctra^cJiayaanta-an-upapatteh, because of the non-

proof of performances ending •with the collection of tlie sacrificial vessels

at death; "9 cha, and, phalaabhavah, absence of fruit.

404. Because the performances ending with the collection of the

sacrificial vessels at death cannot reasonably be supposed ( to have been

prescribed for all without distinction), there would be an absence of

fruits (which could impede release)

For a householder keeping alive the sacrificial fire it is prescribed

that at his death the sacrificial vessels should be collected and burnt with

his body. Such a man continues to perform acta till the end and these

acts must produce results which must be exhausted l>y experiencing them

before release can be attained But these acts are not meant for those

who retire from the world and have no desire fur sons, wealth or other

worlds. Therefore, so far as such men are concerned, the Vedic injunctions

in respect of the sacrificial vessels »nd the like do not cause any obstacle

to the attainment of release-

§38*3 susuptasya, of one in deep sleep
; tTOt^SrT^ svapna-a-darsane,

in not seeing dreams ; ffsflTW^fl klesa-a-bhava-vat, like absence of

troubles; *W9PT: apavargah, release.

405. As there is no distress in a person who is sound asleep and

sees no dream, so there is no association oi troubles in one who attains

release.

A person who has, through tho knowlodgo of Brahma, attained

release, is freed from all bonds of lust, pleasure, pain, etc.

[Tho word klesa (here rendered as trouble) is a technical term very

extensively used in the Buddhist Sanskrit and I'ah literature to signify

depravity, defilement, corruption or passion. Klrva, called in Pali kileso,

is the cause of all sinful actions and consequently of rebirths. Arhatship

consists in tho annihilation of Meia. The Pali Pitakas enumerate ten

kiletas, of which five are prominent. The ten hilesas are:—

?ftfl>
(greed), ^fcft (hatred), (stupidity), m^ (pride), f^fe

(heretical view), fafafa^T (doubt), (sloth), (arrogance),

frffcfojT
(shamelessness) and SHT^^ (recklessness).

The Buddhist Sanskrit books enumerate six klesas and twenty-four
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(DharuiasnMgraha LXVII.y

sRt«r ^Jiist sr^rr v^mW in?*?*? srjisi *rrcnr *r^t fM$«ntf*n<nnT

(Dharmasaiigraha LXIX)

The word kh-H used in the Nyaya Siitra 4-1 58, 4-1-62, 4-1-63 and

4-1-64 evidently convoys the meaning of moral depravity, Hina-kle&a

( ^T«f^^r) used in 4-1 6-'i rings in my ears as a phraae borrowed from

the Buddhist philosophy ]

H net, no
;

SF^Rf: pravrittih, activity
; fffotpcrMW prati-sandhanaya,

for binding again to birth
; ftoSJ hina-klesa-sya, of one whose troubles

have disappeared.

40(5. The activity of one who has got rid of the troubles does not

tend to obstruction.

Activity does nob present any obstacle to release (apavarga) in

respect of a person who is freed from the troubles of lust, hatred and
stupidity. In his case activity produces neither merit nor demerit, and

consequently no re- birth.

* STCteTCFcKfe ^WTTsrarro II ? I { * ff.

3 na, no
; |fs59»tT^: klesu-santateh, of the- stream of troubles; WHrfa-

svabbavika-tv&t, being natural.

407. There is, some say, no end of troubles because these are

natural.

The objection raised here is this:—None can attain release because
it is impossible to get rid of troubles which are natural (beginningless).

SWprilk, prior ; : utpatteh, to production; *r*n«rrfamww?|.abhava.

a-nitya-tva vat, like the non-eternality of non-existence ; ?*mrfa% svabha.

vika, in the natural
; nfqapi, also

; 'S»f*ff1?wrn a-nitya.-t.vam, non-eternality.
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408. Even the natural, says some one, are non-eternal like

the non-existence that was antecedent to production.

The objection raised in the previous aphorism is answered by some

one as follows:

—

A non-existence antecedent to production is natural (beginningless)

but it disappears as soon as the production takes place. Similarly the

troubles are natural (beginningless) but they terminate as soon as release

is attained.

A jar before it is produced is non-existent. This non-existence is

called antecedent non-existance. It has no beginning but it has an end

for it disappears as soon as the jar is produced The troubles like the

antecedent non-existence are beginningless but not endless.

[ It is only an existence, that is, an existent thing, that can be called

eternal or non-eternal. We cannot apply the epithets " eternal " and
" non-eternal " to non-existence except in a figurative sense.]

^SlWimSRr^^rejT « a \ \ \ \\ H

«l<g?Fn*TtlTsfsff*l?*3q( anu-syama-ta a-nitya-tva-vat, like the non-eter-

nality of the darkness of the atom ; 31 va, or.

409. Or non-eternal like the blackness of an atom.

An earthy atom, which is naturally black, changes its colour when

it is baked red in the kiln. Likewise the troubles which are natural

disappear as soon as release is attained.

sf na, no ; tfe^qftfimW! sankalpa-nimitta-tvat, being cansed by will

or deliberation ; * cha, and ; THTJ^t raga-adinam, of desire, etc.

410. It is, we reply, not so because affection, etc. are caused by

misapprehension.

The Naiyayika says:—There is no necessity for us here to admit

that a thing which is natural (beginningless) may not be endless. The
troubles are not in fact natural (beginningless) because they are caused by
activity which springs from our affection, aversion and stupidity. These
last are generated by our misapprehension. The troubles not being

natural, there is no lack of opportunity for us to attain release.
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Book IV.

—

Chaptfr II.

^tafSrffofrat dosa-nimittanam, of the causes of faults
;
<T?stsjrsjmtattva-

jfianat, through knowledge of the truth
; *n?*frf*tf%: ahankara-nivrittib,

cessation of ahamkara.

411. Through knowledge about the true nature of the causes of

faults, there is cessation of egotism.

Egotism is stupidity of the form " I am." It consists of the notion,

" I am," entertained by a person in respect of what is not self. It

disappears as soon as we attain knowledge about the true nature of the

faults which are caused by all objects such as body, etc. enumerated in

aphorism 1—1—

9

ftaRmrf ^q^raw: *f?q$rn:n v i ^ i ^ u

Ttaftfc'tf dosa-nimittam, the cause of faults
;
^qr^q: rflpa-adayah,

form, etc ; fawn vifayab, objects
; <ta*q$ftT: sankalpa-kritah, adopted by

the will.

412. The colour and other objects, when regarded as good,

become the causes of faults.

It is only when we look upon colour or any other object as a source

of enjoyment that it becomes a cause of our affection, aversion or stupidity.

rfrafa^*WR^f*TOR: II 9 I ^ I ^ II

aftrRrff tat-nimittam, their cause
; g tu, but ; wranrftaffirt avayavi-

abhimanah, regard as a whole.

413. The faults are caused through a conception of the whole

apart from its part*.

The faults are produced if a man or woman looks upon each other

as a whole, viz., as a male or female with all his or her paraphernalia of

teeth, lips, eyes, nose, etc., together with their secondary marks ; and they

are shunned if be or she looks upon each other by parts only, viz., upon
his or her hair, flesh, blood, bone, nerve, head, phlegm, bile, excrement,

etc., all of which are frail. The notion of the whole engenders lust while
that of the parts produces equanimity, We must regard every thing from
the standpoint of evil, e. g-, the rice boiled with poison is looked upon by
a wordly man as rice and by an ascetic as poison.
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fanrsfawrffasil^ vidya-a-vidyadvaividhy&fc, from twofoldnesa of

knowledge and of ignorance ; Gym samsayah, doubt.

414. Owing to the apprehension and non-apprehension being

each of two kinds, there arises a doubt as to tho existence of a whole

apart from its parts.

There are two kinds of apprehension, viz., real and unreal. The

apprehension of water in a tank is roal while that of mirage as a mass of

water is unreal. The non-apprehension is also of two kinds, viz., real and

unreal. The non-apprehension of a hare's horn (which is non-existent) is a

real ncn -apprehension while that of the ether (which is existent) is an

unreal non-apprehonsion. The apprehension and non-apprehension being

both real and unreal there arises a doubt as to whether there is really a

whole apart from its parts. If we apprehend a whole apart from its

parts, our apprehension may be unreal. If we do not apprehend a whole,

our non-apprehension too may be unreal.

r^ajSf: ^H&JTf%gr5rT3[ II 9 I ^ I H H

?n?*t<T1« tat-a-samaayah, no doubt about it; jr^tgnfa^rSnj purva-hetu-

prasiddka-tv&t, having been established by reasons already stated.

415. There is no room for doubt with regard to tho existence

of a whole already established through arguments.

No one has yet set aside the arguments employed in aphorism
2—1—34 to establish a whole apart from its parts.

3*q3<mfefq ?rfff * *scra: u ? i ^ \ \ u

f*(*JWW: vritti-an-upapatteh, from absence of proof of inclusion
;

wfa api, also ; *lff tarhi, then ; T na, not ; *ftT«T: samsayah doubt.

416. There is, says some one, no room for doubt even with

regard to the non-existence of a whole on account of the impossibility

of the whole residing anywhere.

In the preceding aphorism the Naiyayika has said that there is no

doubt as to the existence of a whole apart from its parts as demonstrated

in aphorism 2—1—34. In the present aphorism his opponent says that

there is no doubt as to the non-existence of a whole apart from its parts

because neither the whole can reside in its parts nor the latter in the
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former. One affirms that there is a whole while the other affirms that

there iB a no-whole. In either case there is no room for doubt.

55Rt*^iSTl?Rlfim krits-na-eka-desa-a-vritti tvat, because of not being

co-extensive with the whole; s^HTHTH avayavanam, of the parts ; wrquT-

Wf: avayavi-abhavah, non-existence of the whole.

417. There is, says the objector, no whole because its parts

reside init neither totally nor partially.

A part does not occupy the whole in its totality owing to the differ-

ence of their dimension; neither does it occupy the whole partially

because the part can reside neither in itself nor in another part.

^ tesu, in them ;
"9 cha, and

; HfS: a-vritteh, because of non-resi-

dence ; WW*T«f: avayavi-abh&vah, non existence of the whole.

418. Also because the whole does not, continues the objector,

reside in its parts.

The whole does not reside in each of its parts separately on account

of the difference of their dimension. Neither 'does it reside in some of

its parts collectively because in that case it loses its connection with the

other parts,

%vr prithak, other ; <9 cha, and
; avayavebhyah, than tha

parts
; stf^s a-vritteh, because of non-residence.

419. Owing to the lack of residence, affirms the objector, there

is no whole apart from its parts.

The whole does not exist as the relation between it and its parts

is not that of the container and the contained.

^ ^tsmsqsr^T: « ? i ^ \ \° n

* na, not ; * cha, and ; W^qsft avayavi, the whole
, row avayavah,

parts

420. And the parts are not the whole.
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The objector says that the relation between the whole and its parts

is not that of identity. No one says that the thread is the web or the pillar

is the house.

<?*>ft*H ekasmin, in one
; ^mraRJ bheda -abhavftt, owing to absence

of difference
;
d^T^^ST^nrgTW: bheda-sabda-prayoga-an-upapatteh, be-

cause of impropriety of use of the word difference ; W^sf: a-prasnah, no

question.

421. There is, we reply, no room for the question owing to the

impropriety in the use of the term " variety " in reference to

what is one.

In aphorism 4—2—7 an opponent raised the question as to whether

the whole occupied its parts totally or partially. The Naiyayika disposes

of the question by saying that there is no room for it because the terms

" totally " and " partially " cannot be applied to " one. " The term

" totally" is employed only in the case of several things of which no one

has been left out while the word " partially " refers to an aggregate of

which some parts have been left out. Now, neither the term " totally
"

nor the term " partially " is applicable to what is " one ", that is, to a

" whole. " In the case of a whole the employment of language implying

variety is unjustifiable.

«WWT5rTn*n# avayava-antara-abhave, in the absence of another part;

wRl api, also
; WfVf: a-vritteh, owing to non-residence or non-function

j

*r£gt a-hetuh, no mark or reason or argument.

422. Ihe question, we further reply, is unreasonable because

even if one part could be the residence of another part, it would not be

the residence of the whole.

When we speak of a whole residing in its parts we must not under-

stand that the term residence refers to any space, in fact it refers to the

relation of refuge and refugee. A refuge is that with which the refugee

is inseparably connected and without which it can never exist. Hence

there is no impossibility of the whole residing in its parts.
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$Sren£ kesa-samuhe, in respect of a collection of hairs;

eflj taimirika-upalabdhi-vat, like the perception of one affected with >•

dimness of sight; a^q^f«vj(: ta,t -upalabdhih, its perception.

423. The perception of a "whole'' bears analogy to that of .1

collection of hairs by a person affected with a dimness of sight.

Just as a person of dim sight cannot perceive hairs separately but

can perceive them in a mass, so we cannot perceive the atoms separately

but can perceive them in a mass in the form of a jar or the like.

rTOT *fT*t HTRf^ IT^T%: II V I ^ I \* II

t3flwq(<T%$ft<!I sva-visaya-an-atikramena, by reason of its not going

beyond its own objoct
; tjf^q^ indriyasya, of tho sense

; "TJfl'^r^T^ patu-

manda-bhavat, according to keenness and dullness
; f^T^Rfn^ visaya-

grahana-sya, of the apprehension of object ; a*Tf tatha, like ; Vf[%: bhavah,

condition ; »T na, no
; slfarT^ a-visaye. to what is not its object

; ffff%:

pravrittih, operation.

424. A sense is inoperative in reference to what is not its object

because its acuteness or dullness of apprehension is restricted to its own
object which it connot transcend.

The eye, whether it is acute or dim, cannot apprehend a sound.

Similarly the ear, sharp or dull, cannot see a colour. All sonsos have

their spocial objects to which their operation is restricted. An atom

which is supersensuous, cannot be apprehended by any of oursenses—no

matter whether these aro acute or dim. Bach hair being perceptible, its

collection also is capable of being perceived whereas the atoms boing

imperceptible their collection cannot be perceived. As we can perceive

the collection of atoms in the shape of a jar or the like, we must admit

that the collection or the whole is a reality independent of its parts

(the atoms).

«T^1^t^Tfargr$PT: avayava avayavi-prasangah, relation of whole and

parts
;
"9 cha, and

;
<?af evam, then

4
; 3IT up

; JT^U<T pralay&t, to pralaya,

dissolution.

425. The whole and its parts should in that case be supposed to

continue up to the time of annihilation.

'M
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Even if wo admit the existence of a whole and its parts, we cannot

suppose thorn to continue for ever because tliey are subject to destruc-

tion at the time of annihilation. A whole has got its parts and the

parts again have their parts which do not cease until they become non-

existent at the timo of annihilation.

* na, no j U^q: pralayah, dissolution
;
ST^q^T*!^ Anu-sad-bhavat,

owing to the existence of the atom.

426. Ihere is, we reply, no annihilation because there are

atoms.

There will never come a time when there will bo an utter annihi-

lation, for things will oven then continue to oxist in the state of atoms.

An atom is a thing of tlio smallest dimension, that is, a thing which is

not capable of being of sinallor dimension.

q?" param, beyond ; 9ft va, or
;

truteh, of truti, a minute part.

427. An atom is that which is not capable of being divided.

An atom is not divisible into further parts.

[Two atoms make a dvyanuka (dyad) and three dvyanukas make

a Irya^art iiu (triad). All things which wopoiieive are composed of

I njanarcaus. An atom (nnu) is finer than a dvyanuka and the latter liner

then a trijanarenu
]

WWWlfai^Ifl akasii vy atibhedat, owing to interpenetration o£

othor ;
a^g^ftr: tat-un-npapattih, its non-proof.

428. There is, says some one, an impossibility of such a thing,

as it is divided throughout by ether.

The Naiyayika defines the atom as a whole which has no parts,

that is, a thing which is not divisible into further parts. Someone
(•(introverts the definition by saying that an atom is not devoid of parts

because it is intersected by ether within and without.

«U<$r5[rra«^f75T?3f akasa-a-sarva-gata-tvam, non-omnipenetration of

other ; m va, or.
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429.. Else there would not be the omnipresence of the ether.

The ether would not be called omnipresent if it could not reside

within the atoms

ii ? i ^ i ^° ii

3??rf: antah, in
; gff : bahih.out

;
^ cha, and

; ^T'7^«1?7 kfiryadravya

-sya,oftho effect substance; ^K<9T*9^-3?T<I kai-ana-antara-vachanat, owing

to declaration of another cause
; 3j^l?q a-karye, in a non-effect ; a^war:

tat-a-bhavah, ita ab3<ance.

430. There is no " within'' "without " of an eternal thing.

The terms are applicable only to factitious things inasmuch as they

imply constituents other than those which are seen.

The word " within " refers to that constituent of a thing which ia

enclosed by another constituet thereof while the word " without " refers

to the constituent which encloses another constituennt, but is not enclosed

by it. These terms cannot be applied to eternal things such as atoms

which do not possess constituents some of which may enclose the rest.

3J5^%7IT3r*RTf ^rsdm^ II 91 ^ I ^ II

*[S^?HiTn-favreT?r aabda-samyoga-bibhavat, owing to universality of

conjunction of sound ; ^ cha, and
; ?JWH3f sarva-gatam, all-penetrating.

431. The ether is omnipresent because of the universality of its

conjunction which is a cause of sound.

Owing to sound being produced everywhere it is inferred that

the ether is omnipresent. If a certain place were devoid of contact witbv

ether there would be no sound there. There is in fact a conjunction of

ether everywhere:

srs^gTTBr^w^g^iH WEisjwf: u 9 i ^ i ^ i»

WMpnfaettrfaSi^ffiT a-vyuha-vistambha-vibhu-tvani, characteristic*

of not being massed, not offering obstruction, and being universal ; % cha>

and ; Sfratsrvni?: akasa dharmah, the attributes or properties of ether.

432. The ether possesses three properties, ««., that it is not repek

led, that it does not obstruct and that it is all-pervading.
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The ether is not repelled becanse it does not possess any form,

it does not obstruct because it ia intangible, and it is all-pervading

because it is omnipresent.

if^TrTTf ^^^qqwqsrggra: II $ I ^ I ^ H

nfawat murti-matam, of things possessing a form >^ cha, and ; ?i'?n«ft-

q<T?T: samsthuna-upapatteb from proof of position, shape ; sraiWJfrgf:

avayava-sad- bhavah, oxistence of parts.

433. There are, says some one, parts in an atom because a thing

that is endowed with a form must also possess a collocation of parts.

The objoction stands thus:

—

An atom is divisible into parts because it possesses a form, that is,

it is of a limited dimension.

[The ether, soul, space and time being of unlimited dimensions are

not divisible into parts ]

^*ftjftqq^[ II $ I ^ I ^ H

tflYflhTO^: samyoga-upapatteh, from proof of conjunction ; ^ cha,

and.

434. An atom, continues the objector, must possess parts be-

cause it is capable of being conjoined with another atom.

The objection is this:

—

The fact that atoms possess the quality of conjunction proves that

thoy have parts, because an atom can come in conjunction with another

only in some of its parts.

^^^T^TH^T^^'aTgqq^sSIIAIM^: II 5?
I ^ l^||

W5W4T3>Tft?3l?t an-avasth/i-kari-tvat, as causing instability, regression;

WT^rgT^: an-avastha-an- upapatteh, because of unreasonableness of

regression ; q cha, and ; a«rfa«|vi: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

435. The doctrine of the indivisibility of atom cannot, we reply,

he refuted because such a refutation would give rise to a regresam ad in-

finitum which is not proper.
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If yon say that an atom is divisible into parts, yon will have to

admit that those parts again are divisible into futher parts. This

wonld give rise to a regressus ad infinitum which should, if possible, be

avoided. If all things were indefinitely divisible we should find a large

thing and a small one to be of equal dimension as both wonld possess an

infinite number of parts. A thing although indefinitely divided should

not lose itself. There must remain a particle, viz., an atom which should

not perish even at the time of annihilation.

flTtTT buddhya, by the understanding
; fasNRT^ vivechanat, from

Reparation
; g tu, but

; *Trenr*?ng<i55f5>*: yathatroya-an-upalabdhih, non-per-

ception of reality ; <l?c^ ,J^r ,'i tantu-apakarsane, on the separation of the

threads
; UfrffRf^T^fs^q pata-sadbhava-an-upalabdhi-vat, like the non-

perception of the existence of fabric ; a^issfol'- tat-an-upalabdih, its non-

perception
;

436. Things, some say, do not possess a reality if they are

separated from our thoughts, just as there is no reality ina web separated

from its threads.

The objection is this:

—

Things do not possess a reality independent of onr thoughts jnst

as a web does not possess a reality independent of its threads. Hence

it is our thoughts alone that are real, external things are all unreal.

[This aphorism refers to the doctrine of the Yogachftra Buddhist

philosophy explained in the Lankavatara Sutra. ] *

sqfrT^tg: II * I ^ \ ^ n

vyahata-tvat, being obstructed
;

a-hetuh, not a mark.

437. The reason, we reply, is not good as it hurts itself.

* S^lT faf*i«WRRr ?^*TRT »TR>ifP$?t I
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The NaiyAyika says that his opponent's reason, viz., that things

do not possess » reality if they are separated- from our thoughts,,

is self-destructive because if things are capable of being separated from

our thoughts they cannot be said to be unreal, and on the other hand

if things are unreal they aie incapable of being separated from our

thoughts. The opponent commits a contradiction by saying that things

are unreal and at the sains time by going to separate them from our

thoughts.

B^T«I<Jr9Rr$ tat-asray a-tvat, because an effect is dependent on the cause;

stpref!TJ<!IH a-prithak-grahanatn, non-apprehension as separate.

438. There is, we reply, no separate perception of a refuge and

its refugee.

A web being the refuge of its threads, the perception of the former

includes that of the latter so that there are no separate perceptions of

them. If our thoughts were the refuge of external things, then there

would be no separate perceptions of them. But the opponent's argu-

ment, viz. r that "if things are separated from our thoughts," makes

it manifest that our thoughts are not the refuge of external things.

jwi^^TS^m^€:u 9 i ^ i ^ it

OTTWTCfi pramana-tah, by means of proof ; ^ cha, and : epfjrfaTw:

artha-pratipatteh, because of establishment of object.

439. And things are established by evidences-.

The reality of things is proved by evidences such as perception.

Every thing requires an evidence for its establishment. The very asser-

tion that " things are not real if they cannot be separated from our

thoughts" must be based on an evidence if it is to commend itself to our

acceptance. Hence we cannot deny things if they are establised by evi-

dences.

j*«TO^^g^Twnq[ h 9 1 ^ 1 t*

JTWOigq'^'^fow? prarnana-an-npapatti-upapatti-bhyatn, by reason'

of application and non-application of proofs.

440. The non-reality of things is demonstrated neither by evidence

nor -without them.
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The proposition that "there is nothing" cannot be proved in any

ftay. If you say that there is an evidence to prove it, yon hurt your

own proposition, viz., that, there is nothing. If again you say that there

is no evidence, how do yon then establish your porposition ?

^K&^ltWR^ TOTnwWWHR: II ¥1^ \\\ II

^rof^9Tfwn«T35I svapna-visaya-abhiin&na-vat, like the idea of objects

seen in a dream ; *pi ayam, this : JWOajfajfiWR: praniana-prameya-

abhimanah, idea of proof and the object of proof.

441. The concept of the means and the objects of knowledge,

says some one, bears analogy to that of things appearing in a dream.

The moans and the objects of knowledge are as delusive as things

appearing in a dream.

[ The aphorism 4-2-31 and 4-2-32 evidently refer to the Buddhist

doctrine of "non-reality" expounded in the Arya Upali-priccha-Sa-

m&dhi raja-sutra, Arya-ga^ana-gafija-sutra, Madhyatnika-sutra, Arya-rat-

nav&li, Lalitavistara-sutra and other Mahftyana works.*]

I^TU^SSRJT^TT^IW^T^T II 8 I ^ I ^ U

JCTHT'^eRnTOn^ftnispi^C niaya-gandharva-iiagara-rnriga trisnika-vat,

like illusion, the city of the celestial musicians, and mirage
; ?ff va, or.

442. It may, continues the objector, be likened to jugglery, the

city of the celestial quiristers or a mirage.

The means and the objects of knowledge are as unreal as things ex-

hibited in jugglery, etc.

|^¥n5n^f%{|: ii si ^ i ^ u

hotu-a-bhav&t, owing to nonexistence of cause
;

a-siddluh non-proof.

» ?TOT JTTTT STSJr T&Vtt JT^STTT *WT I

<T$T?1T?STOT rT?JT WW 3i?T£ II Madhyaniika-Sutra, Chap. VII.

q&r *to^<|*: jqtftew *w«r mm sr<R ?r&r i

( Quoted in Madhyamika Vritti, p. 57).

*H?TT JRtf^T Sfifr fi[ f^RST. I CArya-UpAlipriccba, quoted in M. V. 63)

H^TUn Wff^I^dT^^^ff^Wl^f^^^ l( Arya-Samadhiraja-

Bhattaraka quoted in Maduamika Vritti, Chap. XXI.)
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443. This cannot, we reply, be proved, as there is no reason

for it.

There is no reason that the concept of the means and the objects of

knowledge should bear an analogy to the concept of things appearing in

a dream but not to that of things appearing in our wakeful state. If

you, to prove the unrealty of things in a dream, adduce the reason that

these are not perceived in our wakeful state, we would, to prove the reality

of the means and the objects of knowledge, adduce the reason that these

are perceived in our wakeful state.

^f^OT}^^! smriti-sankalpa-vat, like memory and imagination; q cha,

and ; ?=wf=*?7rf*Wr5T: svapna-visaya-abhimanah, idea of object seen in a

dream.

444. The concept of things in a dream arises in the same way

as remembrance and imagination.

The things that appear in a dream are not unreal. We can oonceive

of them in a dream just as we can do in our wakeful state. Oar concept

of things in the dream is due to our memory and imagination.

It is by a reference to the knowledge in our wakeful condition,

that we ascertain our knowlenge in the dream to be unreal. But in the

event of there being only one condition, viz., that of wakefulness, the ana-

logy to the dream would not be appropriate.

fR^^fsvrfsRT^T: mithya-upalabdhi-vinasah, destruction of false per-

ception or cognition
; fR^Hnj tattva-jfianat, from knowlege of reality

;

WJlRreufwTRsr'nret^ svapna-visaya-abhimana-pranaaa-vat, like the des-

truction of the idea of things seen in a dream ; Jrfa^q prati-bodhe, on

awakening.

445. Our false apprehension is destroyed by a knowledge of the

truth, just as our concept of objects in a dream comes to an end on our

awaking.

In the case of jugglery, the city of the celestial quiristers and

the mirage, our apprehension, if it is false, consists of our imputing "that"

to what is "not that" just as when wo mistake a post for a man. The
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objects of the apprehension are, however, not unreal, inasmuch as they

arise from oar memory and imagination.

Jugglery (mftya) consists of a false apprehension produced in others

by an artifice through the use of materials similar to those originally

announced by him.

Juat as our concept of objects in a dream passes away as soon as we
are awake, so also our false apprehension of objects disappears as soon as

we attain a true knowledge of those objects.

^t^N HmrT^gT^tq^vnri II 5? I ^ I \\ II

gg;: buddheh, of the understanding, of (false) knowledge; <g cha, also;

«£af evaui, likewise
; fsrfiTTf^fiaRtasswn^ nimitta-sadbhava-upalambbat, from

perception or cognition of the cause and its existence.

446. There is therefore no denial of false knowledge, inas-

much as we perceive that there is a cause for (hat knowledge.

It has already been shown that our concept of objects in a dream is

unreal, inasmuch as we do not actually perceive them at that time, but

that the objects of the dream are not unreal, inasmuch as they arise from

our memory and imagination. In fact, the objects that give rise to false

knowledge are never unreal, although the knowledge itself may be false.

aTern^lH^IcI tattva-pradhana -bhodat, owing to the distinction of the

reality and the primary idea or appearance; firwjTg;^: mithya-buddheh, o£

false knowledge
; ffarwfrTlfo: dvai-vidhya-upapattih, proof of twofoldness.

447. And false knowledge involves a two-fold character on

account of the distinction between the essence and appearance of its

object.

When we mistake a post for a man, our knowledge assumes the

form "that is man." Our knowledge of the post, in so far as it is called

"that", is a true knowledge, but in so far as it is described as "man",

is a false knowledge. This falsity of knowledge is due to our recognition

of certain properties common to the post and the man.

*Tmfiaf3rjfaT*lTOT*T samadhi -visesa-abhyasat, from the practice of a

particular contemplation.

2?
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448. The knowledge of truth is rendered habitual by a special

practice of meditation.

Meditation is the soul's union with the mind abstracted from tha

senses whose contact with objects does not produce any perception. Tha
knowledge of the truth is rendered habitual by the repeated practice of

this inaditation.

«T na, no
; $rof33tasrT353T<l artha-visesa-prabalyat, owing to predomin-

ance of certain objects.

419. Meditation, some say, is not practicable by reason of the

predominance of certain external objects.

There are innumerable obstacles to meditation, e. g., hearing tho

thundering noiso of a cloud, one is prevented from practising meditation.

SJUlfefa: ksut-adi-bhih, by hungor,etc.
; JRTTfTitj; pravarttan&t, from

incitemont ; g cha, and

450. And by reason of our being impelled to action by hunger,

etc.

Hunger and thirst, heat and cold, disease, etc. sometimes prevent

us from practising meditation.

^pr^Trpr^m <rcrqfrT: u v i ^ i v\ n

g^pnraig^rtfl purva-krita-phala-annbandhafc, from sequence of

fruits of previous acts
;
^fjfo: tat-utpattih, its production,

451. It arises, we reply, through possession of the fruits of our

former \vor\s.

We acquire a habit of practising meditation in consequence of our

good deeds of a previous life.

sT^Tf^qftRTT^ ^TyrTs*n€to|9j: n $ i ^ i ^ n

W^gffSfe'ttF^'J aranya-guha pulina-adi-su, in forests, cavos and

river bank
;
^PTTWTi&ro??!: yoga-abhyasa-upadesah, instruction of the prac-

tice of yoga or contemplation.

452. We are instructed to practise meditation in such places as

a forest, a cave or a sand bank.
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The meditation practised in those places is not seriously disturbed

by any obstacle.

srqsrSfyahr vmf: II 91 ^ I 93 II

«I«JOT apavarge, in release
; wfo api, also ; (igf ovam, similar

; STtfJl:

prasangah, implication.

453. Such possibilities may occur even in release.

Even a person who has attained release may be disturbed by the

violenco of an external object.

* H^^rRa?rwTT%^ n * i ^ i w w

5T na, no
; f*s<?5TH$>"*m*Tnif5rTfI n ispanna-avasyainbhavi tvut, being in-

evitable only where (a body has already been) formed.

•154. It is, we reply, not so, because knowledge must spring up
only in a body already in the state oi formation.

A violent external object produces knowlodgo only in a body which;

has been formed, in consequence of our previous deeds, and which is

endowed with senses, etc.

^T^mif II ? I ^ t ft( II

Ff^ra: tat-abhavah, its non-existonce ; ^ cha, and ; srq^f apa-vargo,.

in release.

455. And there is absence of a body in our release.

Our merits and demerits having already been exhausted, we cannoi

got a body after we have attained release. Rolease is the perfect freedom,

from all sufferings : it consists in a complete destruction of all the seeds

and seats of sufferings.

VW. II 2 I ^ I 2\ II

fl^ssf tat-artham, to that end; 5^^11*11 yama-niyamiibhyam, by

means of external and internal self-control ; ?ffi»T?f<$rr: atma-samskarajh,.

purification of the soul ; iftm3[ yogat^from treatise on yoga or contenapla~

tion
; q cha, and ;

wanftfevgwh adhyatma-vidhi-upayaih, by mean* o£

injuuetioas and practices regarding the soul.
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45G. For that purpose there should be a purifying of oar soul

by abstinence from evil and observance of certain duties as well as by

following the spiritual injunctions gleaned from the Yoga institute.

In order to attain release «?e muBt practise meditation after the soul

has been purified by our abstinence , etc. The injunctions gleaned from

the Yoga institute refer to penances, the controlling of our breaths, the

fixing of our inind, etc.

5JT'H15,!lT«n*?: jfu\na-grahana-abhyasah, study of the science of the

soul and constant application to it
;
af^*f: tat-vidyaih, with those who are

versed in it ; * cha, and ; saha, with
; *faT^: samv&dah, conversation.

457. To secure release, it is necessary to study and follow this

treatise on knowledge as well as to hold discussions with those learned

in that treatise

The spiritual injunctions furnished by the Toga institute cannot be

properly assimilated unless we have already acquired a true knowledge

of the categories explained in the Ny&ya &astra. It is thorefore very

useful to study the Nyaya &astra and to hold discussions with persona

learned in the Sastra.

^rat II ? I ^ I It

if tam conversation
; fy^y^ffWwRfrfOTWfrfaB?: sisya-guru-sabrah-

machari-visista-sreyorthibhih, with disciples, preceptors, fellow students,

and seekers after the supreme good ; WRgfafifT: an-asuyibhih, with unen-

vious ; «r*3^1T?T abhyupeyat, resort to.

458. One should enter upon discussions with unenvious persons,

such as disciples, preceptors, Jellow-students and seekers of tha

summum bonum.

The epithet "unenviou9" excludes those who do not seek truth but

desire victory. Discussion has been denned in aphoriBm 1—2—1.

JTCro^cftrofo SIT JFTt^rcfafiirS H & I ^ I re II

JrfitW$?f pratipaksa-hinam, without advancing opposition ; *rfq api,

even
; m v», or ; JT^RRWT prayojana-artham, for the sake of the purpose ;

nfi^ arthi'tve, where one noeda it.
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459. In case of a necessity for the search of truth, discussion

may be held even without an opposing side.

A person desirous of knowledge may submit his views for exami-

nation by simply expressing his cariosity for troth without an attempt

to establish the views.

aTOT«H3T9;ft$rQrr%f tattva-adhyavasaya-samraksana-artnam, for the sake

of the conservation of the true and certain knowledge about reality
; st^T-

faaot jalpa-vitande, sophistry and cavil
; ^sritfrfSfttjrtgpf vija-praroha-sam

r&ksana-artharn, for the sake of the preservation of the shoots from seeds
;

3»2*!(ira!SR'n3<I kantaka-sakha-avarana-vat, like the fencing or covering of

thorns and brandies.

460. Wranglings and cavils may be employed to keep up our

zeal fcr truth just as fences of thorny boughs are used to safeguard

the growth of seeds.

Certain talkative people propound philosophies which are mutually

opposed, while others violate all sense of rectitude out of a bias for their

own side. Seeing that these people have not attained true knowledge

and are not freed from faults, we may, in our disputation against them,

employ wranglings and cavils which do not in themselves deserve any

profit or encomium.

ai^ri foisr 95*R^ n * i ^ i $\ a

Bf»qt t&bhyam, by means of them, sophistry and cavil
; f^[?r vigr-

ihya, for overcoming ; apfcT kathanam, statement.

461. Sophistry and cavil should be employed also in declaring

the truth to overcome the attack of the erratic.
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Book V.

—

Chaptfr I.

JHCT'nttcWh^t P^^rirqTgq^S^gqgifsviftailfsigi <pi«wm: sadharmya-vaidhar-

iny a-utkarsa-apakarsa-varnya-avarnya-vikalpa-srulhya-prapti-aprapti-pra-

Ban^a-prati Jristanta-anutpatti-samsaya-prakarana-ahetu-arthapatti-avise-

sa-upaptti-upalabdhi-anupalabdln-nitya-anitya-kiirya-samah, identicals

in rospoct of resemblance, difference, addition, subtraction, questionable,

unquestionable, alternative, thing to be established, presence, absence,

regression, counter-example, non-production, doubt, topic, non-reason,

presumption, non-difference, demonstration, perception, non-perception,

eternal, non-eternal, and effect.

402. "Futilities are as follows:—(1) Balancing the homogeneity,

(2) balancing the heterogeneity, (3) balancing an addition, (4) balancing

a subtraction, (5) balancing the questionable, (0) balancing the

unquestionable, (7) balancing the alternative. (8) balancing the

reciprocity, ('.)) balancing the co-presence, (10) balancing the mutual

absence, (11) balancing the infinite regression, (12) balancing the

counterexample, (13) balancing the non-produced, (14) balancing the

doubt, (I"') balancing the controversy, (Hi) balancing the non-reason,

(17) balancing the presumption, (18) balancing the non-diil'erence,

(19) balancing the non-demonstration, (20) balancing the perception,

(21) balancing the non-perception, (22) balancing the non-eternality
r

(23) balancing the eternality and (24) balancing the effect.

Futility, which is a fallacious argument, has been in general terms

defmod in aphorism 1-2-18. The twentyfour kinds of futility enunciated

hore will each be dunned in due course. The fallacious characters of the

twentyfour kinds will also be exposed in separate aphorisms.
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?Tra**S!ltviWT?* !fra(, sadharmya-vaidharmya-bhyam, by means of resetn-

blanco and difference ; 3<Htf£T^ upasamhare, in case of a conclusion
; 3^»jf-

f^qj?fifrriTTT : tat-dharma-viparyaya-upapatteh, on account of the absence

of that characteristic ; tmr'KfTOnzrwft sadharmya-vaidharmya-sainau,

identicals in respect of resemblance and difference.

403. If against an argument based on a homogeneous or

heterogeneous example one offers an opposition based on the same

kind of example, the opposition will lie called "balancing the

homogeneity" or "balancing the heterogeneity".

Balancing the homogeneity — A ceitain person, to prove the non-

etornahty of sound, arguos as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is a produot,

like a pot.

A certain othor person offers the following futilo opposition:

—

Sound is eternal,

bocause it is incorporeal,

like tbe Bky.

The argument, viz., sound is non-eternal, is based on the homo-

geneity of sound with the non-eternal pot on the ground of both being pro-

ducts. The opposition, vii., sound is eternal, ia Baid to be based on

the homogeneity of sound with the eternal sky on the alleged ground of

both being incorporeal. This sort of opposition, futile as it is, is called

"balancing the homogeneity", which aims at showing an equality of the

arguments of two sides in respect of the homogeneity of examples

employed by them.

Balancing the heterogeneity.—A certain person, to prove the non-eter«

nality of sound, argues as follows:—
Sound is non-eternal,

because it ia a product,

whatever is not non-eternal is not a product,

as the sky.

A certain othor person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is nifoi porcal,

whatever i» not eternal is not incorporeal,

as a pot.
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The argument, viz., sound if non-eternal, is based on the heterogeneity

of sound from the not-non-eternal sky, which are mutually incompatible.

The opposition, viz., sound is eternal, is said to be baaed on the heteroge-

neity of sound from the not^incorporeal pot which are alleged to be in*

compatible with each other. This sort of opposition, futile as it is, is called

"balancing the heterogeneity", which aims at showing an equality of

the arguments of two sides in respect of the heterogeneity of examples

employed by them,

^^ijftf%f|sr^^f%T|: u $ \ \ i ^ «

Tfl?5I?I go-tvat, from bovineness, the generic idea of a coW ; ifafafs^t

go-siddhi-vat, like the proof of a cow
;
afe?l%:jtat-8iddhih, its proof.

464. That is, we say, to be established like a cow through

cowhood {ot cow-type).

The Naiyayika says:—If the opposition referred to in the previous

aphorism is to be valid it must be based on the example, homogeneous

or heterogeneous, exhibiting a universal connection between the reason and

the predicate such as we discern between a cow and cowhood or a universal

disconnection between the reason and the absence of the predicate such as

we discern betweeo a cow and absence of cowhood. In the argument

—

"sound is non-eternal, because it is a product, like a pot", the homogeneouo

example "pot" oxhibits a universal connection between productivity

and non-eternaiity, all products being non-eternal, but in the opposition

—"sound is eternal, because it is incorporeal, like the sky"—the homo-

geneous example "sky" does not exhibit a universal connection between

incorporeality and eternality because there are things, such as intellect

or knowledge, which are incorporeal but not eternal. A similar obser-

vation is to be made with regard to the opposition called "balancing the

heterogeneity." In the opposition "sound is eternal, because it is incor-

poreal, whatever is not eternal is not incorporeal, as a pot", tha

heterogeneous example "pot" does not exhibit a universal disconnection

between incorporeality and absence of eternality because there are

things, such as intellect or knowledge, which are incorporeal but not

eternal.
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WWTgtTir^T: sadhya-dristantayoh, of the thing to be established and

(he example ;
««rfar*5frq[ dharina-vikalpat, from exchange or mutual tran-

sfer of properties; 9*l9GrP"tt?T3 ubhaya-sadhy a-tv&t, both being in need of

proof; * cha, and; W*w^5T,1?3TB'lfa3>5<T{Tr<iq<F?JTrt utkarsa-apakarsa-varnya-

avarnya-vikalpa-sadhy a-samah, identicals in respect of addition, subtra-

ction , doubtful, not-doubtful, alternative and the thing to be established.

465. The subject and example alternating their characters or

both standing in need of proof, there occur (futilities called) "balancing

an addition", "balancing a subtraction", ''balancing the questionable",

"balancing the unquestionable", ''balancing the alternative" and

"balancing the reciprocity.

Balancing an addition.—If against an argument based on a certain

charaoter of the example one offers an opposition based on an additional

character thereof, the opposition will be called "balancing an addition."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues

as follows;

—

Sound is non -eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thusi—

Sound is non-eternal (and corporeal),

because it is a product,

like a pot (which is non-eternal as well as corporeal).

The opponent alleges that if sound is non-eternal like a pot, it

must also be corporeal like it; if it is not corporeal let it be also not

non-eternal. This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing an

addition" which aims at showing an equality of the argument of two

Bides in respect of an additional character (possessed by the example and

attributed to the subject). *

Balancing a suhtraction.—If against an argument based on a

certain character of the example one offers an opposition based on

another character wanting in it, the opposition will be called "balancing

a subtraction."

A certion person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, arguea

as follows:—

23
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Sound :8 non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A oertain other person odfers the following futile opposition:—

Sound is non-eternal (.but not audible),

because it is a product,

like a pot (which is non-eternal but not audible.)

The opponent alleges that if sound is non-eternal like a pot, it

cannot be audible, for a pot is not audible; and if sound is still held to

be audible, let it bo also not non-eternal. This sort of futile opposition is

called "balancing a subtraction" which aims at showing an equality of

the arguments of two sides in respect of a certain character wanting in

the example (and consequently also in the subject).

Balancing the questionable.— If one opposes an argument by main-

taining that the character of the example is as questionable as that of the

subject, the opposition will be called "balancing the questionable."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues

as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

A pot is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like sound.
,

The opponent alleges that if the non-eternality of sound is called in

question, why is not that of the pot too called in question, as the pot

and sound are both products ? His object is to set aside the argument

on the ground of its example being of a questionable character. This

sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the questionable" which

aims at showing an equality of the arguments of two sides in respect

of the questionable character of the subject as well as of the example.

Balancing the unquestionable.—If one opposes an argument by

alleging that the character of the subject is as unquestionable as that

of the example, the opposition will be called "balancing the unques-

tionable."
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A certain person r to- prove- the non-etemality of sound, arguea as

fellows:—

Sound is non -eternal,

because it is a* product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offer* a futile opposition thus:

—

A pot is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like sound.

The opponent alleges that if the non-eternality of a pot is held to'

be unquestionable, why is not that of sound' too held to be so, as the pot

and soand1 are both- products ? His object- is to render the argument

unnecessary on the ground of its subject being of an unquestionable

character. This sort of futile opposition is^ called " balancing the

unquestionable" which aims at showing the equality of the argu-

ments of two sides in respect of the unquestionable character of the

example as well as of the subject*.

Balancing, the alternative.—If one opposes an argument by attri-

buting alternative character to- the subject and the example, the opposi-

tion will be called " balancing the- alternative."

A certain person, to- prove the non -eternality of sound, argues- a*
follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot*.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition, thust

—

Sound is eternal and formless,

because it is a product,

like a pot (which is non -eternal' and has forms).

The opponent alleges that the pot and sound are both products-^,

yet one has form and the other is formless : why on the same principle

isnotone(thepot)non-eternal and the other (sound) eternal? This sort

of futile opposition is called "balancing the- alternative'* which aims-

at showing an equality of the arguments of two sides in respect of the*

alternative characters attributed to the subject and example*.
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Balancing the reciprocity.—If one opposes an argument by alleging

a reciprocity of the subject and the example, the opposition will be

called "balancing the reciprocity."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal, ">

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

A pot is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like sound.

The opponent alleges that the pot and Bound being both products

one requires proof for its non-eternality as much as the other does.

Sound is to be proved non-eternal by the example of a pot and the pot

is to be proved non-eternal by the example of sound. This leads

to a reciprocity of the pot (example) and sound (subject) resulting in

no definite conclusion as to the eternaltty or non-eternality of sound.

This sort of futile opposition is called " balancing the reciprocity" which

brings an argument to a stand-still by alleging the reciprocity of the

subject and the example.

fa>fa?j kifichit, partial
; W*jwtfa( sadharmyat, from resemblance ; 3q?t-

frtfa^: npasarnh&ra-srddheh, from proof of the conclusion; twtfq vaidha-

rmy&t, from difference ; wsrftpta: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

466. This is, we say, no opposition because there is a difference

between the subject and the example although the conclusion is drawn

from a certain equality < of their characters.

The Naiyayika says:—The futilities oalled "balancing an addition,"

"balancing a subtraction," "balancing the questionable," "balancing

the unquestonable" and "balancing the alternative" are all based

on the false supposition of a complete equality of the subject and the

example. Though there is no denial of an equality of the subject and

the example in certain characters, there is indeed a great difference

between them in other characters.
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Sound is non-eternal,

because it ia a product,

like a pot.

In this argument although there ia an equality of "sound" and

"pot" in respect of their being both products/ there is a great difference

between them in other respects. A cow possesses some characters in

common with abos gfawtew* but there is no complete identity between them.

No body Can commit the futilities mentioned above if he bears in mind

the equality of the subject and the example only in those characters which

are warranted by the reason (middle term). In the case of the futility called

"balancing an addition" it ia clear that the equality supposed to exist

between the pot and sound in respect of corporeality is not warranted by

the reason (viz. being a product), because there are things, such as

intellect or knowledge, which are products but not corporeal. Similarly

with regard to the futility called "balancing a subtraction," the reason

(viz. being a product) does not justify an equality of sound and pot in

respect of their being not audible. As regards the futilities called

"balancing the questionable" and "balancing the unquestionable," we
cannot ignore the difference between the subject and the example without

putting an end to all kinds of inference. The futility called "balanc-
ing the alternative" introduces an equality between the pot and sound
in respect of a character (viz. being eternal) which is not warranted by
the reason, viz. being a product.

*nwTlf?T$*TKJ«adflya-atidesat, from extension of the thing to be establ-

ished ; * cha, and ; f[BI»d)m<i: drist&nta-upapatteh, because of proof of the

example.

467. And because the example happens to surpass the subject.

The futility called "balancing the reciprocity" is based on the

false supposition that the example stands exactly on the same footing a^

the subject. But that one surpasses the other is evident from aphorism

1-1-25 which states that the example does not stand in neod of proof

as to its characters.

Sound is non -eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.
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In this argument sound (the subject) may not be known- by some

to be non-eternal but a pot (the example} » known by all to-be a product

as well as non-eternal. "Balancing the- reciprocity" is therefore a falla-

cious argument.

intaj ^rr^rwT^r m fat: xvzm srfsrfij^T^-

jrrcn prapya, reaching, covering • 3rcQffi( s&dbyam, the thing to be

established ;
a-prapya, not reaching ; ejl va, or hetoh, of the

inark or reason • sn<f*tr prftptya, by the fact of covering or co-extension
;

*tf¥*7S?*M[ a visista-tvat, being undistinguished or identical ; WTFefr a-pra-

ptya, by reason of non-coextensron ; «?HH9T*ffx^i a s&dhaka-tvat, not being

a means of establishment ; ^ cha, and
; 5rr«?irjrtf?ra*Tl prapti-aprapti-samau,

identicals in reBpect of presence and absence.

468. If against an argument based on the co-presence of the

reason and the predicate or on the mutual absence of them one offers-

an opposition based on the same kind of co-presence or mutual

absence, the opposition will, on account of the reason being non-

distinguished from or being non-conducive to the predicate, be called

"balancing the co-presence" or " balancing the mutual absence/'

Balancing the co-presence.—If against an argument based on the co-

presence of the reason and the predicate, one offers an opposition based

on the same kind of co-preaence, the opposition will, on account of the

reason being non-distinguished from the predicate, be called " balancing

the co-presence."

A certain person, to prove that there is fire in the hill, argues ae- 1

follows:—

The hill has fire,

^ because it has smoke,

like a kitchen.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Tho hill has smoke,,
,

because it has fire, .

like a kitchen.
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The arguer has taken the smoke to be the reason and the fire to be

the predicate. The opponent raises a question as to whether the smoke

is present at the same site which is occupied by the fire or is absent from

that site. If the smoke is present with the fire at the same site, there

remains, according to the opponent, no criterion to distinguish the

reason from the predicate. The smoke is, in his opinion, as much a

reason for the fire as the fire for the smoke. This sort of futile opposi-

tion is called "balancing the co-presence" which aims at stopping an

argument on the alleged ground of the co-presence of the reason and the

predicate.

Balancing the mutual absence.—If against an argument based on

the mutual absence of the reason and the predicate, one offers an opposi*

tion based on the same kind of mutual absence, the opposition will, on

account of the reason being non-conducive to the predicate, be called

"balancing the mutual absence.'*

A certain person, to prove that; there is fire in the hill, argues as

follows:

—

The hill has fire,

because it has smoke,

like a kitchen. ,

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

The hill has smoke,

beoause it has fire,

like a kitchen.

The opponent asks: "Is the smoke to be regarded as the reason!

beoause it is absent from the site of the fire?" "Such a supposition if

indeed absurd." The reason cannot establish the predicate without

being connected with it, just as a lamp cannot exhibit a thing which is

not within its reach. If a reason unconnected with the predicate could

establish the latter, then the fire could be as much the reason for the

smoke as the smoke for the fire. This sort of futile opposition is called

"balancing the mutual absence" which aims at bringing an argument

to a close on the alleged ground of the mutual absence of the reason and

the predicate.
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qzTF3fttqftT3%T*T?l ghata-adi-nispatti-darsanat, from the observation of

the production of the pot and the like
;
iftlJi pidane, in the case of oppr*

resBion ; * cha, and
; wfaqitrc* abhicharat, from spells ; wRnfq: a-pratise-

dhab, non-contradiction.

469. This is, we say, no opposition because we find the production

of pots by means of clay as well as the oppression of persons by

spells.

A potter cannot produce a pot without getting clay within his

reach but an exorcist can destroy persons by administering spells from

a distance. Hence it is clear that a thing is accomplished sometimes by

the cause being present at its site and sometimes by being absent from

it. "Balancing the co-presence" and "balancing the mutual absence"

which attach an undue importance- to the proximity or remoteness of

sites, are therefore totally fallacious arguments.

JSrerc* 3SH*HHq^TOl JT^^TRTg ufa£ST5%*

JHRTCT dristantasya, of the example
; ^TTUisfq^rrj karana-an-apa-

defiat, from non-application of the cause
; JT««TC«lf!n| prati-avasth&nat, from

counter-opposition ;
cha, and

; jtfagereto prati-dris^antena, by a counter-

example ; JrtfnjrfaSSP^jft prasaiiga-pratidristanta-samau, identicals in

respeot of regression and counter-example.

470. If one opposes an argument on the ground of the example

having been established by a series of reasons or on the ground of the

existence of a mere counter-example, the oppostion will be called

"balancing the infinite regression" or ''balancing the counter-

example."

Balancing the infinite regression.—A certain person, to prove the

non-eternality of sound, argues as follows:— "

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thust—

If sound is proved to be non-eternal by the example of a pot, how
is the pot again to be proved as non-eternal? The reason which proves

the non-eternality of the pot is to be proved by a further reason. This

gives rise to an infinite regression which injures the proposition "sound
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is non-eternal" not less than the proposition "sound is eternal." This

sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the infinite regression"

which aims at stopping an argument by introducing an infinite regression

Which is said to beset the example.

Balancing the counter-example.—A certain person, to prove the non-

eternality of sound, arguea as follows :

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sound is eternal,

like the sky.

The opponent alleges that if sound is hold to bo n on -eternal by the

example of a pot, why it should not be held to be eternal by the example

of the sky? If the example of the sky is set aside, let the example of

the pot too be set aside. This sort of futile opposition is called "balanc-

ing the counter-example" which aims at setting aside an argument

by the introduction of a counter-example.

H^Htar?T«|!rcfnfasftr95I pradipa-up&dana prasnga-nivritti-vat, like the

cessation of the need for a collection of lamps
; afjfsfff%: tat-vinivrittih.

its cessation.

471. The example does not, we say, require a series of reasons

for its establishment just as a lamp does not require a series oi lamps

to be brought in for its illumination.

The Naiyayika says:

—

An example is a thing the characters of which are wellknown to an

ordinary man as well as to an expert It does riot require a series of

reasons to reveal its own character or to reveal the character of the sub-

ject with which it stands in the relation of homogeneity or heterogeneity.

In this respect it resembles a lamp which illumines itseK as well as the

things lyirg within its reach.

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

24
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In this argument the pot is the example which is so well-known that

it requires no proof as to its being a product or being non-eternal.

Hence the opposition called "balancing the infinite regression"

is not founded on a sound basis.

ifajBl'^ftl^ pratidnstanta-hetu-tve, the counter-example being a

Teason ; ^ cha, and ; H n-a,, not
, Slt3'. a-hetuh, not a reason

, JBI^I: dristan-

tah, the example.

472. The example, we say, cannot be set a^ide as unreasonable

only because a counter-example is advanced as the reason.

The Naiyayika says:

—

The opponent must give a special reason why the counter-example

should betaken as specially fitted to lead to a conclusion and the example

should not bo taken as such. Until such a special reason is given, the

counter-example cannot be accepted as leading to a definite conclusion,

la fact a mere counter-example without a reason ^middle term) attending

it cannot be conducive to any conclusion. Hence we must rely on an

example attended by reason but not on a counter example unattended by

reason.

Sound is eternal,

like the sky.

This opposition which is founded on a mere counter-example is

therefore to be rejected as unreasonable.

mjrqt ^T^TO^gr^T%^: \\ ^ \ \\ \^ \\

sn<5 prak, prior ; ifTa: utpatteh, to production
; ^R^TflT^Ifl karana-

abhavat. from the non-existence of the cause; W^flfo^Wj an-utpatti-samah,

identical in respect of non-produotion.

473. If one opposes an argument on the ground of the property

connoted by the reason being absent from the thing denoted by the

subject while it is not yet produced, the opposition will be called

"balancing the non-produced."

A certain person, to prove that sound is non-eternal, argues as

follows:

—
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Sound is non-eternal,

becvuae it is an effect of effort,

like a pot.

A- certain. other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

S'»a»id is eternal,

because it is a non-effect of effort,

like the sky.

The opponent alleges that the- property connoted by the reason,

viz., bfcing an effect of effort, is not predicable of the subject, viz.,

sound (while it is not yut produced). Consequently sound is not non-

eternal, it must then be eternal. There is, according to the opponent,

an apparent agreement between the two sides as to the sound being non-

eternal on account of its being a non-effect-of-effort. This sort of futile

opposition is called "balancing the non-produced" which pretends-

to show an equality of the argument of two sides assuming the thing,

denoted by the subjoi't to be as yot non-produced.

fTTrnrani tatha-bhavat, from the nature given to a thing when it is

produced
; 3?<T$T*T utpannasya, of the thing produced : WOhfFff: k&rana-

upapatteh, owing to proof of the cause ; 1 na, not ;,W!!5rfa%a: karana-pra-

tisedhah, contradiction of the cause.

471 This is, we say, no opposition against our reason so well

predicable ofthe subjectwhich becomes as such only when it is produced.

The Naiyayika disposes of the futile opposition called ''balancing

the non-produced'' by stating that the subject can become as each only

when it ia produced, and that there is then no obstacle to the property

of tne reason being predicated of it. The opposition*, viz., "sound'

(while non-produced) is eternal, because it is not then an effect of effort,"'

carries no weight with it, since we do not take the sound-to be the subject

before it is produced- Sound, while it is produced, is certainly an effect,

of effort and as such is- non-eternaL
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flW'^SWit-' sainanya-drislantayoh, of the ijenus and the (individual

put forward as) example ; dfan^t aindriy aka-tve, being sensible ; flJTI%

Bamano, equally
;
fafSfTfa3lTli*«T?<I nityaanitya-sadharmyat, from resembl-

ance of things eternal (genus) and non-eternal (individual); ^TTOff: sam-

saya-sarnah, identical in respect of doubt.

4)7"). If one opposes an argument on the ground of a doubt arising

from the homogeneity of the eternal and the non-eternal consequent on

the example and its genus (or type) being equally objects of perception

the oppositon will be called "balancing the doubt.''

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sound is non-eternal or eternal (?)

because it is an object of perception,

like a pot or pot-ness.

Tho opponent alleges that sound is homogeneous with a pot as well

as pot-noss inasmuch as both are objects of perception; but the pot

being non-eternal and pot-ness (the genus of pots or pot-type) being eternal'

there arises a doubt as to whether the sound is non-eternal or eternal.

This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the doubt" which

aims at rejecting an argument in consequence of a doubt arising from

the homogeneity of the eternal and the non-eternat.

sadharmyat, from resemblance
; frft sh many e, doubt arising;

*na, and ; tf^Tfi samsayah, doubt
; vaidharray&t, from difference

;

3Wn« ubhaya-tha, in both ways ; «n va, or
; samsaye, doubt arising

;

The term s&mdnya in the sense of "general notion, genus or type"

was evidently taken form the Vaiiesika philosophy.
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JWtrcfsTTSTtfn: atyanta-samsaya-prasangah, implication of unending

doubt
;
ffrclf^WJWJTIfl nityatva-an-abhy upagamat, from non-admission

of eternality
; *l cha, and ; KTWWT sam&nya-sya, of the genus ; aTaftrfa: a-

pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

476. This is, we say, no opposition because we do not ad.r.tt that

eternality can be established liy the homogeneity v\ ith the genus : a

doubt that arises from a knowledge of the homogeneity vanishes from

that of the heterogeneity, and that which arises in both ways never ends.

The Naiyayika says:

—

Sound cannot be said to be eternal on the mere ground of its homo-

geneity with pot-ness (the genus of pots or pot-type) but must be

pronounced to be non-etornal on the ground of its heterogeneity from

the same in respect of being a product. Though on the score of

homogeneity we may entertain doubt as to whether sound is eternal

or non-eternal, but on the score of heterogeneity we can pronounce it

undoubtedly to be non-eternal. In this case we must bear in mind that

we cannot ascertain the true nature of a thing unless we weigh it in

respect of its homogeneity with as well ag heterogeneity from other

things. If even then there remains any doubt as to its true nature, that

doubt will never end.

W?f?tW?fa[ ubhaya-aadharmyat, from resemblance to both
; nfa*m%-

prakriya-siddheh, because of proof of the operation (of the subject and

its opposite), IRTIISW: prakaraiia-samah, identical in respect of the topio

477. ''Balancing the controversy" is an opposition which is

conducted on the ground of homogeneity w ith ^or heterogeneity from)

both sides.

A L-eiiaiu person, tn prove the jum-etermilit.y of sound, argues as

follows:

—

(Sound is non-eternal,

because it i« a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Round is eternal,

because it is audible,

like souud-ness.
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The opponent alleges that the proposition-,. viz. sound is non-eternal,

cannot be proved because the reason, viz.
,
audibility which is- homo-

geneous with both sound (whioh is non-eternal^) and soundness (which is.

eternal), provokes the very controversy for the settlement of which it was-

employed. This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the con-

troversy" which hurts an argument by giving rise to the very controversy

which was to be settled.

5lfif"7^rra[ pratipaksat, from the counter-subject
; sr^^ufe^': prakarana-

siddheh, because of proof of tbeJopiu
;
JTfafotsjflfo; pratisedha-an-upapa-

ttih, non-proof ot the contradiction
; STfacraiTRq^: pratipaksa u>iapatteh,

becasue of proof of the counter-subject

478. This is, we say, no opposition because it provokes a

controversy which has an opposing side.

The Naiyayika says:—The opposition called "balancing the con-

troversy" cannot set aside the main argument because it leads to a

controversy which supports one side quite as strongly at it ia opposed

by the other side.

5J5>rs*nfai;: traik&lya-a-siddheh, because of non-operation in all the

three times
; fell: hetoh, of the reason

;
3f|5*W a-hetu-samah, identical

in respect of non-reasou.

479. "Bal mcing the non- reason" is an opposition which is based

on the reason being shown to be impossible at all the three times.

A certain person, to pre ve the uon-eternality of sound, argues as

follows: —

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,,

like a pot.

Here "being a product" is the reason or sign for "being non-

eternal" which is the predicate or significate

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—
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The reason or sign is impossible at all the thtee times because it

cannot precede, succeed, or be simultaneous with the predicate or

significate.

(a) The reason (or sign) does not precede the predicate (or signi-

ficate) because the former gets its name only when it establishes the latter

It is impossible for the reason to bo called as such before the establish-

ment of the predicate.

(b) The reason (or sign) does not succeed the predicate(or significate)

because what would be the use of the former if the latter existed already ?

(c) The reason (or sign) and the predicate (or significate) cannot

exist simultaneously for they will then be reciprocally connected like

the right and left horns of a cow.

This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the non-reason '

which aims at setting aside an argument by showing that the reason is

impossible at all the three times.

•*

«T na, no
;

betu-tah, from the reason ; W^fot: t<adhya-siddheh,

from the establishment of the thing to be established
; 3$i5*?if?ifg;: traika-

lya-a-siddhih, non-proof of operation in the three times.

480. There is, we say, no impossibility at the three times because

the predicate or significate is established by the reason or sign.

The Naiyayika says:—The knowledge of the knowable and the

establishment of that which is to be established take place from reason

which must precede that which is to be known and that which is to be

established.

nfa^H^W^: pratisedha-an-upapatteh, from non-proof of contradiction

or opposition
;
$rf?H^9Tsn>i'ta: pratiseddhavya-a-prati-sedhah, non-contrad-

iction of the thing to be coi tri.dicted.

481. There is, we further say, no opposition of that which is to

be opposed, because the opposition itself is impossible at all the three

times.
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It being impossible for the opposition to precede, succeed or be

simultaneous with that which is to be opposed, the opposition itself is

invalid and consequently the original argument holds good.

sraroRrar. afo^faf<m<TT%**r: « H \ \ \ ^ n

sm?<T%i;

T: arth&pat»i-tah, from presumption
; irPw5irf^: prati-paksa-

siddheh, from pnof of counter-subject, WlfqfaflJT: arthapatti-samah, iden-

tical in respect of presumption.

482. If one advances an opposition on the basis of a presumption

the opposition will be called ''balancing the presumption."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues aa

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus}—

>

Sound is presumed to be eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

like the sky.

The opponent alleges that if sound is non-eternal on account of its

homogeneity with non-eternal things (e g. in respect of its being a pro-

duct), it may be concluded by presumption that sound is eternal on

account of its homogenetiy with eternal things (e g, in respect of its being

incorporeal). This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the

presumption" which aims at stopping an argument by setting presump-

tion as a balance against it.

sig^R an-ukta-sya, of thing not stated ; vratoih arthapatteh, from

presumption ; q$Tgr^: paksvhaneh, of injury to, or loss of, position
; 31<Tf%:

npapattih, proof
; Mg^Br^iq an ukta tv&t, because it is unsaid; W^l^a^f^riq

an-R.ikantika-tvat, because of multifariousness; artitq^: arthapatteh, of

presumption.
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483. If things unsaid could come by presumption, there would,

we say, arise a possibility of the opposition itself being hurt on account

of the presumption being erratic and conducive to an unsaid conclusion.

Sound ia eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

like the sky.

If by presumption we could draw a conclusion unwarranted by the

reason, we could from the opposition cited above draw the following

ooncluaion:

—

Sound is presumed to be non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

This would hurt the opposition itBelf. In fact the presumption as

adduced by tha opponent is erratic. If one says that "sound is

non-eternal because of its homogeneity with non-eternal things", the pre-

nmption that naturally follows is that "sound is eternal because of its

homogeneity with eternal things" and vice versa. There is no rule that

presumption should be made in one case and not in the case opposed to

it ; and in the event of two mutually opposed presumptions no definite

conclusion would follow. Hence the opposition called "balancing the

presumption" is untenable.

<5Witf<Wff: eka-dharma-upapatteh, from proof of one property • <tfa-

avisese, in case of non-difference
; fli^ffV^NSTtfinqt sarva-avise-a-prasaii-

g&t, from implication of non-difference in all respects; «3fr%f<jqW: sabdhava-

upapatteh, because of proof of existence
; wfe^fa^W: a-viSesa-samah, iden-

tical in respect of non-difference.

484. If the subject and example are treated as non-different

in respect of the possession of a certain property on account of their

possessing in comn.on the property connoted by the reason, it follows

as a co elusion that all things are mutually non-different in respect of

the posse sion of every property on account of their being existent : this

sort of opposition is called "balancing the non-difference."

25
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A certain person, to prove the non-etomaility of sound, argues as
follows:

—

Sound is lion eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:—
If the pot and sound are treated as non-difforent in respect of non-

eternality in consequence of their both being products, it follows as a

conclusion -that till things are mutually n on -different in respect of the

possession of every property in consequence of their being existent.

Therefore, no difference existing between the eternal and the non-

eternal, sound may be treated as eternal. This soit of opposition is called

"balancing the non-difference" which aims at hurting an argument by

assuming all things to be mutually non different.

fff^fj kva chit, in some cases
; \*»H?«jqi^i: dharma-anupapatteh, from

non-proof of the property ; Jpf%?J kva chit, in some oases; ^ cha, and-;

3<?l3: upapatteh, from proof ; StFa'falW^i pratisedha-abh&vah, absence of

contradiction.

485. This is, we say, no opposition because the property possess-

ed in common by the subject and the example happens in certain insta-

nces to abide in the reason while in other instances not to abide in it.

Sound is nou-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

Hero the pot and sound possessing in common the property of being

a product are treated as non-different in respect of the possession of non-

eternality. On the same principle if all things are treated as non-different

in consequence of their being existent, we would like to know in what

respect they are non-different. If they are treated as non-different in

rospect of non-eternality, then the argument would stand thus:

—

All things are non-eternal,

because they are existent,

like (?)

In this argument "all things" being the subject, there is nothing

left which may serve as an example. A part of the subject cannot be cited

as the example because the •xaniple uiu3t be a well-established thing
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while the subject, is a thing which is yet to be established. The argument,

for want of an example, loads to no conclusion. In fact all things are

not non-eternal since some at least are eternal. In other words, non-

eternality abides in some existent things- and does not abide in other

existent things. Hence all things are not mutually non-different and the

opposition called "balancing the non-difference" is unreasonable.

SWWWftllrlJ ublniya karana-upapatteh, from proof of causes of

both ; 3qqf%??*T: upapatti-samah, identical in respect of proof.

486. If an opposition is offered by showing that both the

demonstrations are justified by reasons the opposition will be called,

"balancing the demonstration..'

A certain person demonstrates the non-eternality of sound as<

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers an opposition by the alleged demon*,
teation of the oternality of sound as follows:

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal,.

like the sky.

The reason in the first demonstration supports the non-eternality

of sound while that in the second demonstration supports the eternality

of sound, yet both- the demonstrations are alleged to be right. The
opponent advanced the second apparent demonstration, as a balance
against the first- to- create a dead-lock. This aorl of opposition is called
" balancing the demonstration-".

31Tf%35JT«!!i»3T!TSjrcTtl upapatti-k&rana-abhyanujnanat, from admission-

of cause of proof ( of the counter-subject ) ; stsrfata: a-pratisedhah non-

contradiction.

487. This is,, we say, no opposition because there is an admiss*
ion of the first demonstration.
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The Naiyayika says:

—

The opponent having asserted that both the demonstrations are

justified by reasons, has admitted the reasonableness of the first demons-

tration which supports the non-eternality of sound. If to avoid the

incompatibility that exists between the two demonstrations, he now denies

the reason which supports non-eternality we would ask why does he not

deny the other reason which supports eternality of sound, for he can

avoid incompatibility by denying either of the reasons. Ilouce the op-

position called "balancing the demonstration" is not well-founded.

firf^g^KUmTt nirdisja-karana-abhave, in the absence of the known,

cause ; «fir api, even ; gq^wn?T upalambhat, from perception ; TOftsRHJ:

upalabdhi-samah, identical in respect of perception.

488. If an opposition is offered on the ground that we per-

ceive the character of the subject even without the intervention of the

reason, the opposition will be called "balancing the perception."

A certain person, to prove the non eternality of sound, argues aa

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sound can be ascertained to be non-eternal even without the reason

that it is a product, for we perceive that sound is produced by the branches

of trees broken by wind. This sort of opposition is called ''balancing

the perception" which aims at demolishing an argument by setting up

an aot of perception as a balance against it.

SBTOTT^T^fq ^NMrHAjfa^: II S( I \ I^S II

$TT<0I?3tt<T karana-antar&t, from other causes
; wfqapi, also. cTgrftfaw:

tat dharmaupapatteh, from proof of that property ; aujfa<N: a-pratisedh-

ah, non contradiction.

489. This is, we say, no opposition because that character can

be ascertained by other means as well.
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Tlie Naiyayika says that the argument, viz., "sound is non-eternal

because it is a product, like a pot," implies that sound is proved to be

non-etarnal through the reason that it is a product. It does not deny

other means, such as perception, etc., which aiso may prove sound to be

non-eternal. Hence the opposition called "balancing the perception"

does not set aside the main argument.

^fssr^: u i( i \ i ^ u

B^JT^ar: tat-»,n-upalabdheh, from non-cognition of that
;
3?HT3SW?T{|t an-

upalambhafc, from non-perception
; «?m^fft^ abli&va-siddhau, non existence

being established ; sfjwO^WlT?: tat-viparita-upapntteh from proof of its

opposite
;
ssijq^fsWJTi an-upalabdhi-samah, identical in respect of non-

perception.

490. If against an argument proving the non existence of a thing

by the non-perception thereof, one offers an opposition aiming at prov-

ing the contrary by the non-perception of the non-perception, the opp-

osition will be called ''balancing the non-perception."

In aphorsim 2-2-18 the Naiyayika has stated that there is no veil

which covers sound for we do not perceive such a veil. In aphorsim 2-2-19

his opponent has stated that there is a veil because we do not perceive the

non-perception thereof. If the non-perception of a thing proves its non-

existence, the non-perception of the non-perception must, in the opinion

of the opponent, prove the existence of the thing. This sort of opposition

is called "balanoing the non-perception" which aims at counteracting

an argument by setting up non-perception as a balance against it.

^gq^mr^T^rsn^q^^lg: u ^ i \ i \° 11

M^'?^wn?fl*f^t?l an uplambhatuiaka-tvat, being of the nature of non-

perception ; wnrastT: an-upalabdheh, of non-cognition
; W$g: a-hetuh,

not a reason.

491. The reasoning through non-perception is not, we say, sou-

nd, because non-perception is merely the negation of perception.

The Naiyayika says:—Perception refers to that which is existent

while non-perception to that which is non-existent. The non-perception of

non-perception which signifies a mere negation of non-perception cannot
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be interpreted asrefeiring to an existent thing. Hence the oj position*

called "balancing the non-perception" is not well-founded.

STdfa^WT'^ irUna-vikal(,anatn, of diverse forms of cognition ; 9 char

and , *ir^T*H9r<?^«lf?f blniva abhava-samvedanat, from consciousness of exis-

tence and non existence
; WTOW^ ndhi-atmam', rn the soul,

492. There is, moreover, an internal perception of the existence

as well as of the non-existence of the various kinds of knowledge.

There are internal perceptions of such forms as "I am sure," " I

am not sure," " T have doubt," " I have no doubt", etc., which prove that

we can perceive the non existence of knowledge as well as the existence-

thoroof. Hence the non-percoption itself is perceptible, and as there is

no non -perception of non-perception, the opposition called ''balancing the

non-perception" falls to the ground.

^T^WM^^^Tqq^: ^S^f^q^H^T^Rr^R: ft

HI \ I ^ It

eadharmy&t, through resemblance ; g5?JV3»^fqqft: tulya-

dharma-upapatteh, because of proof of equal properties
; a*^fr«T5Et?^sr?fnj<t,

sarva-anityatva-prasangajjj from implication of non-eternality of all
;

wfastHH: anitya-samah, identical in respect of non-eternality.

493. If one finding that things which are homogeneous possess-

equal characters, opposes an argument by attributing non-eternality to

all things, the opposition will be called "balancing the non-eternality".

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as-

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it ia a product,.

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

If sound ia non-eternal on account of its being homogeneous with

a pot which is non-eternal, it will follow as a consequence that all things

are non-eternal because they are in some one or other respect homogeneous
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faith the pot— a consequence which will render all inferences impossible

for want of heterogeneous examples. This sort of opposition is called

"balancing the non-eternal" which seeks to counteract an argument on

the alleged ground that all things are non-eternal.

*m***TnT[sadharmyat, through resemblanoe
; wf^Rf: a-siddheh, because

of non-establishment
;
nffT^JTfafi?: pratisedha-asiddhih, non-establishment

of contradiction
;
srf^'?f?5[W:fTfff pratisedhya-sadharmyat, through resem-

blance to what is to be contradicted ; "SI cha, and.

494. The opposition, we say, is unfounded because nothing can

be established from a mere homogeneity and because there is homo-

geneity even with that which is opposed.

The NaiyAyika says:

—

We cannot ascertain the character of a thing from its mere homo-

geneity with another thing: in doing so we must consider the logical

connection between the reason and the predicate. Sound, for instance,

is non-eternal not merely because it is homogeneous with a non-eternal

pot but because there is a universal connection between "being a pro-

duct" and "being non-eternal." Hence it will be unreasonable to

conclude that all things are non-eternal simply because they are homo-

geneous with a non-eternal pot in some one or other respect. Similarly

a mere homogeneity of all things with the eternal sky in some one or

other respect, does not prove all things to be eternal. The opposition

called "balancing the non-eternal" is therefore not founded on a sound

basis.

^ ^m^^TOiWlita SlTT^q |g^fT-

<tt^ ^OTwrareirasfa: u hi \\ \v u

gSl^ dristante, in the example ; * cha, and ; 8Twrat*nwrt* sadhya-

sadhana-bhavuna, by the relation of the thing to be established and the

means of establishing it ; JT?fi3?7 prajnatasya, of the known ; wfcf dhar-

masya, of property ; |g?*r<l hetu tvat,being the reason
; tasya, its

;

cha, and ;
3«S«H ubhaya tha, both ways ; Wfm bhav&t, from existence

;

ST na, not ; wft^s a-visesah, non- difference.
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495. There is, we say, no non-distinction, because the reason is

known to be the character which abides in the example as conducive to

the establishment of the predicate and because it is applied in both

ways.

The Naiyayika says that we are not justified in concluding that

all things are non-eternal because there is no character in respect of

which "all things" may be homogeneous with a pot. In order to arrive

at a correct conclusion we must consider the reason as being that

character of the example (and consequently of the subject) which bears

a universal connection with the character of the predicate. The pot

possesses no such character in common with "all things." The reason

moreover is applied in the homogeneous as well as in the heterogeneous

Ways. We cannot draw a conclusion from a mere homogeneity of Ihe

subject with the example in a certain respeot. The opposition called

"balancing the non-eternal" is therefore unreasonable.

nityara, eternally
; »ifaeqvrwt anitya-bhavat, from the nature of

being non-eternal ; wfaHfr anitye, in the non-eternal ; wfa?1?%l<?q^: anitya-

tva-upapatteh, from proof of eternality ; f*tHKW: nitya-saniah, identical

in respeot of eternal.

496. If one opposes an argument by attributing eternality to

all non-eternal things on the ground of these being eternally non-eternal,

the opposition will be called "balancing the eternal."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

' beoause it is a produot,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:—Ton say

that sound is non eternal. Does this non-eternality exist in sound always

or only sometimes,? If the non-eternality exists always, the sound must

also be always existent, or, in other words, sound is eternal. If the non-

eternality exists only sometimes, then too the sound must in the ubsence

of non-eternality be pronounced to be eternal. This sort of opposition

is called "balancing the eternal" which counteracts an argument by

Betting up eternality as a balance against it.
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R'Rt'lwfr pratisedhye, in what is to be contradicted ; fa??f nityam, eter-

nally
; scf%8W^T3 anitya-bhttvat, from the nature of boing non-eternal

;

8rf?rf% anitye, in the non-eternal ; f?t?*g?h<J7£: nityatva-upapatteh, from

proof of eternality) ; jrfa^nn^: pratisedha-abh&vah, absence of contradic-

tion.

497. This is, we say, no opposition because the thing opposed

is always non-eternal on account of the eternality of the non-eternal.

The Naiy&yika saya ;—

By speaking of eternality of the non-eternal you have admitted

sound to be always non-eternal and cannot now deny its non-eternality.

The eternal and non -eternal are incompatible with each other : by admit-

ting that sound is non -eternal yod are precluded from asserting that it

is also eternal. Hence "balancing the eternal " is not a sound oppoai-

tion.

prayatna-karya-aneka-tvat, from the diversity of the

effects of effort j ajrwfajT: karya-Bamah, identical in respect of effect.

498. If one opposes an argument by showing the diversity of

the effect of efforts, the opposition will be called "balancing the effect."

A certain person to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues aa

follows:—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thas :

—

The effect of effort is found to be of two kinds, viz. (I) the produc-
tion of something which was previously non-existent, e. g. a pot, and
(2) the revelation of something already existent, e.g. water in a well.

Is sound an effect of the first kind or of the second kind V If sound is an
effect of the first kind it will be non-eternal but If it is of the second
kind it will be eternal. Owing to this diversity of the effect of effort,

it is not possible to conclude that sound is non-eternal. This sort of

apposition is called "balancing the offout."

26
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»

W^TTHTct k&rya-anya-tve, in respect of the otherness of the effect;

>n?rgni>g!3»^
1

prayatna-a-hetu-tvam, effort is not the cauae
;
wgtr^fsSRSTT^TrWi

an-upalabdhi-karana-upapatteh, because of proof of the cause of non-

perception.

499. Effort did >not give .rise t© the second kind of effect, because

;ihere was no vcause of non-perception.

The Naiyaytka answers the opposition called "balancing the effect"

as foliowe :

—

We cannot say 'that sound is revealed <by our effort because we are

unable to .prove that it existed already. That sound did not exist

previously is proved by our non-perception of the same at the time. Yoa

cannot say that our non-perception was caused by a veil because no veil

covered sound. Hence sound is an effect which is not revealed but

produced.

$rfa*NJ pratisedhe, in the case of contradiction ; wfti api, also ; CTTH;

eamanah, similar ; ^fa: dosah, defect.

500. The same defect, we say, attaches to the opposition too.

A certain person argued:—

•

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

A certain other person opposed it saying that sound would not be

non-eternal if "effect" meant a thing revealed.

The Naiyayika observes that if an argument is to be set aside

owing to an ambiguous meaning of the word "effect", why is not the

opposition too set aside on the same ground V The reason in the argu-

ment is as erratic as that in the opposition. Just as there is no special

ground to suppose that the "effect" ip the argument signified "a thing

produced and not revealed," so also there is no special ground to suppose

that the word in the opposition signiGed "a thing revenled and not

produced." Hence the opposition called "balancing the effect" is self-

flestructive.
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W^srsarvatra, everywhere
;
q^evam, similarly.

501 . Thus everywhere.

If a special meaning is to be attached to the opposition, the same
meaning will have to be attached to the original argument. In this

respect there will be an equality of the two sides in the case of all kinds"

of opposition auch as "balancing the homogeneity", etc.

srfa^qfirsrffflNf pratisedha-vipratisedhe, in respect of the contradiction*

of a contradiction
;

slFrHta^ta^T pratisedha-dosa-vat, as in the case of.

defect in contradiction
; ^i«f: dosah., defect

502. Defect attaches to the opposition' of the opposition just as»

it attaches' to the opposition.

A certain person to prove the non-eternaltty of sound, argues aa

follows:—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it ia an effect of effort;

A certain other person, seeing that the effect is of diverse kinds,

.

offers an opposition thus :

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is an effect of effort,

(Here "effect" may mean "a thing revealed by effort "
)

The arguer replies that sound cannot be concluded to be eternal'

because the reason "effect" is erratic (which may mean-, "a- thing* pro-

duced by effort").

The opponent rises again fro say that sound cannot also be -conclud-

ed to be non-eternal because the reason "effect" is erratic (which 1 mayi

mean a thing revealed by effort). S» the defect which is- pointed- out in

the case of the opposition, may also be pointed out in the case of tha-

opposition of the opposition;
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JrRnNf pratisedham, contradiction : sadosam, with defect, defec-

tive
; W*gfc*T abhyupetya, admitting for the sake of argument

; sjfa^gfsrsr%.

pratisodha-vipratisedhe, in case of contradiction of a contradiction
;

?WM: samanah, similar, same
; ^talftta: dosa-prasangah, implication of

defect
; JTcUgSfT rnata-anujna, admission of an opinion.

503. If one admits the defect of his opposition in consequence

of his statement that an equal defect attaches to the opposition of the

opposition, it will be called "admission of an opinion."

A certain person lays down a proposition which is opposed by a cer-

tain other person. The first person, viz. the disputant, charges the opposition

mado by the second person, viz, the opponent, with a defect, e.g., that the

reason is erratic. The opponent instead of rescuing his opposition from the

defect with which it has been charged by the disputant, goes on charg-

ing the disputant's opposition of the opposition with the same defec^

The counter charge which the opponent brings in this way is interpreted

by the disputant to be an admission of the defect pointed out by him.

The disputant's reply consisting of this kind of interpretation is called

"admission of an opinion."

^q^ayoiI^Jiftll^l^fl? svapaksa-laksana-apeksa-upapatti-npasarohAre,

in the conclusion by demonstration (in the opposite side) of, instead of re-

moving, the defect in one's own Bide
; f^filflfj^ hetu-nirdese, in the state-

ment of reason
;
WHJ^talfJ'l'raRJ para-paksa-dosa-abhyupagataat, from

admission of the defect of other side
;
^ta: dosab, defect , 5% iti, it is.

504. "Admission.of an opinion" also occurs when the disputant

instead of employing reasons to rescue his side from the defect with

which it has been charged, proceeds to admit the defect in consequence

of his statement that the same defect belongs to his opponent's side

as well.

Six-winged disputation (Satpaksi kathtt).

Disputant—to prove the non-eternality of sound says:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

This is the first wing.
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Opponent—seeing that the effect is of diverse kinds, offers an

opposition thus:—

Sound is eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

(Here "effect** means a thing which already existed and is now
revealed by effort).

This is the second wing.

Disputant—seeing that the reason "effect" is erratic, charges the

opposition with a defect thus :

—

Sound it not eternal,

because it is an effeot of effort.

(Here the reason "effect" is erratic meaning (I) either a thing that

did not previously exist and is now produced or (2) a thing that already

existed and is now revealed by effort).

This is the third wing.

Opponent— finding that the reason "effect," which is erratic,

proves neither the eternality nor the non-eternality of sound, brings a

counter-charge against the disputant thus :—

Sound is also not non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

He alleges that the defect (viz. the erraticity of the reason) with

which his opposition (viz. sound is eternal) is charged, also attaches to

the opposition of the opposition made by the disputant (viz. sound is not

eternal or non-eternal).

This is the fourth wing.

Disputant—'finding that the counter -charge brought against him

amounts to his opponent's admission of self-defect says:

—

The opponent by saying that "sound is also not non-eternal"

has admitted that it is also not eternal. In other words, the counter-charge

has proved the charge, that is, it has indicated that the opponent admits

the disputant's opinion.

This is the fifth wing,

Opponent— finding that the disputant instead of rescuing his

argument from the counter-charge has taken shelter under his opponent's

admission of the charge says:—
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The disputant by saying that "sound is also not eternal'' has-

admitted that it is also not non-eternal. In other words, if the' counter*

charge proves- the charge,, the reply to the- counter-charge- proves the

coanter-charge itself.

This i*tbe- sixth wing.

The first, third and1 fifth wings belong to- the disputant while the

second,, fourth and sixth to the opponent. The sixth wing is a repetition

of the fourth while the fifth wing is a repetition of the third. The sixth

wing is also a repetition of the' meaning of the fifth wing. The third and

fourth wings involve the defect of "admission of an opinion." All' the

wings except the first three are unessential.

The disputation would have come to a fair close at the third wing

if the disputant had pointed out that the word "effect" had* a special

meaning, viz., a thing which did not previously exist but was producedv

The disputant and the opponent instead of stopping at the proper

limit has carried on their disputation through six wings beyond which no

further wing is possible. After the six-winged disputation has beem

carried on, it becomes patent that neither the disputant nor the opponent

is a fit person to-be argued with.
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BOOK V.—CHAPTER II.

nrafTfift: xrfafrFrrc umfufircto xrrafTR?^-

trSTTm^ W^f^TT^TR II H I ^ I ^ II

srfa?t?TBl: Pratijfia-hanih, injury to the proposition; Jlfa3fj??rf prati-

jna-antaram, change of proposition; srf?mrfRf?ta: pratijfia-virodhah, conflict

of proposition; Jri%3!rttiwTO: pratijfia-sanny&sah, abandonment of proposition;

hetu-antaram, change of the reason; artha-antaram, change

of topio; fift*?<l> nir-arthakam, meaningless; SfFecSfTaW a-vijfiata-artham,

unintelligible; STTTsfc' apa-arthakam, senseless; srsrifl*!^ a-prapta-kalain,

before-time, disordered, Disarranged, nyunam, deficient; arfire? adhi-

kam, too much, superfluous, verbose; punar-uktam, repetition;

*?rT*tf an-anubhasanam, non-reply, silence ;
W^TTJf ;

a-jnanam, ignorance;

wrfitW a-pratibha, want of ready wit; fa&fa: vik§epah, evasion, diversion
;

*?<ng5?T, mata-anujfia, admission of an opinion ; 1«4j^lSJjt^Sjfof paryanuyo-

jya-upeksanam, overlooking the censurable ; fflfj^tsqrjqhl: niranuyojya-

anuyogah, censuring the non-censurable
; trafa^TScfi apa-siddhantah,

contrary tenet ; fMNTTOT: hetu-abhasah. pseudo-marks ; * cha, and
; fw-

fWllf«l nigraha-sthanani, grounds of defeat, occasions for rebuke.

505. The occasions for rebuke are the following:—

1. Hurting the proposition, 2. Shifting the proposition, 3. Op-

posing the proposition, 4. Renouncing the proposition, 5. Shifting

the reason, 6. Shifting the topic, 7. The meaningless, 8. The unintel-

ligible, 9. The incoherent, 10. The inopportune, 11. Saying too little,

12. Saying too much, 13. Repetition, 14. Silence, 15. Ignorance,

16. Non-ingenuity, 17. Evasion, 18. Admission of an opinion,

19 Overlooking the censurable, 20. Censuring the non-censurable,

21. Deviating from a tenet, and 22. The semblance of a reason.

The definition of "an occasion for rebuke" has been given in apho-

rism 1-2-19. "An occasion for rebuke" which is the same as "aground of

defeat", "a place of humiliation" or "a point of disgrace" arises generally
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in connection with the proposition or any other part, of an argument and

may implicate any disputant whether he is a discutient, wrangler or

caviller.

afajui^Mjfajjpn pratidristanta-dharma-abhyanujfla, admission of

tha property of the counter example-; sva-dristante, in one's own

example
; Sffasjlfrfa: pratijna-hftnih, injury to the proposition.

50P. "Hurting the proposition" occurs when one admits in one's

own example the character of a counter-example.

A disputant argues as follows:—

^ound is non-eternal 1

,

Because it is cognisable by sense,

Whatever is cognisable by sense is non-eternal

aa a pot,

Sound is cognisable by sense,

Therefore sound is non-eternal.

A certain: other person offers an opposition thus :—

A genus (e. </., potness or pot-type), which is cognisable by sense*

is found to be eternal, why cannot then the sound which is also

cognisable by sense, be eternal ?

The disputant being thus opposed says :

—

Whatever is cognisable by sense is eternal

aa a pot,

Sound is cognisable by sense,

Therefore sound is eternal.

By thus admitting in his example (pot) the character of a- counter*

example (genus or type), he has hnrt his own proposition (viz. sound ia>

non-oternal). A parson who hurts his proposition in this way deserves

nothing but rebuke.
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sfa5fRTfVlrfeW<t pratijfiata-artha-pratisedhe, there being opposition

to the object or topic proposed; >wfa*5<U<T dharma-vikalpat, through a

different property; a^ffa^T: tat-artha-nirdesah, statement of that object;

fcri?Wl*S?H pratijfia-antaram, change of proposition.

507. ''Shifting the proposition'* arises when a proposition being

opposed one defends it by importing a uew character to one's example

and counter-example.

A certain person argues as follows:—*

Sound is non-eteitial,

because it is cognisable by sense

like a pot.

A certain other person offers an opposition thus:—'

Sound is eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense like a genns (or type).

The first person in order to defend himself says that a genus (or type)

and a pot are both cognisable by sense, yet one is all-pervasive and
the other is not so: hence the Bound which is likened to a pot is non*

all-pervasively non-eternal.

The defence thus made involves a change of proposition. Tha
proposition originally laid down was:—

Sound is non-eternal,

while the proposition now defended is;

Sound is nou-all-pervasively non-eternal.

A person who shifts his proposition in this way is to be rebuked

inasmuch as he has not relied upon his original reason and example.

Kfavrtrcli pratijna-hetvoh. of the proposition and the reason; farihf

:

virodhah, contradiction; JffasjtfsTlsr? pratijfia-virodhah, conflict of propo-

sition.

508. "Opposing the proposition'* occurs when the proposition

and its reason are opposed to each other.

?7
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Substance is distinct from quality,

because it is perceived to be non-distinct from colour, etc.

In this argument it is to be observed that if substance is distinct

from quality, it must also be distinct from colour, etc which constitute

the quality. The reason, viz. substance is non-distinct from colour, etc., is

opposed to the proposition, viz substance is distinct from quality. A per-

80n who thus employs a reason which opposes his proposition is to be

rebuked as a fool.

•TSffjrfa'?^ paksa-pratisedhe, there being opposition to the subject;

JrftfSTHPjf'Wn^ pratijnata artha apanayanam, removal of the object pro-

posed; ufilSTTRf^Tl?!: prati jna-s<inn_yasah, abandonment of the proposition.

500. A proposition beinjj opposed if one disclaims its import, it

will be called "renouncing the proposition.''

A certain person argues as follows:—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense.

A certain other person oilers an opposition thus:

—

Just as a genus (or type) is cognisable by sense and is not yet non-

eternal, so a sound is cognisable by sense and is not yet non-eternal. The

first person, as a defence agaiust the opposition, disclaims the meaning of

his proposition thus:

—

Who says that sound is non-eternal ?

This sort of denial of the import of one's own proposition is called

"renouncing the proposition" which rightly furnishes an occasion for

rebuke.

n h i ^ i \ »

wfe^Wrlfe a-viscfa-ukte, stated without particulars, of a general cha-

racter; hetau, reason, mark; jjflrf^f pratisiddhe, being opposed
; fk$4

viSesam, particular or special character
; ^ftf: ichchhatah, of one who

desires; iWFcHW hetu-autaram, change of reason.
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510. "Shifting the reason" occurs when the reason of a. genera)

character being opposed one attaches a special character to it.

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows:.

—

Sound is non-eternal^

because it is cognisable by sense.

A certain other person says that sound cannot be proved to be

non-etornal through the mere reason of its being cognisable by sense, just

as a' genus (or type) such as pot-ness (or pot-type) is cognisable by sense

and is not yet non-eternal.

The first person defends himself by saying' that the reason, viz.

being cognisable by sense, is to-be understood as signifying that which

eomea under a genus (or type) and is as such cognisable by sense.

Sound oomes under the genus (or type) "soundness" and is at the same

time cognisable by sense; but a genus or type, such as pot-ness or pot-

type does not come under another gennsor type (such- as. pot-ness-ness

or pot-type-type) though it is cognisable by sense. Such a defence, which

consists in shifting one's reason, rightly furnishes an occasion- for

lebuke.

*r$3HT prakritat, real, under consideration; Wf?^ arthat, from the

abject; *f5tFa?l*«RfrtT^ a-pratisambaddhartham, importing an un-correlated,

irrelevant object ; Wl?*3^ artha-antararo, change of topic or object.

611. "Shifting tha topic" is an argument which setting aside the

leal topic introduces one which is irrelevant.

A certain person, to prove the eternality of sound, argnes as

fellows*

—

Sound is eternal (proposition),

because it is intangible (reason).

Being opposed by a certain other person he attempts, in the absence

of any other resource, to defend his position as follows:

—

Httu, which is the Sanskrit equivalent for "reason,"' is a word derived'

from the root "hi" with the suffix "tu". A word, a» apart of a speech, may\

be a noun, a verb, a prefix or an indeclinable; A noun is defined. as etc. ate-
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The defenoe made in this way furnishes an instance of defeat through

non-relevancy. The person who makes it deserves rebuke.

^^fwrfaf varna-krama-nirdesa-vat, like the statement of the

order of letters ( in the alphabet ); nir-arthakam, meaningless,

512. ''The meaningless" is an argument which is based on a

non-sensical combination of letters into a series.

A certain person, to prove the eternality of sound, argues as

follows;-^

Sound is eternal,

because k, o, t, t and p are j, v, g, d and d,

like jh, bh, gh, dh and dh.

As the letters k, c, t, etc. convey no meaning, the person who
•mploys thorn in his argument deserves rebuke.

qf^renferarf^rt parisat-prativadibhyam, by the assembly and the

opponent ; fil: tnh, three times; wfaffa abhihitam, stated ; s»fq api, even;

wftsftf a-vijfiatam, not understood
; wf^TTcUS? a-vijfiata-artham, unintel-

ligible

513. "The unintelligible" is an argument, which although repea-

ted three times, is understood neither by the audience nor by the

opponent.

A certain person being opposed by another person and finding no

means of self-defence, attempts to hide his inability in disputation by

using words of double entendre or words not in ordinary use or words

very quiokly uttered which as such are understood neither by his opponent

nor by the audience although they are repeated three times. This sort

of defence is oalled "unintelligible" which rightly furnishes an oocasion

for rebuke.
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<ft«*f«T*lHftflH paurvya-aparya-a-yot;at, owing to absence of sequence;

a-pratisambaddha-artham, of unconnected import
;
«WT*l^

apa-arthakam, senseless.

514. "The incoherent" is an argument which conveys no

connected meaning on account of the words being strung together

without any syntactical order.

A certain person being opposed by another person and finding no

other means of self-defence, argues as follows j

—

Ten pomegranates, six cakes, a bowl, goat's skin and a lump of

sweets.

This sort of argument, which consist of a series of unconnected

words, is called "the incoherent" which rightly presents on occasion

for rebuke.

^qorf^qsqT^RWTH^T^ II *( I ^ I \\ II

avayava-viparyftsa-vaohanam, statement without the

order of the member of an argument
; 3nTT8$T€? a-piapta-kalam, disordered,

515. '-The inopportune" is an argument the parts of which are

mentioned without any order of precedence.

A certain person, to prove that the hill has fire, argues as follows:

—

The hill has fire ( proposition ).

Whatever has smoke has fire, as a kitchen (example).

Because it has smoke ( reason ).

The hill has fire ( conclusion ).

The hill has smoke( application ).

This sort of argument is called "the inopportune" which rightly

preBentB an occasion for rebuke. Since the meaning of an argument is

affected by the order in which its parts are arranged, the person who
overlooks the order cannot establish his conclusion and is therefore

rebuked.
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tffcf hinam, deficient
; SRmiN anya-tamena, by any one; «tf<T api,

even ; st^t^T avayavena, member
; 'f^H, nyunam, deficient.

516. If an argument lacks even one of its parts, it is called

''saying too little."

The following is an argument which contains all its five parts:—

1. The hill has fire (proposition ),

2. Because it has smoke ( reason ),

3. All that has smoke has fire, as a kitchen (example ),

4. The hill has smoke ( application ),

5. Therefore the hill has fire ( conclusion ).

As all the fire parts or members are essential, a person who omit»

even one of tbem should be scolded as "saying too little."

f^WOtfW hetu-udaharanaadhikam, consisting of more than on©

reason or example ;
adhikam, verbose, redundant.

517. "Saying too much" is an argument which consists of

more than one reason or example.

A ceitain person, to prove that the hill has fire, argues as follows:

—

The hill has fire ( proposition ),

Because it has smoke ^reason ),

And because it has light (reason ),

like a kitchen (example ),

and like a furnace ( example ),

In this argument the second reason and the second example are

redundant.

A person, who having promised to argue in the proper way ( accord-

ing to the established usage ), employs more than one reason or example

is to be rebuked as "saying too much."
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STS^nfat: s-ibda-arthayoh, of the word and the object
;
JJHT^Ptf punar-

vachanaia, restatement
; g«T^B punar-uktam, repetition

;
usqsianyatra,

elsewhere
; Sl-J^T^t^ anuvadat, than re-inculcation, anuv&da.

518. "Repetition" is an argument in which ( except in the case

of reinculcation ) the word or the meaning is said over again.

"Repetition of the word—Sound is non-eternal,

sound is non-eternal.

Repetition of the meaning—Sound is non-eternal,

echo is perishable, what is heard is impermanent, etc.

A person who unnecessarily commits repetition is to be rebuked

as a fool.

Reinculcation has been explained in aphorism 2-1-66.

WJRI arthat, from context ; WWW Apannasya, of what has followed ;

*3*T»^!I sva-sabdena, by its own name
;
giW^Pf punar-vachanam, restate-

ment.

519. "Repetition" consists also in mentioning a thing by name

although the thing has been indicated through presumption.

"A thing possessing the character of a product is non-eternal"

—this ifl a mere repetition of the following:

—

"A thing not possessing the character of a product is not non-

eternal."

wi u h i ^ i ^ u

feiSTTa^*! vijfiatasya, of what has been understood
; qffafr parisada, by

the assembly; fa: ti ih, three times
; wfafffasT abhihita- sya, of what has

been declared ; *lfll, even
; STHf^wmi; aprati-uchcharanain, non-replyj

WfgWIU'i an-anubh&sanam, non-reply.

520. "Silence" is an occasion for rebuke which arises when the

opponent makes no reply to a proposition although it has been repeated

three times by the disputant within the knowledge of the audience.
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How can a disputant carry on his argument if his opponent main-

tains an attitude of stolid silence? The opponent is therefore to ba

rebuked.

srfsisna^ a-vijfitttam, the not-understood; ^ cha, and ; sfjtrsf a-jnanam

ignorance.

521. ''Ignorance" is the non-understanding of a proposition.

Ignorance is betrayed by the opponent who does not understand a

proposition although it has been repeated three times within the know-

ledge of tho audience. How can an opponent refute a proposition the

meaning of which he cannot understand ? He is to be rebuked for his

ignorance.

3T^msn%qf%*iTmm « H i ^ i \* u

uttarasya, of the answer; VJTfinfa: a-pratipattih, non-sugges-

tion; wRlW a-pratibha, want of ready wit.

522. "Non-ingenuity" consists in one's inability to hit upon a reply.

A certain person lays down a proposition. If his opponent under-

stands it and yet cannot hit upon a reply, he is to be scolded as wanting

in ingenuity.

^ufwrrafflj karya-vyasangat, through pretext of other business
;

««nfa*93: katha-vichchhedah, cutting short a discussion ; fttffa: viksepah,

evasion, diversion.

523. ''Evasion" arises if one stops an argument on the pretext

of going away to attend another business.

A certain person having commenced a disputation in which ha

finds it impossible to establish his side, stops its further progress by

saying that he has to go away on a very urgent business. He who stops

the disputation in this way courts defeat and humiliation through

evasion.

^q^^T*3<OT*TrJ^^TO^ SrHJlTT II U I ^^ II

*H*nfta[*3<?'Tmqt sva-paksa-dosa-abhyupagam&t, by admitting defect
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in one's own side ; q^&t para-pakse, in the opposite side
; ^tartfn: dosa-

prasangah, attribution of defect
; *r5ng3fT mata-anujfia, admission of an

opinion.

52't. "The admission of an opinion'' consists in charging the op-

posite side with a defect by admitting that the same defect exists in

one's own side.

A certain person addressing another person says:—*Tou are a

thief."

The other person replies :—'"Yon too are a thief."

This person, instead of removing the charge brought against him,

throws the same charge on the opposite side whereby he admits that the

charge against himself is true. This sort of counter-charge or reply is

an instance of "admission of an opinion" which brings disgrace on tha

person who makes it.

fw?WTWTJrtT nigraha-sth&na-praptasya, of one who has reached the

ground of defeat
; Mfstuf: a-nigrahah, not defeating

; <I<*?3tfoqft$r<!]^ par-

yanuyojya-upeksan.am, overlooking the censurable.

525. "Overlooking the censurable" consists in not rebuking a

person who deserves rebuke.

It is not at all unfair to censure a person who argues in a way which

furnishes an occasion for censure. Seeing that the person himself does

not confess his short-coming, it is the duty of the audience to pass a

vote of censure on him. If the audience failed to do their duty they

would earn rebuke for themselves on account of their "over-looking the

o8nsurable."

irfsmsw^ a-m'graha-sthane, in case of non-defeat ; RttTsTfmsjTfiuftn:

nigraha-stli&na-abhiyogah, accusation of defeat
; f*lT«J'ft33H«J'faJ: nir-anu-

yojya-annyogah, censuring the non-censurable.

526. "Censuring the non-censurable" consists in rebuking a per-

son who does not deserve rebuke.

28
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A person brings discredit on himBelf if he rebukes a person who does

not deserve rebuke.

ff?5[ffa' siddhantam, tenet
; w^ffo abhynpetya, accepting

; WffHWTfJ

a-niyainAt, through departure, or wandering
; ^TOUTtfn: katha-prasangah,

disputation
;
^qfo^fJrT: apa siddhantah, contrary to tenet.

527. A person who afier accepting a tenet departs from it in the

course of his disputation, is guilty of "deviating from a tenet."

A certain person promises to carry on his argument in consonance

with the Satnkhya philosophy which lays down that f 1) what is existent

never becomes non existent, and (2) what is non existent never comes into

existence, etc A certain other person opposes him by saying that all

human activity would be impossible if the thing now non-existent could

not come into existence in the course of time and that no activity would

cense if what is existent now could continue for ever. If the first person

being thus opposed admits that existence springs from non existence and

non-existence from existence, then he will rightly deserve rebuke for

his deviation from the accepted tenet.

W?^T*?T?IT: hetu-abhasah, pseudo-marks; ^ cha, and ; 1*rl^iT: yatha-

uktah, as stated before.

528. "The fallacies of reason*' already explained do also furnish

< ccasions for rebuke.

From aphorism 1-2-4 it is evident that the fallacies are mere

semblances of a reason. A person who employs them in a disputation

does certainly deserve rebuke.

There are infinite occasions for rebuke of which only twenty-two

have been enumerated here.
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NYAYA-SfrCHI-NIBANDHA
of

VACHASPATI MlSltA

[ Baaed on the text edited by Dr. Ganganatha Jha, M. A., D. Litt.,

and published in the Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series, Bonares

]

The Nyaya-^aatra contains five books, ten chapters, eighty-four topics,

five hundred and twenty-eight aphorisms, one hundred and ninety-

Biimeasures, and eight thousand, three hundred and eighty-five syllables.

[Book= adhyaya, Chapter= ahnika, lit. a daily portion, Topic = pra-

karana, Aphorisms Sutra, Measure= pada, Syllable= aksara]

Adhyaya—I: Ahnika.—1: Prakaranas—7 : Sutras—41.

1. Statement of the subject matter ( visaya ), purpose ( prayojana )

and relation ( sambandha ) of the oastra— Ss. 1-2.

2. Definitionjof Pramana ( Instrument of Right Cognition )—Ss. 3-8.

3. Definition of Prameya (Object of Right Cognition)—Ss.9-22.

4. Definition of the pre-requisites ( p&rva ahga ) of a Nyaya— Ss.23-25.

5. Definition of Siddhanta (Tenet) which is the basis of a Nyaya-Ss 26-3l.

6. Definition of Nyaya ( Process of Ratiocination or Reasoning)

—Ss.32-39.

7. Definition of processes subsidiary
j(
(jittara anga) to a Nyaya

—Ss. 40-41.

Adhyaya—I: Ahnika-2 : Prakaranas-4 : Sutras-20.

1. Definition of Katha ( Controversy )—Ss. 1-3.

2. Definition of Betvabhaaa ( Fallacious Marks of .Inference )—Ss.4-9.

3. Definition of Chhala ( lit. Fraud, Qaibble ) —Ss.10-17.

4. Definition of Lingado§a ( General Fault in, Marks of Inference ) dua

to incapacity of the arguer ( Puruga-afrakti }— 18-2.0.
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Adhyftya—II: £hnika-li Prakaranas-9: Sutras-68.

1. Examination of Sam&aya (Doubt )—Ss. 1-7.

2. Examination of Pramana generally—Ss. 8-20.

3. Examination of Pratyaksa ( Perception )—Ss. 21-32.

4. Examination incidentally of Avayavt ( the whole )—Ss. 33-36.

5. Examination of Anumana ( Inference )—Ss. 87-38.

6. Examination ( introductory ) of the present time—Ss. 39-43.

7. Examination of Upamana ( Analogy )—Ss. 44-48.

8. Examination of Sabda ( lit. word, Testimony ) generally-Ss. 49-56.

9. Examination of Sabda in particular (the Veda )— ds. 57-68.

Adhyaya—II: Ahnika 2: Prakaranas-4: Sutras-69.

1. Examination of the fourfold division of Pramana—Ss. 1-12.

2. Examination of the, doctrine of the non-eternality of Sabda-Ss. 13-39.

8. Examination of the doctrine of Sabda-parin&ma ( Transformation of

word )—Sa. 40-57.

4. Examination of 6abda-i§akti ( Force of Word )—Sa. 58-69.

Adhyaya—111 : Ahnika-1: Prakarnas-9: Sutras-73.

1. The Soul is over and above the Senses—Ss. 1-3.

2. The Soul is different from the Body —Ss.4-6.

8. Refutation (incidentally) of the dootrine that the Eye is only one

—Ss. 7-14.

4. The Manas ( Mind ) ia not the Soul— Ss.—15-17.

6. The Soul is eternal—Ss. 18-26.

6. Examination of the Body—Ss.27-31.

7. Examination of the materiality ( bhautika-tva ) of the Indriya

(Sense )—Sa. 32-51.

8. The Indriya is manifold—Ss. 52-61.

9. Examination of Artha ( Sense and Object of Sense )—Ss 62-73,

Adhyaya-Ill : Ahnika-2:-Prakaranas 7 : Sutras—72.

1. The Buddhi ( Cognition ) is not eternal —Ss. 1-9.

2. Introduction of the dootrine of Transiency (ksana-bhanga)—Ss. 10-17.

3, The Buddhi is an attribute of the Soul—Ss. 18-41.

4, The Buddhi perishes as soon as produced (utpanna-apavargitva)

—Sa. 42-45.
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5. The Buddhi is not a quality of the Body—Ss. 46-55.

6. Examination of the Manas—Ss 56-59.

7. The Body is produced by Adrista ( Deserts )— S3. 60-72.

Adhy&ya-IV : Ahnika-1: Prakaranas-14: Sutras-67.

1. Examination of the Faults and Pravritti ( Activity )—Ss. 1-2.

2. Dosa (Fault ) is threefold—Ss.3-9.

3. Fxamination of Pretya-bhava ( Re-birth )—Ss. 10-13.

4. The Upadana ( material ) oause of the Universe is not the iSunya

( Void)—Ss. 14-18.

5. Isvara ( God ) is not the Upadana of the Universe—Ss. 19-21.

6. Chance is not the Upadana—Ss. 22-24.

7. Refutation of the doctrine that all is non-eternal ( Sarva-anitya-tva )

—Ss. 25-28.

8. Refutation of the doctrine that all is eternal
( Sarva-nitya-tva

)

—Ss. 29-33.

9. Refutation of the doctrine that all is discrete
( Sarva-prithak-tva)

—Ss. 34-36.

10. Refutation of the doctrine that all is void ( Sarva-sunya-ta-)

—Sa. 37-40.

11. Refutation of the doctrine that the Reality is one or otherwise fixed

in number ( SamkhyA-ekanta-v»da )—Ss. 41-43.

12. Examination of Phala ( Fruit )—Ss. 44-53.

13. Examination of Duhkha ( Pain )—Ss. 54-57.

14. Examination of Apavarga ( Release)—Ss. 58-67.

Adhyaya-IV : Ahnika 2 : Prakaranas-6 : Sutras—51.

1. Production of Tattva-jHana (Knowledge of Reality)—Ss. 1-3.

2. Incidental examination of the relation of the whole (avayavi) and
parts ( avayava)—Ss. 4-17.

3. Examinaton of the Partless (niravayava, e. g. Atom)—Ss. 18-25.

4. Refutation of the doctrine of the transiency of external objects

( bahya-artha-bhanga )—Ss. 26-37.

5. How Tattva-Jfiana is developed—Ss. 38-49.

•• How Tattva-Jfiana is maintained—Se. 50-51,
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Adhyaya-V: Aimika-1: Prakaranas-17: Sutras-43.

1. Introduction of Parity of Reasoning ( Jati ):( 24 ): Identicals (2) in

respect of Resemblance and Difference—Ss. 1-3.

2. Identicals ( 6 ) in relation to the Sadhya (subject) and Dristanta

(
Example ): that is, arising from the diverse properties of the

Subject and the Example—Ss. 4-6.

3. Identicals (2 ) in respect of the extension or non-extension of the

Hetu ( Mark ) to the Sftdhya ( subject )—Ss. 7-8.

4. Identicals ( 2 ) in respect of regression and counter example

—

Ss- 9-11.

5. Identical (1 ) in respect of non-production—Ss. 12-13.

6 Identical ( 1 ) in respect of doubt— Ss. 14-15.

7. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of the Topic— 8s. 16-17.

8. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of non-Mark—Ss. 18-20.

9. Identical (1) in respect of Presumption—Ss. 21-22.

10. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of Non-difference— Ss. 23 24,

11. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of Demonstration—Ss. 25-26.

12. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of Cognition—Ss. 27-28.

13. Identical ( I ) in respect of Non-Oognit'on—Ss. 29-31.

14. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of the Non-eternal—Ss. 32-34.

15. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of the Eternal—Ss. h5-36.

16. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of the Effect—Ss. 37-38.

17. Futile Controversy of Six Steps—Ss. 39-43.

Adliyaya V : Ahntka-2 : Prakaranaa-7 : Sutrfcs-24.

1. Enunciation of the five Errors of the opponent depending upon the

one or the other of the Proposition and the Mark—Ss. 1-6,

2. The four Errors leading to failure to establish the deaired proposition

—Ss. 7 10.

3. The three Errors leading to misp reservation of one's own conclusion

—Ss. 11-13.

4. The Error of Repetition—-Ss. 14-15.

5. The four Errore leading to failure to reply—Ss. 16-10.

6. The three Errors of acquiescence in a defect, failure to attack, and
misplaced attack—Ss. 20-22.

7. The two Errors of Inconsistency and Fallacies—Ss. 23-24.
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1. Moreover, the perception is not merely of a part, for there

is a whole behind the part.

The perception of a part does not exclude perception of the whole,

of which it is a part. If you touch the hand, leg or any other limb of a

person, you are said to touch the person. Similarly, if you perceive a part

of a thin^, you are said to perceive the thing. A part implies the whole,

and perception of a part implies perception of the whole.

2. There is, in the case of verbal testimony, no perception of

the connection.

The connection between a sign and the thing signified, which is the

basis of inference, is obvious to perception. For instance, the inference

that "the hill is fiery, because it is smoky" is based on a certain connec-

tion between smoke and fire which is actually perceived in a kitchen or

elsewhere. The connection between a word and the objects signified by it,

which is the basis of verbal testimony, is not obvious to perception. The

word Uttarakuru, for instance, signifies the country of the name, but the

connection between the word and the country is not perceived, as the

latter lies beyond our observation. Hence, verbal testimony is not

inference.

3. There is doubt about the nature of sound, because there are

conliicting opinions supported by contlicting reasons.

Some say that sound is a quality of ether, and that it is all-pervading,

eternal, and capable of being manifested. Others say that sound, like

smell, etc., is a quality of the substance in which it abides, and is capable

of being manifested. Sound is said by others to be a quality of ether
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and to be subject to production and destruction, like knowledge. Others
again say that sound arises from the concussion of elements, requires no
abode, and is subject to production and destruction. Hence, there arises

doubt about the true nature of sound.

. 4. There is, according to the objector, no inaptness in the analogy,

as tho modification of a letter does not relinquish the general notion of

letters.

Just as gold is modified into a bracelet without relinquishing the

general notion of gold, so the letter i undergoes modification as y without

relinquishing the general notion of letters.

5. A quality belongs, we reply, to a thing possessing a general

notion, but not to the general notion itself.

A bracelet is a modification of a ring, inasmuch as both of them are

gold which possesses the general notion of goldness. The letter y cannot

be a modification of the letter i, because they have not as their common
basis another letter which possesses the general notion of letterness.

6. Also because the things remembered are innumerable.

If memory were lodged in things, we could remember innumerable
things at a time. But none can remember more things than one at a time.

Hence memory must be supposed to be a quality of a saparate substance
called soul (endowed with a mind).

7. The senses are material substances inasmuch as thoy invari-

ably receive obstruction.

Nothing can offer obstruction to a non-material all-pervading sub-
stance. The senses receive obstruction from wall, etc., and are therefore
material substances.

8. It is, we reply, not so because the objects of other senses are

not perceived by touch (skin).

If there had been only one sense, viz., touch (skin), then it could
have seen colour, heard sound and so on. But a blind man possessing
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the sense of touch cannot see colour. Hence it is ooncluded that senses

are many.

9. Perception of various objects of sense is comparable to that

of smoke by a special part of touch.

Just ao smoke is perceived by a special part of touch located in the

eye, so sound, smell etc., are perceived by special parts of touch specially

located.

10. This is, according to us, absurd as it involves contradiction.

It has been Baid that touch is the only sense by the special parts of

which special functions are performed. Now it is asked whether the

special parts of touch do not partako of the nature of senses. If they do,

then the senses are many. If on the other hand they do not partake of

the nature of senses, then it is to be admitted that colour, sound, etc, are

not cognisable by the senses.

11. And it is through their commixture, continues the objector,

that there is the apprehension of more than one quality.

The objector further says as follows:

—

The earth possesses only odour ( smell ), and if sometimes savour

(taste) is also found there it ia because the earth is then mixed with

water. Similarly if there is odour (smell) in water it is because the earth

is mixed with it.

12. It is, we reply, not so because there is no proof.

The Samkhya says that the variety of knowledge arises from the

same intellect appearing to be modified by the various objects which are

reflected on it through the senses. The various modes which the intellect

undergoes, that is, the various kinds of knowledge are not real but only

apparent. The Naiyftyikas dispose of this view by saying that there is

no proof as to the unreality of the modes, that is, the various kinds of

knowledge, inasmuch as they are found to originate and cease in due
order in consequence of the contact of senses and their objeots and vice

versa.
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13. [It is not true that] there is possibility of simultaneousness

in the case of recollections which are independent of the efforts of

attention, etc., just as in the case of co£i itions derived from impres-

sions of equal vividness not dependent on stimuli.

Some say that recollections which are not dependent on the efforts

of attention, etc., may be simultaneous like soveral cognitions or acts of

knowledge that are produced from impressions of equal vividness without

the aid of external stimuli. But this view is untenable because neither

the recollections nor the several acts of knowledge are simultaneous. The

acta of knowledge, though derived from impressions of equal vividness,

will appear in succession according to the amount of attention paid

to them, and the recolleotons though not dependent on the efforts of

attention will appear ooe after another in proportion to the strength of

stimuli that revive them.

14. It is unreasonable aUo on account of the non perception

of knowledge in pots and the like.

In a pot there is activity indicated by the conglomeration of

different earthy parts while in sand there is forbearance from activity

indicated by the disruption of the parts from one another. Yet there ia

no knowledge, desire or aversion in a pot or sand. Hence the body ia

not the seat of knowledge, desire or aversion.

15. If knowledge were permanent it would always' be pepcep«

tible so that there would be no recollection.

If there is knowledge it is perceptible and as long as there is per-

ception there is no recollection. Hence on the supposition of knowledge

being permanent there would be a total absence of recollection,

in. And the separation between the soul and ;hebody i$ ejected

by the termination of the deserts,
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It is in virtue of its deserts that a soul is joined with a particular

body and it is by the exhaustion of the deserts that the separation

between the two takes place. The soul cannot be separated from the

body until it attains perfect knowledge through the cessation of ignorance

and lust.

17. It is not reasonable, because the body is found to be produced

in case of both fulfilment and non-fulfilment of its ends.

In the previous aphorism it was Btated that the body was produced

only to enable the soul to experience objects and to realize its distinction

from matter (prakriti). In the present aphorism the Naiyayika points

out the worthlessness of the statement by showing that the body is

produced irrespective of the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of its ends, that

i9, it is produced in the case of the soul experiencing objects and realizing

its distinction from matter as well as in the case when the soul remains

enchained on account of its failure to realize its distinction from matter.

In a certain school of philosphy the desert is supposed to be a

quality of the atoms and not of the soul, fn virtue of the desert atoms

are said to combine together into a body (endowed with a mind) to enable

the soul to experience objects, and realize its distinction from matter.

This school of philosophy fails to explain why the soul after it has

attained emancipation (release) is not again connected with a body

inasmuch as the atoms compcsing the body are never devoid of deserts.

18. The fruit, we reply, is not immediate because it is enjoyable

after a lapse of time.

The fruit of maintaining the sacred fire is the attainment of heaven

which is not possible until the time of death when the soul departs from

our body.

19. An injunction must be appropriate to its occasion just as a

topic must be appropriate to the treatise which deals with it.

A treatise on Logic which is to deal with its own special problems

cannot be expected to treat of etymology and syntax which form the

subject of a separate treatise. A sacred book which professes to deal

wi'h the Jile of a householder can appropriately bestow every encomium
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on him. A cereain Vedic text extols karma by saying that immortality is

attained by the force of one's own acts, while another text lays down as a

compliment to asceticism that immortality cannot be attained except

through renunciation . Some text deolares emphatically that it is by the

knowledge of Brahman alone that one can attain immortality, there is no

other way to it. There are again certain texts which attach an equal

importance to study, sacrifice ann charity each of which is to be perform-

ed by ub at the different stages of our life. Hence a text which aims at

extolling the life of a householder can, without creatiag any missappre-

hension in us, lay down that as soon as we are born we incur three debts

which we must go on clearing off until the time of our decay and death.

20. In reinculcation there is no repetition in as much as a special

meaning is deduced from the word which is repeated.

The hill has fire (proposition),

Because it has smoke (reason),

All that has smoke has fire

as a kitchen (example),

The hill has smoke (application),

Therefore tbe hill has fire (conclusion).

In this argument the "conclusion" is a mere repetition of the

"proposition" and yet it serves a special purpose.
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APPENDIX C.

Vatsyayana's Commentary on the Nyaya-Sutra* of Gotama.

(Summary)

BOOK I : CHAPTER I.

Topic I : Subject-matter, purpose and relations : Stitras 1-2.

Pram&na (Means of Proof) is connected with Artha (Object), because

the success of activity (pravritti) depends on the establishment of the Artha

by means of Pram&na. Activity consists in the effort to acquire or to avoid

an Artha after its cognition by means of Pramana. Artha is pleasure, cause

of pleasure, pain, cause of pain. The knower (pramuta), the means of

knowledge (pramSna), the knowable (pramcya) and knowledge (pramiti),

—

these four terms comprehend artha-Tattva, the truth about the Object.

By Tattva (reality) is meant, in the case of an existent thing, the being

existent, and, in the case of a non-existent thing, the being non-existent.

In other words, an existent something which always appears as existent

and in a particular form and is never known in any other form, is called a

reality. Similarly in the case of a non-existent thing. But how can a thing

which does not exist be known ? The pramana which reveals an existent

thing, reveals a non-existent thing as well. Absence of cognition, while the

pram&nas are operative, is the test of non-existence.

The Nyaya-Sutras groups existent things under sixteen classes

(I. i. 1). They constitute its subject-matter : Its purpose is to teach how

to know them in their true character. Among these sixteen classes it is

the knowledge of the reality of the soul and other knowables (I. i. 9) which

is the cause of the attainment of the supreme good (nibs'reyasa). One
attains the supreme good by thoroughly realising the four subjects estab-

lished in the Nyaya-Sutras, namely the thing to be avoided (i.e., pain), Its

causes (i.e., desire and ignorance), absolute avoidance, and -the means of

such avoidance (i.e., true knowledge) which is to be secured.

It is true that Pram ana and Prameya comprise all objects. Doubt

and the rest (I. i. 1 ) are included in them. These have been separately

mentioned to show that they have received special treatment in the

Nyiya-Sfttras. Four Sciences (Vidya) have been propounded for the benefit

of mankind : V3rtt§, vocation, the science of agriculture, trade, commerce,

etc., which produces wealth (artha), supplies the physical needs of man
;

Dandaniti, the rule of the rod, polity, controls his passions, desires arid

emotions and enables him to enjoy the amenities (kama) of social life
;

Tray!, the three Vedas (Rik, Yajus and Sama), which deals 'with the
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sacrifice of Agnihotra, etc., enriches his religious experience (dharma)

;

A.

and Anvik$iki, the science of reflection, critique, which deals with the soul,

etc., ministers to his spiritual needs and helps him to attain Release (mok?a).

Ny&ya-vidyj is this fourth science of Anvik?iki. If the Nyaya did not treat

of doubt and the rest as its special subjects, it would not be distinguished

from a pure science of the self like the Upanisads.

Nyaya (reasoning) has no scope where the object either is not perceived

or is already ascertained, but only where it is doubted. As has been said,

"Ascertainment is the determination of the object by means of opposite

views after first impression" (I. i. 41). The order of sequence is : first

impression, doubt, opposite views, application of Nyaya (reasoning), deter-

mination of the object, ascertainment, knowledge of reality. On this account,

Sams'aya (Doubt) in the form of "what this may be," which is indeterm-

minate cognition consisting of the mere first impression of an entity,

is separately mentioned, though it is included in the class of Prameya

(knowable.)

Prayojana (Purpose) is that by which one is prompted to act. It is

an object which one desires to secure or desires to reject. Purpose pervades

all living beings, all acts and all systems of knowledge. For its promotion

does Nyaya proceed.

Nyaya is the investigation of objects by the application of the

processes of proposition, etc. (I. i. 32) which are the Pramaiias (means

of knowledge) such as Perception, etc. Inference based on percep-

tion and revelation is called Anviksa, re-view, that is, review of what has

been viewed by perception and revelation. The system of knowledge

which proceeds by this method, is Anviksiki, Nyaya-vidyil, Nyaya-s'astra.

Inference which is contradicted by perception and revelation, is pseudo-

nyaya, false reasoning.

Vada, Jalpa and Vitanda are the three forms of discourse or contro-

versy (Katha). Vada and Jalpa have definite ends in yiew ; Vitanda has

not. Vada (assertion or discussion) has the ascertainment of the truth

as its object. In Jalpa (sophistry) the opponent only seeks personal victory.

Vitanda (cavil) is merely destructive criticism. If it advances a proposition

of its own, it ceases to be itself ; if it does not, it becomes a meaningless

jargon.

Dristanta (Example) is an object of perception in respect of which the

observation of common people and of experts is unobstructed. It is a

.Prameya. It has been separately mentioned on account of its importance,

tyoth inference and revelation rest upon it : without it neither inference nor
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revelation would be possible. The application of Nyaya depends upon it.

The position taken up by an opponent is assailed on the ground of its

contradiction to the Example
;
by agreement with it one's own position is

established. The Nihilist (nastika) abandons his nihilism if he admits an

Example. If he does not admit one he robs himself of the weapon

with which to strike down the opponent. It makes possible to define

the Udaharana (instance), the third member of a Nyaya or syllogism

(I- i- 36, 37)-

When an object is at last known in the form "Such and such exists,"

it is called a Siddhanta, an established tenet, a conclusion. It is also a

Prameya. It has been separately mentioned because Vada
, Jalpa and

Vitanda find scope only where there exists a diversity of siddlumtas or

principles of discourse, and not otherwise.

Avayavas (Members), that is, the five beginning with Pratijna (Propo-

sition) (I. i. 32), are so called with reference to the concatenation of words

considered as a whole, which completes the establishment of the object to

be established. In them combine all the Pramanas : Pratijna (Proposition)

(is the enunciation for demonstration to another of the object obtained

from) Agama (revelation, Testimony) ; Hetu (Reason or Mark) is (the vehicle

of) Anumana (Inference) ; Udaharana (Instance) is (an object of) Pratyaksa

(Perception)
;
Upanayana (Application) is Upamana (Comparison)

;
Niga-

mana (Conclusion) shows the convergence of all towards the same object.

Such is the Nyaya par excellence. Vada, Jalpa and Vitanda proceed by

means of it. The ascertainment of the specific character of a reality depends

upon it. For this reason, the members have been separately mentioned,

though, as forms of Sound, they are included in the general class of the

Prameya,

Tarka (Hypothesis) is neither included in the Pramanas nor is it

an additional Pramana, but is subservient to the Pramanas, and as

such conduces to tattva-jnana, knowledge of reality. For instance : Is

birth the result of past acts or is it the result of causes other than past acts ?

The object being thus unknown, there follows rational doubt or conjecture :

if birth is the result of acts, then termination of birth is possible through
the termination of the cause ; but if it is the result of causes other than
acts, then the termination of the cause being beyond the power of man, the
termination of birth is also impossible. Or, if birth is accidental, then as it

happens by accident, it will happen again ; the cause of cessation therefore

cannot be expected ; hence the termination of birth is not possible. Tarka
subserves the Pram&nas which proceed to establish one out of the alternative
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suppositions, namely that birth is due to action. It conduces to tattva-

jfiana, knowledge of reality, through an analysis of the subject-matter of

tattva-jfiana. Tarka which is of such a character, in association with the

Pramanas, helps in the establishment as well as in the elimination of the

object. For this reason it has been separately mentioned, though it is

included in the Prameya,

Nirnaya (Ascertainment) is lattva-jn&na, knowledge of truth. It is

the result of the Pramanas. Vada (discussion) ends with it. For its mainten-

ance are Jalpa and Vitanda. Tarka (hypothesis) and Nirnaya (ascertainment)

help carry on the affairs of the world. For this reason Nirnaya though

included in the Prameya, has been separately mentioned.

Vada is discussion in which different speakers take part, each seeking

to make good his own hypothesis, and which ends with the establishment

of one or other of the hypotheses. It has been separately mentioned to

emphasise its special feature. By the use of it as so defined tattva-jnana,

knowledge of truth, is attained.

Jalpa (sophistry) and Vitanda (cavil) are varieties of Vada, and are

employed to keep up the effort in the pursuit of truth.

Hetvabhasas (Fallacies of Reason) have been mentioned separately

from Nigrahasthanas (Occasions for Rebuke,) because they furnish ground

of attack in Vada, while Nigrahasthanas do so in Jalpa and Vitanda.

Chhala (Quibble), Jati (Futility) and Nigrahasthanas have distinctions

of their own and are therefore separately mentioned.

Thus is Anviksiki divided by the topics of the Pramanas, etc. It is

the light of all sciences, the way of all actions, the foundation of all pious

acts. It is this which has been recited among the four Sciences.

And the tattva-jnana, knowledge of truth, produced by Anviksiki

for the realisation of the supreme good, should be understood according to

the scope of each science. In the present Science of the Soul it

means knowledge of the truth about the soul, etc., and the realisation

of the supreme good means the attainment of Release.

The supreme good does not arise immediately after the knowledge of

the truth about the soul, etc. False knowledge in many forms exists in

regard to the pramcyas from the soul to release (I. i. 9). E.g. the soul

does not exist; the not-soul is looked upon as the soul, pain as pleasure, the

non-eternal as the eternal, non-release as release, the cause of fear as not

the cause of fear, the ugly as the pleasant, what is fit to be avoided as not

so ; there is no karma (action) nor the fruit of karma ; samsara (stream of

births and deaths) is not due to dosa or faults ; there is no animal or embo-

died soul or entity or soul which is to depart and, after departing, to come.
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back ; birth has no reason behind it, therefore cessation of births in future

comes about by itself, hence existence after departing from life has a begin-

nig but no end; it has a cause, but karma is not its cause ; re-birth does

not require a soul, but is brought about by the disjunction and conjunction of

the body, the senses and the stream of ideas and sensations ; in release we
fear there is cessation of all action, in release which means separation from

everything much that is good is lost, hence how can an intelligent man like

such release which is unconsciousness, the cessation of all experience of

pleasure ?

From such false knowledge arise attraction for things agreeable and

avert ion to things disagreeable. Under the influence of attraction and

aversion spring up untruthfulness, envy, delusion or attachment, greed, and

other faults. The faults incite to acts of vice with the body, speech and

mind. Vices produce adharma, demerit. Virtues produce dharma, merit.

In the text (I. i. 2) pravritti, activity, has the sense of its products, merit

and demrit. It is the cause of good or evil birth.

Birth is the appearance of the body, the senses and the intellect,

or coguition (buddhi) as an aggregate. It is the condition of Pain which

is known as disagreeable feeling, hindrance, suffering, burning.

These conditions, namely false knowledge, faults, activity, birth and

pain, ever following without interruption, constitute samsilra or the wheel

of life. Knowledge of truth removes false knowledge. On the removal

of false knowledge faults disappear. On the disappearance of faults activity

ceases. On the cessation of activity birth does not take place. In the

absence of birth there is no pain. In the absence of pain absolute success,

i. e. release, which is the supreme good, is attained.

Knowlege of truth is the opposite of the false notions mentioned

above. And therefore just as food mixed with honey and poison is

unacceptable so is also pleasure tainted with pain.

The method of the Nyaya-Sfltras is threefold : enumeration, definition

and examination. First is given the division of the subject enumerated,

and then the definition of each division. Next is given the subdivision of

the subject enumerated and defined.

The subdivisions of Pramana are Pratyaksa (perception), AnumAna

(inference), Upamana (comparison) and Sabda (word).

Pratyaksa is the vritti (modification) of each sense according to each

object appropriate to it. Vritti is proximity or knowledge. Whenever there

is proximity there is knowledge of reality. The consequence of knowledge

is the idea of avoidance or acquisition or indifference.
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Anum&na is the knowledge of the object after the observation of

the previously known mark.

Upamana is the knowldge of an object by means of its resemblance

to a known object.

Sabda is that by which an object is designated, /. c, made known as

such and such.

The four pramiinas sometimes operate conjointly and sometimes

individually according to the nature of the prameya. Thus : the existence

of the soul is known from testim my, by inference (I. i. 10), and by percep-

tion through a particular conjunction of the internal organ with the soul

brought about by the p nvor of meditation of a Yogi. In the case of heaven

there can be neither the observation of a mark nor perception. When the

rumbling of a cloud is heard, the cloud is not an object of perception or of

testimony, but of inference from the sound. In the case of one's own hand

there is neither inference nor testimony.

Pramiti, knowledge, which is thus the result of the pramiinas,

ultimately rests on perception. The object of enquiry which is obtained

from testimony, is sought to be known by means of the observation of the

mark ; that which is inferred from the observation of the mark, is sought to

be seen by perception ; and when the object is realised in perception the

enquiry ceases.

Topic 2 : Definition of Pramiinas : Sutras j-S.

Gotama now proceeds to give the definition of each of the four

pramiinas.

Perception is the knowledge which is produced from the contact of the

sense with the object. The contact of the soul with the mind and of the

mind with the sense is not mentioned, because it is common to cognitions

produced by all the pramiinas. The definition only gives the specific cause

of perceptual knowledge. The knowledge of the object produced from the

contact of the sense with the object takes the form of "colour", "taste", etc

The words, colour, taste, etc. are the names of the visayas or contents of the

knowledge. But the name-words have no operation at the time of the

production of the knowledge of the object
;
they operate only when use has

to be made of the knowledge. Hence the knowledge of the object produced

from the contact of the sense with the object is independent of words.

Again, mirage is also produced from the contact of the sense with the

object. But it is not perception, because it is erratic, unreal. Perceptual

knowledge must be unerring, real. For the same reason doubt or uncertain

knowledge, V. g. be that a post or a man, a cloud of smoke or of dust, is not
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perceptual knowledge. Moreover, the latter must be discreet, specific,

particular, and not general such as is produced from the contact of the soul

with the mind alone.

The soul, etc. as well as pleasure, etc. are also objects of perception.

But their perception is not produced from the contact of the sense with

the object.

Manas, the mind, is a sense, but it has been separately mentioned

because of its distinctive character. The senses arc constituted by the

elements, are restricted each to its own province, and possess attributes.

The mind, on the other hand, is not constituted by the elements, and is

all-extensive and without attribute. Hence it is said that perceptual know-

ledge of the soul, etc., which is produced from a particular conjunction of

the soul and the mind, is not produced from the contact of the sense with the

object. Otherwise, the docrtine that the mind is a sense which has been

established in the Vais'esika-Sutras, is also admitted in the Nyaya-Sutras,

according to the rule of intepretation that the doctrine of another which is

not controverted, is approved.

Inference is the knowledge the antecedents of which are the observa-

tion of the connection between the mark and the thing marked, and the

observation of the mark (linga, sign). Recollection of the mark follows from

the observation of the mark and the thing marked as connected. By means

of recollection and the observation of the mark an unperceived object is

inferred.

Inference of succession is of three kinds : (i) from cause to effect, (2)

from effect to cause, and (3) from change of position, as, e.g., the inference

of the movement of the sun from its change of position in the sky. In-

ference of co-existence is as of the fire by smoke ; that is, when two

objects have been previously known as co-existent, the presence of one,

though not perceived, is inferred from the presence of the other. Inference

also takes place by the method of exhaustion or residue ; e. g, Vais'esika-

Sutras, II. i. 25. Again, where the connection of the mark and the thing

marked is not an object of perception, inference of the thing marked which is

unperceived, may yet take place through the resemblance of the mark to

some other object e. g., the inference of the soul by means of desire, etc.
;

desire, etc. are attributes, attributes reside in substances, the substance in

which desire, etc. reside, is the soul.

The sphere of perception is the present ; that of inference is the

present, past and future,
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Comparison makes an object known through its resemblance to a

known object, e, g. as the cow so the bos gavaeus. Comparison subserves

perception. It enables one to know an object designated by a particular name.

Testimony is the direction of an Apta, i. c. of one, be he a seer or

a man of culture or a savage, who possesses true knowledge and is truthful.

The object of testimony may be of this world or of the other world.

The testimony of common people is confined to the things of this world
;

the testimony of seers embraces things of the other world also. Both kinds

of testimony arc pramana : the former is based on actual experience ; the

latter, on inference.

It is by means of these four pramanas and not otherwise, that the

affairs of gods, men and lower animals are conducted.

Topic j : Definition of Prameya (knowable) : Sutras 9-22.

The pramanas make known the soul, the body, the senses, object, cogni-

tion, the mind, activity, faults, re birth, the fruit, pain and release. The soul

is the seer of all, the experiencer of all, the all-knower, the all-reacher. The

body is the field of its experience. The senses are the instruments of its

experience. The objects of the senses are the things to be experienced.

The experience is cognition. The senses do not extend to all objects. That

which embraces all objects is the inner sense, the mind. Activity and faults

arc the causes which accomplish the soul's experiences of the body, the

senses, the objects, cognition, and pleasure. This body is neither its first

nor its last. There is no beginning of its past bodies. Its future bodies will

end only when release is attained. This is re-birth. The fruit is the

action of pleasure and pain with their causes on the soul. Fain is a

constant companion of pleasure and enters as an element in its experience.

For this reason, and not to ignore the experience of pleasure as an agreeable

feeling, pleasure has not been separately mentioned. Release is the

negation of all possibility of births and deaths, the total annihilation of all

pain. It is the final fruit of a process of self-culture of which the successive

stages are withdrawal from the world and concentration upon the self,

meditation, thoughtfulness, and dispassion.

There arc innumerable prameyas such as substance, attribute, action,

genus, species, combination (Vais'esika-Sutras, I. i. 4) and their varieties. In

the Nyaya-Sutras twelve prameyas have been specially taught, because

knowledge of the truth about them leads to release, while false knowledge

about them leads to the stream of births and deaths.

The soul cannot be apprehended through the contact of the senses. It

is known from testimony and from inference by the marks of desire, aversion,
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activity, pleasure, pain and cognitions. Desire, aversion and activity imply

recollection of past experiences of pleasure and pain, the power of selection

of one particular object out of many as the cause of pleasure or of pain, and

the adaptation of activity towards its acquisition or avoidance. They
therefore prove the existence of a single entity which witnesses a multitude

of objects. Pleasure and pain also persist in memory ; the sight of their

causes revives their memory. There must be therefore an entity in which

pleasure and pain sink into oblivion. Cognition involves dcubt and

determination. The performer of the two functions must be one and the

same.

Some deny the existence of the soul and maintain that there is only a

series ot conscious states severally corresponding to specific objects. But

they also do not admit that the same series re-appears in other bodies. Even

so it cannot be said to have influence in the same body at successive periods

of time ; for the two cases do not materially differ from each other. In the

individual body there is only one soul, for one can recollect only what one

has seen, and not what has been seen by another, or has not been seen at

all. Similarly souls are different in different bodies, for one does not

recollect what has been seen by another. Those who deny the existence of

the soul fail to explain these phenomena.

The body is the field or vehicle of the soul's experience, because the

movement towards the acquisition or avoidance of an object takes place in

the body, because the efficiency of the senses varies according to the health

or disease of the body, and because the resonance of pleasure and pain

appears in the body.

The instruments of experience, i. e., the senses, are the powers of

smell, taste, sight, touch and hearing. The elements of the earth, water, fire,

air and ether are their respective causes. Smell, taste, sight, touch and
sound are respectively the attributes of the elements and the objects of

the senses.

Cognition is not, as some hold, the modification of an unconscious or

insentient instrument or organ called buddhi, intellect. Consciousness cannot

spring from unconsciousness. Buddhi, intellect or reason, is not the medium
of cognition, but cognition itself.

Memory, inference, testimony, doubt, ready wit, dream, cognition,

conjecture, feeling of pleasure, etc. and desire, etc. are marks of the mind.

The senses are not their cause. They must have some other cause. That
is the mind. Simultaneous non-production of cognitions even while the

senses are in contact with their objects is also the mark of the rnmd,

3
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Activity is the start or action of the body, speech and mind. In the

Sdtra (I. i, 17) the mind is intended by the word "buddhi".

Faults move the knower to activity. They are attraction, aversion and

stupidity. Where there is false knowledge there are attraction and aversion.

Their existence in others is known from their acts.

Re-birth or transmigration is connection again with the body, the

senses, the mind and cognition, whether here or elsewhere. The condition

of recurrent births and deaths has no beginning and ceases on the attainment

of release.

Fruit is the experience of pleasure or of pain. It is inevitable so long

there is connection with the body, the senses, objects and cognition.

The mark of pain is biidhanu,, i. c, obstruction or hindrance, suffering,

burning. The element of pain is present in all things, the body, the senses,

the objects, etc. They impede the activity of the soul.

Release is everlasting deliverance from birth which is the source of

pain. This is the state which arises when the present birth ends and another

birth does not take place. This state continuing unlimited is called

Apavarga, release. Abhaya, Ajara, Amrityupada, Brahmakscmapntpti are

its other descriptions. Abhaya is fearless : in release there is no longer any

fear of samsnra. Ajara is undecaying. This disproves the doctrine that

Brahman modifies (parinfima) as the fabric of the universe of names and

forms. If Brahman undergoes modification as a whole, then as a whole it

becomes other than it is, and therefore liable to destruction. If, on the other

hand, it should modify in part, then being divisible it would be equally

liable to destruction. Amrityupada is the status of non-death or immortality.

This is in answer to the Vainus'ikas who hold that release is the extinction

of the mind like the extinction of a lamp. Brahmakscmaprapti is the

attainment of the bliss of Brahman.

Some think that permanent pleasure, like the largeness of the soul, is

manifested in the state of release, and that the absolutely released soul

enjoys pleasure as so manifested. But there is no evidence, neither percep-

tion, nor inference, nor testimony, that permanent pleasure, like the largeness

of the soul, js manifested in the state of release. If manifestation of per-

manent pleasure takes place at a particular time, then it is a product and

therefore requires a cause. If, on the other hand, the manifestation, like

pleasure, is ever present, then a soul in bondage will also enjoy it as much

as a released soul. If you say that the manifestation of pleasure is a pro-

duct and that the conjunction of the soul and mind is its cause, then another

contributory cause is required. For, in the state of sams&ra, the conjunction
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of the soul and mind requires the aid of dharma or acts of virtue to

produce the cognition of pleasure. But if in the state of release the conjunc
tion of the soul and mind is an independent cause of the cognition of-

pleasure, then in the case of the cognition of colour, etc. the senses also will

not be needed. If, again, dharma or acts of virtue be the contributory cause,

then a cause of dharma is required, because it is a product. If, on the

other hand, you say that virtue born of Yogic meditation or trance is the

cause, then, as a product, it is liable to destruction, and as such it would

negate unlimited enjoyment of pleasure, for, as an effect, the enjoyment will

cease with the cessation of its cause. If you say that the manifestation of

pleasure is ever present but that the connection of the soul with the body,

etc. prevents its experience in the state of samsilra, your position would be

untenable. The body, etc. have been created to subserve the purpose of

the soul's enjoyment. To say that they would obstruct such enjoyment is

a contradiction in terms. On the other hand, there is no reason to infer that

a soul without a body can have any experience. Instructions about release

and the activity of the seekers of release do not furnish any such reason.

For these are directed not to the attainment of a desired object but to the

termination of what is not desired. There is no good which is not inter-

penetrated with evil. The avoidance of evil therefore necessarily entails

the avoidance of good as well. It is impossible to avoid evil separately. If you
say that, as a matter of fact, people forsake visible temporary pleasure and
long for permanent pleasure, we would rejoin that it would be better to

suppose that in the same way after transcending the visible temporary body,

senses and cognition, the released soul obtains permanent body, senses and
cognition. In this way, the identity of soul in the case of the released will

also be accomplished. The eternality of the body, etc. is no more opposed
to the pramAnas and therefore impossible to assume than the eternality of

pleasure. When a revealed text predicates everlasting pleasure of a released

soul, by pleasure it means non-existence of pain. Instances of such use of

the word are plentiful in popular parlance. Should a man strive after

release being attracted by the prospect of eternal pleasure, he cannot attain

release, for attraction is a bond, and while the bond exists no one can be
released. Now, if the soul's attraction for eternal pleasure is abandoned,

then on its abandonment attraction for eternal pleasure does not become
an obstacle. Such being the case eternal pleasure may accrue to the released

soul or may not accrue. But the attainment of release does not stand on
the horns of a dilemmaic doubt.

Topic 4. : Definition of the preliminaries of a Nyaya : Sutras 2j*2j.

Doubt is consideration in expectation of a distinction. Expectation
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of a distinction is the cognition that one docs not find the characteristic

which will determine one or another of two or more possible objects as a

particular object. It arises (i) from the observation of common properties

only appertaining (a) to objects of the same class, or {b) to objects of the

same and different classes, or (2) from contradiction, e. g., the soul exists, the

soul does not exist, or (3) from irregularity of perception and non-perception

(for example, see text).

Purpose is the object which is determined as fit to be acquired or fit

to be avoided. It is the resolution which induces activity for the acquisition

or avoidance of such an object.

An Example is an object which is understood by people of insight

in the same way as by common people who do not possess intellectual

excellence either by nature or by training.

Topic 5 : Definition ot Siddhanta : Sutras 26-31.

A tenet is the statement of the complete demonstration of an object

as of a particular character. It may relate to the subject matter (1) of a

system of knowledge or (2) of a topic of discussion or (3) of an admission

made with a view to the examination of its special nature.

The senses arc the powers of smell, etc., the objects of the senses are

smell, etc., the earth, etc. are the elements, objects are known by the pra-

m&iias—these arc examples of tenets common to all systems of knowledge.

Non-existence cannot come into existence, existence cannot pass into non-

existence, comcious entities do not change, there are intrinsic differences

in the objects of the body, senses and mind as well as in their respective

causes—these are peculiar to the Sainkhyas, while among the special tenets

of the Yogas are : elemental creation is due to the act of the puru?a, the

faults and activity are the causes of acts , conscious entities are endowed

with their respective attributes, the non-existent can be brought into exis-

tence, what is produced can be destroyed.

The knower is other than the body or the senses, because, c. g., the

same object is apprehended by sight and touch (III. i. 1)—this i-. the example

of a leading or governing tenet. For from its establishment follows the

establishment of the following : the senses are more than one ; the senses

are restricted to their respective objects
;

they are known by the appre-

hension of their own objects, and are the means of the knower's cognition

of objects
; substance is other than the attributes of sm^U, etc., and is the

substratum of attributes
; consciousness comprehends all objects.

The following is an example of an admitted tenet : Let it be assumed

without examination that sound is a substance. Is it eternal or is it
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non-eternal ? Being a substance it must be either eternal or non-eternal.

Let us examine its special character.

Topic 6 : Definition of Nyaya : Sutras

The avayavas or members are the integral parts of an argument

designed to establish a particular object. They are five in number. Some

add five more, viz. inquiry, doubt, capacity, purpose and removal of doubt.

But they are not integral parts of a Nyaya. Inquiry is for the sake of the

true knowledge of an object which is yet unknown. True knowledge is for

the sake of the acquisition or avoidance of the object or of indifference to

it. When one makes such an inquiry another proceeds to demonstrate the

object. Inquiry therefore cannot be a part of the argument or demons-

tration. Similarly, doubt which gives rise to the inquiry, embraces contra-

dictory attributes and therefore cannot be an antecedent or proximate

condition of cognition ; for only one or the other of two contradictory

attributes can be the truth. Capacity is the capacity of the pramaiias to

make the prameya known to the knower, if the prameya is capable of being

known at all. It cannot properly be a part of the demonstrative argument.

Purpose is the ascertainment of the truth. It is the result of the argument

and not its part. Removal of doubt is the censure of the opposite view and

its preclusion for the sake of grasping the truth. It is not a part of the

argument. Inquiry and the rest help to fix the object to be ascertained
;

proposition and the other four members help to demonstrate the truth

about it.

Proposition is the enunciation of a thing as possessing the attribute

which is going to be demonstrated. E. g. Sound is non-eternal.

Reason is the means of the demonstration of the attribute in question

through the generic nature of the attribute as shown by its existence in the

Example. E. g. because it is a product. A product which is non-eternal,

has been seen.

The reason may be negative also. E. g. Sound is non-eternal, because

products which are eternal, are the soul and similar substances.

The sadhya or the thing to be demonstrated may be an attribute, e.g.

non-eternality of sound, or a thing possessing an attribute, e.g. non-eternal

sound. In the text (I. i. 36) "Tat" refers to the latter as"dharma," attribute,

is separately mentioned, A Dris anta, Example, becomes an Udahararia,

Instance or reference, when it possesses the attribute as possessing which

the thing in question is to be demonstrated, as a necessary consequence of

another attribute which it possesses in common with the thing. The instance

therefore is the statement of the relation between the two attributes as of
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that which is to be demonstrated and that which is the means of its demon-

stration. E. g. The attribute, to be a product, is common to sound and a

pot ; in the pot the attribute, to be a product, is the cause of the attribute,

to be non-eternal ; the attribute, to be non-eternal, is to be demonstrated

in the case of sound ; therefore a pot possessing the attribute of non-

eternality which is to be demonstrated in the case of sound as a necessary

consequence of its attribute of being a product which it possesses in common

with sound, fulfils the function of an Instance in the argument. Similarly

an Instance may be of the negative kind. E g. sound is non-eternal, because

it is a product
;
non-products arc eternal, such as the soul, etc. Here the

soul, etc. are negative Instances.

The force of the Reason and the Instance is very subtle, difficult to

understand, to be comprehended only by great scholars.

Application is the statement which brings forward the attribute as

such and such or not as such and such which the thing to be demonstrated

possesses in common with the Instance. Application is either positive or

negative according as the Instance or the Reason is positive or negative.

E. g. a pot is a product, non-eternal ; so is sound a product. The attribute

of sound that it is a product is thus brought forward. Similarly, the soul

is not a product, eternal ; so is not sound. By the negation its attribute of

being a product is brought forward (The Instance shows the universal

concomitance of the reason and the thing to be demonstrated. Application

is the bringing forward of such a reason in the thing to be established.)

Nigamana or conclusion i^ the bringing together of the Proposition,

Reason, Instance and Application. E. g. sound is non-eternal, because it is

a product.

In the ^Utement of the argument consisting of the members the

pramanas appear together and through mutual connection demonstrate the

object. Their concurrence is shown thus : The proposition that sound is

non-eternal, comes from Testimony. For, Perception and Inference

corroborate it, and he who is not a Risi, is not independent of them.

Inference is the Reason, because resemblance is discovered in the Instance.

The Instance is an object of Perception. Comparison is the Application.

Conclusion is the exhibition of the capacity of all of them to demonstrate

one single object. Their mutual connection or inter-relation appears thus :

The Proposition renders the operation of the reason, etc. possible. The
Reason furnishes the means of demonstration ; is brought forward in the

Instance and the thing to be demonstrated ; and by its predication makes
the re-statement of the proposition in the Conclusion possible. The
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Instance furnishes the resemblance or ch'ffeicnce as the means of the

demonstration of the thing ; and makes Application possible through

resemblance to it. Without Application the attribute which is the cause of

demonstration cannot be brought forward in the thing, and it cannot in

consequence demonstrate the object. Without Conclusion the proposition,

etc., as isolated, cannot operate towards the same end and therefore cannot

produce demonstration.

The function of the Proposition is to connect the attribute to be

demonstrated with the thing. The function of the Reason is to state that

the attribute to be demonstrated, whether it be similar or dissimilar to the

Instance, is the cause of demonstration. The function of the Instance is to

show that the two attributes are related in the same substratum as the thing

to be demonstrated and the means of demonstration. The function of

Application is the establishment of the co-existence of the attribute which is

the means of demonstration with the attribute which is to be demonstrated.

Conclusion serves the purpose to exclude contrary suggestions against the

establishment of the relation of that which is to be demonstrated and that

which is the means of demonstration between the attributes present in the

Instance.

On the clear definition of the Reason and Instance there cannot arise

multiplicity of Futility and Occasion for Rebuke (Cf. I. ii. 20) through

varieties of opposition by means of resemblance and difference. He who

uses Futility offers opposition without determining the inferential relation

of the two attributes in the Instance. The inferential relation of the two

attributes being grasped as established in the Instance, the attribute which

is determined as the means of demonstration, is adopted as the reason, and

not mere resemblance nor mere difference.

Topic 7 ; Definition of the Accessories of a Ny&ya : Sutras 4.0—41.

Tarka, Hypothesis, is cogitation or conjecture, for the sake of know-

ledge of truth, in respect of an unknown object by the elimination of

contrary suppositions. To take the example of the soul : Is it a product

or a non-product? This is Vimars'a, contraposition of two opposite

attributes. Assent is given to the one or the other according as the reason

for such assent is forthcoming. If the soul is a non-product, it will

experience the fruit of its action, and will on the eradication of the cause of

re-birth attain release ; sams&ra and release will thus be possible. If it is

a product, these will not be possible. For its connection with the body, etc.

will not be the result of its action. Neither will there be the experience of

the fruit of its own action. In this situation one gives one's assent to . the
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supposition which is based on reason, i.e. serves to explain the phenomena
of re-birth and release. Cogitation or conjecture (Oha) in this form is called

Tarka, hypothesis. This is not knowledge of the truth which ascertains,

determines, makes certain that the soul is such and such and nothing else.

It is for the purpose of the knowledge of the truth. It leaves the supposition

to which assent is given, to hold the field undisputed ; after which knowledge
of the truth is produced through the force of the pramfinas..

Ascertainment is the determination of an object, after doubt, by means
of the thesis and the counter-thesis. Here thesis means affirmation

;

and counter-thesis, negation. In a controversy one of these ultimately

must cease and the other must stand. Ascertainment is the determination

which will stand. Hut the determination of an object cannot be possible

by means of thesis and counter-thesis. What really happens is this : The
speaker supports the object proposed with reasons and attacks its negation.

The opponent contradicts the reasons put forward by the speaker and repels

the attack on the negation urged by h.Ruelf. In the result the reasons and
attacks either of the speaker or of the opponent cease. That which
remains, whether the thesis or the counter-thesis, is one. and by means of it

the object is determined. Such determination is ascertainment.

Vimars'a, contraposition, helps NyAya by distinguishing two contrary

positions, and has reference to contraries residing in the same substratum.

But where contradictory attributes of the individuals of a class spring from

causes inherent in the individuals, there is not contraposition but colloca-

tion. E. g. some substances are active, some are inactive. Again, in the

same substratum contradictory attributes may appear at different times.

E. g. a substance may be active at one moment and inactive at another

moment.

Contraposition is not required in every case of ascertainment. In

perception the determination of an object through the contact of the sense

and object is ascertainment. Similarly in matters of Slstra and Discourse

there is no room for Contraposition. For 6ahtra, e.g. by Jyotistoma

sacrifice one attains heaven, there can be no doubt. In Discourse both the

speaker and the opponent are sure of their grounds. Contraposition applies

only in cases of Examination or investigation.

Book I : Chapter ii.

Topic S : Definition 0/KatM {Discourse) : Sutras i—j.

There are three forms of Discourse, VAda or discussion (with elders),

and Jalpa or sophistry and Vitanda or cavil (among rivals). Vada consists
in the advancement of the thesis and counter-thesis, i,e. contradictory
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attributes residing in the same substratum
; e.g. the soul exists, the soul

does not exist. Such contradictories as reside in different substrata, e.g.

the soul is eternal, cognition is non-eternal, do not form thesis and counter-

thesis. In VAda the thesis is maintained by means of the pramAnas, the

counter-thesis is attacked or negatived by showing its absurdity, and vice

versa. When in the process one is silenced the other is established. There
is no room for the Occasion tor Rebuke in VAda, as its place has been

assigned to Jalpa (I. ii 2). One form of Occasion for Rebuke, vis. the

fallacy of reason called the contradictory (I. ii. 6) is permitted in VAda, as

also are "Saying too little" ( V. ii. 12) and "Saying too much" ( V. ii. 13).

In the text (I. ii. i), "Pramanatarka", though included in "Avayava," are

separately mentioned to show that the establishment of the thesis only is to

be done by pramaiias, and the negation by tarka. In VAda the maintenance

of the thesis and the negation of the counter-thesis may be done also by the

pramAnas, e.g. perception, etc., independently of the five members of a

Nyaya, The maintenance of the thesis and the negation of the counter-

thesis are equally the functions of VAda whereas negation is the main

function of Jalpa.

As in VAda the thesis is maintained by means of pramAnas and the

counter-thesis is negatived by means of tarkas, so in Jalpa these two objects

are achieved by means of Chhala, JAti and NigrahasthAna. These however

fulfil a negative function, as is clear from their definitions (I. ii. 10, 18, 19).

They therefore do not directly serve to maintain or establish the thesis. But

they do so indirectly by lending support to the pramAnas establishing the

thesis, by the negation of the counter-thesis (vide IV. ii. 50). Jalpa thus

subserves Vada.

Vitai.ida, on the other hand, is mere negation. It lends no support to

the maintenance either of the thesis or of any counter-thesis. Nor does it

seek to establish any thesis of its own. It is not directed to any such end.

In this it is distinguished from Jalpa.

Topic 9 : Definition of Fallacy of Reason : Sutras : </-p.

Fallacies of Reason lack the characteristic of a mark of inference

in a given case but appear as such a mark as they may be marks

of inference in other cases. They fall into five classes. (1) The
erratic is not confined to one or the other of two contradictory

attributes, e. g. where the eternality of sound is to be established,

untouchability cannot be the mark of inference, for while a pot which

possesses touch is non-eternal, the atoms which also possess touch

are eternal. Again, the soul which is without touch is eternal, whereas

3
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cognition which is also touchless is non-eternal. (2) The contradictory is

the mark which contradicts the very tenet on which it rests. E. g. A modi-

fication loses its identity as it cannot be eternal
;
though it loses its identity,

it still exists as it cannot be destroyed. The reason that a modification cannot

be eternal is contradicted by the speaker's own tenet that a modification

which is losing of identity still exists. For that which loses its identity

ceases to exist. Existence and loss of identity are contradictory attributes

and cannot abide together. (3) Where the subject matter of the topic is

advanced as the reason for the desired inference, the mark is said to be

identical with the topic, e.g. it is not known whether sound is eternal or

non-eternal. Eternality and non-eternality are in this case the contradictory

attributes the contraposition of which starts the discussion of the topic. To

advance as a reason for the desired inference that sound is eternal or that

sound is non-eternal is to stop the discussion altogether and to make the

determination of the truth impossible. (4) The mark which itself stands

in need of proof equally as the subject is called identical with the subject.

(For example see text, I. ii. 8). (5) The time-expired mark : the com-

mentary has been fully given in the text.

Topic 10 : Definition of Quibble : Sutras : 10-17.

Quibble consists in playing upon (1) words, (2) ideas and (3) meta-

phors. E.g. (0 A quadruped means an animal and not a table. (2) To

say that a particular Brahmana is learned is not to say that learning is an

attribate of the genus Brahmana so that all Brahmanas are learned. (3) The

scaffolds cry, means that the men on the scaffolds for execution cry, and not

the wooden structures. Between verbal and metaphorical quibbles there is

this distinction that while in the former there is supposition of a different

sense, in the latter there is negation of the existence of a sense.

Topic 11 : Definition of General Faults in Marks of Inference due to

incapacity of the speaker : Sutras : 1S-20.

These are Jati and Nigrahasthana. Jati literally means that which is

born. Here it means whatever reply is provoked or called into being by the

reason advanced by the opponent. It is applied to negative the opponent's

reason through resemblance and difference. Where the reason brings

forward the resemblance to the Instance, Jati opposes the reason by

bringing forward the difference from the Instance, and vice versa.

Nigrahasthana is ground of defeat. Examples of Nigrahasthana are

self-contradictory or wrong conclusion, failure to reply, etc.

The varieties of Jiiti and Nigrahasthana are manifold (see I. ii. 20,

V. i. i and V. ii. 1).
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BOOK II: CHAPTER 1.

Topic 72 : Doubt : Sutras : /—7.

Ascertainment has been defined (Sutra I. i. 41) as the determination,

after raising doubts, of an object by means of thesis and counter-thesis.

Doubt has been defined in Sutra 1. i. 23. But some doubt the possibility of

doubt. Their arguments are stated below :

(1) An attribute belonging to objects of the same class which is either

wholly unknown or wholly known cannot cause doubt.

(2) An attribute which is cognised as belonging to two definite objects

of the same class cannot cause doubt, because the objects are thereby

cognised.

(3) Cognition of a common attribute cannot raise doubt in respect

of the object possessing the attribute, as an attribute is different from an

object.

(4) Cognition of a common attribute cannot cause doubt because

cognition is opposed to doubt.

(5)—(8) The same objections apply mutatis mutandis to the case of

an attribute belonging to objects of different classes.

(9) Cognition of the attribute of one of two possible objects, e. g.,

"Be it a man or a post," also cannot cause doubt, because cognition of the

attribute means cognition of the object.

(10) Differences of opinion and irregularity of perception and non-

perception also cannot be the cause of doubt unless one becomes aware of

these differences and of the irregularity, and when one becomes aware of

them he has cognition of them and cognition is opposed to doubt.

(11) Those who hold different opinions in respect of an object are

certain about their own opinions.

(12) The irregularity of perception and non-perception is also fixed in

itself.

(13) If cognition of common attributes be a cause of doubt then doubt
will never cease, because even when the objects are determined the common
attributes .will still belong to them and enter into cognition along with
them.

To the above our reply is as follows :

(1) The Sutra (I. i. 23) does not mean that common attributes them-
selves are causes of doubt. It means that cognition of common attributes
causes doubt. This is clear from the expressions "Apeksd", "Upapatti" and
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"Dharma". Apeksa is need, expectancy, of cognition. Upapatti is existence,

the cognition that common attributes arc present. Dharma, attribute, is an

object and implies the cogniser.

(2) That an attribute is common to two objects of the same class

refers to a previous cxpsrience when the two objects were cognised. The

cognition of the attribute subsequently fails to decide which of the objects is

the thing that now stands before the eyes. This decision can be arrived at

by the cognition of the attribute which differentiates one of the objects from

the other. Hence there is room for doubt.

(3) The Sutra does not say that the cognition of one object is the

cause of doubt in respect of a different object.

(4) It is true that cognition is opposed to doubt. But the cause of

doubt is not the cognition of the common attribute but non-cognition /. e.,

uncertainty, as to the distinctive attribute.

(5)—(8) The same replies apply to the objections in regard to the

doubt caused by the cognition of the common attributes of hetergencous

objects.

(9) When an object is cognised as such its specific character is

cognised. For this reasun, doubt does not arise in respect of it.

(10)—(12). As regards differences of opinion and irregularity of percep-

tion and non-perception, their certainty and fixity cannot prevent doubt,

because what is wanted to be known is the specific character which will

determine which opinion and which perception and non-perception are

true. So long as this distinctive attribute is not cognised there must be

doubt.

(13) The Sutra does not say that the cognition of common attributes

alone causes doubt. Doubt depends upon the non-cognition of the distinctive

attribute. When this is known doubt ceases. Hence perpetual doubt is not

entailed.

In every critical examination of an object the thesis and counter-thesis

should be thus established first by the removal of objections to them.

Topic 1 ? : The Pramaiias in general : Sutras : S-20.

Some thinkers maintain that Perception, Inference, Comparison and

Word are not pramfnias (sources of knowledge) because it cannot be shown

that they exist before, after, or along with, the prameyas (objects of

knowledge). If Perception, e.g. cognition of smell, etc. by the senses,

exists as a pramana before the existence of the smell, etc., then the defini-

tion of Perception as cognition produced from the contact of the senses and
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objects does not hold good. On the other hand, if Perception as a pramaya

comes after the cognition of the prameya, then it is useless as the prameya

has already been otherwise cognised. Lastly, if the pramiinas co-exist with

the prameyas then there would be simultaneity of several cognitions and

the inference of the mind by the non-simulateneity of cognitions would be

demolished.

To the above objection, we reply as follows :

—

The fallacy of the objector's reasoning lies in this that he has dis-

tributed the pramauas, and has compounded the prameyas, in respect of

time. The prameyas (like the pramanas) do some come before, some after,

and some along with, the pramanas. Thus, the sun's rays appear before

their effect, the blooming of the lotus ; a lamp which illumines an object in

a dark room comes after the object ; where the existence of fire is in-

ferred by the existence of the smoke the cause and object of cognition

appear at the same time. There is therefore no hard and fast rule as to

the relative position of the pramanas and the prameyas in time. Moreover,

pramaria and prameya are correlative terms as the cause and the object

of cognition, Where tlie pramana follows the prameya the correlation

still exists, as a "cook" is always a cook even when he is not actually cook-

ing.

Then, what does the objection establish ? Is it the negation of the

existence of the pramauas or the knowledge of their non-existence ? It

cannot be the former because when you proceed to negate their existence

you thereby admit their existence, for what is non-existent cannot be

negated. It cannot be the latter, because your very argument becomes a

pramana as it makes known the non-existence of the pramauas, Perception,

etc.

The reason advanced by the objector again can be turned equally

against himself. The reason is "non-existence in the past, future and pre-

sent". The negation cannot precede the thing to be negated, /. e. the

pramauas, because there is then nothing to be negated. If it follows, then

in the absence of the negation, the pramauas cannot be called the thing to

be negated. If it co-cxitts with the pramauas, then the existence of the

thing to be negated being admitted the negation becomes useless.

Again, the opponent's reasoning is invalid if he cannot cite a familiar

instance (I. i. 32) in support of the reason. If he cites a familiar instance

then this being an object of perception, Perception as a pramana is admitted

by him and his negation of all pramauas falls to the ground. The reason

thus becomes what is known as the fallacy of the contradictory reason
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(I. ii. 6). Further, we have already shown that in the reasoning of five

members all the pramanas are combined. The opponent cannot say that

the pramanas are valid in his reasoning and not in the reasoning of others.

The reason, "non-existence in the past, future and present", advanced

by the opponent, docs not also stand scrutiny. For pramanas do operate

subsequently as when the existence of a flute is inferred by its tune.

The pramanas are thus established. Pramana and prameya are, how-

ever, correlative terms. Whatever is the cause of cognition is pramana
;

whatever is the object of cognition is prameya. When the nature, character

and strength of a pramana is under examination it is a prameya, just as

scales and weights by which thing* are measured may themselves be objects

of measurement. Thus the soul, being the object of cognition, is a prameya

(knovvable) ; as it is an independent agent in the act of cognition, it is the

knower. Cognition, being the cause of apprehension, is pramana ; as an

object of apprehension, it is a prameya. Where it is neither pramana nor

a prameya it is pramiti (knowledge).

Now, admitting all this, asks the opponent, are the pramanas, Per-

ception, etc., established by other pramanas or are they independent of

any pramana ? Our answer is that to admit the need of other pramanas

would entail infinite regression which is illogical, while to say that

the pramanas do not stand in need of establishment would imply that the

soul and other prameyas also do not require to be established and that the

pramanas themselves are futile. Our reply therefore is that just as a lamp

which is a cause of perception is itself made known by the contact of the

eve which is also a cause of perception, in other words, just as Perception is

the pramana of Perception, so the pramanas, Perception, etc., are established

by themselves mutually. It is not necessary that pramana and prameya should

belong to different classes of objects. It is seen that the soul knows itself by

itself in such cases as "I feel pleasure, I feel pain." So also is the mind

inferred by the mind, non-simultaneity of heterogeneous cognitions being

the mark of its inference. Moreover, nothing is known to exist which cannot

be cognised by the four pramanas. There is therefore no reason to assume

other pramanas.

Some are of opinion that just as a lamp reveals itself as well an object

without the aid of another lamp so the pramanas reveal themselves as well

as their objects and do not require the aid of other pram&nas. This view

cannot be accepted. For there are objects such as a pot which do not reveal

themselves but require pramArias. Is there any special reason to account for

the difference in the two cases ? If there is no such reason, the example
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cited leads to no conclusion but stands by itself. If there is such a reason

then the example presents a special case and does not establish a general

rule.

Topic i : Of Perception : Sutras : 21—J2.

Some think that the definition of Perception (I. i. 4) is incomplete as it

does not include the contact of the soul and the mind, whereas in the absence

of such contact there can be no perception. We also hold that the contact

of the soul and the mind is also necessary for the production of perception.

Others think that the contact of the sense and the object is the cause of

perception because the one precedes the other. In that case space, position,

time and ether would also be the cause of perception for they always precede

it. But they are not. Let us now explain why the contact of the soul and

the mind and the contact of the mind and the sense have not been included

in the definition of perception. Cognition is an attribute of the soul and is

the mark of its existence (I. i. 10), and non-simultaneity of cognitions has

been assigned as the mark of the existence of the mind (I. i. 16). It has

thus been mentioned that the contact of the soul and the mind and of the

mind and the sense is also a cause of perception. The contact of the soul

and the mind is not only a cause of perception but also of inference, com-

parison and verbal cognition. But the contact of the sense and the object

is the specific cause of perception alone. Hence it has been expressly

mentioned. Not only is it the specific cause, it is also the dominant cause

of perception as evidenced in the case where a loud sound or the like

forces itself upon the notice of a man in sleep or absorbed in other things.

Moreover, it is by reference to the senses and the objects that cognitions

are differentiated as tactual, ocular, olfactory, etc.

When a perception forces itself into the soul during sleep or distrac-

tion the contact of the mind with the soul and the sense sure'y takes place.

This contact is not due to the volition and attention of the soul. But in the

soul abides another attribute namely adrista, produced by Activity and the

Faults, which accomplishes all things. Directed by adrkta the mind comes

into contact with the sense. Adrifta it is which produces substances,

attributes and actions, induces action in the four classes of atoms and in the

mind, and produces bodies, senses and objects.

Some argue that Perception is really inference, because in it from the

apprehension of a part the whole is cognised. For instance, the eye sees a

part of the tree and the cognition of the tree is produced. Let us consider

this objection to our doctrine of Perception as a separate pram&na. The

tree is either a mass of atoms or an organised whole different from the

atoms. In the former case neither the part apprehended nor the other part
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is the tree ; hence there can be no inference from the one to the other. If

it is said that from the one part the other part is inferred and then the two

parts are integrated producing the cognition of the tree, then the cause of

the cognition of the tree is not inference but something else. In the latter

case as in the opinion of the opponent the whole is not present in the part

apprehended it is not apprehended and even if it is apprehended then there

is no occasion for its inference. Moreover, the reason advanced by the

opponent, namely apprehension of the part, disproves his case, for at least

the part is the object of Perception. Lastly inference is based on Percep-

tion, e.g. of fire and smoke as connected.

What is then the object other than the part? Is it a whole or an

aggregate of atoms ? My a whole we mean a unity, the product as dis-

tinguished from its constituent parts, of which the parts are the substratum

and in which the causes of apprehension are present. Every product is

such a whole and not a mere aggregare of atoms. Such being the case

there is not merely the apprehension of a part only but also of the whole

associated with the part. To this the opponent replies by saying that as

the whole by its very conception covers all the parts and is not limited to

any single part it is impossible that there should b„> the apprehension of the

whole in the apprehension of a part. We reply that partial apprehension

is intelligible in the case of the parts which by their nature a-e disconnected

and mutually exclude one another. Hut in the case of the whole such

partial apprehension is impossible because it is an indivisible unity and has

no part except its constituents from which it is distinct. JJy its nature the

whole is apprehended as a whole along with the parts which are apprehen-

ded and is not apprehended with the parts which are not apprehended.

Topic 13 : Of the Whole (Avayavi) : Sutras : 33—36.

The doubt as to the existence of the whole as distinct from its consti-

tuent parts is not justified. These constituent parts, viz., the atoms, are

themselves imperceptible. And if the whole did not exist there would be

non-apprehension of " all, " that is, substance, attribute, action, genus,

species, and combination (vide Vais'esika-Sutra, I. i, 4). But these are

actually apprehended, c. g. the pot (substance) is dark, one, large, connec-

ted with the floor (attributes), shakes (action), exists (genus), is earthen

(species) (the attributes inhering in it by combination). The whole therefore

exists. The Sutra (II. i. 35) also supports the existence of the whole by the

argument that without there being a whole the parts could not hold

together nor could the thing be capable of being pulled, etc. This reason-

ing may not be convincing. For the holding, pulling, etc. are due to
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cohesion (samgraha, integration^. Cohesion is a distinct attribute co-

existing with the conjunction of the parts and produced by moistness as in

the case of an unburnt pot, and by melting as in the case of the burnt pot.

With the whole as their cause these should have been possible in the case

of a heap of dust. And where no such whole is produced, as, e.g., when

pieces of wood arc glued together, even there they should not have held

together and been capable of being pulled.

Those who maintain that the object of perception is not the whole

but the aggregate of atoms should, on the contrary, be asked : When you

apprehend the object as one, what is your idea of unity ? Do you mean

by it identity or plurality of objects ? If you say that unity is the identity

of the object, then such unity is distinct from the diversity of the atoms,

and the whole is thus established. If, on the other hand, you say that

the idea that the object is one is in respect of the plurality of atoms cons-

tituting the object, then the idea is self-contradictory.

The opponent may rejoin that a plurality can by reason ol distance

give rise to the idea of unity as in the case of an army or a forest. We
reply that this cannot be, for the reason that while diversity of the units

composing an army or a forest can be apprehended on nearer approach, the

diversity of the individual atoms can never be so apprehended, so that

the error as to the apparent unity of an army or a forest cannot arise in

regard to an assembly of atoms.

Again, an army or a forest is, on the theory of the opponent, nothing

but an aggregate of atoms, and the unity of such aggregates is the very

thing which is under examination. The instances cited are therefore them-

selves in need of proof.

Then, error presupposes correct cognition. It is possible to mistake a

post for a man only when one posscsse cognition of a real man. Similarly

the erroneous idea of unity in respect of an aggregate ot atoms presupposes

the existence of unity somewhere. It cannot exist in the aggregate for the

aggregate is a plurality. It must therefore exist in something distinct from

the plural aggregate, i.e., the whole. Hence a pot is not a mere collection

of atoms but is a whole, as otherwise it could not be perceived as one.

It may be argued that the idea of unity derived from the apprehen-

sion of sound, touch, smell, etc., as one may account for the apprehension

of an aggregate of atoms as one. But the argument is not supported by
any special reason which would show that the apprehension of a pot as

one is erroneous and not correct. Moreover, sound, touch, smell, etc., are

also of a composite character like a pot.

4
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Unity and magnitude co-exist. The atoms have no magnitude. Yet

a pot constituted by them possesses magnitude, Similarly a pot possesses

unity. In respect of magnitude also a pot bears no analogy to sound which

is known as minute and large, for sound has no extension which can be

delimited like the extension of a pot. Again, the conjunction of two

objects which does take place could not be possible were they only aggre-

gates of atoms instead of unities. Conjunction is a distinct attribute and not

unreal. It develops a new attribute in the conjoint object ; a flagged staff

is neither a staff nor a flag. The cause of the cognition of the staff as thus

qualified is conjuction. It is apprehended along with the apprehension of

the qualified object. It cannot belong to atoms or collections of atoms as

in that case it could not be apprehended.

The existence of natural kinds such as cow-ness, horse-ncss, trce-ness,

etc. which cannot be ignored, also proves the existence of an object which

is present in the aggregotcs of atoms and is yet different from them. These

distinct objects are the unitary wholes.

Topic 16 : Of Inference : Sutras : jy-jS.

Some say that Inference can never be an instrument of true cognition

because, e.g., the swelling of a river may be due to obstruction as well as to

rain, the carrying off of eggs by ants may be due to disturbance of their nests

as well as to imminence of rain and the screaming of the peacock may be
imitative as well as real, so that the inference by means of these marks,

namely that rain has fallen, that rain will fall and that rain is falling, may
be all incorrect. To this we reply that this is not so, that is, that inference

as an instrument ot right cognition is not invalid, and that the incorrectness

of the inference in the cases cited is d^e not to the defective nature of the

process of Inference but is due to the fallacious character of the marks. It is

because the man mistakes pseudo-marks for true marks that he falls into error.

Topic r J : Of the Present Time : Sutras 'jg-^j.

We have said that inference operates in respect of matters past, future
and present. Hut the opponent denies the existence of the time present.
His argument is that when a falling fruit detached from the stem approaches
towards the ground all that can be seen is the distance it has fallen and
the distance it has to fall and not any intervening distance which can
give the idea of the present that it falls or is falling. We reply that time
is manifested not by distance (space) but by action. The past is the time
where action has ceased

; the future, where it will take place ; and the
present, where action is apprehended in the object. Thus the past and the

future depend upon the present. They cannot be a pair of correlated duals
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like long and short, light and shade, for there is no reason for such corre-

lation ;
nor is the past or the future itself established otherwise than by

reference to the present. Moreover, there is no universal correlation of

duals ; c. g, colour and touch, smell and taste arc not correlatives. Further,

the past and the future cannot be mutually the cause of each other, for so

long as one of them is not established it cannot serve as the cause of the

other, and vice versa. The truth is that the present is manifested by the

existence of the object : substance exists, attribute exists, .action exists,

lie who denies this denies the possibility of Perception, for Perception

requires contact of the senses with objects which exist, are present. Infer-

ence, etc. depend upon Perception. The denial of the present therefore

amounts to a denial of knowledge itself. Again, we have apprehension of

the present alone as well as in association with the past and the future.

For action may be continuous as in cooking or repeated as in cutting down

a tree. In these cases all the three times are associated
;

e.g. the cooking

commenced, the cooking is going on, the cooking will be completed. The

object exists, is the instance of the apprehension of the present by itself.

Topic iS : Of Comparison : Sutras: 4.4-J.S.

Comparison {vide Sutra I. i. 6), says the opponent, fails as an instru-

ment of true cognition in any case; for if the resemblance is complete the

cognition will be " As a cow so a cow "
; if it is incomplete, the cognition

will be. "As a bull so a buffalo" ; and if it is partial the cognition will be " As

one thing so anything else," which are all absurd. To this we reply that

Comparison does not proceed on mere resemblance but on the well-known

resemblance, that is, on the resemblance which is definitely known to be the

means of establishing cognition of an object. Let then Comparison be a

form of Inference, rejoins the opponent, as in both cases there is cognition

of the unknown by the known. We reply that Comparison is distinguished

from Inference in this that in the former it is necessary, while in Inference

it is not necessary, to see the object to be known. E. g. the bos gavaeus

must be seen before it can be known as such by its resemblance to the

cow. Moreover, in Comparison the resemblance must be pointed out by one

to another. The man who knows both the cow and the bos gavaeus points

out the resemblance to the man who knows the cow but does not know

the bos gavaeus. Lastly, the conclusion in Comparison takes the form

" as the cow so the bos gavaeus " but the conclusion in Inference is not of

this form " As the smoke, so the fire."

Topic ip : Of the Word in general : Sutras : ^fp-$6.

The opponent says that Testimony is not different from Inference,

because (1) the meaning which is not known and which is not an object of
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perception is known by means of tlie word which is known, as in Inference

the unknown is known by means of the known, (2) cognition from Testimony

does not, as does cognition from Comparison, differ from cognition from

Inference, and (3) there is universal concomitance of the word and its

meaning. To this wc reply that in Testimony the word by itself is not

competent to produce cognition of truth, and that it derives the force to

produce such a cognition only from its being spoken by an flpta or truth-

knowing benevolent person, as in the case of "heaven," ' apsaras," " uttara

kurus," " seven islands and seven oceans," •' the worlds Bhfih, Bhuvah,

Svar, etc.," and so on. Inference is not so dependent upon an apta. This

also constitutes the difference of cognition from Testimony to cognition

from Inference. Again, the relation of the word and the meaning is that

of the signifier and the significatc, and is not natural (dependent on and

follow ing from a law of nature). Natural concomitance exists between two

objects when both are perceptible to the senses, as in the case of fire and

smoke. But objects denoted by words are not perceived by Hearing, and

there are objects denoted by words which are not perceptible by any sense.

Therefore the supposed natural connection of the word aud meaning cannot

be established by any means. It cannot be said that the meaning always

accompanies the word, for in that case whenever the words food, fire, and

sword are uttered the mouth should be filled with food, burnt with fire and

cut with sword. Neither can it be said that the word always accompanies

the meaning, for in that case the vocal apparatus should be found near the

pot and other objects. It is true there is a uniformity in the relation of the

word and the meaning. But this uniformity is due to convention created

by the will of man and handed down from generation to generation. This

is clear from the fact that the same word conveys different meanings among

different races of mankind.

Topic 20 : Of the Veda : Sutras : 5J-6S.

Some condemn the Veda on the ground of futility, contradiction and

repetition. But where the Vedic injunctions fail of their purpose the

fault does not lie with the Veda but with the performer and the performance

(in the same way as scientific experiments fail in the hands of novices).

The so-called contradictory injunctions have reference to different points of

time. The so-called repetition is re -inculcation with a purpose. The state-

ments in the Veda admit of interpretation in the manner of secular

statements. They are either :(i) injunctions or (2) exhortations or (3)

re-inculcations. E. g. (1) Me who desires heaven let bim perform the

Agnihotra sacrifice
; or let him cook food

; (2) this is the first among the
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sacrifices, this Jyotistoma, etc. ; or life, strength, pleasure, etc. are all in the

food; (3) he offers Agnihotra, he offers with curd ; or cook, cook. The

authoritative character of the Veda rests on its being the declaration of

Aptas as in the case of Mantras and Medical Science. Mantras to counter-

act poisons, ghosts and lightning and medicines to cure diseases are

vindicated by results. Some of the Vedic injunctions are similarly vindicated

by results. The infallibility of others is inferred from the infallibility of
A A.

the Aptas who have declared them. The Aptas arc persons who have

directly known the truth, who are kind to living beings and who are willing

to communicate the truth as known by them. In the secular affairs of men

also reliance on statements of Aptas is seen. Moreover, the same Risis who

are the seers and speakers of the Veda arc also the seers and speakers of

Mantras and medicines.

The Vedic words are authoritative because they are significant of

truth and not because they are eternal. They are not eternal as in that

case all words would be related to all objects at the same time. Non-

etcrnality docs not entail loss of significance, for ordinary secular words

which are not eternal are yet significant. Secular words cannot be eternal,

for in that case the statements of those who are not aptas would not be

untrue. It cannot be said that the words of non-Aptas are non-eternal, for

there is no reason to distinguish them from the words of the aptas. In the

case of secular words also their validity depends on convention and not on

their eternality. In both cases the authority of the ilptas confers authority

on their words. The eternality of Vedic words arises from their uninter-

rupted succession in tradition, study and application in all ages and world-

cycles (manvantaras), past and future.

Book II : Chapter ii.

Topic 21 : The PramAnas are not more than four : Sutras :
/

—

12.

We admit that Tradition (Aitihya), Implication (ArthApatti), Com-

position (Sambhava) and Non-existence or Negation (AbhAva) are also

means of knowledge ; but we do not admit that they are different from the

four means enumerated by us, viz. Perception, Inference, Comparison and

Word. Tradition consists of opinions coming down from generation to

generation in uninterrupted succession, the origin of which is lost in oblivion,

Implication is cognition following from the sense of what is stated
; e. g.,

when it is said that without clouds there can be no rain, it follows that with

clouds there can be rain. Composition consists in the apprehension of the
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presence of one object from the apprehension of the presence of another

object which never exists without the former ; e. g. the apprehension of the

presence of the ounce from the apprehension of the presence of the pound.

Non-existence is the negative, the contradictor}', as the non-existent of the

existent ; e. g., absence of rain in the presence of clouds leads to the

cognition of the conjunction of the clouds with high winds.

Tradition is not different from Word or Testimony, as its authority is

derived from the same source, viz., its emanating from an Apta. Implication

Composition and Non-existence are not different from Inference which is

cognition of the imperceptible by means of the perceptible. Implication and

Non-existence or Negation proceed on the basis of contradiction ; Com-

position, cognition of the component from (he composite, proceeds on the

basis of universal concomitance.

Some question the validity of Implication on the ground that even

when clouds exist rain does not sometimes fall. In putting forward this

objection they mistake for Implication what is not Implication. From the

statement that there can be no effect without a cause, it follows that where

the cause exists the effect is produced. This is Implication according to the

law of contradiction. The failure of the cause to produce the effect on

account of the operation of counter-agents is an attribute of the cause, and

not the object of cognition by Implication. The object of cognition by

Implication is that the production of the effect depends upon the existence

of the cause.

Non-existence or Negation is held by some to be not an instrument

of cognition on the ground that the object of such cognition does not exist.

This is a rash argument. There are innumerable objects of cognition which

arc apprehended by means of Negation in the form of cognition of non-

existence. To take one example : Where from a heap of cloths some of

which are marked and the others are not marked, the unmarked ones are

taken out, the action of taking them out depends on their cognition and

tluir cognition is produced by the non-existence of any mark. The negation

of mark is thus a means of cognition and therefore a pramana ; for a

pramfuia is nothing but a means of cognition. For the purpose of negation

it is not necessary that an object should first be produced and then

destroyed ; e. g., for cloths to be unmarked, it is not necessary first to put

marks on them and then to efface the marks. For the negation of marks

in some cloths can be perceived by seeing the presence of marks in other

c\oths. Negation is correlated to affirmation whether in the same or in a

different substratum. Moreover, negation or non-existence is of two kinds,
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antecedent and consequent. Non-existence prior to production is antecedent

non-existence ; non-existenee after destruction is consequent non-existence.

The absence of marks in cloths which have never been marked is antecedent

non-existence of marks in the cloths.

Topic 22 : Sound is not eternal : Sutras : rj—jp.

Diverse opinions arc held as to the duration of Sound, The

Mimarpsakas assert that Sound is an attribute of Ether, is all-pervading,

eternal, and is not produced but manifested. The Sarpkhyas hold that

Sound co-exists with smell, etc., inheres in substances, is existent like smell,

etc., and is not produced but manifested. The Vais'esikas maintain that

Sound is an attribute of Ether and is liable to production and destruction

like cognition. The Bauddhas think that Sound is produced from the

agitation of the great Elements, is without any support and is liable to

production and destruction. These opinions give rise to doubt as to what

the truth of the matter may be. The truth is that Sound is non -eternal,

because (i) it originates from a cause, (2) is sensible, and (3) is treated as a

product. Whatever is caused is non-eternal, i. e., is also destroyed.

Conjunction and disjunction of substances are the causes < if Sound. They

are the causes of its production and not of its manifestation. It is not an

object of manifestation because it is apprehended by Hearing. The sense of

Hearing is imponderable and therefore cannot go out and reach the place

where Sound appears. Sound reaches the sense of Hearing in a series of

sounds in the way of waves of water, after the cessation of the Conjunction

(c. g. of the axe and the tree in cutting) which produces it. An object which

manifested is apprehended where it is manifested. This is not the case

w ith Sound. The difference in the intensity of Sounds also show that they

are not different from other products such as pleasure and pain. It cannot

be said that Sound is one and of a uniform character and is manifested by

Conjunction the strength of which accounts for the pitch of the Sound as

perceived. For this cannot explain the phenomenon of the overpowering

of one sound by another, e. g. of the sound of the flute by the sound of the

drum. Heterogeneous objects do not overpower one another ; c. g. colour

docs not overpower touch. An object does not overpower itself. Objects

of the same class overpower one another ; e. g., brighter colours overpower

less bright colours. Similarly, when it is seen that the sound of the flute is

drowned by the sound of the drum it must be admitted that the two sounds

arc two separate objects and that they vary in intensity. Intensity is their

attribute and is not due to the strength of their causes. Therefore sounds

arc produced and not that one unitonn eternal sound is only man'viested,
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Moreover, manifestation must take place where the causes of manifestation

operate. That being so, as the flute and the drum are operated in different

places Sound manifested in the flute cannot be subdued by Sound mani-

fested in the ch um. If it is said that difference of place does not matter

then the beating of a drum anywhere would drown Sound manifested in all

flutes all over the world at the same time. The theory thus is untenable.

The phenomena of sound can be explained only on the theory that sounds

are produced and that they become perceptible only when they reach the

sense of Hearing in waves.

The opponent attacks the three reasons given in support of the non-

eternality of sound; (i) the destruction of a pot originates from the

disjunction of its causes
; the non-existence of the pot after destruction is

eternal, (2) genus which is perceptible is eternal, (3) as we speak of the parts

of a tree or a blanket which are non-eternal so we speak of the parts of

Ether and the Soul which are eternal. To this we reply
; (1) There is a

difference between the eternal and the pseudo-eternal. That object is

eternal which has come into existence without production (by conjunction or

disjunction ol parts) and which never loses its self-existence. Non-existence

after destruction of an object is not eternal in this sense. Moreover, in the

case of sound there is no cause to originate its destruction in the manner

of the pot. Therefore the analogy of the pot does not hold good. (2) Sound

is non-eternal, not because it is perceptible but because of the manner in

which it comes into contact with the sense of Hearing and becomes percep-

tible. (3) When we speak of the parts of a tree or a blanket we mean

their constituents. But Ether and the Soul have no constituent parts.

The use of the word parts in regard to them is metaphorical, and conveys

the sense that their contact with finite objects does not pervade the whole

of them. The conjunction of two fruits does not pervade the whole of them

but is confined to parts only. Similarly when we say that an object is in

Contact with Ether or the Soul we mean that it is not in contact with every

part of Ether or the Soul and to convey this meaning we say that it is in

contact with a part of Ether or the Soul. As conjunction does not pervade

the whole of its substrata, so sound does not pervade the whole of Ether,

and cognition, etc. do not pervade the whole of the Soul.

You may ask, Why has not Gotama embodied in an aphorism the

tenet that Ether and other eternal substances have no parts ? Our reply is

that in many topics he has not brought out all the sides ; that is his character-

istic. He thinks that in such cases one can ascertain the truth from the

tenet of his &\srra. The tenet of his 6&stra is, as is well known, Nyaya,
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that is, many-branched Inference not inconsistent with Perception and
Revelation.

Again, how are we to know that an object exists or that an object

does not exist ? By cognition or non-cognition according to pramana. By
this test sound is non-existent before utterance because it is then not

cognised and because any obstruction to its cognition is also not cognised.

The reasons given in support of the theory that Sound is eternal are

(i) that it is intangible like Ether, (2) that it is capable of being imparted by

the teacher to the pupil, (3) that it admits of repetition, and 14) that the cause

of its destruction is not perceived. The first reason is fallacious, because the

atom which is tangible is eternal, while action which is intangible is non-

eternal. As regards the second it is seen that an object of gift is perceptible

on its way from the donor to the donee. But sound is not perceptible and

therefore does not exist in the interval between the teacher and the pupil.

Nevertheless, it may be said, instruction is received by the pupil and from

the fact of instruction the existence of Sound in the interval is to be inferred,

whereby the gift of Sound from the teacher to the pupil becomes possible.

To this we reply that the opponent has yet to establish what constitutes

instruction. Is it that Sound residing in the teacher actually moves from

him and reaches the pupil, or is it imitation of what is done by the teacher

as in the case of a dancing lesson? Such being the case instruction does

not remove the doubt as to the validity of instruction as a mark of the

possibility of the gift of Sound by the teacher to the pupil. In regard to

the third reason, it is argued that as the persistence of colour makes it

possible to see it again and again so the persistence of' Sound renders possible

its utterance times without number. But repetition is possible also in the

case of objects which are not persistent, that is, arc different at every time

they appear. Thus, we say, he danced twice, he eats twice, etc. As regards

the fourth reason it is said that the cause of the destruction of non-eternal

things, e. g. a clod of earth, is seen; and that if Sound were non-eternal the

cause of its destruction would also be perceived ; but that such a cause is

not perceived ; and that therefore Sound is not non-eternal. We reply that

if the non-apprehension of the cause of the destruction of Sound implies its

non-destruction, the non-apprehension of the cause of its non-hearing also

implies its constant hearing. Non-hearing cannot be due to absence of

manifesting agents, for we have already shown the impossibility of Sound

being an object of manifestation. If then the opponent's theory is reduced

to this that the hearing of Sound is without any cause then why should he

not admit that the destruction of Sound also is without any cause ? We do

S
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not say, however, that there can be no cognition of the cause of the

destruction of sound. The existence of such cause can be inferred from the

fact which we have already established that sounds arc produced in a series.

The first sound is produced by conjunction and disjunction and gives rise

to the second sound which, in its turn, to the third and so on and on till

the series is stopped and the last sound is destroyed by some obstruction

Mich as a wall. Kach succeeding sound destroys its immediate predecessor.

Then, when a bell is rung various sound series of different tones, high and

higher, low and lower, are heard. Such diverse differences in tone and

timbre cannot co-exist in one eternal permanent Sound. And without them

differences in aural cognitions cannot be explained. The cause of the

differences in the intensity of sound is the degree of force with which the

bell is rung and which is communicated to the sound scries produced by it.

The existence of such force in the boll cannot be denied. For the ringing

of the bell does not produce sound when the hand is placed upon it. This

shows that the force is stopped in its action by the conjunction ol the hand.

It is also perceived by touch that the vibrations set up in the bell by the

force of ringing gradually die away. On the other hand, if the non-

apprehension of the cause of the destruction of Sound proves its eternality

then the manifestation of Sound alter its appearance would continue for ever

as no cause ol its destruction is apprehended.

Sound cannot be an attribute of Kther, says the opponent ; because

in that case the stopping of the vibrations in the bell by the hand could not

e,au-.e its destruction. According to him, sound and the v ibiat ions which

Cause it must reside in the same substratum. We reply thai the objection

does not apply, because Kther is intangible. The non-cognition of sound in

the same substance with colour, taste, smell and touch and the phenomena
ot sound series show that sound is the attribute of an intangible all-pervading

substance, i. e. Kther. Sound exhibits a twofold difference : a bell, e. g.,

produces different varieties of sound and in each variety there is a difference

ol pitch. These differences could not bz possible if sound were an attribute

ol the same substance with colour, etc. ; as in that case like colour, etc., it

would be ol one unalterable character.

Top'n ij : Of tli - Mo.iiJh<ition of Sound : Sutras /o-ji.

Sound is either Varna, articulate, letter, or Dhvani. inarticulate, noise.

In regard to sound as letter, when Dadhi and Atra, for instance, become
DaJhyatra. what docs happen? Modification or substitution? Is / modified

as y or is replaced by r ? We say that / is replaced by y. Our reasons are

as follows : (i) When one object, e.g., a piece of gold, modifies into another
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object, e.g. , a ring, some attributes disappear, other attributes appear : while

the same material subsists in the modification; but this is not the ca>e

where /' gives place to y. (2) The effort required in the utterance of / is

different from the effort required in the utterance of y. (,) Where y comes

in the place of / and where y stands by itself as in yatale, and where / gives

place top and where /' stands by itself as in idam, the effort required in the

utterance of the y in the two cases does not differ, and the effort

required in the utterance of the / in the two cases also docs not

differ. (4) The modification of / into y is not cognised as the modific-

ation of milk into curd is perceived. (5) The theory of modification

of letters is not necessary for the purpose of the rules of grammar. (6)

One letter is not the product of another. They are all independently

produced, (j) Modification can be either transformation, i.e., change of form

<>r production. But neither is possible in the case of letters. (8) Where bhu

takes the place of as, vaeh of bni, you do not say modification takes place.

Similarly not modification but substitution takes place in the case of single

letters. (()) In the case of modification the bulk of the modification varies

according to the bulk of the original ; but whether / is long or short makes

no difference in y. The opponent rejoins that modifications arc some-

times greater than the original as in the case of a tree from an acorn and

sometimes equal to the original as in the case of a ring from a piece of gold and

sometimes less than the original as in the case of yarns from cotton. To

this we reply first that mere example unsupported by any reason, homoge-

neous or heterogenous, cannot establish a proposition; otherwise a horse

would be a modification of a bullock, both being beasts of

burden. In the second place, when we refer to the bulk of the original

and the modification we intend to say that a modification follows its

original in essentials so that if the originals differ the modifications

also must differ. But in the case in question y does not follow its

original, i.e., it does not become long or short according as it takes the place

of / long or short. It is therefore not a modification of /. It cannot be

said that the base / is not affected by its attributes of longness and short-

ness and that y follows the base. For what happens in the modification of a

base, e.g., gold or clay, is that its original form is destroyed and a new form

is produced. But in the case in question there is no evidence that / is

destroyed and/ is produced from the disintegrated /. (10) When Dadhyatra

is disjoined / returns to its orignal form, but curd never returns to milk
;

therefore/ is not a modification of i. It is true that a ring can be reduced

to a piece of gold again. But the analogy does not hold good here. For

gold remains constant ; it becomes a ring by giving up and taking up some
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attributes. A .similar change does not take place in the case of / and y.

It cannot be said that letter-ness remains constant in i and y ; for i and y
cannot be attributes of the general attribute letter-ness.

(11) Again, the letters are either eternal or non-eternal. If they are

eternal, they cannot jmdergo modification. If they are non-eternal, then

one is destroyed before another takes its place. To this it may be replied

by the opponent that there are eternal things which vary in their attributes
;

e.g., the atoms are imperceptible while the letters are perceptible
;
therefore

while the atoms do not undergo modification letters may. The argument

is invalid. The reason advanced, name!)' difference of attributes, is a con-

tradictory reason, it contradicts the supposed eternal character of letters.

.Modification and eternality are contradictory terms. On the other hand,

it cannot be said that as the hearing of the letters is possible though they

are destroyed at the third moment after their production, so their modific-

ation also may be possible. For a mere example cannot establish a proposi-

tion. The reason must be stated. If the hearing of the letters be the

reason, then we say that the universal concomitance of the hearing of the

letters and of the modifications of the letters is yet to be established. The
fallacy of the opponent's argument is sadharmya-sama (V. i. 2).

(12) A further reason why y cannot be a modification of i is that

sometimes we find / in the place of y as in Yyadh becoming vidhyati.

The expression "mcdifxaiton of letter" used by grammarians does

not mean that one letter is transformed into, or produced by, another

letter. It means the substitution of one letter in place of another. It

appears in six different forms : (<>) change of attribute, as when the grave

takes the place of the acute accent
; (/>) suppression, as when bhu takes the

place of as
; (<) decrease, as when the long is replaced by the short

; (d)

increase, as when the short is replaced by the long or the prolated
;

(e) cur-

tailment, as when stah comes in the place of as ;
and (f) coalescence, as when

the base or the affix is augmented. These arc all instances of substitution.

The result of the above examination is to show that sound is non-

.

eternal. Sound does not remain constant under change of forms nor sur-

vives in its product. It is produced at one moment, exists at the second

moment and is destroyed at the third moment by the sound to which it

gives rise or by the obstruction which it meets.

Topic 2.f : Of the Force of Words : Sutras : j<?-(5p.

Gotama now proceeds to determine the force of words on which depend

the validity of Word as pramana. A word consists of letters ending in an
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affix. Affixes are nominal or verbal. Prefixes and indeclinablcs have their

nominal affixes elided (Panini, II. iv. 28). Words lead to the cognition of

objects. It is therefore necessary to determine the nature or force of words.

Let us take the word, cow, for example. The Word is used to denote an

individual, a form and a genus. The doubt therefore arises as to whether

it denotes any one or all of these objects. One part)' says that the word

denotes the indivdiual, because individuals which differ from one another

and possess attributes, and not the genus which is unproduced, undifferen-

tiated and devoid of form, parts and atributes, admit of [<i\ specification,

this cow, that cow, etc. ;(/>) collection, a herd of cows
;
(c) gift, he gives cows

to the learned ;((/) possession, the Brahmana's cow; (d) enumeration, ten

cows : ((•) growth, the cow grows
; (/) emaciation, the cow grows lean

; (g)

colour, white cow
; (//) association, the good of the cow ; and (;') propagation,

the cow produces a calf. To this we reply that the above uses of the word

cow are rendered possible only because the objects indicated are endowed

with the genus cow-ness. The use of the word cow in respect of the

individual is metaphorical, as in such cases as when we say, he is a

Shakespeare, he dwells on the lake, he is weaving a mat (when the mat is

yet non-existent), etc., etc.

Some think that the form is the denotation of the word ; because form

consists in the configuration of parts which endures, and because without

the cognition of the forms we cannot distinguish a cow from a horse. This

is not correct, because mere form has no connection with the genus. It

is the substance cow which is connected with the genus. When we say,

wash the cow, bring the cow, we mean the substance in which the genus

cow-ness is present, and not a wooden cow though it possesses the appearance

(individual) and form of a cow. Neither can the genus alone be the denota-

tion of the word ; for there can be no cognition of the genus without the

cognition of the individual and form.

The truth is that the individual, form and genus are all the denota-

tion of the word. There is no fixed rule of the relation as principal and

secondary among them. The force of ths w >rd is tha same in regard to

each of them. When specification is intended, the individual becomes

principal, genus and form hecoms secondary ; when specification is not

intended, the genus becomes principal, the individual and form become

secondary.

The individual is that which is manifested. It is perceptible by the

senses. Every subtance is not manifested to the senses. The individual

is that substance which is produced by the conjunction of parts and which
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is the substratum, as far as may be, of specific attributes such as smell,

taste, colour, touch, gravity, density, fluidity, impetus, and finite magnitude.

The form is that by which the genus and the marks of the genus are

made known. It consists in the enduring or fixed configuration of the

parts of the entities, cow, etc., and of the parts of those parts.

The genus is that which produces similar cognition in respect of

different substrata. My reason of it individual objects are not differentiated

from one another. It is the cause of the assimilation of objects. It is a

minor SAmAnya <>r genus when it establishes non-difference of some objects

among themselves and their difference from some other objects.

Book HI: Chapter I.

Topic 25 : 77/e Senses are not the Soul: Sutras : 1—j.

There arc two kinds of predication: fi) a part is predicated of a

whole of which it is a part, e.g. the tree stands by the roots
; (2) one thing

is predicated of a different thing, e.g. he cuts with the axe. What is the

nature of the predication in Mich cases as " A man sees with the eye,

knows with the mind, discriminates with the intellect, feels pleasure and

pain with the body " ? Are the eye, the mind, the intellect and the body

predicated as parts of a whole of which they are the parts, or of something

different from them ? Thus arisen the doubt as to whether the soul is

indentical with the otganism of the body, the senses, the mind, the intellect

and the feelings, or distinct from it ? The truth is that it is distinct from

the organism of the body, etc. Because the same object i* apprehended by

the different senses. That agent which apprehends the same object by

means of the different senses and assimilates or integrates the mutually

independent intuitions of the different senses, is a different object. It is the

soul. The senses cannot effect the assimilation, because one sense cannot

perform the function of another sense. Nor can the organism, because,

being an aggregate, it lacks the unity of apperception (anuvyavasaya, I see

and touch). It is true that objects are allotted to the senses ; so that in the

absence of a sense its object cannot be apprehended. E.g. the blind cannot

see, the deaf cannot hear. Hut this does not show that each sense is a

conscious entity and that the supposition of another conscious entity is

superfluous. For the apprehension or non-apprehension of objects according

to the efficiency or inefficiency of the senses will be the same whether the

senses are themselves regarded as the conscious agents or as the instruments

of a conscious agent. On the contrary, the very fact that the senses are

limited in their respective functirns proves the existence of the soul, as
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conscious, all-knowing, the receiver of the contents of all the senses,

unaffected by the distribution of objects among the senses. The following

instances of the operations of the conscious agent will show that its recog-

nition as a distinct entity cannot be avoided, (i) He who sees colour,

infers (recalls) taste and smell previously perceived, lie who perceives

smell infers colour and taste. And so in the case of the other senses also.

Again, after seeing colour one smells the flavour, and after smelling flavour

one sees colour. This assimilated apprehension of the objects of all the

senses without any fixed order of succession must take place in the same

site and cannot have any other agent but the soul, (ii) It also assimilates

the various intuitions of perception, inference, testimony and doubt,

embracing manifold objects and having it as their cause, and assimilating

knows, as illustrated in its comprehending the contents of a book, treating

of all sensible objects. Thus, hearing letters uttered one after another, it

integrates them as words and sentences and assimilates them with meaning

which is not to be grasped by the ear ;
then, cognising the fixed relation

of words and meanings, it apprehends quite a number of objects belonging

to more than one sense, which cannot be apprehended by the senses

severally. This ab>ence of limitation 01" the objects to be known in the

case of the all-knower, which meets us at every step, cannot be circum-

vented, by attributing consciousness to the senses.

Topic 26 : The Body is not tlic Soul : Sutras /—6.

In the Sutra III. i. 4 the word "Body " stands for the living being in

tlie shape of the organism of the body, the senses, cognitions and feelings.

Now, the .scriptures declare that killing is a sin and that sin accrues to the

agent. (Iwen those Bauddhas who deny the existence of a sou! admits the

existence of virtue and vice). Hut if there were no soul other than the

organism of the body, senses, cognitions and feelings, then the declaration

of the scriptures would be meaningless and virtue and vice would be

impossible. For, the organism undergoes change at every moment and is

nothing but a series of changes one taking the place of another at every

moment. It would follow that the organism to which the sin oi killing

would accrue would be different from the organism which would kill.

Again, if re-birth be possible of such an organism it would not be due to

past .acts, so that there would be no law of 'karma' and study and practices

for the sake of release would be futile. It may be argued that in the case

of the kiiling of an organism endowed with a soul there would also be no

sin, for the reason that the soul is eternal and cannot be killed. But the

argument does not hold good, because we do not say that killing is the

destruction of an eternal entity. By killing we mean the destruction, or the
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causing the anaesthesia, disease, inefficiency, disturbance of the interconnec-

tions or the disorganisation of the body which is the field of the experience

of pleasure and pain, and also of the senses which are the instruments of

the apprehension of their respective objects. Or the Sutra (III. i. 6) may
mean that killing is the disturbance or disorganisation of the association of

the soul with the organism of the body, senses and cognitons by virtue of

which association only the soul is the agent in the experience of pleasure

and pain, and without which it can have no experience. It does not mean

the distruction of the soul as an eternal entity.

Topic 2"J : The sense of sight is not one : Sutras 7

—

ij.

What is seen with the right eye is recognised as having been seen with

the left eye. Such recognition also is a mark of the existence of the soul.

Hut the opponent urges that here at any rate a soul is not needed to account

for the phenomena, because the sense of sight is really one and appears as

dual owing to its operating on either side of the nasal bone. The objection

is futile. When one eye is destroyed the other does not suffer destruction

along with it. Of course, a tree remains a tree even after a branch is cut

off. But the analogy docs not apply here. For a tree is an aggregate of

parts each of which is an aggregate by itself. So that the destruction of a

part does not entail the destruction of the other parts. But the eye is

supposed to be a unity. Or, '• Dristftnta-virodha " in the Sutra (III. i. 11)

may mean that the supposition is contrary to experience. For, in the skull

there are two sockets for the eyes. Again, when one eyeball is pressed the

apprehension of the object by the two eyes becomes different, and on the

removal of the pressure the apprehension by the two eyes becomes similar.

(a) Association of ideas.

The mouth waters on seeing or smelling an orange ; this is due to

the recollection of the taste. And this shows that consciousness is

not in the sense, for what is seen by one is not recollected by another.

To this the opponent replies by alleging that recollection is caused

by the receipt (the object recollected) and that this, and not the soul, causes

the action in the mouth at the sight or smell of an orange. But

recollection must be an attribute of the soul, and as such prove the

existence of the soul. On the supposition of the senses being conscious

there would be either no recollection or there would be no order of recollec-

tion. For the senses are diverse agents and on the supposition there is

nothing to assimilate or co-ordinate their experiences ; hence there would be

no recollection. Or. every sense would recollect the experience of every other

sense
i which is contrary to experience : one does not remember what is 'seen.
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by another. It follows that there must be a different agent capable of

apprehending diverse objects ; and that is the soul. The affairs of living

beings depend on memory. The watering of the mouth as the mark of the

existence of the soul is a mere instance.

Then our opponent argues that memory does not infer the soul,

because the cause of recollection is impression and its content the object

recollected and not the soul in either case. But he has not exactly deter-

mined the content of memory. Let us see what it really is. The
statement which indicates the content of memory takes one or another

of the following forms
;
(a) I knew that object

;
(b) I have known that

object
;
(c) that object has been known by me ; and (d) I had knowledge

in respect of this object. In each of these statements not merely the

object, but the object previously known associated with the knower and the

knowledge forms the content of memory ; in other words, every act of

recollection comprehends the agent, the act and the object of cogni-

tion. This is in regard to an object which is not before the senses.

In regard to an object which is before the senses, i. e. in the case

of recognition, three cognitions are assimilated, proceeding from the one

and the same agent and not from diverse agents nor from no agent.

Thus, in the statement, I see now what I have seen before, the previous

seeing and the consciousness of seeing are two cognitions, while the present

seeing is the third cognition. These cognitions combine to connect a

single object with a single agent. Thus this content of memory, the soul,

which the opponent leaves undetermined, but which is present in memory
and is clearly known, is sought to be negated by the reason that the

object remembered is the content of memory.

Memory is not mere memory nor is the object remembered its only

content. The assimilation of experiences which takes place in an act of

memory cannot be possible without something to which all objects are

equally accessible, as in the case of assimilation in an act of cognition. A
single knower within whose purview are all objects assimilates its own
cognitions as I shall know that object, I know that object, I knew that

object, and, desiring to know, and not knowing for a long time, feels certain

at last that it knew the object. Similarly it assimilates memory drawing

its contents from the time future, present and past, operating with the

desire to remember. Were the entity merely a series of impressions (or

ideas), as impressions (and ideas) disappear as they arise at every moment,

not a single impression (or idea) would be left which could be aware of any

cognition and act of memory in association with all the three times. And
without such awareness there can be no assimilation of cognition and

6
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memory in the form of "I (know or remember)", "(This cognition or re-

collection is.) Mine", as it is not possible in the case of cognition and memory

in different bodies. It follows, therefore, that there does exist a single

entity penetrating all objects which unites and maintains the unity of the

series of cognitions and the series of memories, and which does not

establish such unity of its cognitions and memories with that of another on

account of the absence of its operation in the latter's body.

Topic 2<? : The Mind is not the Soul: Sutras : rj-iy.

Hut, urges the opponent, the functions attributed to the soul may all

be possible for the mind. We reply that the opponent is quarrelling about

names and not about the reality. The instruments of knowledge such as

the eye, nose, touch, must belong to a knower. So also does the

thinker penetrating all objects possess an instrument of thinking in the

lorm of the internal organ competent to reach all objects. That being so,

the opponent errs in calling the knower the mind and not the soul, and

not allowing the mind to be called the mind, though admitting that it is the

instrument of thought. On the other hand, if he denies that the thinker

possesses an instrument of thought which can reach all objects, then the

knower can very well do without the instruments of knowledge, and the

opposition will thereby entail the disappearance of all the senses as well.

The distinction between sense-experience and thought-experience is not

unfounded. Each sense is limited to its special object and cannot go

beyond that limit. None of the senses can reach that other class of objects

which include pleasure, etc. For the cognition of pleasure, etc. a different

instrument is needed. It is known by its mark of non-simultaneity of

cognitions, due to its coming into contact with the external senses one at a

time.

Topic : The Soul is eternal : Sutras .- 18-26.

Some entities are eternal, some are non-eternal. Is the soul which

is established as distinct from the organism of the body, senses, mind
and cognitions, eternal or non-eternal ? The answer is that the very

reasons which prove the existence of the soul throughout the stages of

infancy, childhood, youth and old age, also prove its existence after its

separation from the body, etc. For, an infant to whom the things of the

world are yet unknown feels joy, fear and grief. This is rendered possible

by memory, and not otherwise, and memory depends upon past experience,

and this depends upon past life and nothing else. The somatic resonance

of the infant in the presence of the causes of joy, fear and grief cannot be

explained on the analogy of the opening and closing of a lotus \ for in the
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case of a full grown man it is found that his changes of countenance due

to joy, fear and grief are not automatic like the opening and closing of a

lotus. There is therefore no reason why these should be so in the case of

an infant. Moreover, the changes in a lotus are known to he due to a

definite cause, namely the action of heat, cold, rain and season, and are

not quite automatic. Similarly the changes of joy, etc. must be due to

a definite cause, and that cause cannot be anything but the conti-

nuity of memory. Again, the new-born baby's instinctive desire for

the mother's milk shows the habit of taking food and this habit necessarily

implies a previous body in which the soul has experienced hunger and its

satisfaction with food. This instinctive desire for food bears no analogy to

the attraction of the iron towards a magnet. For the approach of the iron

towards a magnet has also a definite cause
;
otherwise pebbles, etc., would

also be drawn towards a magnet. But the cause is not apparent to the eye

and has to be inferred both as regards its nature and its limitation. The

inference must be made from the action itself. Thus iron approaches only

a magnet, and only at a certain distance. Similarly only an infant moves

for food only and when in the mother's arms. Is the cause of such move-

ment past habit or something else? It is seen that memory of past exper-

ience causes adults to approach food for the satisfaction of hunger. The

same must be the cause also in the case of the infant.

Then a man is born possessing Attraction, and the source of Attraction

is the after-thought of the contents of previous experience which can be

possible only in a previous body. The soul, remembering the objects

experienced in a previous body, becomes attracted to those objects.

Attraction thus links together two successive births and it is not possible

to point to a beginning of its connection with the body.

But how do you know that the recollection of past experience gives rise

to Attraction in a new-born baby, and that it is not produced in the same

way as are the properties of a substance (e.g., jar) along with the substance

itself from the same cause ? The soul and its attraction are not produced

simultaneously like a pot and its properties, because Attraction, etc. are due

to samkalpa, imagination, thought. It is seen that Attraction is produced

by the thought of living beings enjoying objects ; the thought springs

from the memory of past experiences. Hence it is inferred that the Attrac-

tion which the baby feels is also caused by the memory of past experiences.

Attraction could be produced like the property of a pot were the soul a

product and were the cause of Attraction something other than the

memory of past experiences. But neither of these is the case. Should it

!>e supposed that adrista, i.e., merit and demerit, is the cause of Attraction,
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even then connection with a previous body cannot be denied ; for the

production of adrigta must have taken place in the previous life and not

in this.

The truth is that Attraction for an object arises from the entire

occupation of the mind with that object, and this is nothing but habitual

experience of the object which determines modes of thinking in future.

Attraction differs according to the sphere of birth which is determined by
karma or adri?ja, and the new-born entity derives its name from the sphere

of its birth.

Topic jo : The Body is of the Earth, earthy : Sutras : 27-ji.

It hos been demonstrated that the soul's connection with the body

is without beginning and that the body in which it experiences pleasure

and pain is due to its own karma. It is to be investigated whether the

body possesses a single character like the sense of smell, etc., or a diverse

character. Doubt arises in this respect owing to the differences of opinion

on the subject. The truth is that the human body is constituted by the

element uf Earth alone, because the distinctive attribute of Earth, namely

smell, is observed in it. At the i-ame time it is not denied that the other

elements conjoin with Earth as conditions in the production of the human

body. Similarly all the elements conjoin to produce aqueous, igneous,

aerial and etherial bodies in different worlds to serve the particular purposes

of the souls. There is also scriptural authority for the view that the human

body is constituted by Earth alone, e.g., "Let thy eye go to the sun. ..let

thy body go to the Earth" (liigveda, X. xvi. 3) ;
"1 make the sun thy eye

...I make the Earth thy body" (Satapatha Brahmana, XVII. viii. 4-6.) In

the one the product resolves into its quiescent original ; in the other the

product is derived from the original.

Topic J1 : The Senses are constituted by the Elements : Sutras : 32-51.

To take the case of the eye (Sight) : Colour is perceived when the

pupil of the eye is unimpaired, and is not perceived when it is impaired.

The pupil is a material body. On the other hand, the pupil itself does

not come into contact with the object when its colour is perceived. At

the same time there must be some contact as otherwise perception

of colour cannot be possible. The eye therefore must be immaterial

in the sense of not being constituted by the manifested or visible

elements, and must be all-pervading. In this state of uncertainty

one argues that the senses must be immaterial and all-pervading

because they apprehend objects of widely divergent dimensions from the

acorn to the Himalaya mountain. To this the reply is that the preception
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of objects of 'different dimensions by the eye is due to different contacts of

ocular rays with the objects. Such contact is essential in ocular perception

as is proved by the fact there is no perception where there is an obstruction.

It is no argument against the existence of ocular rays that they are not

perceived. For perception is not the sole test of existence. Inference by

the mark of obstruction preventing contact proves their existence, as it does

in the case of the other side of the moon and the lower portion of the earth.

The rule of perception varies in its application according to the nature of

substances and attributes. K. g., water vapour hanging in the air is not

perceived but its cool touch is felt ; heat rays are not perceived, but their

warmth is experienced. Similarly Fire exists in various conditions. In

the solar rays both colour and touch are developed and so they are perceived.

In the rays of light from a lamp colour is developed and touch is un-

developed ; these too are perceptible. Fire in hot water possesses developed

touch and undeveloped colour ; hence it is imperceptible. In the ocular

fire both colour and touch are undeveloped ; hence it is imperceptible. The
development or accession of intensity of colour is one of the conditions of the

perception ot colour.

This peculiarity of the ocular rays arises from the nature of the senses.

Like the multi-form aggregations of all substances the organisation of the

senses is brought about by merit and demerit to subserve the purj. ose of

the soul which consists in the cognition of objects and the experience of

pleasure and pain.

Some thinkers argue as follows : The resilience of the sense of sight

on meeting an obstruction is an attribute of a material substance. For this

is the case with all material substances in all circumstances. On the other

hand, the penetration of glass, mica, etc., by the ocular rays shows that they

are non-material. So the point remains doubtful. We say that this is not

so, for the reason given is erratic. For such penetration is also seen in the

case of the light of a lamp which illumines objects beyond glass, etc,,' and

of heat which cooks grains in a vessel.

Non-perception again may be due to overpowering, as in the case of

a meteor which is not seen when the sun shines. In the case of ocular rays

there is such a special cause of their non-perception, namely, as already

stated, want of development or intensity. That the ocular rays lack in

intensity also appears from the fact that the eye cannot apprehend objects

without the aid of external light. The ocular rays are not overpowered, for

overpowering can take place only when the thing overpowered has been

developed. The ocular rays are not perceived even at night in all cases.
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That such rays exist appears from the observation of these rays in the eyes

of prowlers by night, e.g., cat, tiger, etc. There is no generic difference

between the eyes of these animals and of men, because the sight in both

cases is impeded by obstructions.

The perception of objects behind a plate of glass or mica or a thin

stratum of cloud offers no argument against the proposition that the contact

of the senses with the objects is the cause of cognition. For in these cases

there is really no obstruction, but actual contact is established through the

glass, etc. The sun's rays also cause burning through a crystal. In all

such cases the interspaces among the components of the intervening sub-

stances provide a passage whereby direct contact is established between the

rays and the objects on which they operate.

But why cannot a wall, e. g., offer such a passage ? Because a wall is

not constituted in the same way as glass is. How do you know this ?

This is known from the nature of the things as revealed by their effects.

The ocular rays reflected from the smooth surface of the mirror makes one's

own face perceptible. This clarity of the mirror is its nature. Similarly a

wall does not reflect light rays. This is its nature. Thus experience shows

that glass, etc., offers no obstruction, while a wall, etc, do, to the passage of

light rays. And no arbitrary limitations can be imposed upon facts

established by perception and inference, For these pramtlnas reveal reality

as it is. Objects as they really are, in their own nature, in their own

character, are established by the pram:
A
inas. These must be accepted as such

and must not be modified at random. Obstruction is inferred in the case of

a wall by the fact of the non-perception of objects behind it. Non

obstruction is inferred in the case of glass, etc. by the fact of perception ot

objects behind them.

Topic 32 : The Semes are manifold : Sutras : 52-61.

Some say that, though the senses are located in different parts of the

tody, they are in reality only one, as the skin is present in every such

location. It is true that even inspite of the presence of the skin a blind

man does not see. But the skin is differentiated in its power

in different parts of the body and that is the reason why the blind

do not see, because blindness means loss of the particular power in

the particular part of the skin. This argument of the opponent is self-

destructive. For it amounts to an admission of the difference of the senses.

Moreover, not only the skin but the elements of Earth, etc., constitute the

site of the senses, Touch cannot be the one and univer? al sense, as in that
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case colour, touch, taste, etc. would all be perceived simultaneously, which

is not the case. In the perception of colour Touch cannot establish contact

between itself and an object screened from view, and perception without

contact of sense and object is impossible. The object* of sense again are

more than one, and the senses have to perform more than one function.

The sense of touch cannot serve the purpose of the sense of sight and

vice versa. So also in the case of the other senses. Sensible objects being

five, the senses also must be five in number. Moreover, they produce five

different kinds of cognition, are located in five different sites, have five different

operations, possess five different shapes and have five different origins.

Sight operates by going out of the eyes and reaching its objects. Sound

reaches Hearing in waves. The other senses operate when the objects come

into contact with them by the movement of the body. Smell, Taste and

Touch are limited in shape to their sites. Sight residing in the pupils of

the eyes goes out to pervade objects. Hearing is nothing else than Ether

and is all-pervading. It is inferred by the perception of sound. It does

not reveal all sounds because it is limited by its site acccording to the merit

and demerit of the soul. The origins of the senses arc the five elements

respectively, as they severally make manifest and apprehend the specific

attributes of the five elements. They are not modifications of the unmanifest

matter (avyakta.)

Topic jj : 'ike Objects of tlie Senses : Sutras : 62-yj.

Smell, Taste, Colour and Touch are the attributes of Earth
; Taste,

Colour and Touch, of Water ; Colour and Touch, of Eire
;
Touch, of Air

;

and Sound, of Ether. The opposite view is that the elements possess only

one attribute each and that other attributes are perceived in them owing to

their interpenetration by other elements. The interpenetration, it is also

said, is not mutual among all the elements but of the preceding by the

succeeding in the order of their mention as Earth, Water, Fire, Air and

Ether. This view is not correct. Eor, as a matter of fact, bodies formed

of Earth and Water are perceptible to the eye
;
they must therefore- possess

colour. Moreover, interpenetration must affect both the element interpenet-

rated and that interpenetrating. But colour is not perceived in Air though

it is said to interpenetrate Eire. The theory of interpenetration therefore

has to be rejected.

What is the explanation then of the fact that the senses constituted

by the elements do not apprehend all the attributes of their respective

elements? The explanation is that the senses become dominant in respect

of that attribute which is prominent in their respective elements. This limit-

ation of the scope of the sense* is due to the samsk&ra, i.e., tendency or
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potency which is the resultant of karma (appetency) of the soul which they

serve, just as the things of the world, e.g., poison, herbs, gems, etc., serve

specific purposes of man according to his karma, and every single thing

does not serve all his purposes.

The senses are also limited in their scope in this that they are them-

selves insensible in respect of their own attributes. Sight, for instance,

cannot see its own colour. Smell cannot smell its own smell. This is

because in perception the instrument must be endowed with the same

attribute as the object, and when its own attribute is to be the object of its

apprehension, the condition of perception is not present. In other words,

an attribute cannot apprehend itself :—a sense does not apprehend its own

attribute because of the absence of the auxiliary attribute. The perception

of sound by Hearing is an exception which tests the rule. Hearing is composed

of Ether. In the perception of sound it is independent of the possession of

the attribute of sound as an auxiliary. That Hearing is composed of Ether

is known as follows : The soul is the hearer. Mind cannot be the instru-

ment of hearing ; as in that case there would be no deafness as mind is

not liable to destruction. Earth, Water, Fire and Air are not known to have

the capacity to " produce Hearing. Ether therefore is the constituent of

Hearing.

Book III : Chapter ii.

Topic _?/ : Cogni'ion is not eternal : Sutras 1-9.

It is a matter of common experience that cognitions appear and

disappear. Their non-cternality is quite manifest, and is taken for granted in

N.-S., I. i. 16. The topic is concerned with the refutation of the speculation

of the Samkhyas that Buddhi is eternal. In support of the view they

argue that unless Buddhi, cognition, were eternal, re-cognition would not be

possible. To this the reply is that the reason given is not valid, because it

has yet to be proved that re-cognition is done by Buddhi, and not by the

soul, as we hold. We maintain that cognition, perception, apprehension,

awareness, intuition, understanding is an attribute of the soul. If you hold

that consciousness belong to the instrument you have to explain the nature

of the conscious soul. If you admit that cognition is by the Buddhi, the

inner instrument, you should explain what nature, what attribute, what

reality is left to the conscious soul, what use it makes of cognition residing

in Buddhi. If you say that the soul makes conscious and Buddhi knows,

then where is the difference ? To make conscious, to know, to perceive and

to apprehend convey the same meaning. IT, on the other hand, you admit
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that Budrlhi makes known and the soul knows, we agree. Buddhi is then

the instrument of cognition, the mind. The mind is eternal, but recognition

of objects is not the reason for its eternality. For then the eyes too would

be eternal, for one recognises with the left eye what is seen with the right

eye. Recognition belongs to the knower and not to the instrument of

knowledge.

The Sftrnkhyas also hold that Buddhi is eternal and that modifications

in the form of cognitions emanate from it according to objects and that the

modifications are in essence not different from the original. This view

again is not correct. For in that case all objects would be perceived at

the same time, which is not the case. Again, if Buddhi and its modifica-

tions were identical then the disappearance ot the modification would entail

the disappearance of Buddhi also. This shows that Buddhi and its modifica-

tions are not identical in essence. Further, they are different and modificat-

tions arise in the mind one after another which account for the fact that the

objects of all the senses are not apprehended all at once. Also when the

mind is attached to one object there can be no cognition of another object.

This shows that the mind is not all-pervading and moves from one object to

another. Our view is that the inner instrument, the mind, is eternal but

not all-pervading ; that the mind is one while its cognitive modifications

are manifold ; and that this could not be possible were the modifications

identical with the mind in essence. The soul therefore knows and not

the mind. The mind's attachment to one object really means its contact

with one sense- The attachment or occupation is really of the soul.

There is no force in the argument that the modification like the mind with

which it is identical is really one but looks as many in the same way as

does a crystal look diverse in the proximity of different colours in succession,

so that simultaneous cognitions of all objects need not necessarily be

entailed. For the diversity in the case of the crystal is only apparent

while the diversity of cognitions is real, as it is a fact of experience that

cognitions appear and disappear one after another.

Topic JJ : The transiency of the things oj the world : Sutras : 10-17.

The SAit-khya who maintains that the crystal remaining constant

undergoes modifications is opposed by the Nihilist who urges that nothing

in the world is permanent, that everything is in a flux, and that the crystal

is a new crystal at every successive moment, as is found in the case of

the human body which decays, throws off refuse and grows again by

assimilating food. We have to point out that the proposition is too wide

7
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and is supported neither by perception nor by inference, and that we can

give our assent to it in accordance with our observation of nature. Growth

and decay in recurrence are seen in the human body. These are

not seen in stones and crystals. We also demur to the speculation of the

thorough-going Nihilist that a new entity is produced at every moment out

of the ashes of the old, for the reason that the causes of such wholesale

production and destruction are not apprehended. The destruction of milk

and the production of curd furnishes no analogy. For the destruction of

milk is seen and the cause of its destruction is inferred. The production of

curd is seen and its cause is inferred. In the case of the crystal no such

production or destruction is seen, and there is no occasion for the inference

of any cause.

Some (Silmkhyas) say in reply to the Nihilist that milk is not destroyed

but only transforms into a different character, or merely develops different

properties. To them we say that the constituents of milk disintegrate and

redintegrate as curd, whereby the destruction of milk is inferred. What

we deny is that there is a total destruction of milk and that curd is entirely

a new product and that there is no cause for such destruction and produc-

tion. Seeing that in some cases the cause of destruction is apprehended and

that in some it is not apprehended it cannot be admitted that all is a

flux.

Topic j6 : Cognition is an attribute of the Soul : Sutras : 18-jr.

Cognition is either present when it is called intuition, or past when

it is called recollection. The intuition of the red colour of a rose, for

instance, survives in memory even after the destruction of the eye and

the rose. It therefore belongs not to the object nor to the sense but to

the knowcr. The knower, again, is not the mind, but the soul. For the

mind is only an instrument under the control of the soul. It is the inner

instrument which brings about the cognition of pleasure and pain and recollec-

tion. If cognition be its attribute then it would cease to be an instrument.

Its existence as an instrument is inferred by the non-simultaneity of cogni-

tions. If you distinguish between the mind and the inner instrument, then

what we call the soul you call the mind, and what we call the mind you

call the inner instrument. Your difference with us is about names only.

Or the Sutra (III. ii. 19) may mean that whereas simultaneous cognitions

of diverse objects by the mind is impossible, the Yogins by their power of

Yoga bring abouts imultaneous cognitions in several bodies with all the

senses created by them for the purpose to exhaust their karma, and that

this shows that cognitions do not belong to the mind but to the soul. It
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may be objected that cognitions cannot belong to the soul because as the

soul is all-pervading and eternal, (i) simultaneous cognitions of all objects

and (ii) the eternality of cognitions will be thereby entailed. Our reply to

the first is that the cause of the production of cognition is not merely the con-

tact of the senses with the objects but also the contact of the senses with

the mind, and that as mind is atomic simultaneous cognitions of all objects

is impossible. To the last we reply that every embodied soul knows

within itself that cognition is non-eternal ; and that like one sound by

another a preceding cognition is destroyed by a succeeding one.

But then impressions produced by cognitions are the causes of

recollection, and these, according to you, says an objector, abide in the soul
;

the contact of the soul and the mind which is equally a cause of recollec-

tion, also exists ; how is it that all the memories of the soul from the

beginning of time are not revived at one and the same moment ? Some

meet the objection with the reply that the mind serially comes into contact

with the different parts of the soul on which cognitions have left their

impiess and that for this reason all memories arc not revived simultaneously.

The reply is not correct. For the mind can never come into contact with

the soul as transcending the body, (the soul being a universal and eternal

substance, it pervades the body and also transcends it), because the function

of the mind is confined within the body. The life of an embodied soul consists

in its conjunction with the mind together with a vehicle of the experience

(body) necessitated by past karma which is in fruition. That the mind

without a body is incapable of subserving the purpose of soul appears from

the fact that the contact of the mind and the soul generates the double effort

of support and direction, and that if the mind operated outside the body the

body would drop down by graviry for want of support.

The swift movement of the mind will not solve the difficulty, for there

are memories which take a considerable length of time to revive them

through a series of intermediate stages which for long keep the mind

engaged. Moreover, conjunction of the soul and mind independently of

the body is not the cause of recollection. The body is the field of the

soul's experience. If without it the mere conjunction of the mind with

the soul could produce cognition, pleasure, etc., then the body would be

perfectly useless.

Some of us point out that the contact of the mind and the soul outside

the body cannot be established either by the direction of the soul, or by

chance, or by the mind's being the knower. For the direction of the soul
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implies that the soul already knows the object of memory to which it directs

the mind ; and if the memory is already revived there is no need for any

contact of the mind. All memories are not revived by chance, i. e. all of

a sudden ; some take mental effort for a long time to revive them. Nor

is the mind the knower. But this, we say, is only a partial view of the

matter. For cognitions do take place and there must be particular con-

junction of the soul and the mind, as when a thorn suddenly pricks the

foot of a man and pain is felt by him when his mind was engaged elsewhere,

e. g. a bjautiful scenery. As this particular conjunction is due to adrista,

conjunction may be similarly produced by adrista serially in the case of

non-simultaneous revival of all memories. The true reply, however, to the

explanation offered, namely that the mind serially comes into contact with

parts of the soul, is as given, that is. that the mind must operate within

the body and not outside it.

The contact of the soul and the mind and the impressions are not the

sole causes of recollections. These depend also on attention and cognition

of signs (vide Sutra III. ii. 41). Recollections do not occur simultaneously

because their causes do not occur simultaneously. Even in cases of flashes

of memory recollection is not independent of attention, etc. What happens

in such cases is that the mind is occupied with several objects and one of

them engages attention and revives a memory without our being aware

of the cause of such revival. The mind is associated with the soul in the

body for a specific purpose determined by adrista. Its dimension is atomic.

It can come into contact with one impression at a time. Hence there can

be no simultaneity of recollections.

Some hold the view that while cognition is an attribute of the soul,

desire, aversion, volition, pleasure and pain are the attributes of the inner

instrument, i. e. the mind. This view is not correct. For we find that these

refer to one and the same agent and substratum as cognition. It is the

knower which resolves to put forth effort for the acquisition of pleasure

and the avoidance of pain. Therefore, these must also be the attributes

of the soul.

The Materialist twists the above argument to his advantage. Says

he : You argue that acquisition and avoidance proceed from desire and
aversion and that desire and aversion are attributes of consciousness. But

atoms are acted upon by attraction and repulsion. They must then

possess desire and aversion and therefore be conscious. To this we reply

that uniformity in the one and want of uniformity in the other distinguish
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the two cases. Gravity, e. g„ is a property of all material substances ; it

adheres to them in all circumstances. But while activity is found in atoms

it is absent from such things as a pot. The activity which is tound in

material bodies such as an axe, or in the atoms, is caused by the will of the

knower or by his karma under the will of the All-Knower. A second

objection to the materialistic view is that as each atom would be endowed

with consciousness, there would be a plurality of knowers in a single

product, which is not warranted by any reason. Moreover, the reasons

previously given for the existence of the soul and its eternality completely

refute the theory that consciousness belongs to material substances.

To sum up : Consciousness does not belong to the mind or for the

matter of that to the senses or the elements ; for the reasons already

adduced commencing with Sutra I. i. 10, "Desire, aversion, volition, pleasure

and pain are the marks of the Soul", and also on account of their existing for

the sake of another, and also in virtue of the moral law. They exist for

the sake of another whose volition incites them to activity. Then, on the

supposition that consciousness belongs to the elements, senses and the

mind, all of which disintegrate at death, the consequences of their activity

would befall the soul at or as rebirth, which is contrary to the moral law.

Hence by proof by exhaustion consciousness must be the attribute of the

soul. Moreover, the reasons already given in support of this have been

vindicated by the refutation of the arguments against them. Or

the word "Upapatti" in the Sutra (III. ii. 41) means rebirth, and

furnishes an additional reason in support of the view that consciousness

belongs to the soul. A series of cognition-; without a soul cannot account

forrebiith. It can offer no explanation ol samsAra and release. If the

»vorld were a congeries of series of conscious states there could be no

harmony, no co-ordination, no organisation in society and the conduct of

the affau-s of the world would be impossible. Within the man also there

would be the same chaos and confusion, and recollection would be an

impossibility, because one state could not remember what was experienced

by an antecedent state. Therefore the soul which knows also recollects.

Its nature is to know. Every one is aware of the unity of the cognitions

"I shall know", "I know," "I knew."

Topic 37 : Cognition is momentary : Sutras : j.2-\5.

Cognition lasts but an instant, as it is action. Its continuity is only

apparent as in the case of the motion of an arrow shot from a bow which

is really a series of instantaneous motions. So long as the pot, e. g., is

present before the eyes there is cognition ; as soon as it is removed the
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cognition ceases. The duration of cognition is made up of cognitions

arising every moment. On the other hand, the persistence of cognition will

mean perpetual perception, and recollection will be rendered unnecessary
;

for the cause of recollection is not cognition but the impression left by

cognition. It is a misconception to hold that cognition which disappears as

soon as it is produced can give us only the apprehension of the genus and not

of the individual, as in the case of a flash of lightning. In the flash of

lightning you can see that a thing is a man but cannot determine his indivi-

dual characteristics. Similar would be the case were cognition instantaneous.

The objection is groundless. For the character of the cognition depends

upon the causes which give rise to it. Where the cause of the cognition is

fleeting the apprehension is indeterminate, general ; where it is not

fleeting the app.ehension is determinate, detailed. For cognition is

the apprehension of an object, whether indeterminate or determi-

nate. The various characteristics of an object, generic and specific,

provide cognition with its manifold contents. In respect of each such

content the cognition is self-complete and determinate. It is merely a

convention to speak of the cognition of the generic aspects of an object as

indeterminate and of the cognition of its specific aspects as determinate.
The instantancity of cognition in no way affects perception even when the
object is also momentary. E. g. in a lamp the flame consists of a series of

radiant energies emitted by the lamp. Each such radiation is an object of

cognition, and the series of such cognitions gives us the perception of the
flame of the lamp.

TopicjS : Consciousness is u)t in the Bodv : Sutras : f6-$j.

The colour and other attributes of the body co-exist with the body.
But a dead body does not possess consciousness. It cannot be compared
to momentum, for momentum depends upon definite causes and no such
Causes of consciousness are found present or absent in the body. The cause
of consciousness in the bjdy can be neither in the body as in that case
death would make no difference, nor in another substance as in that case
there would be no reason why it should not produce consciousness in stones

and stocks, nor in both as in that case there would be no reason why
consciousness should be produced in the body and not in other things of

the same class with it. The disappearance of consciousness from the body
at death cannot also be compared to the destruction of the dark colour of

earth by baking, for baking does not merely destroy black colour but also

produces red colour, while no such new production in the body is found
at death, but the total cessation of consciousness. Moreover, baking
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produces red colour in earth because the materials for such colour exist in

the earth. But in the body are not found agencies destructive of conscious-

ness. Further, consciousness pervades every particle of the body and on

the theory in question there would be innumerable conscious entities in a

single body : so that pleasure, pain and cognition would be entirely

localised in the part affected and would not affect any other part, which is

contrary to experience. Our statement that consciousness pervades every

part of the body of course excludes the hair, nails, etc. For they do not

constitute the body which extends upto the skin only. The body is defined

as the seat of the senses, the field of the activity of the soul and the mind,

and of the experience of pleasure, pain, cognition. Moreover, the

attributes of the body are either imperceptible as, e.g., gravity,

or perceptible as, e.g., colour ; but consciousness is neither impercep-

tible because one is aware of it nor sensible because it is apprehended by

the mind. It follows that consciousness is not an attribute of the body.

And this conclusion further confirms the previous conclusion that cognition

does not belong to the mind, the senses and the body but to the soul.

Topic jg: Of the Mind: Sutras: 56-59.

In the organism of the mind, senses, cognitions and the body there

is only one mind. The unity of the mind is inferred from the non-simul-

taneity of cognitions of several objects through the different senses. When
we observe the different movements of an individual we seem to have

several cognitions at one and the- same time. But this is due to the

swiftness of the cognitions and of the movements of the mind. Every one

is aware within oneself that cognitions arise in sequence according to the

serial operation of the senses in respect of their objects. Recollections

also appear in sequence. This shows that succession and not simultaneity

is the truth. That swiftness of cognitions and of the movements of the

mind obliterates, as it were, their succession is best illustrated when we at a

glance grasp the meaning of a sentence which involves the hearing of each

letter as uttered, their formation into words, the recollection of the meanings

of the words, their syntactical connection, etc. And the same reason,

namely non-simultaneity of cognitions, also establishes that the mind is

atomic.

Topic 40 : Adfis{a is the cause of the Body : Sfltras : 60-72.

Karma, i.e. the activity or the start made by speech, cognition and

the body, produces as its fruit merit and demerit which abide in the soul.

Moved by these and not independently the elements produce the body.

Dwelling in the body the soul regards the body as itself. Being attached
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to the body and out of the craving for enjoyment in it the soul cognises

objects and creates samslu\ras or appetencies in the form of merit and

demerit which lead to rebirth where again the same sequence of cause and

effect is repeated, and so on. This succession of events can be possible

only on the explanation that the elements are moved for the production

of the body under the influence of karma to subserve the ends of the soul.

It is seen that a man, to serve his purposes, makes conveyances and the

like from suitable materials. The Atheist says that in making a statue

sand, stone, colouring and other materials are used as they exist in nature

without reference to any karma and that so the case may be with the

production of the body from the elements. We reply that it is yet to be

established that sand, stone, etc. exist in nature by themselves without

reference to any karma and not to serve the end:; of the souj. Moreover,

a statue is not produced from seeds whereas the body is. This involves

three karmas, viz. of the soul experiencing life in the womb and of the

parents enjoying the fruit in the shape of a son. Further, food taken by

the mother nourishes and develops the embryo till birth through various

processes of assimilation. It is thus clear that the action of the materials

in forming and developing the body is dependent upon karma. The

operation of karma is also manifest from the fact that every approach of the

parents does not become fruitful.

Not only is karma the cause of the production of the body ;
it is

also the cause of the conjunction of a particular body with a particular soul.

The body is a highly intricate mechanism and cannot as such be brought

about by the fortuitous concourse of atoms. Similarly the bodies of no

two men are exactly the same This perplexing diversity of outfit in the

form of the bod)- can b^* explained only by karma, namely that every man

has his own destiny to fulfil and that he gets the body which he merits.

The causality of karma in the production of the body also accounts

for the soul's disjunction from the body on the exhaustion of karma, through

the removal of delusion by true knowledge. Thus the seed of future birth

is not produced and karma in fruition is exhausted by experience. Were

the elements, on the other hand, which are indestructible, independent

causes of the production of the body, there would be no release.

The S:\rnkhyas hold that the soul's non-experience of Prakriti

or Matter is the cause of the production of the body in and through which

the soul is to experience Prakriti, and that when the experience is

accomplished the soul regains final separation from the body. On this

theory a released soul also may again be connected with the body. For if
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experience is necessary for the soul when it had no body experience may

be necessary also after its separation from the body. It cannot be argued

that separation from the body takes place after the purpose of the soul's

experience of Prakriti has been accomplished and that therefore there is

no reason for its being again connected with the body. For the experience

of a single soul fulfils the purpose of the experience ot Pakriti, and Pakriti

which has performed before one soul has its object accomplished
;

yet we

find that the production of bodies is uninterrupted. The production of the

body is therefore not from non-karma and for the purpose of the soul's

experience of Prakriti. It is due to karma and for the experience of the

fruit of karma.

Others maintain that the soul's experience is not of Pakriti but of the

fruits of karma and that this is b;oajht abjut by adrista inhering in

atoms. This attribute of the atoms is a cause of activity. Impelled by it

the atoms come together and form the body. The mind then enters the

body. In the body so formed and possessed by the mind the soul cognises

objects. But in this view also bodies can be produced even for a released

soul because the attribute of adrista appertaining to the atoms is indes-

tructible.

Others again opine that the mind by its own adrista enters the body.

In that case also there can be no separation of the mind from the body.

For to what will this separation be due ? On our theory karma in fruition

in the present body is exhausted by experience and separation from the

body takes place. The adrista of the mind, on the other hand, cannot be

the cause of both birth and death.

Further, if the elements as such could produce the body then the body

once produced would, in the absence of any cause of destruction, continue

for ever. If death were due to chance then there would not be so much

diversity in the manner of death as is seen.

Some think that as the dark colour of the atom is destroyed for ever

by the application of heat and red colour is produced in its place, so on the

theory of the production of the body by adrista the body will not be

produced again in the state of release. This view is altogether unsupported

by any reason. No familiar instance is cited. Neither perception nor

inference is advanced.

Or " Akrita—abhyagama—prasanga," in the Sutra (III-ii-72) means

that the doctrine that the production of the body is not due to karma will

entail that the experience of pleasure and pain is without any cau>e. This

is contrary to parception, inference and scriptural texts, This would mean
8
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that acts are neither good nor bad and that the acts of men are not

responsible for their experience of pleasure and pain. This is the false

view of perverted minds.

BOOK IV : CHAPTER i.

Topic // : Activity and Faults : Sutras /

—

2.

Activity (I. i. 17) and Faults (I. i. 18) have already been explained.

They have been examined in the examination of the body, etc. from which

spring merits and demerits. The Faults, like cognition, are attributes of

the soul. They are the causes of sarnsara or transmigration, because they

are the causes of activity and re-birth. As sarnsara is without beginning,

they also proceed without beginning. They cease to be when false

knowledge is destroyed by knowledge uf the truth.

Topic 42 : Faults fall into three groups : Sutras : j

—

9.

There are three collections of Faults: (1) Attraction consisting of

lust, greed, craving, longing and covetousness
; (2) Aversion consisting of

anger, envy, jealousy, hatred and implacability
; (3) Delusion consisting

of false knowledge, doubt, pride and carelessness. Attachment is the mark

of Attraction ; want of forbearance, of Aversion ; and misapprehension, of

Delusion. Every man is aware of their existence within himself. The
fact that they are all liable to be destroyed by knowledge of the truth does

not show that they do not fall into distinct classes. For the colours of the

earth such as blue, etc. are distinct colours, though they can be all

destroyed by the application of heat. The colours again are quite distinct

though they have a common source, vis. fire. Similarly, the Faults are

quite distinct from one another, though false knowledge is their common
origin.

Among the Faults Delusion is the worst. For a man who is free

from it is not influenced by the other two. Misapprehension runs through

Attraction and Aversion also. Delusion therefore is their cause. And
it is thus that they disappear on the removal of Delusion by know-

ledge of the truth.

Topic : Pretyabhava (Transmigration) : Sfitras : 10—ij.

Birth is not production ; death is not destruction. The eternity

of the soul makes pretyabhava possible. The eternal soul forsakes

the former body and takes up another body. Both these processes constitute

pretyabhava. To say that the production and destruction of entities cons-

titute pretyabhava is to deny the moral law according to which one expe-

riences the consequences of one's own acts. While the doctrine of total

annihilation would render the teachings of the Risis meaningless.
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How, from causes of what character, are bodies, etc. produced? A
body is not produced from another body. A pot is not produced from another

pot. All is not the cause of all. Like produces like. A pot is produced from

potsherds of the like material. This is the testimony of perception which is

the highest evidence. On the strength of this experience it can be inferred

that the causes of the gross elements of earth, etc. are the most subtle

supersensible eternal substances possessing colour and other attributes found

in the gross elements. The existence of such substances is thus revealed

The inference is from the known to the unknown.

The gross elements which are produced from the most subtle eternal

elements furnish the materials tor the production of the body, senses and

object:; with which the soul becomes associated after leaving its previous

bod)'. This is the truth. The views of sectarians will be next considered.

Topic : The Void is not the cause of the World: Sutras : 14.-18.

Some say that the sprout comes into existence by destroying the seed,

i.e., that from the non-existence of the seed is the existence of the sprout.

This is not correct. For if the sprout is the cause of the destruction of the

seed then it must have existence before the seed is destroyed, and in that

case it cannot be said to come into existence from the destruction of the

seed. It is true that causal predication is made in respect of objects past

and future
;

e.g., a lost article causes sorrow ; a son yet to be born causes

pleasure. But such predication rests on mere sequence. So also when the

sprout which is yet to appear is said to be the cause of the destruction of

the seed the predication of causality merely states a sequence, and not a

true causal relation, namely that the sprout is produced from the destroyed

seed, i.e., that existence springs from non-existence. The truth is that the

parts of a structure disintegrate and redintegrate into another structure, and

that bodies are produced from such redintegration and not from non-existence

or void. The relation of antecedent and consequent between these two

processes is not denied.

Topic 45 : ts'vara (God) is not the material cause of the World : Sutras

19-21.

Some say that the void may not be the material cause of the

world but that Brahman is the material cause of the fabric of names
and forms ; because it is seen that the destiny of man does not

depend upon the efforts of man alone but also on the dispensation of God
also. This view is not correct. For Brahman cannot be conceived other-

wise than as a soul, ts'vara is a soul which is all-doing, all-knowing, all-

embracing. Anima (power to become smaller than even an atom), etc. are
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His eight excellences. He acts by mere will (and not by physical means)

and disposes the merits and demerits appertaining to each soul and the

elements of earth, etc. to activity. He is thus absolutely free in the work

of creation. He is like a friend ; He is the father of created beings. These

attributes cannot be possible in Him without the possession of cognition.

Therefore He cannot be anything but a soul. So also declares the SVuti

:

"The seer, the cogniser, the all-lcnower, the Lord." He cannot be compre-

hended by perception, inference and revelation. He can be indicated only

by the analogy of our own souls.

Topic 46 : The World is not the Result of Chance : Sfitras : 22-24.

Some say that like the sharpness of thorns, streaks of colour in rock

minerals and the smoothness of the stone, the production of the body, etc.

is from material causes without the intervention of an efficient cause. This

view does not differ from the view that the creation of the body, etc. is not

t he result of the action of man, which has been refuted in III. ii. 60-72.

Topic 4.7 : All is not non-eternal : Sfttras : 25-28.

Some say that all things are non-eternal as production and destruc-

tion are their nature. Some oppose this tenet by asserting that the alleged

non-eternality must itself be eternal and thus will furnish an opposition to

the non-eternality of all things (including non-eternality.) But non-eternal-

ity cannot be eternal ; like fire destroying itself along with the fuel, it

ceases to be along with the destruction of all things. The true reply to

the tenet of the non-eternality of all things is that there can be no denial

of what is really eternal. What is eternal and what is non-eternal is to be

settled by the test of cognition. Things which are found by means of the

pramanas to be liable to production and destruction must be regarded as

non-eternal, while things yhich are not found to be so liable must be regarded

as eternal. The eternals thus determined are the most subtle elements,

ether, time, space, soul, mind, their attributes, genus, species, combination.

Topic 4.8 : All is not eternal : Sutras : 2p-jj.

Some say that as all things are nothing but the five elements and as

the five elements are eternal, all things must, therefore, be eternal. This

tenet is negatived by our actual cognition of the production and destruc-

tion of things. The mere resemblance of things to the elements in respect

of their attributes is not a true mark of the inference of their eternality. For

there are reasons also to account for their difference in regard to duration.

The resemblance in respect of attributes only shows that the elements are

the material causes of the things. On the other hand, there is actual

cognition of production, and of the cause of production, of things. This
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cognition proves their non-eternality. The activity of man who seeks to

produce what is pleasant and to destroy what is painful, also presupposes

that all things are not eternal. It is further well-known that composite

substances undergo production and destruction. Again, sound, action,

cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and volition are neither

included among the elements nor possess their attributes. It cannot

be said that the cognition of production is as unreal as cognition in a

dream ; for the same can be said about the cognition of the elements.

Moreover, there is this fundamental difference between eternal and non-

eternal things that the former are beyond the reach of the senses and are

not subject to production and destruction. (Thus is the Satpkhya view

refuted. The view of those who believe in autogenesis is next considered.)

It is said that production and destruction are mere changes of attribute

and not of substance which is constant, and so eternal ; in other words, that

there are really not production and destruction but only development and

envelopment. But this view of the persistence of entities at all times fails

to provide any means of differentiation as to (i) development and enve-

lopment, (2) the attribute developed and the one enveloped, (3) the moments

of development and envelopment, (4) the particular attribute developed and

enveloped and another, (5) the past and the future. Hence the view must

be rejected.

Topic 49 : All Is not discrete : Sutras : 34.-36,

Some say that an entity as a single unity does not exist, because the

names by which entitles are denoted connote a plurality
; e. g. a "Jar" is the

name of a bundle of attributes such as colour, taste, touch and smell, and

of parts such as bottom, sides, neck, etc. But this is not right ; for attributes

are different from substance and parts are different from the whole, as

already explained (see II. i. 33-36.) Moreover, names do not change
; for

instance, we say, "The jar I saw I touch, the jar I touched I see". Then,

mere collocations of atoms are imperceptible, because atoms are so. That
which is perceived in a collocation of atoms is a single entity. Again, the

admission of a collocation whether of atoms or of attributes or of parts is

the admission of a unity.

Topic50 : All is not void : Sutras : 37-40.

Some say that all is non-existence, because existence and non-exis-

tence appear in every entity ; e. g. in a cow there is presence of cow-:i..«:s

and there is absence of horse-ness and everything else. The argument involves

a twofold contradiction. (1) "All" is definable, as it means more than one

and without exception ; while "non-existence" is not definable, as it is the
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negation of existence. (2) If all is non-existence then one thing, e. g. cow-

ness, cannot be the negation of another thing e.g. horseness. Then, all

entities have existence by their own nature ; a cow is existent as a cow.

There is no cognition of a cow as non-existence. When it is said that a

cow is non-existent in the form of a horse and it is not said that a cow is

non-existent in the form of a cow, it is admitted that a cow as a cow is

existent. The statement that a cow is not a horse is a denial of their

identity and not of the cow as an entity.

The opponent rejoins that what is called the nature or character of

an entity has merely a relative existence like length and shortness. To

this the reply is that relativity depends upon an absolute standard. If

both the terms long and short are relative then they destroy each other.

These terms, again, do not apply to atoms or objects of equal size. If

relativity were a fact as asserted, then surely some difference would have

appeared in them. What relativity really implies is that when two objects

arc seen together it enables us to see the excess of the one over the other.

Topic si : Reality is not numerically fixed : Sutras : 4.1-4.3.

Some say that (1) all is one, being equally existent, (2) all is dual,

being eternal and non-eternal, (3) all is a triad, being the cogniser, the

means of cognition, and the cognisable, (4) all is a quartet, being the

knowcr, the means of knowing, the knowable, and knowledge
; and so forth.

This is not correct, because of impossibility of proof. For if the matter to

be proved and the reason for it are diverse then the number asserted is

exceeded ;
if not, then in the absence of any reason there can be no proof.

It is no answer to say that a part of the matter to be proved will

furnish the reason for the proof. For in unity there can be no part. So in

the case of duality, etc. These views deny the diversity of objects formed

in special characters, and are thus opposed to perception, inference and
testimony, and therefore false. The truth is that objects are classified

according to their resemblances and diversified according to their differ-

ences.

Totic 52 : Phala (Fruit) : Sutras : 44-53.

It is seen that when a man cooks his food, he gets the fruit of his

labour immediately, while when he sows seed he gets the harvest after a

lapse of time. Therefore when it is said that heaven is the fruit of the
performance of agnihotra sacrifice, the doubt arises as to whether the fruit

will be obtained immediately or after a lapse of time. We know that
heaven is not obtained immediately. On the other hand, we do not see
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how it can be obtained afterward, for the activity in the shape of the per-

formance of the sacrifice must have ceased to operate long ago. To this

the reply is that activity produces Sarpskara (potency) in the form of merit

and demerit, which in co-operation with other conditions produces the fruit

at another time, in the same way as water poured at the root of a tree

causes through intermediate agencies the appearance of flowers and fruits.

It is true that in the case of the tree, the action and the result both

appear in the same body, i.e., the tree, while in the case of the sacrifice, the

action is peiformed in one body and the fruit is enjoyed in another body.

But bodies are merely the fields, the performer-enjoyer is the soul. The

soul performs the action, the merit resides in the soul, the fruit in the form

of happiness accrues to the soul. Where the fruit of action is declared

to be a son, a wife, cattle, wealth, etc., these are only the symbols and sources

of happiness which is the real fruit.

Topic jj .- Duhkha (Pain) : Sutras : 54.-37.

Pain has been enumerated after Fruit (in I. i. 9, and denned in I. i. M.

Pleasure has been neither enumerated nor defined.) The omission

however does not imply a total denial of pleasure ; for such denial is

impossible seeing that all beings bear testimony to the existence of pleasure.

The teaching that pleasure is to be regarded as denoted by the word pain

is given, for the purpose of the avoidance of pain, to one who, on account of

the experience of the stream of births and deaths, has become indifferent and

desires to avoid pain. For all brings, all the worlds, all re-births are, through

the co-existence of pain, penetrated with badhana or impediment or hiiuler-

ance or obstruction which is the characteristic of pain. In the text (IV. i.

54) "Birth" means that which is born, namely the body, senses and cognition.

The impediment is of various grades. It is the greatest in the case of those

who arc in hell
;
middling, of the lower animals

;
least, of men

;
less, of the

celestial beings and of dispassionate men. Thus seeing that impediment

in some degree or other exists in all the worlds the teachers apply the

definition of pain to pleasure as well as to its means, namely the body, senses,

cognition. Hereby attraction towards the worlds ceases, thirst for them is

cut off, release is obtained from all pain. It is like the avoidance of the

pain of death by one who throws away milk mixed with poison.

Pleasure no doubt appears in the intervals of pain. But the longing

for and pursuit of pleasure and the attendant evils such as non-fulfilment

of desire, its partial fulfilment, fulfilment with risks, etc., produce various

mental suffering, and consequently even at the moment of pleasure the
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ii m aliment to the freedom of the soul continues. It is for this reason that

"1
'.i ih" is declared as pain, and not on account of the non-existence of

pLasure. Again, there is no pleasure in the attainment and enjoyment of

winch pain in some form or other is not experienced. Moreover, "birth",

in firmity, disease, contact with disagreeable things, separation from agree-

able things, non-fulfilment of desire are the necessary conditions and

inevitable consequeuces of the pursuit of pleasure. But a man with

whom pleasure is the supreme good regards these also as grades

ol pleasure and thus never gets free from transmigration. For the

awakening of such a man also "birth" is declared as pain. The expres-

sion " Birth is pain " (in IV. i. 54) however does not mean that the

body, senses and cognition are by their own nature pain, but that they like

pleasure are so being interpenetrated with impediment.

Topic 54. : Apavarga (Release) : Sutras 38-67.

Some say that the attainment of release is impossibie on account of

(1) the chain of debts, (2) the chain of perversions, and (3) the chain of

activity. The repayment of debts is enjoined as follows : "A Brahmana, as

he is born, is bom encumbered with three debts : by celibacy and study he

repays the debt to the Rifis
;
by performing sacrifices, to the deities ; and by

begetting progeny, to the Pitris" (Satapatha Brahmana. 1-7-2-1). As
regards sacrifices it is further laid down . "These sacrifices agnihotra,

dars'a and puniamasa shall be performed until death or infirmity intervenes.

Either by infirmity or by death is one freed from the obligation to perforin."

So no time is left for the pursuit of release. (Perversions are false knowledge,

egotism, attraction, aversion and love of life. Yoga-Sutra, II. 3). These
cling to one from life to life. Again, from birth till death the activity of

the speech, mind and body never leaves a man for a moment. Therefore

the attainment of release as described in I. i. 2 is not established.

To the above the reply is as follows : (1) In the text of the Satapatha

Brahmana the word "debts" is used not in its primary but in a secondary

sense. For primarily a debt and its repayment must be inter vivos.

That condition is not present in the case under consideration. The
secondary application of the word is for the sake of condemnation and com-
mendation. Like a debtor who docs not repay his debts a man who does
not perform acts deserves condemnation

; and like a debtor who repays
his debts a man who performs acts deserves commendation. Again, the

expression " as he is born " is also used in a secondary sense. For surely

an infant has neither the desire for the fruit of, nor the capacity to perform,
all those acts, sacrifice, etc. Similarly the declaration about performance
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of acts till infirmity or death should be rationally interpreted. For if it is

taken literally it becomes superfluous, for infirmity and death necessarily

put a stop to all performance. The declaration really means that perform-

ance should be continued till the desire is satisfied with the attainment of

fruit. The word "Jara" which the objector has explained as infirmity really

means the fourth stage of life, the stage of renunciation. For it is then that

a man having, after realising the futility of all worldly objects, renounced

the desire for worlds, wealth and progeny, is freed from the obligation to

perform acts. "Jara" cannot mean infirmity or inability here, for in the case

of men who are not themselves able to perform acts, a proxy is allowed such

as a disciple whose service is required by the gift of learning.

Again, the text in question is a re-inculcation (and not an original

injunction, as there is no word in it to express an injunction). It can be

interpreted either as a re-inclucation or as one pleases. The former inter-

pretation is the more rational. The sense therefore is that a householder

has no option but to perform prescribed acts as a debtor has no option but

to repay debts. The performances which accomplish the fruit, and not

the fruit, are the subject of a man's effort. Injunctions lay down the means

which is to be brought into operation and the fruit which is to be produced.

"Jayamana", as he is born, therefore refers to him whom these concern,

namely the householder. This is not to deny the other stages of life,

namely the student, the renunciate and the recluse. For every $astra is

confined to its own subject matter. These Brahmana texts are concerned

with the duties of householders only.

Riks (sacred verses) and Brahmanas (sacred prose texts) declare release

(for all stages of life). Thus there are the Riks : (a) Risis, begetting progeny

and desiring wealth, entered death by reason of acts ; other Risis, dis-

criminative, attained immortality beyond the reach of acts.

(b) Neither by act nor by progeny nor by wealth but by renunci-

ation some attained immortality
;
beyond heaven (i. e. outside the reign of

Avidya), hidden in the cave (i. e. beyond the reach of ordinary pramanas),

that which shines, the yatis (recluses) enter.

(c) Know I this Person, great, of the splendour of the sun, beyond

darkness
;
by knowing Him one crosses over death ; there is no other path

for the journey.

There are also the Brahmanas : (a) There are three supports of

Dharma, sacrifice, study and gift. The first is penance ; the second is the

celibate-student residing in the university or college of the preceptor
; the

third is such a student who spends his life in the college. All of them go to

9
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the regions of the virtuous. He who is steady in Brahman attains immorta*
lity. (Chhandogya Upanisad, II. xxiii. i).

(b) Desiring this world only the renunciates take to renunciation.

(Brihat Aranyaka Upanisad, IV. iv. 22).

(c) Now they declare that man is in essence desire. As he desires

so he resolves ; as he resolves so he acts ; as he acts so he becomes.

Thus declaring that transmigration is the result of acts, the texts

teach what is good : Desiring, when he becomes non.desiring, desire-free,

desire-less, self-desiring, desire-fulfilled, his pranas (vital forces) do not go
out, they are withdrawn into the soul even here. Being truly Brahman, he

attains Brahman. (Brihat Aranyaka Upanisad, IV. iv. 5, 6).

Therefore it is unreasonable to say that the chain of debts prevents

release. The text, Those four paths leading to deities, (Taittiriya

SarahiUl, V. vii. 23), again, shows that there are four, and not one, stages
of life.

The text about the performance of agnihotra, dars'a and purnarmtsa

applies only to those who desire the fruit. For the Veda enjoins the closing

of sacrifices and renunciation. Thus, "Having fulfilled the prajilpatya

sacrifice, having offered all his possessions in it, transplanting the fires in the

sou!, let a Br/lhmana walk away from the world". This shows that the

removal of the sacrificial fires is enjoined for those who have risen above

the desire for progeny, wealth and worlds and have ceased to desire the

fruit of sacrifices. So declare the Brahmana texts ; e. g. Resolving to

take to another order of life Yajnavalkya addressed Maitreyi thus : I wish,

O dear one, to go away from this place ; let me reconcile you to Katy&yani.

O Maitreyi, you have received initiation from me. That much, O dear one,

is immortality. So saying Yajnavalkya went away.

The performance of acts till infirmity and death could not be intended

for all without distinction. For such acts end with the collection of the

sacrificial vessels at death which can be possible in the case of householders

only. Had that been the intention there would have been no declaration

of rising above desires as in the text : It so happened in days of yore

that Brahmanas, versed in the sacred lore and learned, did not desire

progeny
;
(they thought) what should we do with progeny ? we for whom

the soul is the whole world. They, rising above the desires for progeny,

wealth and worlds, led the life of mendicants. (Brihat Aranyaka Upanisad,

III. v. 1). For such men acts ending with the collection of the sacrificial

vessels cannot be possible. Moreover, the fruit does not incite all men to
activity to the same extent

The order of the householder is not the only order of life. Itihasas,

Puranas and Dharmas'&stras . declare four orders of life. These as well as
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the sacred verses and Brahmana texts are authoritative in regard to their

respective subject matters, like the senses. Sacrifice is the subject matter

of the sacred verses and Brahmana texts ; the character of men, of- Itih&sas

.and Pur&nas ; and social conduct, of the Dharmas'&stras. If Dharmas'&stras

had no authority, chaos would ensue through non-regulation of the conduct

of men. The authority of Itih&sas and Puraiias has been declared by the

Brahmana text : Atharv£lngirasa declared the Itih&sa and Pur&na
;
-they

constitute the fifth of the Vedas (Chhandogya Upanisad, III. iv. 2).

(2) The chain of perversions also can offer no obstacle to the attain-

ment of release. For as in the case of a man in deep sleep, when he

dreams no dreams, the chain of attraction and the chain of pleasure and pain

are snapped, so also in the state of release. And this the knowers of

Brahman instance as the condition of the released soul.

(3) In the case of a man whose perversions have suffered decay,

the activity does not tend to re-birth at the end of the previous birth.

Such re-birth is caused by adrista, i.e. merit and demerit abiding in the

soul. Absence of re-birth at the end of the previous birth is release.

This does not entail the futility of acts. For what is declared is that

re-birth does not take place at the end of the previous birth, and not

that the experience of the consequences of acts is denied. In such a case

all previous acts reach fruition in the last birth.

An objection is raised by some who say that the stream of perver-

sions is natural and without beginning and therefore impossible of being

cut short. It is no answer to this objection that just as antecedent non-

existence (which is without beginning) of an entity is terminated by the

entity when produced, so the natural stream of perversions is not eternal.

Neither is the objection met by the argument that just as the natural dark

colour of the atom from before time is terminated by the application of

fire, even so is the stream of perversions. For eternality and non-eternality

are attributes of positive entities only ; their application to non-entities is

only metaphorical. There is also no reason for the conclusion that the

dark colour of the atom is without beginning. Nor is there any reason

for the proposition that what is not in need of production is non-eternal.

The true answer to the objection is as follows : Subconscious will

is the efficient cause of the perversions, attraction, etc. They are due to

acts and to themselves mutually. Attraction, aversion and delusion arise

from subconsciously produced wrong notions of things as attractive,

repulsive and delusive. Acts produce the bodies of living beings and ip

them the perversions of attraction, aversion and delusion according to a

fixed rale. For it is actually seen that attraction is dominant 'in spme
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bodies, and delusion in some others. Their production is also reciprocal.

The deluded man is attracted ; the deluded man is angered ; the attracted

man is deluded ; the angered man is deluded. Now, the production of the

false notions of things ceases through knowledge of the truth and owing

to the non-production of their cause there follows the absolute non-

production of attraction, etc. There is again no special force in the

statement that the stream of perversions is without beginning. For all

these entities, the body, etc., associated with the soul, come down in

sequence without beginning. There is nothing which was not produced

before and has been produced for the first time, except knowledge of the

truth. Such being the case it is not premised by us that what is not liable

to production is capable of destruction. As regards acts which produce

the bodies of living beings in diverse classes of animal life, they do not

become the efficient cause of the production of attraction, etc., after the

destruction of false notions of things is brought about by the knowledge of

the truth about them. They continue, however, to be productive of pleasure

and pain, for in producing them they are independent of false notions.

Book IV : Chapter ii.

Topic 55 : Production of knowledge of Truth : Sutras /

—

j.

Now, false knowledge is not mere non-production of true knowledge.

It is not a negative but a positive thing. It is delusion. The object the

false knowledge of which is the seed of samsara or succession of births and

deaths, is to be known in its essence. False knowledge consists in the

apprehension of the not-soul as the soul, in the delusion, the ahamkara

{I—manufacture) in the form " I am (this)". Ahamkara is the vision of one

who sees the not-soul as " I am (this) ". The objects of ahamkara are the

body, senses, mind, feelings and cognitions. When a man feels convinced

about this assemblage of objects, the body, etc., as " I am (this) ", as his very

self, their destruction he regards as the destruction of himself, and being

overcome with the desire for their non-destruction, adopts them again and

again, and so adopting them, strives for birth and death ; and as no

separation from them takes place, he is never absolutely released from pain.

He who sees all this as pain, the vehicle of pain, and pleasure tinged with

pain, knows pain thoroughly, and pain so known decays for want of

adoption or acceptance, like food mixed with poison. Similarly he sees

the faults and action as causes of pain. So he abandons the faults. The
faults having decayed, activity does not tend to re-birth (IV. i. 63). Thus

the man discriminates (1) that re-birth, fruit and pain are the things to be

known, (3) that action and faults are to be avoided, (3) that release is to be

attained, and (4) that knowledge of truth is the means of its attainment.
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Having thus divided the knowables as those which are wrongly identified

with the soul, those to be known, those to be abandoned and those

to be attained, when the man devotes himself to them, constantly

turns them over in thought and influences them with thought, there

appears to him perfect vision, awareness of the things as they are,

knowledge of truth. The knowables from the body to pain (I. i. 9) are due

to faults because they are the objects of false knowledge. True knowledge

about them prevents ahamkara or their identification with the soul. And
so through knowledge of truth, on the successive removal of pain, birth, etc.

(I. i. 2), release is obtained. This is a resume of the teachings of all

6astras and is not a new teaching.

The objects of the senses are the objects of desire. They are colour,

etc. When they are wrongly conceived they cause the operation of attrac-

tion, aversion and delusion. So meditation for the sake of true knowledge

should be first concentrated on them. After wrong notions about them
have ceased then thought should be focussed on the body, etc. which are

more nearly connected with the soul so as to remove ahamkara in respect

of them. Thus the man who is dispassionate to objects external as well

as internal, is called released.

The cause of the faults is the conceit which regards objects as wholes

and pays no attention to their parts. For instance, when a man is attracted

to a woman, and a woman is attracted to a man, they are attracted by the

particular parts of the body such as the teeth, lips, eye*, nose, or by

some special features in them. Such attention increases the passion

for each other. The faults which it entails are to be abandoned. Attention

should be directed to the impure aspects o'f the body such as the hair,

flesh, blood, bones, sinews, etc. By this means the attraction of passion

is destroyed. Thus everything presents a twofold aspect, good and bad.

It should be regarded as bad. Food mixed with poison is considered

as poison.

Topic 56 : Relation of the Whole and Parts : Sutras

There can be no doubt about the existence of the whole over and above

the parts (see 11. i. 33 et seq) To this the following objections are urged :

(1) Each single part cannot exist in the entire whole owing to the difference

of their size and as that would entail the exclusion of the other parts.

(2) It cannot occupy a portion of the whole because the whole as

conceived has no such portions. (3) The whole cannot reside in each

single part as their sizes are different and as that would entail that a subs-

tance is constituted by a single component. (4) It cannot reside in a

portion of a part because parts have no portions. (5) It is not known to
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exist away from the parts. (6) It cannot be an attribute of the parts for

the reasons stated before. • • -

To this the reply is : The doubt is not justified ; for the whole being a

single entity, the distinction of entire and parts is inapplicable to it. When it

is said that the whole resides in the parts what is meant is that the whole

covers the parts, i, e. it makes possible for the parts to combine to form a single

entity. So that parts may have independent existence, but there can be no

whole unless there were parts. Therefore in the case of a person who seeks

the supreme good what is prohibited is the conceit which regards objects as

wholes, and not that the existence of wholes is denied. Just as false notions

in respect of colour, etc. is prohibited, and not that colour, etc. are denied.

Again, single atoms are not perceptible. They cannot be therefore

perceptible in mass. Yet bodies constituted by atoms are perceptible.

What makes them perceptible is the existence of wholes over and above

the parts. The something perceptible in the collocation of atoms is the

whole. To say that there is no perception of the whole in the parts is

suicidal ; for in the last analysis only the atoms are left and they are not

object of perception ; so that the required object of perception, e. parts,

is reduced to something imperceptible. On the other hand, the argument

cannot be pushed to the extreme conclusion denying the total existence

of all things. For atoms cannot be so negated. They are the least

indivisible parts of bodies.

Topic 57 : The Partless : Sutras 18-25.

Nothing exists, rejoins the pessimist ; the wholes are reduced to

partless atoms, but partless eternal atoms are an impossibility, because

the ether must pervade them both inside ahd outside in which case they

cannot be partless, or, if the ether does not so pervade them, then the ether

cannot be all-pervading as is claimed for it. To this the reply is that the

terms inside and outside can be applied only to a body composed of parts

and are inapplicable to the atoms themselves which are partless. As

regards the ether it cannot but be all-pervading. For nothing ponderable

or corporeal exists which is not in conjunction with the ether. A sound

produced spreads over the ether. Conjunctions with minds, atoms, and

their effects also spread over the ether. The characteristics of the ether

are that it is nowhere parted and re-united like water by a passing boat,

and that nowhere does it offer resistance to moving bodies. This shows

that it is partless and intangible.

Then an atom cannot be a product ; for if it is a product its con-

stituents must be more minute and in that case it will not be an atom.

As partless it is eternal. A product is non-eternal, not because of the
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pervasion of the ether but because of the disintegration of the parts. The
pessimist rejoins that the atoms cannot be partless, for the reason that

they possess a definite shape (spherical) and also enter into conjunctions

among themselves. The objection to this rejoinder is that it will lead to

infinite regression which is illogical, and will also eliminate gravity and

diversity of dimensions and entail equality of dimension between the whole

and the part as a consequence of infinity of parts in each part and part of

a part.

Topic 58 : External objects arc not transient : Sutras 26-jj.

(The Buddhist addresses the NaiyAyika thus : ) You defend the

existence of external objects on the ground of our cognitions of those

objects. But they are false cognitions. For instance, the cognition of a

piece of cloth is a figment of the imagination. Because when a cloth is

dissected only the yarns are left, and no cloth is found. Similarly in all

cases. (The Naiyayika replies :) This argument involves a self-contradiction.

If an analysis of things by reason is possible then the non-cognition of the

real nature of the things is impossible. The product is not perceived sepa-

rately from its causes because it subsists in them. Where the causes are

imperceptible analysis of their products by reason surely causes their distinct

apprehension ; as in the case of the atoms. Moreover, analysis by reason is

the same as cognition by means of the pramanas. The pram&nas establish

the existence of external objects. On the other hand, there can be no proof

of the proposition that all is non-existent. For if there is any proof then "all"

which includes proof is not non-existence. If there is no proof the proposition

is not established. It cannot be said that there is no existence, but only

a conceit, of pramanas an d prameyas as in the case of objects seen in a

dream, hallucination, mirage, etc. For there is no reason to support the

supposition. In the first place, there is no reason to believe that objects

seen in a dream are unreal. On the contrary, there are reasons to show

that they are real. Diversity of dream cognitions must be due to different

causes. In the second place, if it is said that dream cognitions are unreal

because they disappear on waking then it is admitted that apprehension and

non-apprehension are respectively the marks of inference of the existence

of things existent and non-existent. Objects of dream are no more unreal

than objects of recollection and imagination. All these objects are based

on reality previously apprehended. After waking, by comparison with

waking cognitions, dreams are found to be unreal. So that the experiences of

the waking consciousness form the real basis of dream cognitions.

Thus there are objects and wrong cognitions of objects. Wrong cogni-

tions of obje cts are destroyed through true knowledge as the conceit of the
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cognition of objects in dreams disappears on waking. Similarly the sun's

rays opposed by the radiation of heat from the earth quiver and are mistaken

for water. On nearer view the wrong cognition is removed. So every-

where what is destroyed is the wrong cognition, and not the object. No

man has ever at any place a wrong cognition which is not without a real

cause. Moreover, there is a duality ot cognition in each of the cases cited :

the magician, the waking man and the man near by know the phenomena of

the magic, dream and mirage as unreal, while the spectators, the sleeping

man and the man at a distance know them as real. These diverse cogni-

tions could not be possible if all things were non-existent.

(As to the Nihilist) : wrong cognition itself cannot be negated ; for its

cause and its existence are apprehended. Every man is aware of

wrong cognition and of its cause. Wrong cognition therefore has existence.

Wrong cognition embraces a twofold .object, reality and appearance, e. g.

the pillar and man, where a pillar is mistaken for a man. It arises from

the perception of the common attributes of two similar things. Where,

on the other hand, all objects are of a uniform character devoid of name
and reality (as with the opponent), there can be no possibility of wrong

cognition. In the case of smell and other prameyas, the cognitions of which

are said to be wrong, the cognitions are certainly true cognitions, because

they do not embrace the duality of reality and appearance. Therefore it is

unreasonable to hold that the cognitions of pramanas and prameyas are

wrong.

Topic59 : Development of True Knoxvledge : Sfltras jS-^p.

When the mind is withdrawn from the senses and is held steadfast by

the retentive effort, its conjunction with the soul takes place (as in the state

of deep sleep). When this conjunction of the mind with the soul is asso-

ciated with the desire to know the truth (which is not the case in deep sleep),

cognitions in respect of the objects of the senses are not produced. From

the habitual cultivation of this state does cognition of truth arise. There

are objects however which by their intensity or by their nature force them-

selves upon consciousness even in this state of the mind ; e. g. thunderclap,

hunger, thirst, heat, cold, diseases, etc. Nevertheless the habit of Yoga or

concentration or communion is possible as the result of excellence of virtue

or merit which is the cause of true knowledge, accumulated by practice

preformed in previous lives. For the purpose of avoiding distractions ins-

truction has been given for the practice of Yoga in forests, caves and

river beds. The virtue born of the practice of Yoga accompanies a man

even in another life. In the fullness of its accumulation as the cause of

true knowledge, and there being the contemplation of Samadhi or the repose
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of the mind in the soul, true knowledge is produced. Even in ordinary

affairs a man is heard to say : "I did not see, my mind was elsewhere."

In the state of release objects, however intense, cannot force them-

selves on the soul. For they can produce cognitions only throngh con-

junction with the senses. And the necessary condition of the production of

cognitions is the body brought into existence under the influence of past

acts, as the seat of effort, senses and objects. Release is the non-existence,

through the non-existence of merit and demerit, of the body and senses as

the seat of the condition of the production of cognitions. It follows there-

fore that release is deliverance from all pain. Because in the state of release

the seed of all pain, the vehicle of all pain, is destroyed.

For the attainment of release reclamation of the soul is to be accomplished

by means of Yama and Niyama and of the practices enjoined by the rules

of self-culture. Yama (non-violence, veracity, non-covetousness, study and non-

accumulation of wealth) is enjoined for all men. Niyama (cleanliness of body

and mind, contentment, penance, sacred study and contemplation of God) is

enjoined for special classes. Reclamation of the soul means decrease of

demerit and increase of merit. Rules of self-culture are to be known from the

treatises on Yoga. The practices therein taught are Tapas (penance), Prana-

yama (control of breath), Pratyahara (withdrawal of the mind), Dhyana

(contemplation) and Dharana (fixity of contemplation). The practice of

meditation in respect of the objects of the senses is for the sake of the

destruction of attraction and aversion. The means is the adoption of the

conduct of the Yogins.

The other means are the study and practice of the science of the

soul, i. e. Anviksiki, the spiritual science. Practice consists in constant

study, hearing and judging. For the maturity of the wisdom so acquired,

in the form of removal of doubt and awakening to unknown objects, in

other words, for the confirmation of what has been ascertained by oneself

as the truth, converse should be held with those who are versed in the lore,

whether they be disciples, preceptors, or fellow students, who are eager to

attain the supreme good, provided they are not jealous. If it is considered

that the advancement of a counter-thesis to the thesis propounded by them

may not be welcome to them, attempt need not be made to establish one's

own thesis. One should merely express the desire to know the truth and be

willing to receive wisdom. In this way one should engage in converse with

them and correcst one's own view as well as the conflicting views of ex-

treme thinkers.

Topic 60 : Maintenance of True Knowledge ; Stitras 30-60.

Like the cover of thorns for the safety of the sprouting seed, sophism

10
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and cavil may be employed for the safety of the search for the truth, by

those who are not yet free from faults and who have not yet attained true

knowledge, against those who launch an attack out of zeal for their own

views. And a counter-attack may be made upon those who offer insult from

pride of learning, for their subjugation and not out of the desire to know

the truth. This permission is only tor the sake of maintaining the knowledge
acquired and not for the ^ake of gain, worship or reputation.

Book V. Chapter I.

Topic 61. Examination o/Jiltis by resemblance and difference : Sutras /

—

j.

Jatis are reasons urged in opposition to the reason advanced in support

of a demonstration. They arc of twenty-four kinds. They do not succeed

in refuting the opposition. Their common function is to equate or to reduce

the opponent's reason to the same class with themselves. This they do

in twenty-four different ways and from these they derive their respective

definitions. Thus, (i) to oppose resemblance to resemblance as the reason :

The soul possesses action, because it possesses volition or adrista (merit and

demerit) which is the cause of action, in the same way as does a pebble

possess action as it is shot from a catapult which is a cause of action.

This demonstration by means of resemblance is opposed by the following

equally based on resemblance. The soul does not possess action, because

it is all-pervading, in the same way as the sky, being all-pervading, does

not possess action. And no special reason exists to determine the validity

of the one as against the other conclusion. In the absence of such a reason

the opposition counteracts the demonstration. (2) To oppose difference

to (a) resemblance and (b) difference : (a) The pebble shot from a catapult

is finite but the soul is not finite, therefore the soul does not possess action

like the pebble, {b) The sky is inactive because it does not possess the

cause of activity
;
but the soul possess the cause of activity, therefore it is

not inactive. The reply to these antinomies of reason is that the thesis or

the counter-thesis is established in the same way as a particular animal is

established to be a cow through its possession of covvness. Antinomies

arise where the demonstration is based on mere resemblance or mere

difference, and not on the possession of a distinctive attribute or character.

An animal is established as a cow, not merely through its resemblance to

another animal possessing dewlap, etc., but through such resemblance and
the possession of the particular or distinctive genus, viz., cowness. Similarly

mere dissimilarity to a horse does not establish a cow, but dissimilarity

of characteristic attribute. Antinomies arise from fallacies of reason.

Topic 62 : Six Jatis relative to the Sadhya and Dristanta : Sutras 4.-6.

These arise from confusion of the diverse attributes of the sadhya
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(the thing to be established) and the dmtanta (example), (i) If the soul

is active like a pebble, it is also touchable like the pebble, on the other

hand, if it is not touchable, it cannot be active. (2) The pebble which is

active is not all-pervading ; therefore the soul which is active like the

pebble, must also be not all-pervading. (3) The activity of the pebble is

certain, therefore the activity of the soul is equally certain. (4) The

activity of the soul is uncertain, being yet to be demonstrated, therefore the

activity of the pebble is equally uncertain. (5) Objects possessing the

cause of action are some .heavy, e. g., the pebble, and some light, e. g, air;

therefore objects possessing the cause of action are some active, e.g., the

pebble and some inactive, e. g., the soul. (6) If, as is the pebble so is the

soul, then as is the soul so is also the pebble.

The reply to the above is that what is established cannot be repu-

diated and that comparison through resemblance in parts is established as

in the case : as the cow so the bos gavceus, where their difference in many

respects is no reason against the inference. Similarly where the inferential

attribute is found in the dristunta in universal relation with the attribute

to be established, the difference between the sadhya and the dristanta in

other respects cannot hinder the inference. As regards the assumption of

uncertainty in the dristanta and certainty in the sadhya, (3), (4) and (6)

above, no such confusion is possible, because a dristilnta for the purpose

of demonstration is that object in respect of which there is unanimity of

opinion amongst men both trained and untrained.

Topic 6j. Extension or Non-extension of the Hetu to the Sadhya.

Sutras 7—8.

Tlie opposition to the demonstration takes this form : The inferential

mark and the attribute to be established either co-exist or do not co-exist

in the sadhya or subject. If they co-exist then nothing else remains to be

demonstrated. If they do not co-exist, then there can be no demonstration
;

for a lamp cannot illumine an object with which it does not co-exist in the

same place. To this the reply is that the co-existence or non-co-existence

of the two attributes is not a material factor in the production of an effect.

For it is seen that a pot is produced when the agent, instruments and the

ground come into contact with the lump of clay, while suffering may be

caused, to a man by means of supernatural powers directed from a distance.

Topic 6j. Regression and Counter-example : Sutras 1)—//.

The opposition is to the effect that the example itself requires demons-

tration and that an equally suggestive counter-example exists. To this

the reply is : (1) Those who wish to see, bring a lamp for the illumination of

the object to be seen, while the lamp itself is seen without another lamp.
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Similarly an example is an already known object and serves the purpose

of making known what is yet unknown. It is useless to establish its cause.

(2) If the counter-example can cause an inference why not an example ?

The absence of any special character is common to both.

Topic 65. Non-production : Sutras 12—

/

3.

The opposition is to the effect that sound, c. g., is said to be non-

eternal because it comes after effort, but that prior to its production when

sound is not produced the character of coming after effort which is the

cause of non-eternality, does not exist, and that therefore sound is eternal

and cannot be produced. To this the reply is that when sound becomes

sound it is produced and in being produced comes after effort and that

thus the cause of its non-eternality is obtained.

Topic 66. Doubt : Sutras /./

—

15.

The opposition is to the effect that there is resemblance of sound, c. g.

to the eternal, namely potness, both being cognisable by the senses, and

also to the non-eternal, namely pot, the character of coming after an effort

appertaining to both, and that therefore it is doubtful whether sound be

eternal or non-eternal. To this the reply is that where doubt arises from the,

cognition of resemblance without the cognition of difference the doubt ceases

on the cognition of difference, e. g., the cognition of coming after effort

;

that where doubt arises from the cognition of both resemblance and difference

the doubt can never cease ; and that mere resemblance can never be an

eternal source of doubt.

Topic 67 : lVakarana {Topic) : Sutras : 16—ij.

Here the opposition moves within the topic and does not advance any

outside reason for or against the thesis or counterthesis which constitutes

the topic. Thus, sound is non-sternal because it comes after effort, like a

pot ; and sound is eternal because it resembles potness which is eternal,

both being perceptible to the senses. It is required to determine which of

these two views represents the truth. To say that sound resembles the

non-eternal because it comes after effort is futile. It leaves the counter-

thesis unimpared. Vox both proceed upon resemblance. The truth is that

the thesis and counter-thesis arise not from resemblance but from absence of

true knowledge. As soon as truth is determined the topic comes to an end.

Topic 6S: Hetu {Reason, Mark) : Sutras : 18—20.

The opposition is to the effect that the Mark is no Mark, because, if it

exists before or after the sudhya (subject), it can have no operation, and

if it exists along with the stklhya there is no knowing which is the sadhya

and which the Mark. To this the reply is that the same argument would

apply to the opponent's denial of the Mark. The truth is that it is a matter
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of common experience that the production of what is to be produced and

the knowledge of what is to be known do follow from causes. The opposi-

tion based on the points of time is futile.

Topic 69 : Arthapatti {Presumption) : Sutras : 21—22.

The opposition is that the argument that sound is non-eternal by reason

of its resemblance to non-eternal objects, namely in coming after effort,

implies that sound is eternal by reason of its resemblance to eternal objects,

namely in being touchless. To this the reply is that the argument by

presumption would apply equally against the opponent, that the presumptive

argument does not determine the truth, and that mere divergence of nature

is no ground for presumption, e. g., the fact that pebbles which are solid

fall to the ground, does not imply that water which is liquid does not fall

to the ground.

Topic jo : Non-difference : Sutras : 2j—2./..

The opposition is to the effect that if the resemblance of sound and

the pot in respect of their coming after effort leads to their resemblance in

being non-eternal, then the resemblance of all objects in respect of their

being existent leads to their resemblance in other respects. To this the

reply is that the "other respects" should be defined. If the expression

means non-eternality, then the non-etcmality of sound which is the thesis is

admitted by the opponent. The truth is that existence is the highest genus

and there is no other common attribute possessed by all existent objects.

The Vainas'ikas (Nihilists) no doubt maintain that like existence non-

eternality also is a common attribute of all objects. Their thesis then

should be: All entities are non-eternal, because they are existent. The

thesis is so wide that no instance can be found for the demonstration. And

a Reason or Mark without an instance docs not exist. A part of the sadhya

(all entities) cannot be the instance, because the character of a sadhya is that

it is yet to be established. Moreover, if the sadhya is to furnish the instance

it will furnish instances both eternal *and non-eternal whereby the object of

the nihilist will be defeated.

Topic 7/ : Demo listration : Sutras : 25-26.

.The opposition is to the effect that as in the case of sound, e. g., the cause

of its non-eternality is demonstrable, so is also the cause of its etemality,

viz. absence of touch. To this the reply is that if the opposition is valid the

non-eternality of sound is admitted, and that if the argument is not valid

the opposition also falls to the ground.

Topic 72 .• Cognition : Sutras : 27-28.

The opposition is that the cognition of sound does not depend only

oti the cause which is specified, vis. its coming after effort, but that there is
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cognition of sound also when the branches of trees are broken by high winds

(without the effort of man). To this the reply is " coming after effort " is the

statement of a cause and not of the cause of sound, and that as to be a

product is the mark of non-eternality, the opposition does not rebut the

demonstration. The existence of sound bears no analogy to the existence of

underground water, for example. The latter exists but is not perceived

because of some obstruction. But no such obstruction to perception exists

in the case of sound. Therefore it cannot be said to exist unpcrceived.

Hence sound is not an instance of the manifestation of an existent object but

of the production of a non-existent object.

Topic 7J : Non-cognition : Sutras jp-Ji.

The opposition is to the effect that in the case of sound the non-

cognition of the obstruction to its psrception is itself as such incapable of

cognition, and that the non-cognition of its non-cognition proves the existence

of such obstruction, and that therefore it does not follow that obstructions

do not prevent the cognition of sound (prior to its manifestation). In other

words, non-cognition which is urged against the existence of obstruction

equally applies to the non-cognition of obstruction.

To this the reply is that cognition is of the nature of apprehension,

while non-cognition is of the nature of non-apprehension, and that the object

of cognition is something that exists, while the ob ject of non-cognition is

something that does not exist. Therefore when cognition does not appre-

hend, come into contact with, any obstruction in the case of sound it

follws that such obstruction does not exist. Cognition or non-cognition is

not its own object ; the object is something different. Otherwise non-cogni-

tion will destroy itself ;and leave obstruction and its cognition unaffected.

Moreover, ever}' body is aware of diverse forms of cognition within himself.

So that a man becomes aware of the non-cognition of obstruction to the

preception of sound in the same way as when he feels that his doubt remains

or that his doubt is removed.

Topic 74 : Non-eternal : Sutras : 32-34.

The opposition is that as sound is said to be non-eternal by reason of

its resemblance to a pot, so for the same reason all entities would be non-

eternal. To this the reply is that the opposition destroys itself, because if

all entities are to be non-eternal owing to their resemblance to a pot, then

the opposition will be equally futile as the thesis which it seeks to refute

(i. e. non-etenality of sound), owing to its resemblance to the thesis in being

presented in the form of an argument of five members. Moreover, mere

difference does not constitute the inferential mark. The mark of inference

is that particular form of resemblance or difference which is universally
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known to be the means of the establishment of the proposed attribute in

the sadhya.

Topic 75 : the Eternal : Sutras : 35-36.

The opposition is that the non-eternality of sound is itself either eternal

or non-eternal and that in the former case sound also must be eternal and that

in the latter case the supposed non-eternality of sound will some time cease

and sound will be eternal. To this the reply is that the allegation that the

non-eternality of sound is eternal is an admission of its non-eternality which

is sought to be opposed. Moreover, by the non-eternality of sound is

meant that sound which has been produced, ceases to exist after destruc-

tion, and not that non-eternality is a positive quality inhereing in sound.

In such a case of non-existence due to destruction as the non-eternality of

sound the question does not arise as to whether the non-eternality is eternal

or non-eternal. Eternality and non-eternality again are contradictory

attributes and cannot be predicated together of the same thing at the

same time.

Topic 76 : the Effect : Sutras : 37-38.

The opposition is to the effect that the reason, "coming after effort",

does not necessarily infer the production of something which had no

existence before, e. g. a pot, but that it may also infer the effect as manifesta-

tion by the removal of obstruction, so that sound, though an effect, being

manifested, may yet be eternal. To this the reply is that where manifes-

tation is effected by the removal of obstruction the obstruction is known, but

that in the case of sound there is cognition of no such obstruction the

removal of which by effort causes its manifestation. It follows that sound is

non-eternal.

Topic 77 .• Futile Controversy of Six Steps : Sutras -.39-4.3.

(Where the opposition employs a futile reason and the speaker meets it

with a proper reply the controversy ends in the determination of the truth

as shown in the Sutras 1 to 38. But where the speaker also employs a

futile reason to meet a futile reason the controversy drifts into six steps and

ends in confusion). The six steps have been exhibited in the text.

Book V : Chapter ii.

Topic 78 : Errors of the Proposition and the Mark : Sutras : 7-6.

They are five in number :

(1) Admission of the attribute of the counter-example in one's own

example which is the means of the establishment of one's proposition.

(2) Substitution for one's own proposition a different proposition

suggested by the reason put forward by the opponent.

(3) Contradiction between the proposition and the reason.
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(4) Abandonment of the proposition on opposition.

For examples of the above see pages 208-210.

(5) Qualification of the Mark, on opposition. E. g. : The speaker

sets out with the proposition that all manifested objects must have a

common origin, and advances the reason that magnitude is their common
attribute. The opponent urges that magnitude is seen in things not having

the same origin as well as in things having the same origin. Upon this the

speaker qualifies his reason and re-states it as that all manifested things,

while endowed with the same nature of causing pleasure, pain and delusion,

possess magnitude. He thus changes the reason and admits that the reason

previously advanced was not sufficient to establish the proposition. And as

regards the reason subsequently put forward, it fails of its purpose in the

absence of an Example; for an Example must be of a different class and
his own reason, all things etc., precludes the possibility of any such example
being found

;
while, if it is found, it must be something having a different

origin and thereby hurt Ids proposition.

Topic 70 : Errors of Failure to Establish the Proposition : Sutras : 7

—

to.

The number of such errors is four

:

(1) Irrelevancy, (2) absence of sense, (3) obscurity, and (4) incoherence.

For examples see pages 211-213.

Topic So : Errors of Misstatement of one's argument : Sfttras : //—/?.

There are three of such errors :

(1) Absence of order among the members of the Nyaya.

(2) Absence of one or more of the members of the Nyaya.

(3) Redundancy of Reasons or Examples.
For examples sec pages 213-214.

Topic Sr : Error of Repetition : Sutras : 14—15.

Repetition should be distinguished from re-inculcation (see II. i. 65).

Repetition also includes express mention of what appears clear by impli-

cation. For examples see page 215.

Topic 83 : Errors of Non-reply : Sutras : 16—10,

Their number is four

:

(1) Failure to re-state the counter-thesis, so as to demolish it.

(2) Ignorance of the meaning of the counter-thesis, which cannot there-

fore be demolished.

(3) Want of ready wit, which naturally courts defeat.

(4) Evasion on some pretext.

'Topic S3 : Errors of Weakness and Confusion : Sutras : 20—22.

They are

:

(1) Admission of the opponent's view and turning it against him.

(2) Overlooking the censurable in the opposition.

(3) Censuring the non-censurable in the opposition.

Topic 84. : Errors of Inconsistency and Fallacies of Reason : Sutras : 23—24.

These are

:

(1) Deviation from tenet, i. e., random discourse at variance with the

subject proposed. For example see the text.

(2) Fallacies of reason are, as described, grounds of defeat, and not

on any other account. By their very nature they furnish occasions for

rebuke.
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APPENDIX E.

Word Index to the Nyaya Sutras.

*5PfiT?T iv. 2. 20.

Wff iii. 2. 72.

glgltnmMWlri; iii. 2. 38.

wk: iv. 1. 27.

SIST^ ii. 1. 42., iii. 2. 6.

sm^Trtiii. 1. 71., iii. 2. 4.

mi* v. 2. 1., v. 2. 17.

ii. 2. 24., iii. 1. 33., iii. 2.

59., iii. 2. 71., iv. 1. 66., iv.

2. 16.

srqPTTHii. 1. 36.

ii. 2. 62.

3F7f?T i. 1. 22., ii. 1. 5., ii. 1. 6.,

ii. 1. 44., v. 1. 15.

STf^SRRT: ii. 1. 5., v. 1. 15.

3K*Isr i. 2. 9.

Srfa^STT^v. 1. 6.

SfftnfW iii. 2. 41.

srfoymw i. 2. 13.

*f*remn«Hmn^ i. 2. 13.

ii. 1. 41., iv. 1. 16.

SWlf^rcii^ii. i. 36., ii. 2. 51.

*35TO$?fcTf ii. 2. 44.

i. 1. 5,

-*<

S^SRT^iii. 1. 24.

iv. 1. 62.

*?BPj?*PT i. 1. 8.

srfjfcsTffrrr^nj
,
ii. 1- 50.

3r*4 iii. 2. 41

.

1

irfil* v. 2. 1., v. 2. 13.

i
3rfas*^i. 1. 26., i. 1. 27., i, 1.

30.

vfefR* i. 1. 24.

srfa$?T: i. 1. 28.

*fa*W: i. 1. J.

*fa8TiT iii, 1. 60.

tfWTTOWr iv. 2. 50.

,
*WTsrcn*n^ ii. 1. [., ii. 1. 2., ii.

1.6.

srwrrar iv. 2. 46.

I

w^rran^ v. l. 31.

SlwiTqJTT^ ii. 2. 28.

WHPd**^ iv. 2. 14.

3H«2RTT ii. 2. 32.

3r*T«TrSr^ ii. 2. 31.

3Frg*TT*t!j[ v. 2. 1.

I

sprier: ii. 2. 35.

I

SPTC^nT^iii. 2. 22„ v. 1. 9.

' swfirarftar : iii. i. 42.



(

?PT*3 ,j'nTP^ v. 1 . 1 5.

OTP* i. 1. 15.

^R^fTRJT i. 1. 15.

3PT>jfarft ii. 2. 4.

3R*tta: ii. 1. 24.

STC^CT iv. 2. 25.

SH^r^RT^ 2. 50., ii. 2. 61.

srsrsrcmfa iii. 2. 42.

S^mftr^Iri; iii. 2. 43.

srosrenfar^ ii- 2. 52.

SRSjf^fa: iv. 2. 48.

^TTTfT^T: ii. 1. 41., iv. 1. 16.

3Tf5T?Iir: v. 2. 21.

3lfoJT^*7T* v. 2. 22-

v. 1. 1 , v 1. 15.

wfar* iv. 1. 25.

Sifted iii. 2.25., v. 1. 32-

srfarT?^ iv. 1. 27., iv. 1. 65.

SrfjTr^TrTT iv. 1 26.

Sffsfr^TrSTTrj; ii. 2. 23

SrfjTrTflTSTT^ V. 1. 35 , v. 1. 3>

v. 1. 35., v. 1. 36.

SlfiTr^ ii. 2. 50.

STftfTS^ ii. 2. 14., iv. 1. 66.

glpM^H : v. 1. 32.

STftfarT iv. 1. 23.

9rf5Tfire?T: iv. 1. 22., iv. 1. 23.

srfafrrtPrt: iv. l. 23.

srfsraw ii. 2. 56.

3rf*RTT: ii. 2. 55., iii- 2. 67.

srfaW^ ii. 1. 54., iii. 2. 30., iii.

2. 65-, v. 2- >3-

3lf$raifr ii. 2. 55.

xftmft iii. 2. 37.

srf^fa ii. 1. 20,
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Slfalrf: iv. 1. 56.
1 srfSf^frf: iv. 1. 45.

srfjrsTTf: iv. 1. 12. iv. 1. 17.,iv. 1.

20.

Sr^Tfircflf^ v . 1. 22.

iii- 1- 42.

STg^ffo: iii. 2. 69.

srgcqftT v. l. l.

SPIfTfrT: i. 1. 16., iii. 2. 21.

3r3TT% ii. 2. 20., iv. 1. 41,. iv. 2.

30.

^gT7%: ii. 1. 45., iii. 1. 51. iv. 2.

18. v. 1. 17.

STgTqrf: ii. 1. 42., ii. 2. 46., iii. 2.

70., iv. 1. 33., iv. 1. 61.

iv 2. 6., iv. 2. 11., iv. 2. 25.

v. 1. 20., v. 1. 24.

?rg«T#<T ii. 2. 21., v. 1. 30.

2. 20., v. 1. 29.

|

SfgTSrfa* i. 1. 23., ii. 2. 20., v. 1.

: 38.

ST^WfN: ii. 2. 36., iii. 1. 36., iii.

1. 40., iii. 1. 65., iii. 2. 14. iv.

2. 26.

SJS'TOfNraRl, iii. 1. 40, iv. 2.

26.

sjgqsrfcsrsm: v. l. .9.

1

srgT^: ii. 1. 49., ii. 1. 53.,

ii. 2. 19. ii. 2. 21., ii. 2.

j

26., ii. 2. 34., ii. 2. 35.,

I
ii. 2. 37, iii. 1. 41.,

iii. 1. 64., iii. 2-
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17., iii. 2. 19., iii. 2. 23.

v. 1. 29. v. 1. 30.

*g^ST iv. 1. 14.

SP-J^^ii. 1. 65.

SPJ^siT^ iii- 1. 18-, iv. 1, 58-, iv.

2. 41.

ngqsqTHT ii. 2. 60.

SPJflTW v. 2. 16.

srgm* i. 1.3.

STgOTH i. 1. 5., ii. 1, 31., ii. 1. 37>

ii. 1. 49., ii. 2. 16., iii. 2. 16.

^jtiM ii. 2. 2.

^PlRIRi iii. 151.

^wtewrsr^r iii. 1.36.

3TgfclrSrTr[ji. 1. 49.

V@km : v. 2. 1., v. 2. 22.

3T5f%JTT?T^ iv. 1. 27.

9*3^ ii. 1. 60., ii. 1. 62., ii. 1.

66.

ST^r^: ii. t. 65., iv. 1. 59.

*3W^v. 2. 14.

l 1. 23. ii. 1. 1., iii. 1. 38.,

iv. 1. 35.

*H*cMI^ v. 1. 37.

SFtevflJ ii. 1. 1.

ii. 1.20., iii. 2. 17.

3r^ETf??HJ: i. 2. 5.

3l$*l|fd+r5ir^ ii. 2. 3., ii. 2. 5., v.

1. 22.

ii. 1. 57.

3F*T: iii. 2. 26.

i. 1. 2, i. 2. 16., ii. 2. 39.

iii. 1. 12, iii. 2. 48., iv. 2.

12., iv. 2. 20.

55PrTCq;i. 1. 15., v. 2. 1., v. 2. 3,

v. 2. 6.

SFrniWsn^ii. 2. 2, iv. 1. 24.

SM^f^TCT^ iii. 1. 12.

S^tT^v. 1. 28.

ii. 2. 26, iv. 1. 55,

SF?Tft?T iii. 1. 45, iii. I. 46,

SFrTT iv. 1. 44.

?T?qr?T^r v. 2. 12.

SFSTCFC ii. 1. 1.

?i«ra*>:r»f ii. 1. 1.

3l?q?TO«T ii. 2. 28.

ii, 2, 31.

3T«Tr* iii. 2- 9.

ii. 2. 30., v. 1. 38,

H«nr iii. 1. 23, v- 2. 14.

3T?AIM*<<!J i. 1. 30

ST^TCHT^ ii. 2. 31.

srWTSTSTCJ ii. 2. 9.

ST^ii. 2. 31.

31^ iii. I • 63.

3rT5R<T v. 1. 1., v. 1. 4.

?IM«hM^I iv. 2. 26.

sra^Tnrnjsri iii. 1. 63.

SPTf^: i. 2. 7, i. 2. 9.

STT^ST: ii. 1. 28.

SrrtsTP^i. 1. 39.

v. 2. 5.

srRTTT^'JJ iii. 1. 66.

WW iii. 2. 1C.

|

snr^i?T i. 1. 31.

STO^T iv. 1. 58.
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l 1. 2., i. 1. 22., iv. 1. 62.

sn^ptf: i. 1.9.

Sfrei? iii. 2. 68 , iv. 2. 43., iv. 2.

45.

snrfcrsT'rT: v. 2. 1. v. 2. 23.

SPTTOT^i. 1 2.

*qri i. 1. 1.

wn*l' v. 2. l.

SNTsfoj^v. 2. 10.

ii. 1. 23.. ii. 1. 32-, ii. 1. 40.,

ii. 2. 14., ii- 2. 17., ii. 2. 20.

ii. 2. 3}.. ii. 2, 62., ii- 2. 64-,

iii. 1. 5. iii. 1. 10., iii. 1. 41.

iii., 1. 48., iii. 2. 10., iii. 2.

18 , iii. 2. 20., iv. 1.65., iv. 2.

6., iv. 2. 12., iv. 2. 43., iv. 2.

49., v. 1, 27., v 1. 28, v. 1.

39., v. 2. 9., v. 2. 12., v. 2. 16-

5H|«T* ii 2. 47-

3jrte[t v. 1, 43.

*rt$r: i. 1. 23., i. I- 38.

ST^IrSrniji. 1. 40., ii. 2. 65.

SPtojftnf : ii- 2. 3-\

ii. 1. 41., ii. 2. 11.

sfarr^ii. 1. 6.

*SP{WK iv. 2. 28.

SPTt??? iii 1- 63.

SUlfaTO ii. 1. 15., ii. I- 54., ii.

2. 2., ii. 2. 27., ii. 2- 38., ii.

2. 51 , ii 2. 53., ii. 2. 56.,

iii. 1. 3., iii. 1. 11., iii. 1-

14., iii. 1. 46., iii. 2.

28., iii. 2, 35., iii. 2. 49.,

iii. 2. 55., iv. 1. 13., iv. 1.18.

iv. 1. 24., iv. 1. 31., iv. 1.

51., iv. 1. 56., iv. 1. 66.,

iv., 2. 25., v. 1. 8., v. 1.

15., v. I. 20, v. 1. 26.,

sprftrarerr^ iii. l. 47.

WSTfcTTfa: i. 2. 19., v. 2. 18.

SWRWT v. 2. 1.. v. 2. 18.

swf?r*T?recr«f v . 2. 7., v. 2. 10.

3T5Tr*T$» ii. 1. 46.

SWSHrlfosh ii. 1. 46.

ii 1. 47.

SWsfiWTJT iii. 2. 7.

3W?*rftrenR iii. 2. 5.

SWr^R^R iv. 1. 28.

snWUPi; ii. 1. 37., ii. 2. 3.

3PT*rtT: iv. 1.15.

STOt iv. 2. 1 1.

iii. 2. 52.

?TSW»TTr^ ii. 2. 64.

STSTTfo v. 1 . 1

.

smrfH^rcrr v. l. 7.

SrSTTFRTTtf v. 2. 1., v. *
1 1.

srsrr^ iii. 1. 45.. v. 1. 7.

SPTOWtf ii. 1. 8., ii. 1-57., ii. 2. 5.

3WR ii. 2 1., ii 2. 9., iv. 1. 37.,

iv. 1. 65., v. 1. 29., v. 1. 31.

SWT*: ii. 1. 11., ii. 1. 39., ii. 1.

40., ii. 1. 53, ii. 2. 31..

iv. 1. 58. iv. 2. 7., iv. 2.

8, iv. 2. 14., iv. 2. 20., iv. 2.

45., v. 1. 24., v. 1. 36.

3r*TTwanTnr*f ii. 2. 7.

WTT^g: iii. 1. 36.

3WT*T^ii. 2. 53., iii. 1. 4., iii. 1.

23, iii. 2. 8, iii. 2. 11.,
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iv. I- 14., .iv 1. 62., iv. 2.

11., iv. 2. 33., v. 1. 12. v. 1.

13., v. 1. 34.

3T«jq'lflRl>6RT: i. 1. 31*

STWJ^WI^ i. 1. 31., v. 1. 43., v. 2.

20.

SWTil ii. 1. 40., ii. 1. 42., ii. 2, 32, 3T*gfc?i i. 2. 6., ii. 1' 59.. v. I. 42.

iv. 1. 20., iv. 2. 12., v. 1. 27

?w?iiq<r#: ii. 2. 12,

3rf^*W«WrJ iii. 1 22.

3Tfr*TCT<i; v. 1 8.

?rfir>*RTrIji. 2. 17.

srfasTTOT^ i. 2. 12.

?Tf*m^iii. 1. 43.

srfiWR: iii. 2. 9., iv. 2. 3., iv. 2.

31., iv. 2. 34.

SlfWTJnr^iii. 2. 9., iv. 2. 31.

srfWTRHIjv. 1. 57.

srfflSrm v. 2. 22.

3rfas<TTf> iii. 2. 45.

Slfts^: ii- 2. 65-

^rfflSTr^ iii. 1. 43.

'SrffltflTlr^iii. 1. 21.

srfaf^r v. 2. 9.

wfaf^rw v. 2. 16.

STfirf?^ i. 2. 12.

f^irriii 2. 11., iii. 2. 44. v.

2.2.

STWrg^TSTTri; v. 1. 26.

SrwnTO iii. 2. 72.

WTO ii. 1. 66., iii. 2. 41., iv 2.

47.

*wn*r$?TT^iii. 1, 21.

STWJTOTW ii. 2. 30,

STWrraT^ii. 1. 67., ii. 2. 29., iv.

2. 38.

wwjrmr i. 1. 26., i. 1. 27.

v. 2. 23.

**3fclT^ iv. 2. 48.

sn^arw iv. 1. 6.

?pi iv. 2. 31.

WTO: iii. 1. 22.

STTOKRr: iii. 1. 2*2.

SPJ^iv. 1. 40.

snpi^ iii. 2. 6., iii. 2. 33.

SPTtTT^ v. 2. 10.

5^TO ii. 1. 25.

3^iT'.rair^iii. 2 56.

iii. 2. 45.

**} i. 1. 4.. i. 1. 28., i. 1. 41., i. 2.

10., i. 2. 14., i. 2. 16., iv.

2 .29., iv. 2. 39-, v. 2. 3., v.

2. 5.,

*W i. 1. 24., i- 1. 40., i. 2. 7., ii 1.

47., iv. 2. 46., iv. 2. 49., v. 2.

9.

3f*J: i. 1. 20.

?pN>5<WT i. 2. 13.

spiyprr^ ii. l. 61.

spfcft: v. 2. 14.

3p5afl^: ii. I. 64.

splfsprfa ii. 1. 30.

3T*UiU<WT' ii. 1. 52.

SpfcffiWf iii. 1. 32.

tffa i. 2. 13., ii. 1.49.

SPtV. i. 1. 14.

STO^v. 2. 7., v. 2. 15.



32. 1..

iii. 1. 10., iv. t. 42., iv. 2.

12., iv. 2. 15., iv. 2. 23., v.

2, 11.

ST^^Rfit iii. 1. 10.

*W<nfR*r iv. 2. 7.

SWraT: i- 1. 32., iv. 2. 10.

WW<rftr iv. 2. 15.

srewfafa ii. l. 33-
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i. 1. 27., i. 2. 12.. i. 2.

16., ii. 1. 38., iv. 1. 3., iv. 1.

7 , iv. 1. 24.

snsfert v. 2. 1., v. 2. 7.

sreferc^JTT i. 2. 12.

sratawfTsn^ i. 2. 16., ii. 1. 38.

srofsTO*^: iii. 1. 54.

STOTTtUTTJTTICT ii. 2. 6.

*^1*rf*m*TrOi. 2. 4.

ii. 2. 2.. v. i. 1.

srahrfa: ii. 2. 3.

SW^rfo*: v. 1.21*

srofaftrcnr: v. i. 21.

sr^rfaT: v. l. 22.

STEPS' iii: 2. 41.

9ff^ iv. 2. 49

Wfistfir: iv. 2. 48.

i. 1, 25., i. 1.40.. i 2. 12.

<5TC*W iv. 2. 42.

3TCRJ<J ii. 2, 8.

STflrf^^HT ii. 2. 8.

SWf^ ii- 2. 10.

srsrsror iii. 1. 30.

W<| i . 1. 41.
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faf^T i- 2- 10-, i. 2. 14., v. 1. 1.,

v. 1- 4.

fkW&V ii- 2. 45.

f^STT^ i. 2- 20-, ii- -'. 44-, ii- 2.

51., v- 1. 4., v. 2- 3.

fa*«tlT«fT v. 1 . 31.

f^F5<r iv. 1. 57.

ii. 2. 40., ii. 2. 41., ii. 2.

44., ii- 2. 45., ii. 2. 46., ii. 2.

47., ii- 2. 53.

f^K^iii. 1. 20.

fsrercnjii. 2. 50., iii. 1. 12.

r%«KRTqrf ii. 2. 42., ii- 2- 49., ii. 2.

51., ii- 2. 54., iii. 1. 20.

fafrK^ri : ii. 2. 53., ii. 2. 57.

fa$<T: v. 2. 1-, v. 2. 19.

fsTCTS: i. 2. 10.

fws^r v. 2. 16.

faifeT i. 1. 1., i. 2. 3.
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fort iv. ?. 50.

fasrr iv- 2. 4.

fafn^ iii. 2. 43.

faTTO: ii- 1.63.

fafa ii- 1. 63-, ii- 1- 65-, iv- 2- 46-

fattf*^ ii. 1. 62-

fa?r£wr: iv . l, 17.

f%5rra iii. 2-5., iii. 2. 1?., iii. 2- 17.,

iii. 2. 23., iv. 1. 25., iv. 1- 30.

faJTTSd: iii- 2- 24., iv- 2. 25-

fajrrerarog ii. 2. 33 , ii- 2. 37., iii.

2. 12., iv. 1. 30.

iv. 1. 27.

fwsirrt, iv. 1. 45.

fom! iii. 2. 13., iii. 2. 18.

MT^Tm^ii. 1. 62.

fafaf%: ii 1. 18.

firotfcT v. 1. 29.

faqtf^i- 1. 37.

faWT v. 1.2.

fspjW^i. t. 37.

fin^rta v 2. 11.

ftsrf^rqfTT ii- 1. 2-

i. 2. 19.

f^irfin^: i. 1- 23.

fatffcro^ ii- I- 3.

fafffa^U^iii- 1. 55.

fajffa^v. 1. 41., v. 1,42.

fatffo ii. 2. 39-

finramiv. 2. 21.

fawngo 2. 15-

EranreT ii. 1. 61.

fa§r*rrf5t iv. 2. 22.

faTO: i. I- 23-

foj^ i. 1. 41.

fafrg: i. 1. 22.

fMfrl iii. 2. 41.

fas^ i- 2. 4.

fa*^: i. 2. 1., i. 2- 6.

f?reta iii. 2. 41.

fofol: v. 2. 1., v. 2. 4.

fcRt^ii. 2. 56-, iii. 1.11.

fadtf i. 2. 6.

fafo* iv. 1. 54.

foph ii. 2. 41.

faf^ ii. 2. 41.

fMfcRT^ iv. 2. 26.

fafsrs iv. 48.

i- 1. 23., i. 1. 31-, ii. 1.

iii. 1. 61-, iv. 2. 38., iv- 2.

f^rcN v. 2. 6.

fofr* ii. 1. 66., iii. 2. 31.

fajfaraft iii. 2. 37.

festT^TT^ ii. 2- 16.

faJtai'ftscrct i. 1. 31.

feftraiiii. 1. 34.

f^W ii. 1.28.

fai&fcg iii. 1. 54-, iii. 2. 32.

iii- 1. 66.

fsTTO iii- 1. 2-, iii. V. 2-, iv-
".

iv. 2- 31-, iv. 2. 34, iv- 2-

fsTTTc^ iii- 1. 59.

famH I^ iii. I- 13.

ftWT: iv. 2. 2.

feqqrerc iii. 2. 7.

f^psr^nrSP^: iii. 1 • 42.

fafedW ii. 1- 65.

?fr3T iv- 2. 50.

^tarnr iii. 1- 24.
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sp^TT iv. 2. 26.

iv. 1. 46-, iv- 1- 50.

ff^T iv. 2- 6-

ffe ii. 2. 57., ii. 2. 60.

^TrT: iv- 1- 56.

^jy3?n^ii. 1. 58.

|v^?Ti.2. 18-, v. 1. 1-, v. 1. 2.

thjwfc^i. 1.35 ,
iii. 1.73.,iii.2- 53.,

iii- 2. 54.. iv. 1- 47 , v- 1. 5., v.

1. 15.

Iwra^ii. 2. 45.

SM'tKIr^ iv. 1. 11 , iv. 1. 13.

s^tRTJTT iv- 1- 11.

s<rf% ii. 2. 59-, ii. 2. 64., ii. 2. 65-,

ii- 2- 66-

ssrfo: ii. 2- 60., ii- 2. 67.

s^rffrri iii. 2. 10.

ii. 2. 60.

iv- 2- 18.

STfaft^T iii. 1. 32.

stf?T^T3 iv- 1- 50-

5q^«T iii. 2. 32.

s^TfrRTCTrJii. 1. 37., iv. 1. 5.

s?rq" iv- 1. 48.

5<Tsrv:TR iii. 2. 41.

sqRTWTrT: i. 1. 23-

5*R^TT*T ii. 2. 63.

s^TTJf iii. 1- 69-

sq^qTJffi^ ii. 1. 54., iii. 1. 2., iii. 1.

3-, iv- 1. 28., iv. 1. 36.

o^f^KTRT^ ii- 1. 4-

sy^iq" i. 1.4.

WJ*WI«(lc*fM>' i. 1. 4.

ssr^fi^ iii. 1. 8.

sqTOTcT ii. 1. 57.

j

S?TRTT?TT^iv. 1- 15.

!

5*nfacWT^ iii- 2. 50.

|

s^TTCTtR ii. 1. 27., iii. 2- 32.

i sqroiTBJTSfST: iii. 2. 32.

j

s^TWfr^iii. 2. 7., v. 2- 19.

s^dHI^ii. 1. 29-, iv. 1. 40-, iv.

;
2.27.

S s?J£ iii- 1- 30., iii- 1. 39.

s?JST?creTri; iii. 2. 16.

t

ST.

i

Sffi ii. 2. 6'2.

!
ST®? ii- 1. 54., ii. 1- 66-, ii. 2. 60.,

|

iii- 1- 72., iv. 1. 16., iv- 1. 59.,

iv. 2. 11., iv- 2- 21., v 2. 14., v.

;
2. is.

i

ST*?: i. 1- 7-, ii- 2- 2-, ii. 1. 49.

ST^nt, iii. 2. 24-

i Sls^T: i- 1. 3-, 1. 1. 14.

,

^Tr^ii. 1. 15-, ii. 1- 52-

JtWfWf iii. 1. 62.

Jfn^TiTT^ ii. 2- 36.

sns^T^f ii. 1. 54., ii. 1. 55.

SIS^T ii- 2- 17., iv. 1. 59-, v- 2. 15.

STCTT i. 1- 9., i. 1. 17-, iii. 2. 26.,

iii. 2. 47., iii- 2. 50-, iii. 2. 53.,

iii. 2. 66.

sirctan i- 1. 11.

srcfc^Tt iii- l- 4.

srcfasrTW iii- 2. 28-

*refcfffTc?ITrJ iii. 2. 26-

iii. 2. 52.

scn«WT iv. 2. 50.



ftlW iv- 2. 48.

sftaRn: ii- l- 67-

arf¥?T in- 1. 20.

Jftrw^i- 1. 5.

?Tfa> iii. 1. 18,

^qTJRfT iii. 2. 71., iv. 1. 66.

vm<!$ ii. 2. 34-

STfa iii. 1- 31.
NO

wm% i- 1. 12.

?{5»^T: ii. 2. 57.

ST.

tf^T iii. 1. 26., iv. 1. 67.

^TfJoT^T: iv. 2. 2.

^T^5"T5T^ iv. 2. 34.

*FsqT ii- 2. 60., iv. 1. 41.

yy<!J iii- 1. 25.

^U^f iii. 1. 70.

^NrrcT^iii. 2. 58.

*faT iii- 1- 16.

^ryPft^TTST iii- 1- 16.

ii- 2. 34.

*rf?r iii- 1. 32.

*R3r ii- 2- 63-

^T%m v. 1- 42.

STf iv. 1. 47.

^T^r i- 2- 14., iv. 2. 26., iv. 2. 36.,

v. 1. 23.

*T^r*sr^ ii. 2. 20-

^^Tsrn^iii. 1. 14-, iii. 1. 65., iv.

2. 16.

W3(m: iv- 2- 23-

TOJ: iv. 1. 44.

i&zfo iii. 2. 45.

*J»-d& iv. 1. 64.

*F?TH ii. 2. 16-
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ST%: ii. 1. 33.

ST^TTST: v. 2- 1., v. 2. 5.

srteri. 1. 4., ii. 1. 27., iii. 2- 21.

^rfcwsfer ii. 1. 26-

«filW*ii. 1.9., iii. 2. 25.

^fasrrfaT^ ii. l. 22.

*rftrat ii. 2. 59.

*Wc*nT: ii. 1. 52.

*faf<Tq#: iii. 1. 18.

^ragr^rift iv. 2. 48.

i&ZFV ii. 1. 53., iii. 2. 41.

SHF^ ii. 1. 51., iv. 1. 53.

ii. 2. 1-, ii. 2- 2.

*WT?T: i. 2. 13-

*W^T iii. 2. 25.

STOtfa iv- 2. 38.

^nrur i. 1. 23., i. 1. 29., ii. 1. 1.

*WT^ v. 1. 14.

SWHI^ iii. 2. 32.

SWR: v. 1. 39., v. 1. 42., v. 1. 43.

smrctwiT iv. 1. 60.

srorer ii. 2. 60.

snrrc* ii. 2- 39-

*HHIci iii. 2. 43.

fmrfq^^T ii. 1. 55.

^mfaq^ : ii. 1. 3.

WM^Nr^ ii. 2. 25.

ii. 2. 60.

iv. 2. 13.

sftR iii. 2. 31., iii. 2. 32-, iii. 2.

66-, iii- 2- 69., iv. 2- 21-, iv. 2.

24.

snri- 1. 27., i. 1. 28., ii. 1. 14., ii.

1. 42., iv. 2. 21., v. 1. 23., v.

1- 3?.



H4H*9 iii- 1- 64.

^TrP^ iv. 2. 19.

?=T^'*i. 1. 27-, i. 1. 28-

*T?nr v. 1. 40.

*rafrnHf ii. 1. 34.

13$ iv. 1. 25., iv. 1. 29., iv. 1. 34.,

iv. 1. 37.

*r*$TCJT*S' iv. 2. 50.

STsqfSren:: i. 2. 4 , i. 2- 5.

iii. 1. 7.

tf*T^: iv- 2. 47.

tf^TT^v. 1. 31.

^TCTT i- 1- 1., v- 1. 1.

snwrcnr: v- 1. 14.

ii. 1. 6., v. 1. 15.

*r*TC: i. 1. 23., ii. 1. 1., ii. 1. 5„ ii.

1. 6., ii. 1. 7., ii. 2. 40., ii- 2.

59., iii. t. 32., iii. 1. 51., iii. 2-

1-, iii. 2. 46., iv. 1. 44., iv. 2.

4-, iv- 2. 6-, v. 1. 15.

*r**JTJT iv. 2. 23.

tffolfa i- 1. 26., i. 1. 27.

ii. 2. 62., iv. 2. 47.

^rnr^r iii- 2. 41.

*rr?i&WT: ii. l. 37., ii. 1. 38.

i. 2. 1., i. 2. 2., ii. 1. 58., iii.

1. 16-, v. 1. 34.

WW* i l- 6, i- 1- 34.

*=rm*!T i. 2. 18., v. 1. 1., v. l.

2.

^T^i. 1.6 , i- 1. 34., i. 2. 17.,

ii- 1- 44., ii. 1. 45., iii. 2. 1., v.

1. 5., v- 1. 14., v- 1- 15-, v. 1.

1fi.. v. 1. 32.. v. 1 13

16
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WW i. 1. 6., i. 1. 36., i. 2. 4., i. 2.

8-, v. 1- 1-, v. 1- 4., v. 1. 6„ v.

1. 7., v. 1. 19- v. 1. 34

^Tre?TrWTr^ i. 2. 8-, ii. 1. 33., iii. 2.

27., v. 1. 4.

*rrarer i. 1. 38.

^TT^TOIT i- 2. 4., i. 2. 8.

*m*TCTJTcWrrI, iii. 2. 3., iii. 2. 62.

^TV^ITT: v. 1. 4.

^Trs^TCTTSPT i, 6., i. |. 34.

^TJT«^ii. 1. 52.

^nfrf^FTrSTTr^ ii- 1. 55.

srmr i. l. 25-

mm** i. 2. 11., ii. 2- 14., v. 1. 14.

*Smr-q^H i. 2. 11., i. 2- 13.

^TTOT^cT: i. 1.5.

«'wi«wqr v. l. 15.

tfurto ii. 2. 62.

%gr: i. 1. 29.

fercg;' iv. 1. 49.

fa^d i- 1. 1, i. 2. 1.

%5r??i i. 2-6., v. 2. 23.

fat^d : i- 1- 26-, i- 1- 28., i. 1. 29.,

1. 1. 30.

fsrfsc ii. 1- 17.

i- 1. 30., iv. 1. 10., iv- 1. 39.,

v. 1. 3-

fofelMqft : ii. 1. 17.

fafe^ii- 1. 15-, ii- 1. 18.

ftrsh ii. 1. 15-, ii- 1- 17-, ii- 1. 19.,

ii. 1. 45., ii. 1. 46., ii- 1. 48., ii.

2. 10., ii. 2. 63-, iii. 2. 49-, iv.

1. 37-, iv. 1. 38., v. 1. 5., v. 1.

16., v. 1. 19., v. 1. 21.

%^ i. 1. 30., ii- 1. 9-, ii. 1. 10., ii.

1. 11., v. 1. 29.
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§^ i. 1. 10., Hi. 2. 41., iv- 1. 57-

ti<^ iv- 1. 55-

§H ii. 1. 27.

5^ ii. 2. 49.

fj^jf^tai ii. 2. 48-

ti^H^I iv. 1. 62.

$!TT ii- 1. 36-

£•11*1*1*1^ ii. 1. 36.

^s** iii- 1. 21.

5ft iv. 1. 52.

^rjftf: ii. 1. 64.

?«n?T i. 2. 2., i. 2. 20., ii. 2. 62-

SSTTJTT?^ iii. 1. 52.

^ITJTTCT i. 1. 1.

FIRTfjT v. 2. 1.

WTTT i- 2. 3.

i- 1. 14., iii. 1- 62.

*T$iq !BfcTT: iii. 1. 62.

^fi* iii- 1. 45-, iii. 2. 9.

^PfrfTUP^ iii. 1. 48.

Wfck iii. 2. 10.

WfJ iii. 2. 30-

^JT^ iii. 2. 33. iii. 2. 40.

WT?T: iii. 2. 28.

<m<TW( iii. 1. 13-

^fa iii- 1- 18-, iii. 2. 25.. iv. 2. 34

^JJ^
1

: iii. 1- 13.

iii. 2. 46., v. 2. 15.

v- 1- 43., v. 2- 20.

STO iv. 1. 62-, iv. 2- 31., iv. 2. 34.

iv. 2. 35-

*5TWsr iv. 1. 38., iv. 1. 39.

isf^1?*! iv. 2. 14.

^cnTTfafSSTT^ iv. 1. 64.

*5rroTfir#r iv. l. 65.

^rmTS^T^iii. 1. 50., iii. 2. 40.

5* iii. 1. 18-

5Tf^: v. 2. 1., v. 2. 2.

% ii. 1. 9., iii. 1. 66.

fl£*?CT iv. 1. 52.

iv- 1- 63.

rtf iv. 2. 49., v. 2. 12.

j

i. 2. 3.

1 ^5 i. 1- 32., i. 1. 39., iii. 2. 11., iii.

2. 39., iii. 2. 44., iv- 1. 45-, iv.

2. 33, v. 1. 1., v. 1. 43-, v. 2.

1., v. 2. 6., v. 2. 13-

tg: i. 1. 34.

tg?^v. 1. 38.

v. 1. 11.

tgcT: v. 1. 19-

^JMf^ iii. 2. 38., iii. 2. 59., v. 1.

34.

t<J«rf iii. 1. 15.

trft: v. 1. 7., v 1. 18.

left v. 2. 6.

^r5r*TT^T^ iii. 2. 11.

^remfTT^T i. 1. 1.

^simrcn: i. 2. 4., v. 2. 1., v. 2. 24.

^r^t: iii- 2. 4.

frer ii. 2. 57.



APPENDIX F.

Index of Words in English.

A Paee.

Page. Aggregates 143

Abhava 3. 144 Air 12, IOO

Abode 13 Airy ... 89

Abode of particular qualities 78 Aitihya
3

Absence 138, 171 Akritabhyagama - 135

Absence of link 109 All-pervading 26, 90, 164

Absence of perception • 63 Alteration ... 51

Absolute rule 109 Alteration of time 51

Abstinence .. 172 Alternating character ... 177
Absurd 108 Alternative 24

Absurdities 112 Analogy 23, 140, 148, 150

Absurdity 17 Annihilation ...2, l6l

Acceptance 12 Ant hill ... 109

Act • 11, Si Antecedent 59, 156

Action 6,8,43,52,63,105,121 Anumana
3

Activities ... 153 Apavarga ... iss

Activity 2, 6, 8, 9, 118, 133, 155 A posteriori • •• 4.45
Act of knowledge ... 146 Apparently 100

Acts 138, 139 Apparent modification 75

Acuteness ... 161 Appearance 169

Acuteness or dullness of ap- Appearances ... 144

prehension ... 161 Appearance of difference ... 108

Admission of an opinion 204, 207, 217 Application ... 13, 16

Adultery 8 Apprehension 7, 91, 122, 158, 161

Advantage ... 52 A priori 4

Affection 2, 9, 121 133, 156 A priori inference 45

Affirmative ...15, 16 Approach ... 87

Affirmative application 16 Aprapta-kala 23

Affirmative example IS Arbitrariness 116

Affix 75 Arbuda 129

Agama 3 Argument 60, 64, 66, 182, 186

Agent of knowledge * 146 Argumentation I
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Page,

Arguments 27, 84, 120, I58

Arrogance 154

Arthapatti 3

Artificial ... 60, 62

Arya 5

Arya De t

a

143. 149

Aryas 50

Ascertainment ... i, 18

Adhaka 55

Asleep ... 154

Assumption 24

Assent 109

Assertion 5

Association 77. 153

Association of troubles ... 154

Assumption in

Atom 63, 128, 132, 156, 162

Atomic dimension ... 119

Atomic mind 112

Atomic substance ... 8,39

Atoms 21, l63

Attack 20

Attainment of supreme felicity 1

Attendants ... ISO

Attention 117, 121

Audience 3f

Auditory ... 27, 99

Auditory perception ...27,41

Augmentation 75

Authority 11, 20, 90

Authors 54

Avayava 1

Aversion 3, 6,9, 118, 133

Awaking 168

Awanting ... 150

B
Balancing the addition 174, 177

Balancing the alternative 174, 177

Balancing the co-presence 174,182

P»ge.

Balancing the counter-exam-

ple ... 174, 184

Balancing the controversy 174, 189

Balancing the demonstration 174, 195

Balancing the doubt 174, 188

Balancing the effect 174, 201

Balancing the eternal • ... 200

Balancing the eternality ... 174

Balancing the heterogeneity 174, 175

I

Balancing the homogeneity 174, 175

!
Balancing the infinite re-

gression ... 174, 184

Balancing the mutual

absence ... 174, 182

Balancing the non-difference 174, 193

Balancing the non-etemality 174, 198

Balancing the non-perception 174, 197

Balancing the non- produced 174, 186

Balancing the non-reason 174, 190

Balancing the perception 174, 196

Balancing the presumption 174, 192

Balancing the questionable 174, 177

Balancing the reciprocity 174, 177

Balancing the subtraction 1 74, 1 77

Balancing the unquestionable 174, 177

Bauddhas ... 3

Beginning ... 60

Beginningless ... 155

Bhattas ... 3

Birth 2,9, 151

Blackness ... 156

Blame ...53, 153

Blanket ... 24

Block-head ... 27

' Bodily actions ... 8

Body 6, 8, 8i, 89, 125, 126, 171

Bone ... 82

Bos gavaeus ... 5,47

Bragging ... 20
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Page

inihmana 4, 25, 76

Breast ... 87

3uddhi ... 7

Buddhist 20, 30, 108

Buddhist Sanskrit and Pali

Literature ... 154

Bulk ... 60

Burning ... 49

C
Capacity 14, 105

Carelessness ... 139

Carping ... 20

Churvakas ... 3

Categories ... I, 32

Cattle ... 150

Cause 4, 30, 129, 138, 141, 157

Cause and effect ... 134

Cause of destruction 111,113

Cause of growth and decay ... 105

Cause of in-audition ... 66

Cause of production 129, 139

Causes of faults ... 157

Cave ... 170

Cavil I, 19, 20, 73

Caviller ... 20

Censuring the non-censurable 207,217

Cessation ... 131

Cessation of ogotism ... 157

Cessation of recognition ... 106

Cessation of the intellect ... 106

Channels ... 13

Character 10, 14, 16, 17, 30, 71, 92,

96, 99, 120, 126, 140, 169,

Characterised ... 102

Character of an object ... 99

Character of a modification ... 71

Character of perception ... 141

Character of transparency ... 96

Charaka ... 53

Page

Change ... no
Chhala ... 1

Circle of fire brand ... 128

City of the celestial quiristers ... 167

Classification of Vedic speech... 52

J

Clay ... 184

Clay statue ... 129

Co-abide ... 68

Cognisable ... I to

Cognised ... 60

Cognitions 33, 34, J 14, 127

Collection of parts... ... 164

Colour 7, 12, 23, 40, 76, 92, 100, 122,

125, 126, 157

Combustibles ... 140

Command ... 54

Common ... 29

" Commonly seen
" - 4.45

Comparison ...3, 4, 5, 33, 46, 47
Common properties 29

Compendious expression ... 47
Complete destruction 2

Compound ... 76

Compassion 8

Conceit 82, 108, 152

Conceit of difference ... 108

Conceit of duality ... 82

Conceit of pleasure ... 152

Concept ... 168

Concept of means ... 167

Conception 79. IS7

Concentration ... 139

Conclusion 13, 17, 21, 8$, in, 180

Concomitant 14

Conditions ... 14

Conduct ... 25

Confirmation ... 17

Conflicting 29

Conflicting judgment 10
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Page jrage

Conflicting testimony 29 ueut to vjOas 152

Confutation 1, 17, 46 Debt to progenitors 152

Conjointly ... 29 Debt to sages 152

Conjunction 8,38,77,114, 116, 117, JJeDts ... 152

130. i3i» 151. 163

Connection 3, 27, 48, 49, 50 Declaration 4

Connoted ... 186 Deeds T T r\ T oft119* izo

Consciousness ... 7, 19 51

Consequence 93. 100 Defence 20

Constant audition ... 66 l)pfi pitipii f
• ••*> 154

Constituents ... 163 •L-'CIUWIC luriii ... /o

Contact 3. 33. 40, 91 , 94, 107 2, 32

Context ... 121 Df*I ivpranrp y

Continuity ... 30 Demarcate ... 118

Contingency 106, 113 T^pmprit- q1/CL11C1 HO yj >
1 55

Contradiction ... 51 UeillUIlsircitiUH ...

Contradictory . 21,22,74 ueniai I4I
,
I09

Contradictory reason 22 Depravity ••• 155

Contrary ...17, 30 Desert 130, 131, 132

Controversy 174, 189 Design ... 77

Convention ... 50 Desire 6,87, 88, 117

Conviction ... 30 Desire and aversion ... 121

Co-presence ... 182 Destruction 2,61,73,83,110,111,

Corresponding element ... 102 113, 131, 136, 138, 141, 149

Corresponding substrata ... 104 Determinate ••• 3,4

Corruption ... 154 Determination ... 18

Countenance ... 86 Deva-rina ... 152

Counter argument ... 68 Deviating from a tenet 207, 218

Counter example 184, 186 Devotion 8

Course 2 Dharma i&istra ••• 153

Covetousness 8 Dialogue ... 19

Cow 4 Diminutiion ... 75

Cowhood ... 176 Dimness ... 161

Critical examination 1 Direct 26

Crystal 94, 96, 108, 109 Direction ••• 39

Curd ... 109 Disappearance ... 132

Cuticle ... 126 Disconnection 27

D Disciples ... 172
Deaths 9 Discussion i» 13. 19, 173
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Page

Disjoined ... in

Disputant 27,30,31

Disputation ... 19

Dissimilarity ... 26

Dissolution ... 90

Distinct ... 136

Distress 152,154

Distribution ... 144

Divisible ... 133

Doctrine 20, 164

Dogma ...12, 13

Doubt 1, 10, 29, 30, 42, 69, 75, 147,

154, 158, 188, 189

154, 167, 168Dream

Drst&nta

Drum

Duality

Dullness

Durable

Duration

Dust

Duties

Dvyanuka

E

Ear

Earth

Earthenware

Earthy

Effect

Efforts of attention

Egotism

Element

Emancipation

Endless doubt

1

•23.35

. 82

. 161

• 23

. 116

3

. 172

. 162

103

... 7- 12

... 77

89, 102

4. 134. 201
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